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REPORT.
Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction,
Concord, X. H.. October 1. 1908.
To His 'Excellency Charles 31. Floyd, Governor of New
Hennpshire:
I have the honor to transmit through Your Excellency to
the general court of New Hampshire the fifty-fifth report
upon the public schools of the state, the same being the
seventh biennial report, and the thirty-fourth report since,
the establishment of this office.
The report includes:
1. An account of the doings of the superintendent be-
tween October 1, 1906, and October 1. 1908.
2. A report upon the condition and progress of popular
education in the state.
3. Kecommendations of the superintendent.
4. Appendices containing statistics and other informa-
tion supplementary to the preceding.
All of which is herewith
Very respectfully submitted.
HENRY C. MORRISON,
Superintendent of Public Itisfruction.

PAKT I.
THE DOINGS OF THE SUPERIN-
TENDENT.
The law requires that the superintendent shall bi-
ennially render a detailed report of his own doings. In
obedience to the law I submit the chapters collected under
the heading Part I.
CHAPTER I.
Appointments of Superintendent, October 1, 1906,
TO September 30, 1908.
I have been continuously in the discharge of the duties
of the office, save one week in September, 1907, one week
in August, 1908, and a few days at other times.
During parts of four weeks at different times I have been
absent from the state assisting the educational departments
of Maine and Vermont and in conference with other state
superintendents at the Department of the Interior in
answer to the call of the head of the federal bureau of
education. In the summer of 1907, I attended the meeting
of the American Institute of Instruction, at Montreal.
Being chosen President of the Institute for the year 1908,
I have given the necessary amount of time to the duties of
that offiqe and have attended the annual meeting at
Burlington, Vt., at which I was re-elected President.
I have from time to time responded to calls for occasional
addresses in other states on subjects relating to the na-
tional public school effort. Follows a detailed list
:
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TABLE 1.
appoint:ments of superintendent.
From October 1, 1906, to October 1. 1908.
1906.
Tuesday, October 2. Concord, meeting of trustees of
State Normal School.
Wednesday, October 3. Conference with committee of
State Grange.
Thursday, October 18. Concord, State Teachers'
Association.
Fridaj^, October 19. Concord. State Teachers' Associa-
tion.
Saturday, October 20. Concord. State Teachers' Associa-
tion.
Thursday, October 25. Lewiston, Maine State Teachers'
Association, address, "Intellectual Honesty."
Friday, October 26. Nottingham, Institute and evening
address, "Good Schools and Wliat They ^Mean to Town and
State."
Sunday, October 28. Concord, North Congregational
Church, address, "The Church and the Public Schools."
Tuesday, October 30. Stark, Institute and evening ad-
dress, "Good Schools and Wliat They Mean to Town and
State."
Wednesday, October 31. Jefferson, Institute and eve-
ning address, ' ' Good Schools and What They Mean to Town
and State."
Friday, November 2. Keene, Institute and Cheshire
County Teachers' Association.
Wednesday, November 7. Danbury, Institute and
evening address, "Good Schools and What They ]\Iean to
Town and State."
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Thursday, November 8. Concord, conference with
committee of State Grange.
Friday, November 9. Franeonia, Institute and Am-
monoosuc Valley Teachers' Association, evening address,
''Good Schools and What They Mean to Town and State."
Friday, November 16. Madison, Institute and Carroll
County Teachers' Association.
Saturday, November 17. Tilton, Academy Teachers'
Association, address, "Some Present Tendencies in New
Hampshire Schools and their Interpretation."
Monday, November 19. Exeter, Gilman Grange, address.
Wednesday, November 21. Canaan, inspection of high
school.
Friday, November 23. Phanouth, State Normal School.
Tuesday, November 27. Concord, West Point examina-
tions.
Friday, November 30. Concord, superintendents' con-
ference.
Saturday, December 1. Concord, superintendents' con-
ference.
Tuesda}', December 4. Meredith, inspection of high
school and conference with school board.
Wednesday, December 5. Plymouth, State Normal
School.
Friday, December 7. New Ips^vich, Institute and
evening address, "Good Schools and What They Mean to
Town and State."
Tuesday, December 11. Gilmanton, inspection of Gil-
manton Academy and common schools.
Thursday, December 13. Pittsfield. inspection of high
school and village schools.
Friday, December 14. Pittsfield, Institute and evening
address, "Good Schools and What They ]\Iean to Town and
State."
I\Ionday, December 17. Berlin, inspection of schools.
Tuesday, December 18. Berlin, inspection of schools.
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Wednesday, December 19. Berlin, inspection of schools.
Thursday, December 20. Berlin, inspection of schools.
Friday, December 21. iManchester, committee State
Library Association.
Thursday, December 27. Concord. Legislative Com-
mittee State Teachers' Association.
1907.
Friday, January 4. Meriden, Institute and evening
address, "The Meaning of our Schools and their Needs."
Sunday, January 6. Concord, I\Ien's Union. South
Congregational Church, address, ''Needs of New Hamp-
shire Schools."
Monday, January 7. Newmarket, inspection of high
school; evening, Rochester, address, "The School and the
Parent. '
'
Tuesday. January 8. Concord, medical examinations.
Wednesday, January 9. Concord, medical examina-
tions.
Thursday, January 10. Orfordville. evening address,
"The Schools and their Needs."
Friday, January 11. Piermont, Institute, and evening
address, "The Meaning of our Schools and their Needs."
Friday. January 18. Concord, Rhodes Scholarship
examination ; afternoon, Newport, Sullivan County Teach-
ers ' Association, address, "Intellectual Honesty."
Saturday, January 19. Concord, meeting of the trustees
of State Normal School.
Thursday, January '24. Concord, meeting of the board
of state medical examiners.
Friday, January 25. Newton, Institute.





Tuesday, January 29. Plymouth, meeting of trustees
of State Normal School.
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Wednesday. January 30. Campton, evening address,
"Supervision."






Wednesday. February 6. Manchester, committee of
State Normal School trustees.
Wednesday, February 13. Hooksett. conference with
school board.
Thursday, February 14. Andover, Pomona Grange,
address,
'
' Organization of Rural Schools. '
'
Friday, February 15. Morning, Concord. j\Ierrimack
Valley Teachers' Association, address, "Education for




Saturday, Feliruary 16. ^Manchester, conference of
classical teachers.
]\Ionday. February 18. ^Manchester, Annapolis ex-
aminations.
Tuesday, February 19. Atkinson, evening address,
Atkinson Grange, ' ' Supervision. '
'
Thursday, February 28. New Ipswich, evening address,
Watatic Grange, "Supervision."
Friday, March 1. Brentwood, evening address,
Keeneboro Grange. "Supervision."
Saturday, March 2. Concord, Rhodes Scholarship Com-
mittee.
^Monday, ^lareh 4. Temple, evening address. "Super-
vision."
Tuesday, ^March 5. Springfield, evening address,
Beaver Grange, "Supervision."
Wednesday, ]March 6. Hill, evening address. "The
Schools and the State."
Thursday, ]March 7. Boston, IMassachusetts Conference
New England State Superintendents.
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Monday, March 11. Ashland, evening address,
Sqnam Lake Grange, "Supervision."
Friday, March 15. Milford, evening, meeting with
officers of supervisory district.
Monday, March 18. Hanover, conference with Pres-
ident Tucker.
Monday, March 25. Hillsboro Bridge, special district
meeting, address. "Supervision."
Tuesday, March 26. Meredith, special district meeting.
Thursday, March 28. Plymouth, superintendents' con-
ference.
Friday, March 29. Plymouth, superintendents' con-
ference.
Saturday, IMarch 30. Plymouth, superintendents' con-
ference.
Tuesday, April 2. Concord, morning, hearing liefore
Legislative Committee, meeting trustees State Normal
School.
Friday, April 5. Durham and Exeter, in connection
with Jamestown Exposition exhibit.
Monday, April 8. Berlin, inspection of high school.
Tuesday, April 9. Berlin, insi)ection of high school.
Wednesday, April 10. Bradford, conference with
selectmen.
Saturday, April 13. Woodsville, meeting of joint
boards of two districts of Haverhill, two districts of Bath.
Monday, April 5. Lancaster, school inspection.
Tuesday, April 16. Lancaster, inspection of high
school.
Wednesday, April 17. Lancaster, inspection of high
school.
Saturday, April 20. Salem, meeting of joint boards of
Atkinson. Hudson, Salem.
Saturday, April 27. Plymouth, State Normal School.
Tuesday. April 30. Salem, inspection of schools, eve-
ning address.
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Wednesday, ]\Iay 1. Concord, address, Capital G-range.
Friday, May 3. Portsmouth, Institute and Rockingham
County Association.
Friday, ]May 10. Conway, address, Pequaket Grange,
"State School System."
Thursday, ]\Iay 16. ^Morning, Concord, meeting state
boards of medical examiners ; evening, Hanover, confer-
ence of high school teachers.
Friday, 'May 17. Hanover, conference.
Saturday, May 18. Hanover, conference.
Tuesday, ]May 21. Stratford, inspection of schools;
meeting of .joint supervisory board. Stratford, Colebrook,
Northumberland, Columbia.
Wednesday, IMay 22. Groveton. inspection of schools.
Thursday, ]\Iay 23. Concord, first meeting of board of
examiners for registration of nurses.
Friday, May 24. Ashland, Institute and meeting of
Winnepesaukee Teachers' Association.
Saturday. May 25. Concord, conference on superintend-
ents' examinations.
]\Ionday, ^May 27. Hampton, inspection of high school.
Tuesday. ]May 28. Gilmanton, inspection of Gilmanton
Academy.
Wednesday, May 29. Franklin, morning, meeting of
joint boards of Hill, Danbury and Tiltou; afternoon, in-
spection of high school.
Friday, May 31. Nashua, Institute and ^lerrimack
Valley Teachers' Association.
Monday, June 3. Reeds Ferry, inspection of ]\IcGaw
Institute.
Tuesday, June 4. Goffstown, inspection of high school.
Wednesday, June 5. Rye, meeting of joint boards of
Rye, North Hampton, Greenland, Newington; conference
with school board.
Thursday, June 6. Northwood, inspection of Coe's
Academy; evening address, ''Practical Education," Village
Improvement Association.
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Friday, June 7. Strafford, inspection of Anstin-Cate
Academy.
Saturday, June 8. Plymouth, conference with school
board.
Sunday, June 9. Plymouth, State Normal School,
baccalaureate address.
Monday, June 10. Ashland, meeting of joint boards of
Ashland, Holderness, Meredith.
Tuesday, June 11. Epping, inspection of high school
preparatory to approval.
Wednesday. June 12. Plymouth, meeting trustees State
Normal School.
Thursday, June 13. Troy, address to the graduating
class of high school.
Saturday, June 15. Concord, address to the graduating
class of St. Mary's School.
Monday, June 17. Alton, conference with school board.
Tuesday, June 18. Concord, examinations for regis-
tration of nurses ; Wolfeboro, conference with school board.
Wednesday, June 19. Stratham, conference with school
board.
Thursday, June 20. Penacook, address to the graduating
class of high school.
Friday, June 21. Gilmanton, address at Gilmanton
Academy.
Tuesday, June 25. Rye, meeting of joint l)oards of
Eye, Greenland, North Hampton, Newington.
Friday, June 28. Concord, state examinations.
Saturday, June 29. Concord, state examinations.
Monday, July 1 to 5. ^Montreal, American Institute of
Instruction.
Saturday, July 6. ^Manchester, consultation with com-
mittee of trustees of Coe 's Academy.
Tuesday, July 9. Concord, medical examinations.
Wednesday, July 10. Concord, medical examinations.
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Tuesday, July 16. Willoughby Lake, Vt., service of
Vermont State Department of Schools.
Wednesday. July 17. Willoughby Lake, Vt.
Thursday, July 18. Willoughby Lake, Vt.
Saturday, July 27. ^Meredith, conference with school
board.
Thursday, August 1. Plymouth, inspection of summer
school.
Wednesday, August 7. Plymouth, meeting committee of
State Normal School trustees.
Monday, August 12 to 24. Plymouth. Summer Institute,
ten lectures on supervision.
Monday, August 26. Plymouth, state examinations.
Friday, August 30. Claremont, conference with high
school authorities.
Tuesday, September 17. Concord, meeting of board of
examiners for nurses' registration.
Thursday, September 19. Keene, address, graduation
of Nurses ' Training School.
Friday, September 20. Greenfield, Institute and evening
address, "Good Schools: What They Are. What They
Mean, How They Are Built Up."
Saturday. September 21. Concord, meeting Educational
Council.
IMonday, September 23. Contoocook. Institute.
Tuesday, September 24. Haverhill, conference with
school board.
Thursday, September 26. Acworth, Institute and eve-
ning address,
'
' Good Schools : What They Are, What They
Mean, How They Are Built Up. '
'
Fridaj'", September 27. Cornish, Institute and evening
address, "Good Schools: What They Are, What They Mean,
How They Are Built Up."
Saturday, September 28. Boston,- American Institute
directors.
Monday, September 30. Northwood, Institute.
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Tuesday, October 1. Concord, Normal School trustees.
Wednesday, October 2. Littleton, school board con-
ference for North Grafton County.
Friday, October 4. Londonderry, Institute.
Tuesday, October 8. Ossipee, school board conference
for Carroll County.
Wednesday, October 9. Lancaster, school board con-
ference for Coos County.
Friday. October 11. Hampton, Institute and evening
address, "Good Schools: What They Are, AVhat They
Mean, How They Are Built Up."
Tuesday. October 15. Laconia, school board conference
for Belknap County.
Wednesday, October 16. Plymouth, school board con-
ference for Grafton County, southeast section.
Thursday, October 17. Exeter, afternoon, address,
"Industrial Education," State Horticultural Society;
Concord, evening. School Masters' Club.
Friday, October 18. Concord, State Teachers' Associa-
tion.
Saturday. October 19. Concord, State Teachers' Asso-
ciation.
Monday, October 21. Danbury, Institute and evening
address, "A Fair Chance for Every Child."
AVednesday, October 23. Exeter, school board confer-
ence for Rockingham County, eastern section.
Friday, October 25. East Jaffrey, Institute and evening
address, "Good Schools: What They Are, What They
Mean, and How to Get Them."
Monday, October 28. A¥ebster, Institute.
Tuesday. October 29. Hillsboro, school board confer-
ence for Hillsboro County.
Wednesday, October 30. Keene, school board confer-
ence for Cheshire County.
Fridav, November 1. Sandown, Institute.
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Monday, November -4. Contoocook, Grange, evening
address.
Tuesday, November 5. Hollis, Grange, evening address.
Thursday, November 7. Newport, school board confer-
ence for Sullivan County.
Friday, November 8. Walpole, Institute and evening
address.
Saturday, November 9. Bellows Falls, Vt., conference
directors American Institute.
Monday. November 11. Hanover, consultation in con-
nection with spring conference.
Tuesday, November 12. Lebanon, conference of school
boards for Grafton County, western section.
Wednesday, November 13. West Concord, Pomona
Grange, address.
Thursday, November 14. Concord, State Library Asso-
ciation, address.
Friday. November 15. Thornton, Institute and evening
address, ''Good Schools: What They Are, What They
Mean, and How to Get Them."
Saturday, November 16. Plymouth, State Normal
School.
Tuesday-, November 19. Salem, school board conference
for Rockingham County, western section.
Thursday, November 21. Rochester, school board con-
ference for Stratford County.
Friday, November 22. Somersworth, Institute and
Strafford County Teachers' Association.
Saturday, November 23. Boston, directors of American
Institute.
Tuesday, November 26. Concord, school board confer-
ence for Merrimack County.
Tuesday, December 3. Plymouth, meeting trustees State
Normal School.
Wednesday, December 4. Plymouth, inspection of high
school and State Normal School.
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Thursday, December 5. Monroe. Grange, evening ad-
dress,
'
' Critical Needs of our Schools.
'
'
Friday, December 6. Whitefield, inspection of high
school.
Monday, December 9. New Boston. Grange, evening ad-
dress, "Our Money's Worth in Public Schools."
Tuesday, December 10. Manchester. Board of Trade,
evening address.
Wednesday, Deceml)er 11. Concord. State Nurses'
Association, address, "Registration of Nurses."
Thursday, December 12. Wilton, inspection of high
schools.
Friday, December 13. Phanouth, State Normal School.
Saturday, December 14. Plymouth. State Normal
School.
Monday, December 16. Manchester. Men's Club, First




'Tuesday, December 17. Boston. State Normal School
matters.
Friday, December 20. Concord, meeting state board of
medical examiners.
Friday, December 27. Concord, superintendents' con-
ference.
Saturday, December 28. Concord, superintendents' con-
ference.
]\Ionday, December 30. Claremont, dedication of school
building, address.
1908.
Wednesday, January 1. Manchester, meeting of Normal
School tinance committee.
Friday, January 3. Newport, Vt., evening address,
"l^he Public School and the Citizen."
Saturday, January 4. Boston, meeting of executive
board American Institute of Instruction.
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Tuesday, January 7. West Lebanon, inspection of
schools.
Wednesday. January 8. Andover, inspection of Proctor
Academy.
Thursday, January 9. Concord, meeting of board of ex-
aminers for nurses' registration.
Friday, January 10. Plymouth, State Normal School.
Saturday, January 11. Pembroke, address at dedication
of new school building.
IMondajs January 13 to 16. Berlin, inspection of schools.
Tuesday. January 14. Concord, medical examinations.
Wednesday', January 15. Concord, medical examina-
tions.
Saturday, January 18. Boston, meeting of executive
board American Institute of In.struction.
Wednesday, January 22. Franklin, inspection of
schools and evening address before Board of Trade. "In-
dustrial Education."
Friday, January 2-1. Concord, meeting of Normal
School Trustees; Boston, evening, address before New
Hampshire newspaper men. "The Public School Situa-
tion."
^Monday, January 27. Dover, address to teachers.
Tuesday, January 28. Dover, inspection of schools.
Thursday, January 30. Clarernont, inspection of schools
and consultation with school board.
Friday, January 31. Claremont, Institute and Sullivan
County Teachers' Association; Manchester, .judge at prize
speaking contest.
Saturday, February 1. Boston, meeting of executive
board American Institute of Instruction.
W^ednesday, February 5. Plymouth. State Normal
School.
AVednesday, February 5 and 6. Bethlehem, inspection of
schools and consultation with board.
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Friday, February 7. Littleton, Institute and Ammo-
noosuc Valley Teachers' Association.
Monday, February 10 to 13. Colebrook, inspection of
schools and consultation with school boards.
Wednesday, February 12. East Columbia, investiga-
tion of conditions for consolidation and evening address,
"Consolidation of Schools."
Thursday, February 13. Haverhill, address at dedica-
tion of schoolhouse.
Friday, February 21 to 27. Washington, conference of
state superintendents.
Tuesday, March 3. Gorham, inspection of schools and
consultation with school board.
Wednesday, March 4. Gorham. evening address, "The
Gorham Schools."
Thursday, March 5. Boston, conference of New Eng-
land state superintendents.
Friday, March 6. Boston, conference on rural progress,
address, "The Vocational School Question."
Wednesday, March 11. Manchester, meeting of Normal
School finance committee.
Thursday, March 12. Hillsboro, town district school
meeting.
Saturday, March 14. Concord, meeting of Rhodes
Scholarship Committee.
Monday, March 16. Plymouth, meeting of State Normal
School trustees.
Tuesday, March 17. Bristol, Lake and Valley Pomona
Grange, address, "The State's Interest in Public Schools."
Wednesday, March 18. Hillsboro Bridge, inspection of
schools and evening address, "Good Schools and What
They Mean to Town and State."
Thursday, March 19. Derry, conference with Pinkerton
Academy trustees.
Thursday, March 26. Plymouth, superintendents' con-
ference.
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Friday, ^Nlareh 27. Concord, state teachers' examina-
tions.
Saturday. ]\rarch 28. Concord, state teachers' examina-
tions.
Tuesday, ^Mareh 31. Greenland, conference with school
board.
Thursday, April 2. West Lebanon, conference with
school board.
Friday. April 3. Plymouth, conference of joint boards
of Rumney, Campton, and Woodstock.
Monday, April 6. Concord, meeting of board of ex-
aminers for nurses' registration.
Tuesday, April 7. Concord, meeting of trustees of
State Normal School.
Wednesday, April 8. Manchester, Vt., two addresses for
Vermont Department of Education.
Thursday, April 9. Middlebury, Vt., two addresses for
Vermont Department of Education.
Friday, April 10. Rutland. Vt.. two addresses for
Vermont Department of Education.
Saturday, April 11. Boston, conference of executive
board American Institute of Instruction.
Monday, April 13. Vermont.
Tuesday, April 1-4. St. Albans, Vt., two addresses for
Vermont Department of Education.
Wednesday, April 15. Essex Junction, Vt., two
addresses for Vermont Department of Education.
Thursday, April 16. ]\Iontpelier, Vt., two addresses for
Vermont Department of Education.
Saturday, April 18. Boston, meeting of executive board
American Institute of Instruction.
Friday, April 24. North Stratford, Institute.
Monday, April 27. Swanzey, consultation with super-
intendent and inspection of schools.
Tuesday, April 28. Winchester, consultation with school
board and inspection of schools.
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Wednesday, April 29. Concord, meeting of trustees
of State Normal School.
Thursday, April 30. Manchester, inspection of St.
Anselm's College.
Friday, ]\Iay 1. ^Manchester, Institute and ^lerrimack
Valley Teachers' Association; AA^entworth, conference with
school board.
Monday, IMay 4. Exeter, Institute and Rockingham
County Teachers' Association, address, ''Securing Re-
sults."
Tuesday, i\Iay 5. Goffstown, inspection of Groffstown
high school and conference with school board : North
A¥eare, Grange, evening, address. ''Three Factors in Build-
ing Up Good Schools. '
'
Friday, ]\Iay 8. Bartlett, Institute and Carroll County
Teachers' Association.
Saturday, May 9. Bartlett.
]Monday, May 11. Franklin, conference with school
board.
Tuesday, May 12. Plymouth, State Normal School.
AA^ednesday, May '13. Bedford, conference with school
board.
Thursday, Alay 14. Concord, meeting of state boards of
medical examiners.
Thursday, May 14 to 16. Hanover, conference of high
school teachers, address, "Correlation of the Educational
Forces of a State."
Tuesday. May 19 and 20. Campton, inspection of schools.
Thursday, May 21. Gilmanton, inspection of Gilmanton
Academy.
Friday, May 22. Laconia, Institute and AVinnepe-
saukee Teachers' Association.
Tuesday, May 26. ]\Iilford, conference with school
board.
AVednesday, May 27. Hinsdale, conference with AA^in-
chester and Hinsdale school boards; Surry, Grange,
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evening address, ''Three Factors in Building Up Good
Schools."
Thursday, May 28. Walpole, conference with school
board.
Tuesdaj^, June 2. Warren, conference with school
board.
Wednesday, June 3. Plymouth, meeting of State Nor-
mal School trustees.
Monday, June 8. Colebrook, address at high school
graduation.
Tuesday, June 9. Errol, consultation with school board.
Thursday, June 11. Plymouth, Normal School gradu-
ation and meeting of trustees.
Saturday, June 13. Boston, meeting of executive board
American Institute of instruction.
Wednesday, June 17. Tilton, conference with joint
school boards.
Friday, June 26. Concord, state teachers' examinations.
Saturday, June 27. Concord, state teachers' examina-
tions.
Monday, June 29. Hinsdale, meeting of joint boards of
Hinsdale, Winchester, and Swanzey.
Tuesday, June 30. Newport, address at meeting of
State Board of Trade.
Monday, July 6 to 9. Burlington, Vt., American Institute
of Instruction.
Monday, July 13. Maine.
Tuesday, July 14. Farmington, Maine, evening, address,
"The Public Schools and the New Democracy."
Wednesday, July 15. I\Iaine, address to superintend-
ents, "The Work of the Pioneer Superintendent."
Wednesday, July 15 and 16. Concord, medical examina-
tions.
Friday, July 24. Fitzwilliam, meeting of joint boards
of Troy, Fitzwilliam, JafFrey, Rindge, and formation of
supervisory union.
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Tuesday, July 28. Greenland, meeting of joint boards of
Rye, Greenland, North Hampton, and Xewington.
Thursday, July 30. Keene, meeting of the joint boards
of Dublin, Swanzey, and Keene.
Monday, August 3. Warner, conference with trustees of
Simonds Free High School.
Friday, August 14. Warner, meeting of alumni of
Simonds Free High School, address, "Practical Needs in
High School Education."
Monday, August 24 to 28. Plymouth, superintendents'
conference.
Friday, August 28 and 29. Plymouth, state teachers'
examinations.
Friday, September 11. Concord, meeting of Educa-
tional Council committee on secondary program of studies.
Saturday, September 12. Concord, meeting of Educa-
tional Council committee on secondary program of studies.
Tuesday, September 15. Concord, meeting of board of
nurses' examiners.
Friday, September 18. Newbury, Institute and evening
address, "The Teacher, the Parent and the Child."
Saturday, September 19. Concord, meeting of Educa-
tional Council.
Wednesday, September 23. Fremont, Grange, address,
"The Country Town and the Public School."
Friday, September 25. Weare Center, Institute and eve-
ning address, "The Public School and the Country Town."
Saturday, September 26. Boston, meeting of executive
board American Institute of Instruction.
Monday, September 28 and 29. Educational Council
committee on elementary program.
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CHAPTER II.
Personal Inspection of Schools.
Whenever more imperative duties would permit, I have
visited and inspected schools, both elementary and sec-
ondary. In numerous instances I have made actual tests of
the proficiency of the pupils and of the efficiency of the
local school system as a whole. In the cases of Berlin,
Claremont, Franklin, Gorham and Pittsfield. I have made
a more thoroughgoing investigation at the request of the
school boards and have reported to them my findings.
I have visited and inspected one or more elementary
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Such inspection has in most cases been incidental to
other duties in town. It has seldom been possible to make
it as thorough and definite as I could wish, and it ought
to have been much more extensive. The results of my
observations in these towns have their proportionate part
in the conclusions which I report in Part II.
As in former years, I have felt obliged to give a some-
what disproportionate share of my time and attention to
the inspection of high schools and academies, since these
secondary schools are subject to the annual approval of the
state superintendent. For the major part of my informa-
tion concerning these schools, I have been obliged to depend
upon reports made by them in response to specific in-
quiries and upon the correspondence which has followed
a close scrutiny of these reports. I have been able to reach
the following schools for personal inspection
:
Andover, Proctor Academy, Newmarket High S'chool,
Berlin High School, Newport High School,
Bethlehem High School, Northwood, Coe's Academy,
Colebrook Academy, Penacook High School,
Dover High School, Peterboro High School,
Epping High School. Pittsfield High School,
Franklin High School, Plymouth High School,
Gilmanton Academy, Strafford, Austin-Cate Acad-
Goffstown High School, emy,
Gorham High School, Stratford High School,
Hampton Academy, Whitefield High School,
Hillsboro High School, Wilton High School,
Lancaster High School, Winchester High School,
Meredith High School, Woodsville High School.
Merrimack, McGaw Institute,
New Ipswich, Appleton Acad-
emy,
Seventy or more secondary schools in the state require all
the time which a busy man can give if they are to be
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adequately inspected by the state in the thirty-six to thirty-
eight weeks of their school year. At present, the depart-
ment knows what they have done in their year's work,
fairly w^ell; it cannot know how they have done it, except
by following up written reports with personal investiga-
tion.
CHAPTER III.
Lectures of the Superintendent.
''He shall visit and lecture upon educational subjects in
as many towns and cities of the state during the term of his
office as the time occupied by other official duties will
permit." Chapter 94, section 3.
In compliance with the requirements of the law, I have
delivered seventy-one lectures, or addresses, upon topics
related to our public schools, in sixty-eight different
towTis and cities. The names of towns, the titles of ad-
dresses and the occasion of their delivery can be found in
Table I. The numbers given are exclusive of talks to
teachers at institutes or elsewhere and exclusive of numer-
ous brief speeches upon educational matters. They include
only formal addresses to the public.
In the main, these lectures have dealt with different
phases of the general subject of the relation of good schools
to the prosperity of town and state. I have constantly em-
phasized a reasonable definition of excellence in schools
and have sought to set forth feasible ways in Avhich the
schools might be improved. I have also had occasion to
lecture upon the subject of industrial education in response
to a growing interest in that direction. ^lany of my
addresses have been in explanation of the subject of dis-
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trict supervision, although much fewer than in the pre-
ceding term of office. I have also, on several occasions,
addressed district school meetings in response to the
requests of local school boards.
Ninety per cent, of all lectures have been delivered to
audiences in rural towns or to audiences primarily
interested in rural schools.
CHAPTER IV.
Attendance and Child Labor.
The statutes provide that every person having the cus-
tody and control of a child between the ages of eight and
fourteen, shall cause such child regularly to attend school.
The statutes further provide that no child under the age of
fourteen years may be employed in manufacturing, mer-
cantile, or other establishments while the public schools are
in session ; and that no child under the age of sixteen may
be so employed except upon presentation of an affidavit of
age and certificate of ability to read and write legibly sim-
j)le sentences in the English language. Chapter 93. sections
10-16 inclusive.
The law further provides (chapter 93, section 15. as
amended by chapter 61, Laws of 1901) : "The state super-
intendent of public instruction shall have authority to
enforce the laws relating to attendance at school and the
employment of minors, and, for this purpose, he and any
deputy appointed by him shall be vesited with the powers
given by law to truant officers when authorized by school
boards to enforce the laws relating to attendance at school
and the employment of children. And the expenses
necessarily incurred by the state superintendent in such
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enforcement shall be paid, as audited and alloAved by the
governor and council. '
'
FACTORY INSPECTION.
In this department I have employed Mr. Robert J.
Mitchell, of Newmarket, as regular factory inspector. ]Mr.
]\Iitchell has performed his duties thoroughly, patiently,
with tact and absolute integrity. The office has perfected
its methods of recording and controlling inspections, so
that we are able to make a more complete report than that
last issued.
The purpose of the department for the future is to group
the towns and cities of the state into the following classes
:
Class I, all towns and cities engaged in the cotton
industry.
Class II, the larger manufacturing towns not to any con-
siderable extent engaged in the cotton industry.
Class III, smaller towns with few or no factories.
Communities falling within Class I will be inspected
twice each year while schools are in session ; those in
Class II, once a year ; and those in Class III. at least once
in two years. In addition to this inspection the depart-
ment has during the past summer vacation inspected all
the larger manufacturing cities and towns Avith a view"
to gaining control of that phase of child labor prohibited
by the statutes applying to children under the age of
twelve at any time, whether in term time 'or vacation.
The inspector is required thoroughly to examine every
mill or other establishment entered, together W'ith all youth
employed therein, and to report to this office, daily if
possible, by mail. A card like the form given in Figure 1
is used for the inspector's report, and after examination
by the superintendent is filed awaj- for reference.
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Figure 1.
state of new hampshire.
Department of Public Instruction.
child labor factory inspection.
Industry Town or City
Establishment
Children under 14 No. of doubtful legal age
Between 14 and 16 Certificated Uncertificated
No. tested for literacy by Inspector
No. failed to pass literacy test.....
[To be made up on the spot and mailed from point of
inspection.]
The department thus keeps informed of both the em-
ployment of children by the factory and the methods of
local officers in issuing certificates of age and literacy.
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TABLE No. 2.
Factory Inspection.
Town or City. Date.
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TABLE No. 2.—Continued.
Town or City. Date.
ATTENDANCE AND CHILD IjABOR.
TABLE No. 2.—Continued.
31
Towx OR City. Date.
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been more than one inspection during the year, it is prob-
able that the same child has been counted twice. Table
Xo. 2 shows the dates upon which inspection was made and
in this tahle there is no repeated registration, within the
ground covered on any one visit.
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listed in the table, who have been visited are : telephone
and telegraph offices, saw mills and pulp mills, news stands^
stores, laundries, railroad stations and shops, street trades,
and a great variety of other industries.
TABLE No. 5.
Vacation Employment Statistics.
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twenty-one has been dealt with in part by the evening
school. How thoroughly this ground is covered is not
known and cannot be known, since we have no means of
securing an annual census of such persons. The follow^-
ing table shows the municipalities which have maintained
evening schools together with the statistics of the latter.
TABLE No. 6.
Evening Schools.
Dover Manchester Claremont Concord
Number weeks, 14 12 14 12
Number teachers, 10 24 8 4
Cost. $663.30 $1,445.00 $200.00 $592.20
Enrolment. 261 517 92 104
Average attendance, 142 315 • 47 73
The state inspection furnished by this department,
together with more or less efficient local inspection (in some
cases the local inspection is very efficient), gives th(> state
in my belief a control of the child labor situation unex-
celled by that of any state extensively engaged in manu-
facturing.
TRUANCY.
I use this term to include all cases dealt with by this
department which do not come specificall.y within the scope
of the child labor phase of the attendance law. In most
cases, the intervention of the department has been asked
to deal with refractory parents rather than with delinquent
children, falling for the most part under chapter 93,
section 14 of the Public Statutes.
For the enforcement of this statute, I have emj)loyed
both ]\Ir. Mitchell, factory inspector, and ^Ir. Joseph H.
Rolfe. of Penacook. Mr. Rolfe's experience as a school
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officer well qualifies liim to deal intelligently and tactfully
and yet forcefully with the class of cases referred to the
department. There has been no case which has not yielded
to the representations of either Mr. IMitchell of Mr. Rolfe
without prosecution. In individual cases I have also com-
missioned Superintendents Channing Folsom and Austin
H. Fittz to act for me.
In response to requests of school boards, superintendents,
or teachers, or upon complaint of citizens, I have caused
specific cases to be investigated and have secured obedience




































It is worthy of note that nearly three times as many
such requests for state intervention have been received
and acted upon as during the two years immediately pre-
ceding. This fact may be interpreted in three ways : either
the school boards are coming to depend more upon the
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state department ; or they are becoming better informed
of their right to call upon the department for assistance
;
or they are becoming more active in the enforcement of
the attendance laws. It is probable that all three factors
have been effective. There is ample evidence to show that
the mere knowledge that the state can and will act has
an effect upon delinquents far beyond that of specific
action on the part of this office. In this connection it is
also noteworthy that in only two cases have the same towns
called upon the department for assistance in 1907-1908
which preferred such requests in 1905-1906.
The regularity of attendance is improving steadily
throughout the state. We have to deal rather with a
matter of educating parents to know and understand the
law than with the punishment of parents for intentional
lawlessness. It is hard for many parents to realize that
their children are not absolutely their own, to educate or
neglect as they please. It seems to many monstrous and
even tyrannical that their right to detain their children at
home whenever such action will suit their own convenience
should be questioned. When their neighbors, members of
their local boards, attempt to enforce the law, they are apt
to question whether there be any such law. When the
state officer appears, the response in a very great propor-
tion of cases is. ''Why, if that is the law, I suppose I
must obey it."
Only one prosecution has been instituted in this depart-
ment, that of State v. Denine, tried before the local police
justice in Troy, and which resulted in acquittal. I have
no doul^t that the verdict in this case would have been
reversed if carried to the higher court, but, the desired
result of regular attendance having been gained, it did not
seem worth the while to the department to carry the case
further.
In pursuance of the policy inaugurated two years ago^
I have required the factory inspector in connection with
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his other duties to investigate conditions in towns near
his regular assignments. In these towns he has visited
schools, conferred with school boards, met the local truant
officers, instructed them in their duties and in some
instances assisted them on particular cases, and distributed
copies of the law. I regard this work as useful and im-
portant. I have refrained from carrying it to a larger
number of towns because of lack of funds. While the
superintendent is authorized to appoint agents for the
enforcement of the attendance laws at his discretion, such
agents must be paid from the contingent funds in the hands
of the governor and council, and the payments for work
already undertaken are very largely in excess of amounts
expended under the former administration. The list ^ of
towns just referred to is as follows
:
Andover,
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during the past two years, is recorded in the last biennial
report of this office together with conditions of approval.
The latter are set forth in a lealiet which is sent to any
person interested upon application.
Report upon the work and conditions of secondary
education in the state is given in Part II of this volume,
including statistics relating to secondary schools.
On November 22, 1906, I approved a two years' course
for the Canaan High School for the year ending July 15,
1907. The school failed to make any report of its work
at the close of that school year and it was consequently not
approved for the following year. The district having
given the school statutory establishment ])y vote, it has
been approved for the year ending July 15. 1909.
The institutions named in the following list, upon proof
of standing maintained during the year 1908-1907, were
approved for the school year ending July 15. 1908.
LIST OF APPROVED SECONDARY SCHOOLS, 1907-1908.
Alton High School, Derry, Pinkerton Academy,
Amherst High School. Two Dover High School,
years, Enfield High School, Tivo
Andover, Proctor Academy, years, .
Antrim High School, Epping High School,
Atkinson Academy, Exeter High School, Three
Berlin High School, years,
Bethlehem High School, Exeter. Robinson Seminary,
Bristol High School, Two Farmington High School,
years, Franconia, Dow Academy,
Claremont, Stevens High Franklin High School,
School, Gilmanton Academy,
Colebrook Academy, Got¥stown High School.
Concord High School, Gorham High School.
Penacook High School, Hampstead High School,
St. Mary's School, Hampton Academy,

























Milton. Xnte High Scliool,
Nashna High School.
New Boston High School.





















Troy High School, One yeai\
AValpole High School,






At the close of the school year ending July 15, 1908, the
Amherst high school, offering a two years' course, was
refused reapproval because of failure to do the work called
for in the course of study submitted by the school board
and approved by this office.
Approval was also r.^'used to the Goffstown high school.
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offering' a four years' course, because of failure !;> acenm-
plish the work called for in its program, a failure attrilni-
table in the main to gross disorder and insubordination
among the pupils, and because of neglect of reasonable
admission qualifications.
During the year the academic department of St. Ans-
elm's College. Manchester, was approved until July 15,
1908, as a school of secondary standing.
The institutions named in the following list, upon sub-
mission of proofs of work done and standard main-
tained, have been approved for the year ending July 15,
1909.
LIST OF APPROVED SECOiXnAKY SCHOOLS, 1908-1909.
Alton High School, Dover High School,
Andover, Proctor Academy, Eppiug High School,
Antrim High School. Exeter High School.
Atldnson Academy. Roljinson Seminary,
Bath High Scliool. Two Farmington High School,
Ijcars. Franconia, Dow Academy.
Berlin High School. Franklin High School,
Bethlehem High Scliool. Gilmanton Academy,
Boscavren High School, One Gorham High School,
year, Hampstead High School,
Bristol High School, Two Hampton Academy,
years, Hanover High School,
Canaan High School, Tiro Haverhill Academy,
years, Henniker High School,
Claremont. Stevens liigh Hillsborough High Schoo],
School, Hinsdale High School.
C€l:^l)rook Academy. Holderness School for Boys,
Ccneord High School. Hopkinton High School.
Penacook Pligh School, Contoocook,
St. Mary's School, Jaffrey (East), Couant High
Derry. Pinkerton Academy, School,


















Merrimack, Reed 's Ferry.
McGaw Institute,
Milford High School,
Milton, Nute High School.
Nashua High School,
New Boston High School.
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CHAPTER VI.
Formation of Supervisory Unions.
I have forwarded to the best of my ability and available
^time favorable votes by districts accepting the provisions
of chapter 77, Laws of 1899, relating to the professional
supervision of schools, and union of towns so voting.
For the first of the above purposes, I have met school
boards and citizens in conference, have corresponded with
a much larger range of school officials and citizens, have
issued and mailed a large amount of literature explaining
the law and the benefits to be derived, and have addressed
numerous audiences in regard to the measure. During
the two years thirty-three districts have voted favorably,
and six new unions have been organized. During the same
period seven towns previously in districts have rescinded
their votes, and one town previously rescinded has recon-
sidered its rescinsion and is now a part of a new union.
A large proportion of the time given to the formation of
nev/ unions in the period 1905-1906 I have been obliged
during the past two years to devote to negotiating the re-
arrangement of unions made necessary chiefly by the addi-
tional towns voting. In all but one of the seven new
unions formed I have taken the initiative and have called
and been present at the first meetings of the joint advisory
boards.
A fuller account of the present condition of the schools
of the state with respect to professional supervision will be
found in Part II.
STATE TEACPIERS EXAMINATIONS. 4:J
CHAPTER YII.
State Teachers' Examinations.
I have held or caused to l)e hekl six examinations for the
state teacher's certificate, as follows:
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and reference lists for the guidance of persons preparing
for examination.
The following is a summary of the results of examina-
tions since 1895, the date of the enactment of the pres-
ent law
:
Total number examined 827
Permanent certificates granted
:
By graduation from Normal school 362
By other examinations.- -...- -._ 121 483
Failures, or work never completed 340
Excepting district superintendents, who are obliged by
law to hold the state certificate, there is little to incite the
teacher to secure a state certificate. True, the state certifi-
cate is valid throughout the state and exempts its holder
from local examinations ; but since local examinations are
rarely given, not even this motive is a compelling one.
A list of persons holding state teachers' certificates is
given JM an appendix to this report. Rules and regulations
and other information are published separately and will be
:sent to any interested person upon application.
CHAPTER VIII.
Teachers' Institutes.
(P. S. Chapter 94, Sections 4-8.)
Section 4. He (the superintendent) shall organize,
superintend, and hold at least one teachers' institute each
year in each county of the state, and appoint the time and
place, and make suitable arrangements therefor.
Sect. 5. In case he is unable for any cause to conduct
in person any institute, or to make the necessary arrange-
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nieuts therefor, he shall appoint the principal of the state
Normal school, or some other suitable person, for that
purpose.
Sect. 6. The state treasurer is authorized and in-
structed to invest, as a permanent institute fund, the
proceeds of the sale of the state lands effected under the
authority of a joint resolution approved June 28, 1867, and
the annual income thereof is set apart for the support of
teachers' institutes.
Sect. 7. The superintendent of public instruction may
draw upon the state treasurer each year for such part of
said income as may be required to defray the necessary
expenses of the institutes, and for procuring suitable-
instruction and lecturers for the same.
Sect. 8. His account for the expenses of the institutes
shall be audited each year by the governor and council, and
he shall incorporate in his annual report a report of the
institutes and of the expenses of the same.
The law relating to teachers' institutes is in realit.y a
survival from an earlier and partially obsolete set of con-
ditions. Teachers' institutes sprang up during the first
half of the nineteenth century, before any appreciable
equipment of normal or other training schools had been
established. They became in part a substitute for normal
training, in part a means of arousing public interest in
education, in part conferences of teachers and school offi-
cials for professional improvement.
As the practice in institutes has come down to us it has
jjreserved entire all these characteristics, and in adminis-
tering the fund I have aimed to develop and apply this
traditional conception to new conditions. I have held the
following classes of institutes:
I. The Institute for Common Schools. This is com-
monly a one-day meeting consisting usually of six practical
lectures upon various phases of teaching. It is designed.
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especially for country towns in which the proportion of
trained teachers is small, and which are often without pro-
fessional supervision. i
Forty-five such institutes have been held during the two
years. In connection with twenty-three of these, evening
meetings have been held chiefly for the public. At each
of the two day sessions, which are designed entirely for
teachers, many' citizens interested in schoolwork have been
in attendance.
Numerically, institutes of this class outrun those of other
classes.
II. Association jNIeetings in connection with Institutes.
There are in the state eight associations of teachers for
mutual improvement other than local, as follows
:
Rockingham County Teachers' Association.
Strafford County Teachers' Association.
Carroll County Teachers' Association.
IMerrimack Valley Teachers' Association.
Cheshire County Teachers' Association.
Anunonoosuc Valley Teachers' Association.
"Winnepesaukee Teachers' Association.
Sullivan County Teachers' Association.
It has for some years been the practice for the depart-
ment to pay for the cost of one meeting per year, or for
one-half the cost of one meeting, if only one is held. These
meetings are attended chiefly l)y the better educated
teachers, and in this attendance is a considerable propor-
tion of trained and supervised teachers. It has been my
aim to make these meetings in the main inspirational in
character hy employing as speakers persons capable of
interpreting upon a high plane the daily work and life of
the teacher, or competent to inform teachers of the changes
in good pedagogical practice. I have also so arranged the
aid of the department as to encourage the production of
the principal part of the programme of that meeting which
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is conducted by the association alone, by the members of
the association, believing it to be important to develop
leadership of this kind.
III. The Summer Institute. This has been a two
weeks' study of principles in teaching under the guidance
of the most competent lecturers obtainable. It has also
been an admirable opportunity for informal professional
conference, stimulating and useful in a high degree. It
has commonly been attended by al)out one hundred and
twenty-five of the most progressiv;^ teachers and superin-
tendents.
During the summer just passed, it seemed to me wise to
discontinue such part of the summer institute as was con-
cerned chiefly with the common school teacher. The
normal school had instituted a summer session of eight
weeks which would be much more effective than the insti-
tute in the direction which the latter had taken, and it
w^ould doubtless 1)e a waste to duplicate. I therefore
turned over to the principal a portion of the money used
for maintaining the institute, to be applied by him to the
support of the summer session of the normal school, and
I have constituted the latter a regular institute of this
department.
I have also continued that portion of the work of the
old summer institute, which applied more particularly to
superintendents, as a conference of superintendents held at
Plvmouth for the last week in August. I have aimed at
this conference to call together the men who are new to
the field of supervision in New Hampshire, to instruct them
in the school law of the state, the duties which they will
have to perform, and the problems which they will have
to solve.
IV. Superintendents' Conferences. Twice annually, in
December and in ^[arch. I have held conferences of super-
intendents (if the state, at Concord in December and at
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Plymouth in ]\Iarch. These conferences have been devoted
to hard and prolonged work for five half-days, counting-
two evening sessions as half-days. The tirst three such
conferences were devoted to instruction and discussion of
the routine administrative work of the superintendent's-
office ; the fourth was the beginning of a minute and labo-
rious consideration of the programme of studies, which will
be continued at future meetings.
The unanimous verdict of the superintendents attending
these conferences seems to bo that they have proven to
be of great practical benefit to the superintendents ; and
I believe them to be of great value in the direction of
unifying the school work of the state.
Inasmuch as no other expenses were involved and no
other speakers paid, and inasmuch as all superintendents-
take an active part in the discussions, I have deemed it
proper to pay the expenses of superintendents attending'
the conference.
V. School Board Conferences. I have the past year
extended the institute system so as to reach the local school
authorities themselves. Arrangements were made for
institutes for school boards in each of the ten counties of
the state; in Grafton and Rockingham, owing to their
large area, it was found convenient to hold in the case of
the former three and in that of the latter two different
institutes. The meetings were appointed for that time of
year at which busy people, especially in the rural sections,
are supposed to be most at leisure, and the attendance was.
on the whole gratifying.
The program of all the meetings were substantially
the same, dealing in the main with the practical difficulties
met by the local board and with needed legislation. In
almost every meeting, an interesting and useful discassion
of the various topics followed, in which the attendants took
an active part. This was particularly true of th« confer-
ences held at Concord, Exeter and Keenev
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The attendance is given in detail in the general summary
of institute statistics at the close of this chapter. The
meetings at Ossipee, Hillsborough and Newport unfortu-
nately occurred on the same days as three of the heaviest of
the fall rains. As a result, the first two meetings named
were very slimly attended. In spite of the rain, the New-
port meeting showed one of the highest percentages of
attendance of the series. One lady, Miss Esther Chatter-
ton, of the Acworth board, drove unattended in the early
morning and a pouring rain a distance of between fifteen
and twenty miles over hilly and at that time dangerous
roads to be present at the institute, and another member.
Honorable Charles ]\IcDaniel, of Springfield, had an almost
equal distance to drive in returning home. The cities of
Concord. Portsmouth. Keene, Dover and Somersworth
were well represented at their respective meetings. ]\Ian-
chester, Berlin and Nashua were conspicuous for lack of
representation.
To sum up: The institute system has reached (1) 2.100
different teachers in the public schools; (2) all the super-
intendents; (3) twenty-six per cent, of the membership of
school boards; and (4) approximately 2.500 citizens who
are interested in our schools, chiefly in the rural towns.
A gap left in the area covered by the institutes is the
high schools and academies. The high and common schools
have been for years included in the same institutes. It
has become impracticable, however, to cover the whole
ground in any one institute and the institute programs
have therefore come to be aimed at the common schools.
High school teaching has in consequence suffered. A high
school institute for the state was for several years held
annually at Concord, but it was given uj) partly because
it did not reach teachers in the remoter schools, and partly
because it was felt to be undesirable to duplicate the Han-
over conference occurring about the same time.
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The gap referred to has been filled to some extent by
the annual conference of secondary schools held in the
month of May by Dartmouth College at Hanover. This
meeting has not, however, been found well adapted to the
needs of teachers in the smaller high schools, and it is.
of necessity, perhaps, devoid of the purely pedagogical
features most needed by high school teachers. In short,
it is a conference and not an institute. I expect, there-
fore, to hold high school institutes at different points in
the state during the fall term, designed purely for instruc-
tion in the art of teaching.
The record shows that the institute still has a place in
our public school system. It ought to be remembered, how-
ever, that this place is not a permanent one. As more and
more towns come under supervision, and as a larger propor-
tion of teachers are trained, the institute as such will
become less and less needed, until finally it should be
abolished, its place ultimately being taken by professional
associations of teachers. It ought not to be thought that
the teachers' institute can be made a substitute for pro-
fessional supervision or for normal school training.
At many institutes, particularly those held in the cities,
a considerable number of teachers attend who have no
interest in the institute, who attend simply as a means of
securing a holiday, who interrupt the sessions if allowed
to do so, and who desert as soon as convenient. Of the
honesty of such persons there can be but one opinion. This
department cannot control them; the school board can.
The school board ought to deal severely with any of its
teachers known to be so acting.
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TABLE No. 7.
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TABLE No. 8.
Statistics op Teachers' Institutes prom September 1,




Statistics of Superintendents' Institutes from June
1, 1906, TO August 31, 1907.
TABLE Xo. 10.
Statistics of Superintendents' Institutes from Septem-
ber 1, 1907, to August 31, 1908.
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TABLE No. 11.
Statistics of School Board Institutes from September






Cost - - $281.85
School board institutes 13
Attendance — 250





Total. 1304-05 1905-06 1906-07 1907-08
Attendance 1.702 1,769 1,640 1,972
Cost ..$2,145.43 $2,032.81 $2,728.97 $2,304.15
TABLE No. 12.
Towns represented at institutes.
Towns.
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Canterbury,

















Showing lists of institute subjects and lecturers from
June 1, 1906, to August 31, 1908.
Subjects.
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Arithmetic-
teachers' institutes. 61
Reading and Literature— :\Iary McSkimmon, 1
W. H. Huse, 14
Geography—George H. Whitcher, 6
Henry C. Sanborn, 1
F. C. Johnson, . 1
E. L. Silver.
:\hisic—A. J. Abbott, 15
Burton T. Scales, 20
W. C. Bates. 1
Daniel D. Ladd, 1
Nature Study—Mary C. Breen, 20
W. H. Huse. 2
Caroline Wing Parker, 1
Alice S. Mildram, 1
George H. Whitcher, 1
Drawing—Edmund Ketchum, 12
N. L. Berry, 10
J. Warren Thyng, 9
Laura B. McLane, 2
Physiology and Hygiene—Sarah Coppinger, 3
Writing—A. H. Keyes, 1
Supervision—H. C. Morrison, 11
George Winch, 1
Agriculture—C. A. Crowell, Jr.. 1
F. W. Taylor. 2
W. D. Gibbs. 1
Manual Training—Fred E. Brown. 1
George H. Whitcher, 1
School :\Ianagement—Charles W. Bickford, 20
Channing Folsom. 2
Thomas A. Roberts, 1
Discipline—F. T. Reynolds,
School Law—Channing Folsom, 20
TT. C. Morrison. 5
Pedagogy—James E. Kloek. 10
9
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Psychology—James E. Klock, 10
History of Education—T. W. Harris, 10
A. Keith Spofford, 10
GENERAL TOPICS.
Teaching vs. Keeping School—Henry C, Morrison, 1
The Spirit of the School—Henry C. Morrison, 1
Economy of Time in Rural
Schools—Henry C. IMorrison, 1
Some Everyday Opportuni-
ties of the Teacher—Henry C. jMorrison, 1
The School and the Home—Henry C. Morrison, 1
Education for Service—Henry C. Morrison, 1
Securing Results—^Henry C. ]\Iorrison, 3
Teaching vs. Testing—Henrj' C. Morrison, 2
Patriotism in the Public
Schools—Henry C. Morrison, 3
Use of the Program of
Studies—Henry C. Morrison, 11
The Public Library and the
Public School—M. C. Smart, 1
Luella A. Dickerman, 2
George Winch, 1
Preparatory Work—Willis 0. Smith, 2
1
; L. C. Knapp, 1
Education from a Physical
Standpoint—W. H. Slayton, 2
A Practical Education—George H. Whitcher, 1
Educational Progress in
New Hampshire—Chauning Folsom, 2
Economy of Time in Rural






Sanitation—W. H. Huse, 1
Caroline Parker Wing, 1
Thomas A. Roberts, 1
The Gospel of Hard AVork—^Robert J. Sisk, 2
Temperament—Frank W. Lakeman, 1
Rights at School—AValter H. Small, 4
My Ideal Teacher—Austin H. Keyes, 1
Moral Education—Henry C. Sanborn, 2
Trouble—Wm. C. Bates, 1
The Recitation—Geo. E. Johnson, 1
Horace Mann—Bernard M. Sheridan. 1
Character in Education—Bernard M. Sheridan. 1
Miscellaneous Suggestions
for Rural Schools—Robert J. Sisk, 1
A Talk to Teachers—E. L. Silver, 1
Education Old and New—.W. H. Small, 1
Some Points of Contact Be-
tween Theory and Practice—Robert J. Sisk, 1
The Backward Pupil—Frank W. Lakeman. 1
School Economy—Harriet C. Kimball, 1
The Future of That Boy—Carroll H. Drown, 1
A Dull School—D. F. Carpenter, 1
The Spoken Word—Craven Layeoek, 2
Some Essential Qualities of
the Superior Teacher—E. L. Silver, 1
Education in Puerto Rico—E. W. Lord, 1
Motor Factors in Elementary
Education—Lucie E. Pray, 1
Civil Service for Teachers—Harry E. Walker, 1
Some Defects in the School—Payson Smith. 1
A Teacher's Opportunity—H. M. Bisbee, 1
School Gardening—^Helen F. Tredick, 1
EVENING LECTURES.
Good Schools and What They
Mean to Town and State—Henrv C. Morrison. 16
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The Meaning of Our Schools
and Their Needs—Henry C. Morrison, 2
District Supervision—Henry C. Morrison, 1
A Fair Chance for Every
Child—Henry C. Morrison, 1
Needs of New Hampshire
Schools—Henry C. Morrison, 1
The Public Schools—Robert J. Sisk, 1




Showing list of institute subjects and lecturers from
June 1. 1906, to August 31, 1908.
Foundation Work in a New District. Channing Folsom
Teachers' Meetings. H. S. Roberts
The Superintendent's Relation to the Pul)lie.
F. S. Sutcliffe
Economy of Time in the Mixed School.
George H. Whitcher. D. F. Carpenter
Use of the State Program. Thomas A. Roberts
Economy in the ]\Ianagement of Text Books.
Supplies, and Apparatus. Henry C. Sanljorn
Keeping Track of Teachers' Work. Wm. H. Sla\ton
Sehoolhouse Sanitation and Decoration. Wm. H. Cummings
Testing and Grading. James A. MacDougall
Advanced Professional Study for the Work-
ing Teacher, and Its Application as a Con-
trol of Salary Schedules. George H. Whitcher
Testing School Worlc for Results. Henry C. ^Morrison
The Backward Child as a Factor in the
Efficiency Problem—Some ^Methods of
Elimination. F. C. Johnson
teachers' institutes. 65
The Apprentice System as a Means of Train-
ing High School Graduates as Teachers
during limitation of Normal School facili-
ties. George A. Keith
TABLE No. 17.
School Board Institutes.
Showing list of institute subjects and lecturers from
June 1, 1906, to August 31, 1908.
The Problem of Securing
and Paj'ing Teachers—Henry C. [Morrison, 4
The Consolidation of Rural
Schools—^lason S. Stone. 2
Granville T. Fletcher, 6
John T. Prince. 2
Henry C. Morrison, 1
Frank S. Sutcliffe, 1
The Transportation of School
Children to Central Schools—Mason S. Stone, 2
Granville T. Fletcher, 6
John T. Prince, 2
Henry C. ]\Iorrison. 1
Frank S. Sutclitfe, 1
The Attendance Question—Henry C. Morrison, 12
Promotion^Olive Kimball, 1
Taxation and Revenue for
School Purposes—Channing Folsom, 3
Henry C. ]\Iorrisou, 3
Equalization of the Privi-
leges and Burdens of Public
Education—Channing Folsom, 2
The Duty of the School
Board Member Towards Pro-
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gressive School Legislation—0. H. Tootliaker, 3
T. W. D. Worthen, 1
Henry W. Hurd, 2
W. S. Emer3^ 1
What a Child Should Know
at the End of the Common
School Course—^George L. Plimpton. 1
The Teacher Question—George Winch, 3
Henry C. Morrison, 3
A Critical Need of Our
Schools—James A. Tufts, 2
The Rural School: Its Im-
portance and Its Needs—Herbert 0. Hadley, 1
The Problem of Securing
and Paying Teachers—^Charles W. Bickford, 1
Bertram Ellis. 1
School Finance—Henry C. IMorrison. 2
Responsibility of School
Boards for Improvement of
Professional Standard
Among Teachers—Charles D. Adams, 1
Need of a Legal Standard for
Common Schools, and of
Some Authoritative Means
of fixing Responsibility for




At the request of the governor, in the spring of 1907,
I assumed charge of the collection of an exhibit of the
educational work and equipment of the state for the ter-
centennial exposition at Jamestown, Virginia. The time
available was supposed to be very limited and consequently
no elaborate exhibit was planned. As it turned out, delays
in forwarding the remainder of the exhibit sent by this
state would, if anticipated, have permitted a more adequate
educational representation. As forwarded, the educa-
tional exhibit of the state was made up as follows:
I. The educational equipment of the state, comprising
an excellent collection of photographs illustrating the




2. The New Hampshire College of Agriculture and the
Mechanic Arts.
3. The State Normal School.
4. Phillips-Exeter Academy and St. Paul's School.
5. The puhlie secondary schools, including both high
schools and endowed academies, showing types of each.
6. The public elementary schools of the state, showing
typical city, village, and rural schoolhouses, both old and
new.
7. The School for Feeble-minded Children.
8. The state library and local public libraries.
II. Illustrations, by sample papers and by photographs,
of schoolroom work throvighout the public school system.
Upon the return of the exhibit from Jamestown, it was
set up in the gallery of the state library, where it now is.
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CHAPTER X.
Award of the Equalization Fund.
The law requires that there shall annually be distributed
from the state treasury the sum of $18,750 to all towns
having less than $3,000 of equalized valuation per pupil
of average attendance, and that the governor and council
upon recommendation of the superintendent of public
instruction shall add to such list of towns other towns
which from their peculiar conditions need relief from too
great a burden of taxation.
The ratio of valuation to pupils in average attendance
has so risen that in December, 1907, only sixteen towns
fell below the $3,000 mark. It therefore became the duty
of the superintendent to select some fifty or more addi-
tional towns for recommendation to the governor and
council.
In selecting such towns I have been governed, of course,
by the letter and the spirit of the statute. All the poorer
towns were included in the list to be recommended unless
it appeared that the town, though poor in valuation, was
not heavily taxed. I have refused to include any town
which could not show itself to be making a vigorous etfort
for good schools on its own account ; and I have invariably
cut otf any town from this kind of aid which, having
received the same in the preceding year, promptly cut
down its own appropriation.
A list of the towns receiving a share of the equalization
fund is given in the appendix; and working of the equal-
ization is discussed in Part II.
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Report of the Regent of the State Boards of ]\Iedicai.
Examiners.
Registration of Physicians and Surgeons.
the law.
An Act to regulate the licensing and registration of physi-
cians and surgeons.
Be it enacted hy the Senate and House of Representatives
in General Court convened
:
Section 1. No person shall hold himself out to the pub-
lic as a physician and surgeon, or advertise as such, or use
the title of M. D. or Dr. (or any title which shall show or
tend to show that the person using the same is a practitioner
of any of the branches of medicine) in New Hampshire
after September 1, 1897. unless previously registered and
authorized, or unless licensed and registered as required
by this chapter ; nor shall any person practice medicine
and surgery Avhose authority to practice is suspended or
revoked by the regent of the state board.
Sect. 2. "Within sixty days after the passage of this act,
the governor and council shall appoint three separate state
boards of medical examiners, of five members each, so
appointed that the term of office of one member shall expire
each year, and the members thereafter appointed shall hold
office five years, or until their successors are appointed and
qualified. One board shall represent the New Hampshire
Medical Society, one the New Hampshire Homeopathic
Medical Society, and one the New Hampshire Eclectic
Societv. Each of these three societies shall nominate, an-
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nually, twice the num'ber of examiners to be appointed in
that year on the board representing it. The names of such
nominees shall be annually transmitted, under seal, by the
president and secretary, to the governor and council, who
shall appoint from such lists the examiners required to
form the boards and to fill any vacancy that may occur
from expiration of office or otherwise. Each nominee,
before appointment, shall furnish to the governor and
council satisfactory proof that he has received the degree
of doctor of medicine from some registered medical school,
and that he has legally practised medicine in this state
for at least five years. If no nominees are presented from
a society to the governor and council, they may appoint
from members in good standing in such society without
restriction. The governor and council, upon recommenda-
tion of the board, may remove any examiner for miscon-
duct, incapacity, or neglect of duty.
Sect. 3. Every medical examiner shall receive a com-
mission of appointment from the state, and before l)egin-
ning his term of office shall file with the secretary of state
the constitutional oath of office. Each board, or any mem-
ber thereof, may take testimony and proofs concerning all
matters within its jurisdiction. Each board may make any
by-laws and rules, not inconsistent with law, necessary in
performing its duties.
Sect. 4. The superintendent of public instruction, ex-
officit), shall be the regent of the state boards of medical
examiners, and shall perform such duties as are herein
specified.
Sect. 5. From the fees provided by this act, the regent
may pay all proper expenses incurred by its provisions, ex-
cept compensation to medical examiners; and any surplus
at the end of any year shall be apportioned equally among
the three boards; and the state shall not pay the expenses
of said boards, or either of them, or compensate them, or
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either of them, for services rendered under their com-
missions.
Sect. 6. Each board shall annually elect from its mem-
bers a president and a secretary tot the year, and shall hold
one or more meetings each year, pursuant to call of the
regent, who may also call joint meetings of the three boards
or of their officers. At any meeting a ma.jority shall con-
stitute a quorum, but questions prepared by the boards
may be grouped and edited, or answer papers of candidates
may be examined and marked, by committees duly author-
ized by the boards.
Sect. 7. The regent shall admit to examination any can-
didate who pays a fee of $10 and submits satisfactory evi-
dence, verified by oath, if required, that he,
—
1. Is more than twenty-one years of age.
2. Is of good moral character.
3. Has graduated from a registered college ; or satis-
factorily completed a full course in a registered academy
or high school ; or had a preliminary education considered
and accepted by the regent as fully equivalent.
4. Has studied medicine not less than four full school
years, of at least nine months each, including four satisfac-
tory courses, of at least six months each, in four different
calendar years, in a medical college registered as maintain-
ing at the time a satisfactory standard. The regent shall
accept, as the equivalent for any part of the third and
fourth requirements, evidence of five or more years' reput-
able practice, provided that such substitution be specified
in the license.
5. Has either received the degree of bachelor or doctor
of medicine from some registered medical school, or a
diploma or license conferring full right to practice medi-
cine in some foreign country.
Students who matriculate in a New Hampshire medical
school before January 1, 1898, on the prescribed study of
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medicine, shall be exempt from this preliminary educa-
tion requirement.
Sect. 8. Each board shall submit to the regent, as re-
quired, lists of suitable questions for thorough examinations
in anatomy, physiology and hygiene, chemistry, surgery,
obstetrics, pathology and diagnosis, and therapeutics includ-
ing practice and materia medica. From these lists the
regent shall prepare question papers for all these subjects,
which at any examination shall be the same for all candi-
dates, except that in therapeutics, practice, and materia
medica all the questions submitted to any candidate shall
be chosen from those prepared by the board selected by
that candidate and shall be in harmony with the tenets
of that school, as determined by its state board of medical
examiners.
Sect. 9. Examinations for license shall be given at Con-
cord, in this state, and at least twice annually, and shall be
exclusively in writing and in English. Each examination
shall be conducted l)y the regent, or a competent examiner
appointed by him, who shall not be one of the medical
examiners. At the close of each examination the regent
or examiner in charge shall deliver the questions and
answer papers to the board selected by each candidate, or
to its duly authorized committee, and such board, without
unnecessary delay, shall examine and mark the answers and
transmit to the regent an official report, signed by its presi-
dent and secretary, stating the standing of each candidate
in each branch, his general average, and whether the board
recommends that a license be granted. Such report shall
include the questions and answers and shall be filed in the
public records of the regent. If a candidate fails on first
examination, he may, after not less than six months' fur-
ther study, have a second examination without fee. If the
failure is from illness, or other cause satisfactory to the
boards, they may waive the required six months' study.
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Sect. 10. On receiving from a state board an official
report that an applicant has successfully passed the exam-
inations and is recommended for license, the regent shall
issue to him a license to practice medicine. Every license
shall be issued by the regent under seal, and shall be signed
by each acting medical examiner of the board selected, and
by the regent, and shall state that the licensee has given
satisfactory evidence of fitness, as to age, character, prelim-
inary and medical education, and all other matters required
by law, and that after full examination he has been found
properly qualified to practice. Applicants examined and
licensed by other state examining boards registered by the
regent as maintaining standards not lower than those pro-
vided by this chapter, and applicants who matriculate in a
New Hampshire medical school before January 1. 1898,
and who receive the degree ]\L D. January 1. 1908. may.
without further examination, on payment of five dollars
to the regent and on submitting such evidence as may be
required, receive an endorsement of their licenses or
diplomas conferring all rights and privileges of a regent
license issued after examination.
Before any license is issued it shall be numbered and
recorded in a book kept in the regent's office, and its
number shall be noted in the license. This record shall be
open to public inspection, and in all legal proceedings shall
have the same weight as evidence that is given to a record
of conveyance of land.
Sect. 11. (As amended by Chapter 1 of the Session
Laws of 1903.) This chapter shall not be construed to
affect commissioned medical officers serving in the United
States army, navy, or marine hospital service, while so
commissioned; or any one while actually serving on the
resident medical staff of any legally incorporated liospital
;
or any legally registered dentist exclusively engaged in
practicing dentistry ; or any manufacturer of artificial eyes,
limbs or orthopedic instruments or trusses in fitting such
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instruments on persons in need thereof; or any lawfully
qualified physician in other states or countries meeting
legally registered physicians in this state in consultation
;
or any physician residing on a border of a neighboring
state and duly authorized under the laws thereof to practice
medicine therein, whose practice extends into this state, and
who does not open an office or appoint a place to meet
patients or receive calls within this state ; or to the regular
or family physicians of persons not residents of this state,
when called to attend them during a temporary stay in the
state ; neither shall the provisions of this act apply to clair-
voyants, or to persons practicing hypnotism, magnetic heal-
ing, mind cure, massage, Christian science, so-called, or any
other method of healing if no drugs are employed or sur-
gical operations are performed; provided, that such persons
do not violate any of the provisions of this act in relation
to the use of M. D. or the title of doctor or physician.
Sect. 12. Any person who, not being then lawfully
authorized to practice medicine within this state and so
registered according to law, shall hold himself out to the
public as a physician and surgeon, or advertise as such,
within this state, without lawful registration or in viola-
tion of any provisions of this chapter; and any person who
shall buy, sell, or fraudulently obtain any medical diploma,
license, record, or registration, or who shall aid or abet
such buying, selling, or fraudulently obtaining, or wht)
shall practice medicine under cover of any medical diploma,
license, record, or registration illegally obtained, or signed,
or issued unlawfully, or under fraudulent representations
or mistake of fact in a material regard ; and any person
who shall append the letters M. D. to his or her name ; or
shall assume or advertise the title of doctor (or any title
which shall show or tend to show that the person assuming
or advertising the same is a practitioner of any of the
branches of medicine) in such a manner as to convey the
impression that he or she is a legal practitioner of medicine,
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or of any of its branches, without having legally received
the medical degree, or without having received a license
which constituted at the time an authority to practice medi-
cine under the laws of this state then in force, shall be
guilty of a misdemeanor, and on conviction thereof shall be
punished by a fine of not more than one hundred dollars or
imprisonment for three months for the first offense ; and on
the conviction of any subsequent offense, by a fine of not
more than two hundred and fifty dollars or imprisonment
for not less than six months, or l\v lK)th fine and imprison-
ment.
Sect. 13. Every person who is a practitioner of medicine
and surgery in this state prior to the passage of this act
shall be, upon satisfactory proof thereof to the regent and
upon the payment of a fee of one dollar, entitled to regis-
tration; and the said regent shall issue to him a certificate
signed by himself and the chairman and secretary of such
board of medical examiners as the applicant may elect; and
said certificate shall state the facts and the cause of said
registration, and shall entitle the said person to practice
medicine legally in the state of New Hampshire.
Sect. 14. The first meeting of the boards may be called
by any one of the members by a notice in writing, stating
the time and place of meeting, sent by mail to each of the
other members at least one week prior thereto.
Sect. 15. This act shall take effect on its passage.
[Approved jMarch 16, 1897.]
An Act to amend Section 14, Chapter 68 of the Laws of
1907 in Relation to the Practice of ^ledicine.
Be it enacted hy the Senate anel House of Represe)itatives
in General Court convened:
Section 1. Amend chapter 63 of the Laws of 1897 by
adding the following to section 14 of said chapter: Any
legal practitioner of medicine and surgery in any other
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state or territory, which will grant to phj^sicians and sur-
geons registered in this state similar privileges, shall be
admitted to practice medicine and surgery in this state by
paying the usual fee of ten (10) dollars and presenting to
the boards of medical examiners a satisfactory diploma from
some medical school, a certificate of registration, or license
to practice medicine, from the state or territory from which
he comes, and evidence satisfactory to said boards of exam-
iners of his professional standing.
[Approved February 20. 1907.]
The examining boards are as follows:
From the New Hampshire Medical Society
:
John F. Robinson, IM. D., i\Ianchester, term expires 1909.
James T. Greeley, M. D., Nashua, term expires 1910.
Arthur C. Heffenger, M. D., Portsmouth, term expires
1911.
George Cook, ]\I. D., Concord, term exj^ires 1912.
George H. Shedd, M. D., North Conway, term expires
1913.
From the New Hampshire Homeopathic ^Medical Society
:
Henry M. Wiggin, ^INI. D., Whitefield, term expires 1909.
Robert V. Sweet, M. D., Rochester, term expires 1910.
Arthur J. Todd, M. D., Manchester, term expires 1911.
George W. Flagg, M. D., Keene, term expires 1912.
( — ) term expires 1913.
From the New Hampshire Eclectic Society
:
A. J. Marston, M. D., Plymouth, term expires 1909.
Lester R. Brown, jM. D., AVinchester, term expires 1910.
( .) term expires 1911.
Walter H. True, M. D., Laeonia, term expires 1912.
( — ) term expires 1913.
Of the joint board, the president is Dr. Cook, and the
secretary Dr. Flagg.
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The registered practitioners licensed between October 1,
1906. and October 1, 1908, are classified as follows:
A. In practice in the state prior to the enactment of
the law 4
B. Admitted by examination 41
C. Admitted by endorsement of diploma 3
U. Reciprocity with states 2
E. Endorsement of state licenses issued upon exam-
ination 1
Total 15
Total number of licenses issued since the enactment of
the law is one thousand one hundred and fifty-one; of these,
six have been revoked.
Four examinations have been held since October 1. 1906,
as shown in the sunnnarv which follows
:
SUMMARY OF MEDICAL EXAMINATIONS.
October, 1906, to October, 1908.
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$238.73 has been distributed among the three boards as
required by law.
A record of the questions proposed at the several exam-
inations is here given.
TWENTY-FIRST EXAMINATION.
July 6 and 7, 1906.
Therapeutics and ^Materia ]\Iedica.
(A. H. Medical Society.)
1. Define arterio-sclerosis and outline its treatment.
2. Give the therapeutics of the early stages of locomotor
ataxia.
3. Write a prescription, containing at least three drugs,
for hemorrhage from the bowels in typhoid fever.
4. Give the materia medica and therapeutics of the three
drugs used in the above mentioned prescription.
5. Give the therapeutics of acute Bright 's disease.
6. Describe hemophilia and outline its treatment.
7. Outline the treatment of acute dysentery.
8. Name the simple bitters and give their therapy.
9. Give the therapeutics of gastric ulcer.
10. Give treatment of diabetes mellitus.
Materia Medica and Therapeutics.
(A. H. Homeopathic Society.)
1. Give diagnosis and treatment of arterio-fibrosis.
2. Give a ease of infantile entero-eolitis : mention the
symptoms for which you would give, (a) mere. corr.
;
(h) arsenicum; (c) ipecac.
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3. Mention your treatment for, (a) acute colitis; (h)
acute appendicitis; (c) inguinal hernia, and give
differential diagnosis.
4. Give the characteristic symptoms of lilium tig.
5. Mention the conditions in a case of measles for which
you would administer Pulsatilla.
6. Mention ten characteristic symptoms of nux vomica.
7. What are the head symptoms calling for administra-
tion of gelseminum?
8. Give characteristic symptoms of cannabis sativa.
9. How would you treat a case of syncope?
10. What is the more common name of glonoinum ? Give
characteristic symptoms.
Materia Medica and Therapeutics.
(.Y. H. Eclectic Society.)
1. In scarlet fever give, (a) period of incubation; (h)
first symptoms; (c) characteristics of rash; (d)
course of disease; (e) duration of disease.
2. Give a line of treatment for scarlet fever.
3. Llention cases where the following drugs Avould be
indicated: chinnanthus, apocynum, gelseminum.
sulphite of soda. Give doses.
4. Mention some of the causes and give treatment for dys-
menorrhea.
5. Give diagnosis, symptoms and treatment for cholera
infantum.
6. What is acetaiiilid, and the dose for same? Give its
action and when contraindicated.
7. What is the physiological and therapeutic action of
belladonna? Give dose.
8. Give the official name of golden seal, and mention
indications for its use.
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9. Name some of the remedies most used in epilepsy.
10. What is the dose and action of {a) ergot? (b) codeine?
Anatomy.
1. Name the muscles of the leg that have attachments
about the knee joint.
2. Describe the peritoneum.
3. Give the origin and distril)ution of the third pair of
cranial nerves.
4. Give origin, course, branches, and termination of pneu-
mogastric nerve.
5. Describe fully the relationship of the muscles of the
anterior abdominal wall.
6. Enumerate muscles of the anterior brachial region.
7. Place and describe the kidney.
8. Classify the articulations.
9. Describe the Palmer arch.
10. Give the course, relations and termination of the
female ureter.
Surgery,
1. State causes of chronic intestinal obstruction. Give
symptoms, diagnosis and treatment.
2. Give the technique of skin grafting.
3. Give causes, diagnosis and treatment of retention of
urine in the male.
4. Give mode of reducing dislocation of the lower jaw.
5. Give operation for hair-lip.
6. Give differential diagnosis between concussion and
compression of the brain.
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7. Differentiate between a complete inguinal hernia and
a hydrocele. Give radical treatment of each.
8. How would YOU diagnose tubercular kidney ?
9. "What are the symptoms of gall stones ?
10. Enumerate suture materials mostly used and describe
the different methods of suturing.
Chemistry.
1. What dissolved substances w-ould you expect to find in
rain water, river water and spring water?
2. Distinguish between the temporary and permanent
hardness of water.
3. How can hard water be softened?
4. Explain the chemistry of the reaction which occurs
when olive oil is boiled with a solution of caustic
soda.
5. Point out the characteristic differences in the reactions
of ferrous and ferric salts. Give the formula for
ferric and ferrous sulphate.
6. State the action produced (1) by animals. (2) bj''
plants, on air.
7. Name test by which arsenic can be detected in stomach
contents.
8. Describe action of lead oi; water.
9. ^Mention the opium alkaloids.
10. What is meant bv a metallic salt? -'
Obstetrics.
1. Where does vivitication of the ovum occur?
2. Mention the process of formation of the chorion and
amnion.
3. Trace the left ovarian artery.
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4. Why do prophylactic measures play so important a
part in bringing about a normal puerperium?
5. In the albuminuria of pregnancy what treatment
should be instituted to prevent eclampsia and avoid
premature delivery ?
6. Give the anatomy of the perineum.
7. How would you manage a case of post-partal hemor-
rhage ?
8. Give detailed hygiene to be observed in a lying-in case,
from the time of your arrival to the delivery of the
child.
9. Define abdominal pregnancy.
10. Enumerate the symptoms which indicate death of the
child in utero. and state what course should be pur-
sued in such a condition.
Physiology.
1. What are ferments?
2. Name ferment belonging to human saliva. To gastric
juice.
3. What is hemoglobin ?
4. What is urea?
5. Describe the physiological action of the bile.
6. What is meant by blood pressure, and at what meas-
urement does it become pathological?
7. Describe your method of vaccination, and how does
vaccinia modify smallpox?
8. What is meant by natural ventilation, and how would
you accomplish it?
9. Define foods ; what is diet ?
10. Give the complete hygiene of a case of typhoid fever,
patient recovered.
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TWENTY-SECOND EXAMINATION.
January 8 and 9. 1907.
Materia ]\Iedica and Therapeutics.
(iV. II. Medical Society.)
1. Differentiate acute gonorrhceal anthritis from aeute
articular rheumatism.
2. What is a tincture, a fluid extract, a solution, a mix-
ture ?
3. Grive symptoms and treatment of simple or uncompli-
cated ulcer of the stomach.
4. Name three hemostatic drugs, and give the method
of action of each.
5. Give a prescription for anorexia containing two or
more active drugs and an excipient.
6. Give symptoms and treatment of acute nephritis.
7. Name three diseases that may simulate typhoid fever,
and give differential symptoms.
8. Wliat pathological condition is the most frequent
predisposing cause of angina pectoris?
9. Name some of the causes of multiple neuritis.
10. Give the symptoms and treatment of croupous (lobar)
pneumonia.
Materia Medica and Therapeutics.
(N. H. Homeopathic Medical Society.)
1. Give characteristic symptoms of nux moehata.
2. What tropic changes suggest the use of mere. corr. ?
3. Upon what tissues does bryonia produce its greatest
effects ?
4. For what conditions and symptoms would you use
morphine hypodermatically ?
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5. Does the law of similars affect the dose of any remedy ?
6. In your opinion does antitoxine cure diphtheria? If
so, why?
7. In what stage of diphtheria should antitoxine be ad-
ministered ?
8. Give diagnosis and treatment of arterio-fibrosis.
9. What diet would you recommend in case of chronic
interstitial nephritis ?
10. What topical application would you recommend in an
ordinary case of croup?
Materia ]Medica and Therapeutics.
(.Y. TI. Eclectic Mcclical Society.)
1. AVhat is meant by specific meclification?
2. In what pathological condition would you expect good
results from the administration of quinine? G-ive
dose.
3. Xame some of the remedies which are very much in
vogue at the present time which were considered
worthless thirty years ago by the majority of the
profession.
4. Describe and prescribe for acute coryza.
5. Give course of treatment for gonorrhoea from first
stage, and give prognosis.
6. Give diagnosis, prognosis and treatment for serous
pleurisy.
7. Give diagnosis, prognosis and treatment for purulent
pleurisy.
S. What are some of the unfavorable effects of the pro-
longed use of balsam of copaiba ?
9. Give treatment for retention of urine; (h) suppres-
sion of urine.
10. Differentiate enteritis from appendicitis.
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Anatomy.
1. Describe the vertebral column.
2. Give the general anatomy of the brain.
3. Name and describe the glands of the intestinal tract.
4. Name the coverings of an oblique inguinal hernia from
within outward.
5. Name all structures severed in an amputation of the
thigh at its middle third.
6. Describe the Y ligament of hip joint.
7. Enumerate the muscles of the anterior femeral region,
8. Give origin, course and distribution of the third pair
of nerves.
9. Describe the pleural.
10. Describe the male perineum.
Surgery.
1. What conditions may require joint excision?
2. Describe the treatment of a lacerated wound of the
wrist when a part of the tendons, nerves and arteries
have been severed.
3. Give diagnosis, prognosis and treatment of intra
capsular fracture of the femur.
4. Enumerate dislocations at shoulder joint, and give
mode of reduction of each.
5. Describe operative technic of cancer of lower lip.
6. Describe the various operations for hydrocele.
7. Enumerate symptoms of abdominal cancer.
8. Under what circumstances may careful sounding fail
to detect stone in bladder ? How may vesical calculi
be treated, and what circumstances guide you in the
choice of operation?
9. Define osteomalacia and give its prognosis and
treatment.
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10. State complications which may occur in fractured
ribs, and give treatment.
Obstetrics.
1. Describe briefly an operation for relaxed pelvic outlet.
2. Name the different kinds of version. Give the indi-
cations for their employment.
3. What circumstances, other than pelvic contractions,
may cause dystocia?
4. Differentiate between an ovarian cyst and ascites.
5. "What signs are brought out by abdominal palpation
in the last stages of pregnanc.y, and their relative
value ?
6. Give the causes of sterility.' and the treatment for the
same.
7. Give the etiology, symptoms and treatment for puer-
peral sepsis.
8. Treatment of recto-vaginal fistula.
9. Describe mastitis after labor, and give treatment.
10. Name the disturbances and disorders incident to the
menopause, and give the general outline of treat-
ment.
Chemistry.
1. Give symptoms and treatment for carbolic acid pois-
oning.
2. How would you search for corrosive sublimate in the
s 1 maeh conten ts ?
3. Define a solid, a liquid and a gas.
4. Describe the chemistry of alcohols and ethers.
5. What element is neither acid nor alkaline, yet present
in all acids?
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6. Define valence, base, dialysis, alloy, a salt.
7. Give a chemical test for uric acid. What proportion
is there in normal human urine?
8. Show by equation how nitric acid is formed by the
action of sulphuric acid on potassium nitrate.
9. Explain by an equation the action of hydrochloric
acid on marble. What officinal compound results?
10. Give chemistry of respiration, showing what is inhaled,
what is exhaled, and how the gases enter and leave
the blood.
Physiology and Hygiene.
1. What are connective tissues, mention all. and how do
they resemble each other?
2. Define proteids. What can you say of their impor-
tance ?
3. What is osmosis? Give example.
4. Describe the spleen, and give its functions.
5. Give the physiology in full of smell.
6. What is the duration of intestinal digestion—i. e.,
given a portion of food, how long will it be before
it is changed into refuse and ready for discharge
from the body?
7. Describe your method of vaccination, and how does
vaccinia modify smallpox?
8. Define immunity. When is one said to be absolutely
immune, and how is it brought about ?
9. What is the chief substance that contaminates the air
of imperfectly ventilated rooms, and where does it
come from?
10. Give the hygienic treatment of a case of diphtheria
from start to finish, patient recovered.
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Pathology and Diagnosis.
1. Give pathology and diagnosis of pneumonia.
2. Give differential diagnosis between false and mem-
branous croup.
3. Describe a case of a cancer of the lung.
4. Give pathology and diagnosis of retinitis.
5. Describe the appearance of a heart that has under-
gone parenchymatous degeneration and give the
hystology.
6. Give pathology and diagnosis of jaundice, catarrhal.
7. Describe a case of general septic peritonitis and men-
tion the possible sources of infection.
8. Give the pathology of diphtheritic enteritis.
9. Give pathology of diabetes insipidus.
10. Ten causes which diminish knee-jerk.
TWENTY-THIRD EX.OIINATION.
July 9 and 10. 1907. •
Materia ]Medica and Therapeutics.
(.V. H. Medical Societij.)
1. Name the infectious diseases.
2. Give a clinical description of uremia and name other
conditions with which it may l)e confounded.
3. Name the principal spinal stimulants.
4. Name the exanthematous diseases and give the period
of incubation of each.
5. Outline symptoms of acute general peritonitis, name
some of its causes and give medicinal treatment.
6. Name the principal heart stimulants.
7. Define erysipelas, give its local and constitutional
symptoms and general treatment.
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8 Outline the symptoms and treatment of cholera in- ^Z} , ^
fantum. /^
9. Define septicemia. "
O'/
10. Outline the symptoms of chronic gastritis (gastric
^'
catarrh), give some of its causes and its treatment.
^Materia INIedica and Therapeutics.
(A\ H. Eclectic Medical Society.)
1. Give diagnosis and treatment for acute indigestion.
2. Give diagnosis, prognosis and treatment for mucous
colitis.
3. What special remedies would be indicated in a case
where there is high temperature, full and bounding
pulse, flushed face and contracted pupils 1
4. Write a i^rescription and give method of treatment
for acute articular rheumatism.
5. Name a diaphoretic; a diuretic; an arterial sedative;
a nerve sedative.
6. What medicines have a special action upon the female
generative organs ?
7. Describe tonsilitis and mention a course of treatment.
8. Differentiate suppression and retention of urine and
give treatment for each.
9. From what is salicylate of soda and salicylic acid made
and for what are they principally used!
10. Common name, preparation, doses and therapeutic
action of leptandra ; jugians ; podophyllum.
Anatomy.
1. What is the name, function, and distrilnition of the
fifth cranial nerve?
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2. Give the exact location of the vermiform appendix.
3. Give the anatomy of the ear in detail.
4. Ennmerate the muscles of the larynx.
5. Describe and give relations of brachial artery.
6. Describe the biliary passages.
7. Differentiate anatomically in detail, between the large
and the small intestines.
8. Give the length and course of the female ureters.
9. What kind of a joint is the elbow and what structures
are about it ?
30. Describe hip joint.
Surgery.
1. Give pathological steps of intiammation.
2. Give preparative technique for abdominal section.
3. Enumerate varieties of fractures.
4. Diagnose and treat dislocation of hip.
5. Describe amputation through forearm.
6. How should a penetrating wound of the knee joint be
treated ?
7. Give s^miptoms of intestinal perforation and describe
operative procedure for relief.
8. Give different methods of controlling hemorrhage and
describe your treatment of punctured wound of
radial artery at the wrist.
9. Differentiate between cancer of intestine, tubercular
peritonitis and obstruction of portal vein.
10. Into how many classes are burns divided? Name each
and give treatment.
Obstetrics.
1. State cause of obstinate vomiting of pregnancy and
outline treatment.
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2. What are the causes of spontaneous abortion?
3. What conditions justify the induction of abortion?
4. Outline full treatment of lacerated perineum.
5. What is hour glass contraction of the uterus and how
should it be treated?
6. What is placenta previa ? Give the method of man-
agement.
7. Give your treatment of a recent attack of specific
vaginitis. Name two of its most common sequel*.
8. Give the symptoms and diagnosis of ectopic gestation.
9. Define presentation and position.
10. In a difficult lal)or, upon what would you base your
decision as to whether Ca'sarian section or the appli-
cation of forceps would be the proper procedure?
Chemistry.
1. 'W%at do we mean by the group of chemical substances
known as the ethers ?
2. Which is the most poisonous compound of As?
3. Wliat is the antidote of acute poisoning by HgCLJ
4. Give formula, use in dentistry, and chemical process
of making nitrous oxide.
5. What is the difference between a chemical and a
physical change ?
(h.) How many eleuKnits are there?
(c.) What is the difference between metals and non-
metals ?
(d.) Into how many groups are the metals divided?
6. Name the constituents of normal urine.
7. What are the carbo-hydrates?
8. Give test for albumen in urine.
9. Give method of detecting arsenic in stomach contents.
10. What is the difference between an elemcnitary and a
compound substance ?
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Physiology and Hygiene.
1. What is the function of the anterior columns of the
spinal Corel?
2. Explain the phenomena of taking cold.
3. What is reflex action ? Give some examples of it.
4. What is the function of the bile?
5. What nerves control the movements of the heart?
6. What is the physiology of sweat?
7. Give the hygiene of milk from the producer to the
consumer.
8. What do you mean by sewer gas, and what influence
does it have on health?
9. What are the sources of water supply? Which is the
most desirable for domestic purposes?
10. How are disinfecting agents classified? Give "ex-
ample.
Pathology and Diagnosis.
1. Describe the different forms of malignant scarlet
fever.
2. Give the pathology of dysentery.
3. What are the varioas causes of enlargement of the
liver ?
4. Give the diagnosis and pathology of brain tumor.
5. Give the differential diagnosis between pleurisy and
intercostal neuralgia.
6. Give pathology and diagnosis of albuminuria.
7. Give pathology and diagnosis of pernicious anismia.
8. Give pathology and diagnosis of lobar pneumonia.
9. Give pathology and diagnosis of cancer of the
stomach.
10. Give pathology and diagnosis of polyuria.
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T^YEXTY-FOURTH EXAMINATION.
Jannarv 14 and 15. 1908.
^Materia ^Iedica, Therapeutics and the Practice of
(Neiv Hampshire Medical Society.)
1. Name the earliest reliable symptoms of tabes dorsalis.
2. Give the symptoms and treatment of acute endo-
carditis.
3. Give indications for the exhibition of the nitrites.
4. Give treatment of acute otitis media, and name the
pathological conditions commonly leading up to it.
5. Name two pathological conditions in which there is
extreme lowering of blood pressure, and give treat-
ment for each.
6. Without abbreviating, write a prescription in Latin
containing two or more active drugs and give the
therapy of the drugs written for.
7. Give a clinical description of acute lobar pneumonia
and outline your treatment.
8. Give a clinical d(\scription of (•erel)rospinal men-
ingitis.
9. Give the therapeutic indications for the use of strych-
nine.
10. Give the diagnosis and treatment of spasmodic croup.
Materia ]Medica and Therapeutics.
(A. H. Eclectic Medical Society.)
1. Give diagnosis. })rognosis and treatment for diabetes
mellitus.
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2. Describe Fowler's solution and give indication for its
use and dosage.
3. Name an (a) arterial sedative ; (6) a nerve sedative;
(c) a heart stimulant.
4. Give treatment for (a) acute muscular rheumatism;
(6) articular rheumatism.
5. Give diagnosis and treatment for (a) nuicous croup;
(h) membranous croup.
6. What remedies would be indicated in dropsy?
7. What is the specific action of (a) amygdalus; (&)
bryonia; (c) belladonna?
8. Give some of the preparations of iron and mention
conditions where they are indicated.
9. In fevers what medicines would be useful yet not
harmful in reducing the temperature?
10. Differentiate intercostal neuralgia from pleurisy,
and give treatment.
Anatomy.
1. What muscles are included in the luml)ar region?
2. Name the cranial nerves and give the distribution of
the longest and shortest pair.
3. Give the complete anatomy of the ear.
4. Follow a drop of blood from the left ventricle to the
finger tip and back to the heart.
5. Of what does the sympathetic nervous system consist ?
6. Place and describe the occipital bone.
7. Describe the knee joint in detail.
8. Enumerate and describe the muscles of the abdomen.
9. Give the origin, course, termination, and branches of
the external carotid artery.
10. Give the general arrangement of the lymphatic
system.
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Surgery.
1. What are the indications for appendectomy?
2. Give contraindications to the employment of ether
and chloroform.
3. Give symptoms, diagnosis and treatment of intestinal
obstruction.
4. AVhat is empyema? Give diagnosis, prognosis and
treatment.
5. What are the signs and symptoms and what is the
surgical treatment of a purulent effusion into the
knee joint?
6. Describe asepsis and antisepsis. Illustrate.
7. Describe origin, symptoms and complications of
adenoids and give operative technique for removal.
8. Differentiate between suppurating gall bladder and
gall stones, and give operative technique in each.
9. How w^ould you treat foreign body in air passages?
10. Give symptoms, treatment and prognosis in basilar
fracture of skull.
Obstetrics.
1. Outline treatment for inevitable abortion.
2. Name some of the diseases of pregnancy.
3. What changes take place in the organs of the mother
during normal pregnancy?
4. Describe the care of the ne^v-born child and method of
nourishment during the first two or three days,
there being an absence of mother's milk.
5. Give the indications for low forceps.
6. Differentiate true and false labor pains.
7. Name several conditions of the mother that unfit her
to nouri.sh the infant.
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8. Describe the mechanism of a breech presentation, and
the disposition of the cord during the expulsion
of the child.
9. Xame the disturbances and disorders incident to the
menopause.
10. Outline treatment for cancer of the cervix in a gravid
uterus.
Chemistry.
1. What is the difference between CO and COo?
2. What is the action of KOII on the tissues? To what
class of poisons does it belong?
3. What is water of crystalization ? Give example.
4. Wliat is the difference between an alloy and an amal-
gam ?
5. Which contains the more mercury, the yellow or the
red iodide of mercury ? How much more ?
6. What is the source of phosphorus? Name its com-
pounds.
7. What acid is made from oil of wintergreen ?
S. Give the most marked symptom of poisoning by
nitrate of silver.
9. What is chloride of lime? Give preparation, formula,
and use.
10. What is the difference between nitric and nitrous
oxide ?
Physiology and Hygiene.
What are the fundamental properties of life ?
What are the physiologic properties of protoplasm?
Give the physiologic classification of the nervous
system.
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4. How do the products of digestion find their way into
the general circulation?
5. Mention the secreting membranes, where situated, and
what do they secrete?
6. A test meal, what is it, describe in full ; and what is
the clinical value?
7. What metallic contamination of food is most common,
and its source?
8. AVhat is carbon monoxide ; what is its influence upon
health ; and in what proportion is it dangerous to
life?
9. What substances are found normally in water?




Give the symptoms of neuritis.
Give the cause, symptoms and pathology of yellow
fever.
Describe a case of parotitis and its possible c()mi)lica-
tions.
AVhat are the symptoms of ergotism?
AA^'hat are the symptoms and complications of acute
chorea ?
Give the symptoms and pathology of em])hysema.
Give the symptoms of ileus.
Give the symptoms and morbid anatomy of simple
chronic gastralgia.
Describe AVidal's serum test in typlioid fever.
Describe Koplik's spots; of what disease are they the
pathognomonic sign?
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TWENTY-FIFTH EXAMINATION.
Julv 15 and 16, 1908.
Materia ]\Iedica, Therapeutics and the Practice of
IMedicine.
(New nampshire Medical Society.)
1. Mention the silver salts used in medicine and give the
dose of each.
2. Give the materia medica of gelseminum and its thera-
peutic indications.
3. Give the materia medica and therapeutic uses of ergot.
4. Differentiate chronic eczema from psoriasis.
5. What is hematemesis ? Mention the most reliable
remedy for its relief.
6. Give clinical description of tubercular meningitis. Is
it usually primary, and at what age is it most
common ?
7. What is tetanus? Give incubative period of acute
tetanus and differentiate from strychnine poisoning.
8. What is acute poliomyelitis anterior? Give clinical
description.
9. Give etiology and treatment of hemothorax.
10. AVhat treatment Avould you recommend for post diph-
theritic paralysis ? What is the prognosis ?
Therapeutics.
(New Hampshire HomeopatJiic Society.)
1. Give seven grand characteristics of arsenious acid.
2. What is an important key-note for pokeroot?
3. What is the general action of argentum nitricum?
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4. Give the general action of mandrake.
5. Give the diarrhoea of croton tiglinm.
6. Give the grand action of rhus tox.
7. What is the physiological action of bryonia ?
8. What are the alkaloids of ignatia?
9. What is the general action of veratrum album?
10. Give six characteristic symptoms of phosphorus.
Therapeutics.
{New Hampshire Eclectic Medical Society.)
1. Describe hypodermnclysis and the conditions in which
it is practised as a threapeiitics means.
2. Wliat is understood by therapeutic incompatibility 1
Give an illustration.
3. What is a chemical incompatibility 1 Give an illus-
tration.
4. Differentiate loI)ar from lolnilar pneumonia.
5. Mention three drugs used to stimulate the heart, and
give doses.
6. Mention three drugs used to retard the action of the
heart, and give doses.
7. Write prescription for an adult suffering from acute
mlTscular rheumatism.
8. Describe erythema nodosum, and give treatment.
9. Diagnose and prescribe for child suffering from
cholera infantum.
10. Prescribe for an adult suffering from insonuiia.
Anato:\iy.
1. Name all the muscles that have to do with respiration.
2. Locate, anatomically, the normal heart.
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3. Name and give distribution of third pair of cranial
nerves.
4. What are the organs of assimilation? Name them.
5. "What is meant by the vasomotor nervous system?
6. Place and describe the nasal bone.
7. Describe the hip joint.
8. Describe the pectoral muscles.
9. Give origin, course and termination of the popliteal
artery.
10. Describe the uterus and its appendages.
Surgery.
1. Diiferentiate between acute aiul chronic perforation
of gastric ulcer, and give treatment of each.
2. Describe technique of supra-pubic drainage of
bladder.
3. Give symptoms of adenoids and describe operation for
removal.
4. Describe the effects of ether and chloroform on the
respiratory and cardiac centers.
5. Differentiate between inguinal and femoral hernia,
and give treatment of each.
6. Enumerate causes of vomiting which may retpiire
surgical interference.
7. Give diagnosis and treatment of iritis.
8. Name the various dislocations of the shoulder joint
and give symptoms of each.
9. Give diagnosis of mastoid disease.
10. Describe briefly inflammation, cellulitis, suppura-
tion, and gangrene.
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Obstetrics.
1. At what time of gestation is the placenta formed?
2. Give symptoms and diagnosis of ectopic gestation.
3. Give the common causes of sul)-involution of the
uterus.
4. Give treatment for specific vaginitis ; name its most
common sequels.
5. Under what circumstances would you irrigate after
confinement, and with what solutions ?
6. Describe the placental circulation.
7. How would you manage a case of prolapsed funis?
8. Give best method of management of shoulder pres-
entation.
9. What is the difference between presentation and posi-
tion?
10. Define metrorrhagia ; what would you suspect should
it occur subsequent to the menopause ?
Chemistry.
1. Define anaesthetics, sedatives, narcotics. Give an
example of each.
2. Name an antidote to carbolic acid. How would you
diagnose carbolic acid poisoning before death?
3. Compute the following formula
:
Q H cl + Ca C 0^=?
Zn + HoSo,= ?
Ba + 2 Hcl=?
4. What are isomeric compounds?
5. Give symptoms and treatment for chronic lead pois-
oning.
6. Give treatment for phosphorus poisoning.
7. Describe properties of hydrogen. How prove that it
is not a supporter of combustion?
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8. Give formula? for (a) sulphuric acid; (h) nitric acid;
(c) carbolic acid.
9. What is the difference between analysis and synthesis?
10. How is oxalic acid obtained, and what are its anti-
dotes ?
Physiology and Hygiene.
1. Define albuminoids. Mention two, and where found.
2. What is epithelial tissue? Give its general function.
3. Describe visceral muscle. AVhat is its physiologic
property ?
4. What are the physiological properties of nerves?
5. What are the forces concerned in the circulation of
the blood?
6. What are the functions of the medulla oblongata and
pons?
7. AVhat are the best methods of food preservation?
8. AA^hat substances are found normally in water?
9. What are the more common methods of sewage dis-
posal? Which will you advise for large cities?
10. Discuss (in brief) the hygiene of occupation.
Pathology and Diagnosis.
1. Give pathology and diagnosis of pyonephrosis.
2. Differentiate between a actinomycosis and tuber-
cular infection of tissues of neck.
3. What symptoms during first year of life would lead
you to make a diagnosis of congenital pyloric
stenosis ?
4. Give pathologj' and diagnosis of herpes zoster.
5. Give pathology and diagnosis of articular rheumatism.
6. Give pathologj" and diagnosis of typhoid fever.
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7. Give pathology and ditferential diagnosis between
smallpox and chicken-pox.
8. Describe the post-mortem appearance of a case of
intussusception.
9. Describe a case of broncho-pneumonia.
10. Describe the symptoms of disease of the suprarenal
capsule.
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REGISTERED PHYSICIANS.
The entire numljer of practitioners of medicine and sur-
gery registered at this date (October 1, 1908) is one
thousand and one hundred and fifty-one. A list is here
given, omitting those who are known to he dead.
It should be noted that this list does not purport to be
accurate on any other point than that of registration.
Notification of deaths and changes of residence will enable
the regent to present a more nearly accurate record.
''A" is used to designate those who were in practice
prior to the passage of the law; "B," those who have
passed the examination; "C," those graduates of a New
Hampshire medical school whose diplomas have been
endorsed; "D. " admitted l)y reciprocity with other states
under law of 1907; "E," admitted by endorsement of
other state licenses issued upon examination.
B Abbott. Albert Francis, Ilom., Leominster, j\Iass.
A Abbott. Alfred W.. Laconia
A Abbott, Charles Benjamin, Suncook
A Abbott, Clifton S., Laconia
B Abbott, Edson Moses, Rochester
B Abbott, Florence Hale.
A Abbott, Walter H., Hillsborough Bridge
A Adams, Chaucey, Concord
A AdanLs, Charles W.. Hom., Franklin
B Adams. Walter Forrester, Horn., Waltham, Mass.
C Albright, Clifford Brandt, Keene
A Aldrich, Ezra Barnes, Manchester
B Aldrich, Lewis Clarence, Jefferson
A Aldrich. Walton H.. Marlborough
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A Alexander, An.son C, Horn.,
A Allen, Arthur Norman, Horn.,
A Allen, Bradford.
A Allen, Clarence Jean,
A Allen, Walter Algeno,
B Allin, Fred Andrea,
A Ames, Andrew Almon, Ec.
B Amsden, Henry Hubbard, Horn.,
A Andrews, Ezekiel Bennett,
A Angulo, Alensandro.
A Annable, Edwin G.,
A Annis. Ai Stillman, Horn.,
A Anthoine, Isaiah Oilman,
A Athertcn, Ella Blaylock,
A Atkinson, Leonard Woods, Horn.,
A Axtell, John Fremont,
A Baeheler. ^lary W.,
B Bailey, George S.,
C Bakeman, Francis Albert,
C Baker, Benjamin Ward.
B Baker, Ida Belle.
A Baketel, Harrie S..
Baketel, Roy Vincent,
B Baldwin, Harrison P., Horn.,
C Ballard, Clarence Pressey,
A Bancroft, Charles P.,
B Barbrick. John Fraser,
A Barker, Justin Starr,
C Barker, Ralph Higgins,
B Barnes, Harry Aldrich,
A Barnes, Walter R.,
A Barnett, Henry, Ec,
A Barney, J. Sarah, Horn.,
C Bartlett, Percy,





































































Bastian. George Leon, Manchester
Batchelder, Edward Carpenter, Dover
Bates, John Howard, East Rochester
Bates, Willard Asa, Palmer, INIass.
Beardsley, Fred Nickerson. ^Manchester
Beaton, Alexander Angus, Franklin Falls
Beattie, William Johnston. Littleton
Beauclerk, AVilliam Preston. Concord
Beaudet, Louis Philippe, Ec. Newmarket




Beers, Elbridge Gc., Ec,
Bell, Ernest Lome.
Bennett. Clara Hutchinson, Ec
Bennett. Hamlin P.,
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A Blazo. Charles.
B Blodgett. ^lerlin Freeborn,
A Bloom, David X.
A BogardiLS, Frank A.,
A Bolster, Augustus S.
A Boutwell, Henry Thatcher,
A Boutwell. Henry Winslow.
A Bowker, Charles Harvey,
B Bowker, John William,
A Boynton, Harry Hollister,
A Boynton, Oren Hart,
A Brien, Augustus A. E.,
A Brigham, Frank E.,
A Broekway, Daniel G.,
A Bronson, Austin S.,
A Brooks, Nathaniel G.,
B Brooks, Robert H.,
B Brown, Elmer F.,
B Brown, Harry Alburtus,
B Brown, Hurbert Leslie,
A Brown, James Scribner,
B Brown, John Bean, Horn.,
B Brown, Lester Rupert, Ec,
B Brownrigg, Albert Edward,
A Bruee, Thomas Kitson, Ec.
C Bryant, John Edmund.
A Bryar, Fred Elmer,
C Buckley, James Joseph,
C Bugbee, Locke Harwood,
B Bugbee, Marion L.,
A Bullock, Lillian Gertrude, Ec.
A Burleigh, Robert F.,
A Burnhani, Charles Henr3%
C Burnham, Elisha Bennett.
A Burnham, Hosea B.,
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A Burns, Robert,
C Burr, Clarence Harvey,
B Burtt, Edward Daniel,
A BiLSwell, Albert Currier,
A Butler, John Freeman.
B Butterfield, Clarence E.,
A Buzzell, Charles P.,
A Byrnes, Ambrose Guy.
A Cain, J. Leavitt,
B Cain, Willie George,
B Caissac, Louis P.
A Call, Henry Clay.
A Calley, George H.,
A Campbell, George Abbott, Horn..
B Campbell. Franklin E.,
A Carlton, Elmer Howard,
B Caron, Damase,
A Carpenter, Harry B.,
A Carpenter, Irving Lloyd,
C Carr, Burt AVilbur,
B Carty, John Dawson,
A Carvelle, Henry DeWolfe,
B Casey, Edward L.,
B Cate, George Riley.
B Caverly, Fred S.,
A Champagne, Joseph C. A., Hom.
A Chandler, Frederick,
A Charest, Joseph Amidie,
A Charest, Joseph Charles Benonie,
B Chase, Edwin L.
B Chase, Daniel Robert.
A Chase, Ezra Clark,
B Chedel, Charles B.,
A Cheever, Benjamin.
A Cheever, Nathaniel F.,
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A Cheney, Jonathan M.,
B Chesley, Alice ]Maud ]\Iary,
C Chesley, Harry 0.,
A Chesnnt, Arthur Allen, Horn.,
A Child, William,
B Childs, Alfred Henry,
A Chirurg, Charles,
A Christie, Morris, Horn.,
B Christophe, Herman,
B Cilley, Arthur Hutehins,
A Claggett, Fred Porter,
A Clark, Edgar A.,
A Clark, Henry Frederick, Ec,
A Clark, Levi,
B Clark, William Edward, Jr.,
B Clarke. George Haven,
A Clough, George Henry,
B Clow, Fred Ellsworth.
B Cobb. Gardner Nathan, Whit
A Cobb, Joseph J.,
B Coburn, Clarence 0.,
B Cody, Joseph John,
B Cogan, Richard !Merwin.
A Cogswell, John R.,
B Cogswell, Lloyd H.,
A Cogswell, Samuel Johnson,
A Colby, Frank Edgar,
A Colby, Myron .Morton, Horn.
A Coleord, Daniel Webster.
A Cole, Cheney Isaac,
B Colgate. Charles Henry, Jr., Horn.,
A Collity. James :\Iichael, Ec,
B Congdon, Charles Everett,
A Conn, Granville P.,
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C Connor, Michael Edward,
Cook, Charles Henry.
A Cook. Edwin A.,
A Cook, George.
A Cooke, T. Bates,
C Coolidge, John Wesley,
B Cooper, Edward,
A Copp, George Wilbur, Honi.,
C Corbett, John Baptiste,
B Corliss, Oscar Luzerne,
B Corning, Peter Winslow Franklin,
B Corwin, Arthur Sherwood,
A Cotton, Curtis B..
A Coutu, Joseph Edward,
C Cowern, Ernest William, Nor
A Craddock, Ebenezer Benjamin. Ec.
B Craig. Willis Parker.
A Cramm, William Edward.
C Crittendon, Samuel Wright,
B Crosby. Walter Theodore,
C Crosby, William Pierce,
A Grossman, Edgar 0.,
B Crowell, George Marcus,
A Cummings, Fred Eben.
A Curley, Clarence P.,
A Currier, David ^I..
A Currier, Edward II..
A Currier, George W..
B Curtis. Harlan Fuller,
B Curtiss, C'harles Lester.
B Cushman, Earl Percy,
A Cutler, Charles Henry,
A Cutler, George I..
B Dame, Fred Russell.
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x\. Davenport, George E..
A Davis, George Moses.
A Davis. Gilman.
A Davis. Henry S.. Horn.,
A Davis, Samnel Wilbert,
A Day. Arthur Keliew,
A Day, Herbert Christopher,
A Day, James A.,
A Dean, Elmer E.,
A Dearborn, Darius Stearns,
1> Dearborn. Edmund Gerrish,
A Dearborn, Frank A.,
B Dearborn, Henry Follansbee,
B Dearborn, Henry Hale.
B Dear'born, Jesse Judson,
B Dearborn, Luther Gould. Jr..
B Dearborn, Sam Starrett,
B Dearborn, Selwyn K.,
C De Gross, John H.,
B Delaney, Edward James,
B De]\Ioulpied, Walter,
B Dennison, Raymond Chase,
A Dessaint, Fred,
B Dillon, Riehard Hastings,
A Dimick, George E.,
A Dinsmoor, Frank M.,
A Dinsmoor, Silas M.,
B Dinsmore, Herman Hunter,
B Dixon, James Henry,
A Dodge. Charles E., Hom.,
A Dodge, Clarence M
.,
B Dodge, George Francis,
A Dodge, Henry,
B Dolloff, Albert Simeon,
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A Dougherty, Thomas James,
A Douglas. Orlando B.,
A Dowel, Arthur V.,
A Dowlin, Oliver,
A Dowlin, Winfred Mason,
B Downing, Arthur T.,
A Drake, Charles B.,
B Drake, Dean Spencer,
A Drake, Ervin Thayer,
B Drake. Percy Greenough,
A Drew, John A..
A Duchene. Henry Francis J.
A Dunbar. Eugene B.,
B Duncan. Charles,
A Dunham. William Russell.
B Durgin, Edward Chase,
A Durkee. Freeman Austin. Ec.
A Duval, Ernest,
B Dyer, William Henry,
A Fames. Frederick Henry,
A Fames. William ]Morse,
A Eastman, Charles Albert,
B Eastman. Eugene Bruce,
A Eastman, Isaac X.
A Eastman, Oliver Davis,
B Eastman. Oliver Xewell,
B Easton. Frank Birch,
A Eaton. Frank.
B Edes, Robert Thaxter,
C Elliott. William Thomas.
B Ellison, Daniel J.,
A Ellison, George Washington,
B Emerson, George Short,
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C Evans. Frank ^X..
B Evans. John W.,
A Fairbanks, Charles Albert,
B Farnnm, ]Mary Louise Kolfe,
B Farr. Irvin H.,
A Faulkner, Herbert Kimball,
B Federman, Phil Herbert,
A Fellows, George Roberts.
A Ferguson, Arthur Clifford,
A Ferguson, John,
B Ferguson, Samuel Thomas,
B Fernald, Arthur :\ray,
B Fernald, Fred.
B Ferrin, William AVarren.
A Finerty, Joseph William, Horn.,
A Fisher, Edwin C,
A Fisher, Franklin Pierce.
A Fisher, Thomas E., Hom.,
B Fiske, George Varnum,
B Fitch, Emery iloore,
A Plagg, George W., Horn.,
A Flanders, Charles F.,
A Flanders, Louis W..
A Flanders, Marietta Ellis Alonroe,
B Foley, Joseph Francis,
C Folsom, Charles Albert,
A Fontaine, Henri Theophile,
A Ford, Inez H..
B Foss, George Herbert,
A Foster, Avery Aloulton,
B Foster, George S.,
B Foster. Louis Everett,
B Fournier, Arthur.
B Fowler, Fred Abram,
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B
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A Gove, Anna ^I.,
A Gove, George Sullivan,
A Grady, John AVilliam.
A Grady, Thomas Ambrose.
A Grafton, Frank Willard,
B Graham, George Sellers,
A Grant, Albert Ernest,
A Grant, Daniel.-
A Grant, Lindsey E.,
A Grappner, Max C.
A Gravel. Henri, Ec,
A Graves, Eli E.,
B Graves. Robert John,
A Greeley, Guy Hastings,
A Greeley, James Thornton,
A Greeley. Philip Hartshorn,
A Green, Samuel H.,
A Greene, Frank Alonzo, Ec.
A Greene. Jared Alonzo, Ec.,
B Griffin. Nathan LeRoy,
B Grimes, Jesse Rideout.
A Grimes, Warren Parker,
A Gross, Charles William,
C Grow, Eugene Julius, Surgeon,
A Guerin, Moise,
A Guertin, Auguste,
A Guggenheim, Max Samuel.
A Guillet, Noel Eusebe,
A Guptill, George Herbert,
A Hall, Charles E.,
A Ham, John Randolph,
A Hamblett, Lorenzo D., Ec.
A Hammond, Charles Bartlett,
B Hanaford, Howard A.,
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B Hannaford, Charles William,
A Hanson, Caleb W.,
B Hanson, William Clinton,
A Harlan. James A.,
A Harlow, Franklin Edwin,
B Harmon, Charles Henry,
A Harriman, A. H.,
B Harrington, Charles Woodbnry,
A Hart, Malcolm A. H.,
A Harvey, Albion King Parris, Horn.
A Harvey, James Barton.
A Harwood, Blake A. T.,
A Harwood, Jane L., Ec,
A Haskell, Pearl Jenney,
xV Hatch, George B.,
A Hatch, George Windsor,
C Hatch, Lawrence Brown,
A Hawkins, Frederick Lewis,
A Hawley, George H.,
B Hayes, Blanche Adelyn,
A Hayes, Frederick Legro,
A Hayes, John Alfred,
A Hayford, Herbert Scott, Hom.,
A Hazard, George Stevens,
A Hazelton, George William,
A Hazleton, Robert Harvey, Hom.,
C Healey, Thomas Raymond,
B Hebb, Angns Gordon.
A- Heffinger, Arthnr Cowton,
B Hefl'ner. AVilliam J..
B Herrick, Timothy G.,
A Higgins. Cliit'ord E.,
A Higgins, George.
A Higgins, John Henry.
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B Hight, Clarence Eugene,
A Hildreth, Henry A.,
A Hildreth, Lewis George,
A Hill, Almon Ward,
A Hill, Edmund E.,
C Plill. Ernest Linwood,
A Hill, Gardner C,
A Hill, Eoseoe,
A Hill, Thomas C,
A Hill, William D,
A Hillard. William Averj^,
A Hills, Frederick L.,
A Hinds, William Henry Weed, Jr.,
C Hoag, Albert Buffum,
A Hodgdon, Edwin Pickering,
B Hodsdon, Benjamin Frank,
A Hodsdon, Ervin Wilbur,
C Hoitt, George Barnard,
A Holbrook, Henry Carroll,
A Holcombe, Charles Henry,
C Hopkins, Arthur W.,
A Home, B. Frank,
B Hoskins, Xeal Luther,
A Houghton, Edward F.,
B Houle, Anselme Eprem.
B Hoyt, Park Rowe,
B Hubbard, Halbert Charles. Hom.,
B Huckins, John Calvin,
C Huckins, Theron Howard,
A Humiston, Franklin G.,
B Hunt, Daniel Lawrence,
A Hunt, Mary Olive Ann,
A Huntress, Eugene S.
C Hurd, Benjamin Porter,
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B Hutchius, Guy Howard,
A Hutchiuson, Herbert S.,
A Huyck, Clifford John, Horn.
A Hyde, Edward,
A Hyland, Jesse Burdette,
C Ide, Philip Sheridan,
B Ingham, Oswald Grey,
A Jackson, Henry Chester,
A James, Herbert Wilkins, Hom
B Jameson, James Walker,
A Jarvis, Leonard,
A Jewell, Henry Hiram, Hom.,
A Johnson, Albion Wesley,
B Johnson, Edward West,
A Johnson, Henry Warren.
B Johnson. Herbert AVilliam,
A Johnson, Hiram Leonard,
C Johnston, Charles Edward,
A Jones, Charles Dana,
A Jones, Edwin E.,
B Jones, Ezra Albert,
A Jones, Fred P.,
A Jones, Frederic William,
A Jones, Seth Warner,
A Joslin, Perry Edwin.
B Joyce, Charles Pitt Fid,
A Junkins, William 0.,
A Kean, Michael Edward,
A Keay, Forrest Lincoln,
B Keay, Harry Chester,
B Keene, Linwood ]\Ielrose,
B Kelso, Walter Lamson,
A Kempton, Amanda Harriet, Hom.,
A Kenney, John Erie,
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A Kent, Maude, Horn.,
B Ketehum, Henry Barstow,
A Kimball, George INIorrill,
C Kingsford, Howard Nelson,
A Kittredge, Frank Everett,
A Knapp, Lee Victor,
A Knight, Greenwood H., Horn.,
B Knowlton, John Greenleaf Whittier,
A Labrecque, Joseph Jerome Alphonse.
B Lacasse, Leon Joseph,
B Lachaine, Edmond,
A Ladd, Elmer E.,
C Ladd, Samuel Tilden,
B Lafontaine, Gustave,
B La France, Albert Joseph,
A Lagace, Joseph Alfred,
A Lajoie, ]\Iederic Thomas Gerin,
A Lake, Elmer Ellsworth,
A Lamb, Frank AVilson,
A Lamb, Zenas Freeman,
A Lamson, Charles Allen,
B Lance, Arthur Joseph, ,
C Landman, Elbert Alonzo,
A Lanouette, Joseph Edouard Adolphe,
A Larochelle, Joseph Eugene,
B Larra'bee, Ralph Clinton,
A Lathrop, INIoses Craft,
A Lauroin, Adelard,
A Lavalee, Arsene,
A Lavallee, Arthur Martial,
B Lavoie, Zenou Annable,
B Lawrence, Arthur Abbott,
B Lawrence, "William E.,
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A Leavitt, James Mellen,
A Lediic, Napoleon,
A Leet, George E.,
A Leet, James Andrew,
B Leith, Harry Weston,
A Leith, William H.,
A Lelaidier, Joseph Emile.
A Lemaitre, Joseph Edmond,
A Lemay, Joseph Daniel,
B Lemon, Angeline ^Mildred,
B Lenahan, John Patrick.
A Letourneau, Joseph N.,
B Libbey, Charles Eiiierson, Ilom..
A Libbey, Erving Asa,
B Libbey, ]\Lldred Augusta,
A Lightlc, William E.,
B Lindley, Charles L.
B Liston, Arthur Carliss,
C Little, Charles S.,
A Littlefield, Anna ]Maria,
B Littlewood, Thomas,
A Lobdell, Alban Judson, Horn.,
B Loeke, Anna Williard,
B Locke, Eva M.,
C Locke, George Seott, Jr.,
C Lord, Charles Edward Dimmock,
A Lord, Lester Winslow,
A Lougee, Arthur Jewett,
A Lougee, George Woodworth,
B Lougee, William Wheeler,
B Loughran, Elbert Du Bois.
A Lovejoy, Frank Howard.
A Loveland. Israel Albert,
A Lovering, Frank Samuel,
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B Lowe. Ernest Whittier,
A Luce, Thomas W.,
A Lufkin, Charles Mathewson. Horn
A Lull, Mar}^ Augusta, Horn.,
A Lundeville, Efveray Paul,
B Lussier. Jules Grenon,
A Lyons, William H. A.,
B ]\[aeauley, Henry A. DeB.,
C McBride, John,
B ]MeClintoek, Thomas Henry, Hom.
A jMacDonald, Joseph William Dug
B McDonald, William Forbes.
A ]McGahan, Charles Fourgead,
B McGee, Edward K. B..
A jIcGregor, George W.,
B Melntire, Herbert Bruce,
B ]\rcLaehlan, Donald Cattanach,
A ]\[cLaughliD, Frank W.,
B ^[cLaughlin, Patrick James,
A j\Ic]Murphy. Nelson William,
A Mack, William B.,
B Macdonald, John B.,
C Mackenzie, Nicholas Y. B.,
B I\Iacleay, Ali:red Alexander,
B ]Makechine, Arthur North, W
A Manchester, Frank Constant,
B ]\[angurian, Armen Steven,
B Manix, Edward Tuck,
A ^Marible, Henry,
A Marclay, Walter J., Hom.
B ^Marcou, Louis Benjamin,
A Marden, Albert Lewis,
A Marden, Albion Sullivan,
A Marsh, Franklin F.
C Marshall, Augustus T..
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A ]\Iuehmore, Alonzo Downing. Ec,
A Miidgett, John Herbert.
B Muller, Carl A..
B Mulvarity, Albert Francis,
A Munsey, George Franklin,
B ^Murray, John Thomas,
B Miisson, William Robinson, Plom..
A Mygatt, Harry Edwin,
A Naylor, Thomas, Ec.
A Neal, John Herbert,
C Nelson, David,
A Xewcomb. Charles.
A Xewcombe, Vesley ]\Iarvin,
B Xewell, Charles Edward,
B Newell, Harry Ward,
A Newton, LeRoy Allen,
B Nobles, William Calvin Ellieott, Hom
C Northrop, Clarence Clark,
A Noyes, Edmund Herbert,
A Noyes, Harold A^.,
E Noyes, Ward Raymond. Hom..
B Noyes, Wilbur Fisk, Hom.,
B Noyes, William Nelson.
B Nute, Albert J..
A Nute, William Herbert,
A Nutter, Charles F.,
A Nutter, George W.,
A Nutting, Mary A.,
A Nutting, Newell Curtis,
A Nutting, Will Wallace, Hom.,
A Nutting, William, Ec,
A Ober, Charles F.,
A O'Brien, Emile A. Young, Hom.,
A O'Brion, Charles C,
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A 'Carroll, Martin.
B O'Connor, John C,
A Odell, Joseph Warren,
A O'Doherty, John D.,
A Oliver, Rohert Freeman,
B Osterhout, John Jacob,
A Otis, Edward Osgood,
A Packard, George Henry.
A Page, Benjamin F.,
B Page, George Thornton,
A Page, John INIarshall,
A Palmer, Clarence Alanson.
A Palmer, Haven,
B Parker, David W.,
A Parker, George Henry,
A Park(^r. Henry Rust,
A Parker, John C,
A Parker. John S.,
A Parsons, John W.,
A Parsons, William Moody,
A Pattee, John Ralph, Ec,
A Pattee, -William H.,
A Patterson, Charles Frederick,
B Pearl, Frederick Warren,
A Pease, Byron Douglass,
A Peaslee, Benjamin D., Hom.,
B Pender, George Edward,
A Pepin, Joseph Raonl,
B Perkins, Anne Elizabeth, Hom.
B Perkins, Everett Clifton,
A Perkins, Frank B.,
A Perkins, Frederick,
B Perreault, Joseph N.,
A Perry, William G.,
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A Pettingill, James Buchanan,
B Pherson, Frank J.,
B Phillips. William Converse, Horn.
A Phipps, Albert G.,
A Pierce. George W.,
A Pike. Ezra Barker,
A Pike. Forrest Wiley,
A Pills])nry, William Emerson,
A Pitman, Arthur Jolm,
C Platts, Harry S.,
A Porter. George, Hom.,
B Pratt, David Damon.
C Pratt, Harry Sumner,
A Pratte, Arthur A.,
A Price, Walter Herbert.
B Proctor, John Donald,
C Proctor, John Harvey.
A Prouty, Ira Joslin,
C Provost, Azarie jMoise Joseph,
B Pulsifer, Tappan Chase,
A Quaekenbos, John Duncan,
A Quimby, John Grant,
C Quinn. Charles Henry,
A. Reed, Elizabeth Boss.
B Reed, William Edward,
A Remiek, Edwin,
A Reynolds, Thomas 0.,
B Ricardo, James N.
B Rice, Carrie Elizabeth, Hom..
A Richard, Joseph Henry,
C Richards, Karl Taylor,
A Richards, Louis Joseph, Ec.
A Richards, Paschal B., Ec,
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A Richmond, Allen P.,
B Rieker, William Gray,
B Ridlon, Joseph R.,
B Robb, William Matthews,
A Robbins, Elwin DeAVitt,
C Robert, Kennedy F.,
A Roberts, James Stanton.
A Roberts, Samuel Woodbury,
B Robertson, Charles W.,
B Robertson, Frederick M.,
A Robinson, Frank Lawrence.
A Robinson, Herbert AYinslow.
A • Robinson, J. Franklin.
B Robinson, Wallace AVilson.
A Robinson, William Perry,
A Roby, George F., Hom.
A Rodier, Charles Seraphin,
B Rogers, Charles Cummings.
B Rogers, Frank Norwood,
A Rogers, Tristram. Horn..
B Rondinella, Annina C.
B Ross, William Edson.
A Rounsevel, Charles Sedgwick. Hom.,
C Rowe, Arthur James,
A Rowe, Frank Herbert,
C Rowe, Walter Cilley.
A Roy, Joseph Edmoucl Egide,
A Russell, Ai Stephen, Ec.,
A Russell, Fred Cutler.
C Russell, Walter Burton,
A Russell, AVilliam Bartlett,
A Saltmarsh, G. H.,
C Sanborn, Byron.
B Sanborn, George Henry,
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B Sanders, Henry Clay,
B Sanders, Loren Addison,
B Sanders, Orren B..
A Sanders, AValter Russell. Ec,
C Sargent, Elmer U..
A Sargent, Frank H..
B Sargent, Oscar F. L., Horn.
A Sasseville. Nicholas.
B Sawyer, Eliliu B..
A Sawyer, Wesley.
B Sayward, William H.. Jr..
C Seannell, Edward John.
B Schallenbach, Ernest B..
A Scott, Nathaniel Harvey,
B Sewall, ]\Iillard Freeman.
A Shapleigh, Edward E..
A Shattuck, George AYesley.
B Shaw, William Hubbard. Hom.,
A Shea, Augustus W..
B Shea, Dennis I\I..
A Shedd, George H..
A Shedd, John Z..
A Sherburne. Andrew Badger,
C Shultis. Frederick Charles,
A Sikorsky. Vladimir Nicholas,
A Simard, Emile,
A Smalley, Fred Lyman.
A Smart, Benjamin Horace.
A Smith, Albert W..
A Smith, Arthur Noel.
A Smith, Carlisle Ouseley.
A Smith, Frank A..
A Smith, George Rufus. Horn..
C Smith. Harry Wilbur. South
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A Smith, Herbert Llewellyn,
A Smith, Marvin F.,
C Smith. William Eugene,
A Smith, William Thayer,
B Sneden, Claude ]M.,
C Snow, Samuel Dryden,
A Soulard, Joseph Alfred,
B Soule, Lewus Franklin,
B Souter, William N.,
A Spaulding, James Alfred.
A Spaulding, ]\Ielville Cox,
B Spear, Frank E.,
C Spear, Herman S.,
B Spencer, G'eorge Albert,
A Spooner, Frank. Horn.,
A Sprague, Edward George,
B Sprague, Fred Alvah,
A Stackpole, Harry Hills.
A Staniford, Edward Read.
B Stapl(>s. Hall,
A Staples, John Walter,
A Stark, Gillis,
C Stark, Maurice Albert.
A Stearns, Henry C,
B Steele. Eugene Gillis,
B Stetson, Harry W.,
A Steuart, Frederick Charles,
A Stevens, Charles N., Horn.,
A Stevens, Edwin Dearborn, Hom.,
A Stevens, Jane Elizabeth Hoyt,
A Stevens, John Andrew,
A Stevens. John B.. Ec,
B Stevens. :\Iiehel :\Iallett, Jr.. Horn.
A Stevens, Parker B.,
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A St. Hiliare, Joseph Louis Emile,
A Stickney, Henry Ladcl,
A Stillings. Ferdinand Anson,
A Stillings, Levi Chamberlain,
A Stockwell, Emmons F.,
A Stokes, Dudley Leavitt,
A Stone, Melvin T.,
B Story, Helen Louise,
B Stowell, Edmund Channing,
B StoAvell, Sarah Russell,
A St. Pierre, Servule,
A Straw, Amos Gale,
A Straw, Zatae Longsdorff,
B Sturtevant. Charles A., Horn.,
A Sturtevant. Charles B.,
A Sullivan, D. Edward,
A Sullivan, -James,
A Sullivan, ]\Iiah B.,
A Sumner, Arthur F.,
A Sweeney, Frederick C,
A Sweeney, Henry L.,
B Sweeney, Mary Agnes,
A Sweet, Robert V.,
A Swett. Eddy Benjamin,
A Sylvain, Emile Auguste,
C Tabor, Edward Orlando,
A Taft, Albert Atherton,
A Taft, Edward Harvey,
B Taft, Maud Emilie,
A Talbot, Bertell Laroy,
B Tarbell, Wallace Henry,
B Taylor, Herbert Leonel,
A Taylor. Joseph,
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A Theriault, Joseph Horace,
B Thompson, Howard E.,
B Thompson, Joseph Mariner,
A Thompson, Edward Henry,
A Thompson, Robert.
B Thompson, Wellington Andrew,
B Thorn, Edwin C,
C Thornburgh, Robert Montgomery,
B Thorning, AVilliam Burton.
A Tibbetts, James Thomas.
A Tobel, Frederic Von.
B Tobey, Fred Chamberlain,
A Todd, Arthur J..
A TogiLs. Theodore :\I.,
A Tolles, Clarence Weston.
A Tolman, George Averill,
A Towle, Fred Scates,
B Towle, George Henry, Jr.,
A Towne, George Dana.
C Toye, John E.,
B Tracy, Edward Andrew,
A Treml)lay, Evariste Clement,
A True, Walter H., Ec,
A Tucker, Edward M.,
A Tucker, Ira Allen, Hom..
A Tuttle, Walter, Hom.,
A Twitchell, Walter Zeb., Hom.,
A Twombly. Edward Everett. Ec,
A Twombly, John Herbert,
A Underhill, George A.,
A Underhill, George Herbert.
A Underwood, David Gleason,
A Upham, Samuel Rice.
A Vaillaneour, Romeo L.
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A Welluer, Hermann,
A Wells, Henry C,
A Wesley. John Lyman.
C West, Hiram B.,
B M^eston, Arthur Francis, Horn.
A Weymouth, George Weare,
A Weymouth, Henry Augustus,
A Wheat, Arthur Fitts,
Wheeler, John,
A Wheeler, Phineas H.,
A Wheet, Fred Eugene.
A Whitcomb, Charles Sumner Fr
C White, Herbert Augustus,
B White, John Blake,
Whitmore, Albra,
A Whitney, Frank E.,
A Whittemore, Sarah Eliza,
B Whittle, John Augustus,
C Wiborn, J. Auburn,
B Wiggin, Dayton Carroll,
A Wiggin, Henry Mayliew, Ilom.,
A Wight, Edward M.,
A Wilber, George Fisk,
C Wilder, Ralph Spencer,
A Wilder, Richard Edward, .
A Wiley, Maurice G., Horn.,
A Wiley, Rebecca W., Hom.,
B Wilkins, George C,
A Wilkins, Russell,
A Willey, Bertram E.,
D AVilliams, Harry George,
A Williamson, W. D.,
B Willis. John Embert,
A Willis, John L. M.,
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C Wims, Dennis Patrick,
B Wing. Persus W.
B Woodbury, Benjamin C, Jr.,
A AYoodbnry, Frank Taylor,
B Woodman, James B.,
A Woodman, Milton Sawyer,
A Woodward, Josiah N.,
A Worcester, Frank D.. Horn.,
C Worthen, Eugene ]\Iark,
B Worthing, Frank Bertelle.
A AVright, Elam Eust,
A Wrisley, John Alson, Horn.,
C Yeaton, George William,
A Young, John,
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CHAPTER XII.
Report op the Regent of the State Boards op ^Medical
Examiners.
REGISTRATION OP TRAINED NURSES.
The General Court of 1907 enacted the measure recited
herewith to secure the registration of trained nurses.
The administration of the law Avas committed to this office.
THE LAW.
An Act to Provide for State Registration of Nurses.
Be it cnacied hy the Senate and House of Representatives
in General Court cotivened:
Section 1. Any resident of the state of New Hamp-
shire, being over twenty-one years of age and of good
moral character, holding a diploma from a training school
for nurses connected with a hospital giving a course of at
least two years in the hospital and registered by the regent
of the state boards of medical examiners as maintaining in
this and other respects proper standards, all of which shall
be determined by the said regent, and who shall have
received from the said regent a certificate of his or her
qualification to practice as a registered nurse, shall be
styled and known as a registered nurse, and no other
person shall assume such title, or use the abbreviation
R. N. or any other words, letters or figures to indicate that
the person using the same is such a registered nurse.
Nothing contained in this act shall be considered as con-
ferring any authority to practice medicine or undertake
the treatment or cure of disease in violation of the medical
practice acts of the state of New Hampshire. Any persons
from other states registered by the said regent as maintain-
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ing stnndards not lower than those provided l)y this chap-
ter, who shall show to the satisfaction of the said regent
that he or she is properly and duly registered for the prac-
tice of professional nursing in such states, upon the pay-
ment of the usual fees for certificate provided b}^ this act,
shall be entitled to a license to practice professional nursing
in this state without an examination.
Sect. 2. Upon the taking effect of this act. the Grad-
uate Nurses' Association of New Hampshire shall nominate
for examiners ten of their members, who have had not less
than five years' experience in their profession, and at each
annual meeting of said association thereafter two other
candidates. The regent of the state boards of medical
examiners shall appoint a board of five exr.miners from
such list. One member of said board shall be appointed
for one year, one for two years, one for three years, one
for four years and one for five years. Upon the expira-
tion of the term of office of any examiner, the said regent
shall likewise fill the vacancy for a term of five years and
until his or her successor is chosen. An unexpired term
of an examiner, caused by death, resignation or otherwise,
shall be filled by the regent in the same manner as an
original appointment is made. This board of examiners
shall also act as inspectors of training schools. The said
regent, with the advice of the board of examiners above
provided for, shall make all necessary rules for the exam-
ination of nurses applying for certification under this act.
Each person so applying for certification, or for examina-
tion and certification, shall be charged a fee of five dollars
($5). which shall be used to meet the actual expenses of
the regent and board of examiners. From the fees pro-
vided by this act, the regent shall pay all proper expenses
incurred by its provisions, and any surplus at the end of
any year shall be retained by said regent as a special fund
for meeting expenses which may be incurred in any subse-
quent year. The members of the examining board shall be
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paid by the regent the sum of five dollars ($5) for each
day actually engaged in the service, and all their legitimate
and necessary expenses. Said fees and expenses shall be
paid from fees received under the provisions of this act,
and no part of the same shall be paid out of the state
treasury. The said regent shall report annually to the
governor the receipts and expenditures under the provi-
sions of this act, and shall be held accountable therefor.
The said regent may revoke any such certificate granted
by him for sufficient cause after notice in writing to the
holder thereof and a fair hearing thereon. Such notice
shall be given by the regent to the party complained of at
least fourteen (14) days before the day of hearing and
shall contain a statement of the grounds upon which the
complaint is based. The hearings upon such complaints
shall in all cases be conducted in private, except upon the
special request of the party complained of. No person
shall thereafter practice as a registered nurse under any
such revoked certificate.
Sect. 3. The regent of the state boards of medical
examiners may. upon the recommendation of said board of
examiners above provided for, waive the examination of
any graduate in good standing holding a diploma from a
training school connected with a hospital giving a training
of not less than two years, and of such persons now in
training at the time of the passage of this act in a hospital
giving a two years' course and shall hereafter be gradu-
ated who shall apply in writing for such certificate within
three years after the passage of this act, and shall also
grant a certificate to any nurse of good moral character
who has been engaged in the actual practice of nursing
for not less than three years next prior to the passage of
this act who shall satisfactorily pass an examination in
practical nursing within three years liereafter.
Sect. 4. Nothing in this act shall be construed to affect
or apply to the gratuitous nursing of the sick by friend or
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members of the family, and also it shall not apply to any
person nursing the sick for hire but who does not in any
way assume to be a registered nurse.
Sect. 5. Any violation of this act shall be a mis-
demeanor, punishable by a fine of not less than $50.
Any person Avho shall wilfully make any false representa-
tion in applying for a license shall be guilty of a mis-
demeanor, and upon conviction be punished by a fine of
not less than .$100 nor more than $500.
Sect. 6. This act shall take etfeet upon its passage.
[Approved ^March 7, 1907.]
In ol)edience to the law, on March 7, 1907, I appointed
the following persons to constitute the board of examiners
provided for in the law
:
For the term expiring 1908, Ida A. Nutter, of Laconia.
For the term expiring 1909, Ida F. Shepard, of Hanover.
For the term expiring 1910, Anna F. Alpaugh, of Ports-
mouth.
For the term expiring 1911, Augusta C. Robertson, of
Manchester.
For the term expiring 1912, Blanche M. Truesdell, of
Concord.
On March 7. 1908, I re-appointed Ida A. Nutter, ol
Laconia, for the term of five years and the board as con-
stituted October 1. 1908, is as follows:
Ida F. Shepard. of Hanover, term expires 1909.
Mrs. Edwin C. Blaisdell, of Portsmouth, term expires
1910.
Augusta C. Robertson, of Manchester, term expires 1911.
Blanche M. Truesdell, of Portsmouth, term expires 1912.
Ida A. Nutter, of Laconia, term expires 1913.
President of the board, ]^Ii.ss Truesdell.
Secretary, ]\Iiss Robertson.
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The board has recommended and the regent has regis-
tered 152 qualified nnrses under section 3 of the law with-
out examination. Two persons have been duly examined by
the board, recommended to the regent and registered by
him, under the provisions of the same section. The board
has rejected three applicants of the former class.
The regent has required of the board the recommenda-
tion of a list of hospital training schools for approval by
him in accordance with section 1 of the law. The board
has given this matter due consideration and has not yet
made its report. It is understood that under the terms
of the law, this section will not in effect become operative
until 1910.
It is the intention of the board and the desire of the
regent that conditions of approval should be elaborated
which will secure an adequate standard of professional
preparation, which will be reasonable and capable of
attainment by the various hospitals, and which will not
depart widely from the practice of other states. This
amounts to a task of considerable intricacy and one which
requires much time especially since the board charged with
its execution is composed of nurses actively engaged in
the practice of their profession.
A complete list of registered nurses is here given
:
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Underhill, Lottie :Mary Beatrice,
Urqiihart, Tena A..









Wiren, Mary Alice Gertrude.
As required by law. I add a statement

























Printing blanks, stamped envek^pes, etc., 59.61




Balance on hand September 1, 1908: $317.97
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CHAPTER XIII.
Routine Work op Office.
A report upon the "doings of the superintendent"
would not be complete without an account of the activities
of the ofifice force proper. As the work of the department
has increased from year to year, the load upon the central
office has been increased many fold. No enterprise of any
considerable magnitude can accomplish results unless it
has as one of its working parts the systematizing force of
an efficient central clearing house. Originally, little more
than a room in which the superintendent of public instruc-
tion could be found when at the state capital and in which
he could set up his desk ; the increase in the number of
calls upon the department made by the local authorities,
the increase in the number of laws in the administration
of which the department is concerned, the activity of the
superintendent in the field, the gradual discovery and per-
fecting of methods by which the department can forward
the original purpose of its establishment, namely the uniti-
cation of the educational forces of the state,—all these
have joined together to malve the office of the superin-
tendent of public instruction one of the busiest in the
state government.
The office work I have placed under the general direction
of ]\Iiss Harriet L. Huntress, long the faithful and emi-
nently efficient secretary of the superintendent. Miss
Huntress, beside exercising a general oversight of the work
of the office itself, keeps informed so far as possible of all
the multitude of occurrences about the state in which the
department may have to be interested; carries on a large
part of the correspondence, so that any person writing
the department Avill not have to wait for his answer beyond
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two or three mails; keeps the books, and pays the bills
of the department ; keeps the records and directs the
details of statistical inquiries; oversees the details of
the registration of physicians, surgeons and trained
nurses.—in a word, keeps the office running on schedule
time independently of the presence of the superintendent.
]\Iiss Jessie I\I. Williams has been regularly employed during
the period of two years, partly as stenographer but chiefly
as concerned with that part of the statutory duties of the
office which require it to "receive, preserve, or distribute
all state documents in regard to public schools or education,
and to receive and arrange reports and returns of school
boards." ]Miss Williams has also helped upon the statis-
tical work, upon mailing, and upon the preparation of
many manuscripts. Her experience and her excellent
judgment in searching the materials at hand and classify-
ing the same have contributed very materially to the
efficiency of the office. Miss Bernice M. Adams, a graduate
of the Concord high school in the class of 1907, and with-
out other training than that received in that institution,
has for the past year in the capacity of stenographer and
typewriter handled with accuracy and intelligence prac-
tically the entire corresj^ondence of the office.
The work of the central oifice is summarized and
accounted for as follows
:
I. The general correspondence of the office, including
that of the regent, has amounted to about 7.200- first class
It^ters annually.
II. Securing, verifying, and classifying statistical and
other reports.
The returns necessary for the administration of the
school laws of the state, and which must be made to this
department annually by the local school officers, amount
to nineteen documents annually, six of these from each of
two hundred and fifty-eight school di-stricts, and thirteen
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from each of seventy-five approved secondary schools.
Many of this aggi'egate number are secured only after
repeated requests; all of them must be examined to see if
they are consistent, and verified by all the data in our
possession; the majority become the subject of more or
less prolonged correspondence; and finally all nuist be
classified and summarized before the data can be used.
III. The arrangement of the returns of school hoards
required by the statute, simple as it looks on the printed
page, is a formidable undertaking if the contemplated
arrangement is to be made available for use. It is one
thing to pile up pamphlet returns in orderly tiers year
after year; it is quite another thing so to arrange such
returns as to make them yield needed information upon
any given point at once. The office has aimed to accom-
plish this last result in the following manner
:
1. The statistical reports from the several districts are
each summarized in such a manner as to give the facts
most often needed. These facts are transferred to cards
so arranged that corresponding items for each year stand
side by side,—thus showing up incidentally any consider-
able error,—and the card is large enough to hold the data
for six years. The original sheets upon which the returns
are made are then arranged in alpha])etical order b^- towns,
and by subjects, in such a manner that any item desired,
in any town, in any year since 1904, can at once be shown
from the original entry.
2. The work reports from the various high schools and
academies, together with information of various other
forms concerning these institutions, have been gathered,
arranged, edited, indexed, and bound up. so that any
important item of information concerning any one of the
schools,—from the qualifications of the principal to the
number of pupils who passed in first year English,—can
be at once turned up. These volumes will in a few years
come to be of immense historical and educational value.
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3. Various documents dealing with particular items,
such as amount of appropriation at the annual spring
meeting, or amount paid for high school tuition, have been
also either bound up in permanent form or have been
transferred to cards and become at once data for checking
up later returns.
IV. The scruflnij of financial returns. A particularly
close scrutiny of financial returns has been made during
the past two years, Avith the object of securing (1) more
definite returns and (2) more reliable returns. The
accounts of most districts appear to be kept in happy
ignorance of the restraints of bookkeeping, and it is con-
sequently a matter of great difficulty to secure either
definite or reliable returns. The situation is further com-
plicated by the statutes which make towns responsible for
some portions of the outlay upon schools and districts
responsible for other portions. By dint of scrutiny, com-
parison, correspondence and inference, progress has been
made and the financial parts of the statistical tables in the
appendix of this volume are probably the most reliable ever
published.
In addition to the above, a close study has been made
of the financial returns, district by district, covering a
period of several years. The process has been laborious
and is not Complete, but sufficient information was at once
derived to make it evident that in the aggregate a large
sum of money had been tied up l\v illegal management.
This matter at once became the subject of a circular
addressed to school boards, and, in some eases, of direct
representations to the school boards by the state superin-
tendent.
In connection with the above has come the preparation
of sximmarized returns to the state treasurer, together with
the necessary computations. Such preparation, particu-
larly in the case of rebates for hiarh school tuition, involves
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a large amount of correspondence before the returns from
the towns can be made to check up with those from the
high schools and academies. One local school officer, for
instance, reports on inq^uiry that he had supposed that an
estimate was all that was required.
V. Systematic records of the results of child labor
inspection have been devised and brought up to date. '
VI. Cataloguing and filing pamphlets and other educa-
tional documents. An important function of the depart-
ment is the collection of material published hy other states,
by educational societies, and by foreign governments,
relating to public education. A large amount of this
material is constantly received by this office. Much of it
is of no apparent immediate value, but in the long run
any particular publication is apt to be needed and needed
badly at some time. To the best of my knowledge, such
material has never been collected and classified where it
could be immediately available. During the past year, all
such material having any possible future value, has been
collected, filed and indexed and the files are kept up to date.
The office is now better prepared to answer the large
numiber of questions asked by local authorities or interested
citizens seeking information on a large variety of educa-
tional matters.
VII. Court decisions catalogued. The department is
and always has been constantly asked by local authorities
to explain and instruct with reference to the local admin-
istration of the school law. Most such queries relate to
simple interpretations of the statutes, upon which nothing
further than the attentive reading of the same is needed.
Numerous others relate to such matters as, for instance,
the legality of corporal punishment, upon which the
statutes are silent, but upon which there is a multitude of
decisions by the courts. Others still lead to legal com-
plexities upon which the opinion of the attorney-general
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nnist be sought, which has always been generously
given; cases of the last-named class are. however, infre-
quent.
For convenience and greater efficiency in dealing with
this work, the office has begun a card catalogue of the
court decisions of all states, which when complete will be
kept up to the last monthly issue of the American Digest.
The catalogue has been so arranged as to yield at once
all the available information upon any ordinary inquiry
relating to the lawful administration of the public schools.
VIII. Machinerij for the regislration of trained nurses.
During the two years, the office has devised and put into
operation the moderate amount of administrative machin-
ery required for the newly enacted nurse registration law.
IX. Registration of physicians and surgeons. The
office has mailed blanks, scrutinized and verified qualifica-
tion papers, conducted examinations, issued and recorded
or denied licenses to fifty physicians and surgeons.
X. Puhlicatio)i and mailing. The office has prepared
manuscript, corrected proof, and mailed or expressed the
following list of documents and publications:
Approved List of Apparatus for Physics in the Second-
ary Schools.
Approved List of Apparatus for Chemistry in the
Secondary Schools.
Payment of High School Tuition.
Circular Letter on Teachers' Institutes.
New Hampshire Approved Schools.
Reading for Older Pupils.
Membership and Non-membership.
Instruction in Physiology and Hygiene.
Examination for Teachers' Certificates.
Circular with Reference to Program of Studies for
Secondary Schools.
Educational Exhibit at Jamestown.
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Instructions Concerning School Work.
Circular Letter with Eeference to Arbor Day.
Circular Letter with Reference to Jamestown Day.
Circular Letter with Reference to Memorial Day.
Observance of Memorial Day.
Circular Letter on Secondary Schools.
The Powers and Duties of School Boards.
Consolidation and Transportation.
Circular Letter with Reference to Examination Papers.
Circular Letter on High School Tuition.
Summer Institute for Teachers.
Circular Letter on Transportation.
Circular Letter on Science Equipment in Secondary
Schools.
Flag and Staff.
Attendance and Child Labor.
Circular Letter with Reference to Enumeration of
Children.
Literacy Tests.
Circular Letter with Reference to Irregular Attendance
at High Schools.
Original Work in Geometry.
List of Present Supervisory Districts in Order of Estab-
lishment Under Law" of 1899.
Article for Warrant in District l^.Ieeting Regarding Pro-
fessional Supervision.
Regulations Groverning the Examination and Certifica-
tion of Teachers in the Public Schools.
Circular With Reference to New Apportionment of State
Tax.
A List of Professional Reading for Teachers.
Circular Letter with Reference to Cleveland Disaster.
Professional Supervision of Schools.
Eight Years of District Supervision.
Map of New Plampshire Showing Towns Under Super-
vision.
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Preliminary Circular in Relation to the Approval of
Training Schools for Nurses.
Circular Letter with Reference to Unexpended School
Money.
Circular Letter with Reference to Notifying School
Boards of Attendance of Children at High Schools.
Use of Schools for Pernicious Advertising.
Circular Letter with Reference to Patriotic Exercises
and the United States Flag.




Some Practical Hints on the Hygiene of the Schoolroom.
Cards for testing vision.
It should be understood that, while all the foregoing has
been laid out and has been under the general oversight and
direction of the superintendent, it has been carried out
almost entirel.y by the office force. The superintendent's
work has been chiefly in the field.
CHAPTER XIV.
Expenses op the Office.
I hereby submit report of the expenditures of the de-
partment for the year beginning September 1, 1907, and
ending August 31, 1908, as required by chapter 98, Ses-
sion Laws of 1907.
It should be noted that this report does not include ex-
penditures under the Institute Fund, which will be found
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in Chapter YIII. nor of the Regent, Avhieh will be found






The law requires in the biennial report of the superin-
tendent of public instruction a "statement of the condition
and progress of popular education in the state." In obedi-
ence to the law, I submit the chapters which follow
:
CHAPTER I.
Progress: Comparative Study of Enrolment and
Attendance.
In any statement of progress it is dilBcult to separate
means from ends,—actual items of progress from improve-
ments in methods believed by the writer to be progressive.
In any effort dealing with such highly complex sociological
prol)lems as does the public school system, it becomes almost
impossible to say with assurance just what gains have
been made in the ultimate purpose of the system, namely,
the making of good citizenship. If, however, we set out
to accomplish results with our public school system, we are
at least bound to scrutinize its parts and see whether they
are working as contemplated. For instance, if we find
that a larger proportion of pupils are attending school, a
larger proportion remaining in school, and a larger i)ro-
portion entering and graduating from the high school, then
we know that the public school system is at least leaving
its mark upon a larger proportion of our prospective
citizenship.
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RATIO OF ENROLMENT TO CENSUS.
The first question which naturally occurs is. How large
a percentage of the total number of children of school age
are going to school! The statutes of New Hampshire do
not constitute any range of ages as ''school age," unless
the census requirement "between the ages of five and
sixteen" constitutes such a school age.
Prior to 1895, the school census was usually taken by the
assessors of taxes as a part of their duty. Since that date
it has been made by the local truant oificer or by some
other agent appointed by the school board. Under the
former arrangement, the enumeration was entirely worth-
less, since at times it would report scarcely one-half the
children known to be in school. Under the present arrange-
ment, although far from being strictly reliable, the returns
are a vast improvement on those formerly made. They
will never be Avhat they should be until the public school
system of the state as a whole is overlooked by men trained
for the purpose and who have no other business.
The census returns for the last school year ihave been
looked after by this department as never before. They
were all made and reported during the fall term as
required by law. so that they correspond with the enrol-
ment in schools as made for the current year. Since the
department has no control over the original entries, it
cannot vouch for their accuracy. It appears, then, that
the enumeration of children at the beginning of the school
year showed a population between the ages of five and
sixteen of 74.065. As a partial check on this value, it may
be said that the figures show an increase over the pre-
ceding year of 3,633, while the known enrolment of children
within the years specified, including both private and
public schools, remains about the same. Again, the United
States census of 1900 showed a population within these
ages of about 82,000; the school census for the same year
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showed an enumeration of 71.54-4. It is. therefore, to be
suspected that the increase over hist year's census is mainly
due to greater diligence in securing the same.
Now 13,693 pupils are reported as attending parochial
schools, and 620, other elementary private schools. Of the
former, a large number were under tive and the remainder
ehietly between five and sixteen, in just what proportion
we have no means of telling. Making proper allowance
for duplicate enrolments and for children in parochial
schools under the age of five, we have a total enrolment of
children l^etween the ages of five and sixteen about equal
to that given by the enumeration. But we know that 1,744
children of the age in question were in factories and in
other employment, besides those reported as not attending
anywhere and those in institutions such as orphanages, the
school for feeble-minded, the industrial school, etc.
Again, a scrutiny town by town shows a discrepancy of
1,516 pupils between the truant officer's enumeration and
those actually registered, the former being the larger. Of
course, this discrepancy is more than offset by the aggre-
gate number of cases in which enrolment within the ages
specified is more than the enumeration. However, in the
latter class of cases, the larger enrolment would undoubt-
edly be accounted for by the fact that children had moved
into town since the enumeration was made. On the other
hand, in the case of children who moved out of town after
the enumeration was made, it is extremely unlikely that
they would have disappeared without getting their names
into the registers for at least two weeks' attendance, if
thvy had gone to school at all.
From all these considerations, I conclude that the
enumeration is probably too small by at least 3,000 and
1)\- at the most 8,000. Setting it at the latter figure, we
should have as an outside estimate 82,000 children between
the ages of five and sixteen in the state. Of these approxi-
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mately 75,000 are accounted for in the public and private
schools and as legally employed in factories. Where are
the other 5,200 f In the first place, a large number of
them are children 'between the ages of five and eight law-
fully detained at home by their parents, another consider-
able number, probably less than 1,000, are in orphanages,
the school for feeble-minded, the industrial school and
similar institutions. The remainder, precisely how large
a number we cannot say, are doubtless in various stages
of educational neglect.
It is safe to conclude, therefore, that at least 94 per cent,
of all children in the state between the ages of five and
sixteen are or have been regularly enrolled in some educa-
tional institution. The true percentage may be and prob-
ably is several points higher, but even at the point named
it is a very creditable, one as compared with that of the
l>ast, and with that of other states.
The number of children, of legal compulsory school age
reported as not attending, namely 108. is without doubt too
small. It represents all such children as are known to th(>
reporting officer, and as such can confidently be compared
with the corresponding reports for 1870. 1881 and 1890,
much to our comfort. The ratio of 108 to 4,445 probably
fairly represents the truancy of 1008 as compared with that
of 1881. The actual number of children regularly and
unlaM^fully absent from school is undoubtedly much larger
than 108, but at the worst it cannot be very large, not
more, probably, than one per cent, of the total number
of children within the compulsory ages. And this number
would include those classes unavoidably kept from school
by chronic maladies of one sort or another.
Altogether the attendance record of our schools is one
in which the people may take a genuine and well-founded
pride'.
Improvements can evidently be made at the following
points:
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I. The school census must be taken Avith greater prompt-
ness and greater thoroughness 'every year. It is recom-
mended that all school boards use the card method, entering
all the data for each child upon the same card, the card
then to be filed away for use in subsequent years. The
census is the only waj' by which we can establish our base
line and ascertain just how many and what cliildren we
have to deal w^ith.
II. The department of public instruction must obtain
more complete reports from all classes of institutions deal-
ing with minor children, and the reports must be better
classified than they now are.
III. The local school authorities must keep unceasing
vigilance to see that every child is required to attend either
the public schools or some private scliool or some special
institution. "We should not be satisfied Avith anything
short of 100 per cent, of all children accounted for.
CONSOLIDATION AND GRADING OF SCHOOLS.
Items 2-5 show the tendency of rural schools toward con-
solidation, and its next step, which is grading. One of the
conspicuous vicious effects of the district .system, abolished
in 1885, was the multiplication of very small schools. While
there are still more verj- small schools than we could wish,
the table shows that it is becoming more and more the
policy of the towns to combine several small schools into
one large school. During the past two years almost as
many of these small schools have given place to larger
ones as during any preceding ten years. The unprece-
dented change during the past two years, however, is not
to be attributed entirely to consolidation. There has
been, on the contrary, a marked tendency in different parts
of the state, but especially along the southern boundary,
for existing small schools to fill up by tlie influx of new
families and the advent of new children.
Hand in hand with the discontinuance of the small
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school has gone the grading of schools. Prior to 1881. a
date chosen as the beginning of the era of more complete
reports, practically all schools outside of the cities and
larger villages, were ungraded. A gain of from 19
per cent, in that year to 53 per cent, in 1908 is the record.
It should be observed here, too, that the process has been
accelerated, that progress has been more rapid in recent
years. Thus, during the period 1881-1890, an average of
nine schools per year were graded ; between 1890 and 1900,
seventeen schools per year; between 1900 and 1906, fifty-
seven schools per year, and during the last two years, sixty-
one schools each year. Progress here is probably due to
two factors, in part a larger number of wide-awake school
boards and to a greater extent to the spread of professional
supervision.
REGULARITY OF ATTENDANCE.
The percentage of daily attendance has reached 90, a
point at which it has been stationary for the past three
years, and from which it cannot advance greatly. Not
far from an average of 10 per cent, in the state as a whole
must be allowed to bad weather, sickness and other unavoid-
able causes. Few items speak better for that progress
which is, if not fundamental, at least of primary impor-
tance, for there can be no expectation of efScient schooling,
no matter how excellent the teaching, unless attendance is
regular.
EXTENSION OP THE SCHOOL LIFE—HIGH SCHOOL ENROLMENT.
A matter which has been raised to great prominence
during the past year in other states has been the extent
to which children drop out of school. It has been pointed
out many times that comparativel\' few children ever get
beyond the lower grades, and the question has been raised,
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Is not oiir whole American system seriously, if not fatally,
defective ?
Unquestionably, a smaller proportion of children pass
completely througli the school system than we could wish.
It is not fair, however, to consider the subject from the
data at hand during any one year. Rather viewed from
the consideration of many years, so as to find the trend,
would seem to be the only just method. It is. for instance,
a dispiriting thing to find that the number of pupils who
reac-h high school in a given city is only ten per cent, of
those who might have done so, but a very encouraging
thing to find that the enrolment in American secondary
schools has increased 150 per cent, while the population
has been increasing 21 per cent. In the nation at large,
between 1890 and 1900, this ratio of increase held true,
giving evidence that a constantly larger proportion of
pupils were passing through the entire course from primary
to college.
It is regrettable that we are unable to give the enrol-
ment of pupils for each year for the entire state, showing
the progress of pupils through the schools and the propor-
tion dropping out annually. This has not been done, and
under existing conditions of lack of grading cannot be done.
From the data derived from high school and academy
enrolment, however, we can reach useful conclusions.
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It appears that the percentage of pupils attending high
schools or academies, exclusive of those who are strictly
private pupils, has increased by two-thirds in a period of
six years. Now these pupils all had to pass through the
elementarv'^ schools in order to reach the high school at all.
It is, therefore, evident that the proportion of pupils who
remain in school long enough to have attended high school
is increasing rapidly. That is the tendency of normal
growth.
Precisely how large a proportion of the pupils who com-
plete the course of study in the elementary schools, after-
ward enter the secondary school, we have no means of
telling. The following table tells something:
TABLE No. 20. .
Showing ratio of pupils finishing grammar school course
in June, 1907, to pupils entering high school or academy
in September, 1907, in certain districts.
Per cent. Per cent.
1. Milford - 100 9. AVilton 80
2. Berlin '. 96 10. Littleton 80
3. Rochester 93 11. Keene 79
4. Claremont 90 12. Concord 70
5. Franklin 88 13. Laconia 67
6. Portsmouth 87 14. Manchester 65
7. Nashua 81 15. Derry
.' 40
8. Dover .80 Average 80
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TABLE No. 21.
Showing ratio of pupils finishing grammar school course
in June, 1908, to pupils entering high school or academy in
September, 1908, in certain districts.
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towns and cities in which an high school or academy
is located. At all events the result in a population
aggregating over one-half that of the whole state
shows about as large a proportion moving on from
the lower school to the high school as could prob-
ably do so with profit. It is doubtless much higher .than
has generally been supposed.
As to the proportion of all pupils in the state who pass
on to the higher schools, we can only make a tolerably
shrewd guess. Since the total membership for the past
year was 54,472, and the secondary school membership
6.289, and remembering that the maximum high school en-
rolment is not more than one-third the total, we may
infer that at least 50 per cent., in round numbers, of all
the children attending the public schools of the state have
in recent years passed into schools higher than elementary.
It should, of course, be observed that the great majority
of the children enjoying such privileges must have been
in the urban and village communities and not in the coun-
try towns.
LENGTH OF SCHOOLS.
The length of the school year furnishes in practice a
rough gauge l)y which to compare progress. True, it is
often argued that a school of twenty weeks with a good
teacher is better than one of forty weeks with a poor
teacher. The argument would be sound if there were in
practice so great a difference between available teachers.
Under existing conditions, about the same grade of teacher
will be found in a given tovrn whether its school year is
twenty weeks in length or thirty weeks. This being the
case, the longer school year is to be taken as evidence of
better schooling for the children, particularly as better
teachers and improved teaching are usually found in prac-
tice to go hand and hand Avith the longer year. An
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increase of over five weeks in the average school year of the
state since the present decade came in and a school year
nearly doubled within the last quarter-century are evidence
of progress.
Here, as elsewhere, an average value does not tell the
whole story. It will be seen by examining the statistical
returns of the towns given in the appendix that 56 per
cent, of the whole school membership of the state is in
towns in which the school year is thirty-six weeks or over,
thirty-six weeks being taken as the maximum profitable
length. It is to be hoped that this percentage, will con-
tinue to rise until it reaches 100 per cent. The list of
districts maintaining thirty-six weeks or over the past year
is here given.
TABLE Xo. 22.
Districts ^Iaintaining Thirty-six Weeks or Over for
School Year 1907-1908.
Belknap County. Grafton County.
Laconia. Bath, Special.
Tilton, Union. Bristol, Special.





Coos County. Lebanon, West.
Berlin. Lincoln.
Colebrook, Special. Lisbon, Special.
Stewartstown, West. Littleton.
Stratford. Woodsville.
Whitefield, Special. liillsboro County.
Grafton County. Goffstown, Special.
Ashland, Special. Greenville.












































In excuse for tlie short term given in some towns it is
urged that twenty to twenty-live weeks is as long a year as
weather conditions in country towns will permit. In the
light of the facts such an objection does not hold.
In the first place, between the first of September and the
end of June there is room for from thirty-two to thirty-
four weeks, making all due allowance for a brief fall vaca-
tion of two weeks and a long winter vacation reaching
through the period of heavy snows and deep nnid. In
many towns this long vacation can be considerably reduced.
Again, if districts like Franconia, New Ipswich, Brent-
wood, Hampstead, Newington, Stratham, and Farmington
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(to'vxTi), can maintain thirty-six weeks, it is difficult to see
why weather and geographical conditions should prevent
any district from maintaining at least thirty weeks.
The plea that the financial burden on many country
towns will not permit a longer year has a better foundation
in fact, and is discussed at length in connection with the
equalization problem.
SUMMARY.
At least 94 per cent, of all the children in the state
between the ages of five and sixteen are enroled in the
public schools.
The percentage of children within the compulsory school
age, eight to fourteen, who are not regularly attending
school, including all absent on account of physical dis-
ability and other legal, causes, is Avithin 1 per cent.
The elimination of schools of less than twelve pupils, by
consolidation, has of late been rapidly increasing.
The grading of schools has been rapidly increasing.
Fifty-three per cent, of all schools are now graded, enroll-
ing a much larger percentage of the total membership
than this.
A tendency of ahandoned schoolhouses to open and fill
up with newcomers has teen noted.
Percentage of attendance is now nearly at a maximum.
Attendance in high sdhools and academies is increasing
at the rate of 10.7 per year.
A constantly increasing proportion of pupils are remain-
ing in school long enough to complete the entire course
through the high school or academy.
Fifty-six per cent, of all pupils in the state are in dis-
tricts maintaining thirty-six weeks of school or over.
CAUSES.
In turning to seek the causes of this general and steady
improvement along the lines of attendance and lengthened
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schooling, it is natural to refer to the legislative enact-
ments which were calculated to produce these results. The
most important among these have been those enumerated
below.
I. 1881. Establishment of the Department of Public
Instruction on its present basis. The department has served
both as a unifjdng and as a stinuilating force through-
out the entire period with a constantly widening range of
activity.
II. 1885. Abolishment of the district system. The
elimination of the very small schools has chieHy been due
to this act, although it has taken a long time for the people
to become accustomed to the changed conditions. The act
also unlocked a large aggregate of school money, which
remained in the treasuries of legal but dormant districts,
and served as a powerful agency in breaking down the
narrowing effect of extreme localism.
III. 1889. The free text-book act. The inevitable
effect of this act in encouraging attendance and regularity
and lengthening the term of years during which the indi-
vidual pupil could attend school is too obvious to require
comment.
IV. 1899. The equalization and supervisory law.
Although the effect of this act has been primarily upon
quality rather than upon quantity of schooling, the
increased revenue of a large number of towns has length-
ened the school year, and the employment of more con-
tinuous oversight in supervision has improved both attend-
ance and regularity.
V. 1901. The high school act of 1901 has been
effective both in the notable increase of the proportion of
children availing themselves of high school education, and
in the stimulation of existing schools to better adapt them-
selves to the needs of the immediate constituency.
The attendance and child labor law of 1901 may be
viewed as the final act putting us in full command of our
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problem of attendance, so that the same may now be looked
upon practiealh' as solved.
All these causes working together have probably afforded
such a stimulus to the quality of schoolroom work as to
make a force for betterment, much beyond the aggregate
of their individual effects. ^Mention should also be made
of the period of accepted popular valuation, as it might
be called, of the State Normal school, and its better adapta-
tion to its purpose, which began at about 1900; and of
the powerful stimulus afforded by the new regime at
Dartmouth College, dating from 1893,—both of these being
eontributorv rather than direct causes.
CHAPTER II.
The AYork of the Schoolroom—Elementary Schools.
By the term elementary school is meant that portion of
the course of instruction next preceding the high school or
academy. It includes both graded and ungraded schools
and the whole range from the beginning of school life to.
and including, the last year below the high school. The
term does not include the kindergarten.
In estimating the work of pupil and teacher upon the
studies and exercises of the schoolroom, it is impossible
to arrive at any such definite conclusions as those pre-
sented in the last chapter. In the first place, in the
absence of any inspecting system, the state superintendent
can only draw inferences from the character of the work
in such schools as he has seen, believing the latter to be
typical of their classes. In the second place, it is difficult
to speak with assurance of progress for the reason that
what knowledge is of most worth to one generation is apt
to be all but unknown to preceding generations.
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It is often stated that our schools are inferior to the
schools of former days, because children do not know so
much. The statement is worthless in any case because no
living person has access to data which would .justify any
such positive generalization, either one way or the other.
The schoolmasters and governing boards who |>receded us
left scarcely a scrap from which we can learn what they
taught, how they taught, or what or how thoroughly the
pupils learned.
Anal}' sis of the assertion to which reference has just
been made usually discloses that the person making the
statement has a conception of useful knowledge entirely
different from that which guides the modern teacher, and
furthermore he is almost always found to be comparing
intellectual giants of the past generations with the average
pupil of to-day. For instance, he asserts that his son knows
no geography because the latter cannot compete witli his
father in giving the names of the capitals of all the states
or a list of the capes on the coast of Africa, it may be.
If asked to compete with his son as to knowledge of the
why and the wherefore of winds and water supply, of
great population centers, of trade routes, etc., he would
at once reply that they didn't teach such stuff when he
went to school. What knowledge is of the most worth?
Again, the father is proud of accuracy as a speller, pro-
vided he is not put to the test, and of his past ability
to parse English sentences at the drop of the handkerchief.
He avers that the son is poorly schooled, because he cannot
do what the father thinks he can. But the bo}^ loves good
reading, knows a host of the great names of literature,
can enjoy something else than the newspaper, and can
express himself in tolerably good English. And so on
—
with arithmetic where the father is very likely rigiht, with
history which father committed to memory, with the study
of the human body w^hich father "never had." Again,
what knowledge is of the most worth?
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And SO it is idle to assert that in quality the best element-
ary schools of the state are either better or worse as a class
than they were last year, or the last decade, or the last
generation. Xoboch' knows.
What is their condition to-day is to some extent another
question. Even upon this point we can do little better
than guess our way along, for lack of adecpiate, impartial,
scientific inspection of all local systems.
In connection with other duties during the past two
years, I have visited in the vicinity of two hundred different
elementary schoolrooms, observing the condition of build-
ings, outhouses, schoolrooms and sanitaries, the attitude
and spirit of the children, the subjects taught, the methods
of the teacher, and in a large number of instances, I have
tested the children's attainments. These schools 'have
ranged from what seem to me to have been the best, to
what seemed the wor.<^t elementary school I have ever seen.
The schools were of all types, city, village, and rural,
graded and ungraded, supervised and unsupervised, under
normal graduates and under persons ignorant not only of
teaching but of the subjects taught.
I should divide the towns represented, as to excellence
of school work, into two classes. The first class would
contain all those schools in which an effort seemed to be
made by the teacher to stimulate pupils to think, with, of
course, varying degrees of success. The second class would
include those schools in which the teacher appeared to have
no conception whatever of his or her office, merely mills
for grinding out memorized recitations, schools in which if
the pupil grows at all in power to think he does so in spite
of the school rather than with the help of the school. The
remark of one teacher as I left his school is significant of
the attitude of these teachers as a class. Said he. ''They
would be all right if they would get down to study." It
seemed not to have occurred to him that it was in any way
a part of his duty to make them "get down to study."
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Of course, a dividing line cannot be drawn so that it can
'be said that schools of the first class all occur in certain
towns and schools of the second class in certain other
towns. Occasionally, there will be found in a town, the
rest of ^dlose schools are of the second type, a school which
is well up among the better class of schools ; and, per contra,
it is not unheard of to find an utterly incompetent teacher
holding on in an otherwise good local system. But gener-
ally speaking, schools are of about the same quality within
the same town.
Schools and towns of the second class may be dismissed
from further' discussion from tlie standpoint of this
chapter. As to schoolroom work, there is little in them
worthy of the name of teaching or study.
Towns of file first class. I estimate that perhaps as
much as 60 per cent, of the enrolment of the state is in
towns of this class. The class would comprise all the
cities, practically ,all the towns having considerable village
eommuniti-es, and a good many strictl}'' rural towns. Some
of the poorest rural towns of the state are easily in this
class, and, ,on the other hand, some of the richest towns
are easily in the second class.
Excellencies of scJioolrooni work in towns of tJiis class.
Its hroadening and refining infiucnce. In most of these
towns reading is taught in such a way as to give to the
pupil the power to read the thought from the printed page,
a rare accomplishment with adults. This once done, it
becomes increasingly easy, especially in a state so bounti-
fully supplied with public libraries, to arm the pupil with
the love of good reading, one of his best future safeguards.
This is the aim of the state and local programs of study.
and the record of children's use of the public libraries
shows that it is taking effect.
Again, to a greater or less extent, music and drawing
are being made parts of the regular round of work in
these schools. The broadening and refining influence of
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these studies is well known and the effect can hardly fail
to be a pronounced uplift of the public taste in the next
generation.
The character of the school buildings and schoolrooms
is constantly improving. Twenty-one new buildings were
erected within the two years covered by this report, and
many others remodeled. The new buildings are almost
uniformly erected with an eye to architectural beauty as
well as hygienic excellence, with a commendable degree of
success. The interiors of the schoolrooms are usually
decorated by the teachers themselves or by pupils, with
results, often crude it is true, but a marked improvement
over the squalid neglect formerly so widely prevalent and
still so prevalent in towns of the other class. A tasteful
schoolroom can hardly fail to exercise an influence upon
the home of the future and in the direction of enhanced
sweetness and refinement in the character of the coming
generation.
The school luanagement in the elementary schools of
towns of this class is almost universally good. I have been
profoundly impressed in towns of this class with the extrem.e
scarcity of evidences of turbulence among the pupils, and of
contentious, fretful dispositions among the teachers. The
well-nigh universal rule seems to have been good will
between pupils and teachers. In this connection, it is
interesting and significant to iiot(> the disappearing hostil-
ity of children to schools. Whereas a generation ago the
boy who was fond of school was a sort of monstrosity,
to-day there seems to be very little pronounced dislike of
school. All this must make for an increasing ability of
the neighbors of the future to get on well together.
Development of ihinliing power. Subjects such as his-
tory and geography, particularly. I find to be taught with a
constantly increasing emphasis upon an understanding of
the facts presented as distinguished from mere memory of
such facts. Vast improvement still needs to be made in
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this direction, but in this better class of towns improve-
ment seems to be steady.
Reading as an imph:^ment for thonght-getting rather than
purely for recitative purposes I have touched upon.
The study of nature in a partially systematic manner I
find in one or another form in the great majority of schools
in towns of this class. Closely allied with this is the study
of the human body, as prescribed by the statutes, con-
stantly improving in point of rational conception.
Inception of handwork. Distinct progress has been made
in the two-year period in the extent to which training in
the use of the hands forms a factor in tlie elementary
program. Such forms as basketry and raffia, paper
cutting, pasteboard, and clay modeling are carried on in a
large number of the towns of this class, precisely how large
a number I am unable to say. In ^lanchester. Concord.
Berlin, Plymoutli, Portsmouth and Lebanon complete
courses in manual training in the elementary schools are in
operation during the current fall term of 1908. In Concord
and in Berlin, the elementary manual training forms the
basis of a complete high school course in mechanic arts.
In scattered instances in both the cities and the rural
towns school gardening is carried on. although with diffi-
culty owing to unfavorable relation of the summer vacation
to the growing season.
Criticisms of the schoolroom ivork in towns of the better
class. Perhaps the most fundamental criticism which my
observation leads me to make is the serious lack of thorough-
ness in schools of this sort.
In all which makes for lively imagination, quick percep-
tion, superficial understanding, they are in most cases very
good. In all w^hich requires accurate and enduring-
knowledge, schools even in towns of the better class are
almost universally weak. Under stress of recitation and
the stimulus of a lively interest in all which is going on
about him, the pupil is often superb. When required to
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sit down ill the selioolrooiii, or in the counting room, or in
the home, and disclose what he actually knows, particularly
in subjects like mathematics, he is often a pitiful failure.
Superficially, the cause which I have most often noted
is the tendency of teachers, w^lio ought to know better, to
do little beyond presentation of their subjects, and that too
often in an incoherent manner. The pupil is not held
rigorously to accountabilit}^ for his side of the task.
Fundamentally, the trouble is governmental and will not
be corrected until the cause is eliminated. The teacher is
seldom herself held to a rigid accountability for real
results. If her class is 90 per cent, unable to stand any
real test, it is seldom of any consec[uence so long as she
is popular. Her pupils are handed on through the system
and the system as a whole, and the high school in par-
ticular, incontinenth' blamed when the first test of life
discloses their incapacity to the employer. If a consci-
entious superintendent recommends the dismissal of this
teacher, his recommendation is apt to be deemed biased
or unreasonable by the board, and, if supported by the
board, superintendent and board alike are assailed by
petitions from worthy and even prominent citizens demand-
ing the teacher's restoration. The petitioners have known
her to be a worthy lady these many years, and also know
that the pupils love her, forgetting that amiability and
ability to teach school are not necessaril.y .s^monymous
terms. If the board persists, another election is apt to
see a new board in place. Furthermore, the teacher who
holds her pupils up to scholarship and tells parents the
truth about their poor work is seldom popular with either
pupils or parents.
What wonder then, if it has become so widely the custom
for teachere to emphasize that part of instruction which
pleases, to the avoidance of that part which requires stern
application ; if superintendents prefer to praise the interest
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and liveliness of pupils and not to look too closely when the
day of promotion arrives? What wonder if professional
educators so roundh" denounce all tests, and men of affairs
hold modern schools in contempt ?
If the people like the present irresponsibility of teaching,
which is undeniably a comfortable way of getting on, the
people need not complain at the poor scholarship of their
children.
When every teacher knows that she must deliver at the
end of the year a group of children who knov; what she
has taught them, be it much or little, knovv' it accurately
and permanently,—when she knbws that she must produce
such detinite and estimable results or else that her place
will know her no more, and that she cannot plead amiability
as an offset, then and not till then will the public be grati-
tied with the kind of scholarship vrhich it desires.
CHAPTER III.
The Work of tpie Scpioolroom—Secondary Schools.
It is possible to report upon the work of the secondary
schools with far greater completeness and assurance than
upon that of the elementary schools, for the reason that the
standard of each of the former is annually a subject of in-
vestigation by this department. The records on tile at this
office show exactly what has been done in every subject, in
every year, in every curriculum, in every approved high
school or academy in the state. It will be observed that
this record extends only to quantitij, and does not assume
to include qualify, except so far as the latter is inherent
in quantity and in a force of instructors of guaranteed edu-
cational equipment.
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The teaching force of all four-year high schools and
academies in the state is college bred, or the full equivalent
for the purposes of the position held. As a matter of fact,
out of 323 regular teachers in the approved high schools
and academies for last year, 286 held collegiate degrees,
and others were properly trained for their work. For
instance, six modern language teachers who were not col-
lege graduates, had been trained in Europe.
Every such school followed in good faith a course of
study approved by this department as fully complying
with the requirements of chapter 96, Laws of 1901. Of
course, not all schools taught the same subjects.
English Language and Literati're.
.
xVBBREVLVTIONS.
Abbreviations used in the following table relating to
work of secondary schools in English are here given.
*=Work sufficient, but report not in form to be con-
veniently recorded here.
t=Defective in this subject and notified.
t=Approval not renewed July 15, 1908.
. .=Indicates no course this year.
Numeral following name of school shows number of
years in its course. When no numeral is given, four is to
be understood.
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The designation, "number of themes." refers to the
approximate frequency of themes. For instance, a school
reporting thirty-six themes in a given year expects weekly
themes, usually brief ones; one reporting eighteen themes,
calls for them bi-weekly, and so on. It is probable that
both the average and the number of themes in the majority
of schools are too great. One short theme once in two
weeks properly corrected and studied, is better than one
every week half corrected, and far better than one every
day. The latter is often the best way of cultivating the use
of slovenly English.
Theme writing represents but one side of the study of
the practical use of the mother tongue. It is further
studied in the use of manuals of grammar and rhetoric as
follows
:
Twenty-three schools report the study of a manual of
rhetoric in. each of four years.
Twenty-two schools report the study of a manual of
rhetoric in each of three years.
Seventeen schools report the study of a manual of
rhetoric in each of two years.
The following do not report the study of a manual in
any year, although it appears that they for the most part
had full instruction in connection with theme writing:
Amherstt. Farmington. Newmarket. Gorhamf. Hinsdalef.
In thirty-nine schools, in addition to the reading of
classics, the writing of themes and study of rhetoric, the
history of English literature is studied in one or more
years.
The standard in these nuitters proposed by the Pro-
gram of Studies for Secondary Schools is study of
manuals of grammar and rhetoric for the first three years,
followed by the study of a suitable brief history of the
literature of the English language. The reading of Eng-
lish classics contemplates (a) the classroom study of sev-
eral standard pieces of literature; and (5) the outside
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reading by individual pupils, largely at their own selection,
of several other classics, with report to the teacher sufficient
to sliOAV that the works have actually been read.
The purposes of EngVisli stiidij i» the secondary school.
The legitimate and practicable purpose and scope of the
study of English in the secondary school are herewith
summarized.
I. Teaching pupils to speak arid write the language cor-
rectly, clearly, and with some degree of force. The second-
ary school continues the work of the elementary school, at
present with very little advance in purpose and in general
with very little advance in results. So far as the observa-
tion of the writer goes, Avhat is chietiy needed is
:
1. Genuine insistence that pupils upon entering the
secondary school shall do as well as they know; at present,
the teacher is apt to assume that they know nothing, and
set the instruction back to the level of the primary school.
2. A clear conception in the instructor's mind of the
purpose of instruction at a grade somewhat in advance of
that of the elementar}' school.
8. Clear, concise, definite, persistent iustruction in
both the knowledge and the use of the mother tongue con-
tinued during at least the first three years, with practice
in the fourth year somewhat relaxed; such instruction in
the majority of our secondary schools is incoherent, diffuse,
based upon text-books which might well be said to be
suffering from fatty degeneration, albeit marked improve-
ment in this respect has been noted during the past year.
II. The reading of the English classics for the purpose
of (1) learning how to read literature, (2) developing a
taste for good reading, and (3) enjoying and growing in
grace from the reading of good literature as schooling
goes on.
The first of these purposes has been recognized for years
in the work of our schools, and the others are being better
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and more rationally recognized ever^^ year in both elemen-
tary and secondary schools. The chief need is teachers
with a genuine love for and appreciation of good literature.
Without these qualities, little is to be gained by exhorta-
tions addressed to the teaching force. We are securing a
better proportion of such teachers, year 1)y year.
III. At the end of the twelve years of acquaintanceship
with the mother tongue and its literature, a rounding up
in the shape of a course in the history of literature is
believed to be eminently desirable.
I am able to report that instruction in English in our
secondary schools as a class has very distinctlj'' improved
within the last tv/o years. The year 1906 is to be taken
as the date of the acceptance of English as being of as
much importance as any subject. Prior to that, Latin
held undisputed sway in our programs, and English
was relegated to what was left in teaching time and teach-
ing ability. In that year, the department refused to
approve any high school or academy which would not give
at least as much time to English as to that subject receiving
the greatest time allowance. The effect seems to have been
immediate and pronounced, although it will take years to
yield its full return. Xo other subject whatever is of so
much importance to the individual as a g'-ood understand-
ing of the mother tongue and its literature, no other is of
more educational value when well taught, no other is more
a distinguishing mark of the educated man.
Latin Language and Literature,
abbreviations.
Abbreviations used in the following table relating to
work of secondary schools in Latin Language and Liter-
ature are here sriven.
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*=:AVork sufficient, but report not in form to be con-
veniently recorclecl ^here.
f=Defective in this subject and notified.
}=iApproval not renewed July 15, 1908.
. .=Indicates no course this year.
Numeral following name of school shows number of years




Latin I. Latin II-IV.
l==Pupils passed and failed. l=Pupils passed and failed.
2=Beginner's book. 2=Prose composition.
3=0ther Latin. 3=Sight readiiig.
4=Latin read.
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Latin with some degree of facility as well as a specified
amount of ground covered. Wliile our secondary schools
doubtless read more Latin every j^ear, and that with greater
ease, they are still far from developing in pupils the power
to read even ordinary Latin without lexicon at elbow. It
may be doubted whether it is worth the while allowing
four years of Ave periods per week to the study unless it
can show more than the meager results of increased power
in the individual now manifest.
GrREEK Language and Literature.
ABBREVIATIONS.
Abbreviations used in the following table relating to
work of secondary schools in Greek Language and Liter-
ature are here given.
*=:Work sufficient, but report not in form to be con-
veniently recorded here.
t^^Defective in this subject and notified.
t=^Approval not renewed July 15, 1908.
. .=Indicates no course this year.
Numeral following name of school shows number of years
in its course. When no numeral is given, four is to be
understood.
Greek I. Greek II—III.
l:^Pupils passed and failed. l=Pupils passed and failed.
2=Beginner's book. 2=Prose composition.
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3. 20 pp. Anab.
1. 6-2.
2. 70 White.
3. Kiegi's Ex. Bk. I.
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TABLE No. 2d.—Continued.
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1. 3—0.
2. Bb.
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3. 300 11. 10 pp.
4. 6 Iliad.
5 Lysias.
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TABLE No. 26.
FRENCH I.
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German Language and Literature,
abbreviations.
Abbreviations used in the following table relating to
work of secondary schools in German Langiiage and Litera-
ture are here given.
*='Work sufficient, but report not in form to be con-
veniently recorded here.
t=Defective in this subject and notified.
t=Approval not renewed July 15, 1908.
. .=Indicates no course this year.
Numeral following name of school shows number of years
in its course. When no numeral is given, four is to be
understood.
o=Indicates that work designated at head of column has
been done in the school and course so marked.
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guage. In addition the reading of the literature of the
languages as follows
:
French I—125 to 200 duodecimo pages of standard works.
German I—75 to 100 duodecimo pages of standard works.
French II—300 to 500 duodecimo pages of standard
works.
German II—150 to 200 duodecimo pages of standard
works.
French III—500 to 700 duodecimo pages of standard
works.
German III—400 to 450 duodecimo pages of standard
works.
The average standard maintained in this last respect was
higher than that prescribed, and in German particularly,
it is evident that this standard generally recognized by col-
lege authorities is somewhat lower than what the schools
can readily do. Here, as in other studies, a mere quantita-
tive standard is not an accurate measure of the quality of
the work. There can, however, be no quality without
quantity, and the prescription of a minimum ground to
be covered is perhaps the best practical means now at hand
to insure a standard of M'ork. While comparison between
schools cannot be pushed too closely, it is in getieral true
that the school which has covered the most ground has done
the best work. Particularly in the languages, a good
amount of reading is the best assurance that the school has
succeeded in some degree in imparting the power to read
the literature of the language studied.
As at present handled, there is practically no possibility
of teaching pupils to speak either French pr German in
our secondary schools. To do so would require control of
the pupil's out-of-school life to such an extent that a large
proportion of his regular conversation would be in the
language taught. The proper aim of our schools is and
should l)e to develop in the pupil the power to read French
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or German works readily and with pleasnre, without de-
pending upon a lexicon. This aim is coming nearer to
entire achievement by an increasing number of schools
every year.
Several schools report that they use "the conversational
method" or "French (or German) the language of the
classroom." Such reports are not in most cases to be taken
seriously, for although the instructor uses the foreign
tongue more or less in speaking to the class, and pupils
understand more or less what is said, it would be the wildest
stretch of the imagination to call such intercourse con-
versation. In nearly every case, the method really used
is grammatical and form study and drill, the learning of
vocabularies, and increasing power of i)upiLs to read the
language without entire dependence upon the lexicon.
Algebra.
abbreviations.
Abl^reviations used in the following table relating to
work of secondary schools in algebra are hero given.
*=Work sufficient, but report not in form to be con-
veniently recorded here.
f^Defective in this subject and notified.
l=Approval not renewed July 15. 1908.
. .==Indicates no course this year.
Numeral following name of school shows number of years
in its course. AVhen no numeral is given, four is to be
understood.
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3. To quadratics (+).
1. 17-6.
2. Went. New Sch.
3. To quadratics (— ).
1. 19-3.
2. Wells Ess.
3. Thro' quad. (— ).
1. 15-5.





















' 3. Entire (—).
1. 6-7.
2. Went. New Sch.






3. To simul. eq.
1. 9-0.
2. Went.
3. Thro' simul. eq.
1. 8-2.
2. Went.










































3. Thro' bill, theor.
1. 6-2.
^ ,
2. Went. New Sch.
3. *
1. 6-1.







3. As in II.
1. 3-0.
2. Wells Acad.





























2. Went. New Seh.
.i. Entire.
1. 10-3.
2. Went. New Sch.
3. Thro. quad. (— ).
1. 14-2.
2. Went. New Sch.
3. Thro' quad.
1. 7-3.
















2. Went. New Sch.
































3. To quad. (— ).
1. 16-2.








3. To log. (-t-).
1. 12-5.
2. Wells Ess.
3. Thro' bin. theor.
1. 8-0.
2. Went. New Scli.











2. Went. Com p.
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Course I is in every case a full year coming in the ninth
grade or first secondary school year. Course II is usually
one of a term or a semester in the second year of the
secondary school. Twenty-one schools thus lengthened
their preliminary work in algebra, forty-eight did not.
Course III comes in either the third or the fourth year of
the secondary school, and is in substance' a review of the
earlier work. It often includes progress beyond the ground
covered in the earlier course or courses, the pupils being
sufficiently mature for higher mathematical concepts. '
Given Course I and Course III. the record shows that
the second year course is of doubtful utility.
Plane Geometry,
abbreviations.
Abbreviations used in the following table relating to
work of secondary schools in geometry are here given.
*=Work sufficient, but report not in form to be con-
veniently recorded here.
t=Defective in this subject and notified.
4:=^Approval not renewed July 15, 1908.
. .=Indicates no course this year.
Numeral following name of school shows number of years
in its course. When no numeral is given, four is to be
understood.
a=Work all, or practically all, original.
('^Elementary course.
§=Euclid.
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with original exercises. While no precise extent has been
demanded for the latter, except that a number of original
exercises should be worked sufficient fully to illustrate the
propositions of the text and give the pupil an adequate
practice in independent geometrical thinking; the depart-
me^it has proi)osed four hundred of the various forms given
in the texts named above as a suitable quantitative require-
ment. Forty-three per cent, of the schools completed 400
or over during the past year, and GO per cent, completed
300 and upward, in addition to the propositions of the text.
This is so decidedly a gain over the records of previous
years, when some schools thought they could do none at all,
and few schools accomplished enough to be of substantial
value, that it seems proper to expect a school to give good
and sufficient reasons for falling below this minimum in
future years. Some schools, notably Manchester, St.
]\Iary's, Kimball Union Academy, and Pinlcerton, made
practically the Avhole course in plane geometry one of
original study.
Solid geometry. The texts of Wentworth or Wells or
the equivalent complete, with 100 original exercises. This
course usually extends over a term or at most a semester.
All schools offering the course this year met the text
recpiirements, and twenty-seven schools, or 82 per cent.,
met in full or exceeded the requirement for original work.
There has been some uncertainty whether or not pupils
in the second year of the secondary school had sufficient
maturity for the severely logical thinking of plane
geometry.
It appears that the subject has been given first in the
second year of all save five schools. The number of orig-
inals worked may be taken as a test of the relative ability
of pupils in the two years to handle the work. It is unfoi'-
tunate that a broader basis of comparison cannot be given.
The schools giving plane geometry not before the third year
were the following:
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No. of origiiial.s
Name of school. reported.
Atkinson 280
St. Mary 's All work original.
Epping 488
Holderness 125 •
New Hampton (third and fourth) All in book







In addition to algebra, plane and solid geometry, other









Manchester (and surveying). Dover.
Xew Hampton. Epping.
Newport. C4ilmanton.
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Physics and Chemistry,
abbreviations.
Abbreviations used in the following table relating to work
of secondary schools in Physics and Chemistry are here
given.
^*=Work sufficient, but report not in form to be con-
veniently recorded here.
t^Defective in this subject and notified.
i=Approval not renewed July 15, 1908.
. .=Indicates no course this year.
Numeral following name of school shows number of years
in its course.When no numeral is given, four is to be under-
stood.
H;=Hoadley. A=Avery.
]M&G=Millikan & Gale. H&S=Hessler & Smith.
W&H=Wentworth & Hill. S=>Shepard.
C&C=Carhart & Chute. P=:Peters.
Hg=Higgins, X^Newell.
G=Gage. R=Remsen.
C=Culler. M&A=:\IcPherson & Ander-
H&B=Hall & Bergen. son.
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TABLE No. so.—Continued.
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standard program, and the list worked out must be at
least the equivalent. (3) Chemical calculations sufficient
in number and character to insure the exact comprehension
of the principles taught.
Equipment. So far as is known to the department every
school offering physics or chemistry has a laboratory equip-
ment sufficient to enable the recpiirements named above to
be met and carried out. The approved high schools and
academies of the state are well equipped for the teaching
of physics and chemistry.
In general, about eighty-four per cent, of our secondary
schools offer physics and chemistry. In many of the
smaller schools consecutive classes are combined and physics
and chemistry taught in alternate years, thus economizing
time to such an extent as to make it possible to offer both
subjects. Eleven per cent, of the schools offer physics
alone, and three per cent, having courses not less than four
years offer neither physics nor chemistry.
Botany and Zoology,
abbrevlvtions.
Abbreviations used in the following tal)le relating to work
of secondary schools in Botany and Zoology are here given.
*=Work sufficient, Init report not in form to be con-
veniently recorded here.
t=Defective in this subject and notified.
• ti=Approval not renewed July 15, 190S.
. .^Indicates no couree this year.
Numeral following name of school shows number of years
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N=Study of living creatures, often with field work.
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STANDARDS.
At the existing stage of biological instruction it is dii!i-
cult to determine secondary standards of attainments Avith
the precision possil>le in other subjects.
In Botany the following outline of work is recommended
to be covered
:
1. Preliminary study of a complete plant of moderate
size, one specimen in flower and one in fruit, to show the
parts and organs, their arrangement, and their uses, and to
bring out the general functions of nutrition, circulation,
reproduction, etc., which they perform.
2. A general study, in order, of stems, roots, leaves,
flowers (such as may be available in the fall), fruits, and
seeds, to bring out the variety of forms and uses of the
several parts of the plant.
3. A systematic study of the vegetable kingdom, be-
ginning wdth the simplest forms, and advancing through
the several groups. Each group should be introduced by the
stud}^ of a type form, which should afterwards be compared
wath allied forms, and supplemented by the study of text-
book and references under the careful direction of the
teacher.
4. Generalizations may then l)e made concerning the
nature and relations of plant forms, their life and habits,
under such topics as :
The necessary conditions of plant life.
The struggle for existence and natural selection.
Adaptations to environment.
The chief lines of progress,
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Fertilization,
and the relations of plants and animals (in connection
with this topic may appropriately be made some study
of spring flowers) ;
Artificial selection, and the development of new varieties
of flowers and fruits
;
The geological distribution of plants,
The development of the plant kingdom in time, etc.
5. Final review and summary in the light of these
generalizations, the theory of evolution.
In Zoology, the following:
1. A general survey of the . anatom.v and physiology
of the human body based upon the pupils' previous studies
of physiiology, and their general knowledge, to review that
general knowledge, and serve as a foundation for the study
of other animal bodies. In this the teacher should bring
out the broad facts concerning the structure and arrange-
ment of the organs of the body, their uses, and the general
functions of nutrition, circulation, respiration, locomotion,
sensation, etc., which they perform.
2. The general scheme of classification of the animal
kingdom, embracing the relation of its principal divisions,
to give a preliminary bird's-eye view of the whole, and
enable the pupils the better to apprehend the places therein
of the several forms which they study when they reach
them in turn.
3. The systematic study of the animal kingdom may
then be commenced, beginning with the simplest forms.
One or more type forms of each important class should be
carefully studied in the laboratory, compared with speci-
mens of allied forms, and supplemented by study of text-
books and references. Careful directions should be given
by the teacher for all references that are to be looked up in
other books. This w^ork will occupy about two-thirds of the
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Protozoa, Mollusks,
Sponges and ccelenterata, Anthropods.
Echinoderms. Vertebrates.
Vermes,
4. Generalizations may then be made concerning the
nature and relation of animal forms, their life and their
habits, under such topics as: the necessary conditions of
animal life ; the struggle for existence and natural selec-






blances ; animal communities ; homes and domestic habits
;
instinct and reason ; the geographical distribution of ani-
mals ; the development of the animal kingdom in time, etc.
5. Final review and summary in the light of these
generalizations; the theory of evolution and the relation
of the human race to the animal kingdom.
Roughly speaking, these outlines represent both the
method used and the ground covered in New Hampshire
schools during the past year. In some schools, the w^ork
has been excellent; in the majority, indifferent. More
definite work, better articulated with nature study below,
and of more nearly uniform excellence must wait upon ex-
perience, upon more general recognition by collegiate
authority, upon the creation of an adequate division of in-
spections in this department.
It is a pity that the biological sciences should not re-
ceive more attention in both the secondary school and the
college. While physics and chemistry are the foundation
of all situdies dealing with material things, it is equally
true that biology is the foundation of all studies dealing
with living things. The thought of the world is increas-
ingly according to biological methods, and is increasingly
done in terms of biology. It is hard to see how any other
subject has a greater educational value.
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Physical Geography,^ Physiology, Geology. Astronomy.
abbreviations.
Abbreviations used in the following table relating to work
of secondary schools in physical geography, physiology,
geology and astronomy are here given.
*=Work sufficient, but report not in form to be con-
veniently recorded here.
y=Defective in this subject and notified.
t=Approval not renewed July 15, 1908.
. .=Indicates no course this year.
Numeral following name of school shows number of years
in its course. AAlien no numeral is given, four is to be
understood.
Fr=Field work.
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The sciences listed in Table No. 32 have not thus far
been treated in the secondary program and no standard
has been prescribed. Their place in the secondary program
is uncertain. The character of the work done has been
adequate and good in some schools, notably physical geog-
raphy, geology and astronomy at Franklin, physiology and
physical geography at New Hampton, physical geography
at Manchester and Milton. In most others it has tended
to be the receptacle of the indifference and spare time of
both teachers and pupils. If the subjects continue to be
taught, they must of course be standardized as to ground
to be covered and attainments to be made.
History.
abbreviations.
Abbreviations used in the follov/ing table relating to the
work of secondary schools in history are here given.
*=Work sufficient, but report not in form to be con-
veniently recorded here.
t=Defective in this subject and notified.
i=Approval not renewed July 15, 1908.
. .=Indicates no course this year.
Numeral following name of school shows number of years




c=General History. To be discontinued.
Ex=Extensive. That is, collateral reading or historical
geography done systematically and to some considerable
extent.
Oc=:Occasional.
R=Reference. That is, collateral reading and historical
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geogTaphy done only to tlie extent of looking up refer-
ences.































H&C=Higginson & Channing. ]\Iac=Maclear.
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STANDARDS.
Ancient History. From beginnings in Egypt and Tigro-
Euphrates valley to Charlemagne, 800 A. D.
Medieval and Modern. From foundation of empire of
Charlemagne to recent European history,
English History. From Roman conquest to recent.
Advanced United States History. Study of constitu-
tional and economic development suited to the age of high
school seniors. Most schools fulfil the statutorj^ require-
ment for the study of the constitutions of the United States
and New Hampshire in this way.
It is expected that all history courses will be pursued
with due regard to extensive historical reading and to the
study of the inter-relations of geography and history. For
this purpose, a school not provided with adequate historical
collateral reading will be held to be not properly equipped
within the meaning of the law. Specifications will be fur-
nished by this office. In case the local public library is so
situated as to be able to furnish the necessary books, the
school will be considered to be properly equipped.
CONDITION OF HISTORICAL INSTRUCTION.
Few subjects have undergone a more radical reform in
method within the lifetime of a generation than history.
Until comparatively recent years, instruction in history was
almost universally limited to the simple means of requiring
pupils to comimit a meager text-book to memory. History
coulees, like English courses, were committed to the spare
time of the youngest or weakest teacher, and were often
simpl.y a safe pound in which to keep pupils who were
mentally too inert for the sterner subjects. Needless to say,
history was unpopular. Changes from such conditions have
been unsteady, often the vagaries of people who knew little
about teaching and still less about children, often more
absurd than the conditions they were designed to correct.
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But the net result has been a very appreciable gain in the
direction of using courses in history for effective stimulus
of interest in historical thought and inquiry, and in the
direction of instruction in the art of reading history. Such
excellent work requires, of course, the teacher of rare good
sense and rare appreciation, with the addition of sufficient
equipment in the direction of an historical library. Since
history is a subject which anybody can enjoy and profit
from who can read, it is less than worth while to have
history taught in school at all unless the teaching is of the
character I have indicated.
Referring to the summary of Table No. 33. on page 233,
the relative extent to which courses are marked with the
abbreviation Ex may be taken as indicative of the character
of the teaching. A school which is making a serious attempt
at extensive and systematic collateral historical reading is
probably a school which is doing praiseworthy historical
teaching. A school which is doing no historical reading at
all, which is merely retailing the text-book from day to day,
is not teaching history at all. Such schools must either
improve their work, or drop history altogether, or drop off
the approved list. It appears from the summary to which
reference is above made, that history teaching varies from
praiseworthy to excellent in rather more than one-half our
high schools and academies ; that it was time worse than
thrown away in from eight to twenty per cent., varying
somewhat with the course.
Commercial or Advanced Arithmetic and Stenography
AND Typewriting.
abbreviations.
Abbreviations used in the following table relating to
work of secondary schools in commercial arithmetic, stenog-
raphy and tpyewriting.
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*=Work sufficient, but report not in form to be con-
veniently recorded here.
t=:Defeetive in this subject and notified.
J:=Approval not renewed July 15, 1908.
. .=Indicates no course this year.
§^Rate of taking down notes and transcribing same.
Numeral following name of school shows number of years
in its course. When no numeral is given, four is to be
understood.
W=Williams. K=King.
W&R=Williams & Rogers. A=Anderson.
J^I&:\I=Moore & I\Iiner. G^Gregg.
M=Moore. PH=Pitman-Howard.
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STANDARDS.
No standard has been defined for commercial and liigh
school arithmetic, beyond general suggestions in the
Standard Program.
In stenography, the standard set is that at the end of the
second course pupils must be able to write accurately in
shorthand from dictation, new matter, at the rate of one
hundred words per minute.
In typewriting the pupil is expected to be able at the
end of the second course to transcribe his own notes at the
rate of fifty words per minute for three minutes.
The courses in commerce are prone to become receptacles
for weak or lazy pupils on the one hand, or for nerveless
teachers on the other. Schools which propose to teach these
subjects ought to teach them as thoroughly as they do the
other subjects.
Bookkeeping or Business Practice.
abbreviations.
Abbreviations used in the following table relating to
work of secondary schools in bookkeeping are here given.
*=Work sufficient, but report not in form to be con-
veniently recorded here.
t=Defective in this subject and notified.
JApproval not renewed July 15, 1908.
. .=Indicates no course this year.
Numeral following name of school shows number of years
in its course. AA^ien no numeral is given, four is to be
understood.
l=Pupils passed and failed.
2=Text used, ^v'hich also indicates the method.
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SUMMARY.
I II
Pupils passed, 445 164
Pupils failed, 45 7
Per cent, failed, 9 5
The method followed in teaching bookkeeping is in all
but four schools to simulate as nearly as possible actual
commercial conditions, handling the bookkeeping of make-
believe sales, purchases and loans, using cash which is like
real cash in all but value, becoming accustomed to banking
transactions and acquainted with the business forms of
shipping.
One school, Berlin, uses the actual business of the city
school department for its practice. The pupils thus become
familiar with the actual handling of an annual expenditure
of 'about $30,000, paying teachers and other employees,
keeping track of the daily consumption of coal and other
supplies, determining the cost of maintaining and operating
each building and each department of school w^ork, keeping
interest and sinking fund accounts and much eLse beside.
It is probably safe to say in addition that the books of the
school department were never better kept.
In Pembroke, Somersworth and Whitefield the teaching
of bookkeeping appears to have been j)urely or mainly an
aifair of studying test-book accounts.
Commercial Law, Commercial Geography, Commercial
AND Industrial History.
abbreviations.
Abbreviations used in the following table relating to
work of secondary schools in commercial law, commercial
geography, and commercial and industrial history
:
*=Work sufficient, but report not in form to be con-
veniently recorded here.
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f=3Defective in this subject and notified.
J=:^Approval not renewed July 15, 1908.
. .=Indicates no course this year.
Numeral following name of school shows number of years
in its course. When no numeral is given, four is to be
understood.
Law.
l=Pupils passed and failed.
2=Text used.
3=Extent to which cases have been used to illustrate.
Geogra'phy.
l=Pupils passed and failed.
2=Text used.
3=H'ow much and what map work.
4=Illustrative work.
History.
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Elements of Agriculture was taught from a text-book as
a semester course at -Sariborn.
A course in psycJiology and pedagogy was given at
Tilton.
TABLE No. 37.
Comparative Summary of Failures by Subjects.
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a test is a rough working measure, it is far from accurate
because teachers vary more or less in the ratings which
they give. Hence the efficiency of one teacher who marks
closely and who has twenty per cent, of failures may in
reality be higher than that of another teacher who shows
but five per cent, of failures, but who rates pupils laxly.
Of course the only sure method is impartial examination.
At different times various opinions concerning tests have
held swa3^ At one time everything is aimed toward
preparation for the approaching examination ; at another,
examinations have been deemed to be vicious and have
been avoided altogether. Of course we have here a case of
extremes, one of which spelLs meaningless cramming; the
other flabby irresponsibility in pupils, great pretense
coupled with great ignorance. We must retain an honest,
sensible examination, aimed to show the truth about the
standing of pupils, and then we must honestly accept its
decision as to whether our pupils know what we think they
do or not.
The disproportionately large number of failures in the
first two years is undoubtedly due chiefly to two causes.
(1) A good many pupils enter the secondary school either
against their will or because they are indifferent. AVhen
suddenly brought face to face with the necessity of de-
pending upon themselves alone, the necessary interest in
their own education is entirely lacking and they either fail
or drop out of school. Usually the latter takes place after
failure, and the burden of carrying this load of hopeless
lack of interest being thus lifted, the ratio of failures in
the school as a whole drops rapidly after the first year.
(2) The transition from elementary methods of teaching
to secondary methods is altogether too abrupt. The result
is that a disproportionate number of failures results dur-
ing the period of adjustment in the first two years.
The lines .along which this ratio of failures in the first
year must be reduced are evidently the following: (1)
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There -must be better teaching and less lesson hearing in
the secondary school. The management must learn to put
its best teachers on the first year pupils, not the least ex-
perienced, as is often now the case. The teacher must
learn to be ashamed of a high percentage of failures in
his own classes instead of simply charging the blame off
onto poor preparation. (2) Superintendents and upper
grammar teachers must draw nearer to high school methods
to the extent of putting a heavier responsibility upon
pupils for work done. (3) If the secondarj^ school would
further reduce this number of failures it will do well to
open curricula in mechanic and domestic arts and in
agriculture. Many of those who fail do so because they
are motor-minded rather than eye-minded. Experience
shows that many a pupil who is a wretched failure in the
study of books is a brilliant success in the application of
scientific principles to the molding of materials.
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TABLE No. 38.
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TABLE No. 38.
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Summary op Statistics for Secondary Schools.
Number students entering college directly from
highest class fall of 1907 :
Upon examination, 48
By certificate, 151
Number entering higher institutions other than col-
lege, 108
Number graduates June, 1907, 900




Number admitted on condition, 124
Number admitted to advanced standing from other
secondary schools, 168
Number promoted to full standing in studies of
second year at close of school year, 1,400
To full standing in third year, 1,029
To full standing in fourth year, 933
To full standing in fifth year, 83
Number in full standing in the highest class granted
diplomas at close of school year, 1,048
Number first year pupils failed of promotion wholly
or in part at close of school year, 554
Number second year pupils, 378
Number third year pupils, 186
Number fourth year pupils, 48
Whole number different pupils registered during
year, 6,751




Number over sixteen years of age, 3,638
Number between five and sixteen, 3,068
Average attendance, 5,333
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Average absence, 257
Average membership, 5,590
Per cent, of attendance, 95
Number pupils not absent nor tardy, 584
Number cases of tardiness, 16,483
Average number tardinesses per pupil, 2.9
Average rate of tuition per annum, $32.10
Number men teachers, 129
Average annual salary of head master, $1,219.98
Average salary, submasters, $870.41
Number women teachers, 215
Average annual salary of women teachers, $578.36
CHAPTER V.
The Influence of Secondary Schools upon Movements
OF Population and upon Vocation.
In the past, it has seldom seemed necessary or even
possible to take account of stock and find out just what
effect our various social institutions are having upon
society. In the case of schools we have believed that in
general the effect is a good one, and probably few people
could be persuaded that the effect of an institution could
be measured. It could not be measured in its totality.
It needs only investigation, however, to find out and meas-
ure some of the effects. The larger the number of the
different effects which a given institution is exerting upon
society we can understand and measure, the more pre-
cisely can we direct its efforts, the better results can we
secure from that institution.
The secondary school, the high school and academy, of
our state has had a very valuable effect upon the lives of
thousands of individuals; of this there is no serious ques-
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tion. We do not, however, support schools by taxation for
the sake of the individual primarily, bnt for the sake of
the community and of society. It is not quite so clear that
our secondary schools have invariably helped to build up
the life of the community, either state or local. I shall
endeavor to show that whether a given school is likely
to contribute to the welfare of the community which it
serves or not depends very largely upon the kind of
school it is.
Attention is called to the following table
:
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In the study represented by Table Xo. 39 the schools
included were chosen wholly for the reason that the de-
partment was able to secure from them complete lists of
graduates, including for the most part the vocations of
the graduates. So far as possible it was aimed to include
in the study only pupils born in New Hampshire. In
the case of New Hampton, the admirably complete alumni
record compiled by Principal Preston enabled this to be
accurately done. In the cases of Tilton and New London,
the only other schools drawing at all upon sources outside
the state, pupils born in New Hampshire could not be dis-
tinguished from those coming in from abroad, and therefore
the town, county and state items are somewhat but not
much vitiated.
It should be said that these institutions are and have
been practically of the same type, namely the familiar
classics-mathematics secondary school.
It appears from the table that the fifteen schools con-
cerned graduated between the dates of their foundations
and 1900, inclusive, 3,570 pupils.
Of these 3,570 pupils, 825, or 23 per cent., remained in
the home town and 1,133, or 32 per cent., in the home
county of the institution. It will be noted that the acad-
emies have retained a much smaller percentage of their
graduates in their immediate vicinity than the high
schools ; naturally enough since the constituency of the
former is scattered, while that of the latter is practically
confined to the home town.
Of the 3,570 graduates, 1759, or 49 per cent., remained
in the state, while 51 per cent., or a majority, moved be-
yond the borders into other states or into foreign countries.
Now certain curious things appear in the table.
For instance. Concord and Somersworth have had high
schools similar in type and for almost exactly the same
length of time. Yet 53 per cent, of the Concord graduates
have remained at home, while but 23 per cent, of the
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Somersworth graduates have done so. The Somersworth
percentage does not differ widely from the average of that
of the six other strictly public high schools, namely 29
per cent.
Again, in 1877 New Hampton established a commercial
department designed to afford an opportunity^ for those
prospective students who sought something more directly
connected with the needs of their daily life than the regu-
lar courses offered, and in 1881 the first class was grad-
uated from this department. The effect of this new course
upon distribution is seen at once from the following state-
ment, in which the distribution of the whole list of
graduates prior to 1881 is compared with that of the whole
list of graduates since 1881.
Settled in New Hampton.
Settled in Belknap County,
Settled in New Hampshire.
Boys,
Of the last in agricultural and
mechanical pursuits, 9 15
Again: New London has maintained a commercial course
and has published the names, addresses and vocations of
its graduates. In the following statement, the distribu-
tion of the whole number of New London graduates is




Settled in New London, per cent.. 4 ' 44:
Settled in Merrimack County, per cent., 11 52
Settled in New Hampshire, ])er cent.. 31 71
Boys, 58 78
Of the last in agricultural and
mechanical pursuits, per cent., 4 13
Per cent.
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One effect of the introduction of these commercial
courses appeal^ clearly to have been to greatly increase
the proportion of graduates who settle either in the home
town or in the home county or in the home state.
How is it then that remarkable exceptions to the general
practice of emigration after graduation are found in Con-
cord, Avhich had not at all varied in type from the other
institutions, and in New London and New Hampton after
commercial courses vv^ere introduced? It is evidently ab-
svird to suppose that any home-loving qualities were
directly developed by the courses pursued at the institu-
tions in question.
The answer is without much doubt to be found by appeal
to the principle of selection which has cleared up so many
other problems in the study of organic life of all sorts.
Stated briefly, as applied to the case under discussion, the
principle would amount to this: (I) Those pupils will
attend a given secondary school who believe that its courses
will help them in that line of future activity in which they
are interested and for which the}- are probably best fitted;
others will tend either not to enter, or, having entered and
failed to become interested, will tend to drop out early
in the course. (II) Upon graduation, pupils will tend to
seek localities in which the activities for which they have
prepared themselves are to be found in their best estate.
If such activities are to be found in abundance in the
home town, the strong tendency will undoubtedly be to
remain at home.
Now, the classics-mathematics type of high school leads
naturally to the following activities of life chiefly: (a) to
the college and thence to the learned professions, including
teaching; (6) to commercial pursuits, particularly to the
semi-professional sides of commerce, such as accounting
and banking. It will be noted that of all the boys grad-
uated in those institutions which have preserved the records
of the employment of their graduates, less than eleven per
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cent, entered any form of agricultural or mechanical
pursuit.
Now most Xew Hampshire towns and cities furnish very
little outlet for professional talent, but an outlet in-
definitely large for agricultural and mechanical talent of
all sorts. To exploit his professionally educated and pro-
fessionally trained powers, the young man must seek the
metropolis or at least the more thickly settled portions of
the country. It is matter of common knowledge how
largely New Hampshire and other states similarly situated
have thus contributed to the leadership of the metropolitan
cities.
On the other hand, commercial subjects and, still more,
agricultural and mechanical subjects in the secondary
school appealing to a class of pupils whose interests lie in
these directions deliver their graduates to a group of activi-
ties for which there is ample opportunity at home or at
least in the home state. Hence the commercial courses at
Xew Hampton and Xew London could return a greatly
increased ratio of graduates to the home state, county and
town. Agricultural courses in these institutions would
doubtless have had a still more marked effect in this
direction.
Concord retains a percentage of her graduates in the
home town, more than twice as high as the average re-
tained. Why! Undoubtedly because the professional and
commercial opportunity is relatively much higher in Con-
cord than in any other town or city in the state, owing to
its being the state capital and at the same time an im-
portant trading center. It will be noted that Concord's
percentage in agriculture and the mechanical trades is one
of the lowest. Somersworth on the other hand, which has
maintained for about the same length of time a school of
about the same type as Concord, has retained at home less
than half as many graduates in proportion to the whole
number graduating, and sixty-three per cent, have left the
state.
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Furthermore, the process of depopulation so far as it
depends upon this factor has undoubtedly been accelerated
by the fact that this sorting and selecting process has made
heavy drafts upon the stock of persons of great native
ability. They have led in other towns and other states.
On the whole and as a class they would not have graduated
had it not been for their native ability and their native
persistency. Now, when one leader leaves a community, or
fails to develop there, it means that several others who are
not leaders must leave, since it takes leaders to create or
maintain the economic conditions which are essential to
employment.
Furthermore, in the long run this selective process must
lowTr greatly the qualities of thrift and progressiveness
which would otherwise characterize the community. No
community can stand the steady drain of an agency which
is annually causing the best material of each succeeding
class of pupils to emigrate, leaving the relatively inferior
))ehind. unless some compensating drift is set up by other
agencies. After a few years, commercial and agricultural
and industrial enterprise, the life of the church and of the
school, will begin to flag for lack of energetic leadership
and an energetic rank and file. A society which was for-
merly noted for its thrift, for its intelligence, for its pro-
gressive spirit, for its large minded devotion to good works,
will liegin to be noted for its shiftlessness, for its narrow-
ness, for its prejudice, for its poor selfishness and indiffer-
ence to the common aspirations as manifested l\v religion
and by education.
Aetually, this is just what has happened. During the
first three-quarters of the nineteenth century, every group
of three or four towns had its academy, usually an en-
dowed institution. Out of these academies went a steady
stream of sons and daughters who were, other things being
equal, always the strongest of the generation; for otherwise
they would not have gained this education. Seldom did
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they settle upon the old farm or in the home town. Their
education had fitted them for other things. They became
lawyers, or physicians, or clergymen, or schoolmasters, or
business men in the cities, and the girls went with them
prevailingly to be their wives. Their children grew up
under city conditions and went to city schools. The un-
ambitious, the dull, the unfortunate boys and girls of the
old countryside, who could not get to the academy, as a
class remained behind and became the dominant stock.
And they reproduced their kind for another generation,
upon whom the same sorting process was carried out. Then
the factory system seized upon the strong-limbed and rest-
less, albeit slow witted, and began to sort them out and
remove them. Finally, the civil war came and struck doA\Ti
the idealists by the wholesale, mostly boys or young men
who had not yet reproduced themselves in a new genera-
tion. Now, upon a journey through rural New England,
you shall see fine old mansions showing by their archi-
tecture that they date back well toward the beginning of
the nineteenth century, and ample old homesteads with
their capacious barns, all of them more or less in a state of
decay. Of many, nothing but the cellar hole and an. at
first sight, unaccountable orchard is left. These were the
homes of a race which lived and prospered, which cleared
the land and ])uilt homes and added barn to barn, which
accumulated wealth and gave virile expression of itself in
church, in state and in educational institutions. And yet
the nearest market was often fifty miles away by wagon
road. The nearest metropolitan market was often as dis-
tant as is the metropolis of the world to-day. But that
race allowed its sons and daughters to be educated away
from the farm and the countr}^ and from the state. In
their place to-day, we too often have a dwindling town, a
neglected farm, a closed church, an abandoned schoolhouse.
And, if the last two are still open, in too many cases the
cause of religion and of education would be better served
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were they closed. And the old academy, having sorted out
and sent away the ambitions stock, is now dormant.
The tendency of this phase of depopulation has been to
strip the rural town in favor of the village town, to draw
from the village town into the city, and to draw from the
Whole state into those states having already thickly settled
areas. Accordingly, our New Hampshire rural towns as a
class have lost from twenty to fifty per cent, in the last
fifty years, and had it not been for the influx of the
foreign factory population the state as a whole would
probably have lost.
The selective process and the purely classics type of
secondary school have undoubtedly also been responsible
within the urban zone for heavy drafts of native power
and adaptability away from the industries and trades
toward the professions and toward commercial life ; and,
what is worse, has probably been responsible in much the
same way for a considerable part of the drift of women
away from motherhood and home-making into economic
competition with men.
I shall propose in the next chapter what seem to me to
be the obvious remedies.
CHAPTER VI.
Educating Toward Agriculture and the Industries.
Perhaps the most prominent popular discussion of edu-
cation which has taken place within the past few years has
been that included within the term. Industrial Education.
Business men and statesmen have come to see that as a
nation we are losing ground for the lack of efficient fore-
men and workers in competition with nations which are
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making great expenditures upon the process of training
the masses for industrial efficiency. Several states have ap-
pointed industrial commissions to study the problem, and
some commissions, notably that of Massachusetts, have
made illuminating reports. It seems to have been demon-
strated that we need a larger proportion of producers, a
better trained class of workmen, a better trained class of
foremen and superintendents, and a class of original in-
vestigators better adapted to the discovery and practical
application of scientific principles.
The problem has as its fundamental condition the princi-
ple that in a democratic society you must still leave every
individual with the maximum freedom to seek the indus-
trial level most consistent with his native powers. The
problem is thus widely different than that of a society in
which there is a strong presumption that every child will
remain at the industrial level of his parent and probably
follow the same vocation as the parent.
The solution most obvious to the layman in education is
the construction of technical or trade schools which will
secure the child as early as possible and train him for a
specific calling, or rather for a specific part of a specific
calling. There are two serious objections to so simple a
solution: First, you must catch your child, who, it must
always be remembered, has as much right to aspire to be a
lawyer as to aspire to be a competent mechanic; and,
second, if you begin to develop skill at an early age you
destroy adaptability, which is only another word for in-
telligence and directive capacity, and you perpetuate one
of the worst features of the present factory system, that is
to say, its tendency to turn men into machines.
Whatever need there may be of technical trade schools,
the fundamental necessity is that we so modify our exist-
ing educational scheme that it will select the strongest of
each generation as much for agriculture and for the in-
dustries as for the professions. We must educate toward
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the farm and toward the industries before we train in
agriculture and in the industries. Our present high school
course says to the boy, "Aspire to earn your living with
your brains rather than with your hands;" to the girl,
"Fit yourself to be something more than a housekeeper,
so that you raay^ have happiness in spite of the drudgery of
maldng a home." Instead, the unspoken message of our
school must be: "Manual work is as desirable as brain
work, provided you can learn to make brain and hands
work together;" "Housekeeping can be as much a profes-
sion as medicine or teaching school;" "You must get hap-
piness in your work instead of in spite of your work."
It has sometimes been said that we educate too much,
that there must always be some uneducated and unintelli-
gent to do the hard manual work if society is to be held
together. Such a position is impossible of realization in
America, unless our traditional institutions are to be torn
up by the roots. Its fallacy lies in the belief long dis-
credited by students of education that the only culture is
the culture of books. He is as truly uneducated who does
not know how to use his hands to useful purpose as is he
who is unacquainted with the world of books. We are
rapidly approaching a time when the great mass of Ameri-
can children will pass through the secondary school and a
large percentage through college as well. If our higher
education remains essentially bookish we shall evidently
want for people to do the "hard manual labor." If we
make our higher education practical as well as bookish, if
from the grammar school up we educate through the use
of agriculture and the mechanic and domestic arts, then we
shall have no lack of means to perform the tasks now
accomplished by unskilled labor, but our laborer will be a
truly educated man, really the equal, as he is now
theoretically the equal, of the scholar.
A country high school or academy having at least one
curriculum devoted to agriculture will begin to turn the
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drift of the able and the progressive of each generation
back toward the farm instead of toward the city. Our
city high school with one mechanic arts or textile arts
curriculum will begin to turn the able and the intelligent
of each class toward the shop and the factor.y instead of
exclusively toward the office.
The following table shows proposed feasible curricula
for all our high schools and academies. The program or
course of study might be made up b}' using any one or
any group of these curricula.
18
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TABLE No. 40.
Suggested Secondary School Curricula.
I.
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III-
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Any high school, large or small, the management of
which aims to meet the needs of the community could well
make up its program by choosing two or more of these
curricula. A country school would choose I, II, and IV;
a village or city school, I, III, IV. If the management
should not care to offer preparation for the classical type
of college, Curriculum I might he left out.
COST OF NEW HIGH SCHOOL PROGR.VM.
Curriculum No. I is now in general use and consequently
no estimates of cost need be given.
AGRICULTURAL CURRICULITM.
1. Equipmoit. The laboratories would not cost more
than those now in use in the approved high schools. In-
deed, no new laboratories would be needc^d. Eventually,
some land would be needed for demonstration purposes and
some greenhouse construction would be needed. In most
places a small plot of land near the school could be rented,
if there is not one already belonging to the school. The
greenhouse could usually be heated from the schoolhouse
plant, and would cost anywhere from two or three hundred
dollars up according to needs and tastes. In some schools
in other states the boys have built their own greenhouses.
The total cost of equipment for the average New Hamp-
shire rural high school may be placed at $500 exclusive of
land. But it should be understood that such equipment
would not all of it be required at once.
2. Operation. The cost of operating the plant ought
to be met by sales of the products. One of the chief ends
of such a course being to convince boys that farming can
be made to pay, the greenhouse and any land which the
school has under operation should emphatically be upon a
self-supporting basis, so far as fertilizing materials, seed,
heat for greenhouse, etc., are concerned.
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The cost of teaching need not )3e vei\y different from that
in the present school. In a school now running on a two-
or three-teacher basis, it would probably he best to have
the proposed agricultural courses taught by the principal
who must of course be a trained agriculturalist, a graduate
or post-graduate of a regular agricultural college. In this
case, so far as the agricultural curriculum is concerned,
the cost of teaching would not therefore be different from
that now incurred. In case the domestic arts curriculum
should be added, one of the present assistants would simply
be replaced with a graduate in domestic economy.
MECHANIC ARTS CURRICULUM.
The mechanic arts curriculum should of course be in-
stalled only in cities and large towns having a large trades
and industrial equipment. A mechanic arts equipment in
a rural town would tend to depopulate the community as
quickl}^ as the college preparatory curriculum has often
done. The cost is here based upon that already found for
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The above represents what is believed to be a liberal esti-
mate for the minimum equipment. Not all of this need be
purchased at once. A good distribution of cost would be
the following:
First year: Drafting outfits, carpenters' benches
and tools, and accessories, $510.00
Second year: Wood lathes, motor and shafting
and accessories, 425.00
Third year: Forges, anvils, machinists' benches,
engine lathe, and accessories, 550.00
Fourth year : Milling machine, upright drill and
accessories. 425.00
$1,910.00
Of course the addition of other pieces from year to year
would be desirable and the duplication of the pieces listed
would enable work to be done to better advantage.
No estimates can be given for cost of fitting up room.
Often high schools in this state are housed in buildings
which have a basement suitable for the purpose. In the
school referred to, Berlin, an extension to the basement
for this purpose cost '$1,200. See cut. Figure 5.
2. Operation. The cost of operation would include
power, which may be set at $75, although it would vary
considerably from that figure ; lumber and other supplies,
estimated at $7.50 per pupil; repairs and replacements,
estimated at ten per cent.
The teacher's salary in most of our high schools would
cost from $1,000 to $1,500, but in most of our schools the
mechanic arts instructor would also teach science or mathe-
matics for a time and consequently the salary of a regular
teacher, $400 to $600 must be set off against the mechanic
arts teacher's salary, making the latter amount to from
$400 to $1,100 net.
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DOMESTIC ARTS.
1. Equipment. It is impossible to estimate with any
approach to precision what would be the cost of installing
courses in domestic arts. There is no experience under
our conditions to guide us and the per capita cost would
probably be widely different in different communities.
Without musical instruments, such as pianos, the total cost
of equipment would probably fall within $300.
Opportunities for instruction in instrumental music are,
however, it seems to me, exceedingly desirable in such a
curriculum. There are two attitudes toward this phase of
musical education, between which I do not venture to de-
cide. One party would have musical education consist
essentially in the pupils learning to play upon the instru-
ment. The other believes that the musical education of the
non-professional comes rather from the cultivation of musi-
cal taste by listening to the skilful rendering of classics.
For the former conception as applied to our domestic arts
curriculum, we should need several good pianos. For the
latter, a single pianola or first-class phonograph would
amply suffice. The latter would probably require the more
cultivated teacher.
Of course vocal music would need little outlay beyond
that required for the instructor.
The curricula outlined above indicate only in a general
way the scheme of the agricultural, mechanic arts, and
domestic arts courses. Instead of describing here just
what the pupils would do in the several courses, the reader
is referred to the following chapter in which an account is
given of what has been done in the past year.
It ought to be borne in mind that the legitimate purpose
of such high school courses as these are not primarily to
make good farmers, or skilled mechanics, or professional
housekeepers. Their primary legitimate object is the edu-
cation of the boy and girl to become a sincere and efficient
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and happy man and woman, capable of becoming an
educated worker with material things, capable of getting
life's happiness out of work rather than out of the leisure
which comes after work, if indeed it comes at all. A fur-
ther primary legitimate purpose is to educate the strong-
est youth toward the farm and the industries, instead of
toward the professions and business exclusively. For these
ends the courses utilize agriculture and the mechanic and
domestic arts purely as educational material absolutely on
a par with Greek, Latin and mathematics. To become
thoroughly efficient, the youth must still receive the train-
ing of specific technical instruction or of experience. But,
the pupil who has had four years of the kind of instruction
recommended will not only be a better educated man. but a
more intelligent and more efficient farmer, or mechanic, or
housekeeper.
The emphasis intended in these courses is that they shall
train the youth to aspire not only to be good, but to be
good for something.
CHAPTER VII.
Work in Secondary Schools Having Industrial
Courses.
Five of our secondary schools have regularly approved
curricula in one or more of the branches : Mechanic arts,
agriculture, and the domestic arts. These are Berlin, Con-
cord and Lebanon High Schools, Gilmanton and Coe's
Academies. The agricultural curriculum at Lebanon, ap-
proved in 1906, has thus far failed to attract any considera-
ble number of pupils, and that at Coe's Academy has been
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in operation but one year, not long enough to show any
results or to justify any conclusions, but long enough for
encouraging promise. Reports from these other schools are
given at some length in order to place them before school
boards and boards of trustees interested in similar de-
velopments.
BERLIN MECHANIC ARTS.
The manual work in Berlin follows a well regulated
course, beginning in the elementary schools. Work in the
secondary school alone is here reported upon.
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The pupil entering the high school thus has a choice of a
regular college-preparatory course leading to the classical
college ; of a mechanic arts course, giving a good general
foundation for an industrial life and also leading to similar
courses at institutions like the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology or the New Hampshire College at Durham
;
and a commercial course designed to prepare for a com-
mercial life. The work of the college preparatory and
commercial courses is reported in the tables of Chapter III
of this part of the report.
WORK IN :mechanic arts for school year 1907-1908.
Mechanical draicing is taught in each of the four years
and all construction is first sketched and then worked up
into working drawings before being carried into the shop.
First-year i^uiiils. Elementary cabinet-making. The use
of hand tools, constructing tables, drawers, cabinets, draw-
ing-boards, tee squares, plant stands, bookcases and other
cabinet work as needed for use in the school. At the close
of the year a few lessons in wood-turning to familiarize the
pupils with the use of tools and lathe.
Second-year pupils. More advanced cabinet-making than
first-year pupils could do. The models constructed are
such as are needed in the school, notably : type cases, rule
and lead cases for the print shop, all cabinet work in the
physical and chemical laboratories of the new high school
building, all finish in the addition devoted to mechanic
arts, appliances for the shop, such as screw clamps, tool
cabinets, etc., laboratory accessories, such as test tube
holders, clamps, etc..—and numerous other articles. Of
course this construction has involved such fundamental
principles as the dovetail, mortise, tenon, etc.
Wood-turning, begun the first year, was carried on in
the construction of articles such as towel rollers, chisel
handles, bases for bill files, pen and ink sets; also in
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the turning and threading of wood screws and similar
appliances. In the process of constructing useful articles,
the principles of wood-turning and the use of the lathe
were taught.
The elements of pattern-making were taught, and the
first lessons in forging were given.
Fig. 1.
Wood and Metal Working Koom, Berlin High School.
Third-year pupils. Cabinet-malving and wood-turning
were continued as the needs of the school suggested.
Pattern-making. With skill in the use of hand tools and
lathe came the possibility of purposeful pattern-making.
Patterns of such things as pulleys, washers, collars were
constructed, and tinally a complete set for a speed lathe
and the frame of a bench saw. "The problems involved in
pattern-making," writes Superintendent Whitcher, "are
among the most educative of all school activities. Will the
pattern 'draw,' must it be cored, is the design one that
is practical from the moulder's point of view? The first
year's work with hand tools along straight lines and the
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second year's work with the lathe and its curved lines came




Patterns were tested in sand in the shop and many of
them taken to the local foundry, molded by the boys under
the direction of the foundry foremen, after casting they
were returned for lathing, milling, drilling, etc., and ended
by being put to actual use as things of value.
Forging. Steel was worked into cold chisels, punches,
lathe tools and the like. Iron links, rings for laboratory
ringstands, bolts with heavy nuts for fastening work to the
table of the milling machine, were the models constructed.
The engine lathe. Toward the close of the year, work
upon the engine lathe was commenced, chiefly to familiar-
ize the pupil with the fundamental principles of this '"king
among machinist's tools."
Not much chipping and filling is done because the day of
hand work on iron, like hand moulding of wood, is past.
The milling machine, shaper and planer do this work.
In making his report, Superintendent Whitcher makes
the following observation upon the educational value of
tempering as typical of the purely educational value of all
this hand work. "To judge the right heat, to 'quench'
just enough, to draw slowly but not too slowly, to dis-
criminate tints in the film, to finally cool, yet not to wait
until the metal is too soft,—these are fine problems for
the mind to grapple with."
Fourth-year pupils. Forging and tempering all kinds of
lathe tools and wood-working tools of special pattern. "To
work good steel intelligently and accurately into well fin-
ished tools with a temper which will meet all the require-
ments of their particular use is a test of power which will
tell a pretty true story."
The engine lathe was used in shaping castings and forg-
ings, in making drill and reamer blanks, in boring and
drilling.
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The milling machine was nsecl in finishing drills and
reamers and in working all kinds of surfaces. It also made
gear cutting possible.
Steam fitting. Pipe cutting, threading and making up
Fig. 2.
Forge Room, Berlin High School.
joints, was taught in a practical way. As one of the exer-
cises, the boys with the assistance of their instructors
installed the steam heating equipment of the mechanic
arts addition to the high school building.
The mechanic arts work at the Berlin High School is
discussed at length because it illustrates how much can be
done without costly buildings and expensive machinery.
So far as expense of installation is concerned, the same
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could be done in every city and village in New Hamp-
shire whose needs would warrant a mechanic arts course
at all. The personal element would be hard to duplicate,
for superintendents possessing the powers in this direction
of George H. Whitcher are extremely rare.
COST OF MECHANIC ARTS EQUIPMENT.
The addition to the high school basement shown in
tPigure 5 cost $1,200. In many of the smaller high schools,
basement room could be utilized at little cost.
Building,
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Fig. 3.
Drawing Table, Drawing Board and Tee Square. Forty sets of these
were made for their own use by boys of Berlin High School.
40 drawing tables, $150.00
40 drawing boards, 50.00
40 tee squares, 50.00
1 drawing cabinet, 50.00
5 unit sectional bookcase, 10.00
2 card filing cases, 20.00
1 bill filing case, 10.00
10 typewriter tables, 50.00
Inside work in shop, 50.00
Inside work in laboratories, 100.00
10 desks for city council, 100.00
Sundry cabinets for drawings, print frames, etc., 50.00
$690.00
This construction does not include speed lathe and bench
saw in process of construction.
It may be safely said, therefore, that in this school the
cost of raw material has been considerably more than off-
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set by the return in articles and furniture which otherwise
must have been purchased.
The present equipment of the shop is sufficient for the
minimum needs of sixty-four pupils in all classes. Of
Fig. 4.
Filing Cabinet ui.ide at Berlin Hi<jh Sehool.
course, the addition of another machine now and then Avill
be made and the conveniences of teaching, as well as its
efficiency, will thus be increased.
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It should be understood that work was begun at Berlin
in the fall of 1906 and that therefore it is only in its third
year. Consequently no class has yet fully worked out the
schedule contemplated by the course of study. Two
classes have completed the regular work of the first year
and one class the regular work of the first two years. The
older boys have of necessity covered the ground as rapidly
as circumstances would permit without much regard to the
requirements of systematic grading.
Fig. 5.
Extension to Basement of Berlin High School, used as workshop.
Floor of building several feet below grade shown.
Finally, it is stated by the superintendent that the shop
is seldom without workers at 8 a. m., or vacated before 6
p. M., which, of course, means that interest is sufficient to
cause boys to put in a great deal of voluntary time.
Of all pupils promoted from the grammar schools of Ber-
lin, June, 1908, one hundred per cent, entered the high
school in September.
CONCORD—MECHANIC ARTS.
As in Berlin, the mechanic arts work of the high school
has its foundation in a graded and svstematic manual
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training course in the elementary school. Work in the
secondary school is here reported upon:
TABLE No. 42.
Program op Study—Concord High School.
Curriculum
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TABLE No. ^2.—Continued.
Curriculum
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The new program at Concord, including the mechanic
arts curriculum, was approved and work first started in
September, 1907. The work is therefore only upon its
second year and has as yet hardly begun to settle into the
grooves of systematic routine. Of necessity, the majority
of the pupils cannot for some time to come be classified at
all.
Meckanical drawing is taught in each of the four years,
and it is expected that all construction will be first
sketched and then worked up into working drawings as at
Berlin.
First-year pupils : Solution of problems in working
drawings of geometrical solids and the simplest parts of
machinery. Problems -in the . intersection of solids with
the development of resulting surfaces.
Second-year pupils : ^Machine sketching and drawing
;
conic sections and cycloidal curves ; first twenty-one prob-
lems in Faunce's Descriptive Geometry.
Third- and fourth-year pupils : These pupils had little
previous preparation. They were given a variety of w^ork
such as conventional methods of representing nuts and
bolts, cams, gearings, etc., and a few wash drawings.
Manifestly no systematic work could be done.
Woodworking. The regular prescribed work of the first
year in carpentry, joinery and carving was done. Some
difficult pieces were executed.
In the second year, the prescribed course in wood-turn-
ing and pattern-making was given.
The older boys were allowed to take up such parts of the
iron work as they were capable of performing. Under the
instruction of Mr. Grordon the older boys have for several
years done some very creditable work in the construction
of working machinery, such as gas engines, electric motors,
etc., although the work has not been directly correlated
with that now contemplated by the regularly approved
mechanic arts curriculum.
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GILMANTON ACADEMY—AGRICULTURE.
The course of instruction at Gilmanton Academy cor-
responds to those at Berlin and Concord, save that it is
adapted to rural rather than to urban conditions. It dif-
fers in that it has little or no foundation in the elementary
schools to correspond to the manual training of Concord
and Berlin, and it differs furtlier in the fact that the
Fig. 6.
Gilmaoton Academy.
academy is a private institution with little or no endow-
ment instead of a tax-supported school. No school could
undertake a new program with greater obstacles to be
overcome, due chiefly to the poverty which has come upon
it in its latter days.
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TABLE No. 43.
Program of Study—Gilmanton Ac.vdemy.
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The pupil entering the academy thus has a choice
between preparing for the classical college, or studying
agriculture if a boy, or domestic science if a girl. The
agricultural courses lead directly to the state agricultural
college at Durham.
The work of the first year is the same for both the boys
in agriculture and the girls in domestic science. In the
second year these two curricula begin to differentiate. The
school was approved in 1906 and therefore the regular
work has not a.s yet progressed beyond the second year of
the program.
Work i)i agriculture for school year 1907-190S. Second-
year pupils
:
Work in zoology and botany is reported in Chapter III
of this part of the report.
The general method of instruction was lectures, field ex-
cursions, assigned papers. Time, five periods per week for
one-half year.
I. Principles of plant growth reviewed.
II. Origin, formation and physical composition of
soils,—mapping and water analysis.
III. Elements of fertility in soils, physical, chemical,
biological.
IV. Water in its relation to agriculture.
V. Drainage,—field work and mapping.
Purposes, methods, effects.
Experiments in percolation and capillary rise.
VI. Irrigation.
VII. Tillage.
History, purposes, methods, effects.
VIII. Nitrification.
IX. Manures.
Sources, conservation, manufacture, applica-
tion, determination of value.
X. New England field crops.
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Work i)i Jwrficulture for school year 1907-1908. Second-
year pupils
:
General method of instruction and time same as those
for agriculture.
I. Principles of gardening.
II. Pomology or fruit culture (seven weeks).
Location, planting, cultivation, pruning, graft-
ing, spraying, harvesting, marketing.
Fruits of northern United States studied in-
dividually.
III. Vegetable culture (six weeks).
']Market gardening and home gardening.
Selection of seed, glass structures, pests and
diseases.
Principal garden crops taken in order.
IV. Floriculture (two weeks).
Hothouse and outdoor.
Commercial and home.
^Vorlx in domestic science. Second-year pupils:
The general method of instruction in this year's work
was three-fifths to four-fifths given to kitchen and labora-
tory work ; the rest to tests and results.
I. Nutritive values in foods. Cooking of typical foods
of each class.
II. Dietary studies. Composition of meals from nutri-
tive standpoint.
III. Papers and readings on assigned dietary topics,
such as beverages, their composition and uses.
IV. Nursing and invalid cooking.
V. Marketing—selection of foods.
VI. Preserving.
It should be borne in mind that the primary purpose of
the curriculum numbered II is precisely the same as
that of No. I, namely education. They are established in
the belief that there is just as truly a cultural development
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of the individual to be had from competent instruction in
agriculture or domestic science as from competent instruc-
tion in Latin. Incidentally, it is expected that such courses
in the academy will exalt agriculture and home making
into a worthy place in the eyes of the pupils, that thej^
will tend to turn more pupils back to the country town
instead of turning them toward the city, that the graduates
of these courses who do become farmers and home makers
will be more efficient as such than they would have been
had they pursued other studies.
It is too early as yet to draw conclusions. The work
undertaken at Gilmanton must be understood to be ex-
perimental, and that in the midst of conditions hostile to
success.
The principal of the school. ]Mr. Theodore H. Eaton, is
a graduate- of Harvard and of the ^Massachusetts Agricul-
tural College. The assistant. ]Miss Van Xostrand, has been
a student at Syracuse, Columbia, and Simmons College,
having specialized in chemistry and domestic science. Both
the principal and his assistant are competent to teach the
usual high school subjects. ]Mr. Eaton teaches the agri-
cultural and Miss Van Xostrand the domestic science
courses.
The equipment has cost very little, nothing as yet for
agriculture and about $50 for a single set of equipment
for a kitchen. The physical, chemical and l)iological ap-
paratus is, of course, the same as that for any other high
school. As work progresses, additional eciuipment must, of
course, be purchased for both the new curricula.
COE's NORTHW^OOD academy—AGRICULTURE.
The program of study at Coe's is essentially the same
as that at Gilmanton save that no curriculum in domestic
science is laid out. The latter can. and doubtless will, be
added as soon as the management finds itself justified in
doing so.
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TABLE No. 44.
Coe's Xorthwood Academy—Program of Study.
CrERicrLUM
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In arranging a teaching force to handle this program, a
policy has been followed somewhat different from that of
Gilmanton. Principal Welch retains the general manage-
ment of the institution and teaches some of the college-
preparatory subjects, while the agricultural lines are
handled by a graduate of the New Hampshire State Col-
FiG. 7.
Coe's Nortbwood Academy. Pounded 18(37. Agricultural Course
approved 1907.
lege. The faculty for the year 1908-1909 is as follows:
Edwin K. Welch, Bowdoin—Latin, French, English.
Roy V. Swain, New Hampshire—Mathematics, English.
Laurence A. Carlisle, New Hampshire—Agriculture,
Science, History.
The academy is fortunate as compared with Gilmanton
in that it has a substantial endowment and is in pos-
session of a considerable tract of land including two home-
stead sets of buildings.
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Report of work in agricultural curriculum 1907-1908.
(Submitted by Principal Welch.)
Fall term. Text-hook: Study of soils with some study
of the different tools for tillage; drainage and the arrange-
ment of fields.
Laboratory : Simple experiments to illustrate the forma-
tion of soils; the amount of soil in running water; the
way in which water deposits its soil content; the amount
of water in soils ; effect of mulching and tillage on the
water content of soils.
Field: Study of the weathering of rocks; local varieties
of soil; erosion and transportation of soils.
Winter term. Te.rt-hook: Study of soil composition,
plant foods, manures, fertilizers, how to care for each,
green manuring and crop rotation. Horticulture: plant
physiology and growth, nutrition, transplanting, pruning,
grafting, insects and their control, seed selections.
Laboratory : Growth of plants in different varieties of
soils, and with dift'erent kinds of fertilizers. Horticulture:
transplanting in pots, growing plants in pots and boxes,
grafting, etc.
Field ivorh, latter part of winter and spring: Construc-
tion and care of hotbed.
Care of garden plots illustrating effect of different kinds
of fertilizers, dift'erent kinds of tillage, selection of seeds.
Transplanting of fruit and shade trees ; renovating old
trees in orchard ; top grafting same ; spraying and prepara-
tion of spraying mixtures.
In the fall the field work to be continued by work in
harvesting, curing and storing the different kinds of crops
planted. Picking, sorting and packing of apples.
We are preparing for the work in animal husbandry and
dairying so as to be ready when we get to it. I have at
present two cows and two heifers and am planning to have
soon from six to ten cows in various stages of develop-
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ment. I have placed in the laboratory a Bahcoek tester,
which can be used in physics as well as in agriculture. I
hope to be able to secure a cream separator. I am plan-
ning to bear down upon the production of sanitary milk,
the growing and feeding of young stock as well as the feed-
ing of mature cows, horses, etc. I hope also to be able to
do some work in forestry, as the academy owns nearly two
hundred acres of land covered with wood and timber.
Considerable time will regularly be spent in visiting
good farms for inspection of the work done and of the
stock.
CHAPTER VIII.
The State Normal School.
"The superintendent of public instruction, in his an-
nual report, shall state the condition of the school, the
terms of admission and graduation, the times of the com-
mencement and close of the sessions." Public Statutes,
chapter 95, section 10.
THE CONDITION OF THE SCHOOL.
During the two years covered by this report, I have vis-
ited the State Normal School about once in every six
weeks. In addition to these visits, I have met trustees or
principal, or both, in frequent conferences.
Method of administering the institution. The trustees
have constituted the principal of the school their executive
officer, have committed to him all the details of adminis-
tration, subject to their general direction and approval.
He is therefore responsible for the general efficiency of the
school. The trustees meet regularly four times in each
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year, and on the average there is a special meeting for
every general meeting.
The teaching force. The financial support of the school
is sufficient to enable the board to employ a high grade of
teaching ability and the principal has been given a free
hand permitting him to create and keep up a faculty for
both normal and model schools suited to his aims and
policy. Like all other institutions, our school periodically
loses the best of its faculty, drawn away by more attract-
ive positions, but in spite of this fact, in the educational
equipment, professional insight and teaching power of
its faculty, the school is kept up to a standard excelled
by few others. There is at present outlook no good reason,
either financial or administrative, why the quality of the
teaching force should in any way deteriorate.
The principal, Dr. James E. Klock, was at the close of
the last school year, invited by the Massachusetts State
Board of Education to become the head of the Lowell
Normal School. The trustees were fortunately able to re-
tain the services of Dr. Klock.
Professional instruction. The program of the school has
two related, but not consecutive, parts,—the pedagogical
courses for the students under instruction, and the ele-
mentary schools and kindergarten of the village of Ply-
mouth used as model and training schools for the normal
school.
The professional instruction contemplates two years of
study upon strictly professional topics, including observa-
tion in the model school and practice teaching. Persons
who have already had some experience as teachers may
come in for one year in a teachers' course, so called, but
they do not receive the regular diploma of the school.
The professional instruction given devotes a minimum to
the details and minutiae of the routine of the teachers'
life, and a maximum to the spirit with which the teacher
should be actuated. In my judgment, the school succeeds
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in the end which its instruction plainly contemplates,
namely, the production of a class of teachers endowed with
high ideals of what schoolroom work should be, and with
an appreciative insight into the working of the child mind.
The graduates are not often armed beforehand with that
practical knov^ledge of the routine of the schoolroom which
insures that they will begin work without friction on the
first morning of their independent teaching; they do ac-
cumulate a store of resources at the normal school which
soon enables them rapidly to devise ways and means of
school management.
The most serious drawback to the professional instruc-
tion of the normal school, is the lack of adequate training
facilities. Academic instruction in psychology, pedagogy
and similar subjects is of little account in the absence of
adequate opportunity to learn how to put precept into
practice. The elementary schools in the village of Ply-
mouth, which form the model and training school of the
normal school, enrol somewhat less than three hundred
pupils. This would be sufficient for training purposes of
a normal school having an enrolment of one hundr(^d pu-
pils or more, provided the schoolrooms were ample in size
to contain the pupils. Such, however, is not the case.
These elementary schools are housed in but four main
rooms with makeshifts for accommodation in the corridors
and recitation rooms. The result is that no proper train-
ing can be carried on for even a small normal school. Lack
of training is most apparent in the not infrequent cases in
which graduates of the normal school find discipline diffi-
cult when given their first independent charge. Sufficient
scope for training would make it possible to give prospec-
tive teachers some independent experience before leaving
The normal school.
Given sufficient room for the children, there would be
children enough to furnish training for one hundred or
more normal school teachers. The trustees have instructed
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the principal to limit the size of the school to one hundred
and fifty students. It is doubtful if even this number can be
carried without allowing effective results to fall off, cer-
tainly no more should be admitted even under the best
conditions. That is the maximum number possible in a
town having the public school enrolment of Plymouth, as-
suming that the maximum efficiency of the normal school
is desired.
Instruction in the model and training sehools. The con-
tract with the district of Plj^mouth provides that the trus-
tees shall maintain a village system of elementary schools
capable of preparing for a standard high school.
Out of respect for their contract, as well as actuated by
the necessity of providing model schools of the highest
grade for the sake of the students of the normal school, the
management has aimed to make the elementary schools all
Avhich modern educational science can suggest. The course
of study is perhaps the most complete to be found any-
where in the state, and the teachers are women whom sala-
ries higher than any paid elsewhere in the state have at-
tracted to the work.
How far the purposes of the management have been
realized in the actual competency of the pupils upon grad-
uation, nobody can say with any great degree of precision.
The situation is similar in this respect to that of all mod-
ern elementary school systems.
^Measured by the popular verdict, the efficiency varies
according to tlhe point of view of the judge. The citizen
who thinks that the children should be able to catalogue
the capitals of the nations of the world or to compute
rapidl}^ the interest due upon a commercial paper of com-
plex lineage, is apt to scoff at the character of the instruc-
tion given. The next observer, -however, is perhaps just,
as likely to discover in the pupil a wealth of information^
w^hich he himself never dreamed of learning at school;-
20
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and not unnaturally he draws conclusions as to the excel-
lence of the school far in excess of its real excellence.
Measured by the ability of the pupils to do hig-h school
work, the verdict varies according to the point of view
of the high school teacher. If the purpose of the school
is to prepare pupils for the narrow range of high school
study, itself in the main little more than a drill for the
college classroom later on, then the instruction given in
the model schools is not what it should be. If, on the
other hand, the primary business of the model school is to
take the pupils as it finds them, g-ive them the instruction
for which it finds them best adapted and most needful;
and of the high school to receive them as they come from
the lower schools and continue the process begun in the
lower schools, then the present criticism of high school
teachers is absolutely indeterminate.
Probably the most accurate judgment of the model
schools is to be found in the opinion expressed by the
city and district superintendents in conference assembled
at Plymouth in March, 1908. After inspection the su-
perintendents expressed themselves substantially in this
way : We cannot judge of the results secured in tihe
model schools because we lack sufficient information; if
the thoughtful activity of pupils is any criterion of mental
growth and efficiency, the efficiency of the model schools
must be considered very high.
In visiting the institution, I have frequently inspected
the model schools and have several times tested them with
unexpected examination papers. My own conclusions are
therefore here given.
I. I endorse the statement made by the superinten-
dents in full.
II. Pupils show upon tests:
(a) In first instance a low percentage of correct an-
swers.
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(b) Upon subsequent tests, not only the highest per-
centage of correct answers found in any system in the
state which I have tested, but much the highest percent-
age of papers showing originality of thought.
These tests were absolutely unexpected and the ques-
tions in-volved matters never specitically covered in the
classroom. The diiference between (a) and (b) was prob-
ably due to the fact that the children had never been
tested in this manner before and therefore did not do
themselves justice upon the first series.
III. The model school lacks somewhat, as do nearly
all our best schools, in thorough rounding up and clinch-
ing of instruction, in frequent tests revealing to the older
pupils the actual extent of their knowledge,—in brief, in
putting pupils so fully in possession of their knowledge
that they are able to use the same effectively on demand.
It must be understood, however, that the model school
is a part of the state and even the national system of
public schools. It must constantly receive a considerable
number of pupils from other towns and from other states,
whose primary schooling is often defective, and for whom
it cannot therefore be held responsible even though the
latter part of their school career may have been within its
charge.
Health of students. The principal has given unremit-
ting attention to the hygienic conditions of the institution
and to the general health of the student body. The nor-
mal condition of the latter is now high. In any group of
young ladies of equal size it would be hard to find a
larger proportion of robust, vigorous young womanhood,
a marked contrast to the anaemia so prevalent only a few
years ago.
The forces which have brought al)0ut this change for
the better, aside from the generally improved sanitary
conditions of village life, seem to the writer to have been
the following:
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The dormitory has been put in a much more sanitary
condition than prevailed a few years ago, not only with
reference to the plumbing, but also with reference to the
general eonditions of cleanliness.
The food furnished to students, while simple in charac-
ter, is generally well cooked, well chosen and served, and
ample in quantity. It is not a simple matter to carry on
a boarding house of this size, furnishing a constantly im-
proving table, on no increase in price, during a period of
constantly increasing cost of foodstuffs, under the restric-
tion of being compelled to keep within a narrow margin
of increase upon the actual cost.
The character of the instruction of the normal students
is conducive to good bodily health, in that it puts a pre-
mium upon interested, wholesome, mental effort rather
than upon the utterly pernicious cramming for recitations
so characteristic of nearly all secondary and higher insti-
tutions in this and in other states.
The general spirit of the student body is conducive to
rational living,—rational work and rational exercise. It
tends away from the wear and tear of artificial social
functions on the one hand, and from the no less harmful
morbid introspection induced by the repression of all spon-
taneity on the other. The girls have a wholesome dance
under proper restrictions now and then, but they do not
keep it up all night and insist on something of the kind
every night. They have all the basketball and similar
exercise which they want, but they do not engage in the
frenzied rivalry of interscholastic contests.
Still further improvements would undoubtedly result
from correction of the evils of bad ventilation in the class-
rooms of the school building, and from the provision of a
suitable gymnasium.
Discipline and general conduct. As to the general
spirit and conduct of the school, there will be as many
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different judgments as there are different opinions of what
constitutes good conduct.
If the measure of good conduct is a prim young woman
of the schoolmarm type who walks the street with down-
cast eyes and aims to mark herself outwardly and visibly
as belonging to a calling set apart for a peculiar work,
then the discipline of the school is not even approximately
good.
If the measure of good conduct is a young woman whose
demeanor indicates that she intends to be in the fullest
sense a natural and wholesome person, permitting herself
all which a lady may enjoy and caring for little, if any-
thing, which a lady may not enjoy, denying that she is
under any obligation whatever to cultivate a special and
extra-natural demeanor because she expects to be a teacher,
then the discipline of the school is excellent.
The method of school management employed is self-
government. The school is organized as a regular state
government. It establishes its own laws of conduct, and
enforces its own laws,—all of course subject to the ap-
proval of the principal. As a matter of fact, the princi-
pal is seldom obliged to interfere other than by a word of
counsel and bad cases of discipline have been practically
nil during the past four years.
Condition of plant. The plant consists of the school-
house, rated as a twelve-room building, of brick construc-
tion; the dormitory of wood, containing twenty-one sin-
gle and thirty-six double student's rooms, dining and re-
ception rooms, kitchens and laundry; and the principal's
residence, a small frame cottage. The entire plant is
heated from boilers in the schoolhouse and lighted from
a two-unit electric installation housed in the boiler room.
Water is taken from the town mains. Ice is harvested by
the management and stored in an ice-house erected during
the past year on the dormitory lot.
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The sclioolhous(? is of the period of the late "eighties,"
and, like most buildings of that era, has in it a great deal
of waste room. In general construction, the building is
comfortable and well appointed for a small normal school
and a small model school. For schools of the present size
it is insufficient and- ill adapted.
All of the schoolrooms for the model school are crowded
approximately to twice their normal capacity. In the in-
terest of the health of the pupils, the trustees have placed
the first four grades upon half time. The fifth and sixth
grades ought to be treated the same. The rooms used as
classrooms for the normal school are also crowded to quite
double their capacity.
The ventilating system is of the forced-draft plenum type
with partial vacuum equipment in addition. It was faulty
in construction to begin with, Init with the higher power
recently given to the engine is probably capable of giving
fair ventilationr-to rooms filled to their normal capacity,
certainly not to rooms carrying a double load.
The heating and lighting installation for the entire
plant is located in the basement of the schoolhouse. This
seemed at the time the best feasible disposition. The boil-
ers should ultimately be moved into a separate building
and a suitable coal pocket built. The boilers are inspected
semi-annually by the company carrying the insurance, and
are kept strictly within a wide margin of safety.
More room is urgently needed for the regular scholastic
side of normal and model school work. The present build-
ing will accommodate the normal school proper at any
size which it is likely to attain, together with two grades
from the model school. Another elementary school build-
ing should at once be provided by the town of Plymouth
to accommodate its growing public schools. With this
addition, room enough would be in sight for as many
years as we can foresee the natural growth of the town.
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The normal school should be allowed to grow only as the
town grows.
The dormitory is an unlovely but fairly comfortable and
now reasonably safe building. It is to be regretted that
the young people who are training to be teachers of our
children should be housed in a structure so conspicuously
inferior to the corresponding buildings at other higher in-
stitutions of learning. However, all that can be done
seems to have been done to make the building comfortable,
homelike and safe. Protection from fire has received spe-
cial attention. Suitable fire-escapes are in place on the
outside of the building ; doors open outward ; standpipes
with hose connections reach every floor and chemical ex-
tinguishers are liberally distributed. At a fire drill in my
presence, the young ladies emptied all three floors and had
the fire hose ready to play in fifty seconds from the time
of alarm.
I doubt the wisdom of spending more monej^ on this
building. It ought to be large enough to accommodate
all the students who wish to room in the dormitory, but
it would be better to wait until the state can see its way
clear to rebuild entirely on better lines.
The development of the normal school plant has been
largely a piecemeal process, inevitable no doubt in the
case of a pioneer institution. But the time ought to have
passed for all that. The school is located in a beautiful
region, and in a village of rare artistic possibilities. One
of the missions of its graduates ought to be to carry the
gospel of village improvement all over the state. It would
be a pity that they should not have before them the object
lesson of a normal school plant of beautiful space and
place relations, a unity of buildings rather than haphazard
locations.
Financial conditions. For details under this head the
reader is referred to the report of the trustees.
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The annual income is the appropriation of $25,000 made
by the state, plus $1,000 tuition paid by the district of
Plymouth, plus $1.35 per capita of attendance paid by
the district for text-books and supplies.
In the expenditure of this income, the management has
constantly sought new means of saving upon such charges
as material supplies and cost of operating the plant. The
savings have been considerable. They have been devoted
to improvements in the plant in the interest of further
economies, and to extending the usefulness of the school
by the addition of a summer term of eight weeks. This
last improvement alone has added very materially to the
output of the school,—just how much cannot be told until
the graduation of the first of the summer classes in 1910;
it is likely to be not far from twenty-five per cent.
All purchases, excepting small items representing occa-
sional needs, are made upon specifications furnished the
open market, and the contracts for the same are awarded
to the lowest bidder. The saving here has been large.
The central heating and lighting plant installed in the
summer of 1906, has saved a lighting bill of approximately
$800. It has .saved at least twenty per cent, in cost of
heating, and when perfected is expected to save one-third
of the present cost.
Smaller economies (have been made in such matters as
the storage of the school's own ice.
Further adjustments in the direction of economy would
be the proper housing of the coal, suitable platform scales
for weighing each day's coal, an independent water supply
sufficient for all domestic purposes except cooking and
drinking, and a new contract with the district of Ply-
mouth.
Our contract at present calls for a tuition charge of
$1,000. The teaching force in the model school proper,
which is really the village elementary school of the town
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of Plymouth, costs about $8,000 per year. While it is
difficult to distribute the cost of operating the plant be-
tween the normal school and the model school, it is safe
to say that the cost to the state of the village schools is
not less than $9,500. Now, the average cost of schooling
pupils in the ordinary village schools of the better class
for a district having an enrolment of Plymouth, would
not be far from $5,500. That is what the town would
have to pay for its schools were the normal school else-
where.
Now it is right that the state should furnish ])etter
schools than the town would ordinarily furnish for itself.
It must do so in order to do its work of training teachers.
It is perhaps too much to expect that the town would wish
to furnish as good schools as the state must have. It is
an advantage to the state to have the village schools for
training purposes.
On the other hand, it is certainly in manifold ways an
advantage to the town to have the school located as it is.
The children get much better schooling than they other-
wise could. The school is a business asset for the town.
Furthermore, the building was erected and paid for by
the state.
It is therefore hard to see why the state should furnish
$9,500 schools and school buildings for $1,000 per year,
when it would cost the town $5,500 plus the cost of build-
ings were the normal school elsewhere.
If the town were to furnish its own schoolhouses and
pay a tuition charge equal to the average cost of main-
taining village schools in the state at large, it would still
have a great advantage.
TERMS OF ADMISSION AND GRADUATION.
Students are admitted to the regular and kindergarten
courses of two years each who are graduates of an ap-
proved high school or academy.
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Graduates of this school or of other schools of equal
standing, are admitted to a 2^ost graduate course of one
year.
Teachers of experience are admitted to a teachers' course
of one year.
A special course of one year is offered to college grad-
uates.
A summer session of eight weeks is held. Attendance
at each summer session counts one-quarter toward the
completion of the teachers' course.
Students in the regular, and special college graduate,
courses who maintain the requisite standing in the several
studies are aw^arded the diploma of the school. Students
passing the final examinations in these courses are en-
titled to the state teachers' certificate appropriate to their
preliminary education.
Students maintaining the requisite standing in the sev-
eral studies of the teachers' course are awarded a certif-
icate for that course.
TIMES OP COMMENCEMENT AND CLOSE OP SESSIONS.
Thirty-seventh School Year.
First term began, Tuesday, September 4, 1906.
First term ended, Friday', January 18, 1907.
Recess, December 14 to January 2.
Second term began, Tuesday, January 22, 1007.
Second term ended, Thursday, June 13, 1907.
Recess, April 5 to April 23.
Thirty-eighth School Year.
First term began, Tuesday. September 9, 1907.
First term ended, Friday, January 24, 1908.
Recess, December 20 to January 7.
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Second term began, Tuesday, January 28, 1908.
Second term ended, Thursday, June 11, 1908.
Recess. April 3 to April 21.
RELATION OF NORMAL SCHOOL TO PUBLIC SCHOOLS.
The primary purpose, if not the only purpose of the
normal school, is to train teachers for the public schools
of the state. A proper conclusion to this report is to set
forth the extent to which the normal school is serving its
chief purpose.
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Same of the conspicuous revelations offered b}' the table
are the following:
The enrolment of boys has practically disappeared, due
partly to the gradual exclusion of men from teaching in
the elementary schools, and partly to the fact that the
school was more academic and less professional in its early
days.
Beginning with 1900, the school entered upon a new
era in the size of its annual output, and has reached its
maximum development in this direction.
Since 1881 the school has been steadily growing in public
favor, the size of its graduating classes being the crite-
rion. Breaking up this period into five half-decades, the
following summary shows in numerical terms the increase









The most discouraging showing made by the table is the
rapidity with which the graduates of the school disappear
from the ranks of teaching and particularly from the
ranks of New Hampshire teachers. Eight hundred forty-
seven graduates of the institution were living in 1907,
and of these but 44 per cent, were teaching and but 28 per
cent, were teaching in New Hampshire. A reference to
the table will show that the great majority of those who
are teaching are recent graduates. Apparently, we can
hold a large percentage of graduates within the teaching
profession for about five years; a smaller percentage,
about one-third, for five years longer; and ten years after
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graduation finds ns with an approximately permanent and
constant residue of about 10 per cent.
Both these factors are beyond the power of the normal
school to correct. So long as a calling is so exclusively in
the possession of women as is teaching in New Hampshire,
professional life must be short and enormous waste must
be met if efficiency is to be attained. So long as the teach-
er's wage in New Hampshire is much less than that of
states within easy reach, and so long as graduates are re-
quired to teach but two years within the state, we must
expect to meet with heavy losses to other states within five
years of graduation.
Of the 847 living graduates, 503 or 59 per cent, were
living within the state. Here is a partial offset to the loss
mentioned in the last paragraph. Graduates of the nor-
mal school are probably well nigh as valuable to the edu-
cational interests of the state in the home as in the teach-
er's chair. If the percentage just quoted were 80 per
cent., we might reasonably conclude that there was no
serious loss. If the term under which the graduates of the
normal school are required to practice in the state were
increased to five years and wages put upon a basis on
which our school boards could compete with those of other
states in employing teachers, then we should retain a
larger share of our product and at the same time increase
the probability that the graduates would marry in New
Hampshire, and carry their normal training into a gen-
eration of New Hampshire homes.
It is often observed that the normal school does little
to train teachers for positions above the primary grades
and almost nothing to train teachers for rural mixed
schools.
I find that both criticisms are founded on fact, but that
they do not state the whole truth and that so far as they
do speak the truth there is little jiLst cause of adverse
criticism in the normal school.
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The main emphasis of the actual practice teaching does
undoubtedly fall upon the first four grades of the model
school. It is to be regretted that training is not thorough,
and equally thorough, throughout the grades and in sev-
eral model mixed schools as well. On the other hand, it
should be remembered that the fundamentail principles of
teaching as such are equally good in the primary school
and the university, in the graded school and in the rural
mixed school. The best training in primary schools does
not mean the best training for grammar or high schools,
but it does mean training which is better than none. In
many ways, the grammar school teacher and the high
school teacher can learn from the primary teacher. Again,
the bare fact that the normal graduate is thought not to
teach well in the grammar school is quite as apt to be due to
a wrong point of view in the observer as to defective train-
ing in the teacher. If the normal graduate is expected to
be an efficient crammer, of course she will not be a success,-
On the other hand, it is undoubtedly true that we need
teachers, trained not only in general method but in the
special methods of the grades of school in which they are
to teach. It is equally true that the normal school under
existing conditions can give better training for the pri-
mary than for the grammar school, and can give next to
none specifically for the mixed school as such, nor for the
high school. What are the conditions?
In the first place, the model or training school must give
as good or better schooling to the children who attend as
any school system in the state. To enable this to be done
the grammar school especially must be kept much more
closely under the tuition of the best obtainable regular
teachers.
In the second place, it is impossible to combine effect-
ively model school and training school. The principal has
frequently declared, with wisdom, that the teacher under
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training can rise no higher than her ideals. You can make
a model school a place for the establishment of ideals ; you
cannot make a training school such. Therefore, in a school
community in which there is no room for both, the ele-
mentary schools must tend to become model schools rather
than training schools. This fact makes it especially hard
to train grammar school teachers. The normal school can
instruct them in the principles, it can give them the ex-
ample of a good grammar school ; it cannot give them the
independent experience under oversight essential to the
fulness of training.
Finally, you can train teachers in the long run only for
those schools economically desirable. The Plymouth school
cannot train for mixed schools for the reason that one of
the chief reasons why students go to normal schools is that
they may command wages such as graded schools pay.
Increase the wages of teachers in rural mixed schools to
the point at which this class of schools will become equally
desirable with the urban or village school, and there will
arise a demand for specific training, which the normal
school can give as soon as there is anybody to take it.
Again, there is no demand for high school training, since
there is no economic pressure sufficient to cause high school
teachers to add normal training to college education.
We manifestly first need more normal schools so located
that there will be ample room for (1) one complete eight
grade and kindergarten system for model school purposes,
and (2) as many rooms as may be needed for training pur-
poses throughout the elementary school.
Specific training for mixed and high schools will have to
wait until economic conditions make such respectively
possible.
21
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CHAPTER IX.
More Normal Schools Needed.
The average size of the last five graduating classes in the
regular course at Plymouth has been thirty-seven students.
It is not likely that the average for any future period of
five years will be less than this. It is probable that the
average will slowly but steadily rise ; it cannot rise above
seventy-five and cannot reach that mark without seriously
impairing the efficiency of the school, for reasons set forth
in the last chapter. Nor can it reach the seventy-five grad-
uate mark unless all teachers' and special courses are dis-
continued.
The average number of teachers without experience
needed each year to recruit the teaching force has been,
for the past ten years, 355. It will be seen from the fol-














The cities of Concord, Nashua, and Portsmouth still
maintain city training schools. The city of Manchester has
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done so until the present year. In understanding the nor-
mal school situation, these city training schools must be
taken into account. The essential statistics are here pre-
sented.
TABLE No. 46.
StxVtistics of City Training Schools for Teachers.
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event, the aggregate output is uot likely to be above
twenty.
Other sources of supply are the normal schools of neigh-
boring states, but since there is a home demand for their
graduates, and since all our neighboring states, save Maine,
pay higher wages, it is not likely that we are more than
holding our own in the exchange of graduates.
Still another factor to be considered is the number of
graduates in the special and teachers' courses at Ply-
mouth. These have averaged thirteen for the past five
years. It will readily be seen, however, that these cannot
be included in estimating our needs. They are teachers of
experience and Avhen they go back to their work are not
reported as ''teaching for the first time." They help
greatly in raising the standard of the existing teaching
force, but not that of the recruits.
We must therefore set off against the average three hun-
dred fifty-five, who are teaching for the first time annually,
the average thirty-seven who are graduated from the regu-
lar courses of the normal school annually. We cvidcnihj
need then in some ivay over nine times as many new
trained teachers annually as we are now getting. We can
solve the problem in two ways, first hy graduating more
;
and, second, by making teaching more permanent, tlius
decreasing the annual call for inexperienced teachers.
Nor are we called upon to reopen the question. Are
normal trained teachers any better than those without
such training? The fact is, the demand from our own
school hoards for normal trained teachers is far in excess
of the suppl3^ The calls sent to this office indicate this.
The principal of the normal school declares that he has at
least five times as manj^ calls for his graduates as he can
fill.
Should the demand he met hy odarging the present
school or hy providing other schools? Unquestionably the
latter.
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The village schools of Plymouth have children euough
to afford training facilities for less than the present enrol-
ment of the normal school. To increase the size of this
normal school is to make the training of teachers impos-
sible.
Schools need to be located where a large proportion of
the students can board at home. Prospective teachers are
usually without large financial means. The board bill is
and always will be an obstacle to preparation for teach-
ing, so long as young people can prepare for stenography,
nursing, clerical work, etc.. without the cost of a ]>oard
bill.
Schools need to be located in large population centers
with good railroad connections in order to reach as large a
number of the class just named as possible. Plymouth is
situated in one of the most sparsely settled sections of the
state.
Schools need to be located in sections as remote as pos-
sible from Plymouth in order to reach those sections not
reached by Plymouth and also in order not to interfere
with the legitimate Plymouth territory.
Schools need to be located in cities large enough to fur-
nish abundant training facilities for any growth of normal
schools which may be deemed expedient.
Xo school should be established in a locality in which
there will be danger of temptation to the upbuilding of a
very large school. All the data at our disposal point to
the principle that the needs of the state would be best
served by a policy which would contemplate ultimately
five normal schools,—four in addition to Plymouth, dis-
tributed somewhat as follows as to maximum size : two of
150 students each; two of 250 students each; one of 350
students. A large enrolment of students is fatal to effi-
eieney in any higher institution, unless unlimited money
and power are available with which to pay and endow the
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principal. In sueli schools yon must have for principal a
man of such organizing ability that he can command a
very high salary and then you must furnish him with
means to employ exclusively a very high grade of associ-
ates and a large number of them. In all very large higher
institutions, from the high school to the university, even
if a chief exeijutive of very great ability is found, he is
almost invariably backed with a faculty a large proportion
of which is low paid and inefficient. Better several small
schools with principals and teachers within our means, in
which every student comes directly under the influence of
principal and strongest teachers, than one large school in
which the principal and the strongest teachers are remote
from personal contact with the students and in wliich the
bulk of the instruction is in the hands of tyros.
Geographical location. The sections of the state which
are now most poorly served with normal school facilities
are shown by the following table.
TABLE No. 47.
Showing Distribution by Counties of New Hampshire
Students at State Normal School, 1906-1907.
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The number of students has largely increased since this
last published list was issued, but the ratio of distribution
is not widely different. Plymouth is in Grafton County
near the southern boundary. The nearest counties are
Strafford, Belknap and Merrimack. These counties with
Grafton, which have 37 per cent, of the population of the
state, furnish 61 per cent, of the pupils. Hillsborough,
Eoekingham, Cheshire and 'Sullivan, which have 52 per cent,
of population furnish but 24 per cent, of the attendance
at the normal school. It appears then that the counties
which are nearest the school, although themselves sparsely
settled, furnish the largest number of pupils. The counties
having the largest resources are in general most remote
from the school and furnish the fewest pupils.
The notable exceptions are the cases of Coos and Carroll
which send a representation out of all proportion to their
proximity to the school and to their population. This is
only one of the many indications which the state super-
intendent constantly sees of the public school awakening
going on in the north country. No other part of the state
has been more vigorously and efficiently alive to the needs
of good schools during the past ten years than the coun-
ties of Coos and Carroll. The exceptionally large propor-
tion of the equalization fund which these counties receive
has probably been a stimulus in this direction.
The greatest most evident need of more normal schools
is undoubtedly in the counties of Cheshire, Sullivan, Hills-
borough and Rockingham,—and greatest of all in the first
two.
The proper location of the new schools, all of which
ought to be and probably will be established within the
next ten years, should therefore, as it seems to me, be
:
I. In the southwest part of the state, in Keene, the
only community in that part ol the state which has an
average attendance sufficient to furnish training facilities.
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This SL'hool slionld contemplate a maximum enrolment of
250.
II. In the lower Merrimack valley, at either Manches-
ter or Nashua. This school should be planned for a max-
imum enrolment of 350, and either city has training facil-
ities amply sufficient to carry this number.
III. In the southeastern part of the state at either
Portsmouth. Dover or Rochester, either of which has at-
tendance sufficient to warrant a normal school with a max-
imum enrolment of 250.
IV. In the extreme northern part of the state, either
at Lancaster. Colebrook or Berlin. Lancaster and Cole-
brook could either of them carry enrolment equal to that
of Plymouth, Berlin one considerably larger.
Schools located as above suggested would fulfill the es-
sential requirements of distribution.
1. Each would supply a part of the state now poorly
supplied with trained teachers, and would draw for its en-
rolment upon areas which now furnish relatively few
students.
2. With the exception of Colebrook, each of the towns
named i.s a railroad center and that town is a natural cen-
ter for a considerable number of towns lacking railroad
facilities. In the cases of the first three locations, nearly
all students could board at home.
3. Each has elementary schools sufficient to provide
adequate training and model school facilities for the en-
rolment contemplated.
In the light of our experience at Plymouth, I think
there can be no reasonable doubt that any of the four
schools suggested or all of them would enrol a very re-
spectable number of students at the very outset, or that all
of them Avould in a very few years fill to their maximum
capacity.
It would probably be unwise to undertake the building
of this full program at once. It ought to be entered upon,
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however, at once by the erection of at least two of the four
schools.
Cost of the new schools. The first cost of each school
would not be greater than the cost of a moderate-sized city
high school building. No dormitory construction need be
provided for. I believe that it would be sound policy to
construct a school building large enough only to contain
the maximum enrolment, thus precluding so far as possi-
ble, the possibility that any one school should become out-
grown. The four schools suggested would provide for all
our needs so far as common schools are concerned until
the population of the state shall have very largely in-
creased. When that comes to pass it will be time to make
fresh locations.
All model and training school buildings should be pro-
vided for at the outset by the cities in which normal
schools are located.
The plant to be provided by the state for each school,
then, would simply be one substantial sanitary schoolhouse,
as beautiful in its architecture as circumstances should per-
mit, and as well adapted to its purpose as science could
show us how to construct. From $50,000 to $75,000 for
each school, according to capacity needed, would suffice.
The annual cost of operation would be less in each case
than that of Plymouth. The contract with the town of
Plymouth, as I have pointed out above, costs the state at
least $4,000 annually more than any new contract with a
different town would be likely to cost. On the ether hand,
it would be folly to cramp new schools with insufficient
appropriations. The appropriation for Plymouth is $25.-
000.
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TABLE No. 48.
What Other States are Doing.
(United iStates Commissioner's Report, 1906.)
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Connecticut.
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Finally, and most important, the erection of new schools
would popularize the idea of normal training to such an
extent that the existing attendance from the Plymouth
territory would be enhanced. School boards being able to
secure normal graduates would tend to employ them to the
exclusion of all others, and this would of course stimulate
' attendance at all the normal schools.
A look into the future. Our public school system has
developed very slowly, changing from time to time as
needs have forced themselves upon our attention. I have
set forth in this chapter of my report what seem to me the
needs of the common schools in the direction of trained
teachers, and likewise have proposed a building program
designed to furnish normal schools at the most advanta-
geous points in the state. If the program were completed
at once it would probably leave us with normal school
graduates in large numbers who could not secure positions.
Not every town by any means would employ normal grad-
uates if it could get them. The existing demand is suffi-
cient to warrant the building of three of the new schools
at once. At least two schools ought to be built at once in
order to relieve a serious stringency in the supply of
teachers. I presume that a decade will be needed in which
to complete with deliberation and assuredness the program
which has been suggested above.
Meanwhile, it ought not to be forgotten that need of
trained teachers elsewhere than in the common schools
must be foreseen, and demands for the satisfaction of
those needs anticipated.
We have no adequate normal training for high school
teachers. At present the high school teacher knows his
subject as never before. He has made little or no progress
in the scientific study of the art of imparting a knowledge
of his subject to others. In this respect, American sec-
ondary and collegiate teaching is greatly inferior to that
of France and Germany, notably. No American state has
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more than attempted an effective solution of the problem.
Eminent professional authority has, however, undertaken
the task of making preliminary investigations. While as
a state we shall doubtless be compelled to leave to states
which pay higher salaries to secondary teachers the honor
of conducting the first successful normal schools for this
class of teachers, we must foresee that the time will come
when we too must undertake the task. We may without
exaggeration regard the institutes for high school teachers
which have been held this fall term as the precursors of
such training.
Another form of professional training which must sooner
or later be provided, will be that of superintendents as
such. True, the normal school of to-day furnishes an ex-
cellent training for the superintendent so far as it goes.
It does not, however, furnish the necessary scope for the
adequate training of a man who is a college graduate and
a teacher of experience already. He needs a more vital
and searching study, a more thoroughgoing discipline.
Certainly the preliminary i:)rofessional discipline of a man
who is more than any other one responsible for the happi-
ness, efficiency and citizenship of the whole rising genera-
tion of an entire community, ought to be no less than that
of the physician or attorney or engineer. Possibly, we
shall ultimately have a small training school for superin-
tendents, under a very strong head, to which teachers will
be sent by selection for further study and preparation
wheii they shall have demonstrated that they have super-
visorv timber in them.
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CHAPTER X.
Securing an Efficient Teaching Force—Some Things
Which Must be Observed.
Provision for the training of new teachers will not alone
solve the whole problem of the development and retention
of an efficient teaching force, although that is perhaps the
first feasible step. There are other factors of just as great
and perhaps greater importance.
Present condition of our ieaching force. Limiting our
inquir.v to teachers in the common or elementary schools,
we find tliait there were employed in such schools last year
2,529 different teachers. Since there were 2,127 schools
rei3orted, it is evident that in round numbers there were
400 schools which changed teachers during the year.
Of these 2,529 teachers, -401 had little and in most cases
no higher schooling than that of the common school,—
-
blind leaders of the blind. This office is frequently in-
formed of individual cases in which the older pupils of a
school are better informed than the person set over them
to teach them. Four hundred seventy-one were graduates
of normal and 384 of training schools. That is to say, 34
per cent, could be reckoned as in some way trained. Sev-
enty-six were college graduates ; 1,197 were graduates of
high schools or academies, but not of normal schools. Sum-
marized this gives us the following view of our teaching
force
:
Of sufficient education but untrained, 50 per cent.
Of sufficient education and training, 34 per cent.
Of neither education nor training, 16 per cent.
Of this force, 95 per cent, is composed of women. So
long as this is true, the force utterly and inevitably
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lacks permanence and stability. The natural destiny of
women is motherhood and homemaking. She will, in the
vast majority of instances, give up teaching as soon as ac-
ceptable matrimony presents itself. Furthermore, she will
not prepare herself for a calling, which she expects to fol-
low only a few years at the longest, with the same thor-
oughness as a man who expects to make it his life-work.
And men, being in competition with women chiefly, will
not prepare themselves as thoroughly as they would have
to if they knew that they would compete chiefly with men.
Under these conditions, teaching in general is not efficient
nor can it be. The public more often expresses distrust
of the work of schools than satisfaction in their work, but
the public is getting vastly better results than it has any
right to expect, the condition of the teaching force being
what it is. And the people alone are responsible, for the
people alone can authorize and provide for the improve-
ment.
In developing an eiBcient teaching force for the state,
then, the matter of fundamental importance is
—
A much larger proportion of viol The teacher to be en-
tirely efficient must be prepared to make teaching a life-
work, with no likelihood that he will ever do any other
work. Adequate preparation, seriousness of purpose, per-
manency, can never be finally secured except the majority
of the teaching force be from the permanent bread-win-
ning instead of from the permanent home-making side of
humanity.
Xor. on the other hand, can a teaching force be economi-
cally trained so long as the product of the normal schools
is such that it must be replaced entire in the equivalent of
once in seven years.
Security of position. Now, in the long run, neither
strong men nor strong women as a class will prepare them-
selves for a life-work in which they may be deprived of
their earning power in any year regardless of efficiency.
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As I took pains to point out in Chapter II of this part of
the report, continuance in position in general depends in
the main upon j^leasing the children and parents rather
than upon efficient teaching. The teachers of thirty-five
per cent, of our children have no person in authority over
them whomsoever who is competent to pass upon their
efficiency as teachers. They continue or fall according as
rumor or popular whim in the immediate community dic-
tates. In one case known to this office, a teacher was actu-
ally dismissed because she would not furnish a Christmas
tree for the children out of her own slender salary. For-
tunately for the good name of the state, chapter 50, Laws
of 1905, was successfull.y invoked by this teacher. In the case
of the teachers of the other sixtj'-five per cent., those who
are under city or district superintendents, there are com-
paratively few who would not fall victims to the wrath of
any influential citizen whose anger they might have in-
curred in spite of a clean record as to teaching ability on
the books of the superintendent.
The federal government finds it necessary to protect its
army and navy, its postal service, its consular and diplo-
matic service, and many others by rules which make it im-
possible that any man shall be discharged from his position
except for just cause and upon charges specifically aft'ect-
ing his moral character or his efficiency as an emploj^ee of
the government. He cannot be discharged because some in-
fluential private citizen does not happen to like him. nor
can he be dropped at the end of the year because a more
popular candidate contests his place.
]\Iany city governments have found themselves in a sim-
ilar situation with reference to their police and fire depart-
ments particularly.
A precisely similar course must be taken with teachers.
So and only so will the strong consent to become teachers.
So and only so will children come to know what they have
studied.
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Some school boards, particularly in the cities, have al-
ready in part achieved this advanced step in administra-
tion. One or two only have elected teachers for more than
one year at a time. School boards can accomplish much b.y
the exercise of simple common sense and justice, and the
cultivation of a stit¥ spinal column. The condition which
is an absolute prerequisite to the development of a strong
and permanent teaching force probably cannot be reached,
however, except by the pathway of state civil service laws.
Old age provision. In the long run neither strong men
nor strong women will prepare themselves for a life-work
which has in it so little prospect of independent and com-
fortable old age. Either the strong man or the strong
woman will choose instead a calling in which he or she can
be reasonably sure of a sufficient fortune to provide for the
years of retirement.
The teacher's working life is short, shorter than that of
any other calling. The few who continue to teach and
fall out of their perilous positions at tifty have little chance
to secure other positions, still less at fifty-five and almost
none at sixty. The physician or the lawyer is not yet out
of professional middle life when the teacher becomes su-
perannuated.
The teacher's salary will not permit a respectable ap-
pearance and the laying up of an old age competency, nor
is there any likelihood that it will ever be possible to pay
salaries to public school teachers sufficient for this end.
The only feasible method of solution is a state teachers'
pension system.
There are in existence in America many different kinds
of retiring funds for teachers, but, so far as I can learn,
two only which are not in the nature of either voluntary
or compulsory mutual endowment life insurance. These
are the teachers' pension laws of Rhode Island and Mary-
land.
The former is of particular interest because of the
22
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closely similar extent of the New Hampshire and the Rhode
Island state school systems.
The Rhode Island law provides in substance
:
''Any person of either sex who on the passage of this
act or thereafter shall have reached the age of sixty years
and who for thirty-five years shall have been engaged in
teaching as his principal occupation and have been regu-
larly employed as a teacher in the public schools or in such
other schools within this state as are supported wholly or
in part by state appropriation, and are entirely managed
and controlled by the state, twenty-five years of which em-
ployment including the fifteen years immediately preced-
ing retirement shall have been in this state, may at the ex-
piration of a school year, unless his private contract with
his employer shall otherwise provide, be retired by his em-
ployer or voluntarily retire from active service, and, on his
formal application, shall receive from the state for the
remainder of his life an annual pension equal to one-half
of his average contractual salary during the last five years
before retiring, but in no case shall such annual pension
be more than five hundred dollars : Provided, however,
that no such employment as teacher within this state after
this act shall be included within its provisions, unless the
teacher shall hold a certificate of qualification issued by or
under the authority of the state board of education.
'
' The state board of education shall make all needful reg-
ulations for issuing certificates of qualification and carry-
ing into effect the other provisions of this act not incon-
sistent with the act itself and shall examine into and
determine the eligibility of each and every applicant to
receive a pension under the provisions of this act."
The actual cost to the state of this plan is less than
$10,000 annually, and it is not likely that this cost will be
greatly exceeded within a generation. The benefits bound
to accrue to Rhode Island and which under a similar law
must come to New Hampshire, will be the following:
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I. It at once says to young men and young women of
native force and ability, "If you will make teaching in our
public schools your life-work, you can feel easy about old
age. If you continue to teach until a certain time in your
life, you will in any ease receive a pension sufficient to
keep you from the almshouse ; but you can feel free to
make yourself as efficient as possible, and know that the
higher your retiring salary shall be, the higher your pen-
sion." The state will therefore be able to secure in every
future year a stronger type of young teacher than ever
before.
II. The state will tend to retain her best teachers in-
stead of to lose them to better salaried states ; for in order
to make a change desirable on financial grounds the new
employer must be able to offer more than present salary
plus future pension. And the fact that the other state has
a pension system of its own will not alter the case, for to
move out of the state after a residence of several years
will be likely to involve loss of pension in both states.
III. The state will tend to retain her strong men teach-
ers in the teaching profession.
IV. In many cases superannuated teachers will be re-
placed with others more competent, whereas the former
would otherwise have been retained out of compassion.
V. Being a state instead of a local s^^stem, it will tend
to equalize teaching ability between the rural towns and
the cities.
Great, railroad systems, too numerous to mention, and
other gueat industrial corporations find it good business to
pension their employees. The United States government
has found pensions an eminently useful device in securing
efficient service, both military and civil. City governments
find the same true of their police and fire departments.
Munificent private endowment has provided pensions for
all college professors. All because it pays. Isn't it worth
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the while for the state to do as much for the common
schools ?
Protection from the competition of incompetents. In
any private business undertaking, self-interest is ordinarily
sufficient to guard against the employment of hopeless in-
competency. In public business, self-interest, if it oper-
ates at all, usually works in the opposite direction, and in
favor of incompetency. The mill owner cannot compete
successfully in the market unless he employs competent
help. The school board is always under temptation or
pressure to employ as teachers personal or political de-
pendents or favorites, or cheap help simply because it is
cheap. Their own self-interest works in that direction.
For competency the schools and the children must rely
upon an enlightened sense of public service in the school
board, accompanied by some of the characteristics of the
martyr. Such qualities are rare. Hence in all grades and
kinds of public iservice the only available guaranty of com-
petency has been found to be rigorously enforced minimum
statutory qualifications whiel) exclude the incompetent and
huild np an esprit de corps which operates as does self-
interest in private affairs. Witness the federal army and
navy, immigration and sanitary services, to mention onlj'
a few.
In our state anybody who can secure the position can
lawfully teach school. If the school board employs a
woman of loose character so long as she will work cheap,
or a drunk and disorderly man.
—
liotli have actually heen
employed and retained in service,—because he has a hold
upon the community, their action may be morally inde-
fensible but it is perfectly legal.
So long as the trained and competent man and woman
must on becoming teachers be in economic competition with
the immoral incompetent, as well as with a horde of young
girls with neither training nor education, they will not
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become teachers, or, having made that mistake, will seek
other employment as soon as possible. If the state wishes
to develop a permanent teaching force of strong men and
women, who have been trained to make teaching their life-
work, then the state must protect such men and women
from the degrading competition of the incompetent.
Our necessary- policy in the building up of a strong and
capable teaching force, as it seems to me, involves two es-
sential lines:
I. We must furnish adeciuate means of training a suf-
ficient supply of teachers.
II. We must attract native capacity to the calling of
teacher, (1) by assuring teachers of the absolute domination
of the merit system in security of place and promotion; (2)
in the absence of salaries permitting an annual surplus
above the requirements of a decent standard of living, by
assuring the teacher of an old age independence; (3) by




PROGRESS OP DISTRICT SUPERVISION.
The general court of 1899 spread on the statute books a
provision for professional supervision of districts composed
of two or more towns. By the provisions of the act the
state would pay one-half the salary of such district su-
perintendent, the other half to be apportioned amongst the
towns forming the supervisory district, or union. The su-
perintendent must hold a permanent state teacher's cer-
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tifieate, and he must devote his whole time to the super-
vision of schools.
In its far reaching effects, and its promise of still greater
effects, the statute has been exceeded by very few, if any,
in the whole history of our school legislation.
EARLY ADOPTIONS AND EARLY DISTRICTS.
The law was made a matter of local option so far as the
supervisor}' feature was concerned. It must be adopted by
the district meeting before combinations with other dis-
tricts could be made.
The act became law in the spring of 1899, too late for
the insertion of the appropriate article in the warrants for
most of the district meetings and too late for the necessary
exi^lanation to the voters in the several districts.
By the spring of 1900, however, a considerable number
of towns had acted favorably, but they were so scattered
for the most part as to make it difficult, and in some cases
impossible, to effect combinations of towns. Nine of these
very towns still remain with votes on their records au-
thorizing the employment of superintendents, but, owing
largely to remoteness from other towns taking similar
action, none of them has yet been brought within a super-
visory union.
In that year, 1900, three unions were formed, as follows:
1. Marlborough, Troy, Fitzwilliam.
2. Newmarket, Durham, Alton.
3. Salem, Hampstead, Fremont.
Of these towns, Troy, Fitzwilliam and Newmarket re-
main substantially as at first districted. Marlborough has
been so situated that it could have practically its own su-
perintendent. Alton, Durham and Salem have been out




Difficulties in organization have been chiefly the follow-
ing. ]Many of them still persist, but for the most part
they are growing less year bj' year:
(a) Lack of compactness. The sporadic character of
the adoptions before mentioned made it necessary to unite
towns which were not adjacent and often separated by con-
siderable distances. Though an obstacle to smooth work-
ing, this fact has never proved an insuperable obstacle,
and towns so situated have usually by force of example
brought in neighboring towns with which they could more
conveniently combine.
(b) Unsuitable superintendent s. Although most of the
school boards have chosen wisely, so that the state has been
peculiarly fortunate in the men who have served as dis-
trict superintendents, there have been some instances in
which the superintendents have been unsuited by tempera-
ment, by immaturity in judgment, or by lack of force of
character for the peculiar needs of their calling. Of course
such men will occasionally be selected. The true remedy
would be to try it again with a better man. Unfortunately
a few towns have confounded the man with the system and
have promptly rescinded.
Fortunately these cases have become rare.
(c) Time needed for adjustment of superintendents to
their work. Eight years ago district supervision was a new
thing in this state. It has taken time for superintendents
to become familiar with their problems, both as individuals
and as a class. Year by year, however, experience has been
accumulating, that experience has been made common prop-
erty by conferences of superintendents, mistakes are fewer
and the superintendent's activities more definite and ef-
fective.
(d) Time needed for school hoards to learn Jioiv to use
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ihe superintendeni. Some school boards in the beginning
loolced upon the superintendent as an interloper. They
would interfere with and hamper him and sometimes posi-
tively negative his acts as fast as he took them. Other
school boards felt awkward and uncertain of their position
and their relation to their superintendent. Both these dif-
ficulties were natural and perhaps inevitable.. Latterly,
school boards are prevailingly coming to get used to their
legitimate function as boards of directors or trustees ; they
are learning how to map out work for the superintendent,
and learning how to leave him alone to accomplish results,
V/hich is his chief function.
(e) Time needed for teachers to get used to the visits
of the superintendent. In the beginning many teachers
looked upon the superintendent as an enemy, set up to
persecute them. This feeling has so far disappeared that
it is the rare exception that a competent teacher does not
prefer to work under a superintendent.
These have been the chief difficulties in securing smooth
and effective working of the districts when once organized.
It is on the whole surprising that they have proven of so
little final importance. Of the eigJitij-eight towns which
have at one time or another heen under supervision, ten
only have rescinded their votes and one of these has since
reconsidered and is now under supervision.
OBSTACLES TO ADOPTION.
The chief obstacle to the extension of supervision has
been of course the failure of district meetings to adopt the
article. The obstacles in the way of such adoption have
been chiefly the following:
(a) Inertia. This has been by far the greatest obstacle.
Let well enough alone; don't embark on any new venture;
what was good enough for the fathers is good enough for
the children. This inertia has found its ready expression in
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a motion "To pass the article," without discussion, a
motion which nearly always prevails.
(b) LacJc of understanding . A new venture needs much
explaining. The voters, long accustomed to doing without
a superintendent, could not understand his use. "What is
the need of a superintendent?" has been and still is the
expression of this lack of understanding. Such people are
not hostile; they only wait to be convinced. It is significant
that wherever the proposition of the state has been ex-
plained to a representative audience, favorable action at
the following school meeting has seldom failed: and there
is but one case on record when the matter has been ex-
plained at the meeting itself by a representative of the
•state, the voters being present, in which the district has
failed to take favorable action.
(c) Misunderstanding. "It is a sacrifice of local con-
trol." Of course this is not so at all. The superintendent
is given no powers, with the express purpose that he shall
be under the full control of the school board and the dis-
trict. This is sometimes an obstacle to efficient work on his
part, but it compels him to win the confidence of school
board and people. It also matches the responsibility of
local self-government to its powers.
"It will he a burdensome expense." As a matter of fact
the cost of a superintendent is seldom as much as that of
an extra teacher, and in many instances he saves his salary
outright through better care of text-books and other ap-
paratus. In the long run supervision always more than
pays for itself by giving better results for the money ex-
pended. Where the state pays one-half the salary and the
other half is divided between three or four districts, man-
ifestly the cost to any one district cannot be great.
(d) The magnifying of petty obstacles. Of course the
plan is not perfection, and if we wait for everything to l>e
I)erfection in this world before acting, we shall make little
progress.
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(e) "It all depends upon the man.'' Manifestly, but
tins is not reason for rejection. Every kind of action de-
pends for its success upon those who act. The true prin-
ciple is, If you don't succeed witli the first man, give it a
fair trial with another.
(f) "It has been tried and proven a failure." Up to
the close of the last school year, it had been tried by eighty-
eight towns, and ten of these had rescinded. Of that ten,
one has since reconsidered its rescission and is now under
supervision ; and four of the others had tried it but one
year. It must be remembered, too, that rescission has usu-
ally been carried by only a small margin. Seven other
towns have dropped out by action of their school boards.
Of these, three have returned under supervision. Three
others have been forced out by the breaking up of the com-
bination to which they belonged ; one of these has since
been redistricted. Hence, M-hile but fifteen districts alto-
gether have tried supervision, for one reason or another
dropped out, and still remain out, seventy-three have tried
it and still remain.
Furthermore, while the system has been working out in
New Hampshire, both ]Maine and Vermont have adopted
similar laws.
(g)' "Couldn't see results where it has been tried."
Very likely. Perhaps the objector does not know where to
look for results. Again, it takes more than one year or
yet two years to produce the best results.
(h) "They may need a superintendent in the cities,
hut we do not need one in the smaller towns." That is
equivalent to asserting that the children in the smaller
towns do not need as good schools as do the children of the
cities.
RECENT PROGRESS.
(a) In adoptions. During the first four years after the
passage of the law, thirty districts were brought under su-
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pervisioD, eight of which for one cause or another dropped
oiiL. During the following four 3"ears, four of the dropped
towns have been recovered and sixty others have been
added. Of the last, ten have dropped out or been forced
out.
(b) A hetter class of superintendents. Demand has cre-
ated a supply and a better class of men are obtainable as
superintendents.
(e) Better understanding of u'ork. School boards, su-
perintendents and teachers have better learned how to
work together.
(d) Atvakeiiing of puhlic opinion. Successful super-
vision in one town has awakened interest in other towns,
not only in supervision as a method of securing good
schools, but, what is more important, in good schools them-
selves. If the reader will take a map of the state, he will
see that the towns under supervision lie in nearly continu-
ous lines or in bunches, showing that supervision in one
town has usually commended itself to the people of adja-
cent towns.

















































































Towns formerly under supervision which have with-
drawn by action of school boards:
Marlborough, Rye,
Winchester, Bradford.
Towns formerly under supervision which have been
forced out by action of neighbors.
Harrisville, Littleton.
PROGRESS IX OTHER STATES.
The New Hampshire law as it stands was enacted with
the experience of ^Massachusetts alone as a guide. It was
probably an imi:)rovement on the then existing ^Nlassa-
chusetts law and the latter was subsequently modified
materially. Toward the close of the decade Avhich has
elapsed since 1899, both Maine and Vermont have
adopted laws which are iu essential particulars better
than ours, and New York is about to adopt an act similar
to that of Vermont.
In Massachusetts, the enabling act authorizing towns to
combine for the purpose of supervision was passed in
1888. By 1900. 96 per cent, of all the children of the
state were residing in cities or towns under professional
supervision. In that year supervision was made compul-
sory upon all towns and cities of the state, the same to
take effect in 1902.
The state pays $1,250 toward the superintendent's sal-
ary, which is fixed at $1,500 as a minimum.
It is said by the ^lassachusetts State Board of Educa-
tion, that during the period of twelve years which elapsed
between the enabling act and the compulsory act, there
was scarcely an obstacle conceivable which was not pro-
posed by the ingenious opponent. "The law was a sclieme
to provide college graduates with employment; it was an
unwarrantable interference with local self-government
;
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it would afflict the state with a liorde of crack-brained
theories; it would, in short, be a perfect Pandora's box of
evil spirits." Still the towns went steadily on adopting
until nearl}^ the whole state was under supervision by local
option. During the six years which have passed since su-
pervision became universal, there has been scarcely a breath
of opposition. It has made teaching vastly more effective;
it has made schools vastly better adapted to the communi-
ties which they were primarily designed to serve ; it has
greatly improved attendance conditions. It has resulted in
a great improvement in the comfort and hygienic conditions
of the schoolhouses.
It is doubtless true that the Massachusetts towns which
had to divide but $250 of the superintendents salary
amongst themselves were much more willing to adopt than
New Hampshire towns which have had to share one-half
the superintendents salary among themselves, or $750 on
the same basis as that of Massachusetts. •
The Maine supervisory law has recently been remodeled
so that it corresponds more closely with the New Hampshire
law. The essential features of the INIaine law which are
different from that of New Hampshire are : supervisory
unions must continue three years unless sooner dissolved
b}^ a two-thirds vote 'of the joint committee ; the state pays
two-thirds of the salary of the superintendent up to the ex-
tent of $800. In practice, the salaries of our superinten-
dents being ^^hat they are, this feature is not very differ-
ent from that of New Hampshire. Under the Maine law,
however, in the last three years about thirty supervisory
unions have been established. The state superintendent of
Maine informs me that the advantages are sufficiently ob-
vious to Maine towns to make adoptions almost entirely
spontaneous, and that the state has been embarrassed by
the rapidity of the formation of districts rather than other-
wise.
The Vermont sujiervisor}^ law was remodeled by the leg-
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islature of 1906. The Vermont statute is a distinct step
in advance. The supervisory unions can l)e formed by
action of the several school boards without any action by
the district. Unions cannot be dissolved until three years
from the date of formation, except by a two-thirds vote
of the joint committee. Tlie state pays $1,000 of the su-
perintendent's salary. The minimum salary is $1,250.
The superintendent has certain statutory duties such as
the prescription of the course of study, the purchase and
distribution of all books and supplies, and tlie dismissal
of teachers for cause. The adoptions in Vermont within
two years have been twenty-six unions comprising one
hundred and ten towns. The rapidity of the adoptions in
Vermont is due, doubtless, mainly to two factors : first,
the large proportion of the salary paid by the state ; and
second, the fact that no action by the district meeting is
required.
WHAT DISTRICT SUPERVISION IS ACCOMPLISHING.
In the first place it should be understood that district
supervision does not purport to be a method of revolu-
tionizing schools and accomplishing the marvelous. The
professional schoolman has occasionally appeared upon the
scene who has proposed Avith much flourish of trumpet to
produce the system of public schools which would usher
in the millennium. Such men have usually been profes-
sionally short-lived in any communit}", and have almost in-
variably done much more harm than good.
On the other hand, it can not be claimed that, in the
ten years during which district supervision has been an
established policy of the state, it has accomplished any
revolution. It has been rather working a steady and pa-
tient improvement in the results produced by the schools
as they are. It has had very formidable obstacles to over-
come, extending all the waj' from the prejudice of the
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public to hopeless incompetency of teachers. In the main,
it has surmounted them all and, in my judgment, has jns-
titied itself by its fruits.
I. It has accomplished a distinct improvement in the
regularity of the attendance of children at school. Xo
matter how good or how poor your school may be, it can-
not accomplish its purpose unless the attendance of chil-
dren is regular. Practically every district superintendent
has begun his career by patiently working at this problem.
In fifteen towns which were among the earliest under
supervision, the average percentage of attendance for two
years preceding the coming of the superintendent was 86.5.
In the same towns during the school years 1906-1908. the
average percentage of attendance was 90, making a gain of
3.5 points in 100. The average gain for the state during
the same period was 1.4. It should be understood at the
same time that the actual improvement in this item is
really much greater than the figures show. The prevailing
tendency of the teacher who is witliout supervision is to
keep her register in such a way that the percentage of at-
tendance shows up to l)e much higher than it really is.
One of the first steps of the district superintendent has
been to see that the register is correctly kept, and this step
in most ca.ses results in a lowering of the figures. Hence,
the improvement noted above is really considerable less
than the true improvement, since the lower of the two
figures in comparison is higher than it should properly be.
II. The district superintendent has in the great ma-
jority of cases succeeded in cleansing and otherwise bet-
tering schoolhouse conditions. In a very large number of
instances he found one-room schoolhouscs, and even larger
buildings, suffering from the neglect and the accumulated
dirt of years. He contrived to see that the buildings were
renovated at the outset and afterwards kept clean.
He often has found that the moral conditions about the
schoolhouse were deplorably bad. In a patient but vigor-
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ous and persistent campaign for moral decency and clean-
liness, he and his teachers in co-operation have often
achieved wonders.
In many instances he has succeeded in interesting the
teachers, children and school board in the whitewashing,
tinting and decorating of sohoolhonse walls, so that the
room has been changed from a barn to a dwelling place.
The writer has in mind at this moment, two schools which
illustrate the above.
The first case is that of a small village sclioolhouse.
I visited this school personally about a year and a half
prior to the coming of the superintendent. It was grossly
unsanitary, grossly unclean and overcrowded to about three
times its normal capacity with the youngest children. I
have no doubt that that sehoolhouse had been directly re-
sponsible for the deaths of many children. The next time
I visited this school, not quite one year after the super-
intendent's arrival, I found it clean, wholesome, still
somewhat overcrowded, in charge of two teachers (there
had been but one before) whose teaching was correct and
whose school management was sound and wholesome. To-
day, after the passing of another year and a half, the
schools of that whole community are about to be housed
in a modern school biTilding at a cost of over $25,000. The
superintendent is very far from having been entirely re-
sponsible for this improved condition of affairs. District
supervision, however, and this superintendent in particu-
lar, do deserve much credit, for it was through them that
the first necessary steps were taken.
The other case was that of a small school in a one-room
rural sehoolhouse in a back town. Prior to the superin-
tendent's coming this and all other schools in town were
in the typical condition of neglect. The building wa.s com-
paratively new and, at bottom, perhaps as good as a build-
ing might reasonably be expected to be. It was, however,,
dirty and in many respects indecent. The teaching was a
23
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farce. Within six months after the superintendent's com-
ing an intelligent high school graduate was teaching, and
learning daily from the superintendent how to teach better.
The schoolhouse was sweet and clean inside and every trace
of indecency had been removed.
Cases similar to the above might be repeated for nearly
every supervisory union which has been formed.
III. In many instances the superintendent has effected
economies in the financial side of the administration of the
schools, not infrequently, if the reports of school boards
are to be credited, saving the town's entire portion of the
salary outright. Amongst other directions in which su-
perintendents have effected such savings have been the
following
:
In the purchase of text-books and supplies the superin-
tendent is ordinarih^ much more conversant with the needs
of the schools and with the most advantageous placing of
orders than the average school board member is likely to
be. "What is bought is, therefore, bought usually at a lower
price when the superintendent is consulted.
An efficient superintendent usually succeeds in gather-
ing up a considerable stock of text-books, paper, pencils,
etc., which have been laid away in the closets of different
schoolhouses and forgotten. One case is on record in which
the district superintendent within a month of his arrival
saved $50 on an order for text-books and supplies in this
way.
The most needed lines of text-books are the cheapest.
The school board is prone to invest heavily in frequent
changes of expensive books which are not needed. After
consultation with the district superintendent they com-
monly purchase the more needed, but less expensive line
of books. In towns which are under good superintendents
there is also a tendency to use fewer text-books and to de-
pend more upon teaching.
In towns in which school boards rely upon the superin-
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tendent's judgment, I find that there has been a notable
decrease in the habit of purchasing expensive but useless
pieces of apparatus, so prevailing a few years ago. It lias
been not an uncommon occurrence for a school board mem-
ber, overpersuaded by a glib agent, to pay an extravagant
sum for some patent apparatus for the iLse of the schools,
which, in the great majority of cases, never comes to any
educational use whatever. Professional schoolmen can
rarely be persuaded either to purchase or to recommend
such apparatus. The apparatus really needed for school-
rooms is inexpensive, but seldom found.
In this day of free text-books and free supplies, there
is often a lamentable waste through the neglect of teachers
and children, neglect of the care of books and waste of
other supplies. The eifect is doubly disastrous for it is
not only an extravagant use of money, but also tends to
develop in children the very opposite of those habits of
thrift and respect for public property which they should
learn in school.
In general, the district superintendent accomplishes very
considerable savings in expenditure of school money
through his special knowledge of values aiid through his
ability to look after details, or, what amounts to the same
thing, he saves money which is non-productive and makes
it productive. His ability to save, however, of course, de-
pends on: first, whether or not the school board is willing
to consult him; and second, whether or not the schools
have previously been conducted on economical or parsi-
monious lines. Generally speaking, school boards do con-
sult the superintendent concerning all strictly educational
expenditures, although there are some notable exceptions
to this rule. In some cases they make him their financial,
as well as educational, executive. In case the previous ad-
ministration of the schools has been really economical, of
course, there is no room for any saving; and in ease the
previous management of the schools has been parsimonious,
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there will, of course, be an increase in expenditure if tliere
are to be any good schools.
Another economy resulting from the employment of a
superintendent, while not strictly financial, resolves itself
into terms of money in the end. I refer to the great sav-
ing made by increasing the regularity of attendance. It
appears that, although there has been a general improve-
ment in regularity of attendance in all schools, yet in
those towns which have adopted the supervisory plan the
increased regularity of attendance is more than double the
increase for the state as a whole. In the fifteen towns
first placed under supervision, there has been an improve-
ment in attendance of 3.5 points on a scale of 100. The
average for the state is 1.4 points on a scale of 100. In a
town having a membership of 100 pupils at an average
school year of thirty weeks, this is equivalent to a financial
saving of $47.25. In the specific case of one town which
went under supervision in 1904, the average attendance
has been raised from 80 per cent, to 93 per cent. This in-
crease is equivalent to a saving of $253.11, or rather is
equivalent on this one point alone to getting $253.11 more
value out of the same investment, and the cases could be
multiplied. The proportion of the superintendent's sal-
ary paid by the town just referred to, is $195. It is cer-
tainly not worth while to maintain schools at all unless the
children attend regularly. Unless they do so, we do not
begin to get our money's worth out of our investment in
schools. It is good business to add a little more and thus
get the full return on our money.
IV. Of course the principal benefit derived from dis-
trict supervision, in its value far transcending all others,
centers around the teaching itself. Unfortunately we can-
not express this benefit in dollars and cents nor in any
other numerical form. While the improvement in the re-
sults of a schoolroom are not usually immediately apparent,
and are seldom apparent to the casual observer even within
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a year, as time goes on and the process of systematizing
the work and training teachers to do the work is not
broken, the results become very manifest in: (1) a con-
spicuous mental awakening in the pupils; and (2) dis-
tinctly improved scholarship. Such improvements have
been especially marked in reading, arithmetic, the use of
good English and geography.
Beading. In towns not under supervision, with here and
there an exception, the process of teaching children to read
consists chietiy in teaching them to pronounce words. It
is not uncommon in such schools to ask a ten-year-old boy
what he has been reading and to tind that he answers only
with a vacant stare, evidently failing utterly to see that
the question has any point. The superintendents have
been advised and urged to make this suliject the initial
point in their campaign for improvement, for upon read-
ing depends absolutely the whole superstructure of edu-
cation. And with but few exceptions the superintendents
have almost at once succeeded, in most schools, in getting
some real reading done, beginning with the smallest chil-
dren.
Their usefulness here is particularly manifest in those
towns which are obliged to employ as teachers persons en-
tirely without any professional preparation. The teach-
ing of reading is, beyond all other teaching, usually that
about which such persons are most ignorant. They are
not to blame. In most cases they are worth all the money
they receive. With no superintendent on the ground,
they proceed in the teaching of this very important sub-
ject as best they can, and their best is usually simply the
training of children to pronounce words. In a very brief
time a capable superintendent can show a teacher of this
sort enough about the principles of the teaching of read-
ing to enable her to achieve very satisfactory results.
Anfhmetic. Under the guidance of superintendents
there has been a marked recovery of mental arithmetic
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from its long period of disuse; there has been a marked
tendency to cut down the ridiculously large number of
useless topics to the dimensions of the fundamental and
useful portions of the science with consequent gains in the
direction of thoroughness. Many teacliers, particularly
untrained teachers, have been led to reduce the emphasis
upon dollars-and-cents arithmetic to its proper dimen-
sions and to emphasize the solution of practical problems
chosen from the daily life of the pupil.
English. The aim of superintendents in the very im-
portant matter of the cultivation in children of the power
of using their mother-tongue intelligently, has been along
the lines of a more rational and, consequently, more thor-
ough teaching of sj^elling; of the training of children in
the use of language by actual oral and written composi-
tion ; of the divesting of the study of English grammar of
its meaningless formalism on the one hand and its imprac-
ticable substitutes on the other.
Geography. In most places the district superintendents
have found the teaching of geography a matter of assign-
ing certain paragraphs, longer or shorter, to be memor-
ized verbatim, followed by the subsequent repetition by
the teacher of questions from the foot of the page or the
end of the chapter. Of necessity, under such method, the
outcome is merely an unrelated jargon of the names of
capitals, mountain chains, capes and peninsulas without
the remotest idea that there is such a thing as the under-
standing through the study of geography of the earth as
the dwelling place of man.
The superintendents are working a change in this mat-
ter in the direction of the study of geography as a science
of reality. Instead of learning to recite a catalogue of
names, the pupils study first their own home town and its
surroundings, its chief industries, etc. Proceeding from
a real knowledge of their own surroundings, they are better
equipped to study in a similar way and to understand the
life, the industries, the institutions of other lands.
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I have dwelt upon these four common school subjects
not because the district superintendents have limited their
attention to these and in full realization of the fact that
individual superintendents have devoted more attention
to other subjects. I mention them because they have been
the main lines through which the superintendents have
aimed to secure more efficient teaching; because in them
the superintendents have perhaps secured their best re-
sults; and because they best illustrate the general spirit
of the superintendent's work so far as it has to deal with
teaching itself. That spirit may perhaps be properly sum-
marized as an effort to bring life into the schoolroom and
drive bookishness, as such, out; to make schoolroom work
deal with realities and to produce mental growth and ca-
pacity in children, rather than a pleasing fund of in-
formation.
V. Discipline. The effect of supervision has been dis-
tinctly to improve the condition of discipline in the schools.
In fact, in one or two eases in which towns have dropped
out of supervision temporarily, there has been such a
prompt recrudescence into the old ways of misbehavior
that the townspeople have come to realize sharply, as they
probably otherwise would not have done, the value of the
presence of a superintendent in town for this cause alone.
The improvement is probably to be accredited chiefly to
the following factors:
District supervision brings back into the schools some-
thing of the virile element which used to be a distinguish-
ing mark and which seems to be about as necessary in the
maintenance of permanently good discipline as do army,
navy and police forces for the guaranty of law and order
in society. A turbulent boy is apt to think twice if he
knows that a man will be on hand to-morrow, or- day after
to-morrow, or next week even, to deal with him. On the
other hand, the presence of the superintendent in the
schools is some guaranty of an understanding of the boy-
life of the town from a boy's point of view.
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]\Iost superintendents are able to counsel teachers effect-
ively in the direction of a more wholesome school manage-
ment. Much the same process is now taking place in the
supervisory districts in this respect which has come very
nearly to completion in the cities. In the modern village
and city school the problem of discipline is well-Uigh negli-
gible as compared with what it was twenty-five years
ago.—a result which has lieen brought about in the main
by the eft'ective introduction of more rational principles
of school management.
The district superintendent from his peculiar position
makes an excellent arbitrator.—provided he is of the right
personal temperament. He holds a position midway be-
tween the school board and the teacher which gives him
an excellent opportunity to nip in the bud those incipient
quarrels between teachers and parents which are so often
the bane of all effective school work. He is thus able to
bring parents and teachers to a better understanding; to
deal with parents dispassionately, causing them to see the
acts of their children in a light which the teacher could
not possibly throw upon them; and in this and in mani-
fold other ways to prevent all but the most serious mat-
ters being brought before the school board for final ad-
judication and settlement.
YI. Finally, not the least of the benefits of supervision
has been the upbuilding of a better educational spirit in
the community, a spirit of increasing interest in schools
and a spirit of increasing broad-mindedness toward school
matters. It has had a tendency to prevent the sometimes
bitter contentions of the different warring cliques in town.
The writer has more than one case in mind, in which
three- or even five-cornered fights were always to be
expected upon every school question which came up, where
the advent of the superintendent, without any particular
action upon his part, has had the effect of transferring
the battle-field to other than educational interests.
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It should not be understood that this record of achieve-
ment is universal. On the contrary, there have been some
cases in which 'the superintendent has proved so ill-adapted
to his work, or the school board has been so entirely un-
willing to allow him to accomplish anything, or the peo-
ple have been so hostile to the whole notion, that the
schools have been hampered rather than helped. Such
cases have been extremely few.
In general, the superintendent has succeeded in greatly
increasing the ratio of scholastic achievement in the pupils
to monev invested in schools.
TABLE No. 49.
Summary of Adoptions of Supervision in New Hamp-
shire. WITH Present Salaries of Superintendents,
AND Amounts Paid for Latter by Towns and the





































































probably an improvement on the then existing Massachu-
setts law and the latter was subsequently modified very
materially. Toward the close of the decade in cpiestion,
both ]\Iaine and Vermont have adopted laws which are in
essential particulars probably better than ours, and New
York is about to enact a law similar to that of Vermont.
Connecticut and Rhode Island at an early date enacted
statutes similar to those in Massachusetts and New Hamp-
shire, but not, I think, in any material sense an improve-
ment on our own present law.
A summary is here given of the present New Hampshire
law compared with the present laws of ^Massachusetts,
Maine and Vermont.
New Hampshire.
'Supervision a matter of local option. ]\Iust be voted by
the district. District may withdraw at an}- annual meeting.
State pays one-half superintendent's salary, practically
without limitation.
'Superintendent must hold permanent state teacher's
certificate.
Superintendent has no statutory powers.
Ma.ssachusetts.
'Supervision compulsory upon all towns.
fState pays five-sixths of superintendent's salary. The
superintendent's salary cannot be less than fifteen hun-
dred dollars.
'Superintendent must hold certificate of state board of
education.
Superintendent has no statutory powers.
Maine.
Supervision a matter of local option. Supervisory union
must continue three years unless sooner dissolved b}- a two-
thirds vote of joint committee.
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iState pays two-thirds salary of superintendent, provided,
however, that the sum so paid for the benefit of a single
union of towns shall not exceed eight hundred dollars per
annum.
Superintendent must hold state certificate. Superin-
tendent employs teachers, subject to approval of school
board.
Vermont.
-Supervisory unions are formed by action of several
school boards. No action required by district. Unions
cannot be dissolved until three years from date of forma-
tion, except by two-thirds vote of joint committee.
State pays one thousand dollars of superintendent's sal-
ary regardless of amount paid by town. The minimum
salary is one thousand two hundred and fifty dollars.
Superintendent must hold state certificate.
Superintendent by law prescribes course of study, pur-
chases and distributes all books and supplies, may dismiss
teachers for cause.
'Subject to fine for accepting gratuity.
I. Ought the state to bear a larger proportion of the
salary of the superintendent? If so, what proportion?
II. Ought the law to be so changed as to require towns
voting for supervision to make a longer trial than one
year? If so, how many years?
III. Ought the law to be so changed as to define the
powers and duties of the superintendent?
IV. If so, briefl}^ indicate the powers which you would
lodge in the hands of the superintendent.
V. Ought the law to be so changed as to fix a future
date prior to which all towns must unite for supervisory
purposes ?
VI. Please indicate any other changes which your ex-
perience indicates ought to be made in this law.
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VII. The state superintendent would be glad to have
3^ou make here a memorandum of any changes in, or ad-
ditions to, our school laws which you deem expedient.
Follows a summarized statement of the answers to the
first five questions. Question six does not admit of sum-
marized treatment and, as a matter of fact, very few
responses were made.





One-half to two-thirds, 1
Two-thirds or three-fourths, 2
Two-thirds or three-fifths, 4
Three-fifths in small towns, 1
Two-thirds in small towns, 1
Two-thirds or $1,000, 1
$1,000, 7
Wliole, 8
Subject to state superintendent, 1
Towns under 1,500, three-fourths; larger towns, two-
thirds; oities, one-third, 1
Grading according to taxation, 4
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100 years, 1
2 or 3 three years, 11
3 or 5 years, 3
Compulsory, 1
III.





Employ and discharge teachers subject to approval of
board, 19
Hold teachers' examinations. 4
Purchase text-books and supplies, 28
Purchase supplies subject to board, 4
Distribute text-books and supplies, 5
Prescribe course of study, 24
Grade schools, 5
Power to enforce all he is supposed to recommend. 2
Enforce truant laws, 4
Control of schools subject to board, 5
Full charge of school work, 4
All duties of board. 3
Meet with board to advise, 4
Fine for accepting gratuity, 2
Detine but not enlarge powers. 1
Powers and duties defined by supervisory board, 1
Powers and duties as defined by state superintendent
in report for 1906, 1




Maine and Vermont combined, 1
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Abolish school board, 1
Locate schools, 1
Visit schools and parents, 1
Have two ballots to prevent deadlock, 1
Make annual report, 1
Keport to board monthly, 1
Monthly balance sheet showing expenditures, 1
Advisory not final, 1
V.
Yes, 77. No. 87.
It is significant of the attitude of school boards toward
the principle of district supervision that after ten years'
trial only four out of two hundred answers express them-
selves as in any way opposed to the principle. Character-
istic answers to each of the seven questions are here given.
It should not be understood that the state superintendent
necessarily endorses any of the answers here given. They
are set forth in an entirely reserved spirit, simply for
the sake of expressing the general drift of the feeling of
the school boards as manifested by these answers.
"Yes. The whole salary."




"Yes. Two-thirds, so as to help the poor towns secure
better work from their poor teachers. '
'
"In some cases yes, and in other cases no. I do not
consider it necessary in cities or the larger towns that the
state should pay any part of the superintendent's salary.
On the other hand, in the smaller towns with a small pop-
ulation and low valuation, the proportion paid by the
state should be larger, possibly in special cases up to the
limit of the Maine law. that is. two-thirds of the superin-
24
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tendent's salary. For an average I believe our law is pref-
erable, but if the state pays only an equal amount to that
raised by the towns, there might not be enough to provide
a reasonable salary for a superintendent."
"The argument against supervision is cost to towns
supervised. If we can reduce the cost, we can reduce the
validit}^ of the argument. The cost is not onerous to some
towns as it is. Let the state pay as much as possible."
"I think the state should pay two-'thirds salary."
"I think supervision v\'ould meet with much less oppo-
sition in towns like this, if the state paid three-fourths of
the superintendent's salary."
II.
"Yes. Three to five. Vermont plan as to dissolution
meets my approval."
"Yes. not less than three years. A district once formed,
no one town should be allowed to withdraw without the
consent of the other towns forming the district."
"I do not think so. A town is somewhat like an indi-
vidual and does better work if satisfied with conditions
brought about of its own opinion."
"Yes; five."
"Yes. One year is not long enough for a thorough trial.
In fact, with the school year proper beginning in Septem-
ber, and the town meeting coming in March, there is little
more than two-thirds of a year left for the trial, which is
not always enough to properly see results. ^Moreover, there
is not enough permanency to the scheme with the one-year
term. The district formed this year may be broken by
next year by one town giving up supervision, and the other
towns may have trouble in forming a new district."
"Yes. Five years is none too long a time to give super-
vision a fair trial."
"Yes, for not less than five years. But I think that if
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the state paid the salary, there would be no need of any
law on this point."
"Yes. at least three years so as to give it a fair test."
III.
"Yes."
"Yes. As the law now is the superintendent has no
power except that given by the school board."
"Yes. As it is now, it is a haphazard, go-as-you-please
sort of thing."
"Yes. some of them. Why hire a man who knows and
then say that he shall take his cue from those who do not
kno^^'—as much ? '
'
"I think all school officers should have some definite
duties and powers."
"I think if his powers and duties were defined in a gen-
eral way l)y the law there would l)e much less chance of
friction in cases where the superintendent, or the board of
education, was inclined to be 'cranky.' "
"Doubtful. Festina lente."
IV.
"If any, nominate teachers, subject to approval by




"I think the local expense with the present weakness of
the law (which I think is well understood) has and does
deter general adoption of school supervision in New Hamp-
shire. If the state can be induced to pay all the super-
visor's salary, I believe that supervision would generally
prevail; if accompanied with a five-years' term, when once
adopted, would continue. This. I believe, would he far
better than compulsory supervision."
"The employment of teachers, selection of books and
supplies, and the general control of the teacher and school
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with the approval of the board of education. It should be
his duty to make the annual reports."
"Superintendent should have full charg-e of details in
schoolroom, but all major changes and affairs should be
subject to school board."
"Prescribe course of study, purchase and distribute all
books."




"The power to select teachers, so that superintendent
and teachers may work harmoniously."
"It is desirable that there should be a clearer definition
of at least a few of the principal duties of the superin-
tendent, say, in line with your circular on the subject, but
I do not feel prepared to say just what duties should be
designated. As you say in your circular, a man can be held
fully responsible for that over which he has full control.
I am not an advocate of board or committee direct control
of any line of work, as it tends to a shirking of responsi-
bility. I believe in a single head to be personally responsi-
ble for the results, in which case he must have considerable
power in the appointing and the removal of those under
him. In school management I would like the direct inter-
ference by the board to be removed as far as possible except
such amount of oversight as may show to them what results
are being obtained."
"Recommend all teachers and text-books subject to vote
of school board."
"He should meet with the board to advise on all mat-




"He should hire all teachers and they should be subject
to his control alone. He should purchase all books and
supplies subject to a veto by the school board."
"Purchasing of supplies also the engaging of teachers."
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V.
"Xo. Let the help from the state be so liberal that it
will not be burdensome on the towns and then let them
accept it of their own accord."
"I do not .just believe in supervision in a town like
•
, because we need all the money we can get to pay
teachers and pay other expenses. '
'
"Yes. If compulsory, fix a future date when it shall
be, but some time in the future as it will be difficult to
immediately make the change satisfactorily."
"That would depend upon what fixed laws we had in
regard to the superintendent."
"I always considered the lack of efficient supervision
the chief defect of our school law. I would have such
action by the towns compulsory at once."
VI.
"I think a superintendent should not only be able to
hold a state certificate, which he could do by passing ex-
amination, but should give proof that he had taught four
years successfully, for some are good scholars but not
good teachers."
"Superintendent dismissed for cause,—cause first made
known to state officers and pronounced sufficient by them
for dismissal."
"There should be some definite rule in regard to the
duties of superintendents so 'that school boards would
know what to require of them."
'
' After a little longer trial, yes. '
'
"Some people think the superintendent has a 'rake off'
on supplies, let him be subject to fine for such gratuities."
"The state superintendent should hire all district su-
perintendents, subject to a veto by school boards."
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VII.
"The literary fund should be distributed not according
to the number of school children, but according to the
number of days' attendance in each school district. The
state superintendent should hold in each county at least
two examinations for teachers each year, and no person
not holding a certificate from the state superintendent
should be allowed to teach. It would be well to have three
classes of certificates to fit the needs of different schools.
The school laws of New Hampshire are a farce and a jum-
ble. G-et the New Jersey school laws. They are the best
in the United States. Massachusetts is way behind New
Jersey in education and New Hampshire is at the tail end.
We have seven schools in town and three would be better.
But as we can only use 25 per cent, of the school money
for transportation, we cannot unite them. Give 50 per
cent, for transportation."
"I would suggest that money for high school tuition be
raised in school meeting in addition to the amount that
the district may raise, in addition to the amount that the
town must raise for support of schools. Also that the
salaries of school boards, treasurers, clerks, should be paid
by the town so that all money for school purposes may go
for that purpose."
"Any law that will compel the board of education to
act more as a unit instead of so many separate individuals
going as you please, or as you will, will tend to give all
children more equal advantages and save funds."
"If supervision is adopted, repeal the law allowing
])oards of education compensation for their services. This
would, I think, tend to give us school officers actuated
more by public spirit and an interest in educational work
than by selfish motives as is now too often the case. Though
the graft is small, there are plenty of small folks that want




'^I believe we should have uniformity in our text-books.
There should be a state committee to pass upon text-books
in the different subjects, the books to be contracted for by
state directly with publishers. Experience has taught me
the ordinary member of school boards is incompetent to
select text-books, and book agents often make the most of
this. This method would make cheaper text-books, uni-
formity in preparation for higher work (as far as books
are concerned), and relieve school boards of a duty of
which they are incompetent."
"Do not leave it optional to a town as to the number
of weeks of school it should have, but make every
town have forty weeks of school. In most of the
towns around here we have but thirty-two weeks
of school, which does not seem to me to be enough.
Also have all schools in the state use a standard
text-book chosen by a competent committee. About every
town I know about, and even the different schools in this
town, have several different text-books on the same sub-
ject, which makes it harder for a pupil changing from one
school to another."
"The whole thing is rotten and should be changed or
returned to the old system. We had much better schools
then than we have to-day, better teachers and more school-
ing at much less expense. I thoroughly believe now that
the state has gone too far in meddling with town rights.
It would be far better if they would take entire control of
all public schools and pay all bills. Everything should be
made direct charge of the state superintendent. You know
very well the expense of running the schools and school
privileges of pupils are very unequal over the state, and
the more you try to equalize the farther you get from the
object sought. Our schools are constantly growing poorer.
No girl should be allowed to teach without a thorough
course in normal school and a certiticate from the state
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superintendent. Excuse my long remarks, but I haven n't
said half of what I would like to."
"Possibly it is a matter that cannot very well be regu-
lated by law, but it seems to me there ought to be a law to
the effect that school boards shall organize as such within
a reasonable time after each annual election and arrange
to meet at stated times, not less frequently than once each
month, so that routine business may be attended to without
delay and so that any person having business with the
board may know when and where they meet. Some school
boards have no stated times for meeting and some meet
subject to call of chairman, doing business in what might
be termed a haphazard way."
"A stringent law should be passed making a contract
with teachers as valid as any other contract, and a teacher
should be subject to damages who breaks a contract dur-
ing a school year, only in case of sickness or death. I
hope to see such a bill become a law at the next session of
the general court."
"I think all towns should be obliged to be under super-
vision for five years and then have it optional or allow
them to withdraw by two-thirds vote of district."
"The truancy law should be remodeled on the basis of
the Massachusetts and Wisconsin laws. The purpose of
the law should be clearly defined. The law should be more
elastic and the superintendent given power to grant ex-
cases when he deems such excuses advisable. Two addi-
tional normal schools should be provided for, one in the
southwestern and one in the southeastern part of the state.
A law should be enacted making a teacher liable for dam-
ages in case of breach of contract."
"We find a disposition to send children to our ungraded
schools when very young. Query : Whether or not the age
should be a law? If our school laws were enforced to the
letter, our schools would be better. Have not the ability




The statute which established district supervision as the
policy of the state, euaeted in 1899, set apart $6,250 an-
nually, any unexpended part of which was to remain in
the state treasury. Between 1899 and 1905, the adoptions
were so slow as to allow about $24,000 to accumulate in
the treasury. Between 1905 and September, 1908, the ac-
cessions have been so numerous as to use up ( 1 ) the regular
annual appropriation of $6,250, plus (2) the accumulated
surplus, plus (3) a large part of the sum of $10,000 ap-
propriated by the general court of 1907, for that year and
the next,—leaving available under the existing law the an-
nual appropriation of $6,250, plus the net balance $3,741.-
46, or $9,991.46.
The state's half of the salaries of superintendents for
the year just closed, was $16,760.75. Hence, the balance
on hand is but little more than half enough to carry the
system through the current year, on the existing number
of districts. During the year, new districts will undoubt-
edly be organized. Plainly then an immediate additional
appropriation will be needed. The question is how much.
The expenditures for the last five years have been as
follows
:
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would call for an expenditure for 1909 of $19,711.19
and for 1910 of 22,661.63
or a total of $42,372.82
To meet this we have: two years' apportionment
of $6,250 each, or $12,500.00
plus net surplus of 3,741.46
$16,241.46
Clearly then, in order to carry ou the system for the
next two years, we must have an appropriation of at least
$26,131.36.
There is, of course, a limit to the number of towns which
can/4t any time come under the provisions of this law. A
large number of towns are so placed financially that they
cannot secure even approximately competent teachers, and
it is idle to talk to such towns of the benefits of super-
vision. This class is provided for in the Vermont and I\Ias-
sa.ehusetts statutes by the large proportion of the super-
intendent's salary paid by the state. Ultimately New
Hampshire must make some similar provision. There are,
however, approximately one hundred and fifty towns which
can and doubtless will afford supervision under the existing
law. This means that there are perhaps seventy-five more
towns, or town districts, which can and ought to take ad-
vantage of the existing law. Doubtless some form of finan-
cial encouragement would greatly expedite their coming in,
as in Vermont and INIassaehusetts.
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CHAPTER XIII.
State School ]\Ioney.
From the foundation of the government the principle
has been recognized that the support of vSchooLs should be
borne in part by the state and in part by the town. In
obedience to this principle, most of the states either them-
selves set apart a portion of the public domain to provide
a permanent basis of support for the common schools, or a
similar portion was set apart for this purpose by the fed-
eral government before the statehood became an accom-
plished fact. New Hampshire's public lands were given
almost entirely to private educational institutions.
Failing' public lands to set apart, other states, as for in-
stance Massachusetts, have sequestrated allotments of the
public taxes and provided for their accumulation into a
school fund, the interest on such fund becoming afterward
the permanent source of the state support of common
schools. Not infrequently the existence of a school fund
properly safeguarded from the chance of pernicioas legis-
lation, has attracted generous bequests which by their ad-
dition have greatly increased the amount of the fund as
'Originally contemplated. 'Such was the case of the Hunt-
ington bequest now a part of the Vermont school fund.
New Hampshire has never provided nor contemplated such
a fund.
The following table shows the state support of schools,
according to the latest report of the United States Bureau
of Education, that for 1906. These figures do not repre-
sent the actual present state of the case, but they are near
enough for comparative purposes. As a matter of fact,
in many states, notably ]\Iaiue, state support has been
largely increased.
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TABLE No. 50.






















































































































































































ff. Not reported separately, b. Included in state taxes, c. Included, if
any, in state taxes, d. Includes local taxes and income from permanent
fund. e. Inclvules taxes on railroads and collateral inheritances. /. In-
cludes poll tax.
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The $65,012 credited to Xew Hampshire, comprises the
equalization and supervisory appropriations of $25,000,
the high school rebate of $8,000, and the literary fund (for
that year) of $32,012.
THE EQUALIZATION FUND.
The equalization portion of the annual appropriation of
$25,000, amounts to $18,750. This sum has been distrib-
uted the past two years as shown by the following table
:
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TABLE No. 51.
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TABLE No. 52.
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Towns receiving a distributive proportion of the equal-
ization fund fall into two classes.—first, those falling
under $3,000 of equalized valuation per pupil entitled by
the terms of the statute, and second, those added by the
governor and council upon recommendation of the super-
intendent of public instruction as needing relief from too
great a burden of taxation.
Towns added under the second provision of the law have
uniformly been those towns which on account of their pe-
culiar conditions could not have even fairly good schools
without a tax rate for school purposes exceeding the aver-
age for the state. Most such towns have had a tax rate
greatly exceeding the normal rate.
Xo town has been added which was not known by the
state superintendent to be in need of such money to enable
it to maintain even passably good schools. No town, on
the other hand, has knowingly been added in any year
which had failed in the preceding year to devote its por-
tion to the betterment of its schools. In each of the past
four years several towns have been dropped from the list
because it seemed evident that they had been tempted to
relax their own efforts. In only one or two instances has
such action failed to produce a vigorous effort the follow-
ing year.
No town has been added upon the recommendation of
the state superintendent, no matter how near the $3,000
line it might have been, which could not show that it was
itself making a vigorous effort for good schools and at the
same time so situated as to make taxation a burden. It
has been assumed that the law was designed to improve
rural schools and rural towns have been beneficiaries of
the administration of the law.
EFFECT OF THE EQUALIZATION APPROPRIATION.
The following table shows a comparative study between
1899 and 1908 of the towns which have received a dis-
tributive proportion of the appropriation every year.
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In 1899, thevse towns raised $40,000.48; in 1908, $46,-
739.26. It is therefore evident that the appropriation has
not caused towns as a whole to relax their own efforts.
In 1899, the average tax rate of these towns was $5.75 on
one thousand dollars of valuation; in 1908 it was $5.22.
The average for the state in 1899 was $4.30 and in 1908,
$5.58. Hence the law has served the purpose of bringing
the tax rate for school purposes nearer to an equality.
The law has enaliled these towns to increase the teacher's
wage an average of $5.64 per month. In some cases, the
change is much more conspicuous than the average would
indicate. For instance, note the change in Dorchester,
Chatham and Stratford.
The law has enabled these towns to lengthen their school
year an average of 4.79 weeks, but here again the average
change fails to do justice to several individual towns, nota-
bly 'Seabrook, Milan, Columbia, Stratford and Troy.
In brief, this annual appropriation has enabled these
towns to have longer school years and better teachers,
without increasing an already heavy burden of taxation,
and without encouraging them to relax their own efforts.
Other towns have from year to year shared in the ap-
propriation with similar benefits to the schools situated
therein. Follows a table showing all towns not mentioned
in Table Xo. 53, which have at any time received a portion
of the appropriation, together with the number of years




Additional Towns on Equalization List, 1889-1908.
Name of
town.
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Name of
towu.
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dividual judgment should be kept within as narrow limits
as possible.
The amount provided for under the statute is inadequate.
It will be seen from Table No. 53 that while it has in a
measure accomplished its purpose it has done so only in
part. In the case of the towns having the lowest valua-
tions, it has enabled them to lengthen their school years in
part but they are still for the most part obliged to stop
short of thirty weeks and to employ but indifferent teach-
ers. Those towns which have done more have usuall.y
done so at the cost of a high rate of taxation, a rate which
the voters are not likely permanently to bear with equa-
nimity.
On the other hand, there are in the state nearly as many
towns w'hieli do not receive state money and need it. as
towns which now receive it. The appropriation .should be
made large enough at once to enable all towns in the state
to maintain their schools at a minimum of thirty weeks in
the year and to employ only teachers who are at least grad-
uates of high schools and academies.
The statute should be further changed so as to guarantee
that all towns receiving an apportionment shall use the
same to the betterment of their schools and not to the
relief of their treasuries. The history of the law shows
that few to^^^ls have shown any disposition to take an un-
fair advantage, but some towns have done so and such cases
should be foreseen by the statute.
THE LITERARY FUND.
The literary fund, so called, is the tax assessed upon the
deposits, stock and attending accumulations of those de-
positors and stockholders of savings banks, trust compa-
nies, loan and trust companies and similar corporations,
who do not reside in this state or whose residence is un-
known. It amounts to between $30,000 and $40,000 an-
nually, var^dng somewhat from year to year. The dis-
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tribution to the different towns and cities will be found in
the appendix in the table devoted to revenue.
It will 'be noted from a reading of the statute that this
income is distributed in direct proportion to the number
of children five years of age and upward who have at-
tended not less than two weeks during the year. This
method of distribution is antiquated and ineffective; its
outcome is that this very considerable sum is so scattered
as to produce little, if any, effect upon the schools.
1. It goes to rich towns and poor towns alike without
reference to their needs. The cities take about two-fifths
of the entire sum. With their large local appropriations,
the effect of even this large fraction of the literary fund is
lost ; it does good undoubtedly, but such good is relatively
little. ]Mueh the same is true of the richer towns. If the
amount now given to the eleven cities were given to the
seventy poorest towns, it would nearly double the effect of
the equalization fund. In brief, distributed as it now is,
this money does little good to anybody; if it were added
to the ecpialization fund, and distributed as that is to the
poorer towns, it would do a great deal of good.
2. It is distributed on the basis of two weeks' attend-
ance. This puts no premium on securing regular and
prolonged attendance as does the equalization fund; on the
contrary, it puts a premium on getting children to school
for two weeks and then getting them out. It should be
distributed on the basis of average attendance, multiplied
by number of weeks, which would put a premium both on
securing regular attendance and on lengthening the school
year.
HIGH SCHOOL REBATE.
Under the law of 1901, every town not maintaining a
high school, or equivalent institution, is liable for the tui-
tion of pupils who with parents or guardians reside within
its limits and attend such an institution in another town.
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In certain cases a portion of the tuition thus paid by the
town is rebated by the state, depending upon the rate of
taxation in the town.
Xo rebate is paid by the state unless the rate of assess-
ment for school purposes in the town is at least $3.50 on
$1,000 valuation.
In case such a rate of school assessment is maintained
and the tax rate for all purposes is between $16.50 and
$17.49, then one-tenth of the amount paid for tuition by
the town is rebated by the state.
In case the general rate of tax is between $17.50 and
$18.49, two-tenths ; between $18.50 and $19.49, three-tenths
;
and so on until the state rebates the entire amount paid
for tuition in those towns having a general tax rate be-
tween $25.49 and '$26.50.
Few school laws, if any. ever placed upon the statute
book have been productive of such immediate results as
this. It has made high school and collegiate education
possible to many thousands of boys and girls who could
otherwise never have cherished any ambitions reaching be-
yond the common schools. It has been a very etfeetive
part of the equalization policy of the state. It has reacted
upon the liigh schools so as enormously to improve them
in efficiency to such an extent that there is probably no
state system of high schools in the country to-day better
equipped to do efficient work than those of this state.
The amount of money required from the state treasury
under this rebating policy has steadily increased with the
increasing attendance at high schools and academies. Re-
calling that the average rate of increase in the size of
such institutions has been 10.7 per cent, annually, it is easily
to be understood M^hy increasing calls on the state for re-
bates have been made. In 1905, it was found that the
total amount called for exceeded the appropriation of
$5,000, and this appropriation was increased to $8,000.
The call for rebates exceeded the new appropriation of
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$8,000 that very year, and has now reached $12,000. The
following summary shows the amount called for each year
since 1902:
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next two years, we must have an additional appropriation
of $26,131.36. The amount needed to pay the state's half
of the superintendent's salary will gradually increase
until the state is entirely under supervision.
The state is committed to the policy of rebating certain
sums of money to the towns in payment of hi^h school tui-
tion. As advantage has more and more been taken of the
law, larger sums have been called for until we now need
an increase of $7,000 annually for the next two years.
This amount will also continue to increase somewhat, but
probably more and more slowly unless a large increase in
population should come to the state.
The state is committed to the policy of adjusting the
differences in the ability of towns to raise money for the
support of schools by distributing an equalization fund.
There is a manifest need and a strong call for an increase
in this fund. Other states are appropriating for this pur-
pose more than we are.
This being the situation, it seems to the state superin-
tendent that wise and orderly procedure requires some per-
manent source of revenue sufficient to provide for all these
various needs, and such that any portion unexpended in
any year could be devoted to the gradual accumulation of
a permanent invested school fund. If revenue aggregat-
ing $125,000 could be set aside and devoted to the school
purposes of the state, it would be sufficient to provide for
all the needs which I have enumerated for several years
to come. With a revenue of this amount, I should sup-
pose that it would be wise to devote as much as might be
needed for any year to supervision and high school re-
bate, and the distribution of the remainder to the towns.
This would automatically care for these three important
interests until the amount remaining for distribution to
the poorer towns should become too small.
If revenue amounting to $200,000 could be set aside, it
would be sufficient to provide for the carrying out of the
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entire policy of supervision, for the rebating of all high
school tuitions likely to be due under the high school law
within the next twenty-five years, and to carry out very
largely the solution of the whole question of the equaliza-
tion of school privileges. It would be some years before
the requirements for payments under the supervisory and
high school laws would reach their maximum and, mean-
time, such a revenue would yield ample returns for the
erection and present maintenance of such new normal
school equipment as we need.
In other words, some source of revenue which would
yield the state $200,000 for its public school purposes
would provide a fiscal basis for the established policy of
the state for the next twenty-five years. The opportunity
for the free and natural and unhampered development of
our public schools which such a revenue would make possi-
ble, is certainly one which ought not lightly to be passed
over. It is perhaps unnecessary to refer to the fact that
even this revenue would be considerably less than the
present state school revenue of any other New England
state. Our nearest and most comparable neighbor, Ver-
mont, according to the most recent enactment, has availa-
ble about $270,000 a year, exclusive of normal school build-
ing and support appropriations. I venture the assertion,
however, that the existing method of distributing our very
small present state school revenue, if applied on a large
scale, would make $200,000 as effective in New Hampshire
in the direction of better schools, as much larger sums are
in the other New England states.
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CHAPTER XIV.
Local School ]\Ioney.
The local school revenue under the existing law may
come from any one or all of the following sources
:
I. Money required 'by law. Chapter 88, section 1.
II. Additional raised by the town. Chapter 88, section
2; chapter 40, section 4.
III. Additional raised by the district. Chapter 88,
section 8.
IV. Literary fund. Chapter 88, sections 9-13.
V. Dog tax. Chapter 88, section 14.
VI. In some cases, ecjualization apportionment. Chap-
ter 77, section 6, Laws of 1899.
VII. In some cases, supervisory apportionment. Chap-
ter 77, section 6, Laws of 1899.
VIII. In some cases, rebate for payment of high school
tuition. Chapter 96, Laws of 1901.
The expenditure of this school money, so called, is nar-
rowly and rigorously prescribed by the statutes. The stat-
utory prescriptions are followed with varying degrees of
precision. Generally speaking, they are closely followed'
in the towns and laxly followed in the cities. Certain
items of expenditure are made obligatory upon the town
and cannot lawfully be paid out of the school money. This
applies notably to high school tuition, the purchase of text-
books and supplies, payment for flag, flag-staff and ap-
purtenances. It is understood that payment for none of
the items just named can be made out of school money, but
that on the contrary they are all in the nature of obliga-
tions which the school board is compelled to incur and the
selectmen compelled to pay.
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Our methods of raising aud expending school money
have grown up piecemeal and have many of the faults of
the process. The result is great uncertainty on the part
of local school officers and the local town officers. The
school board is apt to be justifiably uncertain as to what
payments to authorize. This is notably true in the case of
high school tuition. Boards of selectmen are constantly
embarrassed by the presentation of bills which they had no
cause for anticipating and for the payment of which they
often have no funds in their hands. The practical net out-
come is, of course, a great deal of confusion and delay
which can usually be translated into terms of actual
money loss.
I think there is general agreement amongst all school
officers who have been familiar with the situation, that the
existing methods of raising money in part by the town
meeting and in part by the district meeting, or by either
as the case may be, is unfortunate in that it is productive
of misunderstandings and probably productive in some
cases of a disposition to political manipulation, which is
mischievous.
In order to establish the principle of universal common
school education, some such statute as chapter 88, section
1, was necessary. Since that statute was enacted in colo-
nial times, the amount required to be raised has been
changed many, many times, but the method is exactly the
same, even to the wording of the statute, as it has been for
a period of more than one hundred years. The statute is
practically meaningless, since practically every town in
the state raises more than the amount required by law, and
the exceptions to this general rule are chiefly those towns
in which the amount required by law gives them as much
as they think necessary for school purposes. The only ben-
efit of the statute is that it affords a means of preventing
school appropriations from slipping back. As local public
opinion has more and more justified larger expenditures
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for public schools, the legislature has from time to time
increased the amount required by law, and thus the schools
have been saved from the possibility of greatly reduced
funds in any year. I believe, however, that under exist-
ing conditions, the general purpose of the law would be
much better served if, instead of basing the required
amount of money upon the state taxes paid by the town, it
should be based rather upon a certain minimum length
and excellence of schools. For instance, whereas at pres-
ent the selectmen are required to assess upon the polls and
ratable estate taxable in each town a sum of money equal
to $750 for every dollar of the public taxes apportioned to
such town, results would be better, more definite, more uni-
form, much better understood, and withal more just if the
selectmen were required to assess upon the polls and rata-
ble estate taxaJble in each town a sum sufficient 'to main-
tain the public schools therein, conveniently located and
with competent teachers, not less than thirty weeks in the
year.
The selectmen should also be required definitely to as-
sess upon the polls and ratable estate taxable in each town
a sum sufficient to pay all legal claims against the town
for hig\\ school tuition, for text-books and supplies.
The selectmen should also be definitely required to as-
sess upon the polls and ratable estate taxable therein, a
sum sufficient to provide each school with flag, flag-staff
and appurtenances, and to satisfy all other statutory obli-
gations for the support of schools. These matters must,
of course, of necessity be independent of any action upon
the part of the town meeting or district meeting.
All additional sums appropriated for the support of
schools, for election, remodeling and maintenance of build-
ings, for the payment of school boards, truant officers and
enumerators, in fact for all school expenses, should be
raised exclusively in the district meeting and not in the
town meeting. In short, where the distinction is drawn
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between the town and school district, the division should





"He shall biennially make a report containing a state-
ment of the condition and progress of popular education
in the state, and such suggestions and recommendations in
regard to improving the same as his information and judg-
ment may dictate."
In obedience to the law, I subiiiit the recommendations
which follow. In nearly every ease the ground of the
recommendation has been fulh' discussed either in my
account of the doings of the superintendent or in my treat-
ment of the conditions and progress of popular education.
The recommendations are made in accordance with what
seems to me their logical order of need. The first two,
however, are vitally bound up together. Tlie towns which
most need better teachers cannot have them unless there is
money with which to pay for them. On the other hand,




I. That the present annual appropriation for the equal-
ization of school privileges be largely increased, that
conditions be attached insuring the use of all state appor-
tionments for betterment, especially in the direction of
teachers' salaries and in length of term; that the minimum
school year be fixed at thirty weeks ; and that the present
statute be so modified as to remove the complications at
26
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present involved in its administration and to increase its
definiteness.
II. That the legislature authorize the immediate erec-
tion of at least two new normal schools, contemplating that
further schools will, from time to time, be established until
the state has created a supply of trained teachers equal
to the demand.
III. That the appropriations for high school rebate and
for district supervision be increased so as to allow for the
normal extension of the state's policy in these directions.
In connection with this recommendation. I further recom-
mend that some regular source of revenue be found and
set apart as a State Public School Revenue sufficient in
amount to guarantee the development of the state's estab-
lished policy with reference to the equalization of school
privileges, district supervision and high school tuition to
the logical completion thereof.
IV. That chapter 88 of the Public Statutes and amend-
ments thereto and all other statutes relating to the raising
and expenditure of local school moneys be rewritten and
condensed so as: (1) to eliminate all conflicts between the
different statutes; (2) to specify definitely the duties of
the selectmen in making assessment of school taxes; (3) to
draw the line more definitely between the powers of the
town and the powers of the district in such a way that the
raising and appropriating of all school moneys will rest
with the district meeting.
y. That the general court provide for the estalblishment
and maintenance of an inspecting force sufficient annually
to inspect every school district in the state and every ap-
proved academy; investigating all important matters in
connection therewith ranging from the method of raising,
appropriating and expending school moneys to the scho-
lastic efficiency of the various local systems as wholes;
reporting the same to the department of public instruction
and to the clerk of each school district or academv.
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VI. That the general court provide some adequate
method of appeal to some suitable county or state officer
from the decision of local school boards, especially in mat-
ters relating to the transportation of school children.
YII. That laws be enacted providing that no new school-
house shall hereafter be erected except upon plans approved
either by the superintendent of public instruction or by the
state board of health as being in conformity to recognized
laws of hygiene, and furthermore that the appropriate
officer be authorized and directed to investigate school-
house conditions, either upon petition or otherwise, and









TABLE No. I.—BELKNAP COUNTY.
(For the year ending July 15, 1907.)
SCHOOLS BELOW HIGH SCHOOLS.
TOWNS.
la
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TABLE No. II.—BELKNAP COUNTY.
(For the year ending July 15, 1907.)
SCHOOLHOUSES.
STATISTICAL TABLES. 411
TABLE No. III.—BELKNAP COUNTY.
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TABLE No. IV.—BELKNAP COUNTY.
(For the year ending July 15, 1907.)




TABLE Xo. v.—BELKNAP COUNTY.
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TABLE No. VI.—






TABLE No. I.—CARROLL COUNTY.
(For the year ending July 15, 1907.)
SCHOOLS BELOW HIGH SCHOOLS.
TOWNS.
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TABLE No. II.—CARROLL COUNTY.




TABLE Xo. III.—CARROLL COUNTY.
(For the year ending July 15, 1907.)
SCHOLARS.
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TABLE No. IV.—CARROLL COUNTY.
(For the year ending July 15, 1907.)
TEACHERS BELOW HIGH SCHOOL.
TOWNS.
Albany

























TABLE No. v.—CARROLL COUNTY.
(For the year ending July 15, 1907.)
REVENUE.
TOWNS.
422 SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION,
TABLE Xo. VI.—






























TABLE Xo. I.—CHESHIRE COUNTY.
(For the 3'ear ending July 15, 1907.)
SCHOOLS BELOW HIGH SCHOOLS.
TOWNS.
XT. ^
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TABLE No. II.—CHESHIRE COUNTY.





TABLE No. III.—CHESHIRE COUNTY.
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TABLE No. IV.—CHESHIRE COUNTY.
(For the year ending July 15, 1907.)




























TABLE No. Y.—CHESHIRE COUNTY.
(For the year ending July 15, 1907.)
REVENUE.
TOWNS.
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TABLE No. VI.—










TABLE No. I.—COOS COUNTY.
(For the year ending July 15, 1907.)
SCHOOLS BELOW HIGH SCHOOLS.
TOWNS.
s
434 SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION.
TABLE No. II.—COOlS COUNTY.





TABLE No. III.—COOS COUNTY.
(For the year ending July 15, 1907.^
SCHOLARS.
436 SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION.
TABLE No. IV.—COOS COUNTY.
(For the year ending July 15, 1907.)
TEACHERS BELOW HIGH SCHOOL.
STATISTICAL TABLES. 437
TABLE No. v.—COOS COUNTY.
(For the year ending July 15, 1907.^
REVENUE.
438 SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION.
TABLE No. VI.—















TABLE No. I.—G-RAFTON COUNTY.
(For the year ending July 15. 1907.)
SCHOOLS BELOW HiaH SCHOOLS.
TOWNS.
442 SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION.
TABLE No. II.—GRAFTON COUNTY.




TABLE No. III.—GRAFTON COUNTY.
(For the year ending July 15, 1907.)
SCHOLARS.
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TABLE No. IV.—GRAFTON COUNTY.
(For the year ending July 15, 1907.)
TEACHERS BELOW HIGH SCHOOL.
TOWNS.
STATISTICAL TABLES. 445
TABLE Xo. v.—GRAFTON COUNTY.
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TABLE No. VI.—











TABLE No. I.—HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY.
(For the year ending July 15, 1907.)
SCHOOLS BELOW HIGH SCHOOLS.
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TABLE No. II.—HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY.




TABLE No. III.—HILLSBOROUaH COUNTY.
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TABLE No. IV.—HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY.
(For the year ending July 15, 1907.)




TABLE No. v.—HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY.
(For the j-ear ending July 15, 1907.)
REVENUE.
TOWNS.
454 SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION.
TABLE No. VI.—





























TABLE No. I.—:\IERRBIACK COUNTY.
(For the year ending July 15, 1907.)
SCHOOLS BELOW HIGH SCHOOLS.
TOWNS.
458 SUPERINTENDENT OP PUBLIC INSTRUCTION.
TABLE No. II.—MERRIMACK COUNTY.
(For the year ending July 15, 1907.)
SCHOOLHOUSES.
STATISTICAL TABLES. 459
TABLE No. TIL—:\IERRIMACK COUNTY.
(For the year ending July 15, 1907.)
SCHOLARS.
460 SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION.
TABLE Xo. IV.—MERRIMACK COUNTY.
(For the year ending July 15, 1907.)
TEACHERS BELOW HIGH SCHOOL.
TOWNS.
STATISTICAL TABLES. 461
TABLE Xo. v.—]^IEERIMACK COUNTY.
(For the year ending July 15, 1907.)
REVENUE.
TOWNS.
462 SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION.
TABLE No. VI.—














TABLE No. I.—ROCKINGHAM COUNTY.
(For the year ending Juh^ 15, 1907.)
SCHOOLS BELOW HIGH SCHOOLS.
TOWNS.
466 SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION.
TABLE No. II.—ROCKINGHAM COUNTY.





TABLE No. III.—ROCKINGHA^I COUNTY.
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TABLE No. IV.—ROCKINGHAM COUNTY.
(For the year ending July 15, 1907.)




TABLE Xo. v.—R0CKIXGHA:\I COUNTY.
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TABLE No. VI.—










TABLE No. I.—STRAFFORD COUNTY.
(For the year ending July 15, 1907.)
SCHOOLS BELOW HIGH SCHOOLS.
474 SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION.
TABLE No. II.—STRAFFORD COUNTY.
(For the year ending July 15. 1907.)
SOHOOLHOUSES.
STATISTICAL TABLES. 475
TABLE Xo. III.—STRAFFORD COUNTY.
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TABLE No. IV.—STRAFFORD COUNTY.
(For the year ending July 15, 1907.)
TEAOHERS BELOW HIGH SCHOOL.
STATISTICAL TABLES. 477
TABLE No. v.—STRAFFORD COUNTY.
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TABLE No. VI.—









TABLE No. I.—SULLIVAN COUNTY.
(For the year ending July 15, 1907.)
SCHOOLS BELOW HIGH SCHOOL.
482 SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION.
TABLE No. II.-^SULLIVAN COUNTY.




TABLE No. III.-^SULLIVAN COUNTY.
(For the year ending July 15, 1907.)
SCHOLARS.
TOWNS.
484 SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION.
TABLE No. IV.—SULLIVAN COUNTY.
(For the year ending July 15, 1907.)
TEACHERS BELOW HIGH SCHOOLS.
TOWNS.
STATISTICAL TABLES. 485
TABDE No. v.—SULLIVAN COUNTY.
(For the year ending July 15, 1907.)
REVENUE.
486 SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION.
TABLE No. VI.—










490 SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION.
TABLE No. I.—BELKNAP COUNTY.
(For the year ending July 15, 1908.)
SCHOOLS BELOW HIGH SCHOOLS.
STATISTICAL TABLES. 491
TABLE No. II.—BELKNAP COUNTY.
(For the year ending July 15, 1908.)
SCHOOLHOUSES.
TOWNS.
492 SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION.
TABLE No. III.—BELKNAP COUNTY.









































TABLE No. IV.—BELKNAP COUNTY.
(For the year ending July 15, 1908.)
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TABLE No. v.—
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TABLE Xo. VI.—
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TABLE No. I.—CARROLL COUNTY.
(For the year ending July 15, 1908.)




TABLE No. II.—CARROLL COUNTY.
(For the year ending July 15, 1908.)
SCHOOLHOUSES.
TOWNS.
600 SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION-
TABLE No. III.—CARROLL COUNTY.












TABLE No. IV.—CARROLL COUNTY.
(For the year ending July 15, 1908.)
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TABLE No. v.—













































































































































































$1,273.33 $1,267.45 $1,835.21 $3,518.16 $866.67
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TABLE No. VI.—
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TABLE No. I.—CHESHIRE COUNTY.
(For the year ending July 15, 1908.)
SCHOOLS BELOW HIGH SCHOOLS.
STATISTICAL TABLES. 607
TABLE No. II.—CHESHIRE COUNTY.
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TABLE No. III.—CHESHIRE COUNTY.
(For the year ending July 15, 1908.)
SCHOLARS.
STATISTICAL TABLES. 509
TABLE No. IV.—CHESHIRE COUNTY.
(For the year ending July 15, 1908.)
TEACHERS BELOW HIGH SCHOOL.
TOWNS.
510 SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION.
TABLE No. v.—
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TABLE No. VI.—













































































































514 SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION.
TABLE No. I.—COOS COUNTY.
(For the year ending July 15, 1908.)
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TABLE No. II.—COOS COUNTY.
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TABLE No. III.—COOS COUNTY.











TABLE No. IV.—COOS COUNTY.
(For the year ending July 15. 1908.)
TEACHERS BELOW HIGH SCHOOL.
TOWNS.
518 SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION.
TABLE No. v.—
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TABLE No. VI.—





522 SUPERINTENDENT OP PUBLIC INSTRUCTION.
TABLE No. I.—GRAFTON COUNTY.
(For the year ending July 15, 1908.)




TABLE No. II.—GRAFTON COUNTY.
(For the year ending July 15, 1908.)
SCHOOLHOUSES.
TOWNS.
524 SUPERINTENDENT OP PUBLIC INSTRUCTION,
TABLE No. III.—GRAFTON COUNTY.
(For the year ending July 15, 1908.)
SCHOLARS.
STATISTICAL TABLES. 525
TABLE No. IV.—GRAFTON COUNTY.
(For the year ending July 15, 1908.)
TEACHERS BELOW HIGH SCHOOL.
TOWNS.
526 SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION.
TABLE No. v.—























































































































































































































































































































































































































+ Sugar Hill district.
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TABLE No. VI.—















530 SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION.
TABLE No. I.—HILDSBOROUGH COUNTY.
(For the year ending, July 15. 1908.)
SCHOOLS BELOW HIGH SCHOOLS.
TOWNS.
STATISTICAL TABLES. 531
TABLE No. II.—HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY.
(For the year ending July 15, 1908.)
SCHOOLHOUSES.
TOWNS.
532 SUPERINTENDENT OP PUBLIC INSTRUCTION,
TABLE No. III.—HILLSBOROUan COUNTY.
(For the year ending July 15. 1908.)
SCHOLARS.
STATISTICAL TABLES. Oo3
TABLE No. IV.—HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY.
(For the year ending July 15. 1908.)
TEACHERS BELOW HIGH SCHOOL.
TOWNS.
S
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TABLE No. v.—
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TABLE No. VI.—
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TABLE No. I.—:\IERRIMACK COUNTY.
(For the year ending July 15, 1908.)
SCHOOLS BELOW HIGH SCHOOLS.
TOWNS.
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TABLE No. II.—MERRIIMACK COUNTY.
(For the year ending July 15, 1908.)
SCHOOLHOUSES.
TOWNS.
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TABLE No. III.—:\IER.RI]\IACK COUNTY.








TABLE No. IV.—MERRIMACK COUNTY.
(For the year ending July 15. 1908.)
TEACHERS BELOW HIGH SCHOOL.
TOWNS.
*i
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TABLE No. v.—
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TABLE Xo. VI.—
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TABLE No. I.—ROCKINGHAM COUNTY.
(For the year ending July 15, 1908.)
SCHOOLS BELOW HIGH SCHOOLS.
TOWNS.
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TABLE No. II.—ROCKINGHMI COUNTY.
(For the year ending July 15, 1908.)
SCHOOLHOUSES.
TOWNS.
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TABLE No. III.—ROCKINGHAM COUNTY.
(For the year ending Jnly 15, 1908.)
SCHOLARS.
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TABLE No. IV.—RQCKINGHMI COUNTY.
(For the year ending July 15, 1908.)
TEACHERS BELOW HIGH SCHOOL.
TOWNS.
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TABLE No. v.—
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TABLE No. VI.—
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TABLE No. I.^STRAFFORD COUNTY.
(For the year ending July 15, 1908.)
SCHOOLS BELOW HIGH SCHOOLS.
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TABLE No. II.—STRAFFORD COUNTY.
(For the year ending July 15, 1908.)
SOHOOLHOUSES.
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TABLE No. III.—STRAFFORD COUNTY.
(For the year ending July 15, 1908.)
SCHOLARS.
* Between five and sixteen inclusive.
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TABLE No. IV.—STRAFFORD COUNTY.
(For the year ending July 15, 190'8.)
TEACHERS BELOW HiaH SCHOOL.
TOWNS.
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TABLE No. v.—
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TABLE No. VI.—
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TABLE No. I.—SULLIVAN COUNTY.
(For the year ending July 15, 1908.)
SCHOOLS BELOW HIGH SCHOOL.
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TABLE No. II.-^SULLIVAN COUNTY.
(For the year ending July 15, 19Q8.)
SCHOOLHOUSES.
TOWNS.
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TABLE No. III.-^SULLIVAN COUNTY.









TABLE No. IV.—SULLIVAN COUNTY.
(For the year ending July 15, 1908.)
TEACHERS BELOW HIGH SCHOOLS.
TOWNS.
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TABLE No. v.—
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TABLE No. VI.—
















































































All financial items refer to the fiscal year closed last
prior to July 15. 1908. The dates vary with different
towns and cities and nowhere agree with the close of the
school year, or July 15, 1908.
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STATE SUiMMARY.
1907. 1908. Increase. Decrease
TOWNS.









Scliools averaging twelve, or more
than six
Schools averaging: six or less




10 Number of schoolrooms
11 Reported unfit for use
l'.i; Built during the year





15 Between five and sixteen in- 1 Boys
16 elusive ) Girls
17 Estimated percentage of total enu-
meration regularly attending
some school
18 Boys attending two weeks or more.
19' Girls attending two weeks or more.
20| Number under five years
21] Number between five and sixteen
;
years
22j Numher over sixteen years
23 Average membership of all
24 Average attendance of all
25j Average attendance to each school.
26 Per cent, of attendance
27! Number in parochial schools
28 Number in other private schools. .
.
29 Whole number reported under 18.
19, 27, 28
30 Number attending public high
schools
31 Pupils attending high schools, tui-
tion paid by town
32 Pupils attending academies, tuition
paid by town
TEACHERS (below high schools).
33 Number of different men teachers..
34| Average wages per month
35 Number of different women teach-
ers
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STATE SVM^IAHY.—Continued.
1907. 1908. Increase. Decrease.
EXPENDITURES.-C'ontinued.




Rate of school assessment
Average of current expenditure per
pupil























I. Table showing for each district, equalized valuation per
pupil; rate of school assessment; per capita expenditures;
average general tax for five years preceding 1907 inclusive.
II. Table showing equalized valuation per pupil, rate of
school assessment, and per capita expenditures in order.












































































EQUALIZED VALUATION PER PUPIL, JULY 15,
1908, IN ORDER FRO.AI LOWEST TO HiaHEST.
1
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AVERAGE OF CURRENT EXPENDITURE PER
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201
STATISTICAL TABLES. 587
RATE OF SCHOOL ASSES'SMEXT ON $1,000, 1908,
IN ORDER FRO:\I LOWEST TO HIOHEST.
1







HENRY C. MORRISON, State Superintendent of Public Instruction,
Concord.
JAMES E. KLOCK, Ph. D., Principal State Normal School,
Plymouth.
Superintendents of Cities.
CHARLES W. BICKFORD Manchester.
LOUIS J. RUNDLETT Concord.
JAMES H. FASSETT Nashua.
ERNEST L. SILVER Portsmouth.
GEORGE A. KEITH Keene.
AUSTIN H. KEYES Dover.
JOSEPH H. BLAISDELL Laconia.
ANDREW JACKSON Rochester.
GEORGE H. WHITCHER Berlin.
WILLIAM H. SLAYTON Franklin.
ROYAL E. GOULD Somersworth.
Superintendents of Supervisory Districts.
AUSTIN H. FITTZ Troy, Fitzwilliam, Rindge, Jaffrey,
P. O. East Jaffrey.
CHANNING FOLSOM Newmarket, Epping, Stratham,
P. O. Newfields, R. F. D.
EVERETT T. WHITFORD . . . .Pittsfield, Pembroke, Allenstown.
LOUIS ITeWITT RECORD... Walpole, Westmoreland.
H. L. MOORE Wolfeboro, Tuftonborough, Alton.
WILLIAM H. CUMMINGS. . . tVnreoiOHf, Charlestown.
THOMAS A. ROBERTS Lebaiion, Plainfield.
FRANK S. SUTCLIFFE Newport, New London.
JOHN BACON Milford, Wilton, Amherst.
CLARENCE E. BAKER Derry. Ra.vmond.
CHANNING T. SANBORN. ... Wakefield, Milton, P. O. Union.
O. H. ADAMS Greenland, North Hampton, Newington,
Durham.
PRANK C. JOHNSON HiUsborovyh. Antrim, Peterborough.
GEORGE W. SUMNER Penacook, Boscawen (Special), Hill.
D. P. CARPENTER Orford, Warren, Piermont, Hanover
(Town District).
WILLARD B. ATWELL Stratford, Colebrook (Special District),
Northumberland, Columbia.
JAMES A. MacDOUGALL Warner, Hopkinton, Concord (Town
District), P. O. Contoocook.
JACOB E. WIGNOT Salem, Atkinson, Hudson.
FORDYCE T. REYNOLDS Woodsville, Haverhill, Bath.
SAMUEL A. BURLEIGH Meredith, Ashland (Special), Holderness.
EUGENE TUTTLE Crrmpton. Woodstock, Rumney.
ERNEST COBB Tilton, Northfield.
HENRY H. PRATT Swanzey, Dublin, Hinsdale.
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TOWN AND CITY SCHOOL BOARDS.





















Mrs. Daniel R. Wight..
.James E. Nichols
Mrs. Edith E. Lovejoy.
F. L. Ireland
David Story
Miss Annie M. Burnham.



















.Joseph F. Kimball ,




David M. Thurston ....
Eugene W. Hatch
Luther E. Dearborn. . . .
Sherman U. Cutting. . .
William M. Fulton ....
Eugene Tewksbury
Mrs. Lizzie E. Avery. . .
Mrs. Delia F. Leeman . .
Mrs. Ida J. Avery
William E. Larkin. ...
Frank T. Currier
George F. Pettingill. . . .
Fred P. Kno.x
Dr. A. W. Mitchell
William Mason













Mrs. Lizzie M. Carter. .
Willis C. Chandler
Dr. George S. Emerson.
Mrs. Lilly C. Howes . . . .
.\nnie S. Clark
Dr. Edwin D. Stevens. .
Edwin W. H. Farnum. .




Miss Marv A. Proctor.
Rev. L. W. Phillips
R. F. D., Peterborough.
R. F. D. No. 1, Milan.
West Milan.
West Milan.
R. F. D. No. 1, Gofifstown.
R. P. D. No. 1, Goffstown.
R. F. D. No. 2, Concord.
R. P. D., Conway Center.








R. F. D. No. 2, Rochester.
R. F. D. No. 2, Rochester.






















Hampton Falls. . . .
Hancock






Mrs. Julia M. Rand .... J
Charles E. Curtis
Edwin P. Jewett ,
Mary A. Wight
Mrs. Alice A. Morgan . .
Frank N. Merrill
Francis C. Minor !
Mrs. Arabelle E. Grain. . . .[










Rev. H. R. McCartney . . .
Mrs. W. P. Paige





Mrs. Stella McCullough . . .
Orra S. Lear
Mrs. Hattie A. Walker...
Walter Clark
Mrs. Carrie L. Fowler ....
Perley Walker
Henry W. Hurd
Mrs. Meora E. Loverin . . .
Elijah H. Clover
Mrs. Jennie M. Hopkins. . .
John T. Robertson
William A. Odell
Miss Lillian A. Odell
Simeon S. Brackett
Mrs. Bertha C. Ely
Charles A. Preston




Dr. George R. Bennette . .
Woodburv D. Rogers
Cora B. Wylie
Charles M. Batchelder. . . .





W. M. Davis »
Mrs. Ella A Rol)in.son ....
Arthur P. Brickett
Epping.
R. F. D. No. 1, Epping.
R. F. D. No. 1.
R. F. D. No. 1, Lakeport.
Lakeport.
R. F. D. No. 4, Laconia.
R. P. D. No. 4, Pittsfield.
R. F. D. No. 3, Laconia.
R. F. D., Surry.




























Laconia . . .
Lancaster (Town) . . .
Lancaster (Special) . .
Landaff
Langdon
Lebanon (Town) . . . .
Lebanon (HigliScliool)
Lebanon (West) . . . .
Lee
Rev. Robert A. Bakeman.
Edward C. Boynton. . . .
Frederiili C. Sweeney..,
Albert D. Howe
Mrs. Nellie L. Muzzy. . .













Rev. Frank W. Whippen . .
Nathaniel W. Garland. . . .






Dr. C. S. Abbott
Dr. A. Haven Harriman.
Dr. George H. Saltmarsh . .
Charles L. Pulsifer
-T. E. Mclntire
Miss Lillian E. Roselirook
Mrs. Ella .J. Hartford. . . .




Mrs. Lena B. Stimpson...
Leon E . Noyes




Mrs. Lizzie F. Wood
F. P. Hatch
Gilman C. Whipple
Dr. F. A. Smith









Mrs. L. May Wheeler
.
Mrs. Emma T. Webh
Arthur L. Benway. . .
George W. Cowen
Mrs. Bertha C. Henry.










R. F. D. No. 1.
R. F. D. No. 2, Lisbon.
R. F. D. No. 2, Lisbon.

















































Mrs. Adah M. Aver
George F. Gee










Mrs. Ella E. Eaton




Mrs. Alice M. Shapleigh
.
Mrs. Olivette T. Leighton .
Mrs. Donnie Wheeler. . . .
Mrs. Virginia Hagar. . . .
A. V. Hibberd
Dr. Albert W. Smith ....
Mrs. Fanny C. Averill. . .
Charles A. Langdell








Nathaniel F. Hooper. . . .
James E. French
Frank S. Lovering
Rev. W. P. White




Arthur K. Woodbury. . . .
Dr. Bradford Allen ....
Dr. S. S. Dearborn
J. J. Doyle
Harry H. Blunt








Reed's Ferry, R. F. D. No. 2.
Reed's Ferry.
West Milan.
















Pittsburg. . . .


















Mrs. Mary C. Berry....




Mrs. Annie G. Holt
Frank S. Davis
Edwin H. Taylor
H. S. Stanley : . .
Jennie C. Andross
A. C. Drury





Sherburne J. Winslow. .




Miss Lydia S. Penniman.
Mrs. Emma A. Moulton.
Rev. Albert DeF. Palmer.
Rev. Charles A. Towns.
William H. Freke





Charles E. Hodgdon . . . .
George W. McCarthy . . .
Rev. Alfred Gooding. . . .
Rev. George Leighton . .
Arthur H. Locke
Rev. Lucius Thayer ...
Alfred F. Howard
Mrs. Annie H. Hewett . .





Mrs. Florence G. Wood.
Jonathan H. Johnson. . .
Forrest E. Page
Harry A. White
Mrs. Nellie H. Prescott.
Frank S. Bullock
Mrs. Clara L. Tolman. . .
Mrs. Jane E. Colby. . . .
Herbert D. Thomas. . . .
Ernest W. Ward
William G. Bradley









R. F. D. No. 3, Winchester.













Roxbury . . .
.




















Rev. C. J. Paradis
Rudolph Kramer
John Hanscom





C. M. C. Phillips
George L. Nye
Mrs. Mabel G. Parker. . .
Mrs. Susie C. Atwood. .
Elmer B. Wallace
Carrie A. Craig
Dr. Charles F. Patterson.
Charles S. Whidden. . . .




Charles A. Greene ,
Helen L. Holmes
Myrtie M. Forsaith
Rev. E. H. Wright
Otis S. Sanborn
George A. Leavitt
Mrs. .Jennie M. Lovering.
Horace T. Grover
George M. Griffin
Harriet E. Cartland. . . .
John J. Weed
Dr. A. B. Hoag








Charles M. Philbrook. . .
James B. Evans






















R. F. D. No. 2, Portsmouth.
R. F. D., Salem Depot.
North Salem.
R. F. D. No. 1, Andover.
R. F. D. No. 1. Andover.
Hill.
R. F. D., Laconia.
R. F. D., Laconia.
R. F. D. No. 3, Chester.
R. F. D. No. 2, Chester.




















Wakefield ! George W. Morrison Union.





C. .J. O'Neil Bellows Falls, Vt.
I





Warner Frank W. Johnson
Edmund C. Cole
Harlon S. Willis
Warren Charles H. Arnold
Fred N. Upton
Scott Gleason
Washington Sumner N. Ball
Mason H. Dole
Charles W. J. Fletcher... East Washington.
Weare .Alfred Osborne Xorth Weare.
Mrs. Lucie E. Clough... East Weare.
Allen W. Sawyer South Weare.
Webster Luther C. Putney R. F. D. No. 16, Penacook.
James L. Colby R. F. D. No. 16, Penacook.
Harry H. Kimball R. F. D. No. 1, Contoocook.
Wentworth Mrs. Leona C. Foster.... West Rumney.












R. F. D. No. 8.
R. F. D. No. 3.
R. F. D. No. 1.
Mrs. Martha A. Bennett. .
Edgar Bennett
Mrs. Nellia Patterson ....
Eli C. Wellington Spofford
Kirke Wheeler
Albourne Abbott
Mrs. J. H. Spauldin
Mrs. F. W. Swett . .
Samuel D. Hunt. . .
E. W. Snow
F. B. Lewis
Miss Ina B. Parker
Mrs. Florence L. Goodhue. .
E. H. Howard Wilmot Flat
J. K. Stearns
Stanlev H. Abbott
Mrs. May K. Barrett. . . .
jRichard M. Moore
(ieorge W. Pierce I
Francis H. Bufifum.
Charles J. Fosgate . .
R. F. D. No. 2.
R. F. D. No. 1.
J. W. M. Worledge [Windham Depot.








Rev. Allen C. Keith
Mrs. .\li'^e P. Emmons...
Mrs. Sadie F. Baston . . . .



















Thayer School of Engineering
Amos Tuck School of Adminis-
tration and Finance
N. H. College of Agriculture and
the Mechanic Arts
St. Anselm's College
Rev. William J. Tucker,
Pres.
Dr. William T. Smith,
Dean.
Prof. Robert Fletcher.
Prof. Harlow S. Person.
William D. Gibbs, Prex.
The Very Rev. Leonard,
O. S. B., Director.
NORMAL SCHOOL.
APPENDIX F.
LIST OF PERSONS HOLDING PERMANENT
STATE TEACHERS' CERTIFICATES.
Teachers are requested to note errors of addresses, etc., and report the
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Addie V. Jewell,












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DECLARATION OF PRINCIPLES OF THE NEW
HAMPSHIRE STATE TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION
ADOPTED AT THE FIFTY-FOURTH ANNUAL
MEETING. 1907.
From year to year, this Association has lent its influ-
ence to whatever stands for the betterment of educational
conditions in the state. It is therefore fitting that it again
give public expression of its stand on these same subjects at
this, its fifty-fourth annual meeting.
A retrospect of the work of the last few years, gives us
ample cause for rejoicing over what has been actually
accomplished. We gratefully acknowledge these accom-
plishments, and rejoice in the educational awakening so
evident from Coos to the sea, in every line of educational
endeavor. We extend our thanks to the legislative and
executive officials who have made such an awakening pos-
sible; and we look forward hopefully to the future.
But while grateful for the past and hopeful for the
future, we realize that the needs are growing with the
years, and that unceasing effort is required to meet them.
The proper education of its youth is the highest obliga-
tion that rests upon the state. This obligation can be met
properly, only when the teaching force is of the best that
can be had, and the best is none too good. Anyone can
"keep school," but onlj- the trained educator can properly
teach. The supply of trained teachers is not equal to the
demand. The demand can be satisfied only by increasing the
supply. We therefore reaffirm our belief in the need of
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more normal schools in this state, and urgently ask the next
legislature to provide for their establishment, reminding
them that an intelligent yeomanry is the best guarantee
of peace, and that any sum of money spent for normal
schools will 'do far more for the permanent uplift of the
state than will the same amount spent on armories, which,
in the main, benefit chiefly the cities for which they are
purchased.
We recognize as one of the worst hindrances to efficient
work in our school system, the constant, almost yearly,
shifting of teachers. No school can accomplish what should
justly be required of it, unless its teaching force is suffi-
ciently permanent to put into effect a course once under-
taken; and we note with regret that practically one third
of the high school teaching force and a much larger propor-
tion of the common school force of this state changes each
year.
We believe that this deplorable condition may be im-
proved;—first, on the part of the teachers, by a better
regard for the ''Law of Contracts," by a realization of the
truism that salaries are not always the highest indication of
success, and that one is under moral obligations to a com-
munity in which he serves as teacher; second, on the part
of school officials, by an honest effort to realize that "the
laborer is worthy of his hire," and that teachers are en-
titled to wages commensurate witli the position which they
are assumed to occupy in the communit}^ ; third, on the part
of superintendents by a keener regard for the rights of
others; and fourth, on the part of all, by efforts looking to
the establishment of a state pension system which shall aid
in the support of such teachers as have devoted years of
service for the educational well-being of single communities
and to the enactment of laws for the protection of teachers
from every species of pull and petty dissatisfaction, during
competency and good behavior.
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When, in 1897, this association first publicly advocated
the present high seho'ol law, it did so hopeful of its
possibilities.
The results of the passage of that law have surpassed
expectation.
The notable increase of pupils to whom it has brought
a high school education and the tremendt)u.s uplift it has
given the cause of secondary education throughout the
state are most gratifying. Its latest results, that of adding
mechanic arts and agricultural courses to high school
curricula, meet our warmest approval. The importance
of education in the common things of life has heen too
often overlooked. The farmers' children have too often
been educated to hate the farm, and our rural communities
have thus been drained of their best blood to give new life
to the sluggish arteries of cities and towns, forgetting that
'character, not calling, is the measui'e of a man.
The artisans' and mechanics' sons have been led to look
with disfavor upon their father's callings, and the supplj'
of capable men for such pursuits has fallen below the
demand.
We therefore hope that the state will by every means
at its command, extend such courses as shall train those not
intended for professional lives, lalong the lines which shall
best serve their future needs, remembering that the educa-
tion of heart, mind and hand should keep in closest contact.
No system of education can be highly efficient in which
there is lacking a central power for determining the qualifi-
cations of those engaged in carrying it on. New Hamp-
shire's present system of certification of teachers through
boards of education whose members are seldom qualified to
pass judgment on the requirements of modern teachers, is
antiquated and inefficient in the extreme. We therefore
again, in behalf of all that is best in education, urge that
-authority for the registration of teachers be placed under
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the direction of the Department of Pnblic Instruction,
where it- properly belongs.
We note with satisfaction the millions of dollars yearly
bestowed upon our colleges and other private institutions
of learning.
We believe, however, that it is too often wealth given
for the education of the classes rather than the masses, and
that the donors forget that it is not the colleges, but the
common schools which are the bulwarks of national power.
We therefore ask the wealthy men of our state to con-
sider whether their miouey may not be more justly bestowed
upon the schools now wholl}' supported by taxation—be-
stowed, not as endowments, but as comparatively small,
outright gifts for special equipments which shall add
much to the practical working efficiency, especially of our
high schools.
We note with pleasure the good results of the system
of equalization in school taxes, by which the wealthier com-
munities are made to assist their less fortunate fellow-
citizens in the rural parts of the state.
We recognize in this system one of the surest means
for the prosperity and educational uplift of such com-
munities and thus the whole state. We therefore urge the
extension of the Equalization Fund until the school tax
shall be as nearly uniform as is practicable throughout the
state.
The value of expert supervision of schools is being
realized, and the fact that over sixty per cent, of the school
population of the state are now under trained supervisors
is a most hopeful outlook.
We believe that the time will soon be ripe for placing
every school in the state under competent supervisors, and
we urge upon the coming general court the thoughtful
consideration of making expert supervision obligatory
throughout the state, as in our sister commonwealth of
Massachusetts.
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We note with satisfaction the splendid achievements of
the educational council, established under authority of this
association, and we pledge it our moral and financial
support.
We recognize the need of sympathy and co-operation
among all the educational interests of the state. Wliile
grateful for the growing sympathy between the private and
public schools and our colleges, we urge that every effort
be made for still closer union of all these interests.
We wish to express our high appreciation of the efficient
work that is being done for the cause of education : by the
Normal School, which, under Principal Klock, has awak-
ened such a lively interest in primary methods throughout
the state; by the state college, which, under President
Gibbs, is rising so rapidly to a position of power in the
state; by Dartmouth College, under the faithful and in-
spiring leadership of President Tucker; and especially by
the Department of Public Instruction, which has done so
much to force upon school authorities in town and country
a realization of their duties and obligations, is unifying the
aims and methods of the rural schools, and has given an
especial uplift to secondary schools by means of the power
given through the high school law.
We pledge to Superintendent Morrison our hearty sup-
port and oo-operation.
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declaration of principles of the new
ha:\ipshire state teachers' association
adopted at the fifty-fifth annual
MEETING, 1908.
This Association, not only by its influence as members
and individuals, but also by resolutions adopted at its
annual meetings, has brought the attention of our citizens
to needed legislation for promoting the efficiency of the
schools throughout the state.
Several wise laws have been enacted as a result of that
effort. Now is not the time to halt. Every year sees our
registered attendance larger, bringing additional numbers
in touch with the most inspiring and the most advanced
educational thought of the state.
While we may look backward and see laws and opinions
worthy of congratulation, we should treat them only as
starting places for fresh thought, new endeavors, and more
determined efforts to keep on with the work to meet the
new conditions of a more complex life. There are many
signs of betterment.
The principle that the child is a citizen of the state be-
fore he is a citizen of his own town has received the sanc-
tion of the law-making body of the state. Such a law,
aided bj" a generous support from the state, has already
begun to show its beneficent effects in a more truly demo-
cratic education and the provision of more nearly equal
opportunities for every child in the state.
We, therefore, again affirm our belief in the equaliza-
tion law of 1899, and recommend its extension.
While we congratulate ourselves upon the large number
who have received state certification, we earnestly recom-
mend to all members of this Association the advantage of
obtaining this certificate for themselves. Every teacher
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who obtains this certificate helps to lift all to a higher
plane of recognized scholarship. We, therefore, recom-
mend the attention of all teachers to the desirability of
giving their aid to a uniform state certification of
teachers.
We recommend that the legislature establish general
qualifications for teaching in the public schools to the ulti-
mate end, that none but those holding state certificates or
their equivalent be employed.
We recommend, in conformity with a state system of
schools, that more power be centralized in the state de-
partment for the better inspection of schools, believing
that the general efficiency of the schools will thas be
increased.
Again we call attention to the lack of sufficient normal
schools to supply our own needs. Our one normal school
is wholly insufficient. Its standing is of such excellence
that only the richer communities can obtain the services
of its trained teachers. It is doing a noble work, but more
schools of the same kind and standard are needed to afford
a supply of teachers, mentally e(]uipped and properly
trained.
The increased number of pupils in our high schools and
academies since the passage of the high school law in
1901 is hard to realize. This increased number, fully one
thousand more than seven ye-ars ago, is accounted for not
only by the free preparation for college thus afforded, but
also by the introduction of 'those studies and courses which
this Associatiou has recommended, the mechanic arts and
agricultural courses.
We again repeat the value to be obtained to any com-
munity by granting permanency of positions to those
teachers whose value has been determined.
We note with pride the gradual extension of expert
supervision, until over sixty per cent, is now under such
care.
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We recommend to the teachers and officials of the ninety
odd towns which have never voted for supervision, to
m^ake a non-partisan comparison of the schools in those
various towns with those schools which have been under
supervision.
We recommend to them these points for consideration.
Which class of schools has the better organization, the
longer terms, better paid teachers and consequently more
efficient ones? Which class of schools gives to its pupils
a working command of a considerable body of knowledge
with an awakened and trained intellectual life ?
We recommend to the legislator of our state such a
modification of the present supervisory law as will render
it more stable in lorder that the highest class of superin-
tendents may be employed.
As the education of the child should be continuous
whether in public or private schools, elementary, secondary,
or college, any steps wliich will tend to further cement a
community of interest is cause for congratulation.
The New Hampshire State Teachers' Association extends
a liearty vote of thanks to all state and city officials,
to all organizations and bodies, to individuals and citizens
who have contributed to make this, the fifty-fifth annual
meeting of this Association a success.
A vote, hearty, unanimous and far reaching enough to
include not only the workers of the present but also those
of the jiast, whose sturdy belief in the principles of the
Association has made it possible by legislative enactment
for such a large number to attend.
APPENDIX H.
DECISION OF SUPREC\[E COURT
IN
New Hampton I)isiifufio)i v. Northwood School District & a.
Pupils who have received instruction under a contract be-
tween their parents and an institution of learning are
not liable for tuition fees, if they neither requested such
instruction nor promised to pay therefor.
An institution of learning which furnishes instruction un-
der an agreement to look to a school district for com-
pensation cannot maintain assumpsit against the pupil's
parent for the tuition fees. Under chapter 96, Laws
1901, a school district which does not maintain a high
school is only liable for the tuition of children who have
not received instruction in a high school or one of cor-
responding grade, and for such time as is required for
the completion of one full course.
Assumpsit. Five actions, in which the plaintift', an ap-
proved school within the meaning of section 4, chapter 96,
Laws 1901, seeks to recover in each suit the tuition of one
child for the school year of 1903-1904. The defendants
in each case are the school district in which the pupil lived
with his father, the father, and the child. All the children
had taken a four-years' course at an approved school be-
fore their parents sent them to New Hampton Institution,
one having graduated in 1901, two in 1902, and two in
1903. The school district paid nothing for the pupil who
graduated in 1901, but paid a year's tuition for those who
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graduated in 1902, and two years' tuition for those who
graduated in 1903.
At the April term, 1907, of the superior court, the ques-
tion of the liability of the defendants, or any of them,
was transferred at the request of the parties, without a
ruling, by Pike, J.
Fclkcr (£• Gunnison, for the plaintiffs.




Eastman, Scammon & Gardner, for the other de-
fendants.
Young, J. As the facts are understood, the instruction
for which the New Hampton Institution seeks to recover
was furnished to the children under a contract between
the Institution and the children's parents. If that is the
fact, the Institution can recover from the parents, but not
from the children; for it is not found that the children
either requested the Institution to instruct them, or prom-
ised to pay for the instruction furnished. If, however,
the instruction was not furnished by virtue of any con-
tract, express or implied, between the Institution and the
parents,—that is, if it was understood and agreed between
them that the Institution should look to Northwood school
district for compensation^—^it cannot maintain these
actions against the parents. Concord Goal Company v.
Ferrin, 71 N. H. 33.
But however that may be, neither the Institution nor
the children's parents can nuaintain an action against the
defendant district by virtue of any provisions of the com-
mon law; and neither the Institution nor the parents can
recover from the district unless section 2, chapter 96,
Laws 1901, gives a right of action to one or both of them.
That section is as follows: "If any town in which a high
school or school of eorrespondang grade is not maintained
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neglects or refuses to pay for tuition as provided in the
preceding section, such town shall be liable therefor to
the parent or guardian of the child furnished with such
tuition if the parent or guardian has paid the same, or to
the town or city furnishing the same, in an action of con-
tract. " The section gives parents, and school districts
which maintain approved schools, an action against school
districts which neglect or refuse to pay tuition for which
they are made liable by section 1 of the act, but it does
not give one to academies or approved schools as such.
Sanhorn Seminary v. Newton, 73 N. H. 109. Consequently
the New Hampton Institution cannot maintain an action
against the defendant district ; but since it can maintain
an action against the parents, and they can recover of the
district if they pay the Institution, the district's liability
for the tuition has been considered.
The children had all graduated from an approved school
before their parents sent them to the New Hampton In-
stitution. The question of the district's liability therefore
depends on whether the legislature intended, by the enact-
ment of chapter 96, Laws 1901, to compel school districts
in which approved schools are not maintained to pay tui-
tion of children residing therein as long as they choose to
attend an approved school elsewhere, or whether the lia-
bility imposed is limited to the payment of the tuition of
children who have not graduated from such a school, for
such time as is necessary to enable them to take one full
course. In considering this question it is immaterial when
the children graduated, or who paid their tuition. The
material question is whether they are such children as the
legislature intended to benefit. The question therefore is:
Did the legislature intend to impose an unlimited liability
on such districts for the tuition of children residing
therein, or did it intend to limit liability to the payment
of the tuition of children who have not graduated from an
approved school? It is clear that the duty was imposed
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on such districts because of their failure to furnish such
instruction as it was thought should be available to every
child in the staite ; in other words, one purpose of the act
is to standardize the instruction which districts must pro-
vide for the benefiit of the children residing therein. Since
that is the purpose of the act, it is improbable that the
legislature intended to compel districts failing to maintain
approved schools to provide more instruction than is de-
manded of districts in which such schools are maintained.
In the absence of evidence as to the faot, it cannot be
assumed that the legislature intended to make such dis-
tricts liable for the tuition of all the children living in
them, for alll the time they choose to attend an approved
school, unless districts which maintain schools approved
for cnly one course are liable for the tuition of children
who have taken that course, while they take another course
at another approved school. It is not likely that the legis-
lature would compel a district too poor to maintain an
approved school to do more for the education of its chil-
dren than is required of a district which is able to maintain
such a school. It is certain that a district which maintains
a school with only one course of instruction cannot be
compelled to pay the tuition of children who, having taken
that course, attend an approved school elsewhere. Public
Statutes, c. 89, ss. 9-13 ; Laws 1899, e. 77 ; Laws 1901, c. 96
;
Laws 1903, c. 118; Laws 1905, e. 19; lb., c. 90.
If, fherefore, the legislature did not intend to impose
upon disitricts which fail to maintain approved schools a
greater duty in respect to furnishing ins'truction than that
imposed on districts whicli do maintain them, the question
in this case is not whether a district which maintains a
school with more than one approved course can be com-
peiUed to permit children residing therein to take more
than one course at that sc'hool, but is whether a district
which maintains a school approved for only one course can
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be compelled to pay the tuition of children who, having
taken that course, attend an approved school elsewhere.
Whatever duty is imposed on districts which fail to
maintain approved schools is created by chapter 96, Laws
1901, as amended l)y chapter 118. Laws 1903. If such
districts can be compelled to furnish instruction which dis-
tricts maintaining approved schools are not required to
provide, it is by virtue of these enactments. Section 1 of
the act provides that "any town not maintaining a high
school or school of corresponding grade shall pay for the
tuition of any child who with parents or guardian resides
in said town, and who attends a hig'h school or academy in
the same or another town or city in this state, and the
parent or guardian of such child shall notify the school
board of the district in which he resides of the high school
or academy which he has determined to attend." Section
4 provides that "by the term 'high school' or 'academy,' as
used in this act, is understood a school having at least one
four-years' course, properly equipped and teaching such
subjects as are required for admission to college, technicail
school, and normal school, such high school or academy
to be approved by the state superintendent of public in-
struction as complying with tlie requirements of this sec-
tion, and said superintendent is authorized to approve a
school maintaining any part of such course for the part so
maintained." If the language of section 1, considered by
itself, is capable of a construction which imposes an un-
limited liability upon districts failing to maintain approved
schools in respect to the payment of the tuition of children
who attend such schools elsewhere, it is clear, when the
section is read in connection with section 4, that such was
not the sense in which the legislature usied it. Section 4
defines the duty imposed by section 1 ; and if the language
of section 4 is given its ordinary meaning, the duty im-
posed by section 1 is limited to paying the tuition of
children while thoy are obtaining a high school education.
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Districts which maintain schools approved for a part of a
high school course—say for two yeare—are only liable for
tuition of children for the remaining two years of the
course. The fact that districts which maintain schools so
approved are only liable for tuition while the children com-
plete the course is conclusive that the legislature intended
to limit the duty imposed by the act to the payment of the
tuition necessary 'to enable the children to graduate from
an approved school. Since this is so, the act is not intended
to benefit children who have graduated from such a school
;
and consecpiently it must be held that the Northwood
school district is not liable for the tuition of these children,




DECISION OF SUPREME COURT
IN
Laivrence v. TootJiahcr c(; a.
Assumpsit for services rendered in mailing plans for a
schoolhouse in Berlin. Trial by jury and verdict for the
plaintiff. Transferred from the December, 1907, term of
the superior court by Chamherlin, J. The evidence tended
to show 'the following facts : The plaintiff is an architect
and the defendants constituted the board of education of
Berlin at the time of the contract in question. The de-
fendants requested the plaintiff to make plans for a school
building to take the place of one that had been burned and
after some negotiations between the parties a contract was
agreed upon for the employment of 'the plaintiff. Soon
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after, t'he defendants notified the plaintiff to cease working
on the plans, as they did not wish to use his plans. He
replied that he should hold them to the contract. He
charged his services to the cit}' of Berlin and understood
that he was deailing with the board of education. In a suit
against t'he city on 'this account he was unsuccessful upon
the ground that the board of education had no authority
to bind the city. Both parties acted in good faith in mak-
ing the contract. The defendants' motion for a verdict
was denied subject to their exception.
Scott Sloan, for the plaintiff.
Matthew J. Bijan and Edmund Sidlivan, for the de-
fendants.
Walker, J. The evidence is not sufficient to support a
finding that at the time the contract was made the de-
fendants intended to bind themselves personally, or that
the plaintiff understood they did. No express promise on
the part of the defendants was made and it was not sug-
gested by the plaintiff, that the defendants were to be
deemed the responsible contracting parties. Nor is there
any evidence that the defendants suppressed any material
facts relating to their authorization to bind the city. Both
parties acted in good faith upon the assumption that the
defendants were authorized to make the contract as repre-
sentatives of the city; and in accordance with that under-
standing the plaintiff gave credit to the city. It may be
conceded that the defendants as the board of education
had no authority to contract with the plaintiff for and in
behallf of the city and that the attempted exercise of such
authority was futile. But it does not follow that the
defendants bound themselves to pay for the plaintiff's
services. Ogden v. Raymond, 22 Conn. 379, 384. The
board's want of statutory power to do what it attempted
to do was as much within the cognizance of the plaintiff
41
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as that of the defendants. Richards v. Columhia, 55 N. H.
96, 99; Sprague v. Cornish, 59 N. H. 161. The plaintiff
was chargeable with knowledge of their official limitations
;
and having voluntarily contracted with them in their offi-
cial capacity and given credit to the city for the perform-
ance of the contract, he is in no position to claim that the
defendants are personally responsible on the contract, in
the absence of an express promise by them to incur that
responsibility, unless the law would imply a promise of
guaranty that they had the requisite power. But ''where
all the facts and circumstances surrounding the case are
'known to both the agent and third party, but there is a
mutual mistake as to a matter of law—as the principal's
liability or the legal effect of the agent's written authority
—the agent cannot be held personally responsible by rea-
son of the mere fact that the principal cannot be held,
unless the agent by some apt expression guarantees the
contract or assumes it himself." 2 Clark & iSkyles,
Agency, S. 582 b ; Jefts v. York, 10 Oush. 392. And this
principle of law is equally applicable when public officers,
like the defendants, assume to bind the public by their
contracts with third parties. Their authority is statutory,
and whether their attempted exercise of it in a particular
case is authorized is ordinarily a question of law, which
the other contracting party has ample opportunity to
investigate and decide for himself. If for any reason he
is unwilling to incur that risk, an express guaranty by
the other tha:t he acts within the scope of his authority
would be necessary to render the latter liable on the con-
tract. Underhill v. Oihson, 2 N. H. 352; Brown v. Rund-
lett, 15 N. H. 360; Farnum v. Davis, 32 N. H. 302. Cases
like Weare v. Gove, 44 N. H. 196, do not conflict with this
result. It was there expressly recognized (p. 197), that
the agent cannot be held, "where the promisee, being
fully informed of the facts upon which the assumed
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•authority rests, forms his own judgment, and contracts
for and relies upon the engagement of the principal alone.
In such a case it would be unjust that the agent should be
bound, because such was not the contract."
As the reported evidence negatives the idea that the
parties intended that the defendants should be individ-
ually liable on the contract, and as there is no evidence
that they guaranteed their authority, or were guilty of
any fraud upon the plaintiff, the defendants' motion for
a verdict sihould have been granted.
Exception sustained; verdict set aside.
All concurred.
APPENDIX I.
VOTE OF DISTRICT SCHOOL MEETING, 1908.
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Showing typical schoolhouses recently erected with floor




































































Floor plans of New London School.
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Floor plan of the Morrison Sehoolhonse, Franklin.

ERRATA.
Page 39, ' ' New Hamptou Literary Institute ' ' sliould read ' ' New
Hampton Literary Institution. '
'
Page 77, total practitioners licensed, read " 51 " instead of ' ' 15. '
'
Page 107, ".Tohn W. Bowker" should read "John W. Bowler."
Page 165, "Pranconia special'' should read "Bethlehem special."
Page 226, " Anthropods' ' should be "Arthropods."
Page 355, line 3, for "jjrevailing, " read "prevalent.''
ADDENDA.




Abbott, A. J 61
Academies approved 38
Adams, Bernice M 145
Adams, Charles D 66
Agricultural curriculum 276
Agriculture and the industries 270
element of 248




Appendix A. Statistical tables, 1907 409-487
B. Statistical tables, 1908 490-569
C. State summary 572-574
D. Table showing equalization, school tax, current ex-
penditure, average general tax 576-589
E. School officers 592-607
F. List of certificated teachers * 610-626
G. New Hampshire State Teachers' Association, declara-
tion of principles, 1907 and 1908 627
H. Supreme court decisions 635
I. Vote of district school meeting, 1908 644
J. Cuts of school buildings 647








and child labor 26
Baker, Franklin T 60
Bates, W. C 61, 63
Beck, Lois D 60
Berlin High School mechanic arts course 281
Berry, N. L •. 61
Biblical Literature 247
Bickford, Charles W 61, 66
Bisbee, H. M 63
Bookkeeping or business practice 239
Botany and zoology 221
Bragg, Mabel 60
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Breeii, Mary C 61
Brown, Fred E 61
Burleigh, S. A 60
Business practice 239
Carpenter, D. V 60, 63, 64
Certificates. See state teachers' examinations.
Certificated teachers 610-626
Chase, Georgia B 60
Cheney, Blanche 60
Child labor 26
Circulars issued by department 149-151
City training schools • 323





and industrial history 242
Concord High School mechanic arts course 290
Condition and progress of education 152
Consolidation and grading of schools 158
Coppinger, Sarah 61, 62
Crowell, C. A., Jr 61
Cummings, William H 64
Department expenses . . 151
Dickerman, Luella A 62
Discipline 359
District and city supervision:
summary of adoptions 361
District officers 592
school meetings, votes of, 1908. ...... f 644
supervision, discussion of existing law with school board
opinion 364
supervision, progress of 341
what it is accomplishing 351
Domestic arts 279
Drawing and art 247
Drown, C. H 60,63
Elementary schools, work of the schoolroom 169
Ellis, Bertram , 66
Emery, W. Stanley 66
English 358
language and literature 177
Enrolment and attendance, comparative study of 153
Enrolment in high schools 159
Equalization fund 68, 381
distribution of, 1907 382
1908 384
effect of appropriation 386
Equalized valuation per pupil. See appendix D.
INDEX. 653
Evening schools 34
Examinations for teachers by state 43, 44
Expenditures per capita. See appendix D.
Expenses of department 151
Factory inspection 27-34
Failures in secondary school subjects 248
Fittz, Austin H 35
Fletcher, Granville T 65
Folsom, Channing 35, 61, 62, 64, 65
Fowler, George W 66




German language and literature 201
Gibbs, W. D 61
Gilmanton Academy agricultural course 294
Greek language and literature 196
Grinnell, H. L., Jr 59, 60
Hadley, Herbert 66
Hanson, Charles L . 60
Harris, Thaddeus W 62
Hayward, Harriet S 60
High school rebate 392




Hobbs, J. W 60
Huntress, Harriet L 144
Hurd, Henry W 66
Huse, W. H 60, 61, 62
Industrial courses in secondary schools 280
Inspection of schools 23-25
Institute lecturers 59-66
topics 59-66
Institutions of a higher grade 608
Institutes 44-66
Jamestown exhibit 67
Johnson, F. Q 60, 61, 64
George E 63
Keith, George A 65
Ketchum, Edmund ; 61
Kej'es, A. H 60, 61, 63
Kimball, Harriet C 63
Olive 65
Klock, J. E 61,62
Knapp. L. C 62
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Ladd, Daniel D 61
Lakeman, F. W 60, 62
Latin language and literature 183
Lawrence v. Toothaker 640
Laycock, Craven 63, 64
Lectures of superintendent 25, 26
Length of schools 164
Literary fund 391
Local school money 397
Lord, E. W 63
MacDougall, James A 59, 60, 64
McLane, Laura B 61
McSkimmon, Mary 61
Mahy, M. Catherine 60
Mathematics in secondary schools 217
Mechanic and domestic arts 247
Mechanic arts curriculum 277
in Berlin high school 281




Mildram, Alice S 59,61
Mitchell, Robert J 27, 34, 35
Morrison, H. C 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66
Music 247
New Hampton Institution v. Northwood School District 635
Normal school. See State Normal School.
Nurses registered in New Hampshire 139-143
registration law 134




Physicians registered in New Hampshire 104-133
Physics and chemistry 218
Physiology 227
Plimpton, George L 66
Political economy , 247
Population, the influence of secondary schools upon movements of.... 261
Pray, Lucie E 63
Prince, John T 65
Private schools 608
approved as academies 38
Psychology 248
Recommendations of superintendent 401
Regent of state board of medical examiners, report of 69-143
Registered nurses 139-143
Registered physicians 104-133
Reynolds, F. T 61
INDEX, 655
Roberts, H. S 64
Thomas A 61, 63, 64
Rolfe, Joseph H 34, 35
Routine work of oflSce 144
Rundlett, L. J 60
Sanborn, Channing 60
Henry C 60, 61, 63, 64
Scales, Burton T 61
School assessment per pupil. See appendix D.
district officers 592-607
vote in 1908. See appendix I.
Schoolhouse cuts. See appendix J.
School money 379
local 397
Schoolroom, work of the 169, 176
School supervision. See supervision.




list of 38, 39, 40, 41
statistics of 252-261
work of the schoolroom 176
Sheridan, Bernard M 63
Silver, E. L 59, 60, 61, 63
Sisk, R. J 59, 63, 64
Slayton, W. H 59, 62, 64
Small, "Walter H 63
Smart, M. C 62
Smith, Payson 63
Willis 60, 62
Spoflford, A. Keith 62
Starling, Maud 59
State aid to towns, 1907 382
1908 384
State Normal School 302
its relation to public schools 315
showing distribution by counties of pupils 326
the need of more 322
what other states are doing 330
terms of admission and graduation 313
school money 379
Teachers' Association, declaration of principles of 627
examinations
. . . . 43, 44
Statistical tables, 1907. See appendix A.
1908. See appendix B.
Stenography and typewriting 235
Stone, Mason S 65
Superintendent of public instruction, appointments of 6-22
recommendations of 401
Supervision 342^
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Supervisory unions 42
Supreme court decisions. See appendix- H.
Sutcliffe, Frank S 60, 64, 65
Sweeney, Ella L 59
Tax (average for all purposes). See appendix D.
Taylor, F. W 61
Teachers' Institutes 44-66
Teaching force, securing an efficient 334
Thyng, J. Warren 61
Toothaker, O. H 66
Trained nurses, registration of 134
Training schools. See city training schools.
Frederick, Helen F 63
Truancy 34-37
Tufts, James A 66
Typewi'iting 235
Vacation employment 33
Vocation, the influence of secondary schools upon 261
Walker, Harry E 63
Whitcher, George H 59, 61, 62, 64, 287
Williams, Jessie M 145
Winch, George 61, 62, 66
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TWENTY-NINTH REPORT OF THE BOARD OF
TRUSTEES OF THE NEW HAMPSHIRE COLLEGE
OF AGRICULTURE AND THE MECHANIC ARTS
FOR THE TWO YEARS ENDING AUGUST 31,
1908.
To His Excellency the Governor- and the Honorable Senate and
House of Representatives of New Hampshire.
DuBHAM, N. H., September 1, 190S.
I have the honor of transmitting herewith the report of the
New Hampshire College of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts
for the two years ending August 31, 1908.
Yours respectfully,
CHARLES W. STONE,
President of the Board of Trustees.
REPORT OF THE PRESIDENT
Durham, N. H., September 1, 1908.
Hon. Charles W. Stone, President of the Board of Trustees:—
Sik:—This biennial report contains the following:
First. Detailed statements as to the financial condition and
transactions of the College from July 1, 1906 to August 31,
1908, including the annual reports submitted to the United States
Government, covering the administration of the Morrill, Hatch,
and Adams funds. All financial reports have been audited by
the College auditor and approved by the Board of Trustees. In
addition, all reports of funds appropriated by the United States
Government have been approved by government officials desig-
nated for that purpose.
Second. The College catalog.
Third. The 19th and 20th annual reports of the Agricultural
Experiment Station, covering the two fiscal years July 1, 1906 to
June 30, 1908 and the work of the station to September 1, 1908.
Fourth. Meteorological records July 1, 1906 to June 30, 1908.
NEW BUILDINGS.
Library.—Since the publication of the last biennial report
the new Hamilton Smith Public Library of the New Hampshire
College has been completed and equipped. The building is
located on the high ground north-east of Thompson Hall and is
one of the most beautiful and imposing buildings on the campus.
It is of red pressed brick with buff Indiana trimmings and slate
roof. It has ample reading and reference rooms, also seminar
and study rooms and a large historical collection room, besides
librarians' offices and a three story stack room with a capacity
of sixty thousand volumes. The building cost $32,888 of which
Mr. Andrew Carnegie furnished $20,000 and the Hamilton Smith
estate of Durham $12,888. The equipment, costing $8,500, was
provided by legislative appropriation. The consolidated library
also receives the benefit' of the invested funds of the Durham
Library Association, and of the Durham Public Library. The
library contains 23,000 volumes and is managed and maintained
by the college for the free use of faculty, students, and citizens
of Durham.
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Smith Hall.—New Hampshire College is co-educational and
has always admitted men and women upon equal terms. How-
ever, the attendance of young women has been comparatively
small owing to the impossibility of providing suitable homes for
them in Durham. This difficulty has been now overcome by the
erection of Smith Hall, occupied September, 1908, with a compe-
tent matron in charge. This building was made possible by the
generosity of Mrs. Shirley Onderdonk, of Durham, who gave
116,000 as a memorial to her mother, Mrs. Alice Hamilton Smith.
The balance of the cost, $10,000, was provided by the state.
Smith Hall is a three and one-half story brick building, 86
feet long by 36 feet deep, built in "old English" style, with
granite trimmings and gable roof, having a square vestibule
projection over the main entrance and a piazza around the west
end and a part of the north side. The main entrance faces the
south and opens into a large hall-way.
On the right of the entrance is the dining room and to the
left a handsome reception room. In the rear of the reception
room are the office and apartments of the matron; back of the
dining room are the serving room, kitchen and pantry. In the
basement are the boiler room, trunk room, drying room, laundry,
and rootns for storage and fuel. The second and third floors are
for student accommodations, each floor being equipped to
accommodate sixteen students, and provided with toilet rooms
and baths (shower and tub).
The building is heated by steam and lighted by electricity.
The interior finish is stained cypress, with hard wood floors.
The doi'mitory presents a fine appearance, and is a splendid
addition to the college plant. In the future our women students
will find, in Smith Hall, as comfortable and pleasant college
accommodations as are provided anywhere in New England.
GIFTS.
Since the publication of the last biennial report the following
gifts have been made to the College:
Andrew Carnegie, New York, Library $20,000.00
Hamilton Smith Estate, Durham, N. H., Library 12,888.00
Mrs. Shirley Onderdonk, Durham, N. H., Woman's
building 16,000 . 00
Robert P. Bass, Peterboro, N. H., Student loan fund. . 25.00
Pearson Estate, Concord, N. H., Student loan fund... 600.00
Total $49,513.00
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Chemistry. Given a new engineering building the whole Qf
Conant Hall, the science building, would be set apart for Chem-
istry. Even with this arrangement only the immediate needs of
the Chemical Department would be provided for.
An engineering building is absolutely necessary if we are to
do creditable work in these important departments.
Water Supply and Sewerage.—The college buildings are now
supplied with water from an open reservoir which furnishes an
abundance of water suitable for boilers, watering plants and for
fire protection. However, it is wholly unfit, and is not used, for
drinking purposes. Drinking water is carried from nearby
springs. Probably the boring of two or more wells near the
power house would provide sufficient pure water for all ordinary
college uses, leaving the reservoir water in reserve to be used in
case of fire. The college needs pure water not only for drinking
but for laboratory purposes as well.
The lack of a sewerage system in the village is a menace to the
health of students and townspeople alike. Provision should be
made at once for co-operation between the college and the village
to remedy this evil.
Repairs of Buildings.—Many of the college buildings are badly
in need of paint and other repairs. At least $1,000 should be
spent on them next summer.
Grading.—The grading at the Library, Smith Hall, and Gym-
nasium has not been completed owing to the lack of funds. Pro-
vision should be made for these improvements at an early date.
Agricultural Department.—The Agricultural depairtment is
in great need of a piggery, a manure shed, and additional live
stock.
Dynamo.—The dynamo which now supplies light for our build-
ings has been entirely outgrown. It has a capacity of but 500
lights. We have 1,200 lights in our buildings.
Athletic Field.—The athletic field has a good natural location
but needs improving. A running track, covered grand stand,
and a fence should be provided.
REPORTS OF HEADS OF DEPARTMENTS.
Department of Mathematics.
The most urgent need of the Mathematics Department is an
assistant who shall devote his whole time to this specialty.
Hitherto assistants in other depaitments have been drafted to
hear special classes in mathematics. The work has been frag-
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mentary and secondary, and the best results impossible. An
instructor in mathematics should have special training in his
subject and should be selected with reference to his ability to
teach such special subject. Moreover, a thorough inspection of
students' examples and tests requires more work than can pos-
sibly be done by the present teaching force.
The equipment for surveying will necessarily be increased the
present year by the addition of a transit; other instruments will
be required in the near future for our enlarged classes.
C. H. PETTEE,
Professor of Mathematics.
Department of History and Political Economy.
The Department of History and Political Economy was estab-
lished as the result of certain changes made about fourteen years
ago. In the work of the department were included several new
courses and several old courses which I had given for about
fifteen years. Among the latter were a course in Political Econ-
omy, a course in American Constitutional Law, a course in Busi-
ness Law, and a course in American Literature. The larger part
of the courses in History either was intended for preparatory
students, or represented the work now done in good high schools.
Gradually the elementary courses in History have been re-
placed by advanced work suitable for students who have had
the excellent historical courses now given in New Hampshire high
schools. Also various changes have made the work of the de-
partment about fifty per cent, greater than it was when it was
established.
The work of the department includes courses frequently di-
vided among the departments of Economics, Political Science,
European History and American History. In teaching nearly
every one of the courses now given, there is need of persistent
study and extensive reading. Under the present conditions of
college work no one instructor can do justice to more than a part
of them.
The present courses in American History, American Litera-
ture and American Constitutional Law compare fairly well with
those given in the average New England college. The courses
in European History allow the student to take the subject for
two years. As the high schools now give three years to European
History and as this college may be expected to prepare teachers
for high school work, the courses in European History should, at
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the least, be doubled. In fact, it is not unlikely that in a few
years it may become necessary to establish a Department of
European History.
There is need of additional courses in Political Science and
particularly in Economics. The number of such courses that
may be needed will depend somewhat upon the number of stu-
dents desiring a General Course. I expect a large increase in
the number of such students and in particular in the number of
women students.
The number of students in my department this semester is




Professor of History and Political Economy.
Department of Organic Chemistry.
The department is in good condition at the present time and
its immediate needs for the work in hand are small. A steam-
bath and drying-oven in the Organic Laboratory would facilitate
the work of the students in laboratory practice, as they are now
obliged to use the outfit in the Quantitative Laboratory. Such
an outfit would cost about $G0 besides the labor and piping neces-
sary for installation.
The most important need of the department is facilities for
expansion. At the present time it is giving only required courses
to Chemical and Agricultural students, some of which are also
elective for General Course students. The number of students
averages a little over one-third of each sophomore and junior
class. There should be opportunity foi- elective courses for the
Chemical students, since there is an enormous amount of ma-
terial in pure and technical organic chemistry.
There is also no dividing line between organic chemistry and
the subjects of plant and animal nutrition, for the advanced study
of which the Agricultural students should have opportunities.
The department also carries the courses in Chemistry and
Fertilizers of the Two Year Course. The lack of room is es-
pecially manifest with these classes in all attempts to arrange




Professor of Organic Chemistry.
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Department of Inorganic Chemistry.
I desire to report that the Chemical Department of the college
is in excellent condition and is crowded to the full extent of its
capacity. In fact the greatest need which we have at the present
time is larger laboratories and more facilities to meet the
demand put upon us.
As is well known to those who are interested in the inatitution,
the Chemical Department has been obliged for some years past to
limit the number of students who can take up its special work
owing to the fact that the state has not provided sufficient labora-
tory facilities and appliances to meet the demand. We are limited
in the number of students we can handle simply by the number
of laboratorj' desks which are available for use. At the present
time there are thirty-six desks in the Qualitative Laboratory and
there are many more students than desks, so that the instructoi'S
are worked at odd hours and many makeshifts have to be
adopted to enable the students to procure the work whic)\ is
required in their various courses.
In the Advanced Laboratory we are able now to take only such
men as have selected the Chemical Course and we are obliged to
limit these men to six from each class. It is highly desirable
that men in other courses should have the privilege of electing a
certain amount of advanced chemical work if they so desire,
which is now denied them. This condition is not, hoAvever,
unique in the Chemical Department, for all of the Engineering
Departments are crowded with students to an extent incompati-
ble with the facilities for properly handling their work.
Except for this crowded condition I feel that the Chemical
Department is in fairly good condition. Its graduates are re-
ceived for full post-graduate standing in any of the universities
of the country, although the majority immediately go out into
lucrative positions. In spite of the present depression in busi-
ness, there is only one graduate of this department who is
unemployed.
In addition to the teaching work the members of the staff and
the Senior students have interested themselves so far as time
would permit in research upon new chemical problems and a
number of articles have been considered worthy of publication in
our leading chemical journals, both at home and abroad.
The specific needs of the department are more laboratory
space and lecture rooms for our present work and the apparatus
and facilities which would be lequired tberefcr. It is also hoped
that at no distant date the Trustees may find resources to eS'
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tablish an Assistant Professorship in Physical Chemistry Avith
a laboratory fitted out to do more work along this line, which




Professor of Inorganic Chemistry.
Report of Agronomy Department.
On July 1st of this year the Department of Agriculture was
subdivided into the Departments of Agronomy and Animal Hus-
bandry. This division has been for the best interests of both
departments since more detailed supervision can be given to the
respective lines of work.
The work of the Agronomy Department is concerned mainly
with soils, fertilizers and the production of field crops upon the
college farm, together with the instruction given in these sub-
jects in the regular collegiate and two year courses.
The college farm which is the practical laboratory for most of
the courses of instruction consists of approximately 300 acres.
Of this area about 30 acres are comprised in the college campus
and athletic field. About 20 acres are used by the Horticultural
Depai'tment and of the remaining 250 acres about 80 are in pas-
ture, 70 in forest and 100 in tillable land. All of the arable
fields are gradually increasing in productiveness and are now
in a much, b-^tter state of fertility than when the college first
took possession of them eighteen years ago. From the fields
where about forty tons of hay were cut at that time over one
hundred tons are cut now.
Within the past four years a considerable amount of material
and labor has been expended in the work of permanent farm
improvement, such as the establishment of uniform size plots
for experiment purposes, the laying out of farm roads, the
removal of rocks, stumps and old stone walls, the construc-
tion of drains and ditches, the building of new fences and suita-
able housing quarters for a flock of 100 sheep. More than a
mile of farm roads have been constructed which not only aid
in the improvement of the farm but add greatly to the conven-
ience of conducting field tests. Many of the old stone walls
which divided the farm into small, irregular shaped fields have
been removed and where possible, used in the construction of the
roads. The size and shape of most of the fields have been altered
so that a definite system of rotation can be followed, and in thia
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rearrangement much of the rough stony land formerlj^ contained
in fields has been thrown into pastures. Many of the open
ditches which divided the fields and hindered cultivation have
been closed with stones or tile, and in the entire work of
drainage about two miles of tile have been used.
During the past two years a separate account of permanent farm
improvements has been kept which shows that from July 1,
1906 to July 1, 1907, $1,092.04 and from July 1, 1907 to July 1,
1908, $1,57G.01, a total in the two years of $2,668.05, was ex-
pended for this purpose. This work of improvement has just
been well begun and continued funds and effort should be devoted
to it in the future if the farm is to be made what a college farm
ought to be.
Since it is the policy of the farm management to produce on
the farm itself as much as possible of the hay and grain con-
sumed by the live stock, and since the amount of land which Is
suitable for grain crops, especially field tests of them, is limited,
and further because a considerable area has recently been
apportioned for sheep pasturage, it is highly desirable that 20
or 30 acres additional tillable land be purchased or leased.
One of the most pressing and immediate needs of the Farm De-
partment is a new horse barn with basement for the housiag of
wagons and implements. The old horse barn has stood the
weather of almost countless summers and winters and is now in
such a condition that repairs on it are a matter of false economy.
Another urgent need is the construction of two or three farm
houses in which the farm laborers can live. At the present time
one teamster lives a half mile from the college buildings and
another more than three-quarters of a mile. During the past
two years the farm foreman has had to live a full mile from his
work. It is not for the best interests of the department to
have its laborers living so far from their work for more reasons
than one. In view of the fact that there are no houses in the
village within a reasonable distance of the college which a farm
laborer can afford to rent, it would seem like a good investment
for the college to build dwellings of a modest design and reason-
able cost ana rent them to its workmen at a rate paying the
interest on the investment.
Another need not of this department in particular, but of the
whole Agricultural Department in general, is a suitable and
permanent meeting place for the three agricultural societies,
namely, the Agricultural Club, the Alpha Zeta fraternity and the
Alpha Tau Alpha society of the two-year students. The fraternal,
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social aud literary spirit embodied iu these organizations is of
much value and Importance to the students and should be en-
couraged in every way possible. The original plan of our agri-
cultural building was to have the third story fitted and furnished
as suitable quarters for these societies but up to the present
time the work has not been done. It is estimated that about




I beg to present the following report of the Department of
Zoology.
Instruction.—The classes given instruction during the year
1907-'0S were as follows:—
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frequency of attendance of the class makes it difficult to hold the
attention of the student and arouse his interest. It is a question
whether Zoology 1 and 3, required in the Agricultural Course,
might not better be made elective and then more time allowed to
those electing the course.
Equipment.—When the writer assumed charge of the depart-
ment four years ago the Zoological collections were scattered
around on open shelves and the geological collection was packed
away. It has been my policy to secure cases and repair, re-
mount, and label all specimens worthy of preservation as fast
as the meagre funds of the department would permit. About
$400 has been spent for cases, so that all the perishable specimens
are in tight cases, though badly crowded. All specimens have
been labelled and catalogued. The geological collection has been
labelled, with each specimen in a tray and for the most part placed
in a large case of drawers. Several more glass front wall cases
are needed to house the collections now arranged on temporary
shelving. The north-east room on the second floor of Thompson
Hall, formerly occupied by the Drawing Department has been ar-
ranged as a museum room in which recitations are also held. The
north-west room of the basement of Thompson Hall has been fitted
as a laboratory for student work with spraying apparatus. All
recitations are now held in the laboratory or in the museum
room, neither of which are adapted for the purpose. In the near
future a separate recitation room will be absolutely necessary.
The stereopticon is a most valuable aid in lectures, but until
some arrangement can be made whereby electric power may be
had more conveniently than at present, it is impracticable to
make much use of it. Attention should also be called to the
water supply, which is so filthy that it can be used only for
cleaning purposes and often is totally unfit for photographic
work, causing annoying inconvenience.
The department needs considerably more equipment by way of
charts, models, and specimens, all of which will be secured as
soon as funds may be made available. I would respectfully re-
quest that if possible the appropriation for the work of the
department be somewhat increased over that of 1907-'08, in con-




Professor of Zoology and Entomology.
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Department of Physics.
The work of the Physics Department natuially falls under two
heads:—
(a) The arrangement of studies and laboratory work to meet
the needs of students who intend to become teachers of
either physics or chemistry or both.
(b) To meet the needs of students who intend to take a
course in pure science, whether it be with a view of con-
tinuing such a course after graduation or as a matter
of training, or as a preparation to teach either physics or
mathematics, or both.
The common features of both these subdivisions are a study of
mathematics beyond the requirements of any of our present
courses, as well as a thorough and consecutive study of the
various branches of physics.
Under Class (a).
Inorganic, organic, theoretical and analytical chemistry, as
well as the subdivisions of electro-chemistry are prominent
and are absolutely necessary if a student is to be fitted to
engage in the electro-chemical and electro-metallurgical
industries.
This class requires a thorough grounding in electrical and
chemical subjects, such as theoretical electricity including both
direct and alternating current phenomena, an extended course In
electrical measurements and testing, and a course in generator
and motor testing with practice in handling machines for power
distribution.
The chemical studies include analytical, theoretical, organic
and industrial. Short courses in gas analysis, assaying, metal-
lurgy, metallurgical laboratory, mechanism and steam engineer-
ing are included.
Under applied electro chemistry the student must be made
familiar with the methods of handling electrolytic processes for
deposition of metals, the care and use of storage batteries, the
underlying principles and the construction and use of electric
furnaces for the roasting and reduction of metals.
Under Class (b).
Upon the completion of the course in general physics, the
subject is approached in detail from a theoretical and experi-
mental side, and the courses being continuous are treated from
a mathematical point of view.
The experimental work of this course should cover the greater
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part of three years, and should be mainly devoted to physical
measurements and investigations.
The laboratory work to be covered should be arranged so that
each portion should be sufficiently isolated from any other that
reliable results may be attained.
To do this provision should be made for laboratories as
follows:
1. Laboratory for the study of the mechanics of solids, liquids
and gases.
2. Heat Laboratory. Thermometry and Calorimetry; Coefficients
of Expansion and Conduction; Vapor Pressures; Heating values
of coals, fuels, etc.; Temperatures of kilns, flue gases, furnaces,
etc.; Metallurgical Applications of Heat to Reduction Processes
for reactions', etc.; Electrical Thermometry; Heat resisting ma-
terials, etc.
3. Light Laborator3^ Gas Photometry, Lenses and Lens Combi-
nations, microscopes, etc; Spectrum Analysis,—pneumatic diffrac-
tion and interference phenomena; Photographic methods, etc.
Polarization of Light; Study of Light Waves, etc.; Electro Mag-
netic Theory of Light.
4. Elementary Electrical and Magnetic Laboratory.*
Rooiis AND Offices Needed.
1. Physical Lecture Room—seating 300.
Sliding lecture desks — from lecture preparation room.
Darkened by blinds; connected to steam and air pressure
supplies; current mains, etc.
2. Apparatus and Lecture Preparation Rooms—for
Mechanics ^
^^^^
I 2 rooms, each
Light } OQ, ^y 40,
Sound
I
Electricity and Magnetism J
3. Physical Laboratory Rooms
—
1. Mechanics, 1 room, 60' by 30'.
2. Heat, 2 rooms, each 30' by 20'.
3. Light, 2 rooms, each 30' by 20'.
4. Sound, 1 room, 30' by 20'.
5. Electricity and Magnetic Measurements, 1 room, 50'
by 30'.
*Resistance measurements, e.in.fs. currents, polarization of cells, calibration of
simple instruments for Chemical and Engineering students, electrostatic phenom-
ena applied electro chemistry, study of accumulators, electro deposition, electric
furnaces, electric discharges, radioactivity, magnetic phenomena.
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These rooms should be connected to power, gas and water sup-
plies, and have solid pillars, etc., where needed.
4. Storage Battery Room, 30' by 15'.
5. Library and Reading Rooms, 2 rooms, each 30' by 20'.
6. Photographic Room, 20' by 15'.
7. Workshop—30' by 20'.
8. Machinery Room—tor small dynamos, motors, etc.
Substantial equipment of the Laboratories. "Workshop, Ma-
chinery rooms, etc., is absolutely imperative in order that the





I have the honor to submit the following report of the condi-
tions and needs of the Military Department of this college, viz:—
CoNniTiox:—The following is from the official inspection report
of Captain Peter C. Harris, General Staff, U. S. Army, dated May
25, 1908:—
"The military exercises included review, inspection, parade,
company and battalion drill in close and extended order. The
review and other ceremonies were well executed. The cadets
march with good military step and preserve good alignment.
* * * The arms and equipments were in good condition. The
uniforms, with few exceptions, were neat and in very good con-
dition. The close order battalion drill was very good and the ex-
tended order fairly good. The improvement noted in the report
of last inspection has continued throughout the year."
In the three years I have been on duty here, the student feel-
ing has changed from antipathy to pride and Interest in things
military. Instead of drudgery, the great majority of students,
all, in fact, of the thinking students take pleasure in military
work. Interest in rifle practice is keen as shown by the fact
that over 50 per cent, of the battalion have been on the rifle
range to shoot outside of the prescribed drill hours, with the
result, that, using the same standard of classification as the
National Guard of this and other states, three (3) sharpshooters
and twenty-one (21) marksmen qualified.
The present organization is field, staff, band and three com-
panies of infantry. The course of instruction covering three
years, is shaped, per letter instructions from Adjutant General's
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Office dated Washington, D. C, January 25, 190S, to "qualify
students lolio enter the military departments to he Company
officers of Infantry Volunteers or Militia^
During my term of duty, drill hour has been changed from
4 p. m., (students' recreation hour) to 11 a. m. ; credit given
towards diploma for work done in this department; a band or-
ganized, silk National colors purchased and college dues remitted
for Seniors who elect to drill as cadet officers.
Needs :—
1. College, instead of individual students, should purchase in-
struments for band.
2. Appropriation for this department should be increased to
$200 annually.
3. Battalion colors to go with National Colors.
4. Flagstaff, halyards and flag for armory.
5. Necessary State legislation so that work in Military De-
partment evidenced by diploma of college and recommendation
of the Commandant be recognized by the National Guard of New
Hampshire, e. g., commission as captain for term (five) years or
until removal from State.
6. Provision for limited number of cadet officers to be assigned
to staff departments N. H. N. G. during annual encampment at
Concord, N. H.
7. An annual camp of at least one week in early fall.
8. A scholarship offered to one member of each company of
the National Guard, such student to retain his membership in
National Guard while in college.
Respectfully.
WM. E. HUNT,
Captain 22nd U. S. Infantry.
Professor of Military Science and Tactics.
Department of Modern Languages.
I beg leave to submit the following report with regard to the
condition and needs of the Modern Language Department.
The total number of students taking French, German, and
Spanish is 156. The head of the department has 18 recitations
per week, and Mr. Spencer, his assistant, has 9 recitations in
French, German and Spanish in addition to 9 recitations in
English.
It is advisable to have 4 divisions instead of 2 in Freshman
German, for at present we have 43 in one division and 30 in the
other.
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There is a demand for a fourth year in French and German
literature and another year in composition. The head of the
department has met tliis demand in a measure in previous years,
but the members in tlie lower classes are becoming so large, that
more assistance will be needed in the immediate future.
I recommend, therefore, that an assistant be employed who will
give his full time to this department.
Yours very truly,
RICHARD WHORISKEY,
Professor of Modern Languages.
Department of Drawing and Design.
Since the last biennial report was issued, the Drawing Depart-
ment has moved from the room on the second floor of Thompson
Hall to the first floor of the same building, so that, at present,
there is ample room for classes now taking Drawing and Ma-
chine Design, and extra room enough to accommodate a consid-
erable increase in the number of students.
The drawing tables and stands used for Fi'eshman Drawing
are sufficient in number for classes not larger than the present
Freshman class. These should be replaced, however, by 50 sub-
stantial* tables which should be fitted with draw^ers for drawing
supplies, and bolted to the floor.
The equipment in the Senior Drawing room should be im-
proved also, and inci'eased so as to accommodate 40 students.
The department has at present, 3 cases for drawing boards and
student supplies, each with 15 lockers. Three additional cases
are greatly needed, one for the Senior and Junior room and two
for the Freshman room, all to be fitted for master keys.
The department has a good collection of models for free hand
drawing, but greatly needs additional models for machine draft-
ing and a horizontal type of engine, cut in section, for valve
design.
A catalog case, for holding and filing of trade catalogs and
a blue print filing case are also much needed.
Respectfully submitted,
F. W. PUTNAM,
Professor of Draicing and Design.
Department of Botany.
The department has recently increased its equipment by the
addition of a few tables and microscopes. Its supply m each of
these lines needs to be doubled in order to satisfactorily acommo-
date the present number of students. It is greatly in need of a
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stereopticon for lecture and laboratorj^ purposes. One of its most
urgent wants is a small greenhouse in which laboratory material
may be grown and kept. It has a satisfactory lecture room but
needs more laboratory space.
CHARLES BROOKS,
Professor of Botany.
Department of Electrical Engineering.
I beg to report in regard to the condition and needs of my
department.
In the first place, we have a very strong course in Electrical
Engineering, one that will compare favorably with some of our
best technical institutions, as far as the text books and lecture
work are concerned; but we are poorly provided with instru-
ments, machines, and the general equipment, essential for carry-
ing on efficient laboratory work. This branch of an Electrical
Engineering course is of very great importance and such a course
cannot be completed without it.
Our greatest needs are better facilities, more room, more ap-
paratus and above all a new Engineering Building.
We are now greatly handicapped for want of lecture room
space. We are obliged to hold classes in laboratory rooms where
there is only small blackboard space and no seating accommoda-
tions except ordinary chairs.
The present indications point to the fact that the largest per
cent, of students entering this college choose the engineering
courses and if the numbers increase each year as they have dur-
ing the past few years, it will not be long when it will be prac-
tically impossible to care for them in my department v;ith pres-
ent facilities.
I would urge very strongly that steps be taken at the earliest
possible moment for the providing of funds necessary to erect a






I have the honor to present herewith my first annual report as
professor of Horticulture and Forestry. My duties commenced
on July 1, and I have, therefore, but a brief account to give of
the work of the department from that date to October 1. For
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convenience I have divided this report into subheadings as fol-
lows: Care of Roads and Grounds; Forestry; Instruction; Needs
of the Department.
Care of Roads axd Grou^^ds.
The grounds have been kept in good condition throughout the
season so far as mowing the grass and ordinary care are con-
cerned. Tlie very dry weather and clouds of dust throughout the
months of June and July left the lawns very brown and dry and
the trees very dirty in appearance. Later rains improved the
condition to such an extent that the campus presented a very
handsome appearance throughout the months of August and
September.
The condition of the roads is not first-class. The drives lead-
ing to Thompson Hall are in need of regravelling and stone gut-
ters should be laid along the sides to prevent washing. All
roads have been kept free from weeds. A new crossing was
constructed over the B. & M. track on the service drive near the
power house.
The largest single piece of work done on the campus this fall
was the grading of the grounds about the woman's dormitory, or
Smith Hall. This work was completed, so far as present funds
will allow, before the opening of college and has been inspected
by the Board of Trustees.
No extensive planting was done on the grounds this year. Two
flower beds were planted near the greenhouses and near Morrill
Hall and next year a third will be planted in front of Smith Hall.
All other planting will be confined to shrubs and trees, as it is
believed that such plants are more in keeping with the dignity
of the buildings and the extent of the grounds, and moreover
they are much less costly to maintain.
Forestry.
No work has been done in the college forest during the past
few months. I found a large quantity of lumber on hand when
I took charge of the department. Small quantities have been
sold locally from time to time and the sales duly turned in to the
business office. It is proposed to dispose of this lumber in bulk
to a commercial lumber company late this fall or early this
winter, retaining only sufficient to supply the college needs.
IXSTRUCTIOX.
Courses in horticulture are given throughout the four years
of the agricultural course. The courses with students enrolled
at the present time are as follows:
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Principles of Horticulture, for Freshmen in 4 year course, 16
students.
Special in Pomology, for Senioi's, 4 students.
Pomology and Viticulture, for Juniors in 4 year course, 4
students.
Landscape Gardening, for Seniors, 2 students.
Special in Floriculture, for Seniors, 1 student.
Special in Forestry (study of native trees) 2 students.
Plant Growth and greenhouses, for 2nd year, 2 year course,
7 students.
Plant Growth and greenhouse for 2nd year, 2 year course,
S students.
Vegetable Gardening, for 1st year, 2 year course, 15 students.
The total number of hours' instruction given per week by the
department at the present time amounts to fifty-four.
Needs of. the Department.
Experiment Station Work.
The character of the land now under control of the Horticul-
tural Department is detrimental to good experimental work. The
land is too scattered in location, is uneven in quality, and so
stony as to need expensive clearing of rocks to fit it for good
work. After a careful study of the soil conditions on the college
farm, I am, however, convinced that the land allotted to the
Horticultural Department so far as it goes, can be made fairly
satisfactory for experimental work by the expenditure of a rea-
sonable sum of money for clearing it of rock, manuring it and
fencing it. I recommend, therefore, that an appropriation of not
less than $600 be made for the purpose of clearing rocks from
the orchards and garden soils and for the fencing of the college
or Thompson orchard.
It is imperative in the pomological branch of the work of the
Horticultural Department that a small fruit plantation be started
at the earliest possible date consistent with the proper choice
of location and preparation of the soil.
A further matter demanding pressing attention is the con-
struction of a proper packing and storage house for fruits and
vegetables. One of the important factors in the business of
fruit and vegetable marketing at the present time is cold or
cool storage, and it is not only desirable but necessary that the
Horticultural Department lead in demonstrating the practicability
of cold storage of fruits and vegetables for New Hampshire con-
dition. A second factor of equal importance is the proper pack-
ing for market of horticultural products; and a building of inex-
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pensive but permanent character combining these two features is
an absolute necessity. A building of this character erected in
1901, of which the writer knows all particulars, cost the sum of
$3,430.40. The cost of building is somewhat greater now and the
sum of $4,000 is asked for to cover all expenses. About $2,000 of
this would return to the college for the purchase of lumber, mak-
ing the actual cash outlay about $2,000 for the work, a very cheap
investment and one that will result in a saving of several hundred
dollars every year by storage of fruits and vegetables that
would otherwise be lost. The head of the Department of Horti-
culture is willing to undertake to build this storage house from
sales from the Forestry Department and to make only judicious
cuttings from the college forest in doing so.
Roads and Grounds.
So much could be done to beautify and improve the condi-
tions of the roads and grounds that I am at a loss to state which
conditions are in most pressing need of attention. I should, how-
ever, recommend two things for immediate action.
First—The construction of cement sidewalks leading to and
from the principal buildings, and extending along the main road
from a point opposite Nesmith Hall to the inside of the south-
east drive leading to the Library. An estimate of the cost of
the walks to be laid the first year, amounting to $1,000, has al-
ready been submitted for your consideration.
Second—There is immediate need for the planting of a large
number of ti'ees. The grounds about Thompson Hall, the Li-
brary and Smith Hall are in need of planting. This work should
not be delayed. Every year is precious in the growth of a tree.
The amount needed for this work is $200.
Maintenance.
The grounds cannot be maintained for less than $1,200 next
year. In addition to the ordinary running expenses which we
had to meet this year, the needs of this work require the pur-
chase of a two horse farm wagon for transportation of gravel,
manures, hay, etc., and also a new horse lawn-mower. Moreover
we have the additional care of the grounds at Smith Hall.
Grading.
Neither the grading about Smith Hall nor at the Library
has been completed. I am not prepared to say what either
will cost. To complete the grading at Smith Hall and make
it level with the road in front will cost $1,400. I recommend
however, that the ground there be left nearly in its present con-
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dition but that enough niouey be appropi'iat:ed to finish the grad-
ing- at the back and sides of the building, to properly drain the
front lawn, and to smooth off the boulders which are in the
central part of the lawn. The ledges at the sides can be used to
advantage as landscape features by judicious planting. The
cost of completing the grading in this manner will be in the
neighborhood of $450.
Clianges and additions to staff.
Two changes of immediate importance are necessary.
ilr. Lumsden, the general foreman, is too heavily burdened
with conflicting duties to perform efficient service. I wish him
to confine himself strictly to the work of the greenhouses, outdoor
floriculture, and a general supervision of the roads and grounds.
It will be necessary then to appoint a foreman who will have
immediate and personal supervision of the labor, the sales of
garden truck, lumber, etc., at $60 per month. This change is
imperative. More than the foreman's salary v/ill be saved in
added efficiency of the labor force as a result of personal super-
vision and undivided attention.
An assistant in Vegetable Gardening should be added to the
staff of the department as early as possible next spring. This
assistant will give the lectures on this subject and take charge
of the work in the vegetable gardens, the principal line of w'ork
as indicated being investigations on the breeding of tomatoes
and squashes.
*"I further recommend that a first class instructor in forestry
be added to the staif either of this department or as head of a
separate department. There are at this time at least four
students enrolled who purpose taking full courses in forestry
and with the present equipment of the teaching staff it is im-
possible to outline complete courses in this subject and in-
quiries for such a course are numerous. The importance of this
action on the part of the college needs no further statement.
Forestry in New Hampshire is a matter of vital importance. The
call comes from the people and should be heeded at once if the
college is to perform the most efficient service for the state.
It is with great pleasure that I speak of the cheerful and effi-
cient service rendered by Mr. W. H. Wicks, the newly appointed
assistant in Horticulture and by Mr. David Lumsden, foreman of
gardens and greenhouse. Both men have given unselfish at-
tention to their work and have done all in their power to ad-
vance the interests of the department.
I would call attention especially to Mr. Wicks' work in con-
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nectiou with the exhibits made by this department at the State
Fair and at the fair at Rochester. The demonstration in apple
packing and pruning ma(\e at these fairs reached many of the
farmers in a personal way. Mr. Wicks' work was also responsible
for the success which attended the apple packing experiments in
the town of Deerfield. Mr. Wicks gives the instruction in all
branches of Pomology in^the college courses.
Mr. Lumsden, in addition to his duties as foreman and florist,
has found time to grow vegetables In two of the greenhouses,
make many self and cross-fertilizations on cucumbers, musk-
melons, and tomatoes, and to conduct the class work in floricul-
ture and landscape gardening.
B. S. PICKETT,
Professor of Horticulture and Forestry.
Department of English and Philosophy.
EX( LISII.
The college has recognized the great need of training its stu-
dents in the writing of forceful, correct English. The emphasis
that has been placed upon practice has been justified by the
results. There has been a gradual improvement in the writing
of Ihe students, and the work of the first year has been made
more interesting. The courses offered are now thoroughly or-
ganized and closely related. Of additional advanced courses
there is great need. The enrichment of the General Course es-
pecially demands an increase in the number of such English
courses, but, with the present teaching force, such an increase
is impossible.
PHlI.Of-OI'IIY.
The value of the study of philosophy in a scientific institu-
tion has often been emphasized by leading educators. At New
Hampshire College the courses in philosophy have always been
popular, even though the demands of professional preparation
have made it impossible for some students to elect the work in
philosophy in which they were naturally interested. The de-
mand for courses in pedagogy, however, has forced the depart-
ment to decrease those offered in philosophy, and, at the present
time, only two purely philosophic courses are given during the
college j^ear.
The work in pedagogy has grown in importance until its
value to the student who plans to teach is no longer debated.
The courses in pedagogy attempt to help the student enter upon
his teaching in the high school or college with facility and
sympathetic understanding.
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At present the instructor in pedagogy has to divide his time
between the work of this department and English. The proper
development of these courses demands the entire time of one
instructor.
E. R. GROVES.
Professor of English and Philosophy.
Mechanical Engineering Department.
I have the honor to report as follows in regard to the con-
dition and needs of the Mechanical Engineering Department.
The Department of Mechanical Engineering is responsible for
the larger part of the professional instruction given to all stu-
dents in Mechanical and Electrical Engineering, as well as for
some of the instruction given to Chemical and Agricultural stu-
dents. Since fully 45 per cent, of our student body are studying
Mechanical and Electrical Engineering, it follows that the use-
fulness of this college to the State of New Hampshire depends
in a very large measure on the degree of thoroughness and ex-
cellence of the instruction impr 3(\ by the Mechanical Engi-
neering Department.
The State of New Hampshi „- is essentially a manufacturing
community. Her continued prosperity depends more upon the
wise and efficient direction of the efforts of her population in
manufacturing lines, than upon any other factor. The education
of some of her young men as engineers is therefore essential to
the welfare of the state, for otherwise her industries will lack
for proper direction, and suffer as a consequence.
It therefore follows that it is the duty of the state not only
to provide the means for obtaining such eduoation, but to foster
such schools as carefully, and deal with them as generously as
any other schools forming a part of her educational system.
The value of these men to the industries of the state will de-
pend upon the excellence of the professional training which we
are able to give them. In the case of an engineering school, the
excellence attained depends first upon a right order of studies
and a proper apportionment of time among the several subjects,
second upon good teaching of these subjects, and third upon
proper and adequate class room and laboratory facilities.
Professor Hewitt, the head of the Electrical Engineering De-
partment, and myself are preparing a schedule of studies for the
Mechanical Engineering and Electrical Engineering courses, in-
troducing some changes both in the subject matter and in the
crdov of our present courses, with the object in miud of im-
proving in the highest degree possible by that means, the
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efficiency of the work. These changes, if made, cannot be fully
brought about before the year 1912-13, but it will be possible
by this means alone to make steady improvements in our work
in the meanwhile.
The grade of teaching done will depend not only upon the pro-
fessional and teaching ability of the instructor concerned, but
also upon the amount of work which he has to do. The greater
the number of subjects he is called upon to teach, the less the
time he can devote to the preparation of his work, and the
poorer will be the quality of his instruction. The amount of in-
struction given by the Mechanical Engineering Department is
such that it is impossible to devote adequate time to the prepara-
tion of the work, and the instruction is therefore not as efficient
as it should be. This defect can be remedied by more assist-
ance, and until it is so remedied, our work must suffer.
In the matter of class room and laboratory facilities, the col-
lege is very deficient. Our mechanical laboratory is poorly
equipped, and lacks instruments and apparatus of all kinds.
Not only do we need more apparatus, but we need more room
for the apparatus we have. We also need a mechanician who
will devote his time to the building and repair of laboratory
apparatus. Such a man is a part of the regular staff of every
first-class technical school, while many of the larger schools have
four or five such men.
Our shops, like our laboratory, are lacking in equipment, and
are very much over crowded. Many of our tools are so poor as to
be useless for purposes of instruction. In many of our sections,
we Iiave more men working than we have tools upon which they
can work, and if new tools were secured, there would not be floor
space for them. Both our foundry and blacksmith shop are lack-
ing in equipment necessary to make their work of real value to
Engineering Students, the foundry more especially, and there is
not sufficient room to add this equipment, if it were built or
purchased.
In every sub-division of the Mechanical Engineering Depart-
ment, we feel the hampering effects of this lack of room and
equipment. We need a reading room and a place for a depart-
ment library. Our locker rooms are inadequate. The same is
true of our tool rooms. We have no proper lecture or demon-
stration rooms, and our only recitation room is at a distance
from our offices and apparatus. Our difficulties can only be met
by the erection of a suitable engineering building.
In summarizing, I would say, that considering our facilites,
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our condition is good, and will be bettered as fast as is possible.
Our needs are, first, a new engineering building, second, more
and better shop and laboratory equipment, and third, additional
assistance for our instructing staff. Unless we get these things
we must be content to be a second class institution of question-
able utility to the state.
In addition to his duties as Professor of Mechanical Engi-
neering, the writer also has the supervision of the Power and
Service Department, and of the Buildings and Repairs Depart-
ment. There are certain matters in connection with the work
of these departments to which I wish to call your attention.
The first of these is the necessity of supplying potable water
to the different college buildings. Our present water supply
while excellent for the use of our boiler plant, is unfit to drink,
and often of such disgusting odor as to make its use even for
sanitary purposes, unpleasant. An adequate supply can be ob-
tained more cheaply from drilled wells than in any other way.
I am unable to state at present the number and cost of the wells
necessary to produce the required supply, but am giving the mat-
ter my earnest attention.
The second matter is the necessity of outside painting for
several of the buildings, the wood work being in some cases un-
protected from the elements. The cost of this work I am in-
formed would be about $500.
A third matter is in connection with the need of the college
for an electric generator of larger capacity. The present genera-
tor is likely to burn out on account of the overload at any time.
A 50 K. W. unit, in the form of a steam turbine driven alternator
could be installed at a cost of about $2,500. This unit should be
so connected that the exhaust steam could be used for heating
the college buildings, instead of live steam directly from the
boilers, thus enabling us to furnish our light and power without
cost, at such times as we need steam for heating.
At other times, it is the writer's opinion that it would be
cheaper to buy our power, rather than run the power plant.
This is especially true, since the demand for power during the
months that we are not heating is comparatively light, and the
cost per K. W. of producing the power is relatively higher. Such
an arrangement would be of great advantage to some of the
other departments which are now handicapped through the lack
of a continuous source of power. The cost of the apparatus
necessary to utilize electric instead of steam power, would be
about $2,000 to $2,500. The saving which could he affected by
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these changes would be at least $750 per year, an amount
sufficient to warrant the making of them, without any question.
FORREST E. CARDULLO,
Professor of Mechanical Engineering.
Department of Dairying.
I submit herewith the following report ou the present condi-
tion and needs of the Dairy Department.
As the College Creamery was built before the subject of dairy-
ing was taught in a systematic way in colleges and at a time
when the number of students taking dairy work was compara-
tively few, it was planned and constructed more as a commer-
cial buttermaking plant than a place suitable for giving in-
struction to the dairy student. With the constant increase In
the agricultural students the building as far as room and ar-
rangement are concerned has been for several years entirely in-
adequate to fulfill the needs of the Dairy Department.
Aside from the inadequacy regarding room and equipment, the
construction and the present condition of the building from a
sanitary standpoint does not measure up to the requirements
of the present day. The public health authorities and the dairy
educators have, during recent years, given increased attention
to the relation of milk and other dairy products to public health.
The Ideals of cleanliness and sanitation have greatly changed.
Due to the continual use of water day after day for years the
frame work of the building and the floors have gradually softened
and are now rapidly decaying not only making the building very
faulty from a sanitary standpoint but the safety of the building
is also at present a point for serious consideration.
Considering the unsanitary condition of the building and its
Inadequacy for giving efficient instruction to the present number
of students, the greatest need of the Dairy Department is a new
Dairy Building. The need has been felt for several years, but
each year it becomes more urgent.
At present there is no dairy class room, the classes being con-
ducted in the agricultural building wherever room is available.
Additional instructors have been added to the teaching force in
the Horticultural, Animal Husbandry and Agronomy Depart-
ments. New courses of study have been introduced in these de-
partments and it has been exceedingly difficult of late for the
classes in Dairying to obtain a class room for lectures and
recitations.
The topography of the country, the climate, the fact that a
large portion of the soil is depleted of its fei'tillty and the steady
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increasing demand for dairy products, will always make dairying
preeminent in New Hampshire agriculture. The dairy industry
in the state is quite diversified. It includes the production and
handling of milk for city supply, factory and farm buttermaking,
factory and farm cheese making, the condensing of milk and
the making of ice cream. In planning and erecting a dairy build-
ing the one thought never to be lost sight of is to build to suit
the needs of the dairy industry in New Hampshire and the needs
of the Agricultural College.
To fill these needs such a building should contain suitable
laboratories equipped for teaching the following subjects:
Handling of milk for city supply; farm buttermaking; cheese
making, milk testing and milk inspection; ice cream making,
dairy bacteriology and creamery buttermaking. In addition,
the building should contain offices, class rooms, and a reading
room.
The Federal Government appropriates over $25,000 this year
for experimental and research work in Agriculture. The dairy
Industry of New Hampshire warrants that a fair share of this
be used for work along dairy lines. To make this work efficient
the building should be equipped with a suitable cold storage
system, for to be able to perfectly control temperature is one of
the very essential factors in experimental work whether it be
directed along the lines of the manufacture of cheese and butter
or along bacteriological lines. Dairy bacteriology and dairy
chemistry are becoming more and more important in experi-
mental and research work and without suitable room and equip-
ment for such work the building would not be complete.
FRED RASMUSSEN,
Associate Professor of Dairying.
Department of Animal Husbandry.
The Department of Animal Husbandry is better equipped in
some respects for teaching its subjects than a year ago. Within
the past few months the volumes of the following Herd Books
and Flock Books have been brought up to date:
1. American Short-Horn Herd Book.
2. American South Down Record.
3. Herd Register of the American Jersey Cattle Club.
4. Holstein-Fresian Herd Book.
5. American Berkshire Record.
6. Herd Register of the American Guernsey Cattle Club.
7. Continental Dorset Club Record.
In the class room additions have been made in the way of
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maps, photographs and tables which greatly facilitate the worli.
The condition of the college herd is worthy of note from the
standpoint of increase and future growth. At the present time
the milking herd consists of thirteen aged cows and two 3 year
old heifers. By .January 1. 1909 the milking herd will number
seventeen head. During 1909, five heifers will freshen bringing
the number to twenty-two. These heifers will take the place
of some of tlie older cows which will necessarily be culled out dur-
ing the next two years. In order to keep the numbers of the
herd up to the point where it ought to be and to have represen-
tative types for judging work, six animals of the following




The present herd of hogs, while about thirty-five in number
of common breeding, have practically no winter quarters. Before
a representative herd of hogs can be maintained a suitable
piggery must be constructed.
W. H. PEW,
Associate Professor of Animal Hnsl)andry.
Library.
I beg to submit the following statement of the present condi-
tion of the library.
The library of the college contains about fourteen thousand
bound volumes and over seven thousand pamphlets. The books
have been selected with reference to the instruction given in
the college and include, therefore, the more technical and
specialized working collections for the different scientific de-
partments as well as a reference library of broader scope cover-
ing economic science and literature.
The new library building gives shelf room for at least sixty-
five thousand volumes; and its reading room is well supplied
with the best scientific and general periodicals. By the arrange-
ment which brings the town and college libraries into the same
building, the town collection of nine thousand well chosen vol-
umes is easily available for the use of the college.
MABEL HODGKINS,
Lihrarian.
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PRESIDENT'S GOVERNMENT REPORT.
Name of Institution, New Hampshire College of Agricultube
AND THE Mechanic Arts.
Post-office, Durham; State, New Hampshire.
Report of the President of said institution to thie Secretary of
the Interior and the Secretary of Agriculture, as required by act
of Congress of August 30, 1890, in aid of Colleges of Agriculture
and the Mechanic Arts.
i. Condition and Progress of tine Institution for the Year End-
ing, June 30, 1907, Especially
—
(1) Changes in courses or methods of instruction if of sufficient
importance to warrant mention, and (2) purpose, structural
character, and cost of new buildings or additions to buildings.
The new library building was dedicated June 3rd, 1907. It was
erected at a cost of $32,888 of which amount $20,000 was furnished
by Andrew Carnegie and $12,888 by the Hamilton Smith estate.
The building is of red pressed brick with Indiana limestone trim-
mings and slate roof. It has ample reading and reference rooms,
also seminar and study rooms and a large historical collection
room besides librarian's office, catalog room, and a three-story
stack room with a capacity of 60,000 volumes. In this building
will be consolidated the libraries of the college, the Durham Li-
brary Association and the Durham Public Library. The consoli-
dated library will also receive the benefit of the invested funds
of the Durham Library Association amounting to about $11,000.
The library will be maintained by the college for the free use of
faculty, students, members of the Durham Library Association
and citizens of Durham.






(/) Live Stock 837.64
Total $37,052 . 64
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ill. Receipts for and During the Year Ending June 30, 1907.
1. State aid:
(c) Appropriation for current expenses $13,000.00
2. Federal aid:
(o) Income from land grant, act of July 2, 1862 4,800.00
(c) Additional endowment act of August 30, 1890 25,000.00
3. Income from endowment other than Federal or
State grants 3,252.00
4. Fees and all other sources:
(fl) Tuition fees 3,603.50
(b) Incidental fees 2,012.42
(c) Miscellaneous receipts 36,760.79
( d ) Andrew Carnegie—library 20,000 . 00
(e) Hamilton Smith Estate—library 12,888.00
5. Total $121,316.71
6. Federal appropriation for experiment stations 22,000.00
IV. Property, Year Ending June 30, 1907.
Value of buildings, $268,000; of farm and grounds, $20,500; of
apparatus, $28,000; of machinery, $6,800; of library, $15,000; of
live stock, $4,500; of other equipment, $16,000.
Total number of acres in farm and grounds, 343; acres under
cultivation, 100.
Amount of land-grant fund of July 2, 1862, $80,000; amount of
other endowment funds, $70,000.
Number of bound volumes in library, June 30, 1907, 13,476;
pamphlets, 3,800..
I
V. Professors and Instructors During the Year Ending June
30, 1907.
1. College of Agriculture and IMechanie Arts:
Male.
(b) Collegiate and special classes 26
(c) Total, counting none twice 26
2. Number of staff of experiment station 11
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VI. students During the Year Ending June 30, 1907.
1. College of Agriculture aud Mechanic Arts:
Male. Female.
{b) Collegiate classes (including
special students in college classes) 154 11
(e) Post-graduate courses 1
id) Short or special Courses 39 3
Total, counting none twice 194 14
3. Number of college students in regular four year agricultural
course, 13 : mechanical engineering course, 23 ; electrical engineer-
ing course. 24; chemical engineering course, 13; general science
course 13; 70 freshmen unclassified.
4. Number of students in short and special courses in agri-
culture, 31; dairying, 13.
6. Number of students in military drill, 170.
7. How many students graduated from undergraduate college
courses during year ending June 30, 1907? Men, 12; women, 2.
Ten from two year course in agriculture.
8. Average age of students graduated from undergraduate col-
lege courses during year ending June 30. 1907, 22H'.
9. What degrees and how many of each kind were conferred
during year ending June 30, 1907? On men, 12 B. S., 1 M. S.
On women, 2 B. S.
10. What and how many honorary degrees were conferred
during year ending June 30, 1907? None.
(Signed) W. D. GIBBS. President.
Date, August 7, 1907.
PRESIDENT'S GOVERNMENT REPORT.
Name of Institution. New Ha.mi'shire CoLLioiiK of Ac.hicci.tuke
AND THE Mechanic Arts.
Post-office. Durham .• State, New Hampshire.
Report of the President of said institution to the Secretary of
the Interior and the Secretary of Agriculture, as required by act
of Congress of August 30, 1890, in aid of Colleges of Agriculture
and the Mechanic Arts.
I. Condition and Progress of tine Institution for the Year End-
ing June 30, 1908, Especially—
(1) Changes in courses or methods of instruction if of sufficient
importance to warrant mention, and (2) purpose, structural
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character, and cost of new buildings or additions to buildings.
( 1 ) The three term plan of instruction changed to the two semes-
ter plan. (2) A new building for women—Smith Hall—has been
erected at a cost. Including equipment, of $28,500. The structure
is brick, three stories and basement, slate roof, and will accommo-
date 40 girls. The funds were procured as follows:—
$16,000 Mrs. Sherly Onderdonk, Durham, N. H.
10,000 State appropriation.
2,500 State appropriation.
Building to be occupied Sept., 1908.
II. Value of Additions to Equipment During the Year Ending
June 30, 1908.
(a) Permanent endowment $300.00
(b) Buildings, Smith Hall for women (almost com-
pleted) 28,500.00
(c) Library, 11,00)1 vol. pamphlets 10,187.00
(d) Apparatus 2,000.00
(e) Machinery 450.00
(f) Live stock (not including experiment station
purchases) 218.00
(«7) Miscellaneous 500.00
Total $42,155 . 00
III. Receipts for and During the Year Ending June 30, 1908.
1. State aid
:
(c) Appropriation for cun-ent expenses $13,000.00
(e) Appropriations for buildings or for other
special purposes 34,000 . 00
2. Federal aid:
(a) Income from land grant, act of July 2,
1862 ( State Bonds) 4,800 . 00
(f) Additional endowment acts of August 30,
1890. and March 4, 1907 30,000.00
3. Income from endowment other than Federal or
State grants 3,292 . 00
4. Fees and all other sources:
(a) Tuition fees 3,696.00
{b) Incidental fees 1,994.46
(
(
) Miscellaneous receipts 64.665 . 04
5. Total $155,447.50
6. Federal appropriation for experiment stations.... 24,000.00
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t
IV. Property, Year Ending June 30, 1908.
Value of buildings, $332,000; of farm and grounds, $30,000; of
apparatus, $30,000; of machinery, $10,000; of library, $25,000; of
live stock, $4,374; of other equipment, $20,000.
Total number of acres in farm and grounds, 345; acres under
cultivation, 100.
Amount of land-grant fund of July 2, 1862, $S0,Q00; amount of
other endowment funds, $70,000.
Number of bound volumes in library, June 30, 190S, 23,563;
pamphlets, 4,500.
V. Professors and Instructors During the Year Ending June
30, 1908.
1. College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts:
(&) Collegiate and special classes 31
(c) Total, counting none twice 31
2. Number in all other departments (avoid duplica-
tion) 31
3. Number of staff of experiment station 11
VI. Students During the Year Ending June 30, 1908.
1. College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts:
Male. Female,
(ft) Collegiate classes (including
special students in college courses) 166 15
(d) Short or special courses 22
Total, counting none twice 188 15
13. Number of college students in regular four year agri-
cultural course, 50; mechanical engineering course, 17; elec-
trical engineering course, 18; chemical engineering course, 19;
and *general engineering course (including engineering students
not yet classified by courses), 28; general science course, 11.
4. Number of students in short and special courses in agri-
ture, 15; dairying, 7.
7. Number of students in military drill, 154.
8. How many students graduated from undergraduate college
courses during year ending June 30, 1908? Men, 27; women, 3.
9. Average age of students graduated from undergraduate
college courses during year ending June 30, 1908, about 22i/^.
*Sophoinore engineers luiclassified.
tAll freslimen uuclassified as to courses.
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10. What degrees and how many of each kind were conferred
during year ending June 30, 1908? On men, 27 B. S. On women,
3 B. S.
11. What and how many honorary degrees were conferred dur-
ing year ending June 30, 1908? None.
(Signed) W. D. GIBBS, President.
Date, Sept. 1, 1908.
TREASURER'S GOVERNMENT REPORT.
Name of Institution, New Hampshibe College of Agricxjltube
AKD THE Mechanic Aets.
Post-0fflce, Durham; State, New Hampshibe.
Reiiort of treasurer of said institution to the Secretary of
Agriculture and the Secretary of the Interior, of amount re-
ceived under act of Congress of August 30, 1890, in aid of Col-
leges of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts, and of the disburse-
ments thereof, to and including June 30, 1907.
Receipts.
Received from the United States government $25,000.00
Disbursements.
Disbursed for instruction and facilities:
In agriculture, as per schedule A $4,381.26
In mechanic arts, as per schedule B 8,304.49
In English language, as per schedule C 1,126.02
In mathematical science, as per schedule D 2,158.42
In natural or physical science, as per schedule E... 7,517.15
In economic science, as per schedule F 1,512.66
Total $25,000.00
I hereby certify that the above account is correct and true,
and, together with the schedules hereunto attached, truly rep-
resents the details of expenditures for the period and by the in-
stitution named; that said expenditures were applied only to in-
struction in agriculture, the mechanic arts, the English language
and the various branches of mathematical, physical, natural, and
economic science, with special reference to their applications in
the industries of life, and to the facilities for such instruction,
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and that no part of these funds was expended for the erection,
preservation, or repair of any building or buildings.
(Signed)
WALTER M. PARKER, Treasurer.
Schedule A.
—
Disbursements for instruction in Agriculture, and
for facilities for such instruction, during the year ended
June 30, 1907.
I. For instruction, viz:
For the salaries of (1) Professor of Agriculture,
$800.00; (2) Professor of Agricultural Chemistry,
$400.00; (3) Assistant Professor of Agriculture,
$550.01; (4) Professor of Horticulture and Forestry
$761.91; (5) Instructors in Horticulture, $178.37;
(6) Instructors in Dairying, $522.80 $3,213.09
II. For facilities, as follows:
For apparatus, stock and materials 1,09G.33
For text-books and reference books 71.84
Total $4,381 . 26
Schedule B.—Disbursements for instruction in Mechanic Arts
and for facilities for such instruction, during the year ended
June 30, 1907.
I. For instruction, viz.:
For the salaries of (1) Professor of Mechanical En-
gineering, $2,000.00: (2) Assistant Professor of
Mechanical Engineering, $925.50; (3) Instructors in
Machine work, $1,059.99; (4) Professor of Electri-
cal Engineering, $900.00; (5) Instructor in Electri-
cal Engineering, $459.96: (6) Associate Professor
of Drawing and Design, $1,299 .99 i$6,645 . 44
II. For facilities, as follows:
For apparatus, stock and materials 1,495.10
For text-books and reference books 163.95
Total $8,304.49
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Schedule C.—Disbursements for instruction in English Language,
and for facilities for such instruction, during the year ended
June 30. 1907.
I. For instruction, viz:
For salaries of Instructors in English Language .... $918. ?.6
II, For facilities, as follows:
For text-books and reference books 207 . 06
Total $1,126 . 02
Schedule D.—Disbursements for instruction in Mathematical
Science, and for facilities for such instruction, during the
year ended June 30, 1901.
I. For instruction, viz:
For the salary of the Professor of Mathematics .... $2.i:!1.27
II. For facilities, as follows:
For apparatus, stock and materials 27.15
Total $2,158.42
Schedule E.—Disbursements for instruction in Natural or Physi-
cal Science and for facilities for such instruction during t}ie
year ended June 30. 1907.
I. For instruction, viz:
For the salaries of (1) Professor of Chemistry,
$2,416.62; (2) Instructors in Chemistry. $1,200.00;
(3) Professor of Physics, $900.00; (4) Instructors
in Physics, $459.96; (5) Associate Professor of
Botany, $300.00: (6) Professor of Zoology and
Entomology, $800.00; (7) Assistant Professor of
Zoology and Entomology, $100.00 $6,176.58
II. For facilities, as follows:
For apparatus, stock and materials 366.39
For text-books and reference books 974.18
Total $<,517.15
Schedule F.—Disbursements for instructioti in Economic Science,
and for facilities for such instruction, during the year ended
June 30, 1907.
I. For instruction, viz:
For Professor of Economic Science $1,400.00
II. For facilities, as follows:
For text-books and reference books 112.66
Total $1,512.66
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TREASURER'S GOVERNMENT REPORT.
Navie of Institution, Neav Hampshire College of Ackicultltee
AXD THE Mechanic Arts.
Post-office, Durham, State. New Ha:\ipshire.
Report of treasurer of said institution to the Secretary of the
interior and the Secretary of Agriculture, of amount received
under act of Congress of August 30, 1890, and March 4, 1907, in
aid of Colleges of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts, and of the
disbursements thereof, to and including June 30, 1908.
Receipts.
Received from the United States government..' $30,000.00
Disbursements.
Disbursed for instruction and facilities:
In agriculture, as per schedule A $4,482.78
In mechanic arts, as per schedule B 10,039.71
In English language, as per schedule C 1,534.81
In mathematical science, as per schedule D 2,544.61
In natural or physical science, as per schedule E 9,931.23
In economic science, as per schedule F 1,466.86
Total expended during year $30,000.00
I hereby certify that the above account is correct and true, and
together with the schedules hereunto attached, truly represents
the details of expenditures for the period and by the institution
named; that said expenditures were applied only to i^istruction
in agriculture, the mechanic arts, the English language, and the
various branches of mathematical, physical, natural, and
economic science, with special reference to their applications in
the industries of life, to the special preparation of instructors for
teaching the elements of agriculture and the mechanic arts, and
to the facilities for such instruction; and that no part of these
funds were expended for the erection, preservation, or repair of
any building or buildings.
(Signed) WALTER M. PARKER, Treasurer.
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Schedule A.
—
Dishursements for instruction in Agriculture, and
for facilities for sucli instruction, during the year ended
June 30, 1908.
I. For instruction, viz.:
For the salaries of (1) Professor of Agricultural
Chemistry, $400.00; (2) Professor of Agriculture,
$983.38; (3) Professor of Horticulture, $1,000.00;
(4) Instructors in Horticulture, $153.88; (5) Assist-
ant Professor of Animal Husbandry, $600.00; (6)
Associate Professor of Dairying, $625.00 $3,762.26
II. For facilities, as follows:
For apparatus, stock, and materials 603 . 84
For text-books and reference books 116.68
Total $4,482.78
Schedule B.—Disbursements for instruction in Mechanic Arts,
and for facilities for such instruction, during the year ended
June 30, 1908.
I. For instruction, viz.:
For the salaries of (1) Professor of Mechanical Engi-
neering, $2,000.00; (2) Professor of Drawing and
Design, $1,600.00; (3) Instructor of Drawing,
$666.60; (4) Instructors in Machine Work,
$1,045.00; (5) Instructor in Wood Work, $600.00;
(6) Professor of Electrical Engineering, $983.30;
(7) Assistant Professor of Electrical Engineering,
$625.00; (8) Assistant in Electrical Engineering,
$500.00 $8,019.90
II. For facilities, as follows:
For apparatus, machinery, stock and material 1,869.45
For text-books and reference books 150.36
Total $10,039.71
Schedule C.—Disbursements for instruction in English Language,
and for facilities for such instruction, during the year ended
June 30, 1908.
I. For instruction, viz.:
For the salaries of (1) Associate Professor of Eng-
lish, $1,066.61; (2) Instructor in English, $312.50 $1,379.11
II. For facilities, as follows:
For text-books and reference books 155.70
Total $1,534.81
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Schedule D. — Disbursements for instructi07i in Mathematical
Science, and for facilities for such instruction, during the
year ended June SO, 1008.
I. For instruction, viz.:
For the salaries of (1) Professor of Mathematics,
$2,000.00; (2) Instructors in Mathematics, $522.50 $2,522.50
II. For facilities, as follows:
For apparatus, stock, and materials 12.61
For text-books and reference books 9.50
Total $2,544 . 61
Schedule E.—Disbursements for instruction in Natural and Phy-
sical Science, and for facilities for such instrtiction, during
the year ended June 30, 1908.
I. For instruction, viz.:
For the salaries of (1) Professor of Chemistry,
$2,500.00; (2) Assistant Professor of Chemistry,
$1,200.00; (Z) Instructor in Chemistry, $833.30;
(4) Professor of Physics, $983.30; (5) Assistant
Professor of Physics, $625.00; (6) Associate Pro-
fessor of Botany. $728.78; (7) Professor of Zoology
and Entomology, $800.04; (8) Instructors in Ento-
mology, $973 .73 $8,G44 . 15
II. For facilities, as folloM's:
For apparatus, stock and materials 955.79
For text-books and reference books 331.29
Total $9,931.23
Schedule F.—Disbursements for instruction in Economic Science,
and for facilities for such instruction, during the year ended
June 30, 1908.
I. For instruction, viz.:
For Professor of Economic Science $1,100.00
II. For facilities, as follows:
For text-books and reference books 66-86
Total $1,466.86
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COLLEGE TREASURER'S REPORT TO TRUSTEES
To the President and Trustees of the New Hampshire College
of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts:—Your Treasurer res-
pectfully submits his report for the period from July 1, 1906 to
July 1, 1907.
Walter M. Parker, Treasurer, in account with New Hampshire
College of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts.
Income Conant Fund $2,845 . 00
Interest State Bonds 4,800 . 00
State Appropriation 13,000 . 00
Government Appropriation 52,000 . 00
W. D. Gibbs, President 26,265.23
L. Thompson, Treas. Real Estate Com 215.30
Income Pillsbury Fund 7.00
Adams Fund (To reimburse College for payments on
account this Fund to June 30, 1906) 2,119 . 79
Borrowed 13,469.49
Income Hamilton Smith Fund 400.00
Library Fund (To reimburse College for payments




Interest on Notes 425.38
Cash on hand, July 1, 1907 147.51
$115,428.71
LIBRARY FUND.
Andrew Carnegie $20,000 . 00
Hamilton Smith Estate 12,888.00
$32,888.00
Schedules $31,638.13
Cash on hand July 1, 1907 1,249 . 87
$32,888.00
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COLLEGE TREASURER'S REPORT TO TRUSTEES
To the President and Trustees of the New Hampshire College
of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts:—^Your Treasurer res-
pectfully submits his report for the period from July 1, 1907 to
July 2, 1908.
Walter M. Paekeb, Treasurer, in account with "New Hampshire
College of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts.
Income Conant Fund $2,805.00
Interest State Bonds ; 4,800.00
State Appropriation ' 47,000 . 00
Government Appropriation 54,000 . 00
W. D. Gibbs, President 23,571.29
L. Thompson, Treas. Real Estate Com 106.13
Income Pillsbury Fund 7 . 00
Conant Fund Hathaway Loan 1,600 . 00
Interest Hamilton Smith Fund 400.00
Interest Smythe fund 80.00
Borrowed 28,930.57




Interest on Notes 203 . 22
Principal Hathaway Loan transfer to Man. Sv. Bk.
account No. 84,042 1,600.00
Cash on hand July 2, 1908 3,194.68
$163,447.50
LIBRARY FUND.
Cash Balance, Jul^ 1, 1907 $1,249.87
$1,249.87
Schedules $1,190.07
Cash on hand July 2, 1908 59.80
$1,249.87
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MRS. SHERLY ONDERDONK FUND.
Received from Smith & Perkins $16,000.00
$16,000.00
Schedules $3,820.00
Cash on hand July 2, 1908 12,180.00
$16,000.00
Annual financial reports for each year ending June 30 are
required of the College by the United States Government. Bi-
ennial reports to the Legislature for period ending August 31,
are now required by the State. Since it is hardly practical to
close the financial accounts twice within two months and since
none of the expenditures during July and August of the present
year are from state funds, it has been deemed advisable to
render a financial statement to July 1 as required by the United
States Government and other reports to Sept. 1 as required by
the State.
NOTE INDEBTEDNESS AND FUND STATEMENT,
JUNE 30, 1907.
Prepared by C. H. Pettee, Auditor.
Note indebtedness.
OUTSTANDING NOTES-
Notes outstanding July 1, 1906 $17,729.56
Manchester National Bank,
note dated Dec. 28, 1906 3,158.63
Manchester Savings Bank, note
dated March 1, 1907 3,500.00
Manchester Savings Bank, note
dated March 28, 1907 6,810.86
$31,199.05
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*.NOTES PAID.
Manchester Savings Bank, note
dated May 31, 1906 $6,000.00
Manchester National Bank,
note dated June 29, 1906... 6,229.56
Manchester National Bank,
note dated April 28, 1906... 500.00
$12,729.56
Total Note Indebtedness.. $18,469.49
Fund Statement.
CONAJvT FUND.
Receipts $2,845 . 00
Expenditures 2,845 . 00
LAND GRANT.
Receipts $4,800 . 00
Pres. and Sec'y: Salaries.. $3,394.90
Modern Language: Inst 1,400.00
Library : Books 5 . 10 4,800 . 00
GENERAL AND MISCELLANEOUS INCOME (EXP. STA.) FUND.
Receipts
—
Cash on hand, July 1, 1906
( General ) $678 . 73
State Appropriation 13,000.00
W. D. Gibbs, President 26,265.23
Lucien Thompson, Treasurer
Real Estate Committee... 215.30
Misc. Inc.: Exp. Station 2,476.53
$42,635.79
Expenditures 42,514 . 53
Cash on hand July 1, 1907 $121.26
*Several hundred dollars in interest have been saved to the State, during the
past year, by using current funris early in the year to pay old indebtedness and
by reborrowing later as the money ivas needed. For details see Treasurer's
rei)ort.
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ADAMS FUAl).
Receipts 1906 (See Treasurer's




Expenditures 7,000 . 00
HATCH FUND.
Receipts $15,000 . 00
Expenditures 15,000 . 00
:\IORRlLL ruxD.
Receipts $25,000 . 00
Expenditures
—
Agr. Sci. Dept $2,292.54
Farm Dept 364 . 00
Dairy Dept 746 . 54
Horticultural Dept 978.18
Mech. Eng. Dept 5,042 . 42
Elect. Eng. Dept 1,923 . 21
Drawing Dept 1,338.86
Eng. Lang. Dept 1,126 . 02
Math. Sci. Dept 2,158 . 42
Cliem. Dept 4,472 . 53
Phys. Sci. Dept 1,451 . 36
Bot. and Bact. Dept 452.60
Zoological Dept 1,140.66
Econ. Sci. Dept 1,512.66
$25,000.00
EOSECRANS W. PILLSRURY FUND.
Receipts $7.00
Cash on hand July 1, 1906 19.25
Cash on hand July 1, 1907, . . . $26.25
HAMILTON SMITH FUND.
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XEVV LI13RAKY FUXD.
Receipts $32,888.00
Expenditures 31,638 . 13
Cash on hand July 1, 1907 $1,249.87
NOTE INDEBTEDNESS AND FUND STATEMENT,
JULY 2, 1908.




date June 2, 1904 $5,000.00
Manchester Savings Bank, date
Dec. 28, 1906 3,158.63
Manchester Savings Bank, date
Mar. 1, 1907 3,500 . 00
Manchester Savings Bank, date




date Aug. 29, 1907 $1,179.45
Manchester National Bank,
date Mar. 2, 1908 1,021.93
Manchester National Bank,
date Mar. 31, 1908 6,331.70
Manchester National Bank,
date April 3, 1908 2,300.00
Manchester National Bank,
date May 1, 1908 1,556.95
Manchester National Bank,
date June 1, 1908 7,101 . 46
Manchester National Bank,
date June 30, 1908 9,439 . 08
• $28,930.57
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*^-XOTES PAID.
July 9. 1907. All notes un-
paid on July 1, 1907 $18,469.49
Sept. 9, 1907 1,179 . 45
Apr. 3, 1908 2,300.00
Apr. 9, 1908 1,021.93
Apr. 9. 1908 6,331.70
$29,302.57
NOTES UNPAID JULY 2, 1908.
Manchester National Bank $1,556.95
Manchester National Bank 7,101.46








Pres. and Sec: Salaries $2,920.88
Mod. Lang.: Instruction 1,879.12 4,800.00
$;13.25
HOSECRANS W. PILLSBURY FUND.




Interest 2 . 00
$302.00
Expenditures $300 . 00
Balance $2 . 00
Several hundred dollars in interest have been saved to the State during the
past year by using current funds early in the year to pay old indebtedness and
by reborrowing later as the nionev was needed. For "details see Treasurer's
Report.
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IIAMILTOX SMITH FUND.
Receipts $400 . 00





Agri. Sci. Dept $1,663 . 30
Horticultural Dept 1,182 . 61
Forestry Dept 54 . 78
Animal Husb. Dept 600.00
Dairy Dept 962.49
Creamery Dept 19 . 60
Mech. Eng. Dept 2,834 . 67
Elect. Eng. Dept 3,261 . 57
Drawing Dept 2,293 . 47
Shop Work 1,645 . 00
Eng. Lang. Dept 1,534 . 81
Math. Sci. Dept 2,544.61
Chemical Dept 5,211 . 64
Phys. Sci. Dept 1,952.13
Botanical Dept 851 . 53
Zoological Dept 1,915.93
Econ. Sci. Dept 1.466.86
$30,000.00
LIBRARY FUXD.
Balance on hand July 1, 1907.
.
$1,249.87
Expenditures 1,190 . 07









Freight and Express. ... 1.08
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Eng. Lang.: Instruction.... $266.65
Freight and Express. ... .25
Econ. Sci.: Instruction 600.00
Roads and Grounds 697.55
^ Advertising 153 . 46
Clerical Work 200.00
Freight and Express 526.14
Fire Insurance Premiums. .
.
959.08
Post, Sta., and Ptg 997.55
Forestry: Tools 1.92











Dormitory $9,629 . 60
Library ' 8,337.07
New Boilers 6,669 . 97
Buildings and Repairs 2,540.51
Furniture and Fixtures 633.04
Library Grading 500.00
Drake Land Purchase 300.00
Roads and Grounds 400.00
Librarians' Salaries 1,026.63
Coal 1,475 . 75
$31,512.57




Cash on hand July 1, 1907.. $121.26
W. D. Gibbs, President 23,571.29
Lucien Thompson, Treasurer
Real Estate Committee... 106.13






:mrs. sherly oxoeroonk fund.
Receipts $16,000.00
Expenditures 3,820 . 00
Balance on hand July 2, 1908. . $12,180.00
MISCELLANEOUS INCOME: EXPERi:yiENT STATION.
Receipts $1,994.46
Expenditures 1,993 . 82
Balance $ . 64
HATCH FUND.
Receipts $15,000 . 00
Expenditures 14,998 . 42




Balance $523 . 47
SUIIMARY FUND BALANCES.
Rosecraus W. Pillsbury Fund $33.25
Student Loan Fund 2.00
Library Fund 59.80
State Appropriation, (Special) 2,487.43
General Fund 146.31
Mrs. Sherly Onderdonk Fund 12.180. 00
Mis. Inc. : Experiment Station .64
Hatch Fund 1.58
Adams Fund 523 . 47
Cash on hand as per Treasurer's Report $15,434.48
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PRESIDENT'S FINANCIAL REPORT TO TRUSTEES.
W. D. GiBBS, President.
Summary of Transactions, July 1, 1906—June 30, 1907.
Income.
Receipts from Tuition, Fees, Farm, Cream-
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Mar. 15. Schedule No. 2S $518.35
25. " " 29 2,000.00
31 " " 30 7,456.02
Apr. 15. " " 31 710.26
30. " " 32 7,424.92
May 6. " " 33 3,000.00
15. " "34 741.24
15. " •' 35 130.00
31. " " 36 6,732.91
June 15. " " 37 1,614.40
30. " " 1 Transfer 306.90
30. " " 38 9,819.26




Agricultural Science Department, (Morrill).
Receipts. Expenditures.
Agr. Sci.: Apparatus $134.31
Books 70.74
Instruction L,200. 00
Stock 337 . 48
Animal Husbandry-
Instruction 550 . 01
$2,292.54
Agricultural Science Department, (General).
Agr. Sci.: Supplies $17.77
Freight and Express. 10.05
Post., Sta., and Ptg.
.
7.50




Farm: Live Stock , $364.00 $364.00
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Farm Department, (General).
Receipts. Expenditures.
Farm: Buildings and Repairs $239.77
Blacksmithing 77.70
Feeding Stuffs 1,397. 85
Freight and Express.. 56.12
Heat, Light and Water 41.26










Instruction 522 . 80
$746.54
Dairy Department, (General).
Dairy: Freight and Express.. $89.97
Furniture and Fixtures 26 . 40
Post., Sta., and Ptg. .. 43.15
Labor 428.60
Supplies 418.61








Instruction 940 . 28
Stock .50
• $978.18




Buildings and Repairs 401.71
Feeding Stuffs 250.75




















Roads and Grounds... 10.50
$1,745.95 $1,137.40 +$608.55
Roads and Grounds, (General.)
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BuihUiu/s and Repairs. (General).
Receipts. Expenclitiii-es.







Apparatus 4 . 00
Books 22.93
Draiving Department. (General).
Drawing: Freight and Express. $4.15






Electrical Engineering Department. (Morrill).
Elec. Eng. : Apparatus .... $561.64
Instruction 1,359.96
Stock 1.61
Electrical Engineering Department. (General ).
Elec. Eng.: Apparatus $1.42
Freight and Express, 28.67
Traveling Expenses . 35.39






Physical Science Departmetit, (Morrill).




PJn/sical Science Department. (General).
Phys. Sci.: Freight and Express. $ .15
Post., Sta., and Ptg 13.32
Traveling Expenses .... 2.27
$1,451.36
$15.74
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ENGLISH LANGUAGE DEPARTMENT
English Language Department, (MorriU).
Receipts. Expenditures.
Eng. Lang. : Books 5207 . 66
Instruction 918.36
$1,126.02
English Language Department, (General).
Eng. Lang.: Instruction $213.34 $213.34
Secretary of Faculty, (General).
Sec. of Fac: Post, Sta., and Ptg $21.50
Freight and Express ... .30
$21.80
MATHEMATICAL SCIENCE DEPARTMENT.
Mathematical Science Department. (Morrill).
Math. Sci.: Instruction $2,131.27
Apparatus 27 . 15
$2,158.42
Mathematical Science Department. (General).
Math. Sci.: Freight and Express. $ .45
Post., Sta., and Ptg .6u
$1.05
MODERN LANGUAGE DEPARTMENT.
Modern Language Department, (Land Grant).
Mod. Lang.: Instruction $1,400.00 $1,400.00
ECONOMIC SCIENCE DEPARTJIENT.
Economic Science Department, (Morrill).
Econ. Sci.: Books $112.66
Instruction 1,400.00
$1,512.66
Economic Science Department, (General).
Econ. Sci.: Instruction $600.00 $600.00
LIBRARY DEPARTMENT.
Library Department, (General).
Library: Clerical Work $685.07
Books 64.95
Freight and Express .. 17.30
Supplies 20.09
Furniture and Fixtures 31.00
$818.41




Zool. : Apparatus $104 . 33
Books 98.47








Freight and Express. 16,45
Furniture and Fixtures 10 . 54
Labor 136.10
Post., Sta., and Ptg. 4,50
Laboratory $38.88
Buildings and Repairs 5.86
$38.88 $228.84 $189.96
MILITARY SCIENCE DEPABTMEXT.
Military Science Department, (General).
Mil. Sci.: Supplies $91.22
Freight and Express. 25,10




BOTANICAL AND BACTERIOLOGICAL DEPARTMENT.
Botanical and Bacteriological Department. (Morrill).
Bot. and Bact.: Apparatus ,. $152.60
Instruction 300 . 00
$452.60
Botanical and Bacteriological Department, (General.)
Bot. and Bact. : Stock $2 . 12
Freight and Express 2.45
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Miscellaneous Accounts, (Generalj.
Receipts. Expenditures.








Conant Scholarships . 2,845.00
Contingent Expenses 546.86
Freight and Express 634.47
Furniture and Fixtures 337.07
Fire Ins. Premiums 1,607.87
Post, Sta., and Ptg 658.29
Valentine Smith Scholarships 400.00
Students' Fees 6,608 . 50
Traveling Expenses 189 . 18
Trustees Expenses • 689 . 30
Mis. Inc.: Exp. Station 165.84
Erskine Mason Prize 4.00
$9,619.68 $12,803.57 $3,183.89
Miscellaneous Accounts, (Land Grant).
Pres. and Sec: Salaries $3,394.90
Library : Books 5.10
$3,400.00
Miscellaneous Accounts, (Neiv Library).





Postage and Stationery 152.32
Freight and Express 189 . 59
Heat, Light and Water 222.25
Chemical Supplies 124 . 08
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Funiitiire and Fixtures
Scientific Apparatus . .
.
Live Stoclv
Traveling Expenses . . .
Contingent Expenses . .

































PRESIDENT'S FINANCIAL REPORT TO TRUSTEES.
W. D. GiBBS, President.
Summary of Transactions, July 1, 1907—July 2, 1908.
Income.
Receipts from Tuition, Fees, Farm, Cream-
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190S





Freight and Express,. 44.24
Heat, Light and Water 40.62











Farm Department, ($34,000 State Appropriation).
Farm: Buildings and Repairs. $95.15 $95.15
Farm Department, ($13,000 State Appropriation)
.









Dairy: Freight and Express.. $24.96







Milk (to Sept. 14, '07) 1,738.00
Sales (to Sept; 14, '07) $2,247.89
$2,247.89 $2,080.54 +$167.35
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Dairy Department, ($3^,000 State Appro.).
Receipts. Expenditures.
Dairy: Buildings and Repairs... $6.76
Furniture and Fixtures. 58.25
$65.01
Creamery Department. (General).
Creamery: Millv (from Sept.
14, "07) $6,657.52
Sales (from Sept. 14,
'07) $7,909.47
Labor 576.86
Post, Sta., and Ptg... 6.00
Freight and Express. . 33.66
Supplies 195.99
$7,909.47 $7,470.03 +$439.44
Creamery Department. f$3.'t.000 State Appropriation).
Creamery: Buildings and Repairs $406.50 $406.50
Creamery Department. (Morrill).








Drawing: Traveling Expenses. $12.52
Freight and Express.. 5.48
Post, Sta., and Ptg..., 5.50





% Instruction 1,153 . 88
Stock 1.80
$1,182.61


















Horticultural Department. ($3Jt,000 State Appro.).
Hort: Buildings and Repairs. $286.64 $286.64
Horticultural Department, ($13,000 State Appro.).
Hort: Labor $1,370.95 $1,370.95
Forestry Department, (Morrill).
Forestry : Apparatus $54.78 $54.78
Forestry Department, (General).
Forestry: Freight and Express $1.35
Sales $212.59
$212.59 $1.35 +$211.24




Roads and Grounds Department, ($3Jj,000 State Appro.).
Roads and Grounds $900 . 00 $900 . 00
Roads and Grounds Department, ($13,000 State Appro.).












Freight and Express.. 47.37




Supplies 16 . 08
$515.35 $267.41 +$247.94
Chemical Department, ($3.'i,000 State Appro.).
Chemistry : Furniture and Fix-
tures $3.80 $3 . 80
ENCLISII LANGUAGE DEPARTMENT.
English Language Department, (Morrill).
Eng. Lang. : Books $155 . 70
Instruction 1,379 . 11
$1,534.81
English Language Department, (General).





English Language Department, ($13,000 State Appro.),
Eng. Lang.: Instruction $266.65
Freight and Express .25
$266.90
Secretary of Faculty, (General).






Mathematical Science Department, (Morrill).




Mathematical Science Department, ($13,000 State Appro.).
Math. Sci.: Freight and Express. $ .30 $ .30
t,479.67
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MECHAXICAL EXGIXEEKING DEPAETMEiS'T.
Mechanical Engineering Department, (Morrill).
Receipts. Expenditures.
Mech. Eng". : Apparatus $434 . 26
Boolvs 109.48
Instruction 2,000.00
Shop Work Instruction 1,645.00
Stock 290.93
I
MeclHinical Engineering Department, (General).
Mech. Eng. : Stock $2 . 40
Freight and Express. . 18.11







Meclianical Engineering Department, ($1^,0011 [Uate Appro.).
Mech. Eng.: Buildings and Repairs $57.59
Furniture and Fixtures.... 65.87
$123.46
Power and Service Department', (General).
P. and S.: Coal . : $1,253.58
Freight and Express .
.
108 . 80





Heat, Light and Water 9 . 00
$894.52 $6,377.93 $5,483.41
Power and Service Department, ($34,000 State Appro.).
P. and S.: Coal $1,475.75 $1,475.75





Freight and Express 1.08
$1,972.59
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Buildings and Repairs Department, (S;3-'i,()00 State Appro.).
Receipts. Expenditures.




Electrical Engineering Department. (Morrill).
Elec. Eng.: Apparatus $847.92




Electrical Engineering Department, (General)
.
Elec. Eng. : Freight and Express $57 . 33
Traveling Expenses... 20.62






Electrical Engineering Department. ($3.'i,0(j<) State Appro.).
Phys. Sci. : Apparatus $245 . 73
PHYSICAL SCIENCE DEPARTMENT.
"
Physical Science Department, (Morrill).
Phys. Sci. : Freight and Express $245.73
Books 70.30
Instruction 1,608 . 30
Stock 27.80
$1,952.13
Physical Science Department, (General).
Phys. Sci.: Freight and Express $ .40
Post., Sta.. and Ptg. . 5.81
Labor Sales $24.21
$24.21 $6.21 +$18.00
Physical Scic7ice Department. (SJ'i.OOO State Appro.).
Phys. Sci.: Furniture and Fixtures $8.00 $8.00
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MODEEN LANGUAGE DEPAETMENT.
Modern Language Department, (Land Grant).
Receipts. Expenditures.
Mod. Lang.: Instruction $1,879.12 $1,879.12
Modern Language Department, (General).
Mod. Lang.: Books $28.40 $28.40
ECONOMIC SCIENCE DEPAETMENT.
Economic Science Department, (Morrill).
Econ. Sci.: Books $66.86
Instruction 1,400.00
$1,466.86
Economic Science Department, ($13,000 State Appropriation.)
Econ. Sci. : Instruction $600 . 00 $600 . OO
LIBEABY DEPAETMENT.
Library Department, (General).
Library: Clerical Work $1.00
Books 58.00
Freight and Express.. 29.63




Library Department, ($3Jf,000 State Appropriation)
.
Library: Salary $1,026.63 $1,026.63
ZOOLOGICAL DEPAETMENT.
Zoological Department, (Morrill).
Zoology : Apparatus $5 . 75
Books 92.30





Freight and Express. 28.37
Labor 22.81
Post, Sta., and Ptg 9 . 40
Laboratory .10
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Zoological Department, ($3Jf,000 State Appropriation).
Receipts. Expenditures.
Zoologj': Furniture and Fix-
tures $216.59 $216.59
MILITAEY SCIENCE DEPABTMENT.
Military Science Department, (General).
Mil. Sci.: Supplies $8.23
Freight and Express. 2.51








BOTANY AND BACTERIOLOGICAL DEPABTMENT.
Botany and Bacteriological Department, (Morrill).





Botany and Bacteriological Department, (General).
Bot. and Bact.: Freight and
Express $2.53
Post, Sta., and Ptg... 1.86
Labor 9.20
Laboratory $5 . 04
Supplies 13 . 5S
$5.04 $27.17 $22.13
Botany and Bacteriological Deportment, ($3.'hOOO State Appro.).
Bot. and Bact.: Furniture and Fixtures.. $14.25
Buildings and Repairs 75.38
$S9.63




Book Store 2,370 . 09
Book Store: Sales $2,461.33
Chapel Expenses 135 . 00
Commencement Expenses .... 309.57
Office Supplies 34 . 07
Student Fees 6,736.00
Erskine Mason Prize 4.00
Traveling Expenses 462.35
Trustees' Expenses 428.70
Smythe Book Fund 67.20
Student Loan Fund $2 . 00
$9,199.33 $4,905.98 +$4,293.35
ariSCELLANEOUS ACCOUXT,S, (LAND OBANT).
Pres. and Sec: Salaries $2,920.88 $2,920.88
MISCELLANEOUS ACCOUNTS, (hAIMILTON SMITH FUND).
Valentine Smith Scholarships. $400.00 $400.00
MISCELLANEOUS ACCOUNTS, (CONANT FUND).
Conant Scholarships $2,805.00 $2,805.00
MISCELLANEOUS ACCOUNTS, (LIBRARY FUND).
New Library $1,190.07 $1,190.07
MISCELLANEOUS ACCOUNTS, (mBS. ONDEEDONK KUND).
Dormitory $3,820.00 $3,820.00
MISCELLANEOUS ACCOUNTS. ($34,000 STATE APl-KOPRfATION)
.
Contingent Expenses (Drake land pur-
chase $300.00
Furniture and Fixtures 258.28
New Library: Equipment ... 8,337.07
New Boilers and Pipes 6,669.97
Dormitory 9,629 . 60
$25,194.92
MISCELLANEOUS ACCOUNTS, ($13,000 STATE APPROPRIATION.)
Advertising $153 . 46
Clerical Work 200 . 00
Contingent Expenses 227 . 07
Freight and Express 526.14
Fire Insurance Premiums... 959.08
Post, Sta., and Ptg 997.55
Pres. and Sec: Salaries 2,460.02
$5,523.32
CATALOG.
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COLLEGE CALENDAR.
1908.
Sept. 14-15. Entrance examinations begin Monday at 9 a. m.
Sept. 16. Registration, Wednesday. First semester begins.
Oct. 7. Stated meeting of Trustees.
Dec. 18. College closes Friday night.
CHRISTMAS VACATION.
1909.
Jan. 5. College opens Tuesday, at 8 a. m.
Jan. 13. Stated meeting of Trustees.
Feb. 1-5. Mid-year examinations.
WINTER VACATION.
Feb. 10. Registration, Wednesday. Second semester begins.
Apr. 14. Stated meeting of Trustees.
Apr. College closes Wednesday night preceding Fast Day.
SPRING VACATION.
Apr. College opens Tuesday following Fast Daj' , at 8 a. m.
June 8. Senior examinations completed 4 p. m.
June 9-14. Final examinations.
June 13. Baccalaureate sermon, Sunday at 10.45 a. m.
June 14. Prize Drill, 8 p. m., in the Armory.
June 15. Class Day. Stated meeting of Trustees.
June 16. Commencement Day. Senior promenade at 8 p. m.
Sept. 10-14.
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BOARD OF TRUSTEES.
His Excellency, Gov. CHARLES M. FLOYD, ex officio.
CHARLES W. STONE, A. M., East Andover, President.
Term expires Oct. 9, 1909.
Pres. WILLIAM D. GIBBS, Durham, ex officio.
Hon. LUCIEN THOMPSON, Durham, Secretary.
Term expires June 14, 1910.
Hon. JOHN G. TALLANT, Pembroke.
Term expires July 20, 1909.
Hon. warren BROWN, Hampton Falls.
Term expires June 14, 1910.
Hon. ROSECRANS W. PILLSBURY, Londonderry.
Term expires Oct. 7, 1909.
Hon. RICHARD M. SCAMMON, Stratham.
Term expires Aug. 30, 1911.
WALTER DREW, Colebrook.
Term expires Aug'. 30, 1911.
Hon. NAHUM J. BACHELDER, M. S., A. M., East Andover.
Term expires Jan. 5, 1911.
GORDON WOODBURY, A. B., Pn. D., LL. B., Bedford.
Term expires Dec. 2, 1908.
EDWARD H. WASON, B. S., Nashua, Alamni Trustee.
Term expires July 1, 1910.
GEORGE W. CURRIER, M. D., Nashua.
Term expires June 14, 1910.
WALTER M. PARKER, A. B., Manchester, Treasurer.
OFFICERS OF
INSTRUCTION AND ADMINISTRATION.
WILLIAM D. GIBBS, D. Sc. President of the College.
CHARLES H. PETTEE, A. M., C. E., Dean and Professor of
Mathematics.
CLARENCE W. SCOTT, A. M., Professor of Histor^j and Political
Economy.
FRED W. MORSE, 'M. S., Professor of Organic Chemistry.
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CHARLES L. PARSONS, B. S., Professor of Inorganic Chemistry.
FREDERICK W. TAYLOR, B. Sc. (Agr.), Professor of Agronomy.
E. DWIGHT SANDERSON, B. S., B. S. Agr., Professor of Zoology
and Entomology and Director of the Experiment Station.
ARTHUR F. NESBIT, S. B., A. M., Professor of Physics.
WILLIAM E. HUNT, B. S., Captain Twenty-Second U. 8. Infan-
try, Professor of Military Science and Tactics.
RICHARD WHORISKEY, Jr., A. B., Professor of Modern Lan-
guages.
FREDERICK "W. PUTNAM, B. S., Professor of Drawing and
Design.
CHARLES BROOKS, Ph. D.. Professor of Botany.
CHARLES E. HEWITT, B. S., M. M. E., Professor of Electrical
Engineering.
BETHEL S. PICKETT, B. S., Professor of Horticulture.
ERNEST R. GROVES, A. B., B. D., Professor of English and
Philosophy.
FORREST E. CARDULLO, M. E., Professor of Mechanical Engi-
neering.
FRED RASMUSSEN, B. S. A., Associate Professor of Dairying.
WILLIAM H. PEW, B. Sc. (Agr.), Associate Professor of Animal
Husbandry.
CHARLES JAMES, F. I. C, Assistant Professor of Inorganic
Chemistry.
A. M. BUCK, M. E., Assistant Professor of Electrical Engineering.
FRANK R. BROWN, B. S., Instructor in Machine Work.
DAVID L. RANDALL, Ph. D., Instructor in Chemistry.
RAY A. SPENCER, A. B., Instructor in English and Modern
Languages.
HARRY E. INGHAM, B. S., Instructor in Wood Worh.
THOMAS J. LATON, B. S., Instructor in Drawing.
WILLIAM M. BARROWS, B. S., S. M., Instructor in Zoology.
C. FLOYD JACKSON, B. S., M. A., Instructor in Entomology.
ISAAC M. LEWIS, A. B., A. M., Instructor in Botany.
JASPER P. EASTMAN, B. S., Assistant in Agronomy.
WILLIAM H. WICKS, M. S. (Agr.), Assistant in Horticulture.
JOHN C. McNUTT, B. S. (Agr.), Assistant in Animal Husbandry,
Herdsman.
OSCAR W. STRAW, Engineer and Curator of Buildings.
DAVID LUMSDEN, Foreman of Gardens and Greenhouse.
GEORGE S. HAM, Farm Foreman.
MABEL E. TOWNSEND, A. B., Registrar.
MABEL HODGKINS, A. B., Lil)raria7i.
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CHARLOTTE A. THOMPSON, Assistant Librarian.
NELLIE F. WHITEHEAD, Purchasing Agent.
LAVINIA BROWN, Bookkeeper.




Hon. JOHN G. TALLANT, Chairman, Pembroke
CHARLES W. STONE, A. M., Secretary, East Andover
Hon. WARREN BROWN, Hampton Falls
Hon. N. J, BACHELDER, A. M., M. S., East Andover
Pees. WILLIAM D. GIBBS, D. Sc, ex officio, Durham
THE STATION STAFF.
E. DWIGHT SANDERSON, B. S., B. S. Agr., Director and Ento-
mologist.
FRED W. MORSE, M. S., Yice-Birector and Chemist.
FREDERICK W. TAYLOR, B. Sc. (Agr.), Agriculturist.
CHARLES BROOKS, Ph. D., Botanist.
FRED RASMUSSEN, B. S. A., Dairyman.
WILLIAM H. PEW, B. Sc. (Agr.), Animal Hustandman.
BETHEL S. PICKETT, B. S., Horticulturist.
BERT E. CURRY, M. S., Associate Chemist.
JASPER F. EASTMAN, B. S., Assistant Agriculturist.
C. FLOYD JACKSON, B. S., M. A., Assistant Entomologist.
WILLIAM H. WICKS, M. S. (Agr.), Assistant Horticulturist.
ISAAC M. LEWIS, A. B., A. M., Assistant Botanist.
DAVID LUMSDEN, Assistant in Floriculture.
JOHN C. McNUTT, B. S. (Agr.), Herdsman.
NELLIE F. WHITEHEAD, Purchasing Agent.
MABEL H, MEHAFFEY, Stenographer.
LAVINIA BROWN, Bookkeeper.
FOUNDATION AND ENDOWMENT.
The New Hampshire College of Agriculture and the Mechanic
Arts was incorporated by the state legislature in 1866, under the
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provisions of the act of Congress, approved July 2, 1862, entitled
"An act donating public lands to the several states and terri-
tories which may provide colleges for the benefit of agriculture
and the mechanic arts," the grant of land having been accepted
by an act of legislature, approved July 9, 1863.
The act of 1862 provides that the income from the investment
of the money realized from the sale of the lands shall be
appropriated "to the endowment, support, and maintenance of at
least one college where the leading object shall be, without ex-
cluding other scientific and classical studies, and including mili-
tary tactics, to teach such branches of learning as are related
to agriculture and the mechanic arts, * * * jj^ order to
promote the liberal and practical education of the industrial
classes in the several pursuits and professions of life."
The "Morrill Bill," which was approved August 30, 1890, and
received the assent of the state by an act of legislature, approved
February 13, 1891, provides an appropriation for the more com-
plete endowment and support of the colleges for the benefit of
agriculture and the mechanic arts, established under the pro-
visions of "the act of 1862."
The appropriation under the Morrill act is "to be applied only
to instruction in agriculture, the mechanic arts, the English
language, and the various branches of mathematical, physical,
natural, and economic science, with special reference to their
applications in the industries of life, and to the facilities for
such instruction."
Under an act of Congress approved March 2, 1887, which re-
ceived legislative assent August 4, 1887, was established that
department of the college known as the Agricultural Experiment
Station, the purpose of which was "to aid in acquiring and
diffusing among the people of the United States useful and prac-
tical information on subjects connected with agriculture, and
to promote scientific investigation and experiment respecting the
principles and applications of agricultural science."
Benjamin Thompson, who died January 30, 1890, was a resi-
dent of Durham, and a farmer by profession. He had at heart
the agricultural interests of his native state, and in the further-
ance of those interests he bequeathed to it at his death his
whole estate with a few minor reservations.
Mr. Thompson's final statement of the object of his bequest
was as follows: "My object being mainly to promote the im-
provement of agriculture, though willing that the college to be
established should also provide for the mechanic arts, it is my
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will that the institution to be established by the state * * *
shall be called and designated * * * The New Hampshire
College of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts, if that shall be
the wish of the state; and that in addition to the instruction
to be given therein, as provided by my said will, there shall be
taught only such other arts or sciences as may be necessary to
enable said state to fully avail itself of said donation of lands
by the government in good faith, which two branches of instruc-
tion shall be the leading objects of said institution or college."
By the provisions of the will, the income from this source will
not, however, become available until 1910. This endowment will
amount at that time to nearly $800,000, the annual income from
which will be about $32,000.
The state legislature accepted the Thompson bequest March 5,
1891, and on April 10, of the same year appropriated $100,000
for buildings. Approximately $50,000 was realized from the sale
of property and from other sources. In 1893 an additional ap-
propriation of $35,000 was made by the state for completing
and furnishing the buildings. Accordingly, in 1893 the college
was moved from its first home at Hanover to its present location
at Durham.
The general government of the college is vested in a board of
thirteen trustees. The governor of the state and the president
of the college are trustees, ex offlcio; the alumni of the college
elect one trustee; and all other trustees are appointed by the
governor of the state, with the advice and consent of the council.
The college is executing the trust reposed in it by giving in-
struction in the various courses described in this catalog, under
the prescribed heads of "agriculture" and "the mechanic arts."
SITUATION.
Durham, the present site of the college, is on the Western
Division of the Boston and Maine Railroad, 62 miles from Bos-
ton, and about midway between Rockingham Junction and the
City of Dover, being five miles from the latter place.
SUNDAY SERVICES.
Although the only church in Durham is nominally Congrega-
tional, it is attended by citizens of all denominations, and sec-
tarian lines are never drawn. It is conveniently situated, and
offers ample opportunity for religious observance.
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GENERAL INFORMATION.
New Hampshire College offers the following courses:
1. Agricultural courses.
c. Four year course.
6. Two year course,
c. Ten week course.
2. Mechanical Engineering Course.
3. Electrical Engineering Course.
4. Chemical Engineering Course.
5. General Course-
The college is a part of the public school system of the state. It
stands in its agricultural, mechanical engineering, electrical engi-
neering, technical chemistry, and general scientific courses, in the
same relation to the high schools that the high schools stand to
the grammar schools, and that these in turn stand to the elemen-
tary schools. In other words, it is a continuation of the grades
of the public school system of the state, with special reference to
the industrial pursuits, and, in the courses that are provided as
described elsewhere in this catalog, it aims to give a practical
training that shall fit the student to deal with the problems of
life.
TUITION AND FEES.
Tuition is $60 a year; fees, which include all charges com-
monly considered extras, except those for breakage and damage
to college property, are $20 a year. They are payable in ad-
vance in two equal instalments, one on the first day of each
semester.
SCHOLARSHIPS.
Scholarships are awarded each semester at the discretion of
the faculty to resident students of New Hampshire. They may
be forfeited at any time for misconduct and will not be awarded
except by special permission of the president, to students in
the four year courses who have failed to secure an average grade
of seventy or over in the previous semester. They are given
for the purpose of aiding deserving students and will be with-
drawn from those who use intoxicating liquors or tobacco.
Conant Scholarships.—There are twenty-five Conant scholar-
ships, each paying tuition, $60, fees, $20, cash, $20,—total, $100.
These are assigned under the following conditions:
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They are to be given to young men taking an agricultural
course.
Each town in Cheshire County is entitled to one scholarship,
and Jaffrey is entitled to two.
They will be reserved for their respective towns until August 1
of each year. Those not taken by students from Cheshire County,
and those in excess of the number of towns, will then be assigned
to agricultural students from other parts of the state, and may be
divided at the discretion of the president.
Senatorial Scholarships.—There are twenty-four senatorial
scholarships,—one for each senatorial district. Each scholar-
ship is to pay tuition, $60. Senatorial scholarships not filled may
be assigned to students from other localities at the discretion of
the faculty; they are open to students in all courses.
Grange Scholarships.—Each subordinate and Pomona grange
in New Hampshire has the privilege of appointing one student
annually to a free scholarship in any of the four year or two
year courses in the college. Each scholarship is to pay the
tuition of $60.
The method of appointment is entirely at the option of the
grange; it may be by election, competitive examination, or other-
wise. Holders of these scholarships need not be members of the
grange.
Valentine Smith Scholarships.—Through the generosity of the
late Mr. Hamilton Smith of Durham, the sum of $10,000 has
been given to the college to establish the Valentine Smith
scholarships.
"The income thus accruing to the college shall be given to
the graduate of an approved high school or academy who shall,
upon examination, be judged to have the most thorough prepara-
tion for admission to the college; provided,
"That the income shall be paid to the student to whom it is
awarded, in eight semi-annual payments, at the time appointed
for the payment of term bills; and
"That if the student receiving this scholarship shall at any
time prove unworthy, in the judgment of the faculty, by reason
of defective scholarship or character, he shall forfeit his claim
to the student most deserving; and
"That if the student receiving this scholarship shall cease to
be a member of the college, the income from this fund, for the
unexpired term, shall be awarded to the student most deserving
in character and scholarship."
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By vote of the faculty, these scholarships will be forfeited
by failure to obtain an average grade of 75 per cent, for any
semester.
These scholarships yield $400 annually or one hundred dollars
to each holder.
Competitive examinations for this scholarship will be held at
the college at the time of the entrance examinations in September,
and at no other time. They are not restricted to residents of
New Hampshire.
PRIZES.
Bailey Prize.—Dr. C. H. Bailey, of Gardner, Mass., and E. A.
Bailey, B. S., of Keene, N. H., offer a prize of ten dollars for
proficiency in chemistry.
Erskine Mason Memorial Prize.—Mrs. Erskine Mason of Stam-
ford, Conn., has invested one hundred dollars as a memorial to
her son, a member of the class of 1893, the income of which
is to be given, for the present, to that member of the senior
class who has made the greatest improvement during his course.
COLLEGE AID TO STUDENTS.
Students obtain considerable financial aid by janitorships,
and work on the farm and in the greenhouse. They also find
employment with the power and service department of the col-
lege and with the experiment station.
ESTIMATE OF FRESHMAN EXPENSES.
Tuition, Free $G0.OO
Text-books, $10.00 to 25.00
Military uniform for new students, 16.00 to 16.00
Drawing instruments and materials, 10.00 to 25.00
Fees, 20.00 to 20.00
Room rent, including heat and^ light, 30.00 to 50.00
Board, $3 to $3.50 per week, for thirty-six weeks, 108.00 to 126.50
Total, $194.00 $322.50
Room rent is estimated on the supposition that two students
occupy the same room or suite of rooms.
The college has no rooms for men students. Rooms may
be obtained either furnished or unfurnished, in buildings under
private control, and are for the most part provided with heating
apparatus, electric lights and baths.
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"Women students, unless living at home, are required to room
in Smith Hall, the woman's dormitory. Circulars giving terms,
etc., may be obtained from the Registrar, New Hampshire Col-
lege, Ehirham, New Hampshire. '
REGISTRATION.
All undergraduate students who desire to attend the college
during a given semester are required to register at the regis-
trar's oflace before 4 p. m, of the first day of such semester.
Every former student registered after the first day of any
semester shall be charged for such registration a fine of one
dollar for the first day and fifty cents additional for each suc-
ceeding day, to be remitted only by the president upon pre-
sentation of a substantial excuse for the delay.
ELECTION OF STUDIES.
Every student shall, on or before the Saturday before the last
in each semester, notify in writing the secretary of the faculty
of his elections for the semester following. Any student who,
having made his elections, desires to change, shall make appli-
cation to the faculty in writing with a statement in full of his
reasons.
Any student who fails to fill out his elective slip on or before
the date mentioned shall pay a fine of one dollar before he can
be registered for the studies of the next semester, unless he
has previously obtained from the secretary of the faculty a writ-
ten excuse for delay.
No student shall be permitted to make changes in courses
elected by him after one week from the time of his registration
in each semester, except by vote of the faculty and the payment
of one dollar.
ATTENDANCE AND EXCUSES.
All male students, unless members of the senior class or physi-
cally unfit, are required to attend military drill.
All students are required to attend chapel exercises. Students
accumulating more than six unexcused absences from chapel dur-
ing any semester shall be placed on probation.
Attendance upon class work is, in general, under the control
of the heads of departments concerned. However, excuses for
absence for one day or more, may be obtained of the dean in
advance, and should be passed to the registrar by the student
not later than twenty-four hours after the termination of such
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absence. Excuses for absence for less than one day should be
obtained of the instructors concerned. If excuses are for an in-
definite time, the student must report to the registrar within
twenty-four hours after his return to his studies, if he wishes
to receive credit for his excuses.
In no case will such excuse relieve the student from class work.
Any head of a department may, without faculty action, ex-
clude from examination any student who has been absent from
twenty per cent, of the exercises of any class under his charge.
All classes shall begin at seven minutes after the hour
scheduled, and close promptly at the end of the hour.
AMOUNT OF WORK.
No student shall be permitted to carry less than sixteen or
more than twenty-two credit hours per week of classroom work
or its equivalent, without the consent of the faculty.
REMOVAL OF DEFICIENCIES BY EXAMINATION.
Students conditioned on entrance examinations may have an
opportunity to make up such deficiencies upon the three days
preceding the beginning of each semester, and upon the last
Saturday of each semester. A student who takes a deficiency-
examination upon an entrance subject at any other time must
pay the college one dollar for each examination upon each
subject.
Students who have any entrance condition outstanding at the
beginning of the third year of residence at the college or more
than one at the beginning of the second year shall not be allowed
to register until such conditions have been removed.
Dates for re-examination in conditioned subjects are fixed at
the discretion of the instructor. No requests for examinations
will be granted on less than two weeks' notice except on the
regular dates for examinations in entrance deficiencies.
BUILDINGS.
THOMPSON HALL.
Thompson Hall, the main college building has a length of 128
feet, exclusive of a porte-cochere 40 feet long, and a width of 93
feet in the widest part. It is built of granite and brick, and has
three stories besides the basement.
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The basement contains a blower-room, with apparatus for con-
trolling the heating and ventilation of the building, a geological
laboratory, a lavatory, and storage rooms.
One half of the first floor is occupied by the mechanical and
free hand drawing and machine design rooms. The remainder
of the first floor is used for offices, recitation rooms for mathe-
matics and history, and a waiting room for women.
On the second floor are more offices, the zoological laboratories
and recitation rooms for biology, mechanical engineering, English
and modern languages.
On the third floor are the large hall used as an auditorium, two
society rooms, and the bell-boy's room.
The building is lighted by gas and electricity, and provided
with the most approved system of heating and ventilation.
LIBRARY BUILDING.
The library building, completed this year, was made possible
by the generosity of Mr. Andrew Carnegie and by an act of
consolidation whereby the college assumed the care of the
Durham libraries and added to its building fund a sum of money
which Mr. Hamilton Smith, late of Durham, provided for a pub-
lic library building. It is a two-story building, with a frontage
of 75 feet and a depth of 65 feet, not including the stack exten-
sion, which gives shelving room for sixty thousand volumes. On
the main floor are the delivery, reference, reading, and children's
rooms and the librarian's office. The second floor is used for
seminar and lecture rooms. The stack room is fitted with a
three-story stack, the second floor being on a level with the main
floor of the library.
MORRILL HALL.
This building was erected in 1902 at a cost of about $30,000.
It is 110 feet long and 58 feet wide, comprising four stories,
including the basement. The material is brick, laid in Flemish
bond, with trimmings of the clear, almost white Suncook granite.
The roof is of slate, and the construction throughout is designed
to give the greatest possible security against fire. All the parti-
tion walls are of brick, and the steam for heating is taken from
the boilers at the central station, near the mechanical building.
The basement contains an agricultural museum, a live stock
judging room, a bulletin mailing room, and a soil storage room.
The first floor is occupied by the department of agriculture.
It contains two class rooms—one for agronomy and one for ani-
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mal industry—a soil physics laboratory with a preparation room
attached, and offices. The agricultural experiment station library
of over 1,000 volumes and the office of the director of the agri-
cultural experiment station are also on this floor.
The second floor is occupied by the horticultural department.
It contains one class-room, a pomological laboratory, a forestry
laboratory, a herbarium room, a horticultural and agricultural
reading-room and offices. The second floor is also provided with
a refrigerator room, in which the fruits and vegetables used for
laboratory work may be preserved.
CONANT HALL.
Conant Hall contains the laboratories and lecture-rooms for
instruction in chemistry, physics and electrical engineering. It
is a substantial brick building, 92 by 70 feet, and three stories
high, including the basement. It is heated by steam brought
from the shops, lighted by gas and electricity and provided with
a system of thorough ventilation. Water, gas, high pressure
steam, hydrogen, oxygen, vacuum and blast are supplied through
pipes wherever needed, and the lecture rooms in addition have
switches controlling both dynamo and battery currents, and ar-
rangements for stereopticon illustration.
The basement contains a small workshop, the battery, photo-
meter, photographic and comparator rooms, a clock room pro-
tected by double walls against changes in temperature, an acid
room and a water and gas laboratory provided with the neces-
sary fixtures and appliances.
The first floor, with the exception of one room, is occupied
by the departments of physics and electrical engineering. It
contains the mineralogical laboratory, which is provided with
tile-covered desks and other facilities for blowpipe analysis; the
junior physical laboratory; an apparatus room; the department
libraries of physical and electrical books and periodicals; an
electrical laboratory; and the physical lecture room.
The second floor is given up entirely to the chemical depart-
ment. It contains storerooms, an organic laboratory, a qualita-
tive laboratory, a private laboratory, a dark room for polari-
scopic and spectroscopic work, a lecture-room provided with
facilities as before described, a quantitative laboratory, and a
room for the delicate chemical balances and most important refer-
ence works.
The laboratories are fitted up with modern accessories and
with special reference to the kind of work to be performed in
each.
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SHOPS.
These have been built in order to provide facilities for instruc-
tion in the working of wood and metals. The buildings are con-
structed on the "slow burning" principle, with thick walls, and
heavy, continuous plank floors.
The main building is 42 by 106 feet, and two stories high,
with a basement 31 by 42 feet. The basement and westerly
rooms are used as an engine room and mechanical laboratories.
On the first floor is the machine shop and on the second are the
wood shop and stock and pattern room.
Joined to the main shop building and on a level with its
basement is a one-story building, 40 by 100 feet, containing the
boiler room, forge shop and foundry.
There are three boilers, aggregating 360 horse-power, which
fui'nish steam to all the college buildings, wherever needed for"
heating or power. A brick chimney, 95 feet high, carries away
the waste gases from the furnaces.
THE ARMORY.
The armory is a brick building with granite trimmings, 61 by
99 feet, with a headhouse, 31 by 46 feet. In the basement are
two bathrooms, containing shower baths, one for the use of the
faculty and visiting teams, and the other for students. Adjoin-
ing these are a locker room, a drying room, a toilet room and a
room for gymnasium supplies. There is also a space reserved for
a swimming pool, bowling alley, ball cage, etc., to be completed
at some future time.
On the first floor are the military lecture room, three offices
and the drill hall or gymnasium, with a running track six feet
wide.
The equipment of the gymnasium includes chest weights, dumb
bells, Indian clubs, wands, bucks, horses, horizontal and parallel
bars, travelling rings, ladders, punching bags, etc.
On the second floor of the headhouse are the college club rooms.
NESMITH HALL.
Nesmith Hall, a two-story brick building, is occupied by the
chemical, botanical and dairy departments of the agricultural
experiment station. It contains the oflices, libraries and labora-
tories of the chemical and botanical departments and the ofiice
of the dairy department. The recitation room of the botanical
department is also in this building.
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DAIRY.
The dairy building is a wooden structure of one and one-half
stories, with basement. It contains six rooms equipped for
manual training in milk testing, milk and cream pasteurizing,
cream ripening, butter-making and the care and management of
dairy machinery.
The first floor is used for receiving milk and for the separa-
tors. On this floor are also the office of the associate professor
of dairying and the laboratory for milk testing. The basement
contains the ripening vats, churns and refrigerators, together
with the engine.
BARNS.
The dairy barn is a large wooden structure, 45 by 100 feet,
two stories high, and with a basement in which are box stalls,
calf and sheep pens, a cold storage room, root cellar, feed,
dressing and milk rooms. A story and a half ell, 35 by 100
feet, with basement, is attached to the main structure. The first
floor of the ell is on a level with the basement of the main
barn and contains stalls to accommodate 56 head of cattle. The
basement of the ell contains pig pens, while the loft is used for
the storage of feed, fertilizers and machinery. With the ex-
ception of the space occupied by a granary, a 120-ton silo and
a 12-foot driveway, the upper floors of the main barn are used
entirely for hay and forage, there being capacity for about 175
tons.
A new sheep barn built in the summer of 1907, houses
about 80 sheep; the pens being sub-divided to accommodate
those of different sizes. In this barn is storage room for twenty
tons of hay and a considerable amount of grain.
A third barn is used by the agricultural department for the
storage of hay, implements and wagons and for stabling the
department horses.
A fourth barn, 25 by GO feet, is used by the horticultural de-
partment for its horses and wagons and the storage of spraying
machines and various garden implements.
GREENHOUSES.
The new range of greenhouses has been specially planned and
built for carrying on modern and up-to-date work in greenhouse
management and handicraft. There are seven houses, besides
a propagating hallway. Connected with the glass structure is
a workroom, 20 by 30 feet, which also answers as an office for the
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florist, and is equipped with scales, seed-boxes and other ac-
cessories. The basement of the workroom, or potting house, is
used for a boiler room and storeroom for potting soils. The
"Whole is heated by steam and the houses are piped so that the
temperature may be regulated for any kind of crop. One house
is equipped for greenhouse management instruction and each
student is given definite laboratory space and prescribed work.
Two of the houses have ground beds and are adapted for forcing
vegetables. The remaining houses have raised beds, excepting
the center of the palm house, which has a ground bed.
These houses are lighted with electricity and offer unusual
facilities for instruction and experimentation.
SMITH HALL.
Smith Hall, the woman's dormitory was made possible by the
generosity of Mrs. Shirley Onderdonk, of Durham, who gave
sixteen thousand dollars as a memorial to her mother, Mrs. Alice
Hamilton Smith. The balance of the cost, $10,000, was provided
by the state.
It is a three and one-half story brick building, 86 feet long by
36 feet deep, built in "Old English" style, with granite trimmings
and gable roof. The main entrance faces the south and opens
into a large hall-way.
On the right of the entrance is the dining room and to the
left a handsome reception room. In the rear of the reception
room are the office and apartments of the matron; back of the
dining room are the serving room, kitchen and pantry. In the
basement are the boiler room, trunk room, drying room, laundry,
and rooms for storage and fuel. The second and third floors are
for student accommodations, each floor being equipped to accommo-
date sixteen students, and provided with toilet rooms and baths
(shower and tub).
The building is heated by steam and lighted by electricity.
The interior finish is of stained cypress, with hard wood floors.
LABORATORIES AND EQUIPMENT.
AGRONOMY.
This department is provided with a collection of dried speci-
mens of the different forage crops; the more important varieties
of corn, wheat and oats; and with a large number of lantern
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slides, grass charts and other illustrative material. The soil
physics laboratory is equipped with soil bins, a compacting ma-
chine, chemical and torsion balances, and various kinds of physi-
cal apparatus for the study of soils, including that for the de-
termination of specific gravity and for the making of mechanical
analyses.
The agricultural museum contains many of the latest models
of the different makes of farm machinery, tools and appliances,
including plows, cultivators, harrows, mowers, rakes, corn and
grain binders, threshers, manure spreaders, different kinds of
cattle ties and various makes of patent wire fences.
The college farm, with its 300 acres of land, has a variety of
soils and soil conditions suited to the growth of nearly all the
important farm crops, and thus offers excellent opportunities for
practical work and demonstration in the department of agronomy.
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY.
For the various courses in animal husbandry an extended use
is made of the live stock of the college farm. The dairy herd
consists of representative animals of the following breeds:
Ayrshires, Guernseys, Jerseys, Holsteins and Shorthorns. The
college owns seven head of horses representing the draft type,
and to become acquainted with the standard bred types the
students are taken to various stock farms where these types may
be inspected and judged.
For the study of the different breeds of sheep and swine the
experiment station flocks of pure bred Southdowns, Dorset Horns,
Shropshires, Hampshires, Lincolns and Merinos and herds of
Yorkshires are used.
In the agricultural building a large room is fitted up for the
judging of live stock; instruments for precise measurements are
provided and score cards with a scale of points for each kind of
animal are used.
The class-room is provided with a stereopticon lantern and a
large collection of lantern slides is used to show the leading in-
dividuals of several breeds of live stock. The herd books of the
several breeds are made use of in familiarizing the student with,
methods of tracing pedigrees and the practices of breeders' asso-
ciations.
HORTICULTURE.
The facilities for instruction in the various lines of horticulture
have vastly improved during the past few years.
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The lecture room is fitted up with a stereopticon lantern and
the collection of lantern slides is being continually enlarged.
The pomological and vegetable gardening laboratories are of
original design and offer every facility for modern work. A
great many varieties of vegetables are grown in the experiment
station trial ground, and these offer exceptional opportunities
for identification and study in the laboratory for some time after
field conditions have gone by. The orchards, gardens and grounds
also offer opportunities for demonstrating the theories advocated
in the lecture-room. Many varieties of different kinds of fruit
are to be found in the orchards. Grapes, apples, cherries and
small fruits are also grown at the agricultural experiment station.
Propagation of fruits, shrubs and flowering plants is practised.
A fine collection of Vilmorin charts is owned by the department.
COLLEGE FOREST.
A tract of 60 acres of old forest growth is owned by the college.
It is located close at hand and offers ample opportunities for
studying forestry. The country about Durham presents forestry
conditions typical of New England, and the transplanting of
trees, sowing of seeds and general questions of forestry manage-
ment may here be studied in Nature's laboratory.
DAIRYING.
All available space in the dairy building is filled with various
forms of cream separators, churns, testing apparatus and other
dairy appliances. In addition to the product of the college herd,
milk is received from about 25 farms in Durham and vicinity.
Through this arrangement the college is able to furnish plenty
of milk for practice work and to provide for a most thorough
and practical training in dairy and creamery management.
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING.
A 40 horse-power engine furnishes power for the shops and
electric lights for the college buildings. A large compound
duplex pump receives water under a head of 15 feet through an
eight-inch pipe from a reservoir one-half mile distant, and forces
it through underground mains to the various hydrants and
buildings or through nozzles for measurements during tests. It
Is fitted with indicator motions and other necessary equipment
for complete duty tests. The pump with its long supply pipe,
a 10-inch standpipe and a 6000-gallon tank, furnish apparatus
for an extensive series of hydraulic experiments.
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Among other apparatus is a 50,000-pound Olsen machine with
the necessary tools and measuring instruments for tension com-
pression and transverse tests; a 12 horse-power gas engine; a
Westinghouse air-brake pump with locomotive and tender at-
tachments; steam and gas engine indicators; a surface condenser;
a Bristol pyromoter; Pitot tubes; differential gauges; cement
testing machine with the necessary sieves and other apparatus
for testing cement according to the recommendations of the
committee for cement testing; and the usual supply of scales,
gauges, thermometers and small apparatus. The three 66" return
tubular boilers, with the 95 foot brick stack are used for boiler
tests and flue gas analysis, by means of the Orsat apparatus,
pyrometers and thermometers reading to 1,000 F. The boilers
are fitted with forced draught apparatus, thus giving an oppor-
tunity for commercial tests with different grades of fuel, es-
pecially the cheaper grades. The ventilating fans and engines
of the various buildings as well as the engines at the creamery,
electrical laboratory and barn are available for testing. Oppor-
tunity is not only given for the student to test the engine or
machine but to become familiar with its construction and oper-
ation.
In addition to the instruction given in the laboratory, excursions
are made to various outside power plants, and when practicable,
tests are made, thus enabling the student to become familiar with
various types of engineering practice. Each year the proprie-
tors of a nearby mill allow the class in valve gears to take
exercises in valve setting on their 50 horse-power Corliss engine.
SHOPWORK.
The course in wood work consists of practice in carpentry,
joinery and turning. Following this work is the course in pat-
tern making, special attention being given to methods of design.
The shop is supplied with benches and the necessary tools to
accommodate twenty students at one time. Other equipment
consists of a circular saw, board-p!aner, buzz-planer, jig-saw,
speed-lathes, a large pattern maker's lathe with molding and
boring attachments.
In the machine shop the student learns the principles of turn-
ing, facing, thread cutting, milling, shaping, scraping, filing
and planing. In the advanced -courses, parts of machinery are
made to be used in the shops. The equipment is as follows:
seven engine lathes, a 14-inch by 6-foot speed-lathe, built by
students; a vertical drill, built by students; a 30-inch Flather
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planer; a universal milling machine with gear-cutting and spiral
attachments; shaper, power hack saw; tool grinder; 12 benches
with vises, and a large number of small tools, including mi-
crometer, calipers and gauges necessary for accurate work.
In the forge shop are IS Sturtevant down-draft forges with
anvils and necessary tools. The blast to the forges is furnished
by a No. 4 blower, and the smoke carried away by a 60-inch
exhauster. These are driven by a small steam engine. The
student is taught the principles of forging, welding and temper-
ing of iron and steel. Special attention is given to accuracy of
dimensions as well as to shape and finish.
Foundry work is taken in connection with the course in pat-
tern making, and the student molds and casts from the patterns
he has constructed in the wood-shop. Castings are made in iron,
brass and alloy, and tests are made on "test bars" of each. The
foundry is supplied with a furnace, molding benches and bench
tools.
PHYSICS.
The physical laboratory has a collection of the usual apparatus
for laboratory work and lecture-room illustration, to which will
be continually added pieces purchased or made in the college
shop.
In the junior laboratory of physics there has been added
apparatus for studying absorption phenomena and the compari-
son (Of spectra of films, liquids, metals, etc.; for measuring the
angles of crystals and indices of refraction; for verifying the
laws of refraction and total reflection of light; for determining
the moment of inertia of various forms of specimens.
In electricity and magnetism the equipment includes instru-
ments such as a magnetometer for studying the intensity of
the earth's magnetism; a universal tangent galvanometer and
an assortment of ammeters and voltmeters for measuring direct
and alternating currents and voltages.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING.
The electrical engineering laboratories consist of two dynamo
rooms, a transformer room, a photometer room and a storage
battery room. In the main dynamo room there is a large dis-
tributing switchboard on which are mounted instruments,
switches and plugging devices so arranged that it is possible
to connect the laboratory rooms, also each lecture room, and
convey thereto direct current and single phase, two phase and
three phase alternating currents.
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The general equipment of this department includes a magneto-
meter for studying the intensity of the earth's magnetism; a
universal tangent galvanometer; a high grade four spool Thom-
son reflecting galvanometer; a D'Arsonal galvanometer; a Ryan
electrometer for tracing pressure and current waves; a standard
ballistic galvanometer; an Ayrton and Perry's variable standard
of self-induction; as well as other types of instruments of various
sizes for elementary work; also a complete Queen's photometer
equipment for comparing incandescent and arc lamps and the
distribution of light from the latter for open, enclosed and
flaming arcs and when used with different forms of reflectors.
The equipment of the dynamo electric laboratory consists of
2 Edison bipolar 3 K. W. generators, an Edison bipolar 15 K. W.
generator ; a General Electric 4 pole 12 K. W. generator ; a Crocker-
Wheeler 3.5 K. W. generator, a Century 5 H. P. motor; a West-
ing house 5 H. P. motor with wound secondary; a Westinghouse
23 H. P. Junior type of engine; a Thompson-Houston 3 K. W.
generator; two 14 H. P. direct current motors; a low potential
testing unit, consisting of a universal alternator belted to a
direct current motor and capable of adjustment to be driven
from either the direct or alternating current side; a V. K. W.
special alternator arranged for single, two and three phase cur-
rents connected either star or mesh; a storage battery of CO
cells, of the Cloride type, with special switchboard; various
sizes and types of transformers; standard makes of voltmeters
and ammeters having wide ranges; wattmeters; power-factor
meters; phase indicators; hysteresis testing apparatus of the
Holden-Esterlin type; high tension transformers for testing com-
mercial value of various insulating materials and insulators; and
various other testing instruments.
In connection with this department, there is a work shop
equipped with a 14" 8 foot bed, Flather engine lathe with a com-
plete set of attachments; a good set of wood and metal working
tools; also a small speed lathe for drilling and wood working
purposes, a union combination saw with scroll, molding and
boring attachments, a small hand-driven metal planer and sensi-
tive drill. This shop and its equipment are of great value in
thesis work and in making new apparatus.
CHEMISTRY.
The several chemical laboratories are modern in design, com-
modious and well equipped. Each is supplied with the latest
forms of apparatus required for its particular work. Besides
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all necessary glass and porcelain ware, this includes water baths,
drying ovens, combustion, muffle and assay furnaces, platinum
dishes and crucibles, polariscope, spectroscope, balances, lantern
and other lecture appliances, etc.
ZOOLOGY.
The zoological laboratory is well supplied with aquaria, micro-
scopes, dissecting tools, charts, reference books and collections.
The latter include a representative display of the birds of New
Hampshire, and a very large collection of the insects of the state
arranged in glass-covered boxes.
BOTANY.
The botanical laboratory is supplied with a good herbarium,
charts, microscopes and the other necessary appliances.
SURVEYING.
The surveying instruments are sufficient in number and of the
most approved pattern.
DRAWING.
One-half of the entire first floor in Thompson Hall is devoted
to the use of the drawing and machine design department. For
free-hand model-drawing and for mathematical drawing there
is a good supply of geometric models; and for free-hand indus-
trial drawing the nucleus of a good collection exists, consisting
of plaster casts of historic ornament, details of human form and
antique sculpture, as well as vases and common objects. There
is an excellent collection of working models and machines for
machine drawing and various machines in other departments
are available for this work.
There is a good working library connected with this depart-
ment, including reference books in mechanical and free-hand
drawing and elementary and machine design.
MUSEUM.
The museum had for a nucleus the collection made during the
state geological survey. To this additions have been made from
various sources. Specimens are being collected to illustrate the
zoology of New Hampshire, and New Hampshire collectors and
naturalists are invited to make the museum the permanent de-
pository for their collections.
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LIBRARY.
In accordance with an act of consolidation between tlie libraries
of Durham and the college, the books of the Durham Public Li-
brary and the college are all shelved in the new building. This
consolidation makes an especially good collection, the scientific
books of the college supplementing well the more popular bodies
of the town library. The consolidated libraries number about
23.000 bound volumes and 7,000 pamphlets.
In the reading room are to be found the leading American
and foreign periodicals, local papers and Boston and New York
daily papers.
In the reference room are shelved about 2,000 bound volumes,
w^hich give good opportunity for reference and research work.
There is also provision for the future in the second story rooms,
which can be used for department libraries when the reference
room proves inadequate.
Aside from the main library, each department has its depart-
ment library of the more technical books and those which are
of special use in the laboratories and work-shops.
MILITARY DEPARTMENT.
This department is in charge of an officer of the United States
regular army, detailed by the war department, as professor of
military science and tactics. Military instruction, which is re-
quired by law, is both theoretical and practical, the latter largely
from September to December 1 and from April 1 to June, the
former having special reference to the duties of the line.
The organization is a battalion of three companies with a band,
officered by cadets selected for character, soldierly bearing and
efficiency. The federal government has furnished Krag-Jorgensen
magazine rifles, model 1898, and equipment for 200 men. At-
tention is paid to rifle practice, the government supplying ample
ammunition and target materials, and the college a good range,
within four minutes' walk of the college buildings, with firing points
at 200, 300 and 500 yards. The rolling country in the vicinity
of the college furnishes the best opportunities for extended order
drill and field exercises, the athletic field for close order drills
and the new gymnasium or drill shed gives ample room for
indoor work.
The cadets wear, whenever on military duty, and may at other
times, provided the complete uniforms are worn, cadet gray uni-
forms with black trouser stripes, black braid on cuffs and col-
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lars of blouses and blue caps, army regulation. The letters
N. H. C. are embroidered in gold on each side of blouse collar.
The cost of such a uniform does not exceed $16 and the wearing
of such does away with the necessity of purchasing a civilian
suit for college use.
Service in this department is optional for members of the
senior class; all other students, excepting those presenting sur-
geon's certificates of disability, are required to attend both drills
and recitations. Seniors who elect drill and are appointed cadet
officers have their college fees remitted.
Upon the graduation of each class, the names of such students
as have shown special aptitude for military service are reported
to the adjutant-general of the army and to the adjutant-general
of the state. The names of the three most distinguished students
in this department are inserted in the United States army register.
FOUR YEAR COURSES.
AGRICULTURAL COURSE.
This course is arranged especially for the general education
and scientific training of students to fit them in various economic
branches, such as agronomy, animal husbandry, dairying, biology,
agricultural chemistry, entomology, forestry, horticulture, veter-
inary science, etc. Graduates are qualified to take positions as
teachers and assistants in colleges and experiment stations, as
farm superintendents, foremen, stock raisers, dairy farmers,
creamery managers, dairymen, superintendents of estates, parks
or cemeteries, frviit-growers, gardeners, florists, nurserymen, land-
scape gardeners, foresters, poultrymen, ranchmen, etc.
The aim is to give a broad general foundation of pure and
applied science. Laboratory methods are used in connection
with lecture and recitation work. Seminary courses are also
given, especially for seniors and advanced students.
BIOLOGICAL DIVISION OF THE AGRICULTURAL COURSE.
The biological division of the agricultural course is for the
benefit of those students who desire to make a special study of
some phase of natural history. It leads to such positions as
teachers of botany and zoology in high schools and colleges, en-
tomologists for experiment stations, state inspectors of nursery
grounds, etc. During the first two years the student pursues
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the regular studies of the agricultural course, but in his junior
year he begins to specialize in botany and zoology, a considerable
proportion of his time during the rest of his course being given
to these subjects. Students taking this course will elect, with the
advice of the instructors in charge, six hours per week of bio-
logical work in the junior year and seven hours per week during
the senior year, exclusive of thesis.
CHEMICAL DIVISION OF THE AGRICULTURAL COURSE.
The work of this division is especially intended to give a
thorough grounding in the principles of chemistry as applied to
agriculture and agricultural chemical analysis and to train the
student thoroughly in all kinds of manipulation required of the
chemist in experiment stations, large dairy establishments, ferti-
lizer works, etc.
Instruction is given mainly by personal supervision in the
laboratory, accompanied by lectures, themes, recitations; and,
as in the course in technical chemistry, the studies are arranged
to meet the needs of the individual. Students wishing to take
this course will elect, with the advice of the instructors in
charge, six hours per week of chemical work during the junior
year, and seven hours per week during the senior year.
COURSE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING.
Mechanical engineering is concerned with the design, construc-
tion, care and operation of machinery.
The special studies are mathematical, including a large amount
of drawing; technical, pertaining directly to the professional
work of the engineer; and general.
The study of the scientific principles underlying the work of
the engineer is accompanied throughout the course by actual
practice in mechanical operations and scientific research, by
training in the use of tools for working wood and metals, and
by experimental tests and demonstrations in the mechanical,
chemical and physical laboratories.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING COURSE.
The electrical engineering course is intended to meet the de-
mands of a young man fitting himself for practical and pro-
fessional engineering, in connection with the various applications
of electricity.
By means of lectures, recitations and laboratory work, the
subjects of the course are brought to the attention of the stu-
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dent in such a manner as to emphasize not only the present
needs of the practitioner and engineer, but to give him the
groundwork that will enable him to grasp and understand the
constantly increasing number of problems that require solution.
The instruction aims to impart a complete practical and theo-
retical knowledge of the best modern types of electrical machines
and appliances and the methods of designing, building and oper-
ating them.
The rapid progress in recent years in applying electricity to
commercial uses, renders it diflBcult, if not impossible, for one
without a technical education to gain prominence in the work
and be intrusted with its more responsible positions.
COURSE IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING.
This course is intended to fit for the career of a professional
Chemist or chemical engineer, and to give a good foundation
for original and independent chemical research.
Instruction is imparted by lectures, recitations and a large
amount of carefully supervised laboratory work. The laboratory
course is largely an individual one, and the work of each stu-
dent is conducted with reference not only to the particular object
he may have in view, but also to the acquirement of a broad
knowledge of chemical science. The student is given a thorough
training in German and French to enable him to read with ease
the chemical literature; a thorough grounding in mathematics,
necessary for advanced theoretical chemistry or chemical engi-
neering; a somewhat limited amount of special engineering work,
both mechanical and electrical; and a thorough undergraduate
training in theoretical and applied chemistry. He is encouraged
to develop the power of solving chemical problems by independent
thought through the aid of the reference works and chemical
periodicals which the library contains. Owing to the fact that
the laboratories are becoming crowded the number of students
taking this course is limited to six in each class. These six are
chosen in the early part of the sophomore year from those who
have applied. Fitness to become successful chemists will alone
determine the choice made.
GENERAL COURSE.
The General Course is arranged for those who wish a broad
general training based chiefly upon the study of science, modern
languages and history. This course provides a liberal education
with science as a leading element, and by means of the group
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system of elective studies alfords an opportunity for specializa-
tion.
COURSES FOR WOMEN.
Women attending the college may elect any course laid down
in the curriculum, subject to the conditions prescribed for all
students. They may omit manual labor on the farm and in the
shop, and substitute other studies.
The general course, with its electives, is specially prepared
for women, and is so planned that special courses may be ar-
ranged in literature, languages, history, philosophy, pedagogy,
drawing, biology and manual training.
The courses in agriculture and chemistry afford opportunities
for the study of the natural sciences, and the engineering courses
offer exceptional advantages in mathematics and physics.
REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION TO FOUR YEAR
COURSES.
All candidates for admission to college must present satisfac-
tory testimonials of good moral character.
Candidates for admission to the freshman class must offer
studies amounting to a total of 14 units.
AGRICULTURAL COURSE.
Candidates for admission who intend to take the Agricultural
Course must offer ten and one-half units from required subjects
and three and one-half units from optional subjects, according
to the following statement:
Required Group A (English) 3 units
B (American History or Ancient His-
tory) 1 unit
C (Algebra and Plane Geometry) 2^^ units
D (Physics and Biology) 2 units
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ENGINEERING COURSES.
Candidates for admission who intend to take tlie Engineering
Courses must offer ten units from required subjects and four
units from optional subjects, according to tbe following state-
ment. Beginning with Sept. 1910, Plane Trigonometry will be
added to the required subjects.
Required Group A (English) 3 units
B (American History or Ancient His-
tory) 1 unit
C (Algebra, Plane and Solid Geom-
try) 3 units
D (Physics) 1 unit








Candidates for admission who intend to take the General
Course must offer ten and one-half units from required subjects
and three and one-half units from optional subjects, according to
the following statement:
Required Group A (English) 3 units
B (American History and Ancient
History) 2 units
C. ... (Algebra and Plane Geometry) 21/2 units
D (Physics) 1 unit






The New England College Entrance Requirements in reading
and study or any course of equivalent value—four periods per
week for four years. Emphasis should be placed upon the de-
velopment of a clear, correct style on the part of the candidate
rather than upon the critical analysis of literature.
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FOR 1909-1911.
Required for Study and Practice.
Shakespeare: Macbeth. Milton: Lycidas, Comus, L'Allegro, and
II Penseroso. Burke: Speech on Conciliation with America; or
Washington: Farewell Address., and Webster: First Bunker Hill
Oration. Macaulay: Life of Johnson; or Carlyle: Essay on Burns.
Required for Reading.
Group 1 (two books to be selected). Shakespeare: As You Like
It, Henry V, Julius C^sar, The Merchant of Venice, Twelfth
Night.
Group 2 (one book to be selected). Bacon: Essays. Bunyan:
The Pilgrim's Progress, Part I. The Sir Roger de Coverley
Papers in "The Spectator." Franklin: Autobiography.
Group 3 (one book to be selected). Chaucer: Prologue. Spenser:
Selections from the Faerie Queen. Pope: The Rape of the
Lock. Goldsmith: The Deserted Village. Palgrave: Golden
Treasury (First Series), Books II and III, with especial at-
tention to Dryden, Collins, Gray, Cowper, and Burns.
Group // (ttvo books to be selected). Goldsmith: The Vicar of
Wakefield. Scott: Ivanhoe, Quentin Durward. Hawthorne:
The House of the Seven Gables. Thackeray: Henry Esmond.
Gaskell: Cranford. Dickens: A Tale of Two Cities. George
Eliot: Silas Marner. Blackmore: Lorna Doone.
Group 5 (two books to be selected). Irving: Sketch Book. Lamb:
Essays of Elia. De Quincey: Joan of Arc and The English
Mail-Coach. Carlyle: Heroes and Hero-Worship. Emerson:
Essays (selected). Ruskin: Sesame and Lilies.
Group 6 (tioo books to be selected). Coleridge: The Ancient
Mariner. Scott: The Lady of the Lake. Byron: Mazeppa
and the Prisoner of Chillon. Palgrave: Golden Treasury
(First Series), Book VI, with special attention to Words-
worth, Keats, and Shelley. Macaulaj': Lays of Ancient Rome.
Poe: Poems. Lowell: The Vision of Sir Launfal. Arnold:
Sohrab and Rustum. Longfellow: The Courtship of Miles
Standish. Tennyson: Gareth and Lynette, Lancelot and
Elaine, and The Passing of Arthur. Browning: Cavalier
Tunes, The Lost Leader, How They Brought the Good News
from Ghent to Aix, Evelyn Hope, Home Thoughts from
Abroad, Home Thoughts from the Sea, Incident of the French
Camp, The Boy and the Angel, One Word More. Hervg Kiel,
Pheidippides.
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GROUP B, HISTORY.
The work offered for each unit in History must consist of at
least five exercises per week during one year of the high school
course, except that in the case of American History four exer-
cises per week will be accepted. For details of preparatory
work in History, reference is made to "A History Syllabus for
Secondary Schools, by the New England History Teachers' Asso-
ciation." Boston, D. C. Heath & Co., 1904.
American History and Civics.
The History requirements are covered by Channing's Students'
History, Montgomery's Students' History or by Hart's Essen-
tials, with the collateral work. The work in Civics must include
at least a knowledge of the Constitution of the United States.
—1 unit.
Ancient History.
Wolfson's Essentials or an equivalent, with the collateral woi'k,
or, the History of Greece and the History of Rome as given in
works like Myers' History of Greece, Morey's Outlines of Greek
History, Allen's Roman People, Myers' Rome and Morey's Out-
lines of Roman History. The requirements are limited to Grecian
History and Roman History to A. D. 476.
—1 unit.
English History.
The amount of English History required is represented by Gar-
diner's Students' History, by Larned's or Montgomery's History,
or by Walker's Essentials, with the collateral work.
—1 unit.
Mediaeval and Modern History.
Harding's Essentials of Mediaeval and Modern History with the





Through quadratic equations, including radicals and fractional
and negative exponents, binomial theorem and progressions,
—
five periods per week for one and one-half years.
—1\(> units.
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Plane Geometry.
The equivalent of Wells' presentation.
Solid Geometry.
The equivalent of Wells' presentation.
Plane Trigonometry.





Accompanying the certificates for eacli of the sciences the
student IVIUST present at entrance a note-book containing rec-
ords and drawings of his or her observations and experiments
in the laboratory, which must bear the certificate of the teach-
er in charge that the work was done personally in the labora-
tory.
Physics.
The preparation required for entrance in Physics shall be an
equivalent of five exercises a week for one year, of "whicli at
least two are devoted to laboratory work.
—1 unit
Biology.
Students in the Agricultural Course must present either.
A. Zoology.
Kellogg's Elementary Zoology, Linville and Kelly's Text book
in General Zoology. Jordan, Kellogg and Heath's Animals,
Needham's Lessons in Zoology, Coulton's Zoology, or an approved
equivalent, occupying at least four periods per week for a half
year, of which at least one is devoted to laboratory work.
—V2 unit.
and Botany.
Bergen's Elements of Botany, or an approved equivalent, oc-
cupying at least four periods per week for a half year, of which
at least one is devoted to laboratory work.
—Vo unit.
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or
B. Botany.
Coulter's Text Book of Botany, Bergen's Foundations of Botany,
or an approved equivalent, occupying at least four periods per




Leconte's Compend or an approved equivalent.
—Ml unit.
Chemistry.
Elementary Inorganic Chemistry equivalent to the work cov-
ered in Remsen's Briefer Course, Storer & Lindsay's Manual,
Witham's Elements or Newell's Descriptive Chemistry, ac-
companied in each instance with laboratory practice.
—1 unit.
GROUP E, MODERN LANGUAGES.
French.
Two years are required for preparation in French. Work of
the first year should include (1) careful drill in pronunciation,
(2) drill upon the rudiments of grammar, (3) abundant transla-
tion of simple English prose into idiomatic French, (4) reading
of from 100 to 175 pages of French prose, (5) writing French
from dictation. Work of the second year should include (1) the
reading of from 250 to 400 pages of easy modern prose, (2) con-
stant practice in translating from English into French varia-




Two years are required for preparation in German. Work of
the first year should include (1) careful drill in pronunciation,
(2) drill upon the rudiments of grammar, such as the inflection
of the articles, the common nouns, adjectives, pronouns and
strong and weak verbs, upon the uses of the prepositions, the
modal auxiliaries and the rules of syntax and word order, (3)
writing from dictation, (4) the reading of from 75 to 100 pages
of prose, (5) translation from English into German. Work of
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the second year should include (1) the reading of from 150 to
200 pages of prose, (2) constant practice in translating from
English into French variations of the text read, (3) dictation,
(4) continued drill upon the rudiments of grammar, (5) frequent
paraphrases of the text read.
—2 units.
GROUP F, ANCIENT LANGUAGES.
Students entering from approved schools may receive credit
in their certificates for the following \York in Latin or Greek.
Latin.






Books I and II of Xenophon's Anabasis, Books III and IV of




In place of examinations, certificates will be received from
approved preparatory schools, including all that have been ap-
proved by the superintendent of public instruction in New Hamp-
shire. Approval of a school will be withdrawn whenever it
appears that the work of the school does not reach the standard
required by the college. No certificate will be accepted from a
private tutor or instructor.
Certificates should meet the requirements in full; in case of
exceptions the candidate will be examined on any requirement
not covered by the certificate. If the certificate makes any
exception in the case of a student who has not regularly gradu-
ated from an approved school, the certificate will not be ac-
cepted, and the student will be examined on all the requirements.
Certificates will be accepted for that work only which has been
done in the certifying school, or which is necessarily involved In
the work done there; work done in the grammar school must not
be certified unless reviewed in the high school.
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Certificates must be made out on a blank furnished by the
college, and should be mailed to the dean at the close of the
SCHOOL year.
COMPLETE CERTIFICATES.
THE SIGNATURE OF THE PRINCIPAL IS TO BE AFFIXED TO THE GEN-
EEAL CERTIFICATE, AND TO THAT OF EACH DEPARTMENT IN WHICH
THE WORK OF THE CANDIDATE IS CERTIFIED.
PARTIAL CERTIFICATES.
In case the work of a graduate has not been up to certificate
grade in one or more subjects, the principal is requested to sign
the general certificate, crossing out the words "and that in my
judgment he is prepared to enter at once upon the work of the
freshman year." He is also requested to fill out the group cer-
tificates in full except signature, the signature being attached
only to such as indicate certificate grade.
Divided certificates from two or more schools will be accepted
when the preparatory work has been done in more than one
institution.
Certificate forms will be furnished upon application.
Candidates for advanced standing are also examined in the
studies that have been pursued by the class which they propose
to enter.
Examinations will be given, in the subjects presented for
admission, beginning Friday of the week preceding the opening
of the college year. Candidates will present themselves with
their credentials on the first day of the examinations. See
Calendar.
REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION FROM FOUR
YEAR COURSES.
Those who complete a four year course or its equivalent will
be recommended for the degree of Bachelor of Science. No
equivalent course will be accepted which does not comply with all
the following requirements:
1. The completion of all work common to the four year courses.
2. The completion of one hundred fifty-four credit hours.
3. The completion of all but ten or less credit hours in some
one of the regular four year courses.
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4. Approval by the faculty not earlier than June 1 preceding
the year of graduation.
The regular work of the senior class, including the regular
final examinations, is completed at 4 p. m. on the Tuesday of the
week preceding commencement; and each member of the class
may receive a statement of his standing at the oflBce of the regis-
trar at 2 p. m. on the next day, Wednesday.
All work required for graduation must be completed by 6
p. m. of the Saturday of the same week.
THESIS.
A thesis upon some subject connected with the work of the
course taken is required of every candidate for a degree.
The subject together with a written approval of it by the head
of the department within which it lies must be submitted to the
president before the 15th day of December preceding graduation.
The thesis shall be submitted to the head of the department con-
cerned not later than the second Tuesday preceding commence-
ment day. The thesis must be completed in typewritten and
bound form and be in the hands of the department concerned
before the Tuesday preceding commencement day. The thesis
shall be typewritten or printed upon standard thesis paper eight
and one-half by eleven inches, medium weight, neatly bound in
black cloth and gilt-lettered on first cover with title, name of
author, degree sought and year of graduation. This bound copy




PEOF. TAYLOE, ME. EASTMAN.
1. Farm Equipment and Farm Crops.
Lectures and recitations upon the selection, planning and equip-
ment of farms; fencing; drainage; farm wells; harvesting and
tillage implements; silos and stable construction, etc. History,
use and methods of culture of our various farm crops. Practical
exercises in leveling and laying out of drains and in the prepara-
tion of farm and building plans. Judging and scoring the differ-
ent varieties of grains and grasses. For Agricultural Juniors.
Three exercises per week. 1st S.
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2. Soils and Soil Physics.
Lectures and recitations upon the formation, kinds and physi-
cal properties of soils; the movements and conservation of soil
moisture; the relation of heat and air to soil; the nature and
physical effects of tillage and fertilizers; laboratory work and
experimentation with soils to show the physical effects of differ-
ent conditions and texture. For Agricultural Juniors.
Three exercises per week. 2nd S.
3. Soil Management and Fertility.
An advanced course in soils for those who have shown a
special aptitude in the preceding course. The processes of soil
formation, the physics and chemistry of soils, soil classification
and mapping and the principles of fertility will be discussed.
The lecture work will be supplemented by laboratory and field
experimentation. Elective for Agricultural Seniors.
Three exercises per tveek. 1st 8.
4. Manures and Fertilizers. Prof. Morse.
course of lectures, themes and abstracts on the subject of
plant food and its sources. Elective for Agricultural Seniors.
Tivo exericses per iveek. 2nd 8.
5. Agricultural Seminary. Prof. Taylor.
This course consists of library and reference work and a study
of current agricultural literature. Each student will prepare
during the term a certain number of abstracts, reports of papers
upon topics relating to agriculture. For Agricultural Seniors.
Tivo exercises per xoeek. 1st 8.
6. Agricultural History and Economics. Prof. Taylor.
Lectures and recitations upon the history of agriculture from
early Egyptian to modern American; present agricultural methods
and systems in various countries; the principles of economics as
applied to the organization, equipment and operation of the farm;
tenancy and land ownership; practical problems in farm manage-
ment. For Agricultural Seniors. First nine weeks.
Four exericses per week. 2nd 8.
7. Farm Mechanics. Prof. Taylor.
Lectures and recitations upon the principles of construction of
farm buildings; barns and silos; construction and maintenance
of country roads; principles of draft; farm motors and machinery.
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Practical work in testing and comparisons of various makes and
kinds of farm macliinery. For Agricultural Seniors. Last eight
weeks.
Four exercises per loeek. 2nd S.
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY.
ASSOC. PBOF. PEW, ME. MCNUTT.
1. Breeds of Livestock.
Lectures and recitations upon the origin, history, development,
characteristics and adaptability of the different breeds of cattle,
sheep, horses and swine. In the study of beef cattle, market
conditions and requirements are considered. In the study of
dairy cattle, milk and butter production are considered. In the
study of sheep, mutton and wool requirements are considered,
also the raising of early lambs.
In the study of horses, besides the origin, history and devel-
opment of the breeds, market classifications are considered. In
the study of swine, the influence of various feeds and of different
methods of management as affecting types is considered. One
afternoon each week is used for judging the different breeds. For
Agricultural Sophomores.
Three exercises per week. 1st S.
2. Principles of Breeding.
Lectures and recitations upon the laws of heredity; value of
selection in improving and maintaining a high standard of excel-
lence in farm stock; variation, cause and extent; methods of
breeding, including discussion of inbreeding, crossing and grading.
Elective for Agricultural Seniors.
Tioo exercises per week. 2nd 8.
3. Stock Feeding.
Lectures and recitations upon the laws of nutrition; composition
and digestibility of feed stuffs; influence of feed on the animal
body, preservation of coarse fodders; a study of leading cereals
and by-products. Practice will be given in computing and com-
pounding rations for various purposes. For Agricultural Juniors.
Three exercises per week. 2nd 8.
4. Veterinary Science.
Lectures and recitations upon anatomy and physiology of the
animal body; holding a post-mortem; simple farm medicines and
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methods of administering; breeding and some of its effects; com-
mon farm operations; common infectious and contagious diseases
affecting farm animals and methods of treatment. Elective for
Agricultural Juniors.
Three exercises per week. 2nd S.
5. Poultry.
Lectures and recitations upon different classes and varieties of
poultry; breeding and feeding; location and building of poultry
houses; a study of incubators and brooders; methods of prevent-
ing disease. Practice will be given in scoring. Elective for
Agricultural Seniors.
Txco exercises per week. 2nd 8.
6. Advanced Livestock.
This is a course laid out especially for those students who have
shown proficiency in the previous courses having to do with
Livestock. Special problems will be worked out as desired by the
students concerning the breeds and their management; advanced
live stock judging will also be given. Elective for Agricultural
Juniors.
Three exercises per loeek. 2nd 8.
7. Animal Mechanics.
Lectures and recitations upon the conformation, soundness and
anatomy of the horse, the principles of mechanics involved as
applied to the animal machine, proportions and conformation of
horses for speed and draft; various gaits; practical exercises in
measuring animals and testing value of given measurements for
given purposes. Course to be given every other year beginning
with 1905. Elective for Agricultural Seniors or Juniors.
Four exercises per iveek. 1st 8.
BOTANY.
PEOF. BROOKS, ME. LEWIS.
1. General Botany. Prof. Brooks, Mr. Lewis.
Lectures and laboratory work on the fundamental principles of
plant physiology, followed by the study of a series of represen-
tative cryptogams. For Agricultural Sophomores, elective for
General Course Sophomores.
Three exercises per week. 1st 8.
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2. General Botany. Prof. Brooks, Mr. Lewis.
This course continues the worlv on type forms begun in Course
1 and includes the study of vascular cryptogams, gymnosperms
and angiosperms. The latter part of the semester will be devoted
to a study of plant families and plant societies as represented in
the local flora. Lectures, laboratory and field work. For Agri-
cultural Sophomores, elective for General Course Sophomores.
Open ovly to sturlents wlio have completed Course 1.
Three exercises per week. 2nd S.
3. Plant Pathology. Prof. Brooks.
This course deals with the nature, cause and prevention of plant
diseases and includes a systematic consideration of parasitic
fungi. Lectures and laboratory work. Elective for Agricultural
Juniors and General Course Juniors and Seniors.
Opeti only to students who have completed Course 2.
Four exercises per tceek. 1st S.
4. Mycology. Prof. Brooks.
A study of representative groups of fungi, including the bac-
teria; culture methods and pathological work with fungous dis-
eases. Lectures, laboratory and field work. Elective for Agri-
cultural Juniors and General Course Juniors and Seniors.
Open only to students who have completed Course 2.
Three exercises per week. 2nd S.
5. Plant Physiology. Prof. Brooks, Mr. Lewis.
Lectures and experimental work on absorption, nutrition,
growth, respiration and irritability. Elective for Agricultural
Juniors and General Course Juniors and Seniors.
Open only to students who have completed Course 2.
Three exercises per loeek. 2nd S.
6. Plant Histology. Mr. Lewis.
A minute study of plant cells and plant tissues, starches,
aleurones and other cell contents; use of reagents and stains;
cutting and mounting of sections. Lectures and laboratory work.
Elective for General Course Juniors and Seniors and Agricultural
Seniors.
Open only to students loho have completed Course 2.
Three exercises per week. 1st S
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7. 8. Advanced Botany. Prof. Brooks, Mr. Lewis.
Opportunity to do original work along special lines will be
offered to students who have shown special ability in the pre-
ceding courses.




ASST. PEOF. JAJIES, DR. RANDALL.
1. Inorganic Chemistry.
Lectures and recitations on general and theoretical cliemistry,
illustrated by experiments, charts, specimens, lantern views, etc.
Solution of chemical problems will be required. For all Fresh-
men.
Three exercises -per tvcek. 1st S.
2. Inorganic Chemistry.
Course 2 is a continuation of Course 1, but the time will be
mainly spent on the metallic elements, their metallurgy, salts, etc.
Open only to students tvho have completed Course 1.
Two exercises per week. 2nd S.
3. Elementary Physical Chemistry.
A short elementary course of ten lectures on the Dissociation
Theory and its application; the Mass Law, etc. To accompany
Courses 2 and 4.
Elective by special arrangement.
4. Qualitative Analysis.
Course 4 consists of laboratory practice, with occasional lec-
tures. The student is expected to become proficient in the sep-
aration and detection of the common acids and bases and to keep
a full set of notes. He will have practice in the writing of reac-
tions and will fill out numerous slips containing questions bear-
ing upon his work. For Chemical Freshman, Electrical and Me-
chanical Freshmen (Division 1), Agricultural Sophomores and
Electrical and Mechanical Sophomores (Division 2); elective for
General Course Sophomores and Juniors.
Open only to students %vho have completed Course 1.
Freshman Year. 2nd 8.
Sophomore and Junior Years. 1st 8.
Fifty-one exercises.
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5. Qualitative Analysis.
A short advanced course for Chemical Sophomores on insoluble
substances and the rarer elements, to precede Chemistry 10.
First five weeks.
Twenty-five exercises. 1st S.
6. Organic Chemistry. Prof. Morse.
Lectures and recitations. A study of the chemistry of the
carbon compounds. For Agricultural and Chemical Sophomores,
elective for General Course Juniors.
Open only to students icho have completed CJiemistry 1 and 2.
Three exercises per loeek. 2nd S.
7. Cinemistry of Plant and Animal Nutrition. Mr. Morse.
Lectures and recitations on the composition of plants, animals
and foods. For Agricultural and Chemical Juniors, elective for
General Course Seniors.
Open only to students ivho have completed Chemistry 6.
Two exercises per week. 1st S.
8. Organic Chemical Laboratory. Prof. Morse.
The course consists mainly of laboratory practice in preparing
and purifying organic compounds and a study of qualitative
organic reactions and analyses. Lectures and recitations will be
held from time to time in connection with the practice. For
Chemical Juniors, elective for General Course Juniors.
Three exercises per week. 1st S.
10. Quantitative Analysis.
A preliminary course in quantitative analysis to familiarize
the student with the general methods of chemical manipulation
and analysis. For Chemical Sophomores. Elective in the General
Course in Sophomore, Junior and Senior Years, provided labora-
tory facilities permit. Last twelve weeks.
Open only to students who have completed Chemistry If.
Five exercises per loeek. 1st S.
11. Quantitative Analysis.
A continuation of Course 10. For Chemical Sophomores.
Six exercises per loeek. 2nd S.
12. Advanced Quantitative Analysis.
Course 12 is arranged for students of the Chemical Courses,
and is intended to fit them for work in the laboratories of agri-
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cultural experiment stations, fertilizer works, iron works, sugar
refineries, etc., and for the duties of the public analyst. This
course will be made to fit the end which each has in view, and
will be largely an individual one. For those students desiring
to specialize in agricultural and food chemistry the analysis made
will tend in the main toward agricultural products, fertilizers,
mucks, marls, manures, dairy products, waters, foodstuffs, sugars,
etc. For the student wishing to enter metallurgical works, the
analyses will be in the main upon iron and steel and other metals,
ores, limestones, slags, alloys, fuels, etc. As a preparation for
the study of medicine, work will be done on poisons, foods, drugs,
urine, etc. Other lines will be arranged to meet the wants of
the individual student. Each student will be given some prac-
tice in all of the branches of agricultural, metallurgical, medical,
sanitary and industrial chemistry, in oi'der to lay a foundation
for any future work which may be required of him. A short
course in gas and oil analysis will also be provided. For Chemi-
cal Juniors.
Open only to students who have completed Course 11.
Five exercises per iveek. 1st *b.
13. Advanced Quantitative Analysis.
A continuation of Course 12. For Chemical Juniors.
Four exercises per week. 2nd S.
14. Industrial Chemistry.
Course 14 consists of lectures on chemical manufactures, such
as sugar, sodium carbonate, fertilizers, sulphuric acid, glass,
matches, paints, dyes, soaps, illuminating gas, petroleum, etc.
The lectures will be illustrated by lantern views, and trips to the
leading New England cities to examine important chemical manu-
factures will be taken as far as practicable. For Chemical Jun-
iors and Seniors.
Open only to students who have completed Courses 1 and 2.
TiDO exercises per week. 2nd S.
15. Metallurgy.
Course 15 consists of lectures describing the processes employed
in the smelting of ores of iron, lead, copper, zinc, silver, gold,
etc., and upon the methods used in refining these metals. The
lectures are illustrated by stereopticon and by specimens of
metallurgical products. For Chemical Juniors or Seniors.
Open only to students toho have completed Courses 1 and 2.
One exercise per week. 2nd S.
Courses 14 and 15 are given in alternate years with Course 22.
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16. Assaying.
A course in the fire assay of gold and silver ores. For Chemi-
cal Seniors.
Open only to students who have taken Courses 10 or IS.
Seventeen exercises. 1st S.
17. Agricultural Analysis.
This course is arranged especially for students of the agri-
cultural course, and consists mainly of the quantitative determi-
nation of the constituents of milk, butter, fertilizers, grain, etc.
Elective, subject to desk room in laboratorj*.
Open only to students ivho have completed creditably the work
of Courses 1. 2. and .).
Three exercises per week.
18. Metallurgical Analysis.
This course is arranged for the students of the engineering
departments who may elect the same, and consists mainly of the
quantitative determination of ores, slags, metals, alloys, fuels, etc.
Elective, subject to desk room in the laboratory.
Open only to students who have completed creditably the work
of Courses 1. 2. and .J or 5.
Three exercises per i(?eek.
19. Chemical Journals, Methods, etc.
The work consists of the study of current chemical literature,
mainly in the German language, with recitations twice a week.
Each student will be expected to prepare abstracts, reports, criti-
cisms, etc., upon assigned articles. For Chemical Juniors.
Open to students who have begun Course 11.
Txoo exercises per week. 1st S.
20. Chemical Journals.
A continuation of Course 19. For Chemical Juniors.
Two exercises per week. 2nd 8.
21. Physical Chemistry, Lectures.
The work consists of advanced study of chemical theory. Prac-
tical experiments will be performed, with the aid of the student,
in tlie determination of vapor density, molecular weights, specific
heat, etc.; and the study of isomorphism, diffusion of gases, solu-
tions, ionization, electrolysis, molecular and atomic volume,
thermo chemistry, equilibrium, the phase rule, etc., will take up
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much of the time. For Chemical Juniors and Seniors. Course
21 comes in alternate years.
Open only to students ivlio have completed Courses 1, 2 and 10.
Two exercises per week. 1st 8.
22. Physical and Electro Chemistry, Lectures.
A continuation of Course 21, and is given in alternate years
with Courses 14 and 15. For Chemical Juniors or Seniors.
Three exercises per week. 2nd S.
23. Chemical Research.
Especially arranged for students of the chemical engineering
course. May merge at any time into 24 and will usually do so
about the middle of the first semester. For Chemical Seniors.
Eight exercises per tceek. 1st S,
24. Thesis.
The work of the last semester of the chemical engineering
course is given up to the special study of some selected subject
in any branch of chemical science and the student is required to
present a thesis showing him to be capable of independence of
thought and manipulation. For Chemical Seniors.




Lectures and recitations on the Babcock test, tests for deter-
mining acidity in milk and on the use of the lactometer in de-
tecting adulterations in milk. Includes also a study of the com-
position of milk, separation and churning. The laboratory work
will be made applicable to farm conditions. For Agricultural
Juniors.
Four exercises per loeek. 1st S.
2. Advanced Butter Making.
A study of the secretion, chemical and physical properties of
milk, pasteurization, cream ripening, commercial starters, churn-
ing, marketing and scoring of butter. The laboratory work will
be made applicable to factory conditions.
Open only to students toho have completed Course 1.
Three exercises per loeek. 2nd 8.
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3. Technology of Milk.
Consists of a study of the uses of milk and its by-products out-
side the scope of butter and cheese making; the production and
preparation of sanitary, certified, modified milk; the making of
condensed milk and koumiss; the manufacture of casein and milk
sugar, and the preparation of ices and ice cream. Elective for
Agricultural Juniors and Seniors.
Open only to students who have completed Course 1.
Two exercises per toeek. 2nd 8.
4. Factory Management.
This course is designed for students wishing to fit themselves
for managers of large factories and other dairy establishments.
It consists of a study of the organization, location, construction,
and operation of factories; special problems connected with the
manufacturing of butter; dairy conditions and methods in foreign
countries.
Open only to students loho have completed Course 2.
Three exercises per tveek. 1st S.
5. Dairy Bacteriology and Cheese Making.
Lectures and demonstrations on the function of bacteria and
the application of bacteriological principles to dairy work.
A course of lectures will be given covering the details of the
manufacturing, curing and marketing of the more important
kinds of cheese.
Open only to students xcho have completed Course 1.
Two exercises per xoeek. 2nd 8.
6. Dairy Research.
A study of the work of the experiment stations and other dairy
literature. Elective for Agricultural Seniors.
Open only to students xcho have completed Courses 1, 2 or S.
Two exercises per xoeek. 1st 8.
DRAWING.
PROF. PUTXAM, :MB. LATON.
These courses are of an industrial nature and include both
freehand and mathematical branches of this subject.
1. Industrial Drawing. Prof. Putnam, Mr. Laton.
Free-hand lettering, free-hand drawing, use of instruments,
mathematical drawing, inking, tinting, tracing and blue-prints.
Systems of object drawing; orthographic projection; isometric
drawing; mechanical perspective, shades and shadows. For Ag-
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ricultuial and Engineering Freshmen, elective for General Course
Freshmen.
Agricultural and General Course Freshmen.
Two exercises per week. 1st S.
Engineering Freshmen.
Two and one-half exercises per iveek. 1st S.
Note.—Alteiiiatiug with sliop-work on Wednesdays.
2. Descriptive Geometry. Prof. Putnam, Mr. Laton.
Recitations and drawing exercises in the solution of geometrical
problems by orthographic projection.
For Engineering Freshmen. (Divisions 1 and 2.)
Division 1, whole semester.
Three exercises per week. 2nd S.
Division 2, first ten weeks.
Two exercises per week. 2nd 8.
3. Descriptive Geometry. Prof. Putnam, Mr. Laton.
Continuation of 2. Practical problems on bridge beams, raft-
ers, piping, etc.
For Engineering Freshmen (Division 2). Last seven weeks.
Two exercises per week. 2nd 8.
4. Design of Farm Buildings. Prof. Putnam.
This course consists of drawings of floor plans and framing
details for farm buildings in preparation for the Rural Architec-
tural Course of the Senior Year. For Agricultural Freshmen.
Tivo exercises per iceek. 2nd 8.
5. Descriptive Geometry. Prof. Putnam, Mr. Laton.
Same as Course 3. For Electrical and Mechanical Sophomores
(Division 1). First seven weeks.
Two and one-half exercises per iveek. 1st 8.
6. Elementary Machine Drawing. Mr. Laton.
Mechanism drawing; detail and assembly drawing of simple
machines. For Electrical and Mechanical Sophomores.
Division 1, last ten weeks.
Tivo exercises per week. 1st 8.
Division 2. whole semester.
Two exercises per iveek. ist 8.
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7. Elementary Machine Drawing and Free Hand Drawing of
Chemical Apparatus. Mr. Laton.
For Chemical Sophomores.
Two exercises per week. 1st S.
8. Machine Drawing. Mr. Laton.
Working drawings of various machines and machine tools in-
cluding steam boiler and engine details. For Electrical and Me-
chanical Sophomores.
Two and one-half exercises per week. 2nd S.
Note.—Alteinathig with shop-work on Wetlnesday.s.
9. Free-Hand Drawing. Prof. Putnam.
Light and shade drawing from casts and still life. Charcoal
work. Elective for General Course Sophomores.
Two exercises per week. 1st S.
10. Free-Hand Drawing.
Wash drawings and water color work; pencil sketching from
nature and exercises in perspective. Elective for General Course
Sophomores.
Two exercises per week. 2nd S.
11. Architectural Drawing.
Studies of architectural detail and historic ornament. Elective
for General Course Juniors.
Three exercises per toeek. 1st S.
12. Architectural Drawing.
Continuation of 11. The design of a building with details of
ornament. Elective for General Course Juniors.
Three exercises per week. 2nd 8.
13. Advanced Architectural Drawing.
Elective for General Course Seniors.
Open only to students who have completed Courses 11 and 12.
Three exercises per week. 1st 8.
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14. Advanced Architectural Drawing.
Elective for General Course Seniors.
Open only to students tolio have completed Courses 11, 12 and
13.
Two exercises per week. 2nd 8.
16. Free-hand or Charcoal Drawing.
Elective for General Course Freshmen. Last seven weeks.
Fotir exercises per week. 2nd 8.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING.
PROF. HEWITT, AS ST. PROF. BUCK.
1. Dynamo Electric Machinery.
The course begins with a general study of both direct and
alternating current dynamos and motors, including elementary
theory, with a large number of practical problems to illustrate
application of same. For Electrical and Mechanical Juniors.
Open only to students who have completed Physics 2 and
Mathematics 6.
Three exercises per xceek. 1st 8.
2. Dynamo Electric Machinery.
This course is a continuation of Course 1. It takes up the
theory of armature winding and construction; the general points
of design; a study of various types of electrical machinery;
laboratory methods of measurements, the various electrical quan-
tities such as electric motive force, current, resistance, permea-
bility of iron, the use of standard instruments; the laws of
electrolysis; thermo-electric currents, etc. For Electrical and
Mechanical Juniors.
Open only to students who have completed Course 1.
Three exercises per tveek. 2nd 8.
4. Electrical Laboratory.
This course consists of the measurement of resistances, induc-
tances, the calibration of a ballistic galvanometer and Ryan elec-
trometer, the permeabilities of samples of iron. Tests are made to
determine the characteristic curves, efficiency curves, etc. The de-
termination of the candle power of incandescent and arc lamps, the
calibration of resistances, the measurement of power in alternating
current circuits, alternator characteristics, the testing of synchro-
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nous and polyphase motors, transformers, power measurements
by wattmeters and a general study of polyphase machinery con-
stitute the remainder of the course. For Electrical Juniors.
Open only to students who have completed Course 1.
Two exercises per week. 2nd 8.
6. Telegraph and Telephone.
This course consists in a careful study of the elementary elec-
trical principles of telegraphy; the construction and connection
of lines, repeaters; high speed telegraphy; simple and multiplex
telegraphy; submarine signalling; automatic devices, general
electric signalling for purposes of alarms, railroads, etc., and
wireless telegraphy; also a course of lectures and recitations on
the acoustic and electrical principles of telephony; the different
forms of calling and receiving apparatus and accessories and sim-
ple circuits. The last pai't of the course is devoted to the con-
sideration of the more complex forms of circuits, exchange
switchboards, transfer systems and the construction of over-
head and underground systems. For Electrical Juniors.
One exercise per week. 2nd S.
11. Electrical Engineering Practice.
This course takes up the study of the properties of periodic
curves; the effects of self-induction and capacity and a more
detailed study of dynamos, motors, transformers and other elec-
trical apparatus. For Electrical Seniors.
Open only to students who have completed Course 2.
Three exercises per loeek. 1st S.
12. Electrical Engineering Practice.
This course is a continuation and completion of Course 11. It
takes up more advanced theory and general practice. It also
includes a thorough study of High Tension Power Transmission
and deals with the selection of apparatus for generating stations
and the distributing systems. A study will be made of the
proper combinations of apparatus to correctly represent standard
theory and practice. The design of the transmission line and
of the distributing systems will be considered. The application
of the theory will be brought out in lectures and established with
a large number of practical problems. A careful study will be
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given to the various methods used for lightning protection. For
Electrical Seniors.
Open only to students who have completed Course 11.
Four exercises per iveek. 2nd S.
13. Electric Railways.
In this course will be considered the principles which govern
the application of electric motors to railway service, and the
location of power and sub-stations as determined by economic
questions. Following this will be given the practical points in-
volved in the selection and operation of railway equipment in-
cluding pov.'er and sub-station equipment, line and track, railway
motoi's and car equipment, storage batteries, etc. The problem
of utilizing electric energy in mining will also be considered.
For Electrical Seniors.
Open only to students who have completed Course 2.
Two exercises per loeek. 1st S.
15. Electrical Laboratory,
This course is a continuation of Course 4 covering a more
advanced series of experiments. A written report will be re-
quired for which one additional credit hour will be given. For
Electrical Seniors.
Open only to students who have completed Coarse !t.
Four exercises per week. 1st S.
16. Electrical Laboratory.
This course is a continuation of Course 15 and takes up ex-
periments of a more advanced nature. A written report will be
required for which one additional credit hour will be given.
For Electrical Seniors.
Open only to students ivlio have completed Course 15.
Three exercises per week. 2nd 8.
17. Electrical Laboratory.
This course is similar to Course 4 only a specially arranged
series of experiments is provided adapted to the needs of
students in the Mechanical Engineering Course. A written re-
port will be required for which one additional credit hour will
be given. For Mechanical Seniors.
Open only to students tcho have completed Course 2.
Tioo exercises per week. 1st S.
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18. Thesis.
A deposit of fifteen dollars to cover any damage done to in-
struments or apparatus, etc., is required in this course. Any
unexpended balance is refunded at the close of the college year.
Where apparatus is constructed as a part of a thesis, it shall
remain the property of the department. For Electrical Seniors.
Three exercises per week. 2ncl S.
19. Dynamo Electric Machinery.
This course is a continuation of Course 2, but arranged to
meet the requirements of students in Mechanical Engineering.
This course is not as advanced as Course 11, but covers the same
subjects in a more elementary manner. For Mechanical Seniors.
Ope7i only to students who have completed Course ,2.
Three exercises per loeek. 1st S.
20. Dynamo Electric Machinery.
This course is a completion of Course 19. For Mechanical
Seniors.
Open only to students loho have completed Course 19.
Ttco exercises per loeek. 2nd S.
21. Industrial Electricity.
This course consists of a careful study of the principles and
methods employed in electrical measurements, such as resistance
of wire and batteries, e. m. f. of cells, current measurement by
ammeters and electrolysis, the use of electrical measuring instru-
ments and a series of laboratory experiments specially arranged
to meet the requirements of Chemical Engineers. A brief study
will be made of the dynamo, motor, transformer, primary and
secondary batteries, arc and incandescent lamps and the general
principles of electrical distribution. Experiments in electrolysis,
electrical furnaces, reduction of metals, etc. are provided. For
Chemical Seniors.
Three exercises per loeek. 1st S.
22. Industrial Electricity.
This course is a continuation of Course 21, but more advanced
in nature. For Chemical Seniors.
Ope7i only to students tcho have completed Course 21.
Three exercises per week. 2nd S.
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ENGLISH.
PBOF. GEOVES, ME. SPENCEB.
1. English Composition and Rhetoric. Mr. Spencer.
The theory of composition, theme writing, book reviews and an
introduction to the principles of literary criticism. For all
Freshmen.
Three exercises per week. 1st S.
2. English Composition and Rhetoric. Mr. Spencer.
This is a continuation of Course 1.
Open only to students ivho have completed Course 1.
Three exercises per loeek. 2nd S.
3. Advanced English Composition and Criticism. Mr. Spencer.
(a) Composition. The four forms of composition (narration,
description, exposition and argumentation) will be taken up and
practice given in each form. There will also be daily and weekly
themes based on topics of the day, (editorials), and on required
readings. (Gardner's Forms of Prose Literature.)
(b) Criticism. The history of criticism will be studied briefly,
each student having one novel and one poet to criticise. (Win-
chester's Principles of Literary Criticism). Elective for General
Course Sophomores and Juniors.
Three exercises per week. 1st S.
4. The English Drama. Mr. Spencer.
Lectures on the English drama, with required readings in
Shakespeare, Sheridan and Goldsmith. There will also be recita-
tions and discussions. Elective for General Course Juniors and
Seniors.
Three exercises per week. 2nd 8.
5. The English Novel. Prof. Groves.
A seminar study of the development of the English novel.
Elective for General Course Juniors and Seniors after consulta-
tion with the instructor.
Three exercises per week. 1st 8.
6. English Literature. Prof. Gi'oves.
The historical development of English literature. This course
is designed to set forth the philosophy of literature and the
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relation of writers to their predecessors and contemporaries.
Text books, lectures and readings. For Agricultural and Chem-
ical Seniors and General Course Sophomores or Juniors.
Three exercises per iceek. 2nd S.
7. American Literature. Prof. Scott.
Lectures with an extensive course of reading. Elective for
General Course and Agricultural Seniors.
Four exercises per week. 2nd S.
FORESTRY.
PEOF. PICKETT.
1. Principles of Forestry.
This course is intended to give the student a knowledge of the
various methods of forestry management in Europe and America.
The text and lectures will cover the use of trees for shelter,
shade and ornament, and their propagation; the value of trees
for timber; how to improve existing woodlands; the influence of
forests upon soils, crops and climate; the establishment and
management of plantations and forest trees. For Agricultural
Juniors.
Three exercises per loeek. 1st S.
2. Forest Technology.
This course aims to give the student advanced theoretical and
practical work in establishing, improving and managing wood-
lands; in estimating and measuring standing timber and harvest-
ing forest products; forest administration, laws and working
plans. Seminary and laboratory work. Elective for Agricultural
Seniors who have shown special ability in Course 1.
Three exercises per week. 1st S.
3. Systematic Arboriculture.
A study of the botanical and physical characters of forest trees
and shrubs. Special stress is laid on the value of various trees
for lumber, fuel, posts, etc. Rapidity of growth, denseness and
strength of fiber, etc. are features given particular attention.
Elective for Agricultural Juniors who wish to specialize in
Forestry.
Three exercises per week. 1st S.
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4. Forest Nursery Management.
A study of the methods of propagation and care of trees, shrubs,
and perennial plants in the nursery. This course will be the
same as Horticulture 10 except that students specializing in
forestry will be given forest trees and shrubs foi- laboratory
work instead of fruit and ornamental plants. Elective for Agri-
cultural Juniors who wish to specialize in Forestry.
Three exercises per iceek. 2nd S
FRENCH.
PROF. WHORISKEY, JIB. SPENCER.
1. Elementary French. Mr. Spencer.
Essentials of French grammar and reading, with practice in
speaking and writing French. Dictation. For Freshmen offering
German for admission.
Three exercises per tveek. 1st S.
2. Elementary French. Mr. Spencer.
Continuation of Course 1. Reading of Modern French Prose;
translation from English into French of connected narrative.
Dictation. For Freshmen offering German for admission.
Three exercises per week. 2nd 8.
3. French Prose. Prof. Whoriskey.
Reading and translation of French Prose, Composition. Poems.
Elective for General Course Juniors.
Three exercises per week. 1st S.
4. French Prose, History and Travel. Prof. Whoriskey.
Reading and Translation, Composition based on some book
read in class. Elective for General Course Juniors.
Three exercises per iveek. 2nd S.
*5. French Prose of Nineteenth Century. Prof. Whoriskey.
Selections from Hugo, Balzac, Sand, Dumas pere, Daudet will
be read. Sight reading. Elective for General Course Seniors.
Three exercises per toeek. 1st S.
*6. French Prose of Nineteenth Century. Prof. Whoriskey.
Continuation of Course 5. Elective for General Course Seniors.
Three exercises per week. 2nd S.
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*7. French Literature in the Seventeenth Century. Prof. Whor-
iskey.
Corneille, Racine, Moliere, Bossuet, Mme. de Sevigne, La
Fontaine. Elective for General Course Seniors.
Three exercises per week. 1st 8.
*8. French Literature in the Seventeenth Century. Prof. Whor-
iskey.
Continuation of Course 7. Elective for General Course Seniors.
Three exercises per week. 2nd S.
9. French Composition. Prof. Whoriskey.
Elective for General Course Seniors.
Oue and one-half exercises per loeek. 1st 8.
10. French Composition. Prof. Whoriskey.
Elective for General Course Seniors.
One and one-half exercises per iveek. 2nd 8.
GEOLOGY.
PKOF. PARSONS, MR. BARROWS.
1. Mineralogy. Prof. Parsons.
A short course in blowpipe analysis, followed by laboratory
practice in the determination and study of minerals, with special
reference to their economic value. For Chemical Juniors, elec-
tive for Agricultural and General Course Juniors.
Open only to students ivho have completed Chemistry 1 and 2.
Two exercises per loeek. 2nd 8.
2. Elementary Geology. Mr. Barrows.
A brief course in the elements of geology. Special attention is
given to local geology and excursions are made to various points
of interest in the vicinity. For Agricultural Juniors, elective
for General Course Juniors and Seniors.
Open only to students xoho have completed Zoology 5.
Three exercises per week. 2nd 8.
3. Historical Geology. Mr. Barrows.
The development of the continents of the earth and the evolu-
tion and distribution of the animal and plant forms from the
*Covirses 5 and G are to be given in 1008-1900 and tlien in alternate yeari5 with
7 and 8.
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earliest times to the present. Recitations, lectures and labora-
tory work. Elective for Agricultural and General Course Seniors.
Three exercises per week. 1st S.
GERMAN.
PROF. WIIORISKEY, MR. SPEXCER.
1. Elementary German. Prof. Whoriskey.
German Grammar. Declension of articles, nouns, adjectives
and pronouns; verbs, weak and strong. Reading of simple
stories; conversation. Dictation. For Freshmen offering French
for admission.
Three exercises per iveek. 1st S.
2. Elementary German. Prof. Whoriskey.
Continuation of Course 1. Verbs, modal auxiliaries, essentials
of syntax. Composition, Reading and Translation; Poems. Dic-
tation. For Freshmen offering French for admission.
Three exercises per tceek. 2nd 8.
3. German Prose of the Nineteenth Century. Prof. Whoriskey.
Mr. Spencer.
Reading and Translation. Composition based on some book
read in class. For all Sophomores.
Three exercises per xoeek. 1st S.
4. Scientific German. Prof. Whoriskey, Mr. Spencer.
Reading and Translation. Composition. For all Sophomores.
Three exercises per loeek. 2nd S.
*5. Goethe. Prof. Whoriskey.
His Life and Works. Elective for General Course Seniors.
Three exercises per loeek. 1st o.
*6. Goethe. Prof. Whoriskey.
Continuation of Course 5. Elective for General Course Seniors.
Three exercises per loeek. 2nd S.
*7. Schiller. Prof. Whoriskey.
Life and Works. Elective for General Course Seniors.
Three exercises per week. 1st S.
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*8. Schiller.
Continuation of Course 7. Elective for General Course Seniors.
Three exercises per week. 2nd 8.
9. German Composition. Prof. Whoriskey.
One and one-half exercises per week. 1st S.
10. German Composition. Prof Whoriskey.
One and one-half exercises per xoeek. 2nd S.
HISTORY.
PROF. SCOTT.
In the courses in History an important place is given to his-
torical reading carried on in the reference room. In some cases
a considerable part of the work is written.
Courses 1 and 2 and Courses 3 and 4 o,'^^ given in aUernat9
years. Courses 3 and Jf are offered in 1909—"10.
Courses 1 to 4 ere open only to students loho have passed in
Ancient History.
Courses 5 to 7 are open only to students who have passed in His-
tory and Constitution of the United States.
1. History of Europe from 476 to 1492.
Recitations and collateral reading. For General Course Fresh-
men, elective for General Course Sophomores.
Three exercises per week. 1st S.
2. History of Europe from 1492 to 1715.
Recitations and collateral reading. For General Course Fresh-
men, elective for General Course Sophomores.
Three exercises per week. 2nd S.
3. History of Europe from 1715 to 1815. The French Revolution.
Recitations and collateral reading. For General Course Fresh-
men, elective for General Course Sophomores.
Three exercises per week. 1st S.
* Courses 7 and 8 are to be given in 1908-09 and then in alternate years with
6 and 7.
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4. History of Europe since 1815.
Recitations and collateral reading. For General Course Fresh-
men, elective for General Course Sophomores.
Three exercises per week. 2nd 8.
*5. French Prose of Nineteenth Century. Prof. Whoriskey.
For Agricultural Seniors, elective for General Course Juniors.
Three exercises per week. 1st 8.
6. Political and Constitutional History of the United States
from 1783 to 1837.
For Agricultural Seniors, elective for General Course Juniors.
Three exercises per week. 2nd 8.
7. Political and Constitutional History of the United States
since 1837.
Elective for General Course Seniors.
Three exercises per iveek. tst 8.
HORTICULTURE.
PEOF. PICKETT, ME. WICKS, MB. LUMSDEN.
With the rapid development of agricultural education, the
science of horticulture has become more clearly defined. Horti-
culture is sub-divided into five classes, viz: (1) Pomology, or
fruit growing; (2) Olericulture, or Vegetable Gardening; (3)
Floriculture, or Flower Growing; (4) Landscape Gardening; and
(5) Nursery Practice.
1. Principles of Horticulture. Prof. Pickett.
This course is elementary, and comprises the fundamentals of
horticulture, emphasizing the sciences upon which horticulture
rests and the scope and importance of its field. For Agricultural
Freshmen. First eight weeks.
Three exercises per week. 1st 8.
2. Olericulture.
Lectures and recitations upon the culture, classification and
identification of vegetables. The storing and marketing of vege-
tables are also considered. For Agricultural Freshmen.
Open only to those who have completed Course 1.
Two exercises per week. 2nd 8.
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3. Practical Pomology. Mr. Wicks.
Dealing witli problems of fruit growing such as location, choice
of site, kind and adaptability of soil for fruit growing, soil man-
agement, planting of orchards, pruning, sprays and spraying,
thinning, harvesting and marketing. Lectures and laboratory
work. For Agricultural Sophomores.
Three exercises per week. 2nd S.
4. Greenhouse Construction and Management. Mr. Lumsden.
Lectures, recitations and laboratory work. This course aims
to familiarize the student with modern methods of greenhouse
work and the more important plants grown under glass. Soils,
varieties, culture, marketing, enemies, etc., are studied. Each
student is required to do practical work in propagating, potting,
watering, ventilating, etc. A study is made of the history and
development of different types of greenhouses, including methods
of heating and general management. For Agricultural Juniors.
Tivo exercises per loeek. 1st 8.
5. Landscape Gardening. Mr. Lumsden.
An elementary course in ornamental and landscape gardening
with special reference to the beautifying of home surroundings.
Elective for Agricultural Juniors.
Two exercises per xceek. 2nd S.
6. Vegetable Gardening under Glass. Mr. Lumsden.
A study of the methods of growing market vegetables in green-
houses. Lectures and practical exercises in the greenhouse.
Elective for Agricultural Seniors.
Two exercises per xoeek. 2nd S.
7. Nursery Management. Prof. Pickett.
A study of the methods of propagation and care of trees,
shrubs and perennial plants in the nursery. Lectures, reference
readings and practice. Elective for Agricultural Juniors.
Three exercises per week. 2nd 8.
8. Small Fruit Culture. Mr. Wicks.
A comprehensive study of the small fruits such as the straw-
berry, raspberry, blackberry, currant and gooseberry. Each kind
of fruit is studied with reference to all the essential points such
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as history, classification, propagation, planting, pruning, enemies,
diseases, picking and marketing. Elective for Agricultural
Juniors.
Two exercises per week. 1st S.
9. Commercial Floriculture. Mr. Lumsden.
A study of the growing of cut flowers and decorative plants.
Lectures and practical exercises in the greenhouse. Elective for
Agricultural Seniors.
Three exercises per loeek. 1st S.
10. Evolution and Improvement of Plants. Prof. Pickett.
The application of the principles of evolution to the improve-
ment of plants. Variation, selection and heredity as applied to
the problems of plant breeding in agricultural practice. Elec-
tive for Agricultural Seniors.
Two exercises per week. 2ncl S.
11. Commercial Orcharding and Systematic Pomology. Mr.
Wicks.
This course deals with problems of marketing fruits, packing,
transportation, storage, market requirements and formation of
fruitgrowers' associations and handling of by-products. Lectures
and reference reading. Elective for Agricultural Seniors.
Four exercises per iveek. 1st 8.
12. Advanced Landscape Gardening. Mr. Lumsden.
A study of the principles and composition of landscape garden-
ing as applied to public and private grounds. Lectures, refer-
ence readings, and plans. Elective for Agricultural Seniors.
Opeti only to students who have completed Course 7.
Txco exercises per week. 2nd S.
13. Advanced Vegetable Gardening.
The management of commercial vegetable gardening establish-
ments; rotation of crops, manures, markets and special crops.
Elective for Agricultural Seniors.
Tivo exercises per iveek. 2nd S.
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MACHINE DESIGN.
TKOF. rUTXAjr, MR. LATOX, MR. INGHAM.
1. Mechanism. Prof. Putnam.
The study of machine parts with respect to their forms, mo-
tions and modes of connection; the kinematics of fluids; the
theory of the slide valve. For Electrical and Mechanical Sopho-
mores.
Open only to students who have completed Mathematics 1—2.
Three exercises per tveek. 1st S.
2. Mechanism. Prof. Putnam.
Continuation of Course 1. For Electrical and Mechanical
Sophomores. First ten weeks.
Three exercises per week. 2nd S.
3. Theoretical Mechanics. Prof. Putnam, Mr. Ingham.
Composition and resolution of forces, conditions of equilibrium,
center of gravity, with special attention to plane surfaces, fric-
tion, the simple machines, laws of motion, motion in a resist-
ing medium, constrained motion, impact, work and energy,
moment of inertia, particularly of plane surfaces; also strength
of materials. For Engineering Juniors.
Open only to students who have completed Mathematics 1—
7
inclusive and Physics 1.
Four exercises per tveek. 1st S.
4. Designing and Drawing. Prof. Putnam.
The application of Course 3 to practical problems worked out
in the drafting room. For Electrical and Mechanical Juniors.
Open only to students who have completed Mathematics 1—
inclusive and Physics 1.
Four exercises per week. 1st 8.
5. Theoretical Mechanics. Prof. Putnam, Mr. Ingham.
Continuation of Course 3. For Engineering Juniors.
Four exercises per week. 2nd S.
6. Shop Machinery. Prof. Putnam, Mr. Laton.
The design of shop machinery of all kinds, except power plant
machinery. For Mechanical Juniors.
Three exercises per week. 2nd B.
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MATHEMATICS.
PEOF. PETTEE, ME. LATOX.
1. Algebra Completed. Prof. Pettee, Mr. Laton.
For all Freshmen.
Four exercises per week. 1st S.
2. Solid Geometry, with advanced course. Mr. Laion.
For Engineering Freshmen entering without the subject, elec-
tive for Agricultural and General Course Freshmen.
Two exercises per week. 1st S.
3. Plane and Spherical Trigonometry. Prof. Pettee, Mr. Laton.
For all Freshmen. First ten weeks.
Four exercises per tceek. 2nd S.
4. Surveying. Prof. Pettee.
Recitations, field-work and plotting, including compass, trans-
it, plane-table and level work. For Engineering and Agricul-
tural Freshmen, elective for General Course Freshmen. Last
seven weeks.
Four exercises per week. 2nd S.
5. Analytical Geometry. Prof. Pettee.
For Engineering Sophomores, elective for General Course
Sophomores.
Five exercises per week. 1st S.
6. Differential and Integral Calculus. Prof. Pettee.
For Engineering Sophomores, elective for General Course
Sophomores.
Five exercises per iveek. 2nd S.
7. Differential Equations. Prof. Pettee.
Elective for General Course Juniors.
Two exercises per week. 1st S.
8. Quaternions. Prof. Pettee.
Elective for General Course Juniors.
Two exercises per week. 2nd S.
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9. Astronomy. Prof. Pettee.
Elective for General Course Juniors and Seniors.
Two exercises per week. 2nd S.
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING.
PROF. CARDULLO, PROF. HEWITT, PROF. PUTNAil.
1. Elements of Steam Engineering. Prof. Cardullo.
Descriptive course of boilers, furnaces, steam engines and
turbines, steam power appliances and gas engines. For Electri-
cal and Mechanical Sophomores. Last seven weeks.
Three exercises per week. 2nd S.
7. Thermodynamics. Prof. Cardullo.
Study of the thermodynamic properties of gases and vapors,
and of the phenomena of operation of thermodynamic engines;
analysis of the causes of energy losses and methods of minimiza-
tion; interpretation of indicator and temperature-entropy dia-
grams; study of steam engines and turbines, boilers, gas engines
and producers and refrigerating machinery. For Electrical and
Mechanical Juniors and Chemical Seniors.
Open only to students xcho hove completed Physics 1 and 2 and
Mathematics 1 to 6.
Three exercises per iveek. 1st 8.
8. Thermodynamics. Prof. Cardullo.
Continuation of Course 7. For Electrical and Mechanical
Juniors.
Three exercises per week. 2nd S.
9. Mechanical Laboratory. Prof. Cardullo.
Study of apparatus and methods of calibration used in engi-
neering investigations; testing of iron, steel and wood; valve
setting and indicator practice. A written report will be re-
quired for which one hour additional credit will be given.
Open only to students who have completed Physics 1 and 2
and Mathematics 1 to G.
Two exercises per week. Jst S.
10. Mechanical Laboratory. Prof. Cardullo.
Study of miscellaneous engineering materials and apparatus,
and standard methods of testing; lubricants, cement, fuels.
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boilers, engines, pumps, power-plant appliances and supplies, etc.
For Electrical and Mechanical Juniors.
Open only to stnclents xolio have completed Course D.
Tico exercises per week. 2nd S.
11. Hydraulics. Prof. Cardullo.
A study of the principles and practice of hydraulic machinery
and measurements. For Electrical and Mechanical Seniors.
Open only to students lolio have completed Machine Design 5
and Physics 1 and 2.
Four exercises per iveek. 1st S.
12. Materials of Engineering. Prof. Cardullo.
A study of the properties, commercial forms, methods of
preparation and use of engineering materials. For Electrical
and Mechanical Seniors.
Three exercises per tvecJc. 1st S.
13. Mechanical Laboratory. Prof. Cardullo.
A critical study and detailed analysis of the performance of
engineering apparatus, particularly of steam and gas engines, hy-
draulic apparatus, etc. For Electrical and Mechanical Seniors.
Opeti only to students loho have completed Course 10.
Two exercises per week. 1st S.
14. Mechanical Laboratory. Prof. Cardullo.
Continuation of Course 13. For Mechanical Seniors.
Open only to students who have completed Course 13.
Two exercises per week. 2nd S.
15. Heat Engine Design. Prof. Cardullo.
Study of the structure and proportions of heat engines; design
of valves and valve gears, governors, fly wheels and principal
members of steam and gas engines and steam turbines. For
Mechanical Seniors.
Five exercises per week. 1st S.
16. Shop Design and Equipment. Prof. Putnam.
A study of the proper choice and arrangement of tools, ma-
chinery and equipment of all kinds for shops and factories; the
design of suitable buildings for housing the same and estimates
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of quantities of material and cost of construction. Particular
attention will be given to textile mills and machine shops. For
Mechanical Seniors.
Four exercises per week. 2nd S.
17. Power Plant Design. Prof. Hewitt, Prof. Cardullo.
A study of different types of power plants, power plant appara-
tus and equipment and of controlling factors in the cost of
power generation and distribution; the design of a power plant
to meet given conditions. For Mechanical Seniors.
Ttvo exercises per loeek. 2nd S.
18. Contracts and Specifications. Prof. Hewitt.
The laws and forms of engineering contracts; standard specifi-
cations for engineering materials and apparatus. For Electrical
and Mechanical Seniors.
Two exercises per week. 2nd 8.
19. Economics of Engineering. Prof. Cardullo.
A discussion of the principles and practice of systems of shop
organization and management, cost keeping, wage payment and
methods of cost reduction; also a discussion of engineering
finance, welfare work, labor conditions, factory laws, etc. For
Electrical and Mechanical Seniors.
Three exercises per week. 2nd S.
METEOROLOGY.
1. Meteorology.
Recitations and lectures on wind systems, precipitation, humid-
ity, laws of storms and tornadoes and methods of prediction of
atmospheric changes. For Agricultural Seniors, elective for Gen-
eral Course Seniors.
Two exercises per week. 1st S.
MILITARY SCIENCE AND TACTICS.
CAPT. HUNT.
All male students, unless members of the Senior Class, or
physically unfit, are required to drill and attend recitations In
Military Science.
Military Science 1 to 8 inclusive consists of Military Drill and
includes all the practical instruction in the following subjects:
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Close and Extended Order Drills by Company and Battalion,
Advance and Rear Guards, Outposts, Marches, Ceremonies,
Battalion Review, Parades and Guard Mounting, Calisthenics and
Gymnastics, Rifle Practice, First Aid to the Injured.
1. Military Drill.
For Freshmen.
TiDO exercises per tveelc. 1st S.
2. Military Drill.
Continuation of Course 1. For Freshmen.
T^vo exercises per week. 2nd 8.
3. Military Drill.
For Sophomores.
Two exercises per week. 1st 8.
4. Military Drill.
Continuation of Course 3. For Sophomores.
Ttvo exercises per xoeek. 2nd 8.
5. Military Drill.
For Juniors.
Two exercises per loeek. 1st 8.
6. Military Drill.
Continuation of Course 5. For Juniors.
Two exercises per toeek. 2nd 8.
7. Military Drill.
Elective for Seniors only.
TiDO exercises per week. 1st 8.
8. Military Drill.
Continuation of Course 5. Elective for Seniors only.
Ttoo exercises per week. 2nd 8.
9. Infantry Drill Regulations.
Practical instruction and lectures. For Freshmen.
One exercise per week. 1st 8.
10. Manual of Guard Duty and Small Arms Firing Regulations.
For Freshmen.
One exercise per toeek. 2nd 8.
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11. Military Primer.
Recitations and map problems covering advance and rear
guards; outposts; patrols, etc.
, For Sophomores.
One exercise per iveek. 1st 8.
12. iVIilitary Map Reading and Sketcliing.
For Sophomores.
One exercise per loeek. 2nd S.
13. Field Service Regulations.
Preparation of problems requiring the issuing of field orders,
knowledge of marches, transportation, subsistence, etc. For
Juniors.
One exercise per iceek. 1st S.
14. Army Regulations and Preparation of Requisitions, etc.
For Juniors.
One exercise per week. 2nd 8.
15. Army Organization and Administration.
Lectures and preparation of military papers. Elective for
Seniors only.
One exercise per iveek. 1st 8.
16. Army Organization and Administration.
Continuation of Course 15. Elective for Seniors only.




An introduction to the study of mental life. The practical
needs of the student are related as closely as possible to the work
of the course. Elective for General Course Sophomores and
Seniors.
Three exercises per week. 1st 8.
2. The History of Educational Theory.
The greater part of the course is taken up with the study of the
modern educational reformers, Comemius, Rousseau, Pestalozzi,
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Froebel, Spencer and Herbart. Elective for General Course
Freshmen and Juniors.
Two exercises per week. 2nd S.
3. Philosophy of Education.
The meaning of education is defined from the aspect of the
biological, the physiological, the social, the psychological and the
philosophical. Home's Philosophy of Education.
Open only to students toho have completed Course 1.
Three exercises per iveek. 2nd S.
4. The Problems of School Education.
The method of the recitation; management and discipline of
classes, observation of teaching. Elective for General Course
Juniors and Seniors.
Three exercises per toeek. 1st 8.
5. School Administration.
Courses of study; school hygiene; school law; a discussion of
the essential elements of good administration. Elective for Gen-
eral Course Juniors and Seniors.
Three exercises per week. 2nd 8.
6. Introduction to Philosophy.
,
A general survey of the field of philosophy with special refer-
ence to the definition of its problems, its spirit, its method and its
relation to the various sciences; the theory of thought and knowl-
edge; the doctrine of nature and of mind. This course aims to
acquaint students with the ultimate problems of thought and to
suggest possible solutions. Elective for General Course Juniors
and Seniors.
Three exercises per loeek. 1st 8.
PHYSICS.
PROF, NESBIT.
1. Mechanics and Heat.
Mechanics: The principles and laws of general physics are
illustrated by a number of experiments, and the student is taught
to make ready application of his mathematics in the solution of
problems.
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It is intended to provide a foundation in ttie dynamics of solids,
liquids and gases, and also in the subjects of statics and hydro-
statics.
Instruction is given by lectures, recitations and problem work.
The text used is Watson's Physics. Reference is made to Ames'
Theory of Physics, Duff's Textbook of Physics, and other standard
treatises.
Heat: The theories of heat are briefly discussed. The sub-
divisions of the subject, such as the nature of heat, its effects,
thermometry, sources of heat, the transference and transfoi-ma-
tions of heat are considered in detail. Constant attention is given
to the relation of these topics to the subject of thermo-dynamics.
Watson's Physics is used as a text. For Agricultural and Engi-
neering Sophomores, elective for General Course Sophomores.
Three exercises per iveek. 1st S.
2. Light, Sound and Electricity.
Light: The subject is approached from the geometrical and
physical standpoint. A number of experiments are performed il-
lustrative of wave motion in general, followed by a study of that
form of wave motion upon which the modern theory is based.
The subject is developed progressively and due attention is
given to such subjects as reflection, refraction, color, the spec-
trum, and interference and polarization phenomena.
The student makes a careful study of optical instruments of all
classes. W^atson's Physics is used as the text.
Sound: The course consists of lectures and recitations, con-
siderat)le emphasis being laid upon the relation of the subject to
the transmission of speech.
The text used is Stone's Elementary Lessons in Sound.
Electricity and Magnetism: Numerous experiments are per-
formed to illustrate the various phenomena of electrostatics, mag-
netism, current electricity and electric waves. As the course ad-
vances, the attention of the student is constantly called to the
applications of electricity to the arts and sciences. S. P. Thomp-
son's Elementary Lessons in Electricity and Magnetism is used
as a text. For Agricultural and Engineering Sophomores, elec-
tive for General Course Sophomores.
Three exercises per week. 2nd S.
3. Elements of Least Squares and the Precision of Measure-
ments.
This course is intended to serve as an introduction to the work
in the Physical Laboratory. It familiarizes the student with the
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precautions necessary in taking experimental data and of prop-
erly using his data in order to secure the most reliable results.
A large number of problems are solved, illustrating the deter-
mination of physical constants and in deducing the constants of
empirical equations. Bartlett's Least Squares is used as a text
in Least Squares. The work in Precision of Measurements con-
sists of a course of lectures and the solution of a number of prob-
lems illustrating the application of the subject. For Electrical
and Mechanical Juniors, elective for General Course Juniors.
One exercise per week. 1st 8.
4. Physical Laboratory.
The apparatus employed in the experimental part of Courses
7 and 8 is adapted to no special laboratory manual, and either
notes are prepared for students' use or reference is made to the
works of Watson, Ames and Bliss, E. L. Nichols, H. M. Godwin
and others.
The laws of general physics are investigated experimentally.
The student is encouraged to acquire skill in the manipulation of
apparatus, habits of clearness and neatness in keeping records,
as well as enthusiasm for independent and original investigation.
A careful study is made of the Analytical Balance, time meas-
uring devices, heat measurements, the microscope, spectroscope,
lens combinations, photometry, the laws of vibrating strings and
the simple electrical measurements. The student has practice in
the calibration of galvanometers and ammeters, the determina-
tion of the constants of instruments, the measurement of voltages,
resistances, etc.
On the completion of Courses 4 and 5, an examination is given
to test the student's knowledge of physical research, both in at-
tacking a given problem and in thinking and acting for himself.
For Electrical and Mechanical Juniors, elective for General Course
Juniors.
One exercise per week. 1st S.
5. Physical Laboratory.
A continuation of Course 4. For Electrical and Mechanical
Juniors, elective for General Course Juniors.
Three exercises per week. 2nd 8.
A fee of ten dollars is required in Courses 4 and 5 to cover
breakage, etc. Any unexpended balance is refunded to the
student at the close of the college year.
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6. Physical Laboratory.
Physical Laboratory work. Similar to Courses 4 and 5. For
Chemical Juniors.




An elementary course, with lectures upon some of the practical
questions of the day. For General Course Sophomores, Agricul-
tural Juniors and Engineering Seniors.
Three exercises per xoeek. 2nd S.
2. Laws of Business.
Recitations supplemented by lectures and the discussion of
cases. Elective for General Course Juniors and Seniors and Agri-
cultural Seniors.
Three exercises per week. 1st S.
3. American Constitutional Law.
Use is made of Pomeroy's Constitutional Law, which is supple-
mented by the decisions of the United States Supreme Court.
Special attention is given to the connections between American
constitutions and American political history. Elective for Gen-
eral Course and Agricultural Seniors.
Three exercises per week. 1st 8.
4 Money and Banking.
Recitations, readings and lectures. Elective for Agricultural
Seniors and General Course Juniors and Seniors.
Courses 4 and 5 are given in alternate years. Course 4 will be
offered in the year 1908—'09.
Opeti only to students who have completed Course 1.
Three exercises per week. 2nd 8.
5. Public Finance.
Recitations, readings and lectures. Elective for Agricultural
Seniors and General Course Juniors and Seniors.
Courses 4 and 5 are given in alternate years. Course 5 will be
offered in the year 1909—'10.
Open only to students who have completed Course 1.
Three exercises per loeek. 2nd 8.
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SHOP WORK.
PROF. CARDULLO. MR. BROWN, MR. IXGHA^if.
Three hours' work in the shop is reclvoned as one exercise.
1. Wood Work. Mr. Ingham.
Exei-cises in carpentry work, joinery and pattern making. For
Engineering Freshmen, elective for General Course Freshmen.
Engineering Freshmen.
Tioo and one-half exercises per week. 1st S.
General Course Freshmen.
Tivo exercises per week. 1st S.
2. Forging. Mr. Brown.
This coui'se consists of exercises in upsetting, drawing, form-
ing and welding. For Engineering Freshmen, (Division 2).
First ten weeks.
Two exercises per iveek. 2nd S.
3. Forging.
Same as Course 2. For Electrical and Mechanical Sophomores,
(Division 1).
Tioo exercises per loeek. 1st i^.
4. Machine Work. Mr. Brown.
A Course in Turning, Facing, Thread Cutting, Milling, Shaping,
Scraping, Filing and Planing. For Mechanical and Electrical
Sophomores.
Tivo and one-lialf exercises per week. 2nd 8.
9. General Machine Work. Mr. Brown.
Continuation of Course 4. For Electrical and Mechanical
Juniors.
0716 exercise per week. 1st S.
10. Manufacturing. Mr. Brown.
Construction and use of jigs and special fixtures; use of limit
gauges, special tools, turret and screw machinery; manufacture
of some simple machine, using special appliances. For Electrical
and Mechanical Juniors.
One exercise per tceek. 2nd S.
11. Special Shop Work.
Work arranged to suit the needs of particular students.
12. Special Shop Work.
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13. Wood Work. Mr. Ingham.
Same as Course 1. For Agricultural Freshmen. Last nine
weeks.
One and one-half exercises per week. 1st S.
14. Forging. Mr. Brown.
For Agricultural Freshmen.
Tioo exercises per xveelc. 2nd 8.
15. Machine Work. Mr. Brown.
Same as Course 4. For Chemical Seniors.




This course will consist of an elementary study of Spanish
grammar, supplemented and followed by reading of easy Spanish
texts.
Three exercises per iceek. 1st S.
2. Elementary Spanish.
This course will consist of a thorough review of Spanish gram-
mar, based on the texts studied in Spanish 1, and reading of
more advanced Spanish texts.
Open only to students who have completed Course 1.
Three exercises per xceek. 2nd 8.
ZOOLOGY.
PROF. SANDERSON, MR. BARROW^S, MR. JACKSON.
The courses in Zoology are arranged in sequence for those
studying Agriculture or Economic Entomology, and for those
desiring a more general course fitting them for teaching or for
medical studies, though any courses offered may be taken by
those who have completed previous courses necessary.
1. Economic Entomology.
Insects affecting crops, domestic animals, etc., their life, his-
tories and habits and the methods of combating them ; special con-
sideration of general farm methods for control of insects affecting
staple crops, and of spraying, machinery and insecticides for
combating truck and fruit insects. For Agricultural Sophomores,
elective for General Course Sophomores.
Three exercises per iveek. 1st S.
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2. General Entomology.
A general survey of the structure, habits and classification of
the different orders of insects. Lectures, laboratory dissections
and classification. For Agricultural Sophomores, elective for
General Course Sophomores.
Open 07ily to students xolio have completed Course 1.
Three exercises per week. 2nd 8.
3. Vertebrate Anatomy and Physiology.
The comparison of anatomy and physiology of vertebrate ani-
mals, the general physiology of higher animals, and laboratory
dissections of a few typical forms. Elective for Agricultural
and General Course Juniors.
Four exercises per iveek. 1st S.
4. Advanced Economic Entomology.
The methods of study and general principles of combating in-
sect pests; the literature and history of economic entomology;
practice in determining and rearing and combating insect pests.
Elective for Agricultural Juniors or Seniors.
Open only to students tvJio have completed Course 2.
Three exercises per week. 2nd S.
5. Advanced Entomology.
Advanced work in General Entomology; collecting, classifica-
tion and anatomical studies. Elective for Agricultural Juniors
and General Course Sophomores.
Open only to students who have completed Course 1.
Three exercises per week. 2nd S.
6. Invertebrate Zoology.
The structure and life of the invertebrate animals, except in-
sects. Lectures and laboratory dissections of typical forms.
Elective for Agricultural Seniors and General Course Sopho-
mores, Juniors and Seniors.
Three exercises per iveek. 1st S.
t7. General Physiology.
The vital phenomena of animal life with special reference to
the nervous, digestive, muscular, secretory and sensory processes
in the higher animal forms. Elective for Agricultural and Gen-
eral Course Juniors or Seniors.
Three exercises per week. 2nd S.
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8. Evolution.
Lectures taking up the problems of variation, heredity, breed-
ing, and selection from an experimental standpoint, and discus-
sions of recent theories with their bearings on the question of
evolution. This course is a basis for advanced work in plant and
animal breeding. For Agricultural Seniors, elective for General
Course Juniors and Seniors.
Three exercises per iceelc. 1st S.
10 and 11. Advanced Zoology.
This course is arranged to suit the individual needs of students
who elect Zoology for Senior year.
Open only to students who have completed previous courses and
have shown proficiency in Zoology.
Three or four exercises per tceek throughout the year.
12. Biological Seminar.
Reports and discussions upon current literature of Zoology and
Botan}% special topics and observations. Elective for Agri-
cultural and General Course Juniors and Seniors.
One exercise per week throughout the year.
FOUR YEAR COURSES.
COURSES OF STUDY AND SCHEDULE OF HOURS.
(For details see Description of Studies.)
Attendance at Chapel exercises is required of all students and
attendance at Military Drill is required of all male students,




Chemistry 1 Inorganic Chemistry 3
Drawing 1 Industrial Drawing 2
tTo be giveu ouly when elected by four or more students.



















Infantry Drill Regulations 1














Design of Farm Buildings 2





Trigonometry (first ten weeks).. 2^^
Surveying (last seven weeks).... 1%
Drill .-> 1 .




















Breeds of Livestock 3
General Botany 3
Qualitative Analysis 3












Military Map Reading and
Sketching 1
Light, Sound and Electricity 3
General Entomology 3
''Elective.
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Junior Year.
FIRST SEMESTER.
Agronomy 1 Farm Equipment and Farm Crops 3
jBotany 3 or Plant Pathology 4
^Zoology 3 Vertebrate Anatomy and Physi-
ology 4
Dairying 1 Farm Dairying 4
Forestry 1 Principles of Forestry 3
Horticulture -i Greenhouse Construction and
Management 2
^Horticulture S Small Fruit Culture 2
Military Science 5 Drill 1
Military Science 13 Field Service Regulations 1
SECOND SEJIESTER.
Agronomy 2 Soils and Soil Physics 3
An. Hush. 3 Stock Feeding 3
*An. Hush. 4 Veterinary Science 3
*An. Hush. 6 Advanced Livestock 3
*Botany .'/ or Mycology i „
""Botany 5 Plant Physiology i
*Dairying 3 Technology of Milk 2
Geology 2 Elementary Geology 3
^Horticulture 5 Landscape Gardening 3
'^Horticulture 7 Nursery Management 3
Military Science 6 Drill 1
Military Science l.'f Army Regulations 1
Political Science 1 Political Economy 3
^Zoology J or Advanced Economic Entomology 1 „
^Zoology 5 or Advanced Entomology i
"Zoology 7 General Physiology
During the Junior Year students who desire and are qualified
to take up work in the Biological or Chemical Divisions of the
Agricultural Course may substitute work in these divisions for
















tUotany 3 sIiouUl be elected liv stiuUMits iiiteiuliiig to specialize in Horticul-
ture, Zoology 3, by tbose inteiidiiig to specialize in Aiiimal Husbaiuiiy or
Zooloav.








Agr. History and Economics (first
nine weeks) 2
Farm Mechanics (last eight
weeks) 2
English Literature 3
Const, and Political History of







Chemistry 1 Inorganic Chemistry 8
Drawing 1 Industrial Drawing 2iA
English 1 English Composition and Rhet-
oric 3
French 1 or Elementary French „
German 1 Elementary German
Mathematics 1 Algebra 4
tMathematics 2 Solid Geometry 2
Military Science 1 Drill 1
Military Science 9. Infantry Drill Regulations 1
Shop Work 1 Wood Work 2.V2
SECOND SEMESTER.
Chemistry 2 Inorganic Chemistry 2
^Chemistry Jf Qualitative Analysis (first divi-
sion ) 3
Drawing 2 Descriptive Geometry (first divi-
sion) 3
DraiDing 2 Descriptive Geometry (second
division), (first ten weeks)... 2
DraiDing 2 Continuation of Drawing 2 (sec-
ond division), (last seven
weeks) 2
English 2 English Composition and Rhet-
oric 3
French 2 or Elementary French ) o
German 2 Elementary German f
Mathematics 3 Trigonometry (first ten weeks) . . 214
Mathematics k Surveying (last seven weeks)... I14
Military Science 2 Drill 1
Military Science 10 Manual of Guard Duty, etc 1
fShop Work 2 Forging (second division) (first
ten weeks) 2
Elective.
tPor Fre.shmen entering without the subiect.
tDivision 1 elects Chemistry 4 instead of Shop Work 2 and Division 2
elects Shop Work 2 ins'tead of Chemistry 4.




Chemistry 5 Qualitative Analysis (first five
weeks) IVs
Chemistry 10 Quantitative Analysis (last twelve
weeks) 3^
Drawing 7 Elementary Machine Drawing and
Free Hand Drawing of Chem.
Apparatus 2
German S German Prose of the Nineteenth
Century 3
Mathematics 5 Analytical Geometry 5
Military Science 3 Drill 1
Military Science 11 Military Primer 1
Physics 1 Mechanics and Heat 3
SECOND SEMESTER.
Chemistry 6 Organic Chemistry 3
Chemistry 11 Quantitative Analysis 6
.German // Scientific German 3
Mathematics 6 Calculus 5
Military Science If Drill 1
Military Science 12 Military Map Reading and
Sketching 1
Physics 2 Light, Sound and Electricity 3
Junior Year.
FIRST SEIMESTER.
Chemistry 7 Chemistry of Plant and Animal
Nutrition 2
Chemistry S Organic Chemical Laboratory 3
Chemistry 12 Advanced Quantitative Analysis.. 5
Chemistry 19 Chemical Journals 2
fChemistry 21 Physical Chemistry 2
Machine Design 3 Theoretical Mechanics 4
Military Science J Drill 1
Military Science 13 Field Service Regulations 1
SECOND SEJIESTER.
Chemistry 13 Advanced Quantitative Analysis 4
•fChemistry l.'f and Industrial Chemistry "j 2
fChemistry 15 or Metallurgy V 1
•^Chemistry 22 Physical and Electro-chemistry j 3
Chemistry 20 Chemical Journals 2
Geology 1 Mineralogy 2
Machine Design 5 Theoretical Mechanics 4
Military Science 6 Drill 1
Military Science 1^ Army Regulations 1
Physics 6 Physical Laboratory 3
tGiven in alternate years.






























Industrial Chemistry . 2
Metallurgy ' 1





Army Organization and Admin-
istration 1
Political Economy 3














Qualitative Chemical Analysis.. 3
Descriptive Geometry (first di-
vision) (first seven weeks).. 1
Elementary Machine Drawing










Mechanics and Heat 3
Forging (first division) 2
Elective.
t Given in alternate years.
Division 1 elects Shop Work 3 iiiFtead of Chemistry 4, and Division 2
elects Chemistry 4 instead of Shop Work 3.














Mechanism (first ten weeks) . .
)
Elements of Steam Engineering I 3
( last seven weeks) j
Drill 1
Military Map Reading and
Sketching 1





Elec. Engineering 1 Dynamo Electric Machinery 3
Machine Design 3 Theoretical Mechanics 4
Machine Design 4 Designing and Drawing 4
Mech. Engineering 7 Thermodynamics 3
Mech. Engineering 9 Mechanical Laboratory 2
Military Science 5 Drill 1
Military Science 13 Field Service Regulations 1




Shop Work 9 Machine Work 1
SECOND SEMESTER.
Elect. Engineering 2 Dynamo Electric Machinery 3
Machine Design 5 Theoretical Mechanics 4
Machine Design 6 Shop Machinery 3
Mech. Engineering 8 Thermodynamics 3
Mech. Engineering 10 Mechanical Laboratory 2
Military Science 6 Drill 1
Military Science lit Army Regulations 1
Physics 5 Physical Laboratory 3
Senior Year.
FIRST SEMESTER.
Elect. Engineering 17 Electrical Laboratory 2
Elect. Engineering 19 Dynamo Electric Machinery 3
Mech. Engineering 11 Hydraulics 4
Mech. Engineering 12 Materials of Engineering 3
Mech. Engineering IS Mechanical Laboratory 3
Mech. Engineering 15 Heat Engine Design 5
*Military Science 7 Drill ..." 1
^Military Science 15 Army Organization and Adminis-
tration 1
Elective.











Dynamo Electric Machinery. ... 2
Mechanical Laboratory 3
Shop Design and Equipment. ... 4
Power Plant Design 2
Economics of Engineering 3
Drill 1





The requirements for graduation from the General Course in-
clude (1) the completion of all required studies, (2) the com-
pletion of one hundred and forty-four semester hours and (3)
the election of studies during the Sophomore, Junior and Senior
Years according to the group system.
The group system requires that all General Course students
shall elect one major and two minor courses; the major to con-
sist of twenty-one credit hours including thesis, in one of the
three groups, in addition to the required work of the Freshman
Year; and the minor to consist of fifteen credit hours in each of









Mathematics and Sciences:—Mathematics; Zoology; Drawing;
Agriculture; Mechanical Engineering; Electrical Engineering;
Chemistry; Botany; Physics; Geology; Meteorology.
GROUP ni.
History; Social Science and Philosophy:—History; Political





























English Composition and Rhet-
oric 3
Elementary French ) „
Elementary German )









Free Hand or Charcoal Drawing
(Last seven weeks) 1^
English Composition and Rhet-
oric 3
Elementary French 1 „
Elementary German \
History of Europe from 1492 to
1715 3
Trigonometry (first ten weeks).. 2^




Manual of Guard Duty 1





















Free Hand Drawing 2
Advanced English Composition
and Criticism 3
German Prose of the Nineteenth
Century 3
History of Europe from 476 -v
to 1492 /






Mechanics and Heat 3
*Eleotive.
t Freshmen are required to elect either Drawing 16 or Mathematics 4. Soiiho-
mores are required to elect one out of each group.
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tBotany 2 or



























French Prose, History and Travel 3
Mineralogy ^
Elementary Geology 3
Const, and Political History of




Philosophy of Education 3
School Administration 3
Physical Laboratory....' 3































Plant Histology - 3
Advanced Botany J
Chemistry of Plant and Animal
Nutrition 2
Advanced Architectural Drawing 3
English Novel 3
French Prose of 19th Century 3
Historical Geology 3
Goethe, His Life and Works .... 3
Const, and Political History of
U. S. since 1837 3
Meteorologv z
Drill 1
Army Organization and Adminis-
tration 1
Psychology 5
Problems of School Education... 3
Introduction to Philosophy 3
Laws of Business 3





Advanced Zoology 3 or 4
tRequired in either the Sophomore or .Tunior yi^ir.






















Plant physiology I 3
Advanced Botany j
Advanced Architectural Drawing 2
English Drama 3
American Literature 4





Army Organization and Adminis-
tration 1
School Administration 3





Advanced Zoology 3 or 4
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TWO YEAR COURSE IN AGRICULTURE.
This course was established by the state legislature in 1895,
and provides an opportunity for those students to secure a train-
ing for their life work who do not have the time, money or prep-
aration to take a four year college course.
The course is especially arranged and suited for the young,
bright boys of the farm, who expect to make a business of some
line of agricultural or horticultural work. Although it is open
to students who have had no previous training on the farm, the
entrance of such is not encouraged because of their lack of prac-
tical experience. By independent work and close application,
however, inexperienced students sometimes pass the course with
credit.
Three new and important changes in the course have been
made this year. The first is the shortening of the school year
from thirty-five to thirty weeks. This change is made for the
purpose of having the students complete their year's work about
the last of April so as to be able to go home for the spring work
on the farm or to accept salaried positions for the summer. It
also permits of more than four months' time for those students
who are dependent upon their own resources to earn money for
the following year. The second change is the separation of the
two and four year classes all the way through the course. This
separation has not heretofore been made in most of the agri-
cultural and horticultural subjects, but with an increased teach-
ing force in these two departments for the coming year, it is
made complete. The making of the classes separate and dis-
tinct makes it possible to plan and give the work of the two
year course in a manner best suited to the needs of its students.
In short, the course has been made just as practical as possible.
The third change is the division of the year into two terms in-
stead of three. The first term will be eighteen weeks in length
and the second twelve.
The work of the first year is largely preparatory, being a
study of the sciences underlying agriculture, together with some
elementary agricultural and horticultural work. The second
year contains optional studies so that it is possible for students
to specialize in animal industry, dairying, forestry or greenhouse
work. Ten hours per week on the average are spent in practical
work on the farm, in the barn, greenhouses or shops.
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ADMISSION.
The course is open to those who can pass a fair and reasonable
examination in reading, spelling, writing, arithmetic, English
grammar, geography and history of the United States. Appli-
cants, unless over eighteen years of age, who do not bring high
school or other satisfactory certificates to show their proficiency
in these subjects, will be given an entrance examination on
Tuesday afternoon and Wednesday morning of the opening week
of school. Applicants who are over eighteen years of age will
be admitted without examination.
OPENING.
The course for the year will open Wednesday, September 17,
1908, and close Wednesday, May 5, 1909. A Christmas vacation
of two weeks and a spring vacation of five days will be given.
EXPENSES.
The expenses of the course will vary Avith the tastes and fru-
gality of the students and the kind of accommodations which
they secure. The total average expense for the year is not far
from $250. Many students by working for their board or room
rent, or by doing various kinds of work about the college or
village, are able to go through the year with a cash outlay not
exceeding $150.
CERTIFICATES.
No degree is given at the end of the course, but a certificate




Text-book and recitations upon the elementary principles of
Agriculture, including a study of the soil, the plant and the ani-
mal, and their relations to each other; also a brief study of
the different breeds of livestock, their breeding and feeding. For
Two Year Agricultural Students, First Year.
Three exercises per week. 1st S.
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32. Farm Equipment and Farm Crops.
This course is similar to Agronomy 1, although less detailed.
For Two Year Agricultural Students, Second Year.
Three exercises per weeTc. 1st 8.
33. Soils and Soil Physics.
This course is similar to Agronomy 2, but involves less mathe-
matics and physics. For Two Year Agricultural Students, Second
Year.
Three exercises per iceek. 2nd S.
34. Manures and Fertilizers.
Text-book and recitations upon the constituents of farm ma-
nures, and chemical fertilizers, the care and application of ma-
nures, the mixture of fertilizers and the modifications required
by different soils and crops. For Two Year Agricultural Stu-
dents, Second Year.
Two exercises per week. 2nd S.
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY.
31. Breeds of Live Stock.
Similar to An. Husb. 1. For Two Year Agricultural Students,
Second Year.
Three exercises per week. 1st S.
32. Sheep Raising.
Lectures and recitations upon the breeds of sheep; their adapt-
ability to this section; their care and management; their fitting
for the shows and feeding for market purposes; the growing of
hot house lambs. Also practical exercises in judging the various
breeds. Elective for Two Year Agricultural Students, Second
Year.
Three exercises per iveek. 1st S.
33. Feeds and Feeding.
Similar to An. Husb. 3. For Two Year Agricultural Students,
Second Year.
Three exercises per week. 2nd S.
34. Animal Breeding.
Similar to An. Husb. 2. Elective for Two Year Agricultural
Students, Second Year.
Three exercises per tveek. 2nd S.
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35. Veterinary.
Similar to An. Husb. 4. Elective for Two Year Agricultural
Students, Second Year.
Three exercises per week. 2nd S.
36. Poultry.
Similar to An. Hus. 5. Elective for Two Year Agricultural
Students, Second Year.
Tivo exercises per tveek. 2nd S.
BOTANY. ^
PROF. BROOKS, MR. LEWIS.
31. Elements of Botany.
A general view of the life processes and structure of plants,
followed by the study in detail of a few type forms. Recitations
and laboratory work. For Two Year Agricultural Students, First
Year.
Three exercises per loeek. 1st S.
32. Plant Diseases.
A study of the more important fungous diseases and their pre-
vention. Lectures, recitations and laboratory work.
Open only to students who have completed Course 1.




An elementary course, with special reference to the elements of
plant food, composition of fertilizers, elements subject to exhaus-
tion in soils, etc. For Two Year Agricultural Students, First
Year.
Two exercises per tveek. 2nd S.
DAIRYING.
ASSOC. PROF. RASMUSSEN.
31. Milk and Milk Testing.
Lectures and recitations on the secretion, composition and prop-
erties of milk, the Babcock test and lactometer. Comparative
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Study of different systems of creaming and different factors in-
fluencing the efficiency of ttie hand separator. For Two Year
Agricultural Students, First Year.
Three exercises per week. 2nd S.
32. Butter Making.
This includes pasteurization, commercial starters, cream ripen-
ing, churning, marketing and scoring butter. Elective for Two
Year Agricultural Students, Second Year.
Three exercises per week. 1st S.
33. Technology of Milk.
Same as Course 3. Elective for Two Year Agricultural Stu-
dents, Second Year.
Two exercises per week. 2nd S.
DRAWING.
31. Two Year Agricultural Students, Second Year.
One exercise per week. 1st S.
ENGLISH.
31. Grammar and Elementary Composition.
For Two Year Agricultural Students, First Year.
Three exercises per iceek. 1st S.
32. Grammar and Composition.
This is a continuation of Course 31. For Two Year Agricul-
tural Students, First Year.
Open only to students icho have completed Course 31.
Three exercises per loeck. 2nd S.
FORESTRY.
31. Farm Forestry.
Method of reproduction, seed collecting, thinning, determination
of heights, contents and increment of forest trees. For Two Year
Agricultural Students, First Year.
Two exercises per ice&k. 2nd S.
32. Arboriculture and Forestry.
Elective for Two Year Agricultural Students, Second Year.
Three exercises per week. 2nd S.
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HORTICULTURE.
31. Vegetable Gardening.
A study of the commercial methods of vegetable growing.
Special attention is given to the home garden. For Two Year
Agricultural Students, First Year.
Three exercises per loeek. 1st S.
32. Fruit Growing.
This course embraces a study of commercial orcharding; each
fruit being studied with reference to planting, cultivating, prun-
ing, fertilizing, picking, packing, storing and marketing. For
Two Year Agricultural Students, Second Year.
Three exercises per loeek. 1st S.
33. Plant Growth and Greenhouse.
Combined lecture, demonstration and laboratory course in plant
growth and greenhouse management. Elective for Two Year Ag-
ricultural Students, Second Year.
Three exercises per iveek. 1st S.
34. Home Decoration.
A study of ornamental trees, shrubs and flowers; their culture,
proper arrangement and decorative value, with special reference
to home surroundings. Elective for Two Year Agricultural Stu-
dents, Second Year.
Three exercises per iveek. 2nd S.
MATHEMATICS.
MR. EASTMAN.
31. Arithmetic and Bookkeeping.
For Two Year Agricultural Students, First Year.
Three exercises per xceek. 1st S.
MILITARY SCIENCE AND TACTICS.
CAPT. HUNT.
1. Military Drill.
For Two Year Agricultural Students, First Year.
Tioo exercises per lueek. 1st S.
2. Military Drill.
For Two Year Agricultural Students, First Year.
Two exercises per week. 2nd S.
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3. Military Drill.
For Two Year Agricultural Students, Second Year.
TiDO exercises per iceeTc. 1st S.
4. Military Drill.
For Two Year Agricultural Students, Second Year.
Tioo exercises per loeek. 2nd S.
9. Infantry Drill Regulations.
Practical instruction and lectures. For Two Year Agricultural
Students, First Year.
0716 exercise per week. 1st 8.
10. Manual of Guard Duty and Small Arms Firing Regulations.
For Two Year Agricultural Students, First Year.
One exercise per week. 2nd S.
17. Lectures on Advance Guards, Outposts, etc.
For Two Year Agricultural Students, Second Year.
One exercise per week. 1st S.
18. Lectures on Advance Guards, Outposts, etc.
Continuation of Course 17. For Two Year Agricultural Stu-
dents, Second Year.




For Two Year Agricultural Students, Second Year.
Four exercises per week. 1st 8.
SHOP WORK.
31. Wood Work. Mr. Ingham.
For Two Year Agricultural Students, First Year.
Tioo exercises per loeek. 2nd 8.
32. Iron Work. IVIr. Brown.
For two Year Agricultural Students, Second Year.
Ttoo exercises per week. 2nd 8.
ZOOLOGY.
31. Vertebrate Anatomy and Physiology.
The anatomy and physiology of the higher vertebrates based
upon that of man and with special reference to domestic animals.
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Recitations and laboratory dissections and experiments. For Two
Year Agricultural Students, First Year.
Three exercises per week. 1st 8.
32. Elementary Entomology.
The structure, habits and classification of insects, with special
consideration of injurious pests and means of controlling them.
For Two Year Agricultural Students, First Year.
Three exercises per week. 2nd 8.




Agronomy 31 Elementary Agriculture 3
Botany 31 Elements of Botany 3
English 31 Grammar and Elementary Com-
position 3
Horticulture 31 Vegetable Gardening 3
Mathematics 31 Mathematics and Bookkeeping. .
.
3
Military Science 1 Drill 1
Military Science 9 Infantry Drill Regulations 1
Zoology 31 Vertebrate Anatomy and Physi-
ology 3
SECOND SEMESTER.
Botany 32 Plant Diseases 3
Chemistry 31 Elementary Applications 2
Dairying 31 Milk and Milk Testing 3
English 32 Grammar and Composition 3
Forestry 31 Farm Forestry 2
Military Science 2 Drill 1
Military Science 10 Manual of Guard Duty 1
Shop Work 31 Wood Work 2
Zoology 32 Economic Entomology 4
Second Year.
FIRST SEINIESTER.
Agronomy 32 Farm Equipment and Farm Crops 3
An. Hush. 31 Breeds of Livestock 3
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Credit hours.
*An. Husd. 32 Sheep Raising 3
*Dairying 32 Butter Making 3
Drawing 31 1
Horticulture 32 Fruit Growing 3
*Horticulture 38 Plant Growth and Greenhouse ... 3
Military Science 3 Drill 1
Military Science 17 Advance Guards, Outposts, etc... 1
Physics 31 Elementary Physics 4
SECOND SEMESTER.
Agronomy S3 Soils and Soil Physics 3
Agronomy 34 Manures and Fertilizers 2
An. Husb. 33 Feeds and Feeding 3
*An. Hush. 34 Animal Breeding 3
*An. Hush. 35 Veterinary Science 3
*An. Husb. 36 Poultry 2
*Dairying 33 Technology of Milk 2
*Forestry 32 Arboriculture and Forestry 3
Horticulture 34 Home Decoration 3
Military Science 4 Drill 1
Military Science 18 Advance Guards, Outposts, etc... 1
Shop Work 32 Iron Work 2
* Elective. Elect .any one or two.
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TEN WEEK COURSE IN DAIRYING OR DAIRY
SCHOOL.
OPENING.
The Fourteenth Annual Dairy School of the New Hampshire
College opens Tuesday, January 5, and closes Friday, March 13.
Students should present themselves for registration at Thompson
Hall the first day of the session. Lectures and laboratory work
begin the following day.
ADMISSION.
The school is open to men and women sixteen years of age and
•upward. No entrance examination is required. However, in
order to make the best use of the instruction, the student should
have a good common school education. The experiences of prev-
ious years have shown that the subect in which the student is
most deficient is arithmetic, especially percentage and decimals.
Both of these divisions of arithmetic are used to a large extent
in solving problems in the creamery and also in computing ra-
tions for the dairy cow. It is therefore well for those planning
to take the dairy course to review these subjects before entering.
To be most benefited by the school, the students should have
had some practical experience on a farm or in a creamery.
EXPENSES.
A tuition fee of five dollars is payable on registering at the
beginning of the term; other expenses, including books, white
suits, and room and board for ten weeks, amount to approximately
sixty dollars.
CERTIFICATES.
Students completing the required work of the dairy school, and
passing satisfactory examinations, will be given certificates.
DESCRIPTION OF SUBJECTS.
Associate Professor W. H. PEW.
Agriculture 42. Breeds of Dairy Cattle.
Lectures and recitations upon the origin, history, distribution,
characteristics, adaptability and standard of excellence of the
pedigreed breeds of cattle, with special reference to the selection
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of breeds and individual animals for the herd. This subject will
be studied four hours per week for the first five weeks. The
practical work will consist of scoring and judging representatives
of the various breeds of dairy cattle, and in tracing pedigrees of
animals in the herd books of the different breeds.
Professor FRED W. MORSE.
Agriculture 43. Chemistry of Dairy Products.
The subject is taken up in a course of eight lectures, illustrated
by experiments and specimens, and includes the properties and
separation of the different constituents of milk, fat, casein, al-
bumen, sugar, etc., the composition of butter and butter-fat, and
the properties and effects of preservatives.
Associate Professor W. H. PEW.
Agriculture 44. Diseases of Cattle.
This course will consist of eight lectures and recitations upon
the anatomy and physiology of the cow, with special reference to
the digestive, reproductive and milk-producing organs. The com-
mon diseases, their causes and the methods of treatment will be
discussed.
Agriculture 45. Feeds and Feeding.
Lectures and recitations upon the composition and digestibility
of feeding stuffs, the preservation of coarse fodders, the making
and feeding of ensilage, and the grinding, steaming and cooking
of feed. A careful study will be made of the different grains and
feeds, and their value in a ration for dairy cows. Practice will
be given in computing rations for the dairy cow.
Professor F. W. TAYLOR.
Agriculture 50. Forage and Silage Crops.
This course will consist of ten lectures upon forage and silage
crops which are suited for New Hampshire conditions. The mat-
ter of varieties, preparation of the ground, time of seeding,
amount of seed, harvesting and storing will be discussed. Soiling
crops, the construction of silos and the growing of crops for the
silo will be treated in as much detail as the time allows.
Associate Professor FRED RASMUSSEN.
Dairying 40. Butter Making.
Lectures and recitations on the different systems of creaming
milk and a comparison of the efficiency of different cream separ-
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ators under varying conditions; cream ripening, churning, wash-
ing, marketing and scoring of butter.
Dairying 41. Dairy Bacteriology.
Lectures and demonstrations on the functions of bacteria and
the application of bacteriological principles to dairy work, such
as pasteurization, cream ripening, commercial starters, and
deterioration of butter.
Dairying 42. Dairy Laboratory.
The equipment in the dairy building is such that the laboratory
work can be made applicable both to farm and factory conditions.
The student will have an opportunity to study construction and
efficiency, and operation of the various machines used in the
handling of milk and making of butter. The use of the Bab-
cock test in apportioning the money value of milk is now regu-
lated by state law, and the importance of the test in the suc-
cessful management of the dairy herd has created a demand for
more complete and practical training. The details of the test
will be studied carefully, and the student will practice testing
milk, cream, skim-milk and butter-milk until fully competent to
perform the work for himself or for others.
Dairying 44. Milk and iVliik Testing.
This course will consist of the study of secretion, the physical
and chemical properties of milk; the production and preparation
of sanitary, certified and modified milk, the various methods of
sampling and testing milk and cream, and the detection of
adulterants and preservatives.
Mechanical Engineering 40. Boilers and Engines.
Lectures will be given on the construction, operation and care
of boilers, motors, steam and gasoline engines. The lectures will
be followed by practical demonstration and practice in the man-
agement of the various motive powers. Instruction and practice
will also be given in pipe cutting and fitting, and other work
incidental to the management of a steam plant. The course will
consist of a two-hour period once a week for the ten weeks.
NEW HAMPSHIRE
AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION.
Most of the Agricultural Experiment Stations of the various
states, including that of New Hampshire were founded in 1888
by an act of Congress, approved March 2, 1887, known as the
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Hatch Act in honor of its author. This act appropriated fifteen
thousand dollars ( $1^,000 ) annually for the maintenance of an
Agricultural Experiment Station in each state. This act
provides
—
"That it shall be the object and duty of said Experiment
Stations to conduct original researches or verify experiments on
the physiology of plants and animals; the diseases to which they
are severally subject, with the remedies for the same; the chemi-
cal composition of useful plants at their different stages of
growth; the comparative advantages of rotative cropping as pui'-
sued under a varying series of crops; the capacity of new plants
or trees for acclimation; the analysis of soils and water; the
chemical composition of manures, natural and artificial, with
experiments designed to test their comparative effects on crops
of different kinds; the adaptation and value of grasses and
forage plants; the composition and digestibility of the different
kinds of food for domestic animals; the scientific and economic
questions involved in the production of butter and cheese; and
such other researches or experiments bearing directly on the
agricultural industry of the United States as may in each case
be deemed advisable, having due regard to the varying condi-
tions and needs of the respective states and territories." The
act also provides that the results of such work shall be published
in bulletins and reports.
A further endowment of the Experiment Stations to provide
specifically for research work was made by the Adams Act passed
by Congress and approved March 16, 1906, which provided an
increased annual appropriation which amounts to $11,000 for
the current fiscal year and increases to $15,000 in 1911-'12. This
appropriation is specifically limited to the "necessary expenses
of conducting original researches or experiments," and the
rulings of the U. S. Department of Agriculture, which is vested
with the supervision of the expenditures under this act, require
that this appropriation be spent in fundamental investigations
or researches to determine the underlying causes and principles
of agricultural science, rather than for mere experiments to
secure results of immediate practical application as contemplated
under the Hatch Act Appropriation. The purposes of the two
acts are therefore supplementary but distinct.
The New Hampshire Agricultural Experiment Station is or-
ganized as a department of the New Hampshire College of Agri-
culture and Mechanic Arts, and is administered by a Board of
Control, elected by its Board of Trustees.
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The publications of tlie station comprise 139 bulletins of the
regular series and seven circulars. The bulletins are issued at
irregular intervals and are sent to all residents of New Hamp-
shire requesting them. Bad: numbers will be sent as long as
the supply lasts.
The station is prepared to give advice and assistance to the
farmers of New Hampshire along th^ following lines:
The maintenance of soil fertility, including the rotation of
crops and the selection and use of manures and fertilizing
materials.
The selection of varieties of grains, grasses and forage crops
and methods of culture.
The selection of varieties of fruits and vegetables and the
management of orchards.
The examination of seeds that are suspected of being unsound
or adulterated; the Identification of grasses, weeds and other
plants; the prevention of fungous diseases of plants.
The identification of insects and the control of such as are
injurious.
The feeding of animals, including calculation of rations and
use of various feeding stuffs.
The methods of milk production, creamery and dairy methods
and machinery and the scoring of dairy products.
The testing of milk to determine the value of dairy cows.
The planting and care of forest trees and the management of
farm wood lots.
Any citizen of New Hampshire has the right to apply to the
station for such assistance as it can give, and all such requests
will be given prompt attention.
COMMENCEMENT 1908.




Carlisle, Lawrence A., Exeter.
Farwell, Oren L., Chesham.
Sanborn, Moses H., Fremont.
Waite, George L., Dunbarton.
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Chemistry.
Evans, Walter W., E. Kingston.
French, Harry F., Plymouth.
Perley, George A., Goffstown.
Electrical Engineering.
Barton, Arthur Hosea, Newport.
Batchelder, Arthur M., Suncook.
Buss, Mlnot G., Wilton.
Clough, Francis, Contoocook.
Cone, Charles F., Nashua.
Cory, Merton M., Nashua.
Huse, Merrit C, Concord.
O'Connor, John J., Portsmouth.
Priest, James H., Manchester.
Walkei', Harold D., Kittery, Maine.
General.
Chesley, Mary C, Durham.
DeMeritt, Katharine, Durham.
Page, John C, Dover.
Pettee, Sar*h E., Durham.
iVIechanical Engineering.
Croghan, John T., Concord.
Kirkpatrick, William R., Nashua.
Smalley, Dean F., Walpole.
Tarbell, Carl B., Milton.
Wadleigh, Ray E., Kensington.
Unclassified.
Adams, Waldo L., Townsend, Mass.
Cash, James D., Massabesic.
Hill, Stanley F., Nashua.
Woodman, Francis W., W. Derry.
Certificates.
Holmes, George A., Langdon.
Leavitt, Guy, Sanbornton.
Littlefleld, Harold T., Salem Depot.
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PRIZE RECORD FOR 1908.
BAILEY PRIZE—$10.
GiVEX BY Db. C. H. Bailey of the Class of '79, and E. A. Bailey
OF THE Class of '85.
George Arthur Perley, Goffstown.
ERSKINE MASON MEMORIAL PRIZE.
George Arthur Perley, Goffstown.
SENIOR STANDING HIGHEST IN THE MILITARY
DEPARTMENT.
John Timothy Crogiian, Concord.
WINNERS OF INDIVIDUAL PRIZE DRILL.
GOLD MEDAL.
John Worthen Davis, '11, Concord.
SILVER MEDAL.
Charles F. Whittemore, '11, Pembroke.
HONORABLE MENTION.
Charles Hubert Locke, '11, Wakefield, Mass.
PRIZE SWORD—EXCELLENCE IN DRILL.
Harold Hartshorn Wilkins, '09, Amherst.
HONORABLE MENTION.
Carl Duncan Kennedy, '09, Concord.
SENIORS REPORTED TO ADJT.-GENERAL, U. S. ARMY, FOR
APTITUDE IN DRILL.
John Timothy Crogan, Concord.
Merritt Chase Huse, Concord.




William S. Campbell, '09.
Edward D. French, '10.
Earle B. Jennings, '11.
Philip L. Gowen, '12.




Captain William E. Hunt, Twenty-Second U. S. Infantry.
CADET OFFICERS.
MaJOE C. D. Kennedy.
FiKST Lieut, and Adjt. L. S. Morrison.
First Lieut, and Q. M. H. E. Wilder.
Seegt. Maj. C. S. Wright.
Q. M. Sergt. H. p. Corliss.
Color Sergt. C. E. Lawrence.
Drum Major W. F. Langeliek.
COMPANY A.
Capt. H. H. Wilkins,
1st Lt. R. a. Neal.
2nd Lt. J. M. Leonard.
COMPANY B.
Capt. L. L. Smalley.
1st Lt. C. Chase.















Capt. L. A. Peatt.
1st Lt. F. O. Chase.























1st Lt. J. P. Teickey.
Seegeant O. D. Goodwin.
Seegeant p. F. Ellswoeth.
Seegeant J. E. Pakkee.
BAND.
Seegeant C. S. Richaedson.
Corporal C. W. Kelley.
Corporal S. N. Wentworth.
Corporal W. Morrill.
STUDENTS.
a—Agricultural Course; c—Course in Technical Chemistry; g—
General Course; m e—Mechanical Engineering; e e—Electrical
Engineering; u—Unclassified. Freshmen in the Engineering








Ackerman, Lawrence Day c
Brown, Edna Olive g
Campbell, William Smith e e
Doe, Marion g
Ellsworth, Perry Foss e e
Falconer, John Ironside a
Fellows, Ernest Roslyn e e
Goodwin, Otis Dana e e
Kelley, Charles William m e
Kennedy, Carl Duncan c
Lougee, Bernard Ayers e e
McKone, Frank E. e e
Merrill, Maurice David e e
Parker, John Edward a
Peaslee, Albert m e
Pike, Herbert Samuel m e
Pratt, Lester Albert c
Quimby, Harold Wallace m e
Richardson, Charles Sidney m e
Sargent, George Jackman c
Smalley, Lee Lawrence m e
Stevens, Ernest Morton m e
Stokes, Iva Dorothy g
Townsend, Harry Storrs a
Wendell, Chester Snell e e
Wilder, Howard Erwin m e
Wilkins, Harold Hartshorn m e
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JUNIORS.
Name.
Anderson, David Wadsworth a
Batchelder, Henry Edward m e
Bills. Frank Hartwell e e
Blake, Alfred Edward c
Boynton, Dalton e e
Bryant. Orville Frank c
Burroughs, Edgar Herbert m e
Burroughs, Wilbur Warren m t.
Chamberlin, George H. e e
Chase, Fred Odell m e
Converse, Henry a
Corliss, Harry Percival c
Corson, Harry Peach c
Drew, Lucy Abby g
Emery. Roland Chester e e
French, Edward Daniel e e
Hefler, George Burpee, m e
Hoyt. Simes Thurston m e
Langelier, Wilfred F. c
Lawrence, Cheney E. m e
Leonard, James Mortimer e e
Morrison, Leonard S. g
Neal, Haldimand W. e e
Xeal, Robert A. e e
Peel, Charles Edward c
Perkins, Clement Linwood c
Read, Harold Clifford e e
Sanborn, Edson Dana a
Scammon, Raymond Brewster m e
Thorp. Theron A. e e
Trickey. John Paul c
Wells. Burleigh Ray e e





































Abbott, Harold Vincent m e
Arozian, Ohannes A. c
Bachelder, John Hutchins a
Bennett, Leland Wilson e e
Brackett, Thomas James a
Brown, Albert H. a
Brown. Charles O. c
Burbeck. Perry James e e
Burns, Lucian H. a
Carpenter, Roy Elbert e e
Chase, Carl g
Clark. Maurice C. m e
Colby, Arthur S. a
Cotton, Arthur Clyde g
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Name.
DeMeiritt, Mai-garet g
Drew, Mariette Alice g
Easterbrook, Ralph Lewis a
Fisher, Frank Gordon a
Gaddas, Sumner Felt e e
Gove, Willis Ansel m e
Hammond, Roland Bowman g
Hardj% Harold Elwin a
Hatch, Olive Estelle g
Holmes, Harry Wesley e e
.lennings, Earle B. e e
Judkins, Henry Forrest a
Kenip, Charles W. a
Kennedy, Frank Paul g
Kidder, Walter Dennis e e
Little, Webb g
McLucas, Charles Abraham vi e
Mon-ill, Frank Whitcomb g
Morrill, Winfred m e
Nason, Carl Eastman e e
Parker, Edward Gookin c
Parker, William Folger e e
Pease, Bret e e
Philbrook, Henry Brown g
Pieiee, Leonard Emerson e e
Proud. Benjamin Franklin m e
Proud, Brentcn W. e e
Quimby. Waldo Hutchinson e
Reynolds, Clearton Howard c
Roberts, George Filmore a
Robinson, Charles Harrison c
Scott, Bessie Amanda g
Stark, Eldon Eugene e e
Swan, Clyde Henry g
Tenney, Harry William e e
Towne. Ernest George m e
Tucker, James William g
Wentworth, Stephen Neal g
Whittemore, Charles F. c
Wilkins, Aaron Wallace m e
Wilkins, Carroll Blaisdell g
Wright. Charles Shannon a














































Bailey, Thomas Craig e
Batchelder Roy Eugene
Bates, Everett Heath e
Berry, George Wesley a
Bradford, Maurice P. e
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Name.
Buckminster, Paul D. e
Bunker, Lewis L. H. e
Casci, Alfred J. e
Catlin, Harwood B. e
Chamberlain, Walter E. a
Chase, Earle H. e
Chase, William Hosea e
Cole. Florence Viola g
Davis, Arthur G. a
Davison, Frank S. a
DeMerritt, Stephen e
Donnelly, Edith G. g
Drake, George Lincoln e
Duncan, Raymond C. e
Eastman, Wesley Edward a
Foster, Leland S. e
Garland, John A. a
Gowen, Philip Lewis e
Harding, Daniel Pearl g
Hargraves, Fred Forest e
Hayes, Bernice M. g
Hoben, Frank M. c
Holden, H. Chester e
Hood, Leslie Newton e
Hooke, Lyman S. a
Huse, Oscar B. a
Johnson, Maurice Lingard g
Knight, Ray H. a
Leighton, Alan g
Leighton, Arthur John e
Lovell, Roscoe Ernest e
Lowd, Clarence Mortimer e
McPheters, George A. e
Manter, Jerauld A. e
Merrill, Karl E. e
Morgan, Ralph Clifford e
Neal, Cecil Maurice e
O'Malley, Michael J. e
Page. William E. e
Parker, Harry Stinson e
Payne, Chauncey W. e
Perkins, Harold Wilbur e
Perkins, Irving C. e
Pettingill, James B. e
Phillips, Paul Milton a
Reynolds, Roland E. e
Riley, Martin E. e
Robinson, John E. e
Rogers, William Edward e
Sawyer, Arthur H. a
Sawyer. Howard Symmes e
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Name.
Shapleigh, Edward Eugene e
Shaw, Wyman Robinson a
Skinner, Russell E. a
Smart, Guy e
Stevens, Ernest C. o
Sughrue, Timothy G. g
Tappan, Albert D. e
Taylor, Alexander a
Thompson, Ruth E. g
Towle George Wesley e
Tucker, Herbert R. g
Tucker, Raymond Hodgdon e
Tuttle, Harry Benjamin o
Waldron, Jeremy R. e
Warner, William Pearl
Watson, Myles S. a
Whittemore, Hollie L. e


















































Silver, Bertram E. G.
Snow, Percy S.
Stevens, Henry L.
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SPECIAL COURSE.
Name. Residence.
Abbott, Walter Sidney Manchester.
Thomas, Edna TJiomaston, Conn.
TEN WEEK COURSE.
Brown, Perley William Chester, Yt.
Cady, Burton Frederic Medford, Mass.
Crockett, Henry Charles Neiv London.
Lane, Oliver Martin Keene.
Rollins, Herbert William Concord.
Stevens, Henry Lee Franklin.
Wheeler, William John • Antrim.







Students in Ten Week Course ; 8




Note.—The arrangement is: (a) Name in full, (b) Later
degrees taken, (c) Residence at time of entering college, (d)
Occupation, etc. (e) Present residence. *Dead. fPresent ad-
dress unknown. Graduates are earnestly requested to inform
the registrar of any changes that should be made in this lisi.
DOCTOR OF SCIENCE.
Ned Dearborn, D. Sc, 1901. Asst. Curator of Birds, Field Mu-
seum of Natural History. Chicago, III.
MASTER OF SCIENCE.
Albert Conradi, M. S., 1902. B. Sc, (Ag.) O. S. U., 1901. Prof,
of Zoology and Entomology, Clemson Agricultural College,
Clemson, S. O.
John L. Randall, M. S., 1906. See class of 1905.
William O. Robinson, M. S., 1906. See class of 1905
Lewis H. Kenney, M. E., 1906. See class of 1899.
John D. Clark, M. S., 1907. See class of 1906.
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BACHELORS OF SCIENCE.
1871.
William Preston Ballard, Concord. Farmer.
R. F. D., Route 1, Concord.
Lewis Perkins. Hampton. Retired. Hampton.
Charles Henry Sanders, Penacook. Merchant. Main St., Penacook.
3—
1872.
Edwin Bartlett, Bath. Farmer. Spearville. Ford Co., Kansas.
Frank Alexander White, Bow. Surveyor, Farmer.
Route -J, Concord.
1873. 2—
fFrederick Erasmus Eldredge, Kensington,
James Fred Smith. A. B., A. M., Dartmouth, 1885; A. M.. Stan-
ford, 1900. Principal of High School.
43 McCoy Ave., Cainphell , Cal.
Charles Henry Tucker, Plaistow. Woodworker.
24 Highland St., Amesbury, Mass.
3—
1874.
Millard Fillmore Hardy, Rev., Nelson. Graduated Theo. Inst.,
Ct, 1878. Clergyman. East Jaffrey.
*Henry Abbott Sawyer, North Weare.
2—*1
1875.
Walton Herman Aldrich, M. D., Univ. N. Y. City. 1880; Troy.
Physician and Surgeon. Marlborough,
tFrank Pierce Curtis. Grocer. Fitchhurg, Mass.
Frank Veranus Emerson. Lebanon. Manager Axe Mfg. Plant,
Masconia Terrace, East Lebanon.
Charles Webster Hardy, M. D.. Mo. Med. Coll., 1881; Marlboro.
Physician and Surgeon. 201 So. Main St., Ottaioa, Kansas.
Harvey Jewell, Winchester. Fruit Grower and Poultryman.
R. F. D. 1, Croymoell, Conn.
Charles Ormille Leavitt, Lebanon.
*John Loney McGregor, D. D. S., Phila. Dental Coll., 1877, M. D.
Dartmouth, 1883; Whitefield.
Eliel Peck, Lebanon, Postmaster.
Kimball, Stearns County, Minn.
Ira William Ramsey, Walpole. Walpole.
Orlando Leslie Seward, Keene. Artist. 287 Church St., Keene.
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Emery Mason Willard, Harrisville. Druggist, 15 Union Street,
Boston, Mass. 109 Hewlett St., Roslindale, Mass.
11—* 3
1876.
Herbert Cyril Aldrich. Troy. Insurance and Real Estate.
329 West 4th St., Los Angeles, Cal.
jEdmund Lawson Brigham, Jaffrey. Mechanic.
Joseph Warren Butterfield, Westmoreland. Farmer.
North Montpelier, Vt.
Arthur French Chamberlain, Westmoreland. Partner and New
York and Foreign Buyer, of Edson Keith & Co.
132 Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.
Anson Ballard Cross, Holyoke, Mass. Contractor and Builder
of Railroads. Main St., Wilmington, Vt.
Warren Webster Kimball, Troy. Merchant. Troy.
Daniel Deeth Parker, Fitzwilliara. With Heywood Bros. & Wake-
field Co. Box 56, Gardner, Mass.
7—
1877.
Rollin Kirk Adair, Indian Territory. Retail Groceries.
Chelsea, Indian Ter.
*Homer Brooks, M. D., N. Y. Horn. Med. Coll., 1881, Franconia.
John Washington Carson, Mont Vernon. Farmer and Land Sur-
veyor. Francestown.
*Charles Otto Chubert, Troy.
*Charles Albert Edwards, LL. B., Univ. of Iowa, 1880; Keene.
*William Francis Flint, Richmond.
Clinton Camillus Hall, Westmoreland. Agt. New York Life Ins.
Co. East Westmoreland.
John Goodrich Henry, M. D., Dartmouth, 1880; Chesterfield.
Physician. 15 Pleasant St., Winchendon, Mass.
*Charles Pitkin Hollister, North Montpelier, Vt.
George Mirick Holman, M. D., Fitchburg, Mass., Teacher.
S3Jf Boylston St., Boston, Mass.
Charles Appleton Hubbard, Troy. Treasurer United Fruit Com-
pany. Board of Trade Building, 131 State St., Boston, Mass.
Carlos Augustus Wheeler, East Calais, Vt. Bee Keeper and
Farmer. Bracken, Comal Co.. Texas.
Everard Whittemore, Fitzwilliam. Insurance and Real Estate.
14 River St., Hudson, Mass.
13—*5
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1878.
fEzra Eastman Adams, Manchester.
Elmer Kilburn, Marlow.
Charles Edward Record, Fitchburg, Mass. Contractor and
Builder. 73 Green St., Leominster, Mass.
3—*1
1879.
Charles Hardy Bailey, M. D., Dartmouth, 1881. Physician.
S9 East Broadway, Gardner, Mass., Station A.
Richard Clinton Chapin, Chicopee, Mass. With American Writing
Paper Company. Holyoke, Mass.
*Lucius M. Cragin, Lempster.
Nathaniel Cutler Holmes, Jaffrey.
Fred Charles Park, Lempster. Traveling Salesman.
6 Essex St., Concord.
George Henry Wilkins, M. D., N. Y. Hom. Med. Coll., 1883; Am-
herst. Physician. 32Jf Walnut St., Neiotonville, Mass.
6—* 2
1880.
Charles Harvey Hood, Derry. Milk Business.
2 Benton Road, Somerville, Mass.
1—
1881.
Edwin Thompson Aldrich, Troy. General Insurance Agent.
Bridgman's Block, Keene.
Henry Lyman Barnard, Troy. Clerk. Troy.
*George Jordan Boardman, Lawrence, Mass.
Edwin Franklin Bristol, Harwinton, Conn. Farmer.
Ascutneyville, Yt.
Artemas Terald Burleigh, Farmer and Lumber Dealer.
Franklin.
Frank Dana Ely, Cavendish, Vt. With Vermont Marble Com-
pany, Electrician. 6 School St., Proctor, Yt.
Sanford Eugene Emery, LL. B., Albany Law School, 1886;
Proctorsville, Vt. Attorney-at-Law. ProctorsvUle, Yt.
Charles Herbert Hazen. Hartford, Vt. Farmer and Market
Gardener. Bethlehem.
Frank P. Marston, Hartford, Vt. Real Estate and Insurance.
//6 Main St., Hudson, Mass.
William Augustus Megrath, M. D., Dartmouth, 1886; Cavendish,
Vt. Physician. Loudon.
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Fred Townsend Stanton, Strafford. Farmer.
R. F. D. No. 1, Rochester.
Victor Hugo Stickney, M. D., Dartmouth, 1S83; Tyson, Vt. Physi-
cian and Surgeon. Dickinson, N. Dak.
Samuel Austin Wallace, Ph. G., Boston School of Pharmacy, 1886;
West Hartford, Vt. Druggist. Crookston, Minn.
George Herbert Whitcher, Strafford. Director of the New Hamp-
shire Agricultural Experiment Station, February 22, 1888
to November 1, 1894; Professor of Agriculture of the New
Hampshire College, June, 1887 to November 1, 1894. Dis-
trict Superintendent of Schools, August 1, 1900. Berlin.
14—*1
1882.
Harvey Lincoln Boutwell, LL. B., Boston University, 1886; Hop-
kinton. Attorney-at-Law, 209 Washington Street, Boston,
Mass. 37 Pierce St., Maiden, Mass.
Dana Justin Bugbee, North Pomfret, Vt. Mining in Colorado.
North Pomfret, Vt.
*Robert Fletcher Burleigh, M. D., Dartmouth, 1887; Franklin.
La Forrest John Carpenter, Surry. Farmer.
R. F. D. No. 1, Shirley. Mass.
Edwin Preston Dewey, Hanover. City Engineer.
237 Olive Ave., Long Beach. Cal.
George Andrew Loveland, LL. B., University of New York, 1886,
Norwich, Vt. Section Director United States Weather Bu-
reau. 1130 So. 20th St.. Lincoln, Neh.
tJohn Wright Mason, Hanover.
Harlan Addison Nichols, M. D., Derry. Physician and Surgeon.
Care Montezuma Copper Co.. Nacozari, Sonora. Mexico.
*Frank Elmer Thompson, Stark.
9—*2
1883.
Elniore Ferdinand Arnold, M. D., University City of New York,
1885; Londonderry, Vt. Physician.
902 Broadicay. Neiv York. N. Y.
Frank Landor Bigelow, Proctorsville, Vt. Instructor in Mathe-
matics and Sciences, Goddard Seminary, Barre, Vt., 1883-
1886. Business. Rutland, Tt.
Frederick Stocks Birtwhistle, Troy. Consulting and Supervising
Electrical Engineer.
ol Tucker Bldg., Raleigh, N. C.
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Noice D. Bristol, Harwinton, Conn. Photographer.
2665 Medary Ave.. Columbus, 0.
Frederick Plummer Comings, Lee. Trustee New Hampshire Col-
lege, 1893-1903. Lee.
Frank Harry Follansbee, Canaan. Railway Postal Clerk.
41 Sharon St., West Medford, Mass.
Adams Clark French, M. D., D. O., Franklin Falls. Physician.
231 So. Hayne St., Chicago, III.
James Edgar Gay, Tunbridge, Vt. Woolen Manufacturer.
Cavendish, Yt.
Elmer Daniel Kelley, Franklin Falls. Farmer and Business.
JfJio Central St., Franlclin Falls.
Alvah Benjamin Morgan, Canaan. Pharmacist, Stationer and
Newsdealer. WoodstocTc, Yt.
William Lincoln Whittier, Deerfield. Foreman of Machine Shop.
121 Rantoul St., Beverly, Mass.
Charles Minot Woodward, Hanover. Teacher, Public Schools.
1620 College Ave., Fort Worth, Texas.
12—
1884.
*Ernest Smith Cummings, Lee.
Fred Carlos Davis, South Reading, Vt. Lawyer, Civil Engineer
and Farmer. 123 South St., Springfield, Yt.
Sylvester Miller Foster, Riverhead, N. Y. Westport. Conn.
Herbert Harvey Kimball, M. S., Columbian University, 1900,
Hopkinton. Director of Research Work in Solar Radiation,
U. S. Weather Bureau. Washington, D. C.
Moses Bisbee Mann, Benton. Inspector of Customs.
Custom House, Boston, Mass.
George Milton Moore, Plymouth, Vt. In private business.
Ludlow, Yt.
Ziba Amherst Norris, Lyme. Dealer in Groceries and Provisions,
Wholesale and Retail, Dorchester and Cohasset.
581-593 Washington St., Dorchester, Mass.
Edwin Chapin Thompson, Lee. In charge Local OflBce.
Observation Bldg., LaCrosse, Wis.
8—*1
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1885.
George Ellsworth Adams, Weston, Vt. Merchant.
Yernal, Utah.
Ruel Seabury Alden, Lyme. Superintendent of College Farm,
1895-'97. Superintendent Vermont Marble Company's Farms.
Proctor, Vt.
Walter Eugene Angier, C. E., Dartmouth, 1887; West Swanzey.
Civil Engineer. Office, 1150 Monadnock BlocTc, Chicago, III.
Edward Alonzo Bailey, West Swanzey. Chair Maker.
55 Pine St., Keene.
tPhillips Greenleaf Bickford, Lyme.
Andrew Walter Brill, Riverhead, L. I. Clerk North, British and
Mercantile Fire Insurance Company, 76 Williams Street, New
York, N. Y. Hempstead, N. T.
fPaul Cuff Brooks, Boston, Mass.
Frank Jay Emerson, Epping. Civil Service, U. S. Govt.
Box 312, Portsmouth.
Allen Hazen, Wilder, Vt. Consulting Engineer.
103 Park Ave., Cor. 1,1 St., New York, N. Y.
George Mayo Mullins, Londonderry. Attorney-at-Law.
727 Symes Bldg., 16th and Champa St., Denver, Colo.
Albert Henry Wood, Lebanon. Associate Professor of Agricul-
ure, 1890-'94. Grain Merchant. Framingham, Mass.
11—
1886.
Frank Albert Davis, M. B., M. D., Boston University School of
Medicine, 1897, 1898; South Lee. Physician.
Hotel Buckminster, Commonwealth Ave. and Beacon Sts.
Boston, Mass.
James Ellsworth Harvey, Surry. Photographer,
51 North Main St., Voncord.
Belezar Stoianoff Ruevsl/, Tiruovo, Bulgarie. Maitre au Gym-
nase de gareou du Goi^ernment, Tirnovo, Bulgaria.
Termoro, Bulgaria.
Madison Templeton Thurber, M. D., Dartmouth, 1890, Webster.
Physician. So Savin Hill Ave., Boston, Mass.
Edward Hills Wason, New Boston. Attorney-at-Law.
142 Main St., Nashua.
George Pillsbury Wood, Lebanon. Draftsman in charge, Bureau
of Yards and Docks, Navy Department.
5^07 Holmead Place, N. W., Washington D. C.
6—
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1887.
William Sprague Cunier, NorV/ich, Vt. Local Forecaster U. S.
Weather Bureau, 1631 Nicholas BUlg., Toledo, Ohio.
Arthur Woodbury Hardy, C. E.. Dartmouth, 1889; Hopkinton.
Manager Western Sprinkler Risk Association.
2',0 La Salle St., Chicago, III.
George Albert Sanborn, Rochester. Salesman.
34 Pine St.. RocJiester.
Hiram Newton Savage, C. E., Dartmouth; White River Junction,
Vt. Member Am. Soc. C. E.; Supervising and Consulting
Engineer, U. S. Reclamation Service. Huntley, Montana.
Bion Leland Waldron, Strafford. Official in charge U. S. Weather
Bureau. Government Blclg., Hannibal, Mo.
5—
1888.
*Melvin Burnside Carr, Noi'th Haverhill.
Herbert Grant Davis, South Lee. General Manager Sea View
Railroad Company and Narragansett Pier Electric Light &
Power Company. 'Narragansett Pier, R. I.
Edwin Chandler Gerrish, Webster. Assistant Paymaster and
Long Distance Farmer. 66 Broadway, Lowell, Mass.
tWilliam Nelson Hazen, C. E., Dartmouth, 1890. Chief Drafts-
man for the Structural Iron and Steel Co., Bush Street and
B. & O. R. R. Pittsburg, Penn.
Edward David O'Gara, Hanover. Farmer. Hanover.
George Elmer Porter, M. D., Dartmouth, 1892; Hartford, Vt.
Physician and Chemist. Warehouse Pt., Conn.
George Jonathan Sargent, Canterbury. Civil Engineer and Con-
tractor. Canterbury.
John Warren Smith, M. S., 1900; Grafton. Section Director U.
S. Weather Bureau. 16 East Broad St., Columbus, Ohio.
George Elwin Walker, Littleton. Farmer. Littleton.
8—*1
1889.
Fred Harvey Colby, Hopkinton. Fruit Grower. Prosser, Wash.
tLinwood Carroll Gillis.
*Louis Jerome Hutchinson, Norwich, Vt.
John Lawrence Norris, Lyme. Norris Brothers, Groceries and
Provisions, 1673-1679 Washington Street, Boston; 529-535
Dudley Street, Roxbury; and 587-593 Washington Street,
Dorchester, Mass. President of the Dairy Association Com-
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pany, Lydonville, Vt. ; Secretary and Treasurer of Photo
Fabric Company of America. 6 Worcester Sq., Boston, Mass.
Charles Walter Earl Scott, Winchester. Mechanic.
Darrington, Wash.
David Elmer Stone, Hartford, Vt. Grain Merchant.
Framingham Center, Mass.
Fred Washburne, West Springfield. With Sargent & Co., Fore-
man of Foundry Department.
56 Carmel St., Neiv Haven, Conn.
7—*1
1890.
John Young Jewett, C. E., Dartmouth, 1895; Gilford. Cement
Expert, U. S. Reclamation Service.
Armour Institute, Chicago, III.
fJoseph Franklin Preston, Hanover. Clerk. Boston, Mass.
Elihu Quinby Sanborn, Webster. Machinist. Contoocook.
Clarence Ira Slack, Norwich, Vt. Cashier.
51 North Market St., Boston, Mass.
4—
1891.
Ernest Gowell Cole, Hampton. Postmaster and Merchant.
Hampton.
Russell Marden Everett, Chester. Patent Lawyer and Solicitor.
788 Broad St., Newark, N. J.
Edward Payson Stone, Canaan Center. Farmer. Orford.
3—
1892.
Percey Lovejoy Barker, C. E., Dartmouth, 1894; Milford. Super-
visor of Bridges and Buildings, N. Y. C. & H. R. R. R.
Jersey Shore, Penn.
Fred Driggs Fuller, Hanover. Chief Chemist, Pennsylvania De-
partment of Agriculture. State Capitol, Harrishurg, Penn.
Arthur Benezette Hough, Lebanon. Dairy Farmer. Lebanon.
Edward Monroe Stone, C. E., Dartmouth, 1894; Marlborough.
Architect and Engineer. .'/.9 Pearl St., Hartford. Conn.
4—
1893.
Wilton Everett Britton, Ph. D., Yale, 1903; Keene. State Ento-
mologist and Entomologist of the Connecticut Agricultural
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Experiment Station. 296 McKinley Ave., New Haven, Conn.
Franli John Bryant, Enfield. Postoflace Clerlt. Lebanon.
Charles Elbert Hewitt, M. M, E., Cornell, 1895; Hanover. Pro-
fessor of Electrical Engineering, New Hampshire College.
Durhatn.
Charles Lincoln Hubbard, M. E., 1895; Fitzwilliam. Consulting
Engineer. 283 Central St., Auburndale, Mass.
Orrin Moses James, Northwood. Civil Engineer State Highway-
Department. NortJiwood Narrows.
Arthur Whitmore Smith, M. Sc, Ph. D., Norwich, Vt. Assistant
Professor of physics, University of Michigan.
lOOS Oakland Ave., Ann Arbor, Mich.
6—
1894.
Bert Sargent Brown, Hanover. Farmer. Hollis.
Fred Willis Gunn, Keene. Machinist.
18 Huron St., Providence, R. I.
Frederic William Howe, Hollis. Professor of Chemistry, Food
and Dietetics, State Normal School, Framingham, Mass.,
Scientific Director Walker Gordon Laboratory Co., and Di-
rector of Food Laboratory, Boston Floating Hospital.
793 Boylston St., Boston, Mass.
3—
1895.
Frank Stanley Adams, Gilsum. In office Vermont Farm Machine
Company. 35 Atkinson St., Bellows Falls, Vt.
Frank Clifton Britton, Keene. With the Sullivan Machinery
Company of Claremont and Chicago (Cost-accounting Depart-
ment). 7 Prospect St., Claremont.
Henry Elmer Hill, Plainfield, Vt. With the Arizona Lumber
Company. Plainfield, Vt.
Charles Arthur Trow, Mont Vernon. Chief Engineer in construc-
tion of Uba Railroad. 602 Rialto Bldg., San Francisco, Cal.
4—
1896.
Lewis Harris Kittredge, Keene. President the Peerless Motor
Car Company, Overlook Road, East, Cleveland, Ohio.
1—
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1897.
Harlan Winfred Barney, Grafton. With Amoskeag Mfg. Co.
112 Myrtle St., Manchester.
Carrie Augustus Bartlett, Lee. Teacher. Route 1, Newmarket.
Mary Blaisdell Bartlett, (Mrs. I. A. Colby), Epping.
Ellwood City, Penn.
Walter French Buck, Manchester. Teacher.
129 W. Elm St., Brockton, Mass.
Arthur Willard Colburn, Dracut, Mass. Farmer. Dracut, Mass.
Carrie Lydia Comings, Durham. Teacher, Beverly High School.
2S Abbott St., Beverly, Mass.
Irving Lyford Dennett. Steam Engineer, Corn Products Refining
Company. Hudson Heights, N. J.
*Mary Elizabeth Comings (Mrs. I. L. Dennett), Durham.
Elwin Henry Forristall, M, Sc, 1900, Columbia. Supt. Mass.
Agricultural Coll. Farm. Amherst, Mass.
Leslie David Hayes, Durham. Instructor of Descriptive Geome-
try, Sibley College, Cornell University.
400 Stetvart Ave., Ithaca, N. Y.
John Norton Hunt, Peterborough, Peterborough.
Ellery Dunbar Jenkins, Lee. Chemist, Lowell Fertilizer Com-
pany. P. 0. Box 105, Loioell, Mass.
Woodruff Mason, Stamford, Conn. Balenville, N. T.
Roscoe Hart Shaw, Milton. Dairy Expert, U. S. Department of
Agriculture. University of Missouri, Columbia, Mo.
Charles William Vickery, Dover. With Claflin Brothers, Mining
Engineers. Nome City, Alaska.
Delbert Amos Wheeler, South Ashburnham, Mass. Teacher.
Boston, Mass.
Everett Sidney Whittemore, Colebrook. Proprietor of North
Conway Creamery. North Conway.
17—*1
1898.
Richard Cole Butterfield, Westmoreland.
Helen Buzzell, (Mrs. Alexander McRae), Lee. R. F. D., 5, Dover,
Bernice Elisabeth Caverno (Mrs. E. H. Hancock), Durham.
Charlestovm, Mass.
Burton Albert Corbett, Colebrook. Seed Potato Specialist and
Breeder of Holstein-Friesian Cattle. Colebrook.
Alfred Caverly Durgin, Lee. Farmer and Fruit Grower.
R. F. D., Nexiomarket.
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James Alfred Foord, Walpole. Professor of Farm Administra-
tion and Acting Head of the Div. of Agriculture, Massachu-
setts Agricultural College. Amherst, Mass.
John Williams Fullerton, Somersworth. Paymaster with Great
Falls "Woolen Company. Somersworth.
Arthur Given, Durham. Assistant Chemist, U. S. Department of
Agriculture, Bureau of Chemistry.
1110 16th St., N. W., Washington, D. C.
Edward Henry Hancock, Belmont. With C. H. Hood Co., Milk
business. Charlestown, Mass.
Mabel Lucy Hayes, Durham. In charge of Commercial Dept. in
High School. o Spring St., Neiohuryport, Mass.
Tomokichi Hirokawa, B. S., Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology; lamabari, Japan. Electrical Engineer, Kj^oto Elec-
tric Light Company. Kyoto, Japan.
Harry Clinton Mathes, Newmarket. Inspector Penn., N. Y. &
L. I. R. R. Co. 105 10th St., Long Island City, N. Y.
Herbert Fisher Moore, M. E., Cornell, 1S99; M. M. E., Cornell,
1903; Penacook. Assistant Professor of Theoretical and
Applied Mechanics, University of Illinois. Member Ameri-
can Society of Testing Materials.
Laboratory of Applied Mechanics, Champaign—Urbana, III.
Gerry Austin Morgan, Goffstown. Draftsman with Cox Multi-
Mailer Company. 03 Blackstone St., Woonsocket, R. I.
Harry Putnam Richardson, Milford. With Southern Pacific R. R.
.560 10th St., Oakland, Col.
Fred Dexter Sanborn, Ashland. Paper Box Manufacturer. Pub-
lisher of Weekly Newspaper and Mgr. Job Printing Plant.
Ashland.
Fred Webster Smith, Franklin Falls. Representative of Geo.
D. Mayo Machine Co. Sixth and Arch Sts., Laconia.
Benjamin D. Tolles, Somersworth. With Great Falls Manufac-
turing Company, Department of Carding. Berwick. Maine.
18—*1
1899.
Henry Clark Baker, South Yarmouth, Mass. Electrical Engineer,
Care Crocker-Wheeler. Ampere, N. J.
Harry Everett Barnard, Nashua. State Chemist, State House,
Indianapolis, Ind.
Harrison Edward Clement, Nashua. Member American Institute
Mining Engineers, Mining Engineer. Member of firm Clem-
ent & Strange, Engineers and Contractors.
312 Dooley Block. Salt Lake City, Utah.
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Irving Atwell Colby, Exeter. Designer with Shelby Steel Tube
Co. Box 66, Ellwood City, Penn.
Willis Daniel Farley Hayden, Hollis. Farm Manager.
Stark Ave.. Uovt-r.
Frederick Libbey Horton, Dover. Engineering Department Gen-
eral Electric Company.
35 Lovers' Leap Avenue, Lynn, Mass.
William Elmer Hunt, Nashua. Captain Twenty-Second United
States Infantry. Professor of Military Science and Tactics,
New Hampshire College. Durham.
Lewis Hobart Kenney, M. E., Pownal, Me. Draftsman-in-charge,
Dept. of Steam Engineering, U. S. Navy Yard.
U. S. Navy Yard, Phila. Penn.
Grace Agnes Mark (Mrs. Herbert F. Moore), Gilsum.
710 West Hill St., Champaign. III.
Arthur Zebulon Norcross, Rindge. Farmer. P07nfret, Conn.
Harry Nelson Putney, Franklin. Machinist B. & M. R. R. Shops.
Concord.




Herbert Prescott Andrews, Hollis. Engineer, Century Electric
Co. .',().', North Jfth St., Si. Louis, Mo.
David Burns Bartlett, .1. B. and J. M., Boston University Law
School, 1907; Manchester. Lawyer.
53 State St., Boston, Mass.
Frances Burnham (Mrs. Robert McA. Keown), Durham.
206 No. Brooks St., Madison, Wis.
Blanche Mary Foye, Durham. Teacher, French and German.
Concord, Mass.
Charles Elliott Page Mathes. Manager Contract Dept.. L. R. Ry.
& Elect. Co. Little Rock, Ark.
Edward Emil Nelson, Nashua. Member of American Institute of
Mining Engineers. With American Smelting and Refining
Co. 62 E St., Salt Lake City. Utah.
Alvena Pettee (Mrs. Edward E. Nelson), Bachelor's Diploma in
Domestic Science, Teachers' College, Columbia University,
1903; Durham. 62 E St., Salt Lake City, Utah.
Marie Livingstone Robertson (Mrs. Benjamin M. Duggar), Buf-
falo, N. Y. Ithaca, N. Y.
Walter Noah Shipley, Nashua. Steam Turbine Department, Gen-
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eral Electric Company, 138 Lakeview Ave., Lynn, Mass.
Charles Edwin Stillings, Somersworth. Power House Operator.
With Interborough Rapid Transit Co., New Yorlc City.
7-'ith St. and East River, New York, N. Y.
John Ernest Wilson, Hollis. Electrical Contractor.
217 1-2 West 1st St., Los Angeles Cal.




Henry Harold Calderwood, Nashua. Turbine Assembly Depart-
ment with General Electric Co.
^28 Central St., Saugus, Mass.
Charles Henry Courser, Warner. Chief Engineer, Wheelwright
Paper Mills, Hardwick, Leominster and Fitchburg.
Leominster, Mass.
Alice Emerson Dorr, (Mrs. Lewis Cilley) ; Dover.
11 Summer St., Dover.
Harry Willis Evans, Portsmouth. Testing Engineer, Common-
wealth-Edison Company. 550 La Salle Ave., Chicago, III.
Harry Gilbert Farwell, Keene. Engineering Department, General
Electric Company. 403 Summer St., Lynn, Mass.
Ella Gertrude Gowen, Dover. Giving Lessons in Cookery.
15 Lexington St., Dover.
Charles Almon Hunt, Nashua. First Lieutenant, Seventh U. S.
Infantry. Fort Brady, Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.
Edwin Price Jewett, Lakeport. In charge of Prescription Depart-
ment Walker Gordon Laboratory Co.
2112 Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.
Robert McArdle Keown, Pomona, Fla. Asst. Professor in Ma-
chine Design, University of Wisconsin.
206 No. Brooks St.. Madison. Wis.
Elmer Eugene Lyon, Wentworth. Teacher History and Civil
Government, Rugby Academy.
JfSOS St. Charles Ave., New Orleans, La.
George J. Penneo, Hampstead. Farmer. Hampstead.
Harold Morrison Runlett, Durham. Wholesale Shoe Business.
With Clark Hutchinson Co., 121 Duane St., New York, N. Y.
Edson Albert Straw. With the A. K. Co., Box Dept. Ashland.
13—
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1902.
Mary Doe, (Mra. Charles H. Ayres), Rollinsford.
21 W. 21st St., New York, N. Y.
Edwin W. Gilmartin, Nashua. 9 Middle St., Nashua.
John C. Kendall, Peterboro. State Dairy Commissioner.
Manhattan, Kans.
Harry M. Lee, Moultonborough. Foreman Buena Vista Farm.
Windsor, Yt.
Abiel A. Livermore, Wilton, Rose Grower.
290 Salem St., Wakefield, Mass.
George E. Merrill, B. Ag., Cornell University, 1903; Newburyport,
Mass. Special Field Agent, Bureau of Entomology, U. S.
Dept. of Agriculture. Washington, D. C.
Charles A. Payne, Portsmouth, Technical Asst. Heating—Engi-
neering Dept., G. E. Co. 320 McClellan St., Schenectady, N. Y.
Eugene P. Runlett, Durham. With Williams & Clark Shoe Manu-
facturers, Lynn, Mass.
Arthur L. Sullivan, Suncook. Chemist, Bureau of Chemistry U. S.
Dept. of Agriculture.
1461 Chapin Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.
9—
1903.
Harry David Batchelder, West Upton, Mass. Chief Chemist, Car-
negie Steel Co., Sharon Coke Works, South Sharon, Penn.
Box Jf91, Sharon, Penn.
Edgar Forest Bickford, Rochester. Asst. Electrical Engineer, B.
& N. St. Ry. Co. & O. C. St. Ry. Co.
84 State St., Boston, Mass.
Frank Ray Brown, Durham. Instructor in Shopwork, New Hamp-
shire College. Durham.
Everett William Burbeck, Haverhill. Mining & Civil Engineer
with Oliver Iron Mining Co. Box 370, Eveleth, Minn.
Everett Garfield Davis, Newmarket. Provision Dealer.
Kingston.
Albert Noah Otis, Durham. With Ford, Bacon & Davis, Consult-
ing Engineers and Contractors. 24 Broad St., New York,
N. Y. S06 Gay St., Knoxville, Tenn.
Ralph Harvey Rollins, East Concord. Engineer U. S. Reclama-
tion Service. Yuma, Ariz.
Morris Archer Stewart, Dover. Chemist. 121 Belknap St., Dover.
David Albert Watson, Durham. Farming.
R. F. D. No. 1, Durham.
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Melvin Johnson White, M. A., Univ. of Wisconsin, 1907; Farming-
ton. Instructor of American History and Civics in High
School. 20S Nu. Brooks St., Madison. Wis.
10—
1904.
Leander Asliton, Pittsfield. Carnation Grower.
High Street, Framingham Center, Mass.
Walter Allen Barker, Pittsfield. Civil Engineer with Stone &
Wehster Engineering Corporation.
lo Excliange St., Boston. Mass.
Edgar Charles Bickford, Durham. Electrical Assistant at B. E.
Ry. E. E. Office. 552 Harrison Ave., Boston, Mass.
Percy Anderson Campbell, Litchfield. Professor of Animal In-
dustry, University of Maine. Orono. Maine.
Carroll Wihfred Farr, North Weare. Dairy Farmer^ and Breeder
of Ayrshire Cattle. North Weare.
Joseph Ezra Goodrich, New Durham. Master of Ridge School.
Chapin Cottage, Washington. Conn.
George Herbert Hill, La Crosse, Wis. Draughtsman at Office of
Supt. of Shops, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy R. R.
C. B. t€ Q.. Aurora, III.
Thomas Jefferson Laton, Nashua. Instructor In Mechanical
Drawing, New Hampshire College. Box 155, Durham.
Raymond Louis Lunt, Dover. Telephone Engineer, Western Elec-
tric Co. .',03 West St., Neiv York, N. Y.
Arthur Ronello Merrill, North Bridgton, Me. Dairy Farmer.
Norfolk St., Holliston, Mass.
Samuel Ambrose Richardson, Charlestown. Foreman for G. M.
Gest, Conduit Contractor. 277' Broadway, New York, N. Y.
11—
190.5.
John Henry Chesley. Rockingham. Turbine Testing Department,^
General Electric Company. 77 Mall St.. We.st Lynn. Mass.
Cleon Orestes Dodge, Sunapee. Chemist, Bureau of Chemistry.
Bureau of Chemistry. Washington. D. C.
Silas Bryden Hayden, South Natick, Mass. Engineer.
Box 95S Gary. Ivd.
Harry Linwood Hayes, Exeter. Testing Dept, General Electric
Company. Schenectady, N Y.
Warren Chauncey Hayes, Durham. Graduate Student, New
Hampshire College. Durham,
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Fred Harvey Heath, Warner. Student in Graduate School of
Yale University and Asst. in Qualitative Analysis in Kent
Laboratory.
P. 0. Box 112, Yale Station, Netv Haven, Conn.
•Harold Nims Knight, Marlborough.
Joseph Wesley Moreton, Medford, Mass. Electrical Engineer,
Niagara, Lockport and Ontario Power Co.
Y. M. C. A. Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y.
Orlo Dudley Mudgett, Gilmanton. Sales Department, Westing-
house Electric & Manufacturing Company.
716 Board of Trade Bldg., Boston, Mass.
Horace James Pettee, Durham. Structural Draftsman, Illinois
Steel Co. .'loO La Salle Ave., Chicago, III.
Arthur Mahlon Pike, Dover. Construction Foreman, General
Electric Co. Schenectady, N. Y.
Fred Silver Putney, M. S., Penn. State College, 1908, Hopkinton.
Scholar at Univ. of Missouri, ]90S-'09. ColmnMa, Mo.
John Leslie Randall, M. S., Lee. Teacher, State Normal School.
California, Penn.
William Orrin Robinson, M. S., Marlborough. Physical Chemist,
Bureau of Soils, Dept. of Agriculture.
Bur. of Soils. Washington, D. C.
*Harry Union Russell, West Derry.
Elmer Seth Savage, Lancaster. Instructor in Animal Husbandry,
Cornell University. 606 No. Aurora St., Ithaca, N. Y.
Castine Caroline Swanson, Cambridge, Mass.
10 Hollis St., Cambridge, Mass.
Frank Alvin Tinkham, Grafton. Farming. Grafton.
IS—*2
1906.
Samuel Taylor Adams, Pittsfield. Durham.
Stuart Kendrick Barnes, Walpole. Chief Chemist, Retort Coke
Oven Co. Cleveland, Ohio.
Charles S. Batchelder, South Hampton. Market Gardening.
Waban, Neicton Centre, Mass.
Willis Cassius Campbell, West Windham.
4651 Drexel Boulevard, Chicago, III.
John Dustin Clark, Nashua. Associate Professor of Chemistry,
Univ. of New Mexico. Albuquerque, N. Mex.
Clarence Elbert Clement, Derry. Dairyman.
Cherry Hill Farm,, Beverly, Mass.
Ernest Luther Converse, Amherst. Instructor in Sciences, Vir-
ginia Institute. Bristol, Ya.
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Neil Starr Franklin, Bernardston, Mass. With Westinghouse
Electric and Manufacturing Co.
1105 South Ave., Wilkinsburg, Penn.
Oarl Tilson Fuller, Nashua. Chemical Engineer, General Electric
Co. Lamp Works. Harrison, N. J.
William Safford Gooch, Exeter. Engineering Department, New
England Tel. & Tel. Co. 164 ^Qh St., Boston, Mass.
Ralph Edward Gowen, Stratham. Running Power House for
Carbon Coal Co. Carbon, W. Va.
Edwin Davis Hardy, Nashua. Testing Steam Turbines.
E. Pittsburg, Penn.
Cyrus Fremont Jenness, Gonic. Market Gardening.
Waban, Newton Centre, Mass.
Allen Montague Johnson, Nashua. 9 Locust St., Nashua.
Wallace Fuller Purington, South Yarmouth, Mass. Assistant
Chemist, New Hampshire State Board of Health, Laboratory
of Hygiene, Concord. Concord.
Edwin Jay Roberts, Laconia. Graduate Student, Assistant in
Kent Chemical Laboratory.
Box 712, Yale Station, New Haven, Conn.
Roy Vance Swain, Barrington, With Autocar Company.
45 Wyoming Ave., Ardmore, Penn.
Charles Leo Tuttle, Exeter. Engineering Department, New Eng-
land Tel. and Tel. Co. 164 Sigh St., Boston, Mass.
18—
1907.
Leon Dexter Batchelder, West Upton. Mass. Asst. Florist, Dept.
of Horticulture, Cornell University. Ithaca, N. Y.
Philip Ray Berry, Alton. Alton.
Andrew Broggini, Concord. Turbine Testing Dept., General Elec-
tric Company. 77 Mall, West Lynn, Mass.
Harold Hurst Dickey, Manchester. Dept. Manager John A.
Whalley Company. 209 Coleman Bldg., Seattle, Wash.
Carl Austin Dodge, New Boston. Asst. Chemist, Wellsbach Light
Company. Gloucester City, N. J.
Harry Edward Ingham, Nashua. Instructor in Shopwork, New
Hampshire College. Box 155, Durham.
Frank Davis Lane, Manchester. Instructor.
79 Walnut St., Manchester.
Ralph Albion Littlefield, Portsmouth. Dairy Farming.
N. Reading, Mass.
Bernard C. Noyes, Lisbon. Massachusetts State Forest Service.
Room 7, State House, Boston, Mass.
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John Glenn Powers, Concord. Instructor in the Abbott School.
Farmington, Maine.
Fi'ank Wiggin Randall, Portsmouth. Portsmouth.
Ellice Storrs Townsend, (Mrs. C. D. Hazen, Jr.), Lebanon.
White River, Yt.
Lucia Soule Watson, Durham. Teacher in Enfield High School.
Wells St., Enfield.
Arthur Jason Woodward, Lancaster. Testing Dept. General Elec-
tric Company. 303 Lenox Road, Schenectady. N. T.
14—
1908.
Waldo Lawrence Adams, Townsend, Mass. Durham.
Arthur Hosea Barton, Newport. Durham.
Arthur Milliken Batchelder, Suncook. Suncook.
Minot Giles Buss, Wilton. Teacher Berlin High School. Berlin.
Lawrence Andrew Carlisle, Exeter. IS Oak St., Exeter.
James Dennis Cash, Massabesic. Teacher. Manchester.
Mary Abbie Chesley, Durham. Teacher. Thetford, Yt.
Francis Clough, Contoocook. General Electric Company.
Lynn, Mass.
Charles Francis Cone, Nashua. 4 Myrtle St., Nashua.
Merton Maine Cory, Nashua. 12 Park St., Nashua.
John Timothy Croghan, Concord. Concord.
Katharine DeMerritt, Durham. Teacher.
12ft W. Broad St., Westerly, R. I.
Walter Woods Evans, East Kingston. Graduate Student at Uni-
versity of Toronto. Chemical Dept., University of Toronto.
Oren Lovell Farwell, Chesham. Chesham.
Harry Fifield French, Plymouth. Asst. Chemist, State Lab. of
Hygiene, Concord. 16 South St., Concord.
Stanley Fiske Hill, Nashua. Nashua.
Merritt Chase Huse, Concord. 11 No. Spring St., Concord.
William R. Kirkpatrick, Nashua. Gypsy Moth Inspector, U. S.
Govt. Box 77. Nashua.
John Joseph O'Connor, Portsmouth. 3 Porter St., Portsmouth.
John Caleb Page, Dover. Sixth St., Dover.
George Arthur Perley, Goffstown. Graduate Student at Cornell
University. 715 State St., Itliaca, N. Y.
Sarah Elizabeth Pettee, Durham. Student at Teachers' College,
Columbia University. 1230 Amsterdam Ave., New York, N. Y.
James Henry Priest, Manchester. 711 Beech St., Manchester.
Moses Herman Sanborn, Fremont. Fremont.
Dean Fred Smalley, Walpole. Private Business. Walpole.
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Carl Brown Tarbell, Milton. Surveying. No. Rochester.
Ray Emery Wadleigh, Kensington. Illuminating Engineer,
Southern Electric Company. Baltimore, Md.
George Lyman Waite, Dunbarton. Concord. Route 2.
Harold Duncan Walker, Kittery, Me. Eittery, Me.
Francis Ward Woodman, W. Derry. Graduate Student and Fel-
low at University of Missouri. Jfll Witt St., ColumMa, Mo.
30—
TWO YEAR COURSE IN AGRICULTURE.
Lyman Charles Stratton. Hollis. 1897. Superintendent Dairy
Farm. St. George. Ga.
Charles Wesley Martin, Durham, 1S9S. Clerk and Assistant wath
Sacramento Gas, Electric & Railway Company.
3219 Magnolia Ave., Oak Park. Sacramento. Cal.
George Henry Wheeler, Temple, 1898. Farmer. Temple.
Fred Joseph Durell, Newmarket, 1900. Farmer. 'Newmarket.
Harry Alvin Elliott, Lyme, 1900. Blacksmith. Lyme.
Edward Augustus Hills, Hollis, 1900. Farmer. Hollis.
Albert Gate Knov.'les, Epsom, 1900. Farmer and Seed Agent.
With Dunlap & Sons, Nashua. Epsom.
tRobert Hale Pearson, Webster, 1900.
Charles Nicklin Blodgett, Webron, 1901. Manager Breezy Point
Farm, Breezy Point. Warren.
Harry Douglass Verder, R^llis, 1901. Stock Raiser. Hollis.
Rufns Leonard Cushman, North Adams, Mass. 1901. Gardener.
No. Auburn, Mass.
tGeoige R. Brew, Lowell. Mass., 1902.
Carroll W. Farr, Noi-th Weare, 1902. B. S. New Hampshire Col-
lege, 1904.
George F. Hills, Hollis. 1902. Farmer. Hollis.
Walter E. Quimby, Deerfield, 1902. Farm Superintendent.
Center Belmont. Maine.
Walter P. Tenney, Chester, 1902. Homedale Farm. Chester.
tThornton N. Weeks, Greenland, 1902.
Robert E. Whittier, Deerfield, 1902. Supt. Maplewood Farm,
Danvers, Mass.
Edward C. Wilson, Wilton, 1902. Live Stock Commission, Union
Stock Yards, care of Wood Bros.
G022 Princeton Ave.. Chicago. III.
Harry Garfield Brierley, Dover. 1903. Farmer. Strath am.
tGeorge Grover Manning. Boston, Mass.. 1903.
James Henry Nixon, East Brentwood, 1903. Superintendent Red
Hill Farm. R. F. D. 1. Centre Harbor.
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Roscoe Franklin Swain, Soutli Hampton, 1903. Dairy Farmer.
Ameshury, Mass.
Erland Graves Batchelder, Wilton, 1904. Dairy Farmer, Poultry-
man and Fruit Grower. Wilton,
Wesley Pillsbury Flint, Newburyport, Mass., 1904. Field Assist-
ant in Entomology, Office State Entomologist. TJrhana, III.
Henry Marston Shurbert, Northwood Ridge, 1904. Gardener for
Mrs. W. E. Barrett. West Newton, Mass.
Arthur G. Dunn, Harrisville, 1905. Manager of Mine Brook
Farm. R. F. D., Med/ield, Mass.
Henry N. Gowing, Dublin, 1905. Poultrynian and Fruit Grower.
Dublin.
Alfred Walter Clough, 190G. Farmer. Greenland.
Oliver Carter Dimond, West Concord, 1906. Farmer.
R. F. D. No. 12, West Concord.
Ralph Wayne Forristall, Alstead, 1906. Farmer. Alstead.
Stanley Hargreaves, 1906. Assistant, Forest Park, Springfield,
Mass.
Robert S. Sawyer, 1906. Farmer. Walpole.
David Raymond Batchelder, AVilton, 1907. Dairyman.
Cherry Hill Farvi. Beverly. Mass.
Alfred Elwin Blood, East Sullivan, 1907. Farmer.
East Sullivan.
Abram Lawrence Dean, Taunton, Mass., 1907. Madbary.
Simes Frink^ Newington, 1907. Farmer. Newington.
William Patrick Hickey, Bow, 1907. Timekeeper, Carnegie Steel
Company. Netoarlc. N. J.
Frederick Henry Charles Kampe, East Alstead, 1907. Agri-
culturist. East Alstead.
Lee Augustus Parker, Keene, 1907. Gardener.
195 Eastern Ave., Keene.
Lewis Elwell Sanborn, Ashland, 1907. Daii'yman.
.:?.sY> Plainfleld St., Springfield, Mass.
Ernest Eugene Tucker, Durham, 1907. Head Gardener Private
Estate. Dublin.
Charles Shannon Wright, Portsmouth, 1907. Student New Hamp-
shire College. Durham.
George A. Holmes, Langdon, 1908. Langdon.
Guy Leavitt, Sanbornton, 1908. Sanbornton.
Harold Thorn Littlefleld, Salem Depot. 1908. Salem Depot.
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SUMMARY.
Graduates, Bachelors of Science, 1871-1908 346












United States Army 2
United States Weather Bureau 6
Dead 20
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ALPHABETICAL LIST OF GRADUATES.
Adams, E. E., 1878.
Adams, G. E., 1885.
Adams, F. S., 1895.
Adams, L. A., 1908.
Adams, S. T., 1906.
Adair, R. K., 1877.
Alden, R. S.. 1885.
Aldrich, H. C, 1876.
Aldrich, W. H., 1875.
Aldrich, T. E., 1881.
Andrews, H. P., 1900.
Angier, W. E., 1885.
Arnold, E. F., 1883.
Asliton, L., 1904.
Bailey, C. H., 1879.
Bailey, E. A., 1885.
Baker, H. C, 1899.
Ballard, W. P., 1871.
Barker, P. L., 1892.
Barker, W. A., 1904.
Barnard, H. E., 1899.
Barnard, H. L., 1881.
Barnes, S. K., 1906.
Barney, H. W., 1897.
Bartlett, Miss C. A., 1897.
Bartlett, D. B., 1900.
Bartlett, E., 1872.
Bartlett, Miss M. B., 1897.
Barton, A. H., 1908.
Batchelder, D. R. (2 year)
,
Batchelder, A. M., 1908.
Batchelder, C. S., 1906.
Batchelder, E. G. (2 year),
Batchelor, H. D., 1903.
Batchelor, L. D., 1907.
Berry, P. R., 1907.
Bickford, E. C, 1904.
Bickford, E. F., 1903.
Bickford, P. G., 1885.
Bigelow, F. L., 1883.
*Dead
Birtwhistle, F. S., 1883.
Blodgett, C. N. (2 year), 1901.
Blood, A. E. (2 year), 1907.
*Boardman, G. J., 1881.
Boutwell, H. L., 1882.
Brew, G. R. (2 year), 1902.
Brierley, H. G. (2 year), 190S.
Brigham, E. L., 1876.
Brill, A. W., 1885.
Bristol, E. F., 1881.
Bristol, N. D., 1883.
Britton, F. C., 1895.
Britton, W. E., 1893.
Eroggini, A., 1907.
*Brooks, H., 1877.
Brooks, P. C., 1885'.
Brown, B. S., 1894.
Brown, F. R., 1903.
Bryant, F. J., 1893.
Buck, W. F., 1897.
Bugbee, D. J., 1882.
Burbeck, E. W., 1903.
Burleigh, A. T., 1881.
*Burleigh, R. F., 1882.
Burnham, Miss P., 1900.
Buss, M. G.. 1908.
Butterfield, J. W., 1876.
*Butterfield, R. C., 1898.
Buzzell, Miss H., 1898.
1907. Calderwood, H. H., 1901.
Campbell, P. A., 1904.
Campbell, W. C, 1906.
1904. Carlisle, L. A.. 1908.
Carpenter, L. J., 1882.
*Carr, M. B., 1888.
Carson, J. W., 1877.
Cash, J. D., 1908.
Caverno, Miss B. E., 1898.
Chamberlin, A. F., 1876.
Chapin, R. C, 1879.
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Chesley, J. H., 1905.
Chesley, Miss M. A., 1908.
*Chubert, C. O., 1877.
Clark, J. D., 1906.
Clement, C. E., 1906.
Clement, H. E., 1899.
Clough, A. W. (2 year), 1906.
Clough, F., 1908.
Colby, F. H., 1889.
Colby, I. A., 1899.
Colburn, A. W., 1897.
Cole, E. G., 1891.
Comings, Miss C. L., 1897.
Comings, P. P., 1883.
*Coraings, Miss M. E., 1897.
Cone, C. F., 1908.
Conradi, Albert; M. S., 1902.
Converse, E. L., 1906.
Corbett, B. A., 1898.
Cory, M. M., 1908.
Courser, C. H., 1900.
Cragin, L. M., 1879.
Croghan, J. T., 1908.
Cross, A. B., 1876.
*Cummings, E. S., 1884.
Currier. W. S., 1887.
Curtis, F. P., 1875.
Cushman, R. L. (2 year), 1901.
Davis, E. G., 1903.
Davis, P. A., 1886.
Davis, F. C, 1884.
Davis, H. G., 1888.
Dean, A. L. (2 year), 1907.
Dearborn, N.; D. Sci., 1901.
DeMerritt, Miss K., 1908.
Dennett, I. L., 1897.
Dewey, E. P., 1882.
Dimond, O. C, (2 year), 1906.
Dickey, H. H., 1907.
Dodge, C. A., 1907.
Dodge, C. O., 1905.
Doe, Miss M., 1902.
Dead
Dorr, Miss A. E., l&Ol.
Dunn, A. G. (2 year), 1905.
Durell, F. J. (2 year), 1900.
Durgin, A. C, 1898.
*Edwards, C. A., 1877.
Eldredge, F. E., ISVi!.
Elliott, H. A. (2 year), 1900.
Ely, F. D., 1881.
Emerson, F. J., 1885.
Emerson, F. V., 1875.
Emery, S. E., 1881.
Evans, H. W., 1901.
Evans, W. W., 1908.
Everett, R. M., 1901.
Farr, C. W., 1904; (2 year), 1902.
Farwell, H. G., 1901.
Farwell, O. L., 1908.
*Flint, W. F., 1877.
Flint, W. P. (2 year), 1904.
Everett, R. M., 1891.
Follansbee, F. H., 1883.
Foord, J. A., 1898.
Forristall, E. H., 1897.
Forristall, R. W. (2 year), 1906.
Foster, S. M., 1884.
Foye, Miss B. M., 1900.
Franklin, N. S., 1906.
French, A. C, 1883.
French, H. F., 1908.
Frink, S. (2 year), 1907.
Fuller, C. T., 1906.
Fuller, F. D., 1892.
Fullerton, J. W., 1898.
Gay, J. E., 1883.
Gerrish, E. C, 1888.
Gillis, L. C, 1889.
Gilmartin, E. W., 1902.
Given, A., 1898.
Gooch, W. S., 1906.
Goodrich, J. E., 1904.
Gowen, Miss E. G., 1901.
Gowen, R. E., 1906.
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Gowing, H. N. (2 year), 1905.
Gunn, F. W., 1894.
Hall, C. C., 1877.
Hancock, E. H., 189S.
Hardy, A. W., 1887.
Hardy, C. W., 1875.
Hardy, E. D., 1906.
Hardy, M. F., 1874.
Hargreaves, S. (2 year), 1906.
Harvey, J. E., 1886.
Hayden, S. B., 1905.
Hayden, W. D. F., 1899.
Hayes, H. L., 1905.
Hayes, L. D., 1897.
Hayes, Miss M. L., 1898.
Hayes, W. C. 1905.
Hazen, A., 1885.
Hazen, C. H., 1881.
Hazen, W. N., 188S.
Heath, F. H., 1905.
Henry, J. G., 1877.
Hewitt, C. E., 1893.
Hickey, W. P. (2 year), 1907.
Hill, g: H., 1904.
Hill, H. E., 1894.
Hill, S. F., 1908.
Hills, E. A. (2 year), 1900.
Hills, G. F. (2 year), 1902.
Hirakawa, T., 1898.
*Hollister, C. P., 1877.
Holman, G. M., 1877.
Holmes, G. A. (2 year), 1908.
Holmes, N. C, 1879.
Hood, C. H., 1880.
Horton, F. L., 1899.
Hough, A. B., 1892.
Howe, F. W., 1894.
Hubbard, C. A., 1877.
Hubbard, C. L., 1893.
Hunt, C. A., 1901.
Hunt, J. N., 1897.
Hunt, W. E., 1899.
Huse, M. C, 1908.
*Hutchinson, L. J., 1889.
Ingham, H. E., 1907.
James, O. M., 1893.
Jenkins, E. D., 1897.
Jenness, C. F., 1906.
Jewell, H., 1875.
Jewett, J. Y., 1890.
Jewett, E. p., 1901.
Johnson, A. M., 1906.
Kampe, F. H. C. (2 year), 1907.
Kelley, E. D., 1883.
Kendall, J. C, 1902.
Kenney, L. H.; M. E., 1906.
Keown, R. McA., 1901.
*Kilburn, E., 1878.
Kimball, H. H., 1884.
Kimball, W. W., 1876.
Kirkpatrick, W. R., 1908.
Kittredge, L. H., 1896.
*Knight, H. N., 1905.
Knowles, A, C. (2 year), 1900.
Lane, F. D., 1907.
Laton, T. J., 1904.
*Leavitt, C. O., 1875.
Lee, H. M., 1902.
Littlefield, H. T. (2 year), 1908.
Littlefield, R. A., 1907.
Livermore, A. A., 1902.
Loveland, G. A., 1882.
Lunt, R. L., 1904.
Lyon, E. E., 1901.
*McGregor, J. L., 1875.
Mann, M. B., 1884.
Manning, G. G. (2 year), 1903.
Mark, Miss G. A., 1899.
Marston, F. P., 1881.
Mason, J. W., 1882.
Mason, W., 1897.
Martin, C. W. (2 year), 1898.
Mathes, C. E. P., 1900.
Mathes, H. C, 1898.
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Megrath, W. A., 1881.
Merrill, A. R., 1904.
Merrill, G. E., 1902.
Moore, G. M., 1884.
Moore, H. F., 1898.
Moreton, J. W., 1905.
Morgan, A. B., 1883.
Morgan, G. A., 1898.
Mudgett, O. D., 1905.
Mullins, G. M., 1885.
Nelson, E. E., 1900.
Nichols, H. A., 188;:.
Nixon, J. H., ( 2 year), 1903.
Norcross, A. Z., 1899.
Norris, J. L., 1SS9.
Norris, Z. A., 1884.
Noyes, B. C, 1907.
O'Connor, J. J., 1908.
O'Gara, E. D., 1888.
Otis, A. N., 1903.
Page, J. C, 1908.
Parker, D. D., 1876.
Parker, F. C, 1879.
Parker, L. A., (2 year), 1907.
Payne, C. A., 1902.
Pearson, R. H. (2 year), 1900.
Peck, E., 1875.
Penneo, G. J., 1901.
Perkins, L., 1871.
Perley, G. A., 1908.
Pettee, Miss S., 1908.
Pettee, H. J., 1905.
Pettee, Miss A., 1900.
Pike, A. M., 1905.
Porter, G. E., 1888.
Powers, J. G., 1907.
Preston, J. F., 1890.
Priest, J. H., 1908.
Purrington, W. F.. 1906.
Putney, F. S., 1905.
Putney, H. N., 1899.
Quimby, W. E. (2 year), 1902,
Ramsey, I. W., 1875.
Randall, F. W., 1907.
Randall, J. L.; M. S., 1906.
Record, C. E., 1878.
Richardson, H. P., 1898.
Richardson, S. A., 1904.
Roberts, E. J., 1906.
Robertson, Miss M. L., 1900.
Robinson, W. O.; M. S., 1906.
Rollins, R. H., 1903.
Ruevsky, B. S., 1886.
Runlett, E. P., 1902.
Runlett, H. M., 1901.
*Russe]l, H. U., 1905.
Sanborn, E. Q., 1890.
Sanborn, F. D., 1898.
Sanborn, G. A., 1887.
Sanborn, L. E. (2 year), 1907.
Sanborn, M. H., 1908.
Sanders, C. H., 187i.
Sargent, G. J., 1888.
Savage, E. S., 1905.
Savage, H. N., 1887.
*Sawyer, H. A., 1874.
Sawyer, R. S. (2 year), 1906.
Scott. C. W. E., 1889.
Seward, O. L., 1875.
Shaw, R. H., 1897.
Shipley, W. N., 1900.
Shurbert, H. M. (2 year), 1904.
Simpson, Miss E. L., 1899.
Slack, C. I., 1890.
Smalley, D. F., 1908.
Smith, A. W., 1893.
Smith, F. W., 1898.
Smith, J. F., 1873.
Smith, J. W., 1888.
Stanton, F. T., 1881.
Stewart, M. A., 1903.
Stickney, V. H., 1881.
Stillings, C. E., 1900.
Stone, D. E., 1889.
*Dead
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Stone, E. M., 1892.
Stone, B. P., 1891.
Stratton, L. C. (2 year), 1897.
Straw, A. E., 1901.
Sullivan, A. L., 1902.
Swain, R. F. (2 year), 1903.
Swain, R. V., 1906.
Swanson, Miss C. C, 1905.
Tarbell, C. B., 1908.
Tenney, W. P. (2 year), 1902.
Thompson, E. C, 1884.
Thompson, F. E., 1882.
Thurber, M. F., 1886.
Tinkham, F. A., 1905.
Tolles, B. D., 1898.
Townsend, Miss E. S., 1907.
Trow, C. A., 1895.
Tucker, C. H., 1873.
Tucker, E. E. (2 year), 1907.
Tuttle, C. L., 1906.
Verder, H. D. (2 year), 1901.
Vickery, C. W., 1897.
Wadleigh, R. E., Ibudi.
Waite, G. L., 1908.
Waldron, B. L., 1887.
Walker, G. E., 1888.
Walker, H. D., 1908.
*Dead
Wallace, S. A., 1881.
Washburn, F., 1889.
Wason, E. H., 1886.
Watson, D. A., 1903.
Watson, Miss L. S., 1907.
Weeks, T. N. (2 year), 1902.
Wheeler, C. A., 1877.
Wheeler, D. A., 1897.
Wheeler, G. H. (2 year), 1898.
Wliitcher, G. H., 1881.
White, F. A., 1872.
White, M. .J., 1903.
Whittemore, S., 1877.
Whittemore, E. S., 1897.
Whittier, R. E. (2 year), 1902.
Whittier, W. L., 1883.
Wilkins, G. H., 1879.
WMllard, E. M., 1875.
Wilson, E. C. (2 year), 1902.
Wilson, J. E., 1900.
Wood, A. H.. 1885.
Wood. G. P., 1S86.
Woodman, F. W., 1908.
Woodward, A. J., 1907.
Woodward, C. M., 1883.
Wright, C. S. (2 year), 1907.
Wright. R. M., 1900.
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SPECIMEN ENTRANCE EXAMINATION PAPERS
FOR FOUR YEAR COURSES.
ENGLISH.
The purpose of this examination is to test (1) the candidate's
knowledge and appreciation of certain specified works, and (2)
his ability to write correctly. As bearing on the latter point, he
is advised to go over his paper carefully before the end of the
time allowed, correcting any inaccuracies, not neglecting capi-
tals and punctuation.
I. (1) Give and illustrate the rules for the comma.
(2) Discuss the use of quotation marks.
II: Arrange in chronological order and name the authors of
the following works: Silas Marner, Macbeth, The Sir Roger de
Coverly Papers, The Passing of Arthur, Life of Goldsmith, Ivan-
hoe and The Ancient Mariner.
III. Write not less than 200 words upon two of the following
topics:
The Phantom Ship and its Passengers.
The Moral Degeneration of Macbeth.
Sir Roger de Coverly at the Theatre.
Caesar's Behavior on the Day of his Death.
The Plot of Silas Marner.
IV. Discuss fully and carefully four of the following topics:
The topic sentence and its development.
The respective advantages of the long sentence, the per-
iodic sentence, the balanced sentence.
Unity In the paragraph.
Coherence in the composition.
Emphasis in the sentence.
V. Quote at least ten lines from Milton.
AMERICAN HISTORY.
1. Give an account of the principal discoveries, explorations
and settlements, made previous to 1607, within the present main-
land limits of the United States, by (a) The Northmen, (b-c)
The Spanish, (d) The French, (e) The English.
2. Give an account of the American share in the following:—
(a) King William's War, (b) Queen Anne's War, (c) King
George's War, (d-e) The French and Indian War.
3. Give a brief account of (a) the Stamp Act, (b) the
boundaries of the United States according to the Treaty of 1783,
(c-d) the nature and history of the Articles of Confederation,
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(e) Financial condition of the United States under the Articles
of Confederation.
4. Explain the following questions which have been connected
with issues since 18C5:— (a-b) The conflict over reconstruction,
(c) The race problem, (d) The silver coinage struggle, (e) The
Venezuelan affair, 1895.
5. Select two subjects from the following and write at least
fifty words upon each:— (a) Early education in Amej'ica; (b)
The virtues and limitations of Quakers and Puritans; (c) Pa-
triotism and lack of patriotism during the Revolution; (d) Clay's
character and services; (e) The Know-Nothing Party.
6. Give the substance of the last three amendments to the
Constitution.
ANCIENT HISTORY.
1. Islands about Greece:— (a) Three important islands or
groups in the Aegean; (b) The important island near the eastern
coast; (c) Some important island near the western coast; (d-e)
The historically important island midway between Greece and
Egypt. The important traditions and early history of that island.
2. (a) History and influence of the Delphian oracle, (b)
Three classes of people in Sparta, (c-d) Government of Sparta,
(e) Myth of Lycurgus.
3. The Persian Invasion:— (a) Brief account of principal ex-
pedition sent by Darius; (b-c) Brief accounts of the four im-
portant battles resulting from the invasion of Xerxes; (d-c) Out-
line of collateral reading on the Persian Invasion.
4. Outlines of life and public services:— (a) Pericles; (b)
Alcibiades; (c) Socrates; (d) Xenophon; (e) Epaminondas.
5. (a) The causes in Rome leading to the establishment of
the tribunate; (b-c) The history and character of the laws of
the twelve tables, (d) the war with the Greeks (Pyrrhus), (e)
Roman road making.
6. (a-c) Brief outlines of the three wars between Rome and
Carthage, (d) The Roman provincial system, (e) Brief ac-
counts of Marius and Sulla.
7. Some account of five books used for collateral reading in
Ancient History.
ENGLISH HISTORY.
1. (a-c) Outline map showing the situation of .England, the
form of the coast, five important rivers, and five important
places.
(d) The early Germans: home, customs, institutions.
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(e) The English coiKjuest; purpose and manner of coming
» of the English; principal events.
2. The Hundred Years' War.
(a) Accession of Edward III: character; causes for trouble
between England and France; preparations for war.
(b-c) Course of war to 1377: important events; Treaty of
Bretigny; causes for English success; renewal of war;
state of affairs at close of I'eign.
(d-e) Renewal of war by Henry V: causes; condition of
France; Agincourt; Treaty of Troyes; Joan of Arc; close
of the war.
3. England under the Tudors, 1485-1558.
(a) The House of Tudor: characteristics; policy.
(b) The establishment of despotism: measures of Henry VII;
condition of the country; position of Parliament; reasons
for acceptance of Tudor despotism.
(c) The new learning in England: character of the English
movement; leaders; connection with Reformation.
(d) The Reformation under Henry VIII.
(e) The Catholic Reaction under Mary.
4. Wars of Empire, 1G89-1815.
(a) Battle of the Boyne. (b) King William's War. (c)
Queen Anne's War. (d) King George's War. (e) Strife
for the Ohio Valley.
5. War of the French Revolution, (a) The French Revolu-
tion, (b-c) War to Peace of Amiens, (d-e) Trafalgar. Waterloo.
MEDIAEVAL AND MODERN HISTORY.
1. Give an outline of the history of Kingdom of the Ostrogoths.
2. Explain the meaning of each of the following words:
Janizaries, reliefs, escheats, aids, villeins.
3. What were the characteristics which distinguished the early
Teutons.
4 Give an account of the Third Crusade.
5. In one hundred words give the history of Spain from A. D.
700 to A. D. 1500.
6. Give the history of the Russo-Turkish War of 1877-78.
7-8. Write a sketch of each of the following:—Wallenstein,
Richelieu, Colbert, Garibaldi.
9. Locate each of the following and describe some historical
event connected with the place:—Narva, Versailles, Trafalgar,
Sadowa.
10. Draw a map showing the political divisions in the south-
east of Europe.
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ENTRANCE ALGEBRA.
1 State the general laws for exponents in multiplication and
division.
2. Perform the indicated operations and simplify
(a+b+c+d)- - (a-b-c-d)-^
3. Divide
8xm+4_l8x'"+ =' - 13x'"+-+ 9x'"+ i + 2x"' by 4x»' + x'»-i — 2x™-2
4. A father is four times as old as his son, but in 24 years the
father will be only twice as old as the son. What is the present
age of each.
5. Write the factors of
14 a*b + 21 a%- - 35 a%^' - 42 ab^
15 c- -t- 22 c X + 8x-
x-5 - y^^
6. (a) Change to an equivalent fraction having the lowest com-
1
, 1 1
mon denommator ^ + 1 (x + 1)- {x +
m — 5x 10 m X
(b) Simplify m + 5x + m-^ - 25 x^'1,1 1
7. Solve forx ,^+1.^ T^2^ x + S
S. Solve for X f 3 x- - 8 x - 16 =
\
a + X X — 2a
{a — X X 4- 2a
9. Expand by the binomial theorem (2 x + 4 b)'*
c ^/x^ , 2 A/54ln*
10. (a) SuTiphfy Y V ^. > —, V -^^
3 4
(b) Multiply V - 5 X ; V - 8 a x^ ; V 81 a b x'
(c) Multiply - V2c ; -3 V-=2a ; +2 V-3b ; +a V3c ; -2 Vbc
PLANE GEOMETRY.
1. Prove that if two oblique lines drawn from a point in a
perpendicular cut off equal distances from the foot of the per-
pendicular, they are equal.
2. Prove that if two parallel lines are cut by a third line
the alternate interior angles are equal.
3. The exterior angle at base of an isosceles triangle equals
125 degrees, what are the angles of the triangle?
4. Prove that the three bisectors of the angles of a triangle
meet at a point.
5. Prove that the diagonal of a parallelogram divides the
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figure into two equal triangles.
6. Prove that the sum of the interior angles of any polygon
is equal to two right angles, taken as many times less two as
the figure has sides.
7. In equal circles two angles at the centre have the same
ratio as their intercepted arcs when the arcs are incommensur-
able.
8. The arc intercepted by a tangent to a circle and a diameter
is 75 degrees, what is the angle between the tangent and the pro-
duced diameter?
9. Construct a mean proportional to two given lines.
10. Prove if a straight line divides two sides of a triangle
proportionally, it is parallel to the third side.
SOLID GEOMETRY.
1. If a line is perpendicular to each of two lines at their point
of intersection, it is perpendicular to the plane of the two lines.
2. If a line is perpendicular to a plane, any plane passing
through the line is perpendicular to the plane.
3. The sum of the face angles of a convex polyedral angle is
less than four right angles.
4. A plane passed through the diagonally opposite edges of a
parallelopiped divides it into two equivalent triangular prisms.
5. A triangular prism may be divided into three equivalent
triangular pyramids.
6. The lateral surface of the frustum of a regular pyramid
is equal to one-half of the product of the slant height by the sum
of the perimeters of the bases.
7. The surface of a sphere is equal to the area of four great
circles.
8. The measure of a spherical angle is the arc of a great
circle described from its vertex as a pole, included between its
sides produced if necessary.
9. The area of a spherical triangle is equal to the product of
the spherical excess by a tri-rectangular triangle.
10. The angles of a spherical triangle are the supplements of
the sides opposite in the polar triangle.
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PLANE TRIGONOMETRY.
1. Define cosine, tangent, secant, anti-tangent, radian.
2. Change 3/5 IT to degrees ; 38° to radians.
3. Determine sine, cosine and tangent of 30°; of 45°.
4. Prove sin 2x = 2 sin x cos x.
2 tan X
5. Prove sin 2x = -^—r^z—^
—
1 + tan^ X
6. The sign of an angle is 2/7. Find remaining functions of
same angle.
7. In a right angled triangle one angle is 25°. The hypotenuse
is 340. Write formula for side opposite the given angle.
8. In Jin oblique angled triangle, given the three sides ; write
formulas for area and one angle.
9. Sin 2x — tan x = 0. Solve for x.
PHYSICS.
1. Tell what you can of the standards of length, mass and
time. What is meant by fundamental units? Distinguish be-
tween the gram as a unit of mass, and as a unit of force.
Define force and the components of a force. How do you account
for the variation in the gravitational units of force as we go
from one locality to another?
State and illustrate Newton's laws of motion. State the laws
of hydrostatics. State Archimedes' principle. Explain the con-
struction of a simple barometer, and outline carefully the prin-
ciples upon which its theory is based. Explain why high moun-
tain climbing often causes pain and bleeding in the ears and
nose. State the Kinetic Theory of Gases. State the simple ma-
chines. Explain the siphon.
2. What is the distinction between heat and temperature?
State the effects of heat. Illustrate each. Explain what is
meant by saturated and unsaturated vapors, and give their laws.
What is meant by "Absolute Zero?" How do you account for
the protection of fish life in winter? What provision is made in
steel bridges for the changes due to temperature variations?
Distinguish heat of fusion and heat of vaporization. State the
principles upon which the ventilation of houses depends.
3. Account for the difference in the intensity of shadows
formed by opaque bodies. What is meant by diffusion of light?
by reflection? by refraction? the critical angle? a continuous
spectrum? Draw sketches to show the formation of images pro-
duced by concave mirrors and lenses. Explain the simple micro-
scope. Account for the formation of the rainbow.
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4. State the sources of sound, and the characteristics of media
by which it is transmitted. Distinguish longitudinal and trans-
verse wave motion. State the characteristics of musical sounds.
Define each. Define an echo, resonance, a tone, a harmonic, and
sympathetic vibrations. Outline the use of the lips, tongue and
teeth in the production of the vowels and consonants.
5. Devise an experiment to show that a piece of iron attracts
a magnet just as truly as the magnet attracts the iron. What is
meant by a magnetic line of force? a field of force? by the de-
clination of a compass needle? Devise an experiment to show
conclusively the existence, simultaneously, of two unlike kinds
of electrification when it is produced by friction. Explain the
electrophorous. State the effects of an electric current. Describe
a simple voltaic cell and tell why it may rapidly run down.
State a rule for determining the polarity of a magnet made by
placing around it a coil of wire carrying a current.
CHEMISTRY.
1. Define Synthesis, Efflorescence, a base, polymerism, reduc-
tion.
2. Give the occurrence in nature and properties of nitrogen and
enumerate some of its commercial compounds.
3. If the valence of an element x is 1 write the simplest formula
for its carbonate, nitrate, borate and sulphite.
4. Complete the following reactions :
Fe + HCL = CaCO;; + HCL =
Cu + H.2 SO4 = P + =
Cu + HNOn = Ag.2S04 + NaCl =
Ca(0H).2 + HNO3 = Na.,S04 + BaCL =
H0SO4 + KOH = AsCls + HoS =
5. If one liter of Hydrogen is mixed with 1500 c.c. of Oxygen
and the mixture exploded what gas and how much remains unacted
upon?
6. How many grains of Ammonium Hydroxide is needed to
neutralize 294 grains of sulphuric acid?
7. Give the commercial source, method of preparation and uses
of NH:>
8. Briefly describe two methods of determining molecular
weights.
9. Give the occurrence and properties of zinc and describe the
method of preparing the metal from its sulphide.
10. State the Law of Mass Action ; the Law of Dulong & Petit
;
the Law of Definite Proportions ; the Periodic Law.
Atomic weight of nitrogen = 19.
" " '' sulphur =-- 32.
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ZOOLOGY.
1. Define a Protozoan and name two animals which belong to
this class.
2. Give the internal structure of an earthworm. How does
the earthworm differ from the Coelenterales and Arthropods?
3. Define and describe an insect. How does an insect breathe,
and where are its organs of smell and excretion?
4. What is meant by Evolution? How is one species sup-
posed to give rise to another?
5. Define hermaphrodite, hybrid, parasite, mimicry, Aves.
6. Name one animal from each of the following orders,—
•
Mollusca, Arthropoda, Mammalia, Echinodermata and Pisces.
ELEMENTARY BOTANY.
1. Define calyx, petal, stamen, ovary, spike, tendril.
2. What is meant of self-pollination? Cross-pollination? Give
an example of each. Name three agencies of cross-pollination.
3. Describe an exogenous stem as seen in cross-section. How
does it differ from an endogenous stem?
4. Define tuber, bulb, stolon, bract, internode, petiole. Give
an example of each.
5. Define respiration. Define photosynthesis. Compare the
two as to necessary conditions, products and value to plant.
6. What are the following and what part does each play in
the life of the plant: transpiration, stoma, epidermis, chlorophyll,
protoplasm?
7. Give the meaning of the following: plumule, cotyledon,
radicle, testa, legume.
8. Describe the form, structure and reproduction of a particu-
lar cryptogamous or flowerless plant.
GEOLOGY.
1. Describe the destructive and constructive work of a glacier.
What characters of a land surface indicate the action of glaciers
during some past age?
2. How are mountains formed? Diagram.
3. Define—continental shelf, anticline, talus, stratum, delta.
4. How is coal formed? What different kinds are there and
how are they formed?
5. How is soil formed? Name all the agencies which aid in
soil formation.
6. For what was the Triassic period noted? Describe some of
the animals and plants then living.
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7. How are coral reefs formed? What is an atoll?
8. Define a fossil. Name several of the more common ones.
FRENCH.
1. Where have you studied French? How long? What books
have you read?
2. Synopsis simple and compound tenses:
(1) Third person singular of aller.
(3) Second person plural of faire.
3. Conjugate:—
(1) Present of recevoir.
(2) Future of venir.
(3) Conditional of vouloir.
4. Principal parts of italicized verbs in 6, 7 and 8.
5. Translate:—
(1) Should I study well, the master would be glad.
(2) Durham, September 3, 1907. (Write out date).
(3) I have not received any money.
(4) When he comes, he will tell me what he has done.
(5) You must remain at home today.
(6) Although he is poor, he is happy.
(7) Have you finished your lessons? I have finished them.
(8) How long have you been here?
(9) I have been here for three days.
(10) Give me some black coffee, if you please.
6. Translate:—
Un celebre medecin avait soigne un petit enfant pendant une
maladie dangereuse. La mere reconnaissante arrive chez le
sauveur de sons fils. "Docteur, dit-eWe, il y a des services qui ne
se payent pas. Je ne savais comment reconnaitre vos soins.
J'ai pense que vous voudriez bien accepter ce porte-monnaie que
j'ai brode de ma main.—Madame, repliqua un peu rudement le
docteur, la medecine n'est pas une affaire de sentiment et nos
soins veulent etre remuneres en argent. Les petits cadeaux
entretiennent I'amitie mais ils n'entretiennent pas nos maisons.
—Mais docteur, dit la dame surprise et blessee, parlez, fixez un
chiffre.—Madame, c'est deux mille francs." La dame ouvre le
porte-monnaie, en tire cinq billets de banque de mille francs, en
donne deux au medecin, remet les trois autres dans le porte-
monnaie, salue froidement et se retire.
7. Translate:—
Enfin, ayant attendu jusqu'a pres de neuf heures. I'ennemi
arrivant a pas acceleres, et les ponts ne pouvant plus servir
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qu'aux Russes si on differait davantage, il se decida, le coeur
navre, et detournant les veux de cette scene affreuse, S, faire
mettre le feu. Sur-le-champ des torrents de fumee et de flammes
envelopperent les deux ponts, et les malheureux qui etailent
dessus se precipiterent pour n'etre par entraines dans leur chute.
Du sein de la foule qui n'avait point encore passe, un cri de
desespoir s'eleva tout a coup: des pleurs, des gestes convulsifs
s'apercevaient sur I'autre rive. Des blesses, de pauvres femmes
tendaient les bras vers leurs compatriotes qui s'en allaient, forces
malgre eux de les abandonner,
8. Translate:—
Mais leur douleur bruyante produisait moins d'impression que
le desespoir meut d'un personnage qui attirait tons les regards.
C'etait le malheureux pere, qui allant d'un cadavre S, I'autre, soule-
vait leurs tetes souillees de terre, baissait leurs levres violettes,
soutenait leurs membres dSja roidis, comme pour leur eviter les
cahots de la route. Parfois on le voyait ouvrir la bouche pour
parler, mais il n'en sortait pas un cri, pas une parole. Toujours
les yeux fixes sur les cadavres, il se heurtait contre les pierres,
contre les arbres, contre tous les obstacles qu'il recontrait.
ELEMENTARY GERMAN.
I. Translate.
Frau Biesendahl. Herr Oberlehrer, Sie wissen, dass wir auf
eine sehr gute Erziehung halten und dass wir jede Roheit von
unseren Kindern fernzuhalten suchen. Mein Mann ist Beamter
und ich bin die Tochter eines Zollassistenten, da branch' ich wohl
nicht erst zu sagen, dass die Kinder bei uns im Hause niches
Schlechtes horen. Herr Flemming erlaubt sich aber Ausdriicke
gegen die Kinder, die einfach emporend sind.
II. Translate.
Sie sprachen nichts mehr; sie gingen stumm neben einander
zum See hinab. Die Luft war schwiil, im Westen stieg schwarzes
Gewolk auf. "Es wird gewittern," sagte Elisabeth, indem sie
ihren Schritt heeilte', Reinhardt nickte, und beide gingen rasch
am Ufer entlang bis sie ihren Kahn erreicht batten.
Wahrend der Uberfahrt liess Elisabeth ihre Hand auf dem
Rande des Kahnes ruhen. Er blickte beim Rudern zu ihr hiniiber,
sie aber sah an ihm vorbei in die Feme. So glitt sein Blick
herunter und iliel) auf ihrer Hand; und die blasse Hand verriet
ihm, was ihr Antlitz ihm verscliioiegen hatte.
III. Translate.
"Thue das nicht!" sagte die Nachtigall. "Der hat ja Gutes
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gethan, so lange er konnte! Belialte ihn nur! Ich aber kann im
Schlosse nicht wohnen, lass mich daher kommen, wenn ich selbst
Lust habe, da will ich des Abends auf diesem Zweige sltzen und
dir etwas vorsingen, damit du frob. werden kannst! Ich komme
weit herum, zu Armen und Reichen, zu Gliicklicben und Un-
gliicldichen und werde dir von vielem singen konnen, was in
deinem Reiche passiert und dir verhorgen hleiht. Aber eins
musst du mir versprechen."—"Alles!" sagte der Kaiser und stand
da in seiner kaiserlichen Tracht, die er selbst angelegt hatte, und
driickte den goldenen Sabel an sein Herz.
IV. Translate.
Als einst der Doktor ein neues Prachtwerk mitgebracbt hatte
und mit Freude wahrnahm, wie Marie mit einer gewissen
Ostentation das Gesprach mit deni Grafen abbrach, um sich an
einem Seitentisch von ihm iiber die abgebildeten Antiken
belehren zu lassen, bemerkte der edle Magyar der Kanzleiratin, er
fiir seinen Teil bege nicht das mindeste Interesse fiir den alten
Plunder und iiberlasse dergleichen Sachen den Herren Gelebrten,
worauf die Kanzleiratin erwiderte, sie finde das sehr begreiflich;
ein Kavalier wie Graf Csanady habe eben eine ^ndere Sphare
als die Bourgeoisie.
V. Prin. parts italicized verbs in II and III.
VI. Translate:
1. Yesterday the day was very beautiful.
2. I took a book and went into the garden to study.
3. The fisherman's dog came out of the hut.
4. I gave him bread: it pleased him.
5. Then he fetched the fisherman from the house and we
went to the river to fish.
6. These old soldiers will sleep, but the young king will
not see them.
7. The old v/oman has become very angry.
8. I put the clock on the table at half past eight.
9. If he were here he would go to the theatre.
10. He speaks as if he had much money.
VII. Decline italicized words in I and IV.
VIII. Give synopsis Srd sing, simple and compound tenses of
gehen.
Decline pres. diirfen: wollen: lehren: geben: versprechen.
LATIN ELEMENTARY.
I. Translate into idiomatic English:—
Flumen est Arar, quod per fines Aeduorum et Sequanorum
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in Rhodanum influit, incredibili lenitate, ita iit oculis, ia
utram partem fluat, iudicari non possit. Id Helvetii ratibus
ac lintribus iunctis transibant. Ubi per exploratores Caesar
5 certior factus est, tres iam partes copiarum Helvetios id
flumen traduxisse, quartam fere partem citra flumen Ararim
reliquam esse, de tertia vigilia cum legionibus tribus e castris
profectus ad eam partem pervenit, quae nondum flumen
transierat. Eos impeditos et inopinantes aggressus magnam
10 partem eorum concidit; reliqui sese fugae mandarunt atque
in proximas silvas abdiderunt. (Caesar. Gallic War: Book I.)
II.
Decline fines (line 1) certior (line 5) flumen (line 6)
Syntax of lenitate (line 2) oculis (line 2) legionibus (line 7)
Explain mode of possit (line 3) traduxisse (line 6)
Compare proximas (line 11)
III. Translate into idiomatic English:—
Qua consuetudine cognita Caesar, ne graviori bello occur-
reret, maturius, quam consuerat, ad exercitum proflciscitur.
Eo cum venisset, ea, quae fore suspicatus erat, facta cognovit:
Missas legationes ab nonnullis civitatibus ad Germanos invi-
5 tatdsque eos, uti ab Rheno discederent, omniaque, quae postu-
lassent, ab se fore parata. Qua spe adducti Germani latius
vagabantur et in fines Eburonum et Condrusorum, qui
sunt Treverorum clientes, pervenerant. Principibus Galliae
evocatis Caesar ea, quae cognoverat, dissimulanda sibi exis-
10 timavit eorumque animis permulsis et confirmatis equitatuque
imperato bellum cum Germanis gerere constituit.
IV. Syntax of Rheno (line 5) sibi (line 9)
Inflect proflciscitur (line 2) and postulassent (line 5)
Prin. parts of consuerat, (line 2) facta (line 3) vagabantur
(line 7)
Decline equitatu (line 10) spe (line 6)
Derivation of legationes (line 4) civitatibus (line 4)
V. Translate into Latin:—
1. Caesar is about to cross the river in order to attack the
enemy.
2. They went from the camp at night.
3. If the Germans should send soldiers to us Avithin twa
days, we would not proceed against them.
4. Since he knew that the soldiers were ready, he quickly
crossed the bridge and advanced into the enemy's
territory.
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ADVANCED LATIN.
I. Translate into idomatic English:—
Hie quis potest esse, Quirites, tarn aversus a vero, tarn
praeceps, tarn mente captus, qui neget haec omnia, quae
videmus, praecipueque banc urbem deorum immortalium
nutu ac potestate administrari? Etenim, cum esset ita res-
5 ponsum, caedes, incendia interitum rei publicae, comparari, et
ea per cives, quae turn propter magnitudinem scelerum non
nullis incredibilia videbantur, ea non modo cogitata a nefariis
clvibus, verum etiam suscepta esse sensistis. Illud vero nonne
ita praesens est, ut nutu lovis optimi maximi factum esse
10 videatur, ut, cum hodierno die mane per forum meo iussu et
coniurati et eorum indices in aedem Concordiae ducerentur,
eo ipso tempore signum statueretur? Quo collocate atque
ad vos senatumque converso omnia quae erant cogitata contra
salutem omnium, illustrata et patefacta vidistis. (Cicero.
15 Catiline. III.)
Give reason for mode of neget (line 2) esset (line 4.)
Explain derivation of magnitudinem (line 6) collocate
(line 12.)
Syntax of nullis (line 7) civibus (line 8.)
II. Translate into idomatic English.
Ut primum cessit furor, et rabida ora quierunt:
Incipit Aeneas heros: Non ulla laborum,
O Virgo, nova mi facies inopinave surgit:
Omnia praecepi, atque animo mecum ante peregi.
'5 Unum oro; quando hie inferni ianua regis
Dicitur, et tenebrosa palus Acheronte refuso;
Ire ad consp6ctum chari genitoris, et ora
Contingat; doceas iter, et sacra ostia pandas.
Ilium ego per flammas et mille sequentia tela
10 Eripul his humeris, medioque ex hoste recepi;
Ille meum comitatus iter, maria omnia mecum,
Atque omnes pelagique minas coelique ferebat
Invalidus, vires ultra sortemque senectae.
Quln, ut te supplex peterem, et tua limina adirem,
15 Idem orans mandata dabat. Natique patrisque,
Alma, precor, miserere: potes namque omnia; nee te
Nequicquam lucis Hecate praefecit Avernis.
Scan the following lines, marking principal caesura, etc. Line
1; line 4; line 8.
Explain the form quierunt (line 1) the mode of doceas (line
8.)
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V
Syntax of natique (line 15) lucis (line 17.)
IV. If any one shall accuse me because I have not arrested
so wicked a man rather than let him go from the city, that is
not my fault, but the fault of the times. Cataline ought to have
been killed long ago, but there are very many who defend him
and do not believe what I report. If I had punished him by
death, his accomplices would have escaped. What crimes have
they not committed these years! Would that you knew their
plots! There is no nation whom we fear, but we must now con-
tend with all these desperate men.
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REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR.
To the President of the Xeic Hampshire College of Agriculture
and the Mechanic Arts.
Sik:—I beg to submit the following report of the work of the
Experiment Station for the biennial period November 1, 1906, to
November 1, 1908, with fiscal report for the years ending June
20, 1907, and June 30, 1908.
Administration.
Changes in Staff. The position of Horticulturist of the Sta-
tion, caused by the resignation of Prof. Rane was filled by tne
appointment of his former assistant, Harry F. Hall, in Novem-
ber, 1906. Prof. Hall resigned to go into commercial work m
June, 1908, and his place was filled by the appointment
of B. S. Pickett, a graduate of the. Ontario Agricultural Col-
lege and recently assistant in Pomology at the University
of Illinois. The vacancy in the Department of Dairy Manu-
factures was filled by the appointment of Fred Rasmussen,
assistant in the Dairy department of the Iowa Agricultural
College and Experiment Station, as head of the depart-
n ent in September, 1907. E. L. Shaw, Associate Agriculturist,
resigned in June, 1907, to take a position in the Bureau of Ani-
mal IndustiT, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture, and W. H. Pe.w, a re-
cent graduate of the Iowa Agricultural College, was elected to
the vacancy. In June, 1908, the Department of Animal Hus-
bandry' was separated from the Department of Agricultui-e and
]Mr. Pew was given charge of the new department. Mr. J.
K. Shaw resigned June, 1907, and Mr. J. C. Wilcox of the Mich-
igan Agricultural College was appointed to the vacancy in Octo-
ber, but resigned in June. 190S, and the vacancy was filled by
the appointment of W. H. Wicks, a graduate of the Oregon Agri-
cultural College and who has since been doing graduate work
at Cornell University. Dr. T. J. Headlee, associate entomolo-
gist, resigned in August, 1907, to accept the position of Profes-
sor of Zoology and Entomology at the Kansas Agricultural Col-
lege and Experiment Station. Mr. C. S. Spooner was appointed
to this position but resigned in June, 1908, and the vacancy was
filled by the appointment of C. F. Jackson, Assistant in Zoology
at the Ohio State University. Mr. Jasper F. Eastman, a grad-
uate of the Massachusetts Agricultural College, was appointed
as assistant Agriculturist in September, 1907. Mr. I. M. Lewis,
teaching fellow in botany. University of Indiana, was appointed
assistant botanist in June. 1908. Since the separation of tliQ
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Department of Animal Husbandry from the old Department of
Agriculture, the name of the latter has been changed to the
Depaitment of Agronomy.
It gives me pleasure^ to state that the members of the staff
have shown a cordial spirit of co-operation and sincere desire
not only to make experiments and do research work of funda-
mental value, but in every way possible to advance the agri-
cultural interests of the state. Few experiment stations of
the size and with the lesources of this station have a staff with
equal ability, and if sufficient resources be placed at their com-
mand there is no question but that this station can do much
for the agricultural uplift of New Hampshire.
FUXDS.
By the passage of the Adams Act in March, 1906, the Station
has had an increase in funds over the $15,000 annually appro-
priated under the, Hatch account, of $7000 for the year 1900-7
and $9,000 for the year 1907-S. The Adams Act specificalTy
states that the funds appropriated under it must be used tor
"conducting original researches or experiments bearing directly
on the agricultural industry of the United States." It has
become necessary to sharply differentiate the type of work to be
done under the Adams fund from that under the Hatch account.
Investigations under the Adams fund must be carried en for
a series of years and the projects should be adopted only after
careful consideration as to the facilities for their prosecution
and their relations to the general agricultural interests of the
state; but once commenced these projects should be given
liberal financial support, both as regards salaries and equip-
ment and should be continued for an indefinitei period until com-
pleted. These projects under the Adams fund should be such
that in the case of the resignation of members of the staff, the
selection of new men would be determined upon their ability to
continue these projects, rather than having the projects to be
carried on determined by the personality of the staff.
On the other hand the work under the Hatch fund may now
well consist of experiments having to do with the methods of
culture and growth of crops, the improvement of varieties for
local conditions and other similar lines of work w^hich may in-
volve investigations of only one or two seasons and which may-
well be of a more immediate practical nature, but we cannot
under the Hatch fund carry on educational work and its in-
come must be used strictly for experiments and investigations.
Practically all the running expenses of the Experiment Station
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ni.ust necessarily be met from the Hatch fund and with the en-
largement of the work in the various departments it is increas-
ingly difficult to care for the necessary expenses without ex-
ceeding the appropriation under this fund.
Publications.
The following publications have been issued since Nov. 1,
1906:
Bulletins.
No. 128. The Brown-tail Moth and the Gipsy Moth in New
Hampshire in 1906. E. Dwight Sanderson and Dr.
L. O. Howard. January, 1907. Pgs. 22, figs. 8.
Edition 15,000.
No. 129. Seventeenth and Eighteenth Annual Reports. W. D.
Gibbs, et al. January, 1907. Pgs. 48, figs. 3. Edi-
tion 11,000. (Pages 319-342, figs. 1-7, Apple Insects,
and pages 343-353, figs. 8-10, Shade Tree and
Woodland Insects, Plates 1-14 inc., as published in
the 28th Report of New Hampshire College, were
omitted in Bulletin 129, and the figures in Bulletin
129 were not renumbered.)
No. 130. Inspection of Fertilizers in 1906. Fred W. Morse.
February, 1907. Pgs. 8. Edition 11,000.
No. 131. Spraying the Apple Orchard. E. Dwight Sanderson,
T. J. Headlee and Charles Brooks. April, 1907.
Pgs. 48, figs. 36. Edition 15,000.
No. 132. A Plan for Improving the Quality of Milk and Cieam
Furnished to New Hampshire Creameries. Ivan
Comings Weld. May, 1907. Pgs. 12, figs. 6. Edi-
tion 15,000.
No. 133. The Inspection of Feeding Stuffs in 1907. Fred W.
Morse. November, 1907. Pgs. 8. Edition 11,000.
No. 134. Fertilizer Analysis. Fred W. Morse and Bert E. Cur-
ry. December, 1907. Pgs. 8. Edition 11,000.
No. 135. The Respiration of Apples and its Relation to Their
Keeping. Fred W. Morse. Feba'uary, 1908. Pgs.
8, figs. 1. Edition 15,000.
No. 136. The Gipsy and Brown Tail Moths in New Hampshire.
E. Dwight Sanderson. February, 1908. Pgs. 63,
figs. 34. Edition 25,000. (Printed by order of the
Governor and Council.)
No. 137. Strawberries for New Hampshire. H. F. Hall, May,
1908. Pgs. 32, fi.gs. 8. Edition 15,000.
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No. 13S. Humus in New Hampshire Soils. Fred W. Morse.
June, 1908. Pgs. 16, figs. 3. Edition 15,000.
No. 139. Caterpillars injuring Apple Foliage in Late Summer.
E. Dwight Sanderson. July, 1908. Pgs. 24. figs. 13.
Edition ir,.000.
Circulars.
No. 1. Mixing Chemical Fertilizers on the Farm. Fred \V.
Morse. April 1, 1908. Pgs. 4. Edition, 1,000.
No. 2. Testing Soils for Fertilizer Needs. F. W. Taylor.
April 1, 1908. Pgs. 2. Edition 1,000.
No. 3. The Apple Aphis. E. Dwight Sanderson. August
1. 1908. Pgs. 6, figs. 4. Edition 1,000. '
No. 4. Oyster Shell Scale. E. Dwight Sanderson. August,
1908. Pgs. 4, figs. 3. Edition 1.000.
No. 5. The San Jose Scale. E. Dwight Sanderson. August
25, 1908. Pg.s. 12, figs. Edition 1,000.
No. 6. A Circular of Information Concerning the New Hamp--
ahire Agricultural Experiment Station. September,
190S. Pgs. IC, figs., 10. Edition 5,000.
No. 7. Some Essentials in Farm Butter Making. Fred Ras-
mussen. Sept. 5, 1908. Pgs. 2. Edition 1.000.
School BuUetins.
No. 1. Agricultural Educations thru Rural Schools. E. Dwight
Sanderson. May, 1908. Pgs. 20, figs. 6. Edition
,3,000.
No. 2. Soil Studies. F. W. Taylor. May, 1908. Pgs. 24, figs.
13. Edition 3,000.
No. 3. Seeds and Seedlings. Charles Brooks. September,
1908. Pgs. IG, figs. 9. Edition 3,000.
Scientific Contributions.
No. 1. The Infltience of Minimum Temperatures in Limiting
the Northerti Distribution of Insects. E. Dwight
Sanderson. Reprint from the "Journal of Economic
Entomology," Vol. 1. August, 1908. Pgs. 20, maps 7.
No. 2. The Fruit Spot of Apples. Charles Brooks. Reprint
from the Bulletin of the Torrey Botanical Club, Vol.
35, September, 1908. Pgs. 50, plates 7.
Twelve press circulars have also been issued and sent to the
agricultural press of this state and New England, which are
i-^printed in this volume.
A new departure in the publications of the station is the se-
ries of circulars, which now number seven, which are designed
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to give a brief popular summary of the available information on
topics about which the station frequently receives requests for
information. These circulars are not sent to the general mail-
ing list but are sent to the press and are used in answering
correspondence.
In an effort to advance the interests of agriculture and nature
study in the rural schools, the Station has prepared and issued
three numbers of the New Hampshire College School Bulletin,
which is sent to all the teachers of the state free of charge.
This is practically a continuation of the old series of iN'ature
Study Leaflets, but it is lioped that it may liave a somewliat
wider scope and may become a useful link in connecting this
institution with the rural schools of the state, and toward en-
couraging the teachers of our rural schools to look to us tor
help and encouragement in the introduction of agricultural and
nature study work in the common schools of the state.
Inasmuch as this report covers the 20th year since the
organization of the Station, it has seemed fitting that a com-
plete list of its publications and a full index to them should be
made. Such an index has been therefore appended to the present
volume.
Ai)niTio\>. lo Eqlipme.nt.
In the fall of 1907 a sheep barn was erected at a cost of about
$1,200 for the work in sheep breeding. An implement barn for
the Horticultural Department was also erected tor housing the
tools of this department. The northeastern room on the first
floor of :^Iorrill Hall, formerly an agricultural reading room, is
now used as the library of the Experiment Station and has
been fitted with steel stacks and suitable furniture, making the
agricultural literature immediately available to the agricultural
workers located in this building.
Equipjiext Neeuki)
Buildings. I beg to call attention to the recommendation of
the Animal Husbandman that a suitable hog barn be built, in
which feeding experiments with hogs can be carried on. The
Station should be doing some work along this line, but with the
present barn facilities it is useless to attempt any hog feeding
experiments. The present dairy barn has been severely criti-
cized from several sources for the lack of adequate ventilation,
and for the fact that there is no adequate provision for the
housing of the manure. I would recommend that suitable metal
ventilators be put in, which it is estimated can be done at a cost
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Of $250. Plans have been prepared by Prof. Taylor for a
manure shed 33x20 feet, with cement floor and carriers running
thru the alley-ways of the barn and into this shed, which it is
estimated would' cost about $366. At the present time it is ex-
pected that the manure be hauled every day or two but it is
frequently desirable to have on hand a quantity of manure for
dressing land for experimental work and it is both unsightly
and unsanitary to have this accumulate at the end of the bam.
The botanist and the chemist are in immediate need of a
greenhouse, in which plants can be grown thruout the season.
The botanist needs this for work on plant diseases and the
cliemdst for studies in the relation of plant growth to the chem-
ical composition of the soil. It does not seem feasible to use
any of the present greenhouses for this purpose. Such a green-
house miglit readily be attached to Nesmith Hall and could
probably be built and equipped for about $1,500.
It has been impossible for the dairyman to carry on any ex-
perimental work at the Station owing to the lack of room and
equipment in the present creamery building. If experimental
work is to be carried on in dairying, we must have, a building
with facilities for such work. A mere creamery building will
not furnish such facilities. It would seem that the dairy inter-
ests of New Hampshire are sufficient to warrant this Station
making the dairy problems one of its leading lines of investi-
gation, but nothing in the line of dairy manufactures can be
done until a suitable building is provided.
Land.
With the. amount of land now devoted to sheep pasturage,
there has been an insufficient amount of pasture for the dairy
herd on the college farm during the past two seasons. Much
of the pasture on the farm is of very little value. It has been
necessarj' during the past season to rent pasture for the sheep,
and this will continue to be necessary unless more pasture lands
can be secured for the work of the Station. The renting of pas-
ture not only involves some expense but it is exceedingly incon-
venient for the herdsmen to have the flocks separated in several
localities, and as the station is hardly warranted in properly
fencing rented land, the danger from injury by dogs is increased.
There is also practically no land available on the college farm
which is suitable for experiments in corn culture such as are now
being carried on by the Agronomy department with ear row
tests of corn and similar work, as it has been difficult to find
over a fraction of an acre of similar soil any place on the farm.
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It has been necessary, in order to carry on experiments in fruit
culture, to rent an orcliai'd at Paclcer's Falls for a term of ten
years. Both the writer and the horticulturist have examined
all parts of the college farm as regards its adaptation to
growing a permanent orchard for experimental work, and there
seems to be no land either suitable or available for planting an
orchard of reasonable size which might in the future be used
for experiments in fertilization, spraying or the culture of the
apple. In the future fruit growing will be a larger industry in
New Hampshire than it is today and it would seem that it is
high time for the Station to be planting an orchard which will
be available for work in years to come, for orchards cannot be
created in a day and there are practically no orchards within
a reasonable distance of the station, available for such work.
It is evident that a considerable addition to the land available
for the woi'k of the station should be provided in the near future.
Exhibits.
The Station made exhibits at both the Concord State Fair and
the Rochester Fair in September, 1908, and at the Union Grange
Fair, Plymouth, N. H., October 6, which attracted considerable
favorable attention. The principal features were demonstra-
tions of a working home dairy and of packing apples in boxes
and pruning young fruit trees. Specimens of various injurious
insects, plant diseases, different varieties of grains and fodder
crops, fertilizers and feeds, as well as products of the gardens
and farm were shown. Circular No. 6 was prepared for distri-
bution at these fairs and it is trusted that as a result, the agri-
cultural public has a better understanding of the work of the
Station and will be. brought into closer touch with it.
Recommendations.
Publications. At the present time the funds available for the
publications of the station are entirely consumed by the publi-
cation of experiments and investigations at this station. During
the past 20 years there has been an immense amount of expei-i-
mental work done thruout the country, much of which is of
equal or more value to New Hampshire farmers than that car-
ried on here, but which having been published by other stations
does not come to the attention of our residents. Much of this
work has now become part of the best agricultural practice and
still, relatively few New Hampshire farmers are making use ot
it. Time and again the desirability of publishing a bulletin
upon some line of work of which this station has made no par-
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ticular investigation arises, but our resources do not warrant
such a publication. In a majority of tlie states tlie state govern-
ment is paying for tlie publications of the Experiment Station
either by direct appropriation or by ordering them printed by
the state printer. Inasmuch as no appropriation has ever been
made by the State of New Hampshire for the work of the expe-
riment station, I beg to suggest that the Board of Trustees lay
this matter before the next legislature, endeavoring to secure
the printing of the station publications by the state, thus en-
abling us to publish more of value to New Hampshire farmers,
and thus relieving the Hatch Fund to a slight extent.
Demonstration Experiments. The New Hampshire Agricul-
tural Experiment Station has been supported almost wholly by
the federal government for the past 20 years, having received
from the Hatch and Adams fund about $325,000, the only other
income being from the analyses of fertilizers and feeding stuffs
for the State Board of Agriculture. Much work of very real
value has been accomplished and published, but we are often
led to auestion whether the farmers of New Hampshire, as a
whole., have made the best use of this institution maintained in
their interest. It is undoubtedly a fact that many of its publi-
cations are unread and many moi-e unheeded, and as suggested
above, the publications which have been issued cover merely
the investigations of tliis station. During the same period at
least $1.5,000,000 has been expended by the various state experi-
ment stations aside from the immense appropriations now being
made to the national Department of Agriculture, as a result
of which the art of agriculture has been revolutionized during
this period and the process is still going on. If it is a
fact that the farmers of New Hampshire are not putting into
practical use the results of this work to the extent which they
should to secure the best returns from their business, and to
insure the general prosperity of the state, the question arises
whether we cannot in some way devise means for bringing
them into touch with the work of the experiment station and
bringing the results of the work of this and other experiment
stations to their immediate attention in such a way as will lead
them to make use of it. It is the writer's firm belief that the
state needs such work at the present time very much more than
it needs scientific investigations, for it is of very little value to
New Hampshire for us to conduct even the best scientific inves-
tigations if the results are to be unheeded.
Two types of work might be carried on by this station with
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undoubted promise of success for the betterment of New Hamp-
shire agriculture.
Demonstration and co-operative experiments. Experience in
all parts of the country has demonstrated that practical demon-
strations of better farm methods are of immeasurably more
value in securing the adoption of such methods by the farmer,
than is the free literature se.nt him in abundance or the numer-
ous addresses which he hears at farmers' institutes and other
farmers' meetings. This has been most thoroly demonstrated
by the work of the TJ. S. Dept. of Agriculture in the south,
but has also been repeatedly illustrated elsewhere and has
been shown to be true in our own experience in this state in
what little work we have done co-operatively with fruit grow-
ers and dairymen. The Station should be able to take a num-
ber of the old orchards which still have possibilities in them,
and demonstrate by spraying, pruning and cultivation, what
can be done for them and what profit there is in fruit growing
with up to date methods. Much the same line of work might
well be carried on with the packing and growing of vegetables
and potatoes. The hay crop is the principal crop of the state,
83 per cent, of the area devoted to crops in New Hampshire
being in hay. But we realize only $10 per acre from it, with
a yield of 9-10 of a ton per acre. A larger proportion of the
cultivated land is in hay in New Hampshire and the crop yields
less per acre in New Hampshire than in any other eastern
state except Maine. This is very largely due to the fact that fields
are often left in hay for 8, 10 or 15 years, and it is the
experience of all practical men, that the amount and quality
of the crop usually decreases steadily after about the sixth
year. If demonstrations made by this station could secure
an increase in the hay crop of 1-10 ton per acre for the state,
it would mean an increase of $600,000 annually in the value
of New Hampshire's hay crop. If a large number of small
demonstration experiments were made in co-operation with
local granges, the value of frequent rotations and proper ferti-
lization of hay land could be so completely demonstrated
and so thoroly proven that there is no question that an even
greater increase in the yield than this, could be secured. In the
state of Iowa the average yield per acre of corn has been in-
creased several bushels in the last few years thru the work ot
the state experiment station in demonstrating the methods of
seed selection, which has meant an increase of over $10,000,000
annually in the value of the crop in that state. When a sta-
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tlon can do work of this kind there is no question that its main-
tenance is worth while, and if its recommendations can be so
proven, there will be practically no question upon the part of
the farmer or of the general public as to whether money appro-
priated for such work is worth while.
Survey Work. Complaint is heard on all sides of the lack of
profit in agricultural pursuits in New Hampshire. Yet in all
lines of agricultural industry there can be found many men scat-
tered thruout the state who, without unusual opportunity or re-
sources, have made an eminent success of their chosen line ot
agricultural work and if not becoming wealthy are making an,
exceedingly comfortable living. The success of these men dis-
proves the pessimism of many who lack their ability. There is
no question that a study of the methods employed by such men.
would be of as much value to the agricultural interests of the
state as are many of the investigations carried on here or else-
where. Again it is highly desirable to know just what crops
are being grown in various portions of the state, how they are
being grown and just where in their culture the profit or loss
occurs. This has been done by us to some extent in a survey
of the apple orchards of southern New Hampshire, which is still
uncompleted, and a survey of the farm dairy methods is now
being made. Such work is necessarily slow and costly but
when carefully done it shows conclusively the methods in use
and how profits are being made or losses sustained. With sucti
data in hand the station can plan its investigations and can
make demostrations which will show the more profitable meth-
ods and can base such demonstrations not only on its own
work but by pointing to the work and success of practical men
who have achieved results thru their own efforts. Such work
is now being carried on by the U. S. Dept. of Agriculture and
is being taken, up in several other states.
I would urge that sufficient appropriations be secured so that
the station may be provided with funds for carrying on such
demonstrations and co-operative experiments and agricultural
surveys. No other agency in the state is as suitably organized
or equipped for doing such work. That the time is ripe for it
can be readily appreciated by anyone who will visit the farm-
ers, dairymen and fruit growers of New Hampshire, as repre-
sentatives of the station have done during the past year, and
note the need for such work and the desire on their part that
we should be about it.
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Investigations.
The investigations and experiments of the various depart-
ments completed and now in progress are discussed fully in the
reports of the heads of the various departments, which are sub-
mitted herewith. Several pieces of work have been reported In
bulletins published within the last two years, the nature ot




Durham, N. H., Nov. 1, 1908.
NINETEENTH ANNUAL REPORT TO THE UNITED
STATES GOVERNMENT OF THE HATCH FUND
FOR THE YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1907.
Receipts.
Cash received from United States treasurer $15,000.00
Expenditures.
Cash paid for salaries $7,907 . 63
labor 2,641.24
publications 1,195 . 87
postage and stationery 152 . 32
freight and express 189 . 59
heat, light, water and power 222.25
chemical supplies 124 . 08
seeds, plants and sundry supplies.... 591. 7S
fertilizers 231 . 02
feeding stuffs 20.17
library 229.06
tools, implements, and machinery 434.00
furniture and fixtures 56 . 17
scientific apparatus 213 . 09
live stock 206.17
traveling expenses 453 . 22
contingent expenses 16 . lb
buildings and land 116 . 18
$15,000.00
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SECOND ANNUAL REPORTTO THE UNITED STATES
GOVERNMENT OF THE ADAMS FUND
FOE THE YEAR ENDING JUNE 30. 1907.
Receipts.
Cash received from United States treasurer $7,000.00
Expenditures.
Cash paid for salaries $4,556 . 60
labor 589. ly
freight and express 131 . 44
chemical supplies 16 . 44
seeds, plants, and sundry supplies.... 385.89
feeding stuffs 146 . 93
tools, implements and machinery 14.90
scientific apparatus 615 . 26
live stock 105 . OU
traveling expenses 93 . 22
buildings and land 345 . 13
$7,000.00
SUPPLEMENTARY STATEMENT OF FUNDS OTHER
THAN THE HATCH AND ADAMS FUNDS
FOR THE YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1907.
Receipts.
Cash received, analytical fees, etc $2,012.42
Expenditures.
Cash paid for labor $265 . 87
heat, light, water and power 500.00
seeds, plants and sundry supplies 20.40
library 135 . 5U
scientific apparatus 748 . 86
live stock 122.69
buildings and land 53 . 26
balance 165 . 84
$2,012.42
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TWENTIETH ANNUAL REPORT TO THE UNITED
STATES GOVERNMENT OF THE HATCH FUND
FOR THE YEAB ENDING JUNE 30, 1908.
Receipts.
Cash received from United States treasurer $15,000.00
Expenditures.
Casli paid for salaries $7,620. 6t)
labor 2,543.22
publications 747 . 52
postage and stationery 418. tO
freight and express 147 . 09
heat, light and water 662.58
chemical supplies 40 . 66
seeds, plants, and sundry supplies 615.53
fetilizers 138.7b
feeding stuffs 41 . 01
library 664.60
tools, implements, and machinery.... 133.40
furniture and fixtures 303 . 16
scientific apparatus 176.15
contingent expenses 15.00
traveling expenses 498 . 49
buildings and land 233.78
$15,000.00
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THIRD ANNUAL REPORT TO THE UNITED STATES
GOVERNMENT OF THE ADAMS FUND
FOB THE YEAE ENDING JUNE 30, 1908.
Receipts.
Cash received from United States treasurer $9,000.00
Expenditures.
Cash paid for salaries $5,516 . 88
labor 1,053.21
freight and express 34.30
chemical supplies . 92.82
seeds, plants and sundry supplies.... 293.7b'
fertilizers 67.28
library 134 . 53
tools, implements and machinery.... 183.50
scientific apparatus 423 . 82
live stock 598.50
traveling expenses 152.70
buildings and land 448.70
?9,000.00
SUPPLEMENTARY STATEMENT OF FUNDS OTHER
THAN THE HATCH AND ADAMS FUNDS
FOB THE YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1908.
Receipts.
Cash received, analytical fees, etc $1,994.46
Expenditures.
Cash paid for salaries $241 . 70
labor 772.76
publications 116 . 22
postage and stationery 18 . 88
freight and express -30
seeds, plants and sundry supplies 15.88
feeding stuffs 401 . 24
tools, implements and machinery.... 25.45
traveling expenses 13>^ • ^^
contingent expenses 1-5^
buildings and land 266 . 20
balance • ^^
$1,994.46
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AUDITOR'S STATEMENT.
The undersigned, duly appointed auditor of the corporation,
hereby certifies that he has examined the books and accounts
of the New Hampshire Agricultural Experiment Station for the
two fiscal years ended June 30, 1908; that he has found the same
well kept and classified as above, and that the receipts for the
two years from the treasurer of the United States are shown
to have been $22,000, and $24,000, respectively, and the corres-
ponding disbursements, $22,000, and $24,000 respectively, for all
of which proper vouchers are on file and have been examined
and found correct.
And it is further certified that the expenditures have been
solely for the purposes set forth in the acts of Congress ap-
proved March 2, 1887, and March 16, 1906.





REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY.
BY FRED W. MOKSE AND BERT E. CXJRRY.
The Department of Chemistry has been unchanged in its or-
ganization throughout the biennial period. Its miscellaneous
work has been of the same character as in preceding years. In-
cluded in this class of work are the analyses of fertilizers and
feeding-stuffs for the State Board of Agriculture in the annual
inspection of those goods. The amount of inspection work
varies but little from year to year. In 1907, 85 samples ot
feeding-stuffs and 114 samples of fertilizers were examined,
while for the year 1908, 75 feeding-stuffs and 96 fertilizers have
b^en analyzed.
Some miscellaneous materials have been received from indi-
vidual citizens, and when of public Interest they have been
analyzed. The work has been limited almost wholly to feeding-
stuffs, manurial substances and soils. In the last named, only
organic matter and acidity have been estimated.
The department has co-operated with other departments ot
the station and has made numerous analyses of insecticides for
the entomological department and of fungicides for the botanical
department. For the last-named it has also analyzed a series
of samples of apple twigs and leaves for fertilizing constituents.
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The investigations of the department have been conducted
almost wholly under the Adams Fund. They have included a
study of the manurial requirements of the soils of the college
farm, especial attention being given to the element potassium.
Several lines of laboratory studies have been conducted to
determine the relation of clay and humus to potassium salts and
lime; the effect of various manurial materials on the soil potash;
the nature of soil acidity; the effect of lime on nitrification in a
clay soil; and some preliminary work on the burning effects
produced by Bordeaux mixture on foliage.
In following pages, under appropriate headings, there are
given the results of these different investigations so far as they
are complete. Some are still under way and will require one
or more seasons further study to reach any reliable conclusions.
Under the Hatch Fund, the department has co-operated with
the Association of Official Agricultural Chemists in the study
of methods of cattle-food analysis.
In the analytical work, more especially on the feeding-stuffs
and fertilizers, the department has had the assistance of F. W.
Woodman, H. F. French, W. W. Evans and W. L. Adams, grad-
uates of the chemical course in the college.
THE POTASH REQUIREMENTS OF A CLAY SOIL.
The types of soil included in these studies make up nearly
the entire area of Durham and vicinity. They are of granitic
origin and lie upon a foundation of either boulder clay or gran-
ite ledge, according to elevation. On the lowest levels the
boulder clay becomes the subsoil and forms an important con-
stituent of the top soil, while on the ridges the ledge frequently
outcrops. The greater portion of the soil is a clay loam, chang-
ing to a sandy clay loam on the ridges and to clay on the low
ground.
Analysis of the clay soil in 1893, by the conventional acid
method showed an average of 1 per cent, of potassium oxide
soluble in strong hydrochloric acid. This would mean not less
than 1.5 tons of potash per acre locked up in the surface foot
of soil. Nevertheless, potash salts appeared to produce some
benefit on annual crops, such as corn and potatoes, and there-
fore the potash naturally present was looked upon as unavail-
able.
Observation, however, developed much practical evidence that
the potash of the soil was sufficient for some crops, more
especially grass, and that it was practically inexhaustible. In
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the vicinity of the college many acres of hay land were known
to have been cropped steadily for years with no treatment to
renew them, and the yield rose and fell with the character ot
the season, and was governed by the rain fall. Testimony from
practical farmers was obtained to the effect that gas lime and
leached wood-ashes produced good results when applied as fer-
tilizer, instead of complete manures. All tended to show that
it was possible to make use of the soil's mineral constituents
without resorting to the purchase of potash.
Studies were begun in 1905 to determine something about the
character of the potash in these soils, and how it could be most
readily made use of, and they have continued to the present time,
and are not yet completed. But data have been accumulated
which make it possible to report a partial solution of the prob-
lem.
The work of the first two years was carried on to determine
if any relationship existed between the hay crop and the soil
on which it grew. By analyzing the grass-crop and the soil
upon which it grew, there could be determined the proportional
relation, if any, between them. On the other hand, if there
were no proportion between potash in crop and potash in soil,
it would point to the conclusion that even in the soils poorest
in potash, there was a sufficient amount of that element for the
plants.
The samples were gathered from different fields on the college
farm. A carefully measured square yard was taken as the
area from which to cut the grass and to sample the soil. The
grass was cut in July just in advance of haying, and dried undef
cover. The soil sample was taken by boring with an auger to
the depth of eight inches, except on the low clay soil, where a
depth of six inches always reached the dense sub-soil.
The crop sample after drying, was weighed, chopped up fine,
and sub-sampled for subsequent analysis. The soil was dried
at air temperature, sifted through a l-miUimeter sieve and the
fine soil used for analysis.
The crop-sample was incinerated in a muffle-furnace and the
analysis conducted essentially in accordance with the methods
of the Association of Official Agricultural Chemists. The min-
eral constituents of the soil were, however, determined by the
conventional fusion methods instead of in an acid solution.
This was done because it was desirable to know the possibility
of exhaustion of the soil, and it is well known that the strong
hydrochloric acid gives neither total constituents, nor available
matter. Fusion of the fine soil obtained by sifting through the
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standard millimeter sieve was practically complete, as there
were but slight gritty residues left in the subsequent solutions.
The following table gives the results obtained for the oxides
of potassium, sodium, calcium and magnesium, and the samples
are grouped as upland and lowland:
Table 1. Composition of Soil. Lowland.
•Potassium
Sample. Potash. Soda. Magnesia. Lime. Sol. in Water.
I 2.28 1.30 0.92 1.03 'IB.
8
VI 2.47 1.21 1.01 0.88 22.3
VII 2.78 1.40 1.27 1.03 9.9
VIII 3.22 1.08 1.38 0.97 18.0
IX 3.16 1.35 1.42 1.02 21.9
X 3.56 1.49 1.46 1.08 12.1
XIII 3.46 1.10 1.48 0.87 35.1
XV 3.56 0.87 1.66 0.90 22.4
XVI 2.21 1.18 1.81 1.67 16.2
XVII 3.19 0.96 1.24 1.10 6.0
XVIII 3.96 1.36 1.22 0.97 13.1
XXIV 2.59 1.06 1.05 0.87 26.0
Mean 3.04 1.19 1.33 1.03 18.2
Parts per million of soil.































































*Parts per million of soil.
The water-soluble potassium was also determined in the air-
dried soil by the method of the Bureau of Soils, and the results
are given in the last column of the table. The most prominent
facts in these results are that both total potash and water-
soluble potassium average higher in the lowland soil than in
the upland, or may be considered as varying proportionally with
the clay. It is also interesting to note that the average ratio
of soluble potassium to total potash is the same for the two
classes of soils, although fluctuations are wide in individual
soils.
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In the examination of the crops, determinations were made
of the bases Included in the soil analyses, and in addition nitro-
gen and phosphoric acid. The results of the analyses are given
in the following tables, where the samples are numbered and











XVI .... 1 . 6,5
XVII 0.98
XXIV ... 1.48
Composition of Crop. Louland.
Soda. Magnesia. J.,iiiie. PIkis. Acid. Nitrogen. AVater.
0.20 0.16 0.29 0.41 0.87 10.66
0.15 0.16 0.37 0.37 0.82 11.10
0.14 0.13 0.29 0.36 0.57 9.68
0.08 0.20 0.48 0.40 0.86 10.45
0.14 0.29 0.52 0.43 0.98 10.57
0.15 0.29 0.76 0.36 1.16 9.55
0.09 0.28 0.78 0.46 0.70 10.41
0.14 0.33 0.94 0.39 1.12 9.20
0.07 0.24 1.00 0.34 1.14 9.35
0.10 0.16 0.50 0.40 0.77 12.10
0.16 0.15 0.28 0.45 0.78 15.10
Table 4. Composition of Crop. Upland.
Sample.
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In collecting the samples it was very noticeable that there
were marked variations in the character of the herbage, and
that the number of different species of grasses and other plants,
varied with the age of the sod. On the newer fields, timothy,
red-top and clover were practically free from other species,
while on the oldest sod, their places had been taken by wild
grasses. Yields also varied widely, as is always noticeable in
mowing fields of different ages.
No proportional relation could be traced between the composi-
tion of the crop and that of the soil. Fluctuations in the per-
centage composition of the crop apparently depended more on
the kinds of grasses composing it. Calculations of the amount
of potash removed by the crop did not show defined propor-
tion between soil potash, total or soluble, and that absorbed by
growth. These comparisons are grouped in the following table:
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Table 5.
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whether with increased yield due to non-potash fertilizers, there
would be a decrease in available potash as time went on, or
could the residual potash of the soil go into solution rapidly
enough to meet increased demands of vigorous plant-growth,
and therefore an indefinite series of crops be grown without
the application of potash salts.
We were enabled to take up the study of this question in
1907 by means of a series of fertilizer experiments conducted
by the Agricultural Department, and can make a partial report
of results of two years' study.
The plots were so arranged that every fertilized plot was
checked by a parallel plot with no fertilizer, while one-half ot
every plot was dressed with lime. The areas were one-tenth
of an acre in each case. Each plot was seeded with grass in
1906. The fertilizer was applied as a top-dressing, beginning
the year after seeding. In 1907 many of the plots were well
mixed with alsike clover; but in 1908 it was almost entirely
absent. The soil of these plots was of the type included in the
lowland group and hence was strong in total potash.
The crops were sampled for analysis on the day they were
cut for hay, in both seasons. In 1907 the clover and grasses
were so unevenly mixed in the crop that grasses were sorted
from clover and separate analyses made of each.
At this time it Is possible to discuss the results obtained
by the application of potash salts, land-plaster, wood-ashes, anrf
nitrogen, for fertilizers. The discussion will be confined to the
results obtained for potash in the crops, as the other con-
stituents of the 1908 crop have not yet been determined.
Efpect of Potash Salts.
Potash salts, both muriate and sulphate, gave no appreciable
increase in yield of crop or in percentage of potash in either
grasses or clover in 1907, while in 1908, except for a slight ex-
cess for the crop on sulphate of potash over its adjoining check
plots, the results were the same. The addition of 30 and 60
pounds per acre of soluble potash did not increase the concen-
tration of that constituent in the plants.
The water-soluble potassium in the soil was also unaffected,
and the potash salts must have been changed into insoluble
compounds. Neither grasses nor clover show any increase in
percentage of potash due to added potash fertilizers, although
the latter crop is supposed to be readily affected by such manur-
ing.
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Table 7. Yield and Potash Content on Potash Series. 1901.
Plot. Fertilizer. Yield.
11. None 5,202
12. Muriate. 30 lbs. Potash per A. 4,830
13. Sulphate. 30 lbs. Potash per A. 4,876
14. None 4,902
35. None 3,850
36. Muriate. 60 lbs. Potash per A. 4,176
37. Sulphate. 60 lbs. Potash per A. 3,814
38. None 3,904
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Hence the crop and soil studies of four successive seasons,
all point to the fact that potassium is not the limiting element
in hay production on these strong clay soils. The drain on the
soil-potash is proportional to the yield of crop as a general
rule; but any treatment which will bring about increased pro-
duction of the crop may be independent of potash, since the
soil shows a capacity to meet any increased demand for that
constituent.
A STUDY OF THE REACTIONS BETWEEN THE MANURIAL
SALTS AND CLAYS, MUCKS AND SOILS.
Introductory.
At the present time much is being said in agricultural liter-
ature about acid soils and soil acids. Poor crop yields are an
indication that the soil is not in proper condition. This condi-
tion may be the result of one, or the combination of several
factors. Some of these recognized factors are the physical con-
dition of the soil, the absence of sufficient quantities of the ordi-
nary manurial constituents, the presence of substances deleteri-
ous to plant growth and moisture, as well as the general climatic
conditions. Certain tests are in general use to determine
whether the disturbing factors are due to the presence of acids.
According to these tests there are in this section very few soils,
indeed, that do not react acid. Lime is generally recom-
mended to sweeten these sour soils, or in other words to neu-
tralize the aQids.
The test in general use for soil acids is known as the litmus
test and briefly, is as follows: The sample of soil under
examination is moistened with distilled water and packed
around a strip of blue litmus paper. If after several minutes
the color of the litmus has changed from blue to pink, the soil
is said to be acid.
A number of soils which give a decided acid reaction toward
litmus have come under our observation. On the other hand
field tests show that these soils are not in need of lime. In
some instances excellent yields of grass were obtained in spite
of the acidity. No difference could be detected between the
growth on the limed and unlimed portions. At least one acid
clay soil has come to our notice, where nitrogenous manures
have produced increased yields, while lime, phosphoric acid, and
potassium salts have been without any noticeable effect.
The water extract of soils seldom reacts acid, and, unless
boiled, almost never alkaline. On the other hand, the water
bath residues of the water extract of soils are nearly always
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alkaline to phenolphtalein. This is true of the water extract
of many soils that react acid and are responsive to applications
of lime. We have found here but few instances where these
residues were not alkaline. In this connection it might be
noted that nearly all pond, spring and drainage waters are alka-
line if heated to remove the carbon dioxide. A great many
of the pond waters, even when highly colored, yield alka-
line solutions when boiled. We have found no surface waters
different from these.
A clay, practically free from organic matter, came to our
notice. The water extract of this clay was neutral to methyl
orange litmus and phenolphtalein, the water-bath residue alka-
line to phenolphtalein, and the clay itself, decidedly acid toward
litmus. Also when this clay was treated with a sodium cloride
solution for a quantitative estimation of its acid content, a
strongly acid solution was obtained. This last treatment was
made according to the present provisional A. O. A. C. method
*for the estimation of the amount of acids in soils. The large
amount of acid in solution was decidedly at variance with the
amount of organic matter in the clay. The method is based
on the assumption that the sodium salt reacts with the. organic
acid's in the soil to form free hydrochloric acid and insoluble
organic sodium salts. However, there are no data in evidence
to justify this assumption, and, moreover, the effects of chemical
reaction between the sodium salt and the inorganic soil con-
stituents, as well as all absorptive properties of^the clays, are
notably ignored.
These general observations suggested a number of questions
of sufficient interest to make a further investigation desirable.
In order to get at the basis of some of these phenomena, and
to determine separately the behavior and properties of the clay
and organic matter in the soils, we selected a type of clay com-
monly known as fuller's earth, as a representative of the clays,
and a muck as a representative of the organic matter. This
particular muck was selected because of its comparative free<l'om
from inorganic material, and, also, because in common wittt
most mucky soils, the salt solution extract was acid in charac-
ter. The fuller's earth was selected because some preliminarj'
work showed that it had the properties of the ordinary soils,
but to a more pronounced degree. This is particularly advan-
•Bulletin 107, Page 20 U. S. Dept. Agr., Bureau of Chem.
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tageous because of the facilities afforded when dealing with
greater magnitudes than are usually met with in soil studies.
Schreiner & Failyer* have shown that when dilute solutions
of potassium chloride are percolated through soils, the potassium
is removed from solution. In the same paper it is shown that
phosphoric acid is likewise removed from mono-calcium phos-
phate solutions. They attribute the phenomena to the absorp-
tive or adsorptive properties of the soil. The percolate was ex-'
amined in the one case for potassium, and in the other for phos-
phoric acid, but attention is not directed to the other radicals of
the salts.
Hall and Gimmingham** show that when solutions of ammon-
ium chloride and sulphate come in contact with clays the ammo-
nia is removed from solution. They show the phenomenon in
its final form to be a straight chemical reaction. For every
equivalent of ammonia that goes out of solution an equivalent ot
calcium, magnesium, or some other base goes into solution. No
portion of the acids were removed from solution. It is noted
that there was no evidence of the removal of ammonia by absorp-
tion phenomena. The final solutions carried no iron and alumi-
num, and were not acid in character. These clays are different
from many clays and soils, in so much as the sodium chloride
solution extract carries no iron and aluminum. It has been our
experience that such conditions are rare. We have found that
where a soil or clay carries a high pei'centage of lime, no iroa
and aluminum go Into solution. There is no evidence to show
that these bases do not, however, continue to react with the
ammonium salts. Solutions of the alkali salts extract large
quantities of lime and usually magnesium from these soils.
According to Hopkinst, when soils are extracted with solutions
of sodium chloride, the organic soil acids react with the sodium
chloride to produce free hydrochloric acid. This reaction is
quantitative, and the free acid can be titrated, and is equivalent
to the original amount of acid present in the soil. VeitchJ has
shown that quantities of iron and aluminum are changed to a
soluble condition under these conditions, and an acid solution
is produced by the hydrolysis of these salts. When a clay free
from organic matter gives reactions similar to the ordinary
soils, the acid properties must be produced by some action
other than the presence of organic matter.
•Jour. Phys. Chem. 10. 239, 1908.
**Jour. Lon. Chem. Soc. 91. 677 (1907.)
fBulletin 73, page 14, U. S. Dept. Agr. Bureau of Chemistry.
JJourn. Amer. Chem. Soc. 26. 637, 1904.
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Reaction Between Clay and Salts.
When fuller's earth is subjected to the tests usually applied
to soils, it responds readily to the acid test. The moistened
earth reddens blue litmus, and in contact with the alkali salts
acid solutions are rapidly developed. These solutions are. decid-
edly acid toward methyl orange. The earth is practically free
from organic matter. When the water extract of this clay is
boiled or evaporated to dryness, the residue is alkaline to phenol-
phtalein. Qualitative examination of the sodium, potassium, and
ammonium chloride solution extracts discloses the presence of
quantities of iron, aluminum, calcium and magnesium, and less
amounts of sodium and potassium. Quantitative resultsf show
that the final solutions contain less ammonia and potassium than
the original. Quantitative determinations were not made for
the sodium, but the same reactions must take place in such
solutions.
Reaction Products.
In table 1 the results are given for the changes which take
place between fuller's earth and a solution of potassium chlo-
ride.
Table I.
Amount of KCl removed from solution.
Grams AI2 O3 in solution .2554 .5672 grams K
" Fe2 O3 " " .2395 .3523 " "
" CaO " " .3976 .4566 "
" MgO " " .0392 .0784 " "
240 c.c. of tenth normal sodium hydroxide were required to precipitate
the iron and aluminum. This is equivalent to 0.9486 grams K.
For this experiment 100 grams of clay, 15 grams potassium
chloride and 400 c. c. water was used. These show that the
clay had removed 1.45 per cent, of its own weight of potassium
from solution, and it is certain from other observations that
equilibrium had not been reached. In this case the amount of
tenth normal Na OH is not exactly equivalent to the amount of
iron and aluminum found gravimetrically. Other determinations
show that these two ordinarily agree very closely. The amount
of potassium removed from solution corresponds closely to the
amount calculated from the equivalents. The difference is .0145
gram, which might be accounted for by the undetermined sodium
and errors.
tHall and Gimmingbam Jour. Lon. Chem. See. 91. 677 (1907.)
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In a different solution of potassium chloride 20 c. c. were found
to contain .3046 grams of chlorine. After standing in contact
with the clay for two days 20 c. c. of the final solution contained
.3063 gram of chlorine. This solution carried' considerable
amounts of the bases already referred to, indicating that large
amounts of potassium had been removed. On the other hand no
chlorine had been removed from solution, hut remained soluble
in combination with these bases. Addition of calcium carbonate
to fuller's earth, or to soils, prevents the formation of iron and
aluminum salts in the extracts, even when made with strong
solutions of sodium or potassium chloride.
We have treated a large number of soils with solutions of
sodium and potassium chloride, and in all cases the final solu-
tions carry bases not orignally present. A certain amount of
lime always goes into solution and often magnesium, iron and
aluminum dissolve. In strong limestone soils as much as .2 to
.35 per cent, of lime may be replaced by postassium in this way.
In the latter soils very little iron or aluminum remains in the
final solution. Compared with the average soils the purer clays
will react with the larger amounts of the potassium chloride.
This difference is due to the fact that the past conditions have
been favorable for this action. The decay of organic matter
and consequent liberation of these active salts have carried the
action, in many soils, well along toward the end.
Rate of Reaction.
In order to show the rate at which the interchange takes
place the following series of tests were made: Five 100 gram
portions of fuller's earth were weighed' into separate flasks. To
each of these portions were added 15 grams of potassium chlo-
ride and 200 c. c. of water. These were shaken thoroly and
left in the pasty condition, with occasional stirring for different
periods of time, when 400 c. c. of water were added. After
thoro shaking and mixing, the solutions were filtered. The
rate of the reaction was followed by titrating the iron and
aluminum in solution with tenth normal sodium hydroxide. This
method is based on the assumption that the relative amounts
of iron and aluminum in the solution remain constant while
the reaction proceeds.
Table II. shows the results obtained in these observations.
The first column shows the time the portions were left in a
pasty condition and the others are self-explanatory:
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sented along A C. The resultant for these combinations is repre-
sented along the line A. D. This, as represented, is practically a
straight line along A E or until the reaction between the clay
and sodium chloride has almost come to an end. Beyond li)
the amount of iron and aluminum in solution increases more
and more slowly.
Fig. 1.
At this point the question arose as to what action the clay
might have on the iron and aluminum in solution. Standard
solutions of the sulphates of these bases were prepared and
brought in contact with quantities of clay. After continuous stir-
ring for several hours the solutions were filtered and the amount
of iron and aluminum determined in the respective solutions.
The concentration of the iron and aluminum had not been al-
tered in the least. From these results it is evident that soils
containing soluble iron or aluminum can not be left to right
themselves through the action of the clay itself. The deleterious
action of these soluble salts and remedies will be discussed in a
succeeding paper.
In order to determine more definitely, if possible, how these
reactions take place, portions of clay were treated with solutions
of ammonium carbonate. In a qualitative way the ammonium
carbonate undergoes decomposition with the liberation of car-
bon dioxide, and less amounts of ammonia. Quantitative ob-
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servations show that ammonia is taken from solution, and
while the original solution was alkaline to phenolphtalein, the
final solution was acid to this indicator. Titrations do not show
whether bicarbonate of ammonia was formed under these con-
ditions.
Reactions with Carbonates.
Other portions of earth were treated with solutions of potas-
sium carbonate. The reactions here may be easiJ^^ followed.
When clay first comes in contact with potassium carbonate some
of the potassium is withdrawn from solution. The COg. which
was originally combined with this potassium, is taken up by the
remaining carbonate with the formation of bicarbonate. Unlike
the chlorine, as already noted, the CO., does not combine with
the bases in the clay. The formation of bicarbonate continues
until half of the potassium has been removed, when the bicar-
bonate begins to break up with the liberation of CO.,.
A solution of potassium carbonate was prepared of such a
strength that when titrated 100 c. c. required 18.1 c. c. iN-2 H CI
to break up the normal carbonate, as indicated by phenolphta-
lein and 36.2 c. c. N-2 H CI, as indicated by methyl orange. After
this solution had been in contact with the clay for a time, it
was filtered off and titrated as before. 100 c. c. of this solution
required 2 c. c. N-2 H CI and 20 c. c. N-2 H CI, with phenol-
phtalein and methyl orange respectively. These data indicated
that practically half of the potassium had been removed from
solution, and also that the CO „, liberated by the reaction had
been cared for by the remaining carbonate. Gravimetric analy-
ses showed that the original solution contained .7092 gram ot
potassium while the final solution contained but .39 gram.
These are the same as indicated by titration. The reaction
does not stop when all of the remaining potassium is present as
bicarbonate. This is seen by treating the clay with a less
amount of potassium carbonate. A solution was prepared, such
that 100 c. c. required 5.7 N-2 H CI, and 11.4 c. c. N-2 H CI, when
phenolphtalein and methyl orange were used respectively. After
being in contact with clay this solution was filtered and was
found to be no longer alkaline to phenolphtalein and 100 c. c. re-
quired, but 3.9 c. c. N-2 H CI with methyl orange. All of the
carbonate had been changed to bicarbonate, which in turn was
decomposed with the liberation of COo.
Almost nothing is known about the physiological effect of bi-
carbonates upon plant growth. Wheeler* has applied normal
•Wheeler, Rhode Island Station Report, 226, 1897.
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carbonate of sodium to acid soils, with good results. Since we
do not know how much acid these soils contained, and have no
data concerning the absorptive behavior of the soils, it is not easy
to judge whether the sodium salt remaining in solution, is there
as the normal carbonate, bicarbonate, or in some other combi-
nation. Because of the good effects of the applications of
sodium carbonate it is safe to assume that either bicarbonate
is helpful to plant growth, or what is more likely, that all ot
the original carbonate had gone through the bicarbonate stage,
and finally broken down completely. It is certain that a nor-
mal carbonate passes through these steps while being acted
upon by the soils.
The following data show cbnclusively how the clay behaves
toward the normal and bicarbonates of sodium and potassium
and ammonium carbonate.
In order to determine both the rate of the reaction between
the clay and potassium carbonate, and also whether any further
evidence could be had to show the nature of the reaction, the
following experiments were made. A number of series of prac-
tically equivalent solutions of sodium carbonate, potassium car-
bonate, sodium bicarbonate, potassium bicarbonate and ammo-
nium carbonate were prepared. Equal volumes of these solu-
tions were added to equal quantities of fuller's earth. Titrations
were made from time to time in order to follow the reactions.
The different series were made up to show what effect concen-
tration might have on the rate and amount of reaction. The
results are tabulated in tables IV-XII. For convenience in com-
parison, the values of the different solutions are expressed in
c. c. of half normal solution per 100 c. c.
Table IV. Potassium Carbonate Solution.









Ko CO3 Solution. 100 c. c.=18 c. c. N-2 Ko CO3
Time in Grams of c. c. c. c. N-2
hours. clay. solution. K2CO:j in
solution.
2 100 600 108
20 100 600 108
66 100 600 108
150 100 600 108
Time in
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.0381 gram. Selective action must have taken place liere, witli
the result that the base was removed at a much greater rate.
This reaction is similar to the carbonate reaction, in so much
as the acid radical, at least in part, does not combine with the
basic clay radicals. In the final condition free nitric acid is
formed in the one case while acid carbonate is formed in the
160 A
other. Potassium and sodium nitrate react quantitatively as
does the chlorides of these bases.
While free nitric acid is formed when clay and ammonium
nitrate react, it is not easy to see why clay and ammonium
chloride should react and not form free hydrochloric acid. The
conditions of the reactions are very similar, yet this difference
holds for the reaction products.
Little or no selective reaction appears when sodium and potas-
sium nitrates react with the clays.
Reactions with Phosphoric Acid.
So far we have been concerned with salts, only the bases of
which were removed from solution. When solutions of potas-
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slum phosphate and clay are brought together both the acid and
base are rapidly removed. A solution containing .3786 gram
potassium and .3 gram phosphoric acid, was shaken with 100
grams of fuller's earth and left over night. The final solution
contained .05 gram potossium and .0115 gram PjOa. In this
case about 1-15 of the original potassium and 1-20 of the P2O5
remained in solution. A large part of both the basic and acid
radicals were changed to a form insoluble in water.
A solution containing .0378 gram potassium and .03 gram PjOs
per 100 c. c, was percolated slowly through a column of air-
dried boulder clay soil, which carried a large amount of organic
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methyl orange and litmus. Incidentally, when potassium chlo-
ride solutions were percolated through this same soil, the final
solution carried lime, magnesium and aluminum, and was acid
in reaction.
Reactions with the Free Bases.
We have already seen how like an acid the clay behaves
toward the carbonates. When fuller's earth comes in contact
with solutions of the fi-ee fixed alkalies and ammonia the bases
are neutralized and removed from solution. The affinity seems
greater for lime than for any other base and more than 13 per
cent, may be cared for before the solution carries any large
amount of lime.
Action of Clay on the Solubility of Lime.
A series of solutions were made, with 200 c. c. water, 25 grams
fuller's earth and CaO, or lime, varying from .05 to 3.5 grams.
These were placed in a thermostat at 24.5 °C. and stirred tor
two months, when equilibrium had been reached. The solu-
tions were then analyzed for lime content. The results follow:
Ko. of Sample.
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practically constant until the amount of CaO becomes less than
3 per cent, of the clay, when the concentration will begin to
drop. The soils must behave in a similar way towards the
various inorganic salts applied as fertilizers.
An interesting experiment may be prepared as follows for a
clay free from organic matter and light in color: If organic
matter is present or the clay is colored the colors may be
masked'. When the clay is shaken with methyl orange a part
of the base of the indicator is absorbed and shows an acid re-
action. If a dilute solution of caustic soda be added to the mix-
ture and shaken thoroly, the clay will continue to react acid to the
methyl orange. The addition of phenolphtalein to the superna-
tant solution will show this to be alkaline. The addition of too
much caustic soda will destroy this acid reaction of the clay.
The absorption of dyes has been noted by Parsons*.
This is another instance where both basic and acid radicals
are absorbed.
Absorption of NHS and Iodine.
To show the results of placing fuller's earth in an atmos-
phere of ammonia and iodine, weighed portions of clay were
placed in dessicators. Into one dessicator dry ammonia gas was
introduced and crystals of iodine were placed in the other. The
watch glasses containing the clay were weighed from time to
time and the rate of absorption noted. The weighings are
shown in tables XIII. and XIV.
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these reactions an acid solution is produced which must come
about by the absorption of the bases with resulting free acids.
So far as the clay constituents of the soils are concerned, there
is no reason to believe any of the present methods for determining
soil acidity are of any value. On the other hand they may be
and are misleading. These statements are supported also by
practical observations. We have met with clay soils which
change the color of litmus from blue to pink. These soils on
the other hand are not acid and are benefited by applications
of lime. We have taken samples of soil from immediately under
lumps of lime that had been subjected to the leachings of an
entire season's rains. These samples reacted to destroy the blue
color of the litmus paper just as the untreated soils. In view of
these observations, and at the same time bearing in mind the
experiments made where only absorption or similar reactions
could take place, it seems quite safe to assume that the reactions
between clay soils and indicators belong to the same general
category. At the same time if a soil were actually acid
in character the fact should be brought out with the litmus
test. While this is true, the fact that clay soils may give the
acid reaction, and at the same time not be in need of lime,
must not be neglected. The reddening of blue litmus must
be due largely to the action of the clay rather than to the
effect of acids. Ordinarily when litmus paper is left in dis-
tilled water the blue gradually fades. Indicators are. formed by
the reaction of an organic acid and an organic base. When
these salts come in contact with clay or ordinary soils the base
is absorbed or taken from solution. This results in the. liber-
ation of a free organic acid which in turn will produce an acid
reaction toward the remaining undecomposed indicator. This
phenomenon is best shown by stirring a washed filter paper
with a solution of litmus. Afte.r a short time the solution will
have a decidedly acid reaction. On the other hand, the same
sort of filter paper when stirred with water and filtered, yields
a solution neutral to litmus. The only conclusion to be drawn
is that the filter paper has removed some of the base from the
indicator with the formation of free acid. The reaction between
the filter paper and indicator is exactly analogous to the reacr
tion between the clay and bicarbonate of sodium and potassium,
in so far as a free acid is liberated.
Mechanical Effects of Salts.
All of the salts referred to have a decided effect upon the
colloidal properties of clay. The effect of lime is most notice-
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able, while the normal cai'bouates have the least effect. The
water extract is difficult to filter and the filtrate i& usually
cloudy. The addition of the salts causes the fine particles to
subside quickly and make clear filtrates possible.
The effect of the salts generally, is to break down the col-
loidal properties and to produce a more granular formation of
the soil particles. On the other hand the tendency of dilute
solutions of the alkalies is to increase the amount of finely
divided particles of clay in suspension. The effect of free lime
and magnesium is much different from the free alkalies.
The lime is one of the most effective agents in causing
flocculation.
Limestone Soils.
A sample of strong limestone soil was treated in the usual
way with a potassium chloride solution. Subsequent analysis
showed that the lime removed from the soil equaled 0.28 per
cent, of the weight of the sample of the soil taken and that
about 0.36 per cent, of potassium had been added to the soil.
The water' extract of this soil was neutral and the residue alka-
line in reaction. The potassium chloride solution extract was
not acid and carried no iron and no aluminum. The soil, itself,
was neither alkaline nor acid to litmus. No free carbonate of
lime could be detected with hydrochloric acid. This is a good
example of the reactions and conditions met with in a very pro-
ductive soil. While the lime content of this soil is naturally
high, it continues to take up more lime. This is shown by shaJk-
ing the soil with solutions of lime water, and the amount may equal
3 or 4 per cent, of lime. It is also interesting to note the large
amount of potassium which exchanges place with the calcium
in the soil. This, in a small way, points out how potassium
applied to such soils as fertilizers, will rapidly change over into
an insoluble condition. Since in this particular soil the extract
is free from soluble iron and aluminum, no deleterious effects
would be expected from heavy applications of potassium salts.
On the other hand applications of potassium on this soil are of
little value in increasing the crop yields.
It is quite possible that some of the acid soils are not pro-
ductive because of soluble iron or aluminum salts. The soils
high in lime do not produce these soluble salts when treated
with sodium or potassium chloride solutions. When fuller's
earth is treated with potassium chloride solutions and at the
same time 2 per cent, free carbonate of lime is added, no iron
or aluminum remains in solution. Culture work is now in pro-
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gress to determine what effect lime may have on plant growth
in solutions containing iron and aluminum salts.
Experiments ' tcith Mu ck.
As has been stated, a number of experiments have been made
on muck to determine what sort of reactions take place be-
tween organic matter in this form and solutions of KCl and
other manurial salts. The muck, itself, reacted acid to litmus
paper, and the concentrated extract was found likewise to be
acid.
100 grams of the dry muck were shaken with 500 c. c. of a
.5 per cent solution of potassium chloride and allowed to stand
for 24 hours. The final solution was found to contain the
equivalent of .2725 grams of potassium chloride, while .2275
grams had been removed. This solution was decidedly acid,
and carried considerable quantities of lime, but no iron and
aluminum. 100 c. c. of this solution carried .0492 grams o£
chlorine, while the calculated amount in the original solution
was .0475 gram per 100 c. c.
From these data it is seen that a n-ee acid has been produced
from the muck by the action of the potassium chloride, solution;
potassium has been removed from solution, calcium has gone
into solution; the acid radical does not enter Into the reaction,
or, at any rate, is not removed from solution. It is interesting
to note here that the water extract of the muck does not con-
tain any appreciable amount of acid. There' Is no obvious way
to determine whether the potassium is entirely removed by
chemical action or whether a part is removed by other phe-
nomena. The presence of lime shows that a part Is removed
by chemical action. Complete analysis shows that the new
bases in solution are present in quantities too small to be
equivalent to all of the potassium removed.
Absorption Experiments.
When carbon black isi treated with water, as one would ex-
pect, a neutral solution is obtained. On the other hand, if a
solution of potassium chloride or numerous other similar salts
are shaken with carbon black, decidedly acid solutions are
produced. Here there can be no question but that the phe-
nomenon is one of straight absorption, where the base Is re-
moved faster than the acid radical. In this much the carbon
black and muck are similar. The obvious difference between
the two, however, is that In the one instance lime goes Into solu-
tion, while in the other nothing goes into solution.
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Muck Extracts.
In order to get this organic matter tree from soluble inor-
ganic matter, a large quantity of the muck was extracted with
ammonia and filtered. The soluble material was then repre-
cipitated with hydrocliloric acid and repeatedly washed to re-
move as nearly all of the ammonia as possible. After drying,
the mass was pulverized and analyzed. Upon analysis this
yielded 97.6 per cent, volatile matter, 2.4 per cent, insoluble in-
organic residue and 2 per cent, soluble residue. By distillation
over caustic soda .2 per cent, ammonia was found. The larger
part of the inorganic residue consisted of sand and mica. The
dried extract gave an acid reaction with methyl orange. This
reaction was not changed by a continued temperature of 100,
and hence must be due to the organic acids and not to residual
hydrochloric acid.
When 22 grams of this extract were shaken with 400 c. c.
water containing .8 gram potassium chloride, at the end of four
days 100 c. c. of the solution contained .1768 gram potassium
chloride. This showed that the potassium had been removed
equivalent to .0928 gram potassium chloride. In other words
the organic matter removed about .2 per cent, of its own weight
of potassium from solution. The capacity for removing lime
is much greater but has not been determined quantitatively.
A quantity of the organic matter was shaken with a solution
of potassium phosphate containing 300 parts P.. Or, per million.
At the end of three days no Po 0.-, had been removed from
solution. The original muck, however, removed P^ 0.-, in quan-
tities from the same solution. There is a wide difference be-
tween the two portions of organic matter because of the quan-
tities of lime and peaty material in the untreated muck. These
might remove the phosphoric acid either by absorption or
chemical combination. Also the extract was much more' acid
in character.
Hall and Gimmingham* have shown that muck or peat will
remove ammonia from solution. Dumontf has shown that soils
will remove mono-calcium phosphate from solution. He de-
cides that humus is a very important factor in the absorption.
The greater the ratio between the calcium and the humus, the
greater is the absorptive capacity of the soil. When the humus
was removed by incineration the absorptive capacity was decid-
edly decreased.
*Jour. London Chem. Soc. 91. 677 (1907).
tCompt. Rendu Acad. Sc. 132. 443-7 (1901).
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Our observations show that the muck extract, which should
be very largely humus, does not remove Po O5 from solution.
It is quite true that this extract is acid in reaction, and under
these conditions we would not expect the removal of the Po O'.
The absorption of P.. 0.., noted by Dumont, must have been
due to the inorganic bases in the organic compounds or to the
clay itself. Observations already noted show that clay will re-
move Po Oo as well as lime, from solution. It is not at all
certain that Dumont's observations would show that the humus
constituted the important factor in the removal of P.. O5. It
is not certain what effect the incineration might have on the
absorptive properties of the clay constituents. We have noted
that incineration of some fairly pure clays reduced their ab-
sorptive capacity for bases to a marked extent. From our
experiments it is very certain that the organic acids do not
have to do with the removal of the phosphoric acid. We can
account for the removal of this radical without bringing the
organic matter into the reaction at all. Dumont has not shown
that the decreased capacity of the soil for phosphates might not
have been due to changes effected by heat.
Soil Extracts.
Ordinarily soil extracts carry only small quantities of or-
ganic matter. The same is true if a strong solution of sodium
or potassium chloride be used. Electrolytes, other than the
free alkalies, cause the precipitation of organic matter from
solution. The presence of calcium and magnesium salts there-
fore make the amount of organic matter in the same solution
necessarily low. Calcium salts and lime will completely pre-
cipitate the organic matter from a slightly ammoniacal solution.
Magnesium is almost as effective in this respect. Soil extracts
made by solutions of potassium chloride carry no more organic
matter than the water extract, largely because of the increased
amount of soluble calcium salts. We would expect the. amount
of soluble organic matter in limestone soils to be very low, but
we have, as yet, no definite information about this interesting
conjecture.
In this paper we have shown how the reactions go when clays
and soils react with the manurial salts. W^e have divided the
soil as nearly as practical into the two components, organic and
inorganic, in order to reduce the work to simpler terms.
We have shown that
—
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1 The water extracts of most soils, drainage, pond and lake
waters, are alkaline when boiled.
2. Clays and clay soils extracted with water yield alkaline solu-
tions when free from carbon dioxide.
3. Most clay, clay soils and muck, and some other soils yield
acid solutions when extracted with salt solutions.
4. Clays and soils react with potassium, sodium and ammonia in
equivalent quantities when these bases are present as
salts. Calcium, magnesium, ircn and aluminum consti-
tute the largest amount of reacting bases. With ammo-
nium nitrate the base is removed more rapidly and free
nitric acid is left in solution.
5. The amount of iron and aluminum in solution is equivalent
to the acid content of these sclutious.
6. The presence of lime and carbonate of lime prevents the
formation of soluble iron and aluminum, or, what doubt-
less is more exact, precipitates these bases from solution.
7. The reaction between fuller's earth and the salt solutions
takes place rapidly. Veitch has shown that in soils the
reaction extends through a gieater period of time. The
amount of reacting bases depends upon the concentra-
tion of the salt solution.
8. The reaction between clays and soluble carbonates results
in the removal of the bases from solution and the form-
ation of bicarbonates or free CO.,. The amount of bases
removed from solution depends upon the concentration
of the carbonate solution.
9. The acid character of the solutions formed in these ways
does not demand the presence of an acid to complete an
explanation for their formation.
10. Where a free base is present it is simply removed from
solution without foi'ming any soluble reaction product.
11. When such salts as potassium phosphate come in contact
with clays, soils, or mucks, both base and acid are rapidly
removed from solution. There are no soluble bi-products
formed during the reactions involved.
12. In the presence of clay the solubility of lime is greatly de-
pressed.
13. The absorptive capacity of volatile substances is shown by
the absorption of ammonia and iodine.
14. The absorptive properties of the soils is illustrated by
analogy, when filter paper is allowed to react with litmus
solution, or when carbon black reacts with salt solutions.
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15. The general behavior of muck toward the salt solutions is
not unlike that of the clay. The acid character of the
salt extract of the muck is due to the absorption of the
base or the liberation of free organic acid, or both. Iron
and aluminum do not enter into these reactions to any
marked extent.
16. The acidified alkali extract of muck will precipitate lime
and small quantities of potassium from solution, but will
not remove phosphoric acid from solution.
17. In a general way the tendency for clay soils, etc., is to re-
duce the solubility of bases with which ihey come m
contact.
18. Where iron and aluminum are found in clay or soil extracts,
the presence of soil acids is not necessary to explain the
character of the solution. In muck and peaty soils the
acid character of the salt extracts is largely due to in-
creased solubility of the organic decomposition products.
19. The reactions shown .in the papsr explain the rapid disap-
pearance from solution when potassium, ammonia and
phosphoric acid are added to soils for fertilizers.
We have a number of soils under examination which are not
acid in character, but at the same time the water extracts are
not alkaline when boiled. The results on these will be found
in a subsequent paper.
THE EFFECT OF SOILS ON THE SOLUBILITY OF
POTASSIUM.
Percolation experiments made here and elsewhere, show that
soils change the potassium of soluble salts into an insoluble
form. These laboratory experiments are confirmed in a prac-
tical way by field observations.
In the spring of 1907 potassium was applied as a top dress-
ing to grass plots on a stiff, clay soil at the rate of 30 and 60
pounds per acre. Generous rainfalls followed the applications
of potassium, and conditions, generally, were favorable for a
good growth of the grasses.
Eight weeks after the application of the potassium, samples
of the soils were taken from the different potassium plots and
the nothing, or check plots. These samples were extracted
with water in the usual way for the determination of the soluble
potassium. A comparison of the results showed that the ex-
tracts from the potassium plot soils carried no more potassium
than the •extracts from the check plots. The plots were ar-
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ranged so that every potassium plot came beside a nothing, or
check plot. The results follow below:
Poimds of Potassium Parts of K in extract per









These plots were on a very uniform lot of soil and all of the
samples were taken at the same time. The first four determi-
nations represent one series, while the second four represent
a second series. The two different series were located in dif-
ferent parts of the field. All of the added potassium had been
converted into an insoluble form during the time of eight
weeks.
In addition to the observations made on the grass plots some
data have been taken from a potato field. In this case the soil
was a light clay loam with good drainage.
The potatoes were heavily fertilized with potassium salts at
the time of planting. The fertilizer was placed in the rows, im-
mediately over the seed, at planting time or about the first ot
May. The soil in the rows was not disturbed until digging
time, the first of September. At this time care was taken not
to scatter the soil, but to dig a trench about 12 inches wide,
and as deep as the potatoes, and confine the soil to this as
much as possible. The soil for a distance of several feet in
each of three rows, was thoroughly mixed and sampled. in
many places there were evideaices of undecomposed fertilizer,
which proved to consist largely of mould. The heavy growth
of tops had, however, prevented a large part of the rainfall
from percolating directly down through the soil immediately
beneath. This fact, as well as the lightness of the soil, would
tend to prevent the change of soluble salts into an insoluble
form. A collective sample of soil was taken from midway be-
tween the rows for check purposes.
These samples were extracted with water in the usual way
and the soluble potassium determined. The results follows:





4 midway between rows.
Parts soluble potassium per





It is not known just how much potassium had been applied,
but these results show that a considerable amount remained
soluble at this time. The natural amount in solution as repre-
sented by sample 4, is only 1-3 or 1-4 the amount found in the
rows. However, the check sample is hardly representative be-
cause the upper and best soil had been removed and heaped
toward the growing vines, otherwise we would expect a higher
value for the potassium. From the data available between 90
and 120 pounds of potassium per acre had been applied at
planting time. Either amount distributed immediately in the
row should show more soluble potassium than was found, had
a large part of it not been converted into an insoluble form.
The different types of soil, the different methods of distribu-
tion of rainfall and the different quantities of potassium reprer
sent the obvious differences between the two conditions rep-
resented. All of these would tend to keep the potassium in a
soluble condition for a longer period in the potato field.
The first of August, 1907, samples of soil were selected to
represent three soil types. One was taken to represent a
strong clay soil, and was largely boulder clay with about 4 per
cent, organic matter, and practically no sand. A second sam-
ple was taken to represent a clay loam, with about 50 per cent,
clay and 3-4 per cent, organic matter. The third sample was
a light, sandy loam with about 30 per cdnt. clay and 3-4 per
cent, organic matter. The sub-soil of the last two types is
largely clay.
The soils were air^dried and then 200 c. c. water added per
kilogram of soil. Different known quantities of potassium
chloride were added to each of the samples. The potassium
chloride was added in solution in order to secure a more uni-
form distribution of the potassium. After the addition of the
potassium and water the mixture was stirred thoroly and
set away in sealed Mason jars for 14 w^eeks. At the end of
this period 120 grams of the mixture was extracted with water,
and the amount of soluble potassium in solution determined.
The results of these experiments follow below. The amount
of potassium chloride added per kilogram of soil is given iu
the first column, under the different types of soil; the amount
Grams of Potassium
CWoride added.
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ments were carried on. CO'lumns of dry soil about 14 inches
high, were prepared in glass tubes. Solutions of potassium
chloride, with 200 parts of potassium per million, were perco-
lated through these soils at the rate of about 60 c. c, per 24
hours. The percolate was collected and analyzed for potassium
content.
The soils used in this experiment were of the same type as
were used in the jar tests, i. e., clay, sandy clay and sandy
loam, the analyses of only the first 200 c. c. percolate are given
here. We see from the data at once that practically all of the
potassium has been removed from the solution.
Parts K per million in tbe first Sandy clay. Clay. Sandy loam.
200C.C. percolate. 19 16 24
In other experiments where the solution had percolated
through a longer column of soil, the final solution contained
no more potassium than was the case when distilled water was
percolated through a column of the same soil, or about 9 parts
per million. However, all of the percolates carried lime, mag-
nesium, etc., in quantities equivalent to the potassium removed.
From the percolation experiments it is evident that, at most,
two or three good rains would be enough to change ordinary
applications of potassium into an insoluWe form.
All of these facts show how quickly and effectively clays re-
move potassium from solutions or change it over into an in-
soluble form. This is an argument in favor of light and num-
erous applications of potassium for either chemical or mechanical
effects.
It has been our purpose to ^establish the fact that the soils
do change the solubility of potassium, both in the laboratory
and in the field. The rate at which these changes take place
has been shown to be very rapid under favorable conditions;
also it has been demonstrated that large quantities of potassium
may be acted upon.
THE EFFECT OF SOME COMMON CHEMICAL FERTILIZERS
ON THE SOLUBILITY OF THE POTASSIUM OF
SOILS AND SOIL MINERALS.
SOME NOTES ON THE SOLUBILITY OF POTASSIUM OF SOILS
AND SOIL MINERALS.
Feldspars.
In our soils a large part of the natural potash is carried by
the feldspathlc minerals. The potassium in these minerals be-
comes available to plant needs through their solubility and de-
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composition. Both of these processes are conducted under nat-
ural conditions with such a degree of nicety and economy, that
the supply not only of potassium but other mineral essentials
of plant growth, are conserved for the sustenance of succeeding
crops. The conditions under which these economies are effect-
ed are now both known and understood. The natural solubil-
ity of the minerals is low. The solubility is accompanied by
decomposition with the formation of clay as a by-product. In
the process of solution and decomposition food is furnished for
plant growth. An economic function of the clay by-products,
among other things, is the conservation of the soluble plant
food. This is made possible by their remarkable absorptive
capacity for the plant food constituents in the soil solutions.
The low solubility of the soil minerals, together with the ab-
sorptive properties of the clays, accounts for the small quan-
tities of mineral residue found in most drainage waters, and
also in water extract of most soils.*
The literature is not clear in stating how the soil minerals
dissolve. Theoretically there should be little difference between
the concentrations of solutions in equilibrium with soils com-
posed of similar minerals. What effect organic matter, which
always carries more or less mineral substance, can have on
displacing these concentrations, while probably not great, is not
definitely known. Also the absorptive and adsorptive proper-
ties enter in as other disturbing factors. These cause some
variations in the amount of water soluble salts that can be
washed from different soils.
At present there are no data to show at what rate readjust-
ment takes place when water is added to soil solutions already
under equilibrium conditions. If readjustment takes place
quickly, the fact should be easily demonstrated by extracting
with water two or more samples of the same soil which have
been allowed to stand for a few days in contact with different
amounts of moisture, other things being equal, and assuming
that equilibrium is reached at a fairly rapid rate there should
be a difference in the amounts of total solids obtained from
equal portions of the respective water extracts. Such appears
to be a fact. Experiments of this sort show that when sam-
ples of the same soil are kept under constant but different mois-
ture conditions, the largest amounts of soluble matter are. ob-
tained from the water extracts of the soils maintained at the
higher moisture content. Two samples of the same soil were
*See Morse and Curry. This volume, page 274.
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made to have moisture contents of 27 per cent, and 34 per cent.,
and kept in this condition for four months at the end of this
period 125 grams of each were extracted with water to equal
a total of 500 c.c. The amount of water supposed to be in
equilibrium with the soils before extracting amounted to 34 c. c.
in one and 41.6 c. c. in the other, or a difference of a little more
than 22 per cent. The extracted solid matter from the soil, with
the lower moisture content, amounted to .0515 gram, of which
.0350 gram was volatile. The other sample yielded .0600 gram
of solid matter, of which .0405 gram was volatile. In these ex-
amples the amount of material extracted was almost directly
proportional to the moisture content of the soils. This ratio
holds for both the organic and inorganic residues. The gen-
erality of these relations is substa.ntiated by the follov/ing ex-
periments:
Five types of soil, varying from a light sandy loam to a
boulder clay, were treated with varying amounts of water.
After thoro mixing each portion was transferred to a glass
jar and sealed and kept in this condition for SO days. At the end
of this time an equivalent of 100 grams of dry soil was weighed
from each jar and water added to bring the total amount up to
500 c.c. From this point the procedure is the same as outlined
in Bulletin 32 of the Bureau of Soils. The total residue was
determined by weighing the residue obtained by evaporation
on the water bath. The salts obtained in this waj' are more
or less hygroscopic and difficult to bring to constant weight.
The mineral residue was determined by heating the total resi-
due over a flame to dull redness. By using platinum dishes the
carbon is easily volatilized. The data follow:
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Table 4. WeigJit of Mineral Residue in Grams Per 100 c.c.
Extract.
Time. Sandy Stony Silt. Sandy Clay
loam. loam. clay. soil.
20 min OOlti .0013 .0012 .0018 .0023
3 hrs 0013 .0011 .0023 .0042 .0038
6 lirs 0027 .0038 .0035 .0046 .0052
1 day 0038 .0035 .0024 .0037 .0059
4 days 0032 .0047 .0056 .0049 .0056
SO days 0037 .0074 .0058 .0067 .0986
These data, particularly the inorganic results, indicate that
the first set of data was taken after equilibrium had been estab-
lished between the soil and moisture. The tables show also
that equilibrium is established fairly rapidly. A relatively
large part of the salts go into solution during the first few min-
utes of contact between the soil and moisture. The actual rate
at which solution continues is also shown for these different
soils. The clay formed by decomposition of the feldspathic
minerals, however, introduces factors met with under all ordi-
nary soil conditions, which take place when the moisture con-
tent of a soil is increased. By decreasing the amount of soil
moisture before extraction, tlie amount of soluble salts will
have decreased. This is due either to the absorptive properties
of the clay in the soils or to recrystalization of the salts into an
insoluble mineral.
The feldspar minerals do not exhibit any marked absorptive
capacity for soluble bases. For this reason they are valuable
only as a source of potassium. The slowness alone with which
these minerals dissolve insures an almost inexhaustible supply
of potassium, while the absorptive action of the clays and or-
ganic matter prevent the removal of the dissolved potassium by
again rendering it insoluble.
There have been a number of theories advanced concerning
the solubility of soil minerals. Two of these may be assumed
to represent these differences fairly well. *Cushman main-
tains that the feldspar dissolves slowly in the soils because
continued exposure of the surfaces of the finely divided parti-
cles to the solvent action of the soil solutions have caused the
formation of protective surface films. These films do not
break down easily and the minerals dissolve less rapidly. This
theory is supported by the fact that the regrinding O'f feldspars
that have been subjected to the solvent action of water causes
a great increase in the rate of solubility. When the surfaces
Bulletin 32, Dept. of Agriculture, Bureau of Chemistry.
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are again, filmed over new surfaces may again be produced by
regrinding and with a continued high rate of solubility. Accord-
ing to this idea the soil particles due to the continued action ol
water present only old surfaces, and because of this solution
takes place slowly.
Again there is another * theory that the soil minerals are
continually dissolving or forming with a tendency toward equi-
librium solutions. Under these conditions, with equilibrium ap-
proximately established, an increase in the moisture content
would cause further solution, while on the other hand a de-
crease in the amount of water would cause the formation of
new minerals or insoluble salts. While the formation of these
new minerals has not been definitely established, the idea is in
perfect keeping with our present knowledge of equilibrium con-
ditions. When studied under the microscope the soil minerals
have sharp, definite, crystal edges. This must be due to re-
crystalizing processes, otherwise the edges would soon become
rounded and the outlines of the crystals undergo marked
changes. It is known that salts added to soils as fertiliz-
ers, soon lose their identity. Careful work shows that the re-
quirements of growing crops are not the cause of these changes.
The bases of these salts go either to form new minerals or
are incorporated into the clay as constituents of solid solutions
or absorption products.
Numerous references are made, in agricultural literature, to
the beneficial effects obtained when soils are ti'eated with ap-
plications of lime. It is generally conceded that among other
things the action of the lime tends to make the natural potas-
sium more soluble and more available for plant growth. While
this conclusion has long been in evidence, no data other than
indirectly, have been produced to show that it is necessarily
true. In practice other applications are made to the soil in
order to produce beter plant growth. Nitrogen is supplied in
the form of salts, as well as in organic matter. Ordinarily, ap-
plications of phosphoric acid are accompanied with gypsum.
From this it is at once evident that the application of a com-
plete fertilizer to a soil might be a very complex matter in
effect.
"Bulletin 30, Dept. Agr., Bur. of Chemistry.
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It is the purpose of this paper to show what effect lime, gj-p-
sum and the common manurial salts applied separately, produce
on the potassium content of the feldspars. The experiments
have been conducted on the feldspars because, as already
stated, they are the natural source of potassium, and in this way
the undesirable effects of clay and organic matter are avoided.
Also, greater effects should be obtained where feldspar alone
is treated because of the larger amount of potassium present.
The experiments were conducted as follows: Usually 25
grams of finely ground feldspar, 180 c.c. water and known
amounts of lime, gypsum, and the various salts, were placed
in glass-stoppered bottles. These mixtures were placed in a
thermostat at 24.5 degrees C. and stirred for 7 weeks. At the end
of this time the bottles were removed from the shaft and placed
on the bottom of the thermostat. After a few days the super-
natant solution was pipetted off for analysis. In some com-
binations the supernatant solutions were not clear and in these
cases the solutions were passed through a filter.
In the beginning a number of determinations were made to
ascertain the rate at which the feldspar goes into solution.
The results of these have not been at all satisfactory because
of the diflBculty encountered in obtaining uniformly clear solu-
tions. The solutions were freed from the finely divided, sus-
pended feldspar particles by means of a porcelain clay filter.
In every case the first portion of the filtrate was discarded.
Charges of 30 grams of feldspar with 180 c.c of water were
placed in glass-stoppered bottles and stirred at a temperature
of 24.5 degrees C. The bottles were removed at stated inter-
vals and the solution filtered. 100 c.c. of the filtrate was evap-
orated to dryness in a weighed platinum dish ignited to dull red-
ness to remove water and any traces of organic matter, cooled
and weighed. The average results are shown in Table II. The
time is given in the first column and the number of milligrams
per 100 c.c. solution is given in the second column. Distilled
water was used as solvent.
Time in
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The data are plotted in Fig. 5 to show the relation of the time
factor to the amount of soluble residue. At first the curve is
steep but gradually approaches a horizontal direction after about
20 days. The largest amount of solution takes place during the
first few hours. As the solution continues the rate decreases
slowly as it approximates zero or as equilibrium conditions are
reached. From these experiments it is evident that there is a
limit to the concentration of mineral solutions. While this is
true, it is also shown that a readjustment ought to take place
rapidly to correspond to any change in the water content.
?on
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c. c. of the solution were concentrated to about half the volume,
when enough ammoniacal ammonium oxalate was added to pre-
cipitate all of the calcium, aluminum, etc. After the removal
of the precipitate the solution was evaporated to dryness in
the presence of sulfuric acid. The excess of acid and the am-
monia was removed at this point by heating to dull redness.
The potassium was then precipitated by an excess of platinic
chloride solution. After thorough washing with alcohol to re-
move the excess of platinic chloride and soluble chloroplatinates,
the precipitate, together witih the filter, was transferred to a
weighed platinum crucible and reduced by ignition. After
slight acidulation, the residue was thoroughly washed with hot
water and weighed as metallic platinum.
The potassium involved in the reaction was calculated from
the amount of metallic platinum.
Table I contains the data for these experiments. In every
case 25 grams of finely ground feldspar was stirred with 100
c.c. of water. Other salts were added in different amounts.
Time 7 weeks.
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Lime causes more potassium to go into solution than does any
of the other combinations tried. This is probably not because
of the alkaline character of the solution, otherwise an equal
amount of potassium would have dissolved where Na.j C03 was
substituted for the lime. Also there is a marked difference be-
tween the action of lime and gypsum. It has been generally
supposed that gypsum is about as valuable as lime when applied
to soils.
The last column in Table 1 shows the amount of potassium in
excess over the average amount found in the solution where
water and feldspar had been stirred together. These differences
ai'e credited to the action of the various agents which were
added to the solutions. The excess, as seen, varies from 35.7 per
cent, to 125 per cent., with lime highest and gypsum lowest.
The general effect of all of the commonly used manurial salts
on the feldspars in the soils tends to increase the available
potassium, or, at any rate, to make the potassium dissolve
faster.
It has been a time-honored custom to speak of the. interaction
between lime and the so-called soil zeolytes. Zeolytes are rep-
resented by the partially decomposed minerals where the potas-
sium is easily replaced by lime and other similar bases.
In order to determine the rapidity with which these changes
take place, we have treated a zeolyte with water, lime and gyp-
sum. A zeolyte, commonly known as apophylite, was reduced
to a fine powder by grinding. Portions of 30 grams each were
weighed into glass-stoppered bottles. To one poilion was added
100 c.c. water, to another 100 c.c. water and 1 gram CaO, and
to the third 100 c.c. water and 1 gram CaSO. These were placed
in a thermostat at 24.5 degrees C, and stirred for 9 weeks. The
series was run in triplicate.
The average of the results are shown in Table 6:
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amount was dissolved. Since tlie differences between tlie
amounts of potassium obtained from the various solutions varies
less than .3 of one milligram from the average, all must be ot
the same magnitude.
Before making the observations on the feldspar a number of
experiments were made to determine the action of lime and
gypsum on soils. These experiments have been carried on both
in the field and in the laboratory.
Samples of soil were collected from check plots and from plots
that had been treated with heavy applications of both lime, and
gypsum. In the latter samples the soil was taken from imme-
diately under the spots where the lime, was still in evidence.
The samples were taken two years after the application of the
lime. The soil was of the strong clay variety and carried about
3 per cent, potassium oxide. After thorough mixing the sam-
ples were shaken with water in the usual way, and the amount
of potassium in the extract determined in parts per million of
the dry soil. The results on four samples follow:
Table 7. Parts Potassium per Mill, of Dry Soil.




3 _ 11 11
4 12 10
Average 11 10.5
Practically there is no difference in the amounts of potassium
washed from these soils whether lime or no lime had been ap-
plied. However, the amount of inorganic residue in the extracts
of the limed soils was much the greater. The lime and gypsum
had affected the mechanical condition of the soil in so much as
the untreated portions were less friable and showed a greater
tendency to puddle. At the same time no difference has been
noted in the yield of grass on the different plots up to and in-
cluding the fourth mowing. In the meantime the soil had been
subjected to the action of the lime and the freezing and thaw-
ing of two winters.
Samples of a clay and sandy clay soil were treated with lime
at the rate of 1 and 2 grams per 100 grams of soil, and stirred
constantly for 5 weeks with 500 c.c. of water. At the end of
this time the solutions were filtered and the amount of potas-
sium determined in each solution. These results follow:
Jnlimed Clay.
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equilibrium. Equilibrium having been established, the amount
of solute depends on the amount of moisture.
The rate at which the feldspar dissolves is fairly rapid until
approximate equilibrium is established.
The rate at which the soil minerals dissolve decreases as
equilibrium is approached.
The effect of these solvents is to increase the amount of solu-
ble potassium in the feldspars.
Time produces the most pronounced results.
These solvents do not increase the amount of water soluble
potassium in soils.
We have not been able to replace the potassium in zeolytes,
(apophylite), by stirring the ground mineral with lime.
The results are different, depending on whether soil or mineral
is subjected to the action of these solvents. The difference is
due to the presence of clay in the soils.
The action of the clay is not dependent on temperature.
The addition of clay to a solution of CaO depresses the solubil-
ity of the CaO. This action, appai-'ently is analogous to the de-
pression of the solubility of potassium.
From a laboratory point of view, the effects of lime on a soil
are more mechanical than chemical. The mechanical effects
are easily noted. The chemical effects cannot be followed.
In a practical way the mechanical effects due to the action ot
lime may or may not produce greater crop yields. At present
we cannot make predictions either way with any great cer-
tainty.
Neither field nor la.boratory work has been able to establish
any relation between applications of lime to soil and the amount
of water soluble potassium in the soil moisture.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.
FBED W. TAYLOR.
I. ORGANIZATION AND EQUIPMENT.
The only important change in the organization of this depart-
ment since the last report, was its division July 1st, 1908, into
the two departments of Agronomy and Animal Husbandry. This
division has been made in nearly all similar institutions, and
seemed justified here on the ground that the work and inter-
ests of the two departments were essentially different and not
closely allied. It is believed that the change will add to the
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efRciency of both departments, since there can be a greater
concentration of work and energy along the respective lines.
Prof. E. L. Shaw, who had been assistant in agriculture, and
who had direct charge of the animal husbandry work since
Sept., 1903, resigned his position July 1st, 1907, to accept a
similar one with the Bureau of Animal Industry at Washington,
D. C. On July 1st, 1907, Mr. Jasper F. Eastman, (Mass. Agrl
College '07) was secured as assistant in Agronomy and has had
charge of the field and laboratory work in that line. Several
changes have been made during the past two years in the posi-
tion of herdsman, but on April 1st of this year we were fortu-
nate in securing for that position Mr. J. C. McNutt, (Ohio State
Univ. '07), who has had much training in the judging and handl-
ing of livestock. Mr. Geo. S. Ham, who has capably filled the
position of farm foreman for the past three years, has tendered
his resignation, to take effect November 1st.
In the matter of equipment, the most important additions have
been the erection of a sheep barn and the purchase of sheep tor
the sheep breeding work, which is now being prosecuted under
the provisions of the Adams Fund. For the work in grain pro-
duction a self-binder, a thresher and a fanning mill have re-
cently been purchased.
II. AGRONOMY.
The work of the Agricultural Department naturally falls un-
der two heads; i. e., agronomy and animal husbandry. The
agronomy work having to do with soils, the production of field
crops, and the use of fertilizers and manures, is reported under
the following heads: 1. Soil Tests. 2. Corn Breeding, 3. Grain
Crops, 4. Fertilization of Grass Land, 5. Forage Crops, 6. Seed
Testing, 7. Co-operative Work.
1. Soil Testing.
In order to try the practicability of the so-called "wire basket"
method of determining the manurial requirements of soils, a
series of tests was conducted in the laboratory and green-houses
last winter. The object of these tests was two-fold;—first, to
determine the maximum differences, both In the transpiration
and green weight of the plants with and without manurial ele-
ments; second, to determine the closeness of agreement between
the results obtained from the basket method and those obtained
from field plots on the same type of soil.
Four types of soil were taken from various fields of the col-
lege farm, i. e., stony loam, sandy loam, clay loam and clay. In
No.
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with a careful scheme of breeding. The ear row test is a sim-
ple method of determining the comparative productivity of indi-
vidual ears of corn by planting the kernels from each ear in a
separate row of fifty hills. Each row is then cut and husked
separately, and a record of its yield is kept. By saving out
some of the kernels from each ear at planting time remnants
are secured. The following year the remnants of the two best
producing ears in the test are planted in a small, well-isolated
plot, and by detass^ling the stalks from one of the remnants, a
direct cross between these two is secured.
By a repetition of this process for a few years, a strain ot
corn will be obtained whose pedigree will be known and whose
ancestry will have been proved to be good producers. From
the work thvis far completed, it is evident that there is even a
greater variation in the productiveness of individual ears of
corn which are externally similar than there is between dairy
animals of similar characteristics and appearance. For exam-
ple, last year, which was a most unfavorable one for corn, the
yields from fifty selected ears varied from 11 to 27 bushels per
acre. While the testing of varieties is interesting and import-
ant, the real method of corn improvement, and the one to whicn
we must look for results, is selection and breeding.
3. Geaix Crops.
During the season of 1907 the comparative yields and matur-
ing qualities of 23 varieties of field corn and of 10 varieties of
ensilage corn were obtained. A test was also made of 10 com-
mon varieties of oats to determine which was the most produc-
tive, the most rust proof and best adapted to New Hampshire
conditions. These varieties varied in yield from 40 to 68 bush-
els per acre and from 29 to 34.5 lbs. per bushel, one known
as Long's White Tartar proving the. best all-round variety.
A three-quarter acre plot of winter wheat yielded at the rate
or 30.7.5 bushels of grain and 2580 iSs. of straw per aci'e. This
grain was sold at the rate of $1.25 to $1.50 per bushel. On the
wheat ground grass seed was sown the latter part of IMarch,
and a most excellent catch was secured, thus showing a new
method of seeding down for New Hampshire conditions. Spring
wheat yielded at the rate of 18.2 bushels of grain and 3010 lbs.
of straw per acre.
During the present season the yields and maturity of 29
varieties of field corn and of 12 varieties of ensilage corn have
been determined, but are being reserved for a separate publica-
tion on Corn Culture. Twelve varieties of oats, two of wheat
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and five of barley were tested this year, the results of which
will be published later.
4. Fertilization of Grass Laxd.
Certain tests begun in 1907 and planned to continue until 1912,
or later, are being conducted on a heavy clay soil with a series
of 47 plots', 30 of which are 1-10 acre and 17 are 1-20 acre. Each
plot has been plowed as a separate land, and a 3-inch tile drain
has been placed between every other one of them. The plots
thus have equal surface and underdrainage, which is very essen-
tial for uniform results.
The objects of this experiment are, first, to secure data upon
the yields of hay from continuous growth upon unfertilized land;
second, to determine what fertilizer constituent is most needed
in the given type of soil; third, to determine in what form any
given constituent can be most economically applied; fourth,'
to determine the amounts of any constituent, or constituents,
which will produce the lar'gest yields; fifth, to determine the
effect of lime alone, and in conjunction with various combina-
tions of fertilizers; sixth, to afford an opportunity to study the
question of the "availability of potash." The. last two are mat-
ters of chemical concern and are being investigated by the
chemical department.
The scheme of fertilization is as follows:
Table I. Plan of Grass Fertilizer Plots, 1001 to 1912.
PLaut food added per acre.
30 lbs. Nitrogen.
Plot.
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Plot. Amt. per acre. Kiud of Fertilizer.
18. 10,000 lbs. Manure,
19.
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Each plot will be fertilized exactly the same every year, and
every third plot, in order to serve as a check on the others, will
receive no fertilizer of any kind during the entire period. Since
it is planned to have the series continue for a period of five to
ten years, no definite results can be given at this time. It may
be stated in general terms, however, that the nitrogen fertiliz-
ers are giving the best returns, with timothy and red top pre-
dominating, while the phosphoric acid and manure are encour-
aging the growth of the clovers.
5. Fertilizing Old Sod La^-d.
In the spring of 1904 an acre plot of a four-year-old sod on
uniform sandy loam soil was divided into four equal sections.
On April 20th section 1 received a mixture of 150 lbs. nitrate
of soda, 100 lbs. acid phosphate and 50 lbs. muriate of potash
at the rate of 300 lbs, per acre; section 2 received nothing;
section 3 received nitrate of soda at rate of 300 lbs. per acre;
section 4 received barnyard manure at rate of 12 tons per acre.
On April 21st, 1905, the same kinds and amounts of fertilizer
were applied to the sections as in 1904. In 1906 no fertilizer
or manure of any kind was applied, the object being to see how
persistent the effect of the two previous applications would be.
The results are given in the following table, where the nitrate
of soda is figured at $56, the acid phosphate at $14, the muriate
of potash at $42, the manure at $1, and the hay at $14 per ton:
Table 2. Shoioing Effect and Yalue of Fertilisers on Old Sod.
Complete ZSTitrate Barnyard
Pert. Xotliiug of Soda Manure
Ton per A. Tons per^A. Tons per A. Tons per A.
Yield 1904 2.76 2 . 28 2.36 2.98
Yield 1905 2.70 1.73 2.39 3.01
Yield 1906 1 . 90 1.71 1 . 65 2 . 64
Total 7.36 5.72 6.40 8.63
Increased yield 1.64 0.00 .68 2.91
Value of increase $22.96 0.00 $9.52 $40.74
Value of fert 11.90 0.00 16.80 24.00
Profit or loss + 11.06 0.00 ^7.28 +16.74
The following conclusions may be drawn from the results in
the table:
1. That a complete chemical fertilizer gives a very fair re-
turn but is not persistent.
2. That nitrate of soda alone was used at a loss; a lighter
application would probably have been more economical.
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3. That barnyard manure makes a good top-dressing for grass
land, and that its effect is persistent.
4. That sod lands of medium age can be greatly benefited
by proper kinds of top-dressings.
6. Forage Crops.
The principal work during the past two years in this line has
been with alfalfa. Manj^ inquires from farmers in all parts of
the state have been received concerning it, and so much inter-
est has been shown that continued study of the plant seems
warranted. Our experience with alfalfa here is contained in
Press Circular No. 1, published elsewhere, in this report. During
the past season co-operative tests on 1-4 to 1-2 acre plots have
been conducted with farmers in various parts of the state..
About three-fourths of these have reported good stands this fall,
while the remaining one-fourth have had tr'ouble with weeds,
dry weather a.nd ledgy soil. The two critical points in securing
a stand seem to be in having a soil which is free from weeds,
and one which will not heave with freezing.
A second important forage crop, especially for those engaged
in sheep raising, is Dwarf Essex rape. This is a plant belong-
ing to the Mustard family and is not unlike kale or headless
cabbage, to which it is closely related. It is a plant of Euro-
pean origin, and is just being generally introduced into this
country, as its merits are being found out. It may be sown any-
time between May 1st and July 1st, and will produce from five
to six tons per acre of a ve.ry palatable, green forage. It may
be sown either in drills or broadcast, about 2 1-2 lbs. of seed
per acre being used in the former and 4 lbs. in the latter case.
If the ground is free from weeds, broadcasting is preferable,
but if it is inclined to be weedy- sow in drills 30 inches apart
and cultivate. Ihe plants are not easily injured by frost, and
when successive sowings are made, continuous pasturage may
be had from the middle of July to the first of November.
7. Seed Testing.
On account of the high percentage of weed seed, dead seed, and
other foreign matter which we have found in commercial grass
seed during the past few years, a press circular was published
in January of this year, requesting all those who desired to have
samples of grass seed inspected, to send them to the Station,
where such inspection would be made free of charge. Thirty
samples were received and reported on to the parties interested.
The following table shows in a summarized way the results of
the inspection:
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Legend to Columns
I. Sample number.
II. Name and address of senders, and the kind and the number of weed seeds
found in one pound of the seed.
III. Percent of vitality.
IV. Percent of purity.
V. Percent of foreign seed.
VI. Percent of dirt or inert matter.
VII. Number of seeds in one pound of the sample.
VIII. Number of immature or ungerminable seeds in pound of the sample.
Table 3. Seed Inspection, 190S.
I II III IV V VI VII VIII
TIMOTHY
C. C. L. Jenness, Dover 97.20 99.79 0.21 0.0 9CC,384 27,059
Bed Clover 225; Goosefoot 225
12 Holbrook Groc. Co., Keene 96.0 99.81 0.0 .19 1,132,176 45,287
16 C. L Jenness, Dover 91.5 99.1 0.0 .90 1,097,266 88,516
20. Milliard & Kimball, Exeter 93.5 99.1 0.9 0.0 1,170,132 76,058_
Blue Vervain 1134; Evening
Primrose 1134; Alsike Clover 21,268.
24 Breek & Sons, Boston 95.0 99.94 0.0 0.06 1,187,748 59,387
28. C. N. Dodge, Hampton Falls 95.0 99.41 0.29 0.3 931,660 46,583
Rugel's Plantain 907; Alsike Clover
454; Sheep Sorrel 227; Ribgrass 227;
Crabgrass 227.
30. Holbrook Groc. Co., Keene 94.0 99.78 0.12 0.1 1,092,643 65,558
Red Clover 226; Crabgrass 226
RED TOP
3 Holbrook Groc. Co., Keene 66.0 98.56 0.98 0.46 4,043,300 1,578,715
Timothy 15,880
5 C L Jenness, Dover 67.0 85.7 14.3 0.0 4,240.372 1,399,422
'Timotliy 235,934
18. C. L. Jenness, Dover 72.7 87.0 12.0 1.0 5,260,.520 1,433,492
Timothv 185,118
23 Breck & Sons. Boston 79.0 77.04 15.52 7.44 3,936,&32 826,735
Timothy 181,388; Rugel's Plantain..
3g29
29. C.N.Dodge, Hampton Falls 59.0 99.5 0.0 0.5 4,916,440 2,015,740
RED CLOVER
2. Holbrook Groc. Co., Keene 88.0 98.83 0.03 0.54 278,441 33,413
Timothy 544; Ribgrass 363
7. Geo. H.Brown, Manchester 85.0 95.34 2.86 1.8 311.032 46,655
Timothy 8166; Green Foxtail 1633; . .
.
Ribgrass 998; Bitten Dock 817; Sheep
Sorrel 363
8. Geo. H. Brown, Manchester 83.0 97..34 2.29 .37 293.808 49,947
Timothy 1361; Green Foxtail
816; Sheep Sorrel 303; Bitter Dock..
272; Pigweed 272
11 Geo. h! Brown, Manchester 91.0 99.15 0.85 0.0 259.156 23,324
Sheep Sorrel 3640; Ribgrass 420
13 Holbrook Groc Co., Keene 91.0 99.S.-> 0.0 0.15 299,044 26,913
lo' C L Jenness, Dover, Ribgrass 78.7 93.91 4.85 1.24 349,216 74,383
3539; Worm Seed 1361; Sheep Sorrel
725; Green Foxtail 726; Hoarhound
272 • • •
19 Hilliard & Kimball, Exeter, White 72.5 79.65 19.32 1.03 295,532 81,271
Dock 19,872; Ribwort 6261, Sheep
Sorrel 1543; Mexican Tea 1270; Green
Foxtail 726; Canada Thistle 635;
Wormseed 364, etc
22 Breck & Sons, Boston, Ribgrass 78.25 95.72 3.09 1.19 364,312 79,237
4265; Green Ft)xtail 635; Goosefoot..
1906; Sheep Sorrel 998; Timothy 726.
26 C N. Dodge, Hampton Falls Rib- 82.5 97.02 0.83 1.55 285,356 49,937
frass 363; Green Foxtail 181; Un-
nown 1815
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Table 3. Seed Inspection, J90S (Continued)
.
I II III IV V VI VII VIII
ALSIKE CLOVER
1. Holbrook Groc. Co., Keene 7,5.0 0.-..4.5 4.33 0.12 S43,.340 210,835
Tiinotliy 36,751; Sheep Sorrel 907
10. Geo. H. Brown, Manchester 92.0 99.93 0.07 0.1 711,710 56,937
Timothy 4,54
17. C. L. Jenness, Dover, Timothy S4.0 90.0 3.75 0.25 705,350 112,856
14,155; Sheep Sorrel 362; Crabgrass
181; Unknown 272
25. Breck & Sons, Boston, Timothy 86.25 90.6 9.4 0.0 783,288 107,702
119,328; Sheep Sorrel 4310; Evening
Primrose 680; Green Foxtail 227;
Peppergrass 227
27. O. N.Dodge, Hampton Falls 89.5 98.18 1.82 0.0 663,816 69,700
Timothy 17,014; Canada Tliistle 227;
Lamb's Quarters 227
ALFALFA
4. H. T. Corey, Manchester 92 9S.9 0.4,8 0.62 258,325 20.346
9. Geo. H. Brown, M.auchester 79.5 99.16 0.74 0.10 254,324 52,136
Ribgrass 1814; Golden Hawkweed...
21. Breck & Sons, Boston, Ribgrass 272; 98.5 99.24 0.28 0.48 226.860 3,403
Unknown 453
8. Co-operative Work.
During the past season three lines of co-operative work liave
been carried on by this department in various parts of the state.
These are as follows:
1. The growing of alfalfa.
2. The growing of ensilage, corn.
3. Fertilizer tests with corn.
In the tests with alfalfa the station furnished the necessary
seed for 1-4 to 1-2 acre plots, and gave directions and sugges-
tions for preparing the ground and sowing the seed. Twenty-
five farmers co-operated in the work this season.
Two farmers in the vicinity of Whitefield co-operated in the
growing of ensilage corn for the purpose of finding the com-
parative maturity and adaptation of different varieties in the
northern part of the state. In this case the Station outlined the
test and furnished the seed.
A co-operative test with fertilizers on tenth acre plots of pop-
corn, was conducied at East Wakefield. The purpose being to
determine the fertilizer needs of the ridge soils in that vicinity.
The Station furnished and mixed the fertilizers and) supervised
the planting and handling of the crop.
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III. ANIMAL HUSBANDRY.
The work in Animal Husbandry has been carried on under
four heads, namely:
1. Slieep breeding (Early lamb production).
2. Sheep feeding.
3. Pig feeding.
4. Comparison of corn stover and hay for dairy cows.
I. Sheep Breeding.
The sheep breeding work, as outlined in the previous re-
port, was carried on during the season of 1907-08, as follows:
The breeding season opened August 1st and continued until
October 2Gth. The flocks, five in number, wer'e headed respec-
tively by pure bred Hampshire, Shropshire, Dorset Horn, Lin-
coln and Southdown rams. Each flock consisted of pure bred
ewes of the same breed as the ram heading the flock, grade
Rambouillet ewes, and native, ewes.
The lambs following this breeding season began to come on
December 29th, with the pure bred Dorset Horn and Rambouil-
let ewes lambing earliest.
The average birth weight of lambs sired by the Hampshire
ram was 9.5 lbs; of lambs sired by the Shropshire, 7.7 lbs; ot
lambs sired by the Dorset Horn, 8.4 lbs; of lambs sired by the
Lincoln, 8.43 lbs. The Southdown ram proved a non-breeder.
The weekly gains made by the lambs sired by these several
rams were carefully studied and compared. The heaviest gains
were made by lambs sired by the Hampshire and Shropshire
rams. The lambs sired by the Dorset Horn ram ranked third
as regards gains, and those sired by the Lincoln ram fourth.
All of the Hampshire and Shropshire crosses fattened well and
also made growth; the Dorset Horn and Lincoln Rambouillet
cross did not fatten well; hence they did not make desirable
carcasses when dressed. With but one exception the lambs
sired by the Lincoln ram did not make good killinigi lambs.
The early lamb market requires a lamb which is young,
short in legs, short and broad in body, well fattened and dresses
between 25 and 30 pounds.
The following cuts, with descriptions, show the desirable types
and undesirable types in early lambs; also the characteristics
of lambs of the crosses above mentioned.
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On April 20th five lambs were dressed and shii)ped to the Bos-
ton Market. Total selling price $26.00.
On May 25th thirteen lambs were dressed and shipped to the
Boston Market. Total selling price ?76.00.
The first consignment of lambs was put on a low market.
The second consignment was pnt onto a better market, and, as
a whole, was a better class of lambs.
The demand of the market is for the better lambs: with better
lambs a higher price can be obtained. Much depends upon the
type of sire used.
Fig. 6. Shropshire-Rambouillet. Ewe Live weiglat, 52 lbs. ; Dressed
weight, 26 Ib.s. ; Dressing per cent., 50. Type : Blocky and fat. A very
desirable lamb.
The earlier the lambs can be put onto the market the higher
the price will be. In order to have early lambs the ewes must
be induced to breed as early as August, at least. This can be
accomplished by taking the lambs from the ewes early and al-
lowing them to recuperate on rich, succulent pasture before the
ram is let to them. The best succulent pasture that can be
sown for ewes is rape. It will have a tendency to increase the
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condition of the ewes quickly and fit them for ram service
early.
II. Sheep Feedixc.
On March 25th 8 yearling ewes and S aged ewes were divided
into two lots, 4 yearlings and 4 aged ewes in a lot. for the pur-
pose of comparing Xtravim Molasses with corn meal, as a fat-
tening" feed for sheep.
Pig. 7. Shropshire-Native. Ram. Live weight, 60 lbs. ; Dressed weight,
28 lbs. ; Dressing per cent., 46.6. Type : Bloclvy, not so fat as 1.
Lot I was fed molasses, middlings and oats in the following
proportions for concentrated feed: Molasses 1-2, Middlings 1-4.
Oats 1-4. Their roughage was second crop clover.
Lot II was fed corn meal, middlings and oats in the following
proportions, as a concentrated feed: Corn meal 1-2, middlings
1-4, oats 1-4. Their roughage was second crop clover.
Lot I received 1.13 lbs. of the molasses and grain mixture and
1.52 lbs. hay per head, per day.
Lot II received 1.17 lbs. of the grain mixture and 1.52 lbs. hay
per head iier day.
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The preliminary feeding period was from Marcti 25th to April
1st. The feeding period was 60 days in length, lasting from
April 1st to May 31st.
The gain of Lot I was 1.4 times that of Lot II, and was made
1.5 times cheaper for each 100 lbs. gain.
III. Pig Feedijsg.
On October 5th 15 shoats, averaging in weight from 141 to
151 lbs., were divided into five lots, three in a lot, for fattening.
Fig. 8. Hampshire-Rambouillet. Ram. Live weight, 62 lbs. ; Dressed
weight, 30 lbs. ; Dressing per cent., 4S. Type : Blocky, low and thick ; fast
growing and easy fattening.
These lots were fed 7 days as a preliminary feeding period, on
the feeds used in the experiment. On October 11 and 12th they
were again weighed, an average taken and these weights used
as initial weights. The feeding period extended from Oct. 12
to Nov. 16th, a period of 35 days, with the following results:
At the end of the feeding period all of these lots were in
good market condition. Lot I being the least desirable.
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Lot I, fed soaked shell corn, gained 87.2 lbs. at a cost of 7.3c.
per pound.
Lot II, fed shelled corn and skim milk, gained 141 lbs. at a
cost of 7.4c. per pound.
Lot III, fed shelled corn and middlings, gained 99.3 lbs. at a
cost of 8.9c. per pound.
Lot IV, fed shelled corn, middlings and skim milk, gained 129
lbs., at a cost of 8.2c. per pound.
Fig. 9. Hampshire-Native. Ram. Live weight, 54 lbs. ; Dressed
weight, 27 lbs. ; Dressing per cent., 50. Type : Broad and deep bodied, but
a trifle too long legged.
Lot V, fed shelled corn, middlings and molasses, gained 104.7
lbs., at a cost of 8.89c. per pound.
In the above feeding test none of the gains were satisfac-
tory; too much feed was consumed for the gains returned. The
cost of gains were too high in all cases. This can be explained
by the fact that the price of grain was high, the hogs were
started on feed at an age when the cost of grain is high, and
the total gains were too low.
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IV. Comparison of Corn Stover and Hay fob Dairy Cows.
In view of the fact that several inquiries had been received
concerning corn stover in dairy rations, and also that consid-
erable corn stover was left for feed it was deemed wise to feed
It to the best advantage to the dairy cattle, and to determine
its value from the feeding standpoint.
Fig. 10. Lincoln-Native. Ham. Live weight, 47.5 Ibis. ; Dressed
weight, 24.5 lbs. ; Dressing per cent., 51.1. Type : Blocky, low set ; broad
and fat.
Accordingly, four cows in about the same period of lactation,
constituted two lots which were fed as follows:
Lot I consumed 489 lbs. grain, 1125 lbs. corn stover and 164.5
silage, from January 20th to February 19th, and produced
1622.3 lbs. milk, testing 3.75 per cent., making 59.76 lbs. butter
fat.
Lot II consumed during the same period 489 lbs. grain, 1240
lbs. cut corn stover and 1645 lbs. silage, and produced 1221.1 lbs.
milk, testing 4 per cent., and making 48.84 lbs. butter fat.
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On Feb. 20th the feeding of coi-n stover and hay was reversed
from Lot II to Lot I, Lot II receiving hay and Lot I receiving
corn stover.
The period from February 20 to March 1 was used to get
the cows well started. The second feeding period started on
March 1st and extended to March 30th.
Fig. 11. Lincoln-Rambouillet. Ewe. Live weight, 56.5 lbs. ; Dressed
weight, 25 lbs. ; Dressing per cent., 44. Type : Long and hard to fattei).
Lot I consumed 517.5 lbs. grain, 1057 lbs. corn stover and 1860
lbs. silage, and produced 1345.8 lbs. milk testing 3.65 per cent.,
and making 50.17 lbs. butter fat.
Lot II consumed 508 lbs. grain. 1222 lbs. hay and 18G0 lbs. sil-
age, and produced 1269.4 lbs. milk testing 3.9 per cent., and
making 49.42 lbs. butter fat.
2297 lbs. corn stover, in conjunction with 3505 lbs. silage and
1006.5 lbs. grain, yielded 2566.1 lbs. milk and 99.01 lbs. butter
fat.
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2347 lbs. hay, in conjunction with H.jO.j lbs. silage and lU06.b
ll;s. grain yielded 2S91.7 lbs. milk and 109. IS lbs. butter fat.
The hay fed was straight Timothy. The cows in Lot I, when
put onto coin stover, lost flesh. The cows in Lot II, when put
onto timothy hay. gained flesh.
REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF ANIMAL
HUSBANDRY.
W. H. Pew, Am.m.vl HusB.vMm.^x.
On July 1st, 1908, the Animal Husbandry Department was
made a separate department. The work of this department
has been planned as follows:
1. Sheep Breeding. (New Project.)
2. Sheep Feeding,
o. Pig Feeding.
T. Sheep Breedixg. (New Project.)
The sheep breeding work during the year past was carried on
under the Hatch Fund. On April 1st new work was outlined
under the Adams Fund, as follows:
A. Objects.
1. To determine the principles involved and best meth-
ods to be employed in grading up a flock of sheep, par-
ticularly for early lamb production, studying the char-
acters of crosses with reference to Mendel's law.
2. To determine the priciples involved in fixing cer-
tain characters in sheep, studying the closeness v.itn
which the characters of the hybrids follow Mendel's law,
and their application to breeding problems.
B. Plan.
1. Plan of object. (1)
a. Breed a pure-bred Dorset Horn ram to Grade ewes
of uniform type; select from this cross representative
males and females; breed these together to produce some
characters which are pure; choose the most desirable
character and perpetuate it by the use of successive gen-
erations of these crosses, as breeding stock, studying the
characters of the generations to determine how closely
they follow Mendel's law.
The Dorset Horn ram will be used in this line of breeding
because the Dorset Horn breed combines early breeding and
heavy milking (lualities.
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Plan of object (2).
a. Breed a pure-bred Hampshire ram to pure bred
Rambouillet ewes; using this cross because of the color
markings and form of the Hampshire, and the fleece of
the Rambouillet. In succeeding matings use the progeny
of this cross; study the hybrid characters; how closely
Fig. 12. Dorset-Rambouillet. Ram. Live weight, 56 lbs. ; Dressed
weight, 21 lbs. ; Dressing per cent., 37.5. Type : Lacked flesh and thick-
ness ; very heavy paunch. Very poor dressing type of lamb.
they follow Mendel's law and how they may be applied
to breeding problems.
b. Make reciprocal crosses with the Dorset Horn and
Southdown breeds using: 1st, the Southdown ram on Dor-
set Horn ewes, and 2d the Dorset Horn ram on Southdown
ewes. Study closely the Mendalian characters shown by
these crosses and their value to practical breeding prob-
lems.
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These reciprocal crosses will be made to determine the Influ-
ence of the male and female of each breed.
c. Study the fecundity of strains of breeds of sheep,
and perpetuate this quality by crossing with multi-nippled
sheep. The fecundity of Dorset Horn Sheep will be stud-
ied with reference to the flock records and information
gathered from breeders. No breeding will be done for
one year, but data will be gathered.
Inasmuch as the Lincoln crosses did not prove out success-
fully for early lamb types, it has been thought best to discard
these crosses and breed up a small flock of pure bred Lincolns,
adapted to New Hampshire conditions. These pure breds will
be utilized in the future in breeding for wool characteristics.
Co-operation in this work has been arranged with the Depart-
ment of Experimental evolution of the Carnegie Institute, Cold
Spring Harbor, N. Y., whereby the Director of this Department
makes two trips a year to the New Hampshire Experiment Sta-
tion and inspects the work as previously outlined, offering sug-
gestions as the work progresses. This will be of great value to
the experiment, as a large amount of experimental work on
breeding questions has been done at the Carnegie Institute.
Thus far the work has been carried on as outlined.
The lambs were taken from the ewes early so that they were
given a chance to recuperate. On July loth the entire flock of
ewes were put onto a piece of well grown rape and kept there
until August 1st. About July 25th, 2 pure bred Hampshire ewes,
2 pure bred Shropshire ewes, 3 pure bred Dorset ewes, and 4
pure bred Rambouillet ewes were added to the breeding flock.
A yearling Southdown ram and yearling Hampshire ram, both
of grand type, were purchased to head their respective flocks.
The breeding season opened on August 1st. A number of-
ewes were bred the first week in August. During the month
between thirty-flve and forty ewes were bred. The earliness of
breeding is due to the increase in condition of the ewes pastur-
ing on the green, succulent rape.
Before another grazing season opens, more pasture land must
be provided for the sheep; a shortage of pasture has been a
great handicap to the work this year, as the pasture land allot-
ted to the sheep work is insutticient on account of lack of acre-
age, as well as productiveness. The rape sown for the sheep
proved of great value during July and August, but was insuf-
ficient to carry through the fall months.
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II. Sheep Feedixg.
A continuation of the sheep feeding work, carried on last
spring, will be made next spring. A further study of molasses
in the sheep ration will be made. The number of sheep that
will be available cannot be determined at this time.
III. Pig Feeding.
There are a number of problems confronting the hog grower
from the feeding standpoint, the greatest of which is the grow-
ing of hogs with profit without depending upon waste products.
Green forage crops for growing pigs is attracting attention.
The feeding of packing house by-products is becoming more
prominent. In order to do satisfactory experimental work along
this line proper equipment in the way of a piggery must be pro-
vided.
REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF BOTANY.
CHARLES BROOKS.
ORGANIZATION AND EQUIPMENT.
Since July 1, 190S, Mr. Isaac M. Lewis has served as assist-
ant in botany. He has made the leaf spot of apples a subject
of special investigation and gives his results and conclusions
under that head in this report.
The great need of the department is a small greenhouse in
which plants may be reared, and where inoculation experiments
may be carried on under known conditions. Because of the lack
of this, it has often been necesasry to leave the relation of a
fungus to its host undetermined and the most important prob-
lems in connection with certain diseases unsolved.
INVESTIGATIONS.
The Physiology of the Baldwin Apple Tree. One of the prob-
lems undertaken under the Adams Fund was a study of the
physiology of the Baldwin tree with special reference to the
determination of the factors controlling the formation of truit
buds. Such literature as bears upon the subject has been re-
viewed, buds gathered at various seasons of the year have been
studied, experiments in artificial nutrition made, and experi-
ments carried out to determine the effect of overbearing. The
work is not near enough completion to justify a full report.
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Fruit Spot of Apples. A second line of work under the Adams
Fund is the determination of the cause, aiature and prevention
of certain little understood diseases. The first problem taken
up was the Fruit Spot of apples. The work has been brought
practically to completion. The results and conclusions are
given on pages 332-365.
Leaf Spot of Apples. A second disease investigated under the
same fund was the Leaf Spot of Apples. A preliminary report
on this is given on pages 365-370.
Pine Blight. Considerable time has been given to an inves-
tigation of this much talked of trouble. The infoi'mation is
reported and discussed on pages 370-371.
Fungous Diseases of the State. An important line of work un-
der the Hatch Fund, has been a study of the diseases of plants
as they occur in the state. Much of the correspondence of
the department has been in answer to inquiries as to the iden-
tity and prevention of these diseases. A record has been kept
of the extent and nature of these troubles, and a partial report
is given on pages 371-382.
Fungicides. Experiments have been made to determine the
value of various proprietary fungicides that are now upon the
market, and in search of a fungicide that has the efficiency of
bordeaux but is less likely to russet the fruit. See pages 382-385.
Government Cooperative Work. A part of the work on fungi-
cides has been carried on in co-operation with the Bureau ot
Plant Industry, U. S. Department of Agriculture. See pages 385-
389.
Apple Diseases. Extensive experiments have been made in
the control of apple diseases. The results are quite conclusive.
See pages 332-370 and 382-389.
Potato Diseases. In the summer of 1907 various fungicides
and several methods of spraying were tested on potatoes. There
wa.s no late blight that season and the early blight was not very
serious. The foliage on the sprayed potatoes was green until
frost, while that on the unsprayed ones was practically dead ten
days before that time. The potatoes used in the experiments were
planted late and the sprayed plants were killed before maturity
by the frosts of September 18. The yields obtained showed
decided advantage from spraying. The results did not make
it conclusive as to the comparative value of the various fungi-
cides, and can be discussed better after further tests have been
made.
Cucumber Diseases. In view of the widespread destruction of
the cucumbers by blight in 1906, experiments were planned the
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next season to determine the best fungicides for the control ot
the disease and the best method of application. No blight
occurred that summer and no benefit was seen from spraying.
Weeds and Their Destruction. The large number of inquiries
in regard to the identity of weeds and as to the best means of
destruction, miade special demand for definite data upon the
use of chemicals for their control. The work on this problem
is reported on page 389.
*THE FRUIT SPOT OF APPLES.
chables brooks,
(with plates 1-7)
A considerable percentage of the Baldwin apples of New Eng-
land are marred by the presence of certain fruit spots, described
in the Bulletins of the New Hampshire Experiment Station as
the Brown Spot of Baldwins. The following paper is a report
of the results obtained in an effort to determine the cause of
this spot, its morphological and physiological characteristics,
and means of prevention. A brief review of earlier work on
this and closely related effects will be of value in the later pre-
sentation of the subject matter.
REVIEW OF LITERATURE.
In 1879 Sorauer (1) described a disease which he called the
"Stippichwerden der Aepfel." According to his description,
brown or blackish brown spots developed on the surface of the
fruit, extending into the flesh only .5 to 1.5 mm. These spots
remained isolated and never involved the whole fruit. He found
that they might remain without development for a long time ana
later develop rapidly in storage. He considered the spots to be
due to a decomposition produced by a particular fungus and gave
Spilocaea Pomi, previously described by Fries (2), as the probable
agency,
Reichelt (3) reported a similar spot on apples but found that
it was caused by a fungus belonging to the genus Synchytrium.
Frank (4) thought that the Spilocaea Pomi of Fries was a
sterile form of Fusicladium dendriticiim, thus making the "Stip-
pen der Aepfel" identical with scab.
Wortmann (5) made extensive studies of the "Stippen der
Aepfel." He described the disease as producing numerous brown
spots on the surface of the fruit. At first these were but 1 to 5
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mm. in diameter and entirely separate and distinct, but later
they might become larger and more numerous, practically cov-
ering the entire surface of the apple. The spots usually devel-
oped after the fruit had been gathered and while it was passing
through its final ripening processes, but with especially sus-
ceptible varieties they sometimes appeared while the apples
were still on the tree. The tissue beneath these spots was
browned, possessed an over-abundance of starch and in late
stages was bitter to the taste. He did not consider the disease
to be of fungous origin, not only because he was unable to find
any trace of mycelium in the affected tissue but also from the
fact that the spots were often covered by a smooth and unbroken
epidermis and might be found at a depth of one centimeter from
the surface and entirely separated from all other affected tissue.
He believed that the disease was a physiological one and that
conditions of transpiration were largely responsible for its
occurrence. He found that varieties of apples that were sus-
ceptible to spotting had more lenticels and a thinner-walled epi-
dermis than those less affected by the disease. On the other
hand, these same susceptible varieties gave off less water in
transpiration than the more resistant ones. From these obser-
vations and from the previously known fact that spotting might
be prevented by a rapid drying of the fruit, he drew the con-
clusion that the extent of the disease was not determined by
the actual amount of transpiration but by the readiness with
which water was conducted from deeply seated cells to replace
that lost in transpiration. The varieties that had the slowest
rate of conduction were the ones that were most seriously
affected. The concentration of the cell sap in the exposed tis-
sue was the real cause of the injury and the acids and acid salts
were the active agents in killing the cells. As an explanation
of the fact that apples do not become spotted when dried very
rapidly, he suggested that under such conditions the acid did
not have time to act. He believed that the nature of the sub-
stances in the cell sap partially accounted for the differences in
the susceptibility of different varieties.
Zschokke (6) presented a detailed report in regard to the
structure of the epidermis in core-fruits with special reference
to the part it plays in determining their keeping quality. His
description of the "Stippen," and his conclusions in regard to
it are almost identical with those of Wortmann.
In Australia a disease supposed to be identical with the "Stip-
pen" is described by Cobb (7) as Brown or Bitter Pit.
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Craig (8) described a similar disease occurring in Canada as
tlie Dry Rot of the apple. He found that sixty different vari-
eties of apples were susceptible, but that the Baldwins were
affected most seriously.
In the United States the spotting of apples has been repeat-
edly described and variously named. Selby (9) reported a dis-
ease of Northern Spies and other varieties which produced
small brown spots just beneath the skin of the apple and which
usually did not extend to any great depth into the, tissue. He
found no fungus present and considered it a breaking down ot
cells brought about by seasonal conditions.
Jones (10) described the "Brown Spot of the Baldwin Apple"
as producing brown sunken spots the size of a pea or larger on
the surface of the apple. The flesh underneath these spots
showed a brown discoloration for an eighth of an inch or more
in depth. The discolored portion was quite bitter to the taste.
Specimens of the diseased fruit placed in a moist chamber soon
developed small grayish pustules at or near the center of the
spot, the pustule being from a sixteenth to an eighth of an inch
in diameter. Specimens of the fungus were sent to J. B. Ellis
for identification who reported that it was probably Dothidea
pomigena Schw. Later, Jones (11) stated that the fungus oc-
curring in the spots was quite different from the above species,
in most cases, especially in the autumn and early winter, no
fungus was detected in the browned tissue. When it was pres-
ent it was quite obscure. The fungus was not identified be-
cause of inability to secure satisfactory fruiting specimens. He
considered the fungus a saprophyte and of minor importance
so far as the disease was concerned. In the latter publication
the spotting was given the following description:
"The disease usually appears superficially on the fruit as
small sunken brown spots scattered over the surface of the
apple, but more abundantly mear the eye or apical portion.
These spots may appear before maturity, but usually are seen
only after the apples have lain in storage for some time, and
tend thereafter to increase in number and size. The spots
usually vary in diameter from two to five millimeters. The
superficial spots usually lie immediately underneath the epi-
dermis, which in the earlier stage of their development is un-
broken. Upon cutting into such a spot it is found to consist
of rather dry, dead and browned tissue, extending into the
flesh for a distance about equal to its diameter. Similar areas
of dead and brown tissue may occur scattered at various depths
in the flesh nearly to the core. Examination shows the spots
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to be associated in their distribution with the occurrence of the
vascular bundles of the fruit. The browned tissue may have a
slightly bitter flavor in the older spots, but this bitterness is
not constant and in no case in our observation is it very de-
cided."
He found that while the spotting was worse on Baldwins tlian
on any other variety it was quite common on Northern Spies
and occurred on Greenings.
Stewart's (12) description of the "Baldwin Spot" is quite
similar to that given by Jones. He did not detect the bitter
taste that Jones had found the browned tissue to have. The
smallest spots might show no brown color at all but he indicated
merely by a deeper red color of the skin if situated upon the
colored part of the fruit, or by a green color if situated upon the
lighter portion. At the time the fruit was gathered the spongy
tissue was found only underneath the surface spots, but after it
had lain some three weeks in the laboratory many brown spots
were found distributed irregularly through the flesh of the
calyx half of the fruit, but not in the stem half. Apples placed
in moist chambers showed no development of any fungus and
pieces of browned tissue transferred to various culture media
gave no growth. No beneficial results from spraying had been
observed. In a later bulletin (13), an orchard was reported in
which the disease had been almost entirely prevented by spray-
ing. The most susceptible varieties were Baldwin, Northern
Spy, and Rhode Island Greening.
Clinton (14) described the "Baldwin Spot" as showing first
in the fall as small sunken rotten spots on the surface of the
fruit and later as isolated brown spots within the flesh, the tis-
sue in these often collapsing.
In a later report (15) he described another disease of the
apple which he called the "Fruit Speck." This disease showed
superficially as small spots or specks scattered over the skin.
These areas of brownish dead tissue usually varied from the
size of a pinhead to a quarter of an inch in diameter and ex-
tended but slightly into the flesh. He could frequently see
small ruptures at the center of the specks. Diseased tissue
when placed in sterile culture media developed a fungous
growth. The fungus in the various cultures was apparently the
same. Talman Sweets were most seriously affected, Northern
Spies suffered less, while Baldwins were injured but little.
Longyear (11) reported a disease common on Baldwins and
other varieties in Michigan which he called the "Fruit Spot" ot
apples. He described it as appearing in the form of small, cir-
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cular, slightly sunken spots of a brown color. The brown dis-
coloration usually extended but a little way into the flesh of the
fruit and the affected part possessed a bitter taste. The spots
gave rise to spore-producing pustules. Phyllachora pomigena
(Schw.) was credited as the cause of the trouble. Spraying as
for scab was found greatly to reduce the disease.
Lamson (17) has published a number of reports on the "Brown
Spot of Baldwins" as it occurs in New Hampshire. He gave the
following description of the disease: "It is characterized by the
appearance on the surface of the apple of numerous small
brown spots, varying in diameter from a sixteenth to an eighth
of an inch. The spots are slightly sunken or depressed so that
the surface has a pitted appearance. They suggest the begin-
ning of rot but do not increase in size ordinarily, though occa-
sionally they do. The disease appears late in the season. The
chief injury is to the appearance of the fruit. This is often so
much damaged that otherwise perfect apples become seconds."
He found that fungicides practically controlled the disease.
For the past two years the writer has been making a study
of the spotting of New Hampshire apples. The results obtained
are given under the various headings that follow. A knowl-
edge of the host is necessary to an understanding of a disease.
THE STRUCTURE AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE APPLE.
Epidermal structure.—The epidermis of the apple consists of
a single layer of cells, the outer walls of which are strongly
thickened. These outer walls consist largely of cutin, which as
the apple matures is impregnated and covered with a resinous
and waxy substance. The apple is thus furnished with a cover-
ing that at most points is practically impervious to water and
fungi. Many unicellular hairs are found on the surtace of the
young fruit. The somewhat conical bases of these are inserted
between the other epidermal cells. These hairs disappear when
the apple is a few weeks old, but before this time the cuticle of
the apple has considerable thickness. Zschokke (6) found that
in dropping from the apple the hairs might break even with the
outer edge of the cuticle, leaving their conical bases behind, but
that more frequently they loosened themselves from the sur-
rounding epidermal cells, leaving a deep scar, which, in the lat-
ter development of the fruit, might become a definite break in
the epidermis. The writer's observations agree with those ot
Zschokke. As late as the first of August these hair pits were
quite common in the epidermis.
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In the young fiuit the. stomata furnish such openings in the
epidermis as are necessary for the passage of gases and liquids.
They are very numerous early in the year and while the major-
ity of them disappear later they are still quite common on the
mature fruit. From three to four weeks after the fall of the
blossoms numerous cork-like flecks begin to appear on the apple
surface. The majority of these are lenticels (Plate 4, Fig-
ure 4.) When the epidermis of the young apple is broken
either through a natural or foreign agency, the opening is rap-
idly covered with cork cells. According to Zschokke (6) the
lenticels develop as a result of breaks in the epidermis caused
by the rapid enlargement of the apple, the stomata being the
points that yield most readily to the strain. In a typical lenti-
cel the cells are arranged in definite layers. In the apple the
structure of these corky specks varies all the way from that
of a typical lenticel to a few thick-walled cork cells promis-
cuously arranged beneath a minute break in the cuticle. Their
early structure leads the writer to the opinion that while the
majority of them develop at stomata others probably originate
from the pockets left by the falling hairs.
The lenticels are far more numerous on the blossom half than
on the stem half of the apple. This statement is based on ac-
tual count as well as on general observations. A square centi-
meter was marked off on the stem half of an apple and another
on the blossom half and the lenticels counted on these areas.
By averaging the results secured from the Baldwins the ratio
of seven to four was obtained as that existing between the num-
ber of lenticels on the blossom and stem halves of the apple.
On Northern Spies the ratio was approximately five to three.
Hypodermal parenchyma.—Immediately beneath the epidermis
are layers of cells that are distinctly different from those more
deeply situated. These cells are smaller and more compactly
arranged. They are oblong in shape with their greatest diam-
eter parallel to the epidermis. They are well supplied with
chlorophyll and evidently take an active part in the nutrition of
the apple. They contain the red coloring-matter of the ripe fruit,
which, according to Pick (18). develops from tannin under the
influence of sunlight. There is a gradual transition from these
cells to the large isodiametric ones that make up the mass of the
apple tissue.
Vascular system.—The close relation of the conducting sys-
tem to spot diseases makes a study of the vascular bundles of
interest in this connection. The general distribution of these
could be studied best in frozen apples. With these the soft
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flesh could be nearly all removed by holding the half of an
apple under the current from a laboratory faucet. The remain-
ing portion of the apple could be very satisfactorily studied by
floating in water. If an apple is cut in halves perpendicular
to the core, ten green spots may be seen arranged in the form
of a circle about midway between the core and the epidermis
(Plate 3, Figure 1.) These are the large vascular strands
of the apple. Smaller branches are given off from either side
of them. Figure 7, Plate 7 is a sketch of one of these ten
vascular strands with the branches that arise from one side
of it i. e., it shows about one-twentieth of the vascular system
of an apple. The main branches give off comparatively few
smaller ones until near the margin of the hypodermal tissue pre-
viously described. Here they branch profusely and anastomose
in a seemingly indiscriminate manner. The veinlets
from one large vein unite with those from another so that
the whole surface system is closely interwoven and connected.
In the small veinlets the vascular elements become fewer and
fewer, finally giving place to long narrow cells that seem to be
transitional between the vascular tissue and that of the apple
pulp.
Chemical composition.—The chemical composition of the apple
varies greatly with the time, of the year.
Pfeiffer (19) reported that crude fiber, ash, protein, sugar,
acid, water, pectin, and dextrin all increased in the apple dur-
ing growth.
Bigelow, Gore and Howard (20) found that the sugar content
of winter apples increased from the time of the June drop till
November 5, when the apples began to break down and become
mealy. During this time the acid, as estimated on a total solids
basis, was constantly decreasing. These changes in the sugar
and acid content took place very rapidly in the latter half ot
June and early part of July. The starch content reached its
maximum before the last of July and rapidly decreased after
that time.
Morse (21) found that the most important change in the apple
in the "after-ripening" process was the change of starch to
sugar. Cold storage retarded this and other chemical changes
but could not prevent them.
Otto (22) reported that when ripe apples v/ere allowed to
sweat in piles the starch was entirely converted into sugar in
two or three weeks, the fruit thus becoming more valuable for
cider-making.
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Zschokke (6) reported that the tannin content decreased in
the ripening process. He found that the tannin was located
largely in the surface cells of the apple. He believed that
apples owed their resistance to decay fungi much more to the
chemical composition of the cell sap, especially to the tannic
and malic acid content, than to any mechanical protection.
THE FRUIT PIT OF APPLES.
The writer finds that there are two distinct fruit spots that
occur on New Hampshire apples. Some stages of either ol
these might be included under any of the previously mentioned
descriptions. In the following pages one of these will be called
the Fruit Pit and the other the Fruit Spot of the apple.
Characteristics.—In early stages of the Fruit Pit one finds num-
erous sunken areas from two to six millimeters in diameter on
the surface of the apple. These depressions are somewhat
hemispherical in shape and have the appearance of bruises.
At this stage the spots are not brown and often show no differ-
ence in color from the surrounding surface of the apple. They
may be a deeper red than the adjacent tissue when occurring
on the colored portion of the apple and a darker green when
on the lighter parts. Later they begin to take on a brown tint,
but at first this seems to show through from rather deeply seat-
ed tissue and not to arise from any discoloration of the epider-
mal or immediately underlying cells. Sections of such spots
show that this is the case, and that the browning and the shrink-
ing of the cells occur in the pulp of the fruit and in the tissue
that is transitional between it and the hypodermal parenchyma.
Later the surface cells also become dark brown. The epidermis
may be smooth and apparently unbroken in both early and lata
stages. As the disease advances spots situated near each other
often become confluent, developing into one large spot. In all
such cases examined it was found that the original spots were
closely connected with one vascular branch.
Internal browning of tissue.—The surface spotting is often ac-
companied by browning of the tissue immediately surrounding
the vascular bundles. Upon cutting such an apple one sees num-
erous apparently isolated brown spots. Further study shows
that these are not isolated but are in reality continuous strands
of brown tissue surrounding the vascular bundles. The portion
of the vascular system that is most commonly affected is that
lying within fifteen millimeters of the surface of the apple
(Plate 3, Figure 3). The surface spots often occur without the
internal browning and also the internal browning may occur un-
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accompanied by any evident surface derangement. Tlie affected
tissue in botli tlie surface and vascular regions may have a dis-
agreeable and slightly bitter taste.
Cause and occurrence.— Microscopical examinations of fruit
pits have given no indication of the presence of fungi or bac-
teria. Brown tissue from the surface pits and from the more
deeply seated vascular regions has been transferred to various
culture media but always without securing bacterial or fungous
growth. Both the fruit pit and the internal browning are evi-
dently abnormal physiological conditions. Their nature and lo-
cation would indicate that they might be tlie result of some
abnormal loss of water from the apple tissue.
The writer's observations give, him no reason to conclude
that the Fruit Pit is of common occurrence in New Hampshire.
In the last three years, with the exception of a few very large
Baldwins, he has seen it only as a result of improper storage.
Frequent visits to the Boston markets for a study of spotted
apples convince him that it is of rare occurrence on the fruit
shipped to that city. In January, 1908, he made an unsuccessful
search for specimens of Fruit Pit in the markets of Buffalo.
Chicago, Toronto, and Montreal. He has recently had the privi-
lege of making a study of the disease on apples from Maine.
Michigan, and New York, from Ottawa, Canada, and from Cajie
Town, Africa. The specimens from all these sources had the
characteristics previously given.
THE FRUIT SPOT OF APPLES.
Occurrence and morphology.—This disease is very common in
New Hampshire and in the Boston markets one can often find
barre.ls of apples shipped from various sections of New England
in which fifty to ninety per cent, of the fruit is spotted. It oc-
curs on almost every variety of apple but is worst on the Bald-
wins, and the following statements apply especially to the condi-
tions as seen on that variety. The disease appears about the
middle of August. At this time one may notice spots of a deep-
er red on the colored surface of the apple and of a darker green
on the lighter portion. They are but slightly sunken if at all
and there is no suggestion of a bruise (Plate 1, Figure 1).
They usually occur at a lenticel but are sometimes covered
with a smooth and apparently unbroken epidermis. The num-
ber on the blossom half of the apple is usually from two to
ten times as great as that on the stem half. A part of this con-
trast might be accounted for by the difference in the number
of leticels on the two halves of the apple (see page 337). but
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must be partly due to some other cause. As the season ad-
vances the spots become more prominent (Plate 1, Figure 2).'
On the red fruit surfaces they become more sunken and their
color gradually changes from red to brown or black. At this
time they bear a close resemblance to the earliest stages of
Black Rot. Sections of the spots show that the hypodermal
parenchyma is affected from the first. Only in late stages does
the browning and shrinking extend to the large isodiametric
cells of the apple tissue. On the green surface the spots may
become sunken before harvest time, but the depressions are due
to a lack of growth and not to any shrinking of the flesh. A
minute black speck usually develops at the lenticel and smaller
specks may often be seen at a radial distance of one to three
millimeters from the first. A microscopic study of the under-
lying tissue shows that the cell walls of the hypodermal paren-
chyma and transitional tissue are abnormally thickened and
that this thickening is especially prominent in certain groups
of brown cells that underlie the surface specks (Plate 2,
Figures 1, 2.) In the center of these brown cell-masses one
often finds small pockets produced by the collapse of one or
two cells. In cellar storage the red spots become badly browned
and sunken. The green spots may take a similar course but in
many cases there is no marked change in their surface appear-
ance. Under such circumstances, however, one often finds
that the disease is spreading deeper into the tissue and that a
pocket is being developed as a result of the shrinking of the
cells (Plate 2, Figure 3).
The development of the spots depends greatly upon seasonal
and storage conditions. When the weather is damp and foggy
during the last weeks before harvesting, the spots on the red
fruit surfaces develop rapidly and become black and sunken
before the fruit is removed from the tree. After gathering, the
spots develop most rapidly on apples placed in boxes and bar-
rels in cellar storage. On apples placed immediately in cold
storage the spots make but little or no development. When
apples are stored in a warm, dry place and wither rapidly,
brown spots are not developed. On the withered fruit the green
spots often stand above the surrounding portions, forming
smooth green elevations that are in marked contrast with the
yellow withered skin of the apple. This resistance to withering
is probably due to the abnormal thickness of the cell walls in
the tissue of the spots. Like the Fruit Pit the Fruit
Spot is often accompanied by a browning of the vascular tis-
sue. In late stages of the Fruit Spot one sometimes finds
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minute elevations at the lenticels in the center of the brown
sunken areas.
It would be difficult to decide from the earlier descriptions
given in the bulletins of the New Hampshire station (17)
whether the Fruit Spot or the Fruit Pit was under special obser-
yation. The descriptions are better if taken as applying to the
two diseases than if considered as applying to either to the
exclusion of the other. The spraying experiments (17) were
undoubtedly made upon the Fruit Spot. So far as the writer has
been able to learn, a distinction between these two diseases
has never been made.
An associated fungus.—As a result of spraying experiments
made in the summer of 1906 the writer obtained data that agreed
with those of Lamson (17) as to the value of fungicides in pre-
venting the spotting of apples. Such results could be explained
only by assuming that the disease was of fungous origin or that
Bordeaux had some remarkable and undescribed effect upon
the skin of the apple. The former supposition seemed far the
more probable. As an initial test of the hypothesis, blocks of
browned tissue were removed from beneath the epidermis of
the apple and placed in sterile culture media. Agar and gelatin
cultures in which the nutrient substance was furnished by a
decoction of beets, beans, beef, or apples were tried with little
but negative results. The growths upon the different bouillons
were too varied to give any indication of a common fungus. It
was noticed, however, that after sections of spots had been left
in water for a few days they were overgrown by a fungus and
matted together. The fungus was always the same and always
started from the center of the spots. As a result of these ob-
servations liquid media were given a more thorough trial.
Browned tissue was transferred to sterile distilled water and
in four or five days the blocks were fastended to the bottom
of the test-tube or Petri dish. In fourteen days a fungous
mass six to ten millimeters in diameter had developed. Sim-
ilar results were obtained with various bouillons, and while the
growth was quite unlike in the different media, transfers from
one to another proved that the fungus was the same in all. It
was also found that the fungus had not been obtained in the
agar and gelatin cultures because their surfaces dried too quick-
ly to give it time to develop. Placing the cultures in moist
chambers remedied this trouble, but the development was slower
than that in liquid cultures.
This constant occurrence of the same fungus in the diseased
tissue suggested that it might be the cause of the trouble. In
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view of the fact that fungi had been reported as being present
in late stages of Fruit Spot, but had not been found to be pres-
ent in earlier stages and again that no fungus had been report-
ed as a factor in producing the trouble, one did not seem jus-
tified in drawing any conclusions until further studies had been
made. It was important to determine whether the fungus is
present in the earliest stages of the spots and whether it can
be made to produce similar effects by artificial inoculation.
Also, it was of interest to know from what sources the fun-
gus can be obtained.
SOURCES FROM WHICH THE FUNGUS HAS BEEX OBTAIXED.
In the investigation of this phase of the subject some sixty
lots of apples were tested and as many as eight hundred separate
cultures made. More than ninety per cent, of the cultures made
from the green spots and about eighty per cent, of those made
from the red spots gave a pure growth of the same fungus
More than fifty per cent, of the contaminations obtained from
the red spots were due to SpJiaeropsis inaloriim. Berk. Among
the other fungi obtained in culture two species of Penicillium, an
unidentified fungus and a particular species of bacteria seemed to
be of more than accidental occurrence. The Sphaeropsis, how-
ver, w^as obtained from spots larger and darker than typical, and
the other contaminations almost entirely from late stages of the
spot. It was found that the fungus could be isolated from spots
covered with a smooth and glaucous epidermis as well as from
those having a lenticel in the center. The compound microscope
revealed the fact, however, that the spots that seemed to be
revered by an unbroken epidermis in reality had a stoma at the
center.
In the summers of 1907 and 1908 spots were tested for the
fungus from their earliest appearance. The same fungus was
obtained from these earliest stages as was found in the later ones.
In 1907 cultures of the fungus were obtained from Talman Sv/eets
and Gravensteins on August 21, and from Baldv/ins on August 28.
In 1907 cultures of the fungus were obtained from Talman Sweets
shipped from Delaware. In these as in all other cases the tissue
for inoculation was removed from beneath the epidermis by
means of a sterilized knife. At this time the spots had little or
no brown corky growth beneath them.
Within the past two years the. fungus has been isolated from
apples obtained from Delaware, New York, Pennsylvania, Michi-
gan, Maine and Massachusetts, from Toronto and Montreal in
Canada, and from the following points in New Hampshire: Y/eb-
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ster, Durham, Lee, Wilton, Madbury, Walpole, Packer's Falls, Bar-
rington. Deerfield, Dover and Nashua. It has been obtained from
the following varieties: Baldwin, Greening, Northern Spy, Talman
Sweet, Red Canada, Red Astrachan, Canada Baldwin, Fall Pip-
pin, Bellflower, Gravenstein, Grimes Golden, Russet, Porter,
Snow, Wealthy, Ben Davis, and Mann, besides a half dozen dif-
ferent sorts of native fruit. The spots on most of the above
varieties are similar to those already described. On the native
varieties and on the Talman Sweets the green spots are more
common and such brown spots as occur usually have a bright
red margin. The appearance on the Talman Sweets is quite
similar to that described by Clinton (15) under the name ol
Fruit Speck.
LABOKATORY INOCULATIONS.
During the winter and spring of 1906-07 numerous inocula-
tion experiments were made. The apples used in these experi-
ments were first washed either in alcohol or in a five per cent,
solution of formalin. Spores from pure cultures of the fungus
weie introduced beneath the epidermis by means of a sterile
platinum needle. From four to twelve inoculations and an equal
number of check punctures were made on each apple. These
inoculated apples were placed in m.oist chambers to await devel-
opments. More than a hundred apples were treated in this
manner. Most of these were Baldwins, but Yellow Trauspar-
ents, Manns, Astrachans, Red Canadas, Greenings, and Por-
ters were also used. Baldwins removed from the culture cham-
bers after two weeks time usually showed little or no contrast
between the inoculations and punctures. The same condition
was sometimes found at the end of three weeks. After four
weeks time there was always a marked contrast (Plate 3, Fig-
ure 2.) In the punctures the needle path looked practically as
clear-cut and fresh as when first made. The inoculations showed
on the surface of the apple as brown sunken spots. A study
of the underlying tissue showed that the cells around the needle
path had shrunken and collapsed, making a much larger opening
than the original one. The tissue was browned for a radial
distance of one to three millimeters (Plate 2, Figure 4.) When
vascular bundles were near the needle path the browning ex-
tended several millimeters farther along their course than in
other directions. Free-hand and microtome sections of the
brovv^n tissue of the inoculations showed that but one fungus
was present. There was a good growth of this, and its charac-
teristics and its relations to the host cells were ihe same as
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are later described for the fungus in the pockets of the host
tissue (see page 359). Upon transfer to culture media inocula-
tion tissue gave pure cultures of the above-mentioned fungus.
The late of development of the inoculation spots varied great-
ly with the apple. All of the spots on a particular apple might
be as fully developed at the end of two weeks as those on an-
other apple, inoculated on Ihe same, day, from the same test-
tube and placed in the same moist chamber, were in four weeks.
Notes were taken on the acidity, dryness, and texture of such
apples, but no conclusion could be drawn as to the cause of the
difference in susceptibility of the different apples of the same
variety. The results upon other varieties were the. same as
on the Baldwin except that on the Greenings, Yellow Transpar-
ents, Astrachans, and Porters the browning of the spot devel-
oped more rapidly. This fact would suggest that a soft tissue
and a readily available water-supply are favorable to the rapid
development of the fungus.
Repeated attempts were made to inoculate ripe unspotted apples
by spraying spores over their surface and by dropping them
into solutions that were full of spores, also by placing small
pieces of spore-bearing agar on the lenticels. The apples were
placed in a moist chamber and left until decay began, but only
negative results were obtained. The apples used were Porters
and Baldwins.
The above tests were made after the apples had lain in storage
for some time and it seemed possible that the results might have
been different had the inoculations been made before the apples
had passed thru their "after-ripening" stage. Accordingly in the
fall of 1908 similar inoculations were made on apples soon after
gathering. The apples used were Talman Sweets and Baldwins.
The possibility of inoculation from spores already on the fruit
was partly prevented by thoroly washing the apples in 95
per cent, alcohol before using.
Every spot or suggestion of one was marked. The apples were
sorted into two lots by selecting two apples as nearly alike as
possible as to number of spots, ripeness and appearance in gen-
eral and placing one in each pile. One of these lots was placed in
glass jars and water to which spores had been added in large
quantities poured over the apples. After standing a short time
the spore-bearing water was poured out leaving the apples and
the inside of the jars well covered with spores. The other lot
was similarly treated except that no spores were added to the
water. All of the jars were closed and placed in a cool, poorly
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lighted place. On December 12th the apples were removed from
the jars and notes taken on the increase in the number of spots.
Apples that had no spots when placed in storage were as a rule
still unspotted. The number of new spots on an apple that was
originally spotted was approximately the same as the number of
old ones. The average number of new spots was approximately
the same on the inoculated as on the uninoculated apples. The
experiment gave no proof that the spores applied to the apples
had in any way affected them. The new spots from both the in-
oculated and uninoculated apples gave pure cultures of the fungus
in question. These spots had probably been produced by spores
that had gained entrance to the stomata and lenticels earlier in
the year but had not made suflBcient development at the time of
gathering to cause spots on the fruit. The results seem to indi-
cate that spores rarely gain entrance to the mature fruit, also
that there is a great difference in the susceptibility of different
apples.
FIELD WORK.
From the theoretical as well as the practical standpoint it was
of interest to determine when and under what circumstances
the fungus gained entrance to the apple and how this infection
could be prevented. Spraying experiments made In the sum-
mer of 1906 furnished some suggestions in this matter.
Fungicides. — The Bordeaux mixture used In these experi-
ments was made with five pounds each of lime and copper sul-
phate to fifty gallons of water. The "K. L. B. P." was similar
Bordeaux with kerosene-limoid, as recommended by the Dela-
ware Agricultural Experiment Station (23), containing 15 per
cent, of kerosene. The plots consisted of five trees each. The
following data were obtained by actual count of the gathered
fruit:
Fungicide.
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mula. As the lungus had been found to make a poor growth
in alkaline solutions it was thought advisable to try the effect
of lime as a spray. Five gallons of lime were added to each
fifty gallons of water for this mixture. A resin-lime-solution
was also used. It was prepared by adding five pounds of lime
and five pounds of resin fish-oil soap to fifty gallons of water.
As it was not known that the fungus was the primary cause
of trouble, it seemed possible that some compound with little
or no fungicidal value, but which would stick to the fruit as well
as the Bordeaux, might have a hardening effect upon the epi-
dermis and thus decrease the spotting. Accordingly calcium
phosphate was formed as a precipitate by mixing dilute solu-
tions of lime and sodium phosphate. Two and a half pounds
of lime and five pounds of sodium phosphate were added to
each fifty gallons of water. The plots consisted of five trees
each. The following results were obtained by actual count of
the spotted and unspotted apples on the trees at the time of
gathering.
Mixture.
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The first spraying was made June 15, the second June 26,
the third July 15, the fourth August 1. The two orchards used
were in the same field. The following results were obtained
by actual count at the time of gathering:
Fungicide.
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Inoculations.—Throughout the summer of 1907 a large stock
of liquid flask-cultures was kept on hand. The spores from
these were added to water or to a one per cent, sugar solution
and applied to the trees by means of a bucket-pump spraying
outfit. The cultures used were approximately of the same, age
and the number of them added to a given quantity of water
was always the same. The sprayings were all made between
four and six o'clock in the afternoon. At each time two trees
were thoroughly treated with water containing spores and two
others with the sugar solution. These trees were given a sec-
ond spraying two or three days later. The next week other
trees were treated in the same manner. All of the trees were
Baldwins. It was not considered necessary to spray the check
trees with sterile water as the applications made to the other
trees did not amount to more than an ordinary dew, and dews
were common during the time of making the experiments. The
data secured showed no contrast between the trees sprayed
with water and those treated with the sugar solution. The re-
sults are given in the first of the tables below. The data were
obtained by actual count of the. apples at harvest time.
Only one bearing Baldwin tree was convenient to the labora-
tory. Inoculation experiments similar to those described above
were made on the limbs of this tree. No sugar solution was
used, however, and the spores were applied to the individual
apple by means of an atomizer. Some half-dozen limbs bearing
from six to twelve apples each were treated at a time. The
limbs were selected from different portions of the tree so as to
eliminate the factors of light and moisture as far as possible.
Only one set of limbs was sprayed more than once and this was
treated twice a week thruout the season. The sprayings
were all made between four and six o'clock in the afternoon.
The sprayed apples were not covered or protected in any way.
Although the tree was large it is readily seen that plenty ot
opportunity must have been given for the spores' to be carried
by the wind from the inoculated apples to others near them.
The results obtained from this experiment are given in the
second table below.
1
Trees sprayed between : Percentage of picked
apples spotted.
July .5 and July 27 70.4
July 27 and August 10 43. .5
August 10 and September 12 38.9
Checks 33.8
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Limbs sprayed between: Averafre iiuniber of spots
per apple.
July 2 and July 15 15
July 15 and July 31 13
July 31 and August 15 11
July 2 and August 15 28
Cheeks !1
The results varied greatly with the individual limb and tree.
It was intended to compare the data obtained with the weather
records but it was found at the close of the season that these
were in an unsatisfactory condition and could not be relied upon.
Inoculation experiments similar to the above were carried on
in the summer of 1908 and results equally as striking were ob-
tained.
Each group of trees and each set of limbs was given six suc-
cessive sprayings, the applications being made at intervals ol
two or three days. Canada Red and Baldwin trees were used.
The following tables give the results obtained:
Baldwin trees Percentage of picked
sprayed between: apples spotted.
July 6 and July 19 74.5
July 20 and August 2 64 .
7
August 4 and August 14 82.1
Checks 48 .
8
Limbs sprayed between: Average number of spots per apple
Baldwin. Canada Red.
July 8 and July 19 21.7 12 . 9
July 20 and August 2 66.7 100 .
4






Other inoculation experiments were made by tying sheets of
rubber closely around Baldwin and Canada Red apples and fill-
ing the bags thus formed with water that contained an abun-
dance of spores. Check apples were similarly treated with
water without the addition of the spores. These sacks were
left on the apples three days and then removed late in the
afternoon. The following table gives the average ratio of in-
crease in number of spots per apple:
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Many of the treated apples had fallen before gathering time
and the above averages were taken from a limited number ot
specimens. This probably accounts for the great variation in
results. The individual results probably should not be given
great weight, but the table as a whole shows the possibility ot
inoculation and is quite significant.
One would seem to be justified in concluding from the sets
of data above that the month of July is the time when the
majority of the infections naturally occur. In 1907 the firsi
half of the month seems to have been most favorable for in-
fections and in 1908 the last half.
On August 30, September 7, and September 12, 1907, attempts
were made to inoculate Baldwins and Northern Spies by in-
troducing the spores under the skin of the apple by means of
a sterile platinum needle. Six inoculations and six punctures
were made on each apple. The apples were left on the tree
till gathering time, October 10. A hard corky growth devel'
oped around the needle path in both punctures and inocula-
tions. No difference could be seen in the two at the time of
gathering and no change in either was apparent in storage.
Tissue from the inoculations when transferred to culture media
either gave no growth or a growth of bacteria. The fungus
was evidently unable to develop in the column of cider that must
have filled the needle path after inoculation. This fact is in
agreement with data given later showing that the fungus did
not develop on Baldwin cider made from apples gathered the
last of August, even when this was diluted to one-third Its
original strength.
CH.ARACTERISTICS OF THE FUNGUS.
In order to learn as much as possible of the nature and iden-
tity of the fungus it has been grown upon a large number of
culture media. Except where otherwise stated the decoctions
used were prepared in the manner prescribed in bacteriological
and pathological texts.
In all liquid cultures, except with a few very unfavorable
media, the fungus began its growth in the bottom and on the
sides of the vessel. After four or five days the entire surface
that was under water was thickly dotted with minute colonies.
(This was not true of the sides of Erlenmeyer flasks nor ol
the upper wall of a slanting test-tube.) The number of colo-
nies was dependent upon the amount of surface and the number
of spores introduced rather than upon the quantity of solution.
These colonies soon developed into hemispherical gelatinous
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masses that could not be readily crushed when placed on a slide
under a cover-glass because of the ease with which they slid
from between the glass surfaces (Plate 3, Figure 4.) A micro-
scopic study of the material showed that its gelatinous nature
was due to the fact that the hyphae upon coming in contact
with each other became fastened together. This attachment
often extended to a breaking down of the walls between the
hyphae and the merging of two cells into one. The result was
a peculiarly anastomosed fungous mass. Spores were most
abundant on the surface of these masses but were produced
thruout the colony. They were hyaline, consisted of from one to
five cells and were from 2 to 3 microns wide by 20 to 60 microns
long. The hyphae were septate and about 3 microns in diameter.
The spores were cut off from the tip of knob-like projections on
the side of the hyphae as described below for the agar cultures.
A few days later these colonies would go to pieces and a growth
would soon begin to form on the surface of the liquid. This
growth was light-colored at first and of uniform texture through-
out, but later had a very definite zonation both as to color and
structure (Plate 5, Figure 2). On the surface was a layer of
hyaline conidiophores arising from a zone of vertical brown Hy-
phae that formed the upper margin of a dense black stromatic
layer. The hyphae of the stroma were thick-walled, abun-
dantly septate, and from 3 to 6 microns in diameter. Beneath it
was a less compact layer composed of a mixture of coarse and fine
threads. In some cases there was a series of such zones as
have just been described. This may have been due to the fact
that the liquid had been left on the top of the stroma when
examinations of the flask were made. In a five months old
flask culture it was noticed that numerous, somewhat hemis-
pherical elevations had developed on the surface of the stroma
(Plate 5, Figure 1.) An examination of cross sections of these
showed that numerous thimble-shaped cavities had developed on
their surfaces and that where these were present the layer of
conidiophores was wanting. These cavities were bordered by
rather dense layers of mycelium and contained parallel erect
hyphae with thinner-walled and almost isodiametric cells that
in some cases gave a suggestion of presporogenous tissue.
In agar cultures the conidia were produced beneath the sur-
face of the agar. One spore would be produced and pushed
aside to give way to a second, and this followed by a third and
so on indefinitely (Plate 7, Figure 2.) In young cultures near-
ly all of the mycelium was beneath the agar, later a mass of
coarse aerial hyphae developed (Plate 4, Figure 5). In such
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cases a black stromatic layer was formed just beneath the sur-
face of the agar.
Chlamydospores were common in all old cultures.
Conidla germinated rapidly in hanging-drop cultures (Plate
6, Figures 1, 2, 3). Under similar conditions chlamydospores
germinated as shown in (Plate 7, Figure 4). Each cell of the
stromatic mass in old cultures seemed to have the power to
send out hyphae when transferred to a fresh medium (Plate
7, Figures 5, 6).
The conidia from very old cultures did not germinate but the
chlamydospores and thick-walled hyphae retained their vitality
a long time. Germination was secured from chlamydospores in
an agar culture that was twenty-six weeks old and in which the
medium had been hard and dry for more than five months.
The fungus developed as well in cultures at a temperature of
15 degrees as at 20 degrees, but made a poor growth at 30 de-
grees. It was killed by an exposure for five days to a temper-
ature of 37 degrees. It was evidently not injured by prolonged
exposure to low temperatures, as it was repeatedly isolated
from apples which had been in cold storage for several months.
It was also obtained in culture from an apple which had been
exposed for eight days to a temperature varying from—28 de-
grees to—6 degrees C.
RELATION OF THE FUNGUS TO NUTBIENT MEDIA.
The fungus grew best on acid media and was very sensitive to
sugar in culture solutions. In most culture media that lacked
sugar the fungous growth was white or pink, but where sugar
was present as the principal ingredient it was olive or black.
The solution given below was found to give a very satisfactory
growth of the fungus and was used for all stock cultures. For
the sake of convenience it will be referred to hereafter as solu-
tion A.
Glucose or sucrose 10 grams
Apple bouillon 25 c.c.
Sodium chloride 1 gram
Liebig beef-extract 1 gram
Peptone 2 grams
Water : 9T.'5 c.c.
The following notes give some of the characteristics of the
fungus in various culture media:
In water.—Blocks of infected apple tissue two or three milli-
meters in diameter gave a good growth of the fungus when
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dropped into sterile tap or distilled water. In less than a week
the fungus had fastened the blocks to the bottom of the test
tube and later spores were produced in limited numbers. The
hyphae were about 2 microns in diameter, hyaline, and sparingly
septate. Spores germinated readily in distilled water, produc-
ing hyphae several hundred microns long in a few days.
In peptone beef houillon.—In this medium the growth was a
pinkish white, beginning as colonies on the walls of the flask and
later forming a shiny pink layer on the surface of the liquid.
There was a fair production of spores. The hyphae were coarser
and shorter than those described above.
In glucose houillon.—Olive colonies developed on the side of
the test-tube, followed by a dark olive growth on the surface.
Spores were produced in abundance and were always hyaline.
The hyphae were thicker-walled and more abundantly septate
than in other media.
In solution A (see above).—The growth was more rapid and
the spores were produced in greater abundance than in glucose
bouillon. The hyphae were hyaline except in the surface growth
of very old cultures.
In milk.—The fungus developed only on the surface of the
milk. After seven days a slimy pink band of fungous growtli
would be seen on the walls of the test-tube and a layer of brown
whey two to five millimeters deep would be found on the top of
the milk. The remainder of the medium was tinchanged and the
whey was separated from the milk by means of a film-like layer
of curd. At the end of fourteen days the whey had a depth of
ten to fifteen millimeters and in three weeks had often nearly
reached the bottom of the test-tube. The layer of curd always
separated the milk from the whey and in old cultures formed a
solid white mass several millimeters deep in the bottom of the
tube. Cultures in fermentation-tubes showed that no gas was
produced. The hyphae as developed in milk were short, thick,
and much branched. Spores often produced other spores by a
sort of budding process.
In peptone potato houillon.—The fungus made a good growth.
No browning of the solution was evident in nineteen days but at
the end of two months it was browned to a depth of two centi
meters and later was browned thruout.
In peptone cornstarch houillon.—The results were exactly as
obtained in peptone potato bouillon except that the browning
developed more i-apidly.
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In potato-starch 'bouillon.— The fungus made a fair growth.
The hyphae were hyaline. The solution was not browned.
In corn-starch bouillon.—The growth was like that in potato-
starch bouillon except that in old cultures the hyphae became
olive.
In apple bouillon.—Though the tubes were repeatedly inocu-
lated, the fungus did not develop. The bouillon was made from
Baldwins gathered the last of August.
On apple cylinders in water.—The fungus made a fair growth.
The hyphae were coarse and of a dark olive color. But few
spores were produced. The apple tissue became brown in old
cultures, a thing which did not happen in the check-tubes.
Figure 13. Stab culture of Cyl-
indrosporium Pomi on beef bouilUin
gelatin.
Figure 14. Stab culture of Cyl-
indrosporium Pomi on beet agar.
On potato cylinders in water.—A black slime developed, upon
the surface of which were tufts of hyaline hyphae. The spore
production was much like that obtained in milk.
On beef bouillon gelatin. —• The development was very slow
when surface inoculations were made. Liquefaction was scarce-
ly evident in seven days but developed more rapidly after that
time. It was crateriform in character. From three to eight
weeks were required for complete liquefaction. In old cultures
the liquid was slightly browned. In stab cultures the growth
was absorbent (Figure 13).
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On heet J)Ouillon gelatin.—The hyphae were darker than those
in the beef gelatin and the liquefied gelatin was brown from the
first.
On apple bouillon gelatin.—The development was slower than
in other gelatins. The fungous mass was olive-black. The gela-
tin was liquefied and browned.
In beef bouillon agar.—The surface growth was umbonate.
It was pink in color and had the appearance of a bacterial cul-
ture. Later the growth sometimes became darker at the mar-
gins. The hyphae were abundantly septate and the cells often
swollen to circular form and to several times their usual width.
Typical spores were not produced.
On glycerin agar.—The appearance of the colonies was simi-
lar to those on beef agar but they soon turned to an olive color.
The hyphae appeared normal and spores were produced ui
abundance. But few aerial hyphae developed.
On maltose agar.—The colonies were pink at fii'st but later
were covered with hyaline aerial hyphae. The development was
slow and but few spores were produced.
On beet agar.—In stab cultures the growth was umbonate, and
arborescent (Figure 14). The hyphae were hyaline with the
exception of an olive mass on the surface in the center of the
colony. Spores were produced beneath the agar.
On solution A agar.—The growth was entirely beneath the
agar at first. Later an olive stromatic mass developed at the
surface and from this were produced numerous aerial hyphae
(Plate 4, Figure 5). The spores were abundant and were pro-
duced beneath the surface.
Miscellaneous media.—The fungus has been grown on various
other media and under various conditions in an effort to produce
other fruiting forms. Among the substances used were rice,
ground whole wheat, hominy, peptone, corn stalks, and various
phosphate and potash solutions. On rice and hominy the growth
was white on the surface but olive beneath. On ground whole
wheat it was black thruout and gradually turned the wheat to a
deep brown. In all peptone mixtures the culture medium was
browned, the greater concentrations being changed most in color.
Sodium ammonium phosphate added to a sugar solution caused
a slimy pink growth to develop instead of the usual coarse olive
fungus. This was not true of potassium phosphate.
The above culture notes show that while the fungus is respon-
sive to changes in food material it is able to make some sort ot
growth on almost any medium.
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Acidity. Enzymes.—Since the acidity of the cell-contents of
the apple had been considered an important factor in the pro-
duction of the "Stippen," it was thought advisable to test wheth-
er the fungus in question increased or decreased the acidity of
culture media. Thirty 100 c.c. flasks were thoroughly cleaned as
for physiological culture work and 50 c.c. of solution A added to
each. After sterilization twenty of these were inoculated with
the fungus. All thirty of the flasks were kept under the same
conditions for sixteen days. At this time the acidity of the
inoculated flasks and those not inoculated was determined by
titrations. The large amount of sugar present reduced the sen-
sitiveness of the indicator to such an extent that no definite re-
sults were obtained. There had at least been no marked change
In acidity.
Neutral litmus milk-tubes were inoculated and' were watched
for any indication of acidity. The lavender color disappeared
only to give place to the brown of the whey.
Some culture material which had originally been solution A
but which had had the fungus'growing on it for more than five
months, produced but an extremely scant growth after ster-
ilization and reinoculation. Tests were made to determine
whether the reduction in growth was due to the production of
some harmful substance or to lack of food material. 25 c.c. of
this used solution were placed in each of fourteen 100 c.c. flasks.
To two of these was added as much of each of the original food
materials as had been added to an equal quantity of water in the
beginning. In another two the peptone content was increased
as described above but the solution left otherwise unchanged.
The other food constituents were added to other flasks in a simi-
lar manner, and two flasks were left unchanged as controls. The
flasks were all inoculated with the usual fungus. The ones to
which all the original constituents had been adde'd gave a
luxuriant growth of the fungus. The flasks to which sugar had
been added came next in amount of development and those in
which the apple content had been increased came third. The
addition of peptone increased the growth but the flasks to which
beef extract and sodium chloride had been added gave no better
develpoment of the fungus than was obtained in the controls.
These results would suggest that the fungus failed to make the
usual development in old culture media because of lack of food
material rather than from any harmful compound produced, and
also that the acidity of the solution must have been decreased
by the grov/th of the fungus. Beef extract and sodium chloride
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were evidently not needed by the fungus in the quantity in whicli
they were added to solution A.
Efforts were made to determine whether the browning that
accompanied the fungus in the apple tissue and also in various
other culture media was due to an enzyme or other product of
the fungus. A part of the old solution A, previously described was
sterilized and strips of sterile uncooked apple tissue dropped into
it. Strips of apple were similarly placed in new solution A.
After three weeks the tissue was unaffected in both of these.
This used culture solution was also added to tubes of milk but
no change in color was apparent. Some of the old culture solu-
tion was passed through a Chamberland filter and its effects upon
apple tissue tested, but with only negative results.
The toxic effect of malic acid and tannin on the fungus was
tested in Van Tieghem cells. Germination was entirely inhibited
by a .5 normal solution of malic acid and greatly retarded by .125
n solution. The fungus made a fair growth in the latter solution.
With tannic acid, germination was inhibited by a .025 n solution
and only an abnormal growth Vas made in .0125 n solution.
The fungus gave a fair growth in .00625 n solution.
According to Alwood and Davidson (24), ripe Baldwins have .039
gram of tannin and .68 gram of acid as malic to each 100 grams
of juice from the ripe fruit, i. e., the juice would be about .002 n
solution of tannin and about a .1 n solution of malic acid. These
data agree with the fact that the fungus makes a fair growth on
ripe apples. They show that any large increase in the acidity ot
the apple would prevent the development of the fungus in a cider
culture. The tannin in the surface zone of the apple is probably
greater than the above figures would indicate, as tests made by the
writer as well as the wo'rk of Zschokke (6) show that the tannin
content in the hypodermal parenchyma is much greater than in
the more deeply seated tissue. It is interesting to note in con-
nection with the extreme sensitiveness of the fruit spot fungus
to tannin that Alwood and Davidson (24) found the Baldwin
apple to be comparatively low in tannin content.
THE RELATION OF THE FUNGUS TO THE HOST.
In connection with the other work upon the disease a micro-
scopic study \Yas made of the fungus as found in the tissue of
the spots. In the preparation of material several killing agents
were used, among these were absolute alcohol, various strengths
of chrome-acetic, weak Flemming, Carney's fluid, picric and picro-
acetic. The last two were found to be far the most satisfactory.
Their superiority lay in the fact that they did not cause the epi-
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dermal and closely related cells to become so hard and brittle as
the others did. Various contrast stains were tried on the tissue
but none found more satisfactory than- Delafield's haematoxylin
followed by erythrosin. Both the apple tissue and the older threads
of the fungus held the haematoxylin quite persistently. The best
results were obtained by staining fifteen or twenty minutes in
haematoxylin, washing in acid alcohol until the stain had almost
disappeared, transferring to water and then to erythrosin and
leaving the slide in the latter stain for several hours. Erythrosin
gave fair results when used alone. Free-hand sections were
found very serviceable but serial microtome sections were gen-
erally used. Various thicknesses of sections were tried. Thin
ones were best for a study of the stomata and lenticels, but sec-
tions 40 to 60 microns thick were found more satisfactory in trac-
ing the mycelium of the fungus. This is not surprising when we
bear in mind the large size of the apple cells and extreme fine-
ness of the mycelium.
Every form and stage of the disease was studied. More than
a hundred spots were sectioned and the fungus was found in
every spot. This was true of the spots located at stomata and
covered by a smooth epidermis as well as of those situated at the
lenticels. In the younger stages the fungus had made very scant
growth. In several cases it was actually identified in but
one or two places in the entire series of sections and these pos-
sibly a millimeter or more apart. The threads were hyaline,
granular, and apparently non-septate. They were extremely fine,
in some cases being less than 1 micron in diameter. They had
exactly the same appearance in these young stages of spots as
when grown in extremely dilute solutions.
A study of the later stages showed that the fungus had ac-
companied the browning of the tissue in its spread. In tiie
lenticels of the i-ed spots one sometimes found a band of thick-
walled promiscuously arranged cells passing through the or-
ganized layers of the lenticel, thus connecting the browned tis-
isue beneath with the break in the epidermis above
(Plate 6, Figure 4.) In such cases the fungus was present
in both the band of cells and the more deeply seated
shrunken tissue. In the green spots the fungus was found both
in the groups of brown cells beneath the lenticel and in those a
short distance from it (page 341). In many cases it seemed to
have remained encysted in the center of these groups of thick-
walled cells (Plate 2, Figure 1, 2). In others it had broken
through them, spreading deeper into the tissue, browning and
killing the cells along its course (Plate 2. Figure 3). In no case
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was the fungus definitely traced from one of these pockets to
another. Careful search wa'? made for hyphae that had penetrat-
ed the cell-walls but none were found. In some cases they
seemed at first sight to be within the cells, but a closer observa-
tion showed that the cells had collapsed and that the hyphae
were in the cavity thej' had left. The mycelium in the pockets
of the host tissue was coarse, septate, thick-walled, and brown,
such as was often obtained in the stromatic layers of cultures.
From these coarse threads arose fine hyaline apparently non-
septate ones which spread out into the apple tissue. Chlamy-
despores were common' on the coarse hyphae but conidia were
never found within the apple tissue.
As was previously mentioned spots that had become much
enlarged, sunken, and browned sometimes had a minute elevation
in the center (page 342). Sections through these showed that
the epidermis had been raised in this manner through the agency
of a fungous mass beneath. A dense stroma from 60 to 100
microns in diameter and about 50 microns deep, occupied a
pocket beneath the lenticel or stoma. Equally dense layers ex-
tended laterally from this between the host cells for a radial
distance of 100 to 400 microns. The stromatic mass was hyaline
or of a yellowish tint and was composed of closely woven, sep-
tate, thick-walled hyphae that had a diameter of about 5 microns.
In spots in which the fungus had not yet broken through the
epidermis a somewhat conical fungous mass that seemed to be
composed of fine granular hyaline threads arose from the upper
surface of the stroma (Plate 4, Figure 2.) In older stages this
had been forced through the epidermis as a layer of erect hyaline
sporophores (Plate 4, Figures 1 and 3.) The sporophores were
extremely thick-walled, usually septate, and either branched or
unbranched. The conidia were produced in a manner similar to
that already described for the fungus in cultures (Plate 7, Fig-
ures 1 and 2.) They were hyaline, from one-to-five-celled, 2 to
2. .5 microns in diameter, 15 to 70 microns long, often larger at
the basal than at the free end, and were variously curved and
contorted.
IDENTITY OF THE FUNGUS.
The descriptions of the previous pages together with the vari-
ous figures to which references have been given furnish a fairly
complete morphology of the fungus in question. In young stages
of fruit spots and in all dilute solutions the hyphae are hyaline,
granular, apparently non-septate, and are from 1 to 2 microns in
diameter. In more concentrated solutions they are usually
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granular and hyaline, have a diameter of 2 to S microns and are
broken up into cells having a length of 20 to 100 microns. Stro-
matic hyphae and those in the pockets of the host tissue are var-
ious shades of yellow and brown in color and are composed of
thick-walled, somewhat barrel-shaped cells about 5 microns in
diameter and 6 to 20 microns in length. Chlamydospores are a
common accompaniment of these coarse threads. They are brown,
thick-walled and have a diameter of from 4 to 6 microns. In
young liquid and agar cultures conidia are produced from knob-
like projections on the side of long, branching, septate, apparently
vegetative hyphae. Many conidia are produced from a single one
of these projections. The conidia are hyaline, granular, one to
five-celled, from 2 to 2.5 mincrons in diameter and from 15 to
80 microns in length. In outline they are straight, curved, or
sigmoid. They germinate rapidly, sending out one or more
hyphae from each cell. In some media the germinating spores
pi'oduce other spores directly without the development of a
mycelium. In old cultures a stroma is produced from which
arises a layer of hyaline conidiophores. They are from 20 to
60 microns long and differ from the vegetative hyphae but little
save in a reduction in length and branching. The conidia and
their manner of production are similar to that described above.
Pustule-like cavities having no special peridum develop at
stomata and lenticels beneath the epidermis. Later they rupture
the epidermis, exposing a layer of hyaline, septate, sparingly
branched conidiophores. The conidia are produced from knob-
like projections on the conidiophore and have the characteristics
given above for spores produced in culture media.
The structures of the pustules and of the spores places the fun-
gus in the genus Cylindrosporium. Of the species in this genus
enumerated in Saccardo, it bears closest resemblance to Cylindro-
sporiuvi Ranunculi (Bon) Sacc. This fungus was isolated from
leaves of Ranunculus aeris and Ranunculus bulbosiis in Italy.
The writer is not inclined to consider the two fungi identical.
For the Fruit Spot fungus he suggests the name Cylindrosporium
Pomi.
Cylindrosporium Pomi Brooks, sp. nov.—Acervulis pallidis,
subeffusis, primo subepidermicis, dein erumpenti-liberis. Coni-
diis hylinis, granulosis, filiformibus, rectis vel flexuosis, 15—80
microns X 2—25 microns. In fructu Mali Mali (L.) Britton, in
America Boreali,
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Summary a>'u Conclusions.
The writer considers that the facts and indications given jus-
tify tlie following conclusions:
1. The Fruit Spot of New Hampshire apples is due to a para-
sitic fungus, Cylindrosporium Pomi Brooks.
2. The fungus gains entrance to the apple in July or early
August, a time when the stomata are being torn open and the
protecting layers of the lenticels are not yet formed, a season
when the metabolism of the apple is extremely great and the
transpiration stream necessarily large.
3. The fungus makes its way into the intercellular spaces be-
neath the stomata and between the cells of the surface zone ob-
taining the substance necessary for its existence from the trans-
piration stream and from the rapidly maturing host cells.
4. If the fruit is attacked before the cells have lost their power
er to respond to external stimuli the fungus is soon partially
surrounded by a layer of brown, thick-walled cells which may
serve as a barrier to its fur-ther nutrition. In such cases the
results are not altogether unlike those obtained from a minute
puncture or an insect sting.
5. If, however, the fungus attacks the host cells when they
are nearly mature, it finds conditions more favorable for its
development, because the cell sap furnishes more satisfactory
food material and the cells are at the same time unable to
respond to its presence. The result is a more vigorous develop-
ment of the fungus and a rapid browning and drying ot the
host tissue.
6. The chlamydospores and sclerotial masses of the fungus are
the probable agencies in carrying the disease through the win-
ter.
7. Conidia have not been found on the host in the fall. They
probably develop from sclerotia and pycnidia in the following
spring on apples that have lain on the ground over the winter,
and thus become the agency in starting the disease the next sea-
son.
S. Spraying with Bordeaux is a preventive for the disease.
Applications made iate in June or early in July are as effective
as those made earlier in the season.
9. By his references to the work reported from other stations
the writer would not be understood to imply that the disease
here under special consideration is identical with that described
from any other section. However, he does not find anything in
some of these reports to show that the Fruit Spot which is com-
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mon in New Hampshire may not sometimes liave been included
along with the Fruit Pit in these descriptions. Further, this
study leads the writer to the conclusion that the fact that particu-
lar pathological conditions may originate without the presence
of any foreign agency, should not be taken as proof that very
similar results may not be due to the presence of a parasitic
fungus in the host tissue.
The writer wishes to acknowledge his indebtedness to Prof.
H. H. Whetzel of Cornell University, Prof. W. J. Morse of the
Agricultural Experiment Station of Maine, Dr. J. B. Dandeno
of Michigan State Agricultural College, Prof H. R. Fulton of
Pennsylvania State College, Prof. W. T. Macoun of the Central
Experimental Farm, Ottawa, Canada, and Prof. C. P. Lounsbury
of the Department of Agriculture, Cape Town Africa, for speci-
mens of spotted fruit.
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Explanation of Plates 1—7.
Plate 1.
Fic. 1. Baldwin showing young stages of the Fruit Spot.
Fig. 2. Baldwin showing later stages of the Spot.
Plate 2.
Figs. 1 and 2. Section through green spots of Baldwins showing a
browning in the surface cells and pockets in the adjacent tissue. Tha
fungus can be plainly seen in some of the largest pockets.
Fig. 3. Section through a green spot of a badly withered Baldwin,
showing the thick-walled cells of the surface zone from which has later
extended the large mass of shrunken brown cells beneath. The fungus can
be .=een in the pockets in this shrunken tissue.
Fig. 4. A cross-section of a thirty-four days' old inoculation on a
Baldwin. The mycelium may be seen in the needle path and also closely
pressed against the walls of the withering cells.
Plate 3.
Fig. 1. A cross-section of an apple to show the location of the large
bands of conducting tissue.
Fig. 2. Inoculations and punctures from a Baldwin after fifty days.
The two at the right are inoculations.
Fig. 3. A section of an apple of which the tissue in the region of the
vascular system is browned.
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Fig. 4. A section of a typical colony from the walls of a ten days' old
culture of solution A. The lower side as shown in the plate was attached
to the wall of the test tube.
Plate 4.
Fig. 1. A sketch of a spot showing the developing stroma and sporo-
phores.
Fig. 2. A late stage of the Fruit Spot, showing the stromatic layer of
the fungus with a conical mass of immature sporophores above it.
Fig. 3. A later stage of the spot showing the stroma, the shrunken
tissue beneath, and the sporophores pushing through the lenticel above.
Fig. 4. A lenticel of an apple with normal tissue beneath it.
Fig. 5. Fungus as grown in agar Petri cultures.
Plate 5.
Fig. 1. A section of one of the minute elevations from the stroma of a
five month's old flask culture. The pustule-like cavities are shown in the
upper portion.
Fig. 2. A cross-section of a stroma from a liquid flask culture showing
the layer of conidia and conidiophores.
Plate 6.
F*IG. 1. Spores from cultures in solution A.
Fig. 2. The same spores after remaining twenty-one hours In Van
Tieghem cells.
Fig. 3. The same spores after forty-two hours.
Fig. 4. A drawing of a section through an early stage of a fruit spot.
Plate 7.
Fig. 1. Conidia from a pustule such as is shown in fig. 3, plate 32.
Fig. 2. Spore production In solution A agar after four days.
Fig. 3. Chlamydospores from an old culture.
Fig. 4. Germinating chlamydospores.
Fig. 5. Olive-brown hyphae from a six week's old liquid culture after
one day in a Van Tieghem cell.
Fig. 6. A similar hypha after two days in a Van Tieghem cell.
Fig. 7. A sketch of a portion of the vascular system of an apple.
APPLE LEAF SPOT.
ISAAC M. LEWIS.
The disease known as "leaf-spot" or brown spot of apple leaves
is of general occurrence throughout the entire state of New
Hampshire and its importance as an agent of destruction has
doubtless been greatly underestimated. The disease first makes
its appearance on the young leaves shortly after they unfold
from the bud in the early spring and may be readily recognized by
the presence of small purple areas which, as growth progresses,
reach a diameter of from one-eighth to one-half inch. The spots
are quite uniformly circular In outline and the color soon
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changes to a yellowish brown. The margins are somewhat ele-
vated, giving to the spot a sunken appearance. (Fig. 1, Plate 9.)
The infection spreads throughout the spring and early summer and
in many cases the leaf becomes densely covered with spots; each
spot retaining about the same size and color until mid-summer.
As the spots grow older, secondary growth takes place from the
central affected area and a somewhat irregular blotch is formed
in which the outline of the original spot can always be recognized.
It often happens that se\eral of these areas become confluent
and thus the greater part of the leaf may become affected (Fig.
2, Plate 9. ) The color of these older areas is generally somewhat
grayish. Leaves so alfected fall from the trees much earlier than
under normal conditions and their working efficiency is always
greatly reduced by the middle of the summer, the season at
which they should be most active in supplying food for ripen-
ing the fruit and developing the buds for the succeeding year.
Trees so robbed of their foliage from year to year, must event-
ually become greatly impaired in their vigor and finally succumb
to premature destruction.
Cause of Leaf-Spot.
The cause of leaf-spot has occasioned no little difficulty and
while it seems quite probable that different investigators have
been dealing with the same spot various conflicting accounts
have been offered as to its cause. The majority of investigators
since 1S92, the time at which the disease was first reported
from Virginia by Alwood, basing their conclusions rather on the
the ease with which the disease is controlled by spraying than by
careful inoculation experiments, have regarded the disease as of
fungous origin. In this opinion, however, all investigators
have not concurred. Stewart and Eustace regarded the spots
as due to atmospheric influences, or spray injuries and gave
it as their opinion that the various fungi present in the af-
fected tissue were saprophytes and not primarily concerned
with causing the disease. Stone and Smith 1903 regarded frost
as the primary agency in the cause of spots as they occurred in
Massachusetts. These explanations of the non-fungous origin
of the disease are brought strongly into question by the results
of various spray experiments conducted during the progress of
this investigation and cited in a later paragraph.
The investigators who have decided in favor of the fungous
origin of the disturbance have not agreed as to the specific fungus
which is of primary importance in its cause. This difficulty is
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occasioned by the fact that no one fungus is found to fruit con-
sistently and to the exclusion of others on the affected areas.
Lamson in 1899 decided that the fungus PliyllosUcta pirina
caused the "brown spot" of apple leaves in New Hampshire and
Corbett reached a similar conclusion in West Virginia.
Other investigators have reported the disease as being caused
primarily by Phyllosticta limitata, while still others regard
Sphaeropsis Malormn Berk, as the specified cause.
Doubtless the most comprehensive piece of research attempt-
ed to determine the exact fungus responsible for the infection
was that carried on by Scott and Rorer in connection with dem-
onstration spraying work in the Ozarks in 1907. They found
that contrary to general belief the fungus 82)haeropsis malorum
is the cause of the disease that occurs throughout the middle
west. The other fungi which are found to fruit on the affected
areas they regard as Saprophytes, which are of only secondary
importance.
The number of fungi reported as fruiting on these spots has
been increased during the past year by Hartley of Minnesota
and others. A complete list of the species reported embraces
the following species: Coryneum foliicolum, Coniotliyriutn pirina,
Sphaeropsis Malorum. Monochoetia Mali. Pestalozzia brevisita,
Phyllosticta limitata. Phoma mali. Septoria piricola. and undeter-
mined species of Phyllosticta. .Metosphaeria. and one of the
Tuherculariae.
The fungus Coniothyriam pirina which was recently trans-
ferred from the genus Phyllosticta by Sheldon, was tested thor-
oughly by Hartley to determine whether or not it may act as a
parasite. He concludes from the result of many inoculations
under varying conditions, that the fungus is "merely a faculta-
tive parasite and does not cause the serious defoliation of apple
trees which have been attributed to it." The same results were
obtained by Hartley in experimental inoculations with pure
cultures of Coryneum foliicolum.
Believing that the exact relation of all the fungi associated
with the spots had not been thoroughly tested, an investigation
was begun during the past summer to determine, if possible,
the cause of the disease as it occurs in this state, and means
of control by various spray mixtures.
Spots of various stages of development were taken from the
leaves and by means of the poured plate method different spe-
cies of fungi fruiting on them were isolated into pure cultures.
The medium used for these cultures was beet agar, a medium
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on which all of the fungi isolated grew well and produced an
abundance of spores. Cultures were also secured by the slant
agar tube method used by Scott and Rorer. Each method
proved easy of manipulation and about equally effective.
The species of fungi which were found to predominate were
Coniothprium jnrina, Coryneum foliicolum, Sphaeropsis maiorum,
Altenaria sp. and one of the Tuherculariae. Occasionally other
spores were met on making examinations of the spots but they
were not isolated into culture. The number so isolated could
doubtless have been materially increased. However, no other
spore occurred abundantly enough to warrant the supposition
that they were of primary importance in causing the spots.
The growths from many different spots yielded pure cultures
of Sphaeropsis malorwm and this was quite generally true, as
pointed out by Scott and Rorer, when the spots taken for the
cultures were still young and purple. From other spots pure
cultures of Coniothyriuvi pirina were secured and the pycnidia
of this fungus occurred more abundantly on the affected areas
than any other.
In order to test the parasitic nature of the different fungi,
various inoculations were made. Spores grown in pure cultures
were placed in sterile distilled water and sprayed abundantly
upon the upper and lower surfaces of clean, spot free leaves of
young shoots of the trees growing in the station orchara.
These inoculations were made always in the evening between
five and six o'clock. The first of the series was made Aug. 1
and three other attempts were made later. Check branches
were sprayed with distilled water. On none of the inoculated
branches could a decided increase in the number of spots be
detected. There were scarcely any new spots developed at tTiis
time from natural infection and many of the inoculations, as
well as the checks, remained perfectly free, showing that the
period at which the leaf is naturally infected is earlier in the
spring and summer.
All of the fungi isolated have been kept growing in pure cul-
ture and it is hoped to test them still further on young seedlings
and nursery stock in the greenhouse, and again in the orchard
nexf season. As a result of this season's inoculation experi-
ments it is impossible to offer more than negative results as to
the cause of the spots. I am of the opinion, however, that the
fungus Sphaeropsis maiorum which is known to cause canker of
apple limbs and is an active parasite, will be found to be the
primary cause of apple leaf spot. This supposition must, how-
N. H. AC!r: Exp. Sta. 20th Rept., Plate S.
Fig. 1. rn.--prayed tree defoliated by Leaf Spot.
Fig. 2. Sprayed tree adjacent to the above.

X. H. Agp.. Exp. Sta. 20th Rkpt., Plate 51.
Fig. 1. Early Stage of Leaf Spot.
Fig. 2. Late Stage of Leaf Spot,
showing growth in the size of the
spots.
Fig. 3. Scab fungus as seen on
the foliage.
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ever, be supported by direct experiment before it can be definite-
ly affirmed for the spots considered in this investigation.
Treatment.
Leaf spot is very readily controlled by spraying. The meth-
ods used in preventing scab or other fungus diseases are suf-
ficient to keep the leaf spots under control. During the past
season spraying experiments were carried on with young orchard
trees of Mcintosh, various spray mixtures being used. (See
page 385).
The following table shows the results obtained from the sev-
eral mixtures.' It will be noted that on the unsprayed plots
practically all of the leaves were spotted, while on some of the
sprayed plots the per cent, was as low as eighteen. The num-
ber of spots on individual leaves taken from unsprayed trees
was many times as great as ones from the sprayed plots, ana
had the number of spots per one hundred leaves been taken,
the results in the table would have been still more striking.
The trees were sprayed five times during the season but it is
not probable that the fourth and fifth spraying had any decided
effect on this disease. The first spraying was made May 15,
and this was followed by four others on the following dates:
May 27. June 10, June 18, July 30. A careful estimate of the
per cent, of spotted leaves on the various plots is given in the
following table:
Fungicide Per cent Spotted
None 97%
Lime sulfur 9-6-50 21
None 95
Lime sulfur 2-1-50 18
Thomsen 1-25 26
15-10-50 21




The leaves on the sprayed plots remained on the trees long
after the unsprayed plots were completely defoliated. (Com-
pare PI. 8, Fig. 1 with Fig. 2).
It is not necessary to use special spray mixtures to combat
this disease for as is shown above, the mixtures used in con-
trolling the fungous diseases of the fruit will also prevent the
"leaf-spot."
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PINE BLIGHT.
Much anxiety has been caused in New Hampshire in the past
two years by the so-called '"pine blight." The trouble has oc-
curred chiefly on the white pine. Pin us Strobus. It has not been
confined to New Hampshire but is widely distributed over New
England and occurred in Pennsylvania and New York. It ap-
pears as a browning of the needles, which is fairly uniform over
the entire tree. In some cases the tip of the needle is brown,
while the base is green, and apparently normal. Such a condi-
tion is probably the result of frost after the needle had begun
its development in the spring. The pine needle grows from the
base, and it is thus possible for the tip to be injured by frost
when young, and the better protected base remain uninjured and
continue the development of the needle.
In other cases, the browning does not seem to be so definitely
limited to the tip of the needle, but apparently spreads to the
base as the season advances. In such cases, the otherwise green
portion of the needle is often covered with yellowish spots.
This condition cannot be attributed entirely to the frost and
would suggest that the trouble might be the result of a parasitic
fungus. Various experiments have been made to test this hypo-
thesis, and while fungi are sometimes present, thus far, no
fungus has been isolated from these affected needles that seems
likely to prove to be the responsible agency.
A disease which affects the whole tree so uniformly might be
expected to have its cause in the roots or trunk. Many trees
have been dug up, and a thorough gross and microscopic exami-
nation made with this point in view. No evidence of insects or
fungi have been found, and the roots and trunk of the diseased
trees appear normal.
The only other possible explanation of the disease is that it
is a physiological trouble resulting from drought, unfavorable
location, or similar causes. In order to determine the probable
effect of location and drought, a careful study has been made of
the conditions existing in several different sections of the state
where the trouble was most serious. Notes were taken on depth
and nature of the soil, drainage, exposure, surrounding vegeta-
tion, extent of the disease, etc. The results thus far obtained
indicate that a large per cent, of the injured trees are in worn
out pastures and in sandy soil. Such trees would be favorably
situated to receive the full effects of the droughts of the past two
summers. When we recall that the pine is an extremely shallow-
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rooted tree, it seems quite probable that much of the trouble
has been due to dry weather.
As a means of determining whether the disease increased
from year to year all of the trees, in two different pastures,
that were affected in 1907 were located, and a description mad^
of the condition of each tree. Notes taken late in 1908 showed
that the disease had not spread to other trees. In some cases
the new needles on the affected trees turned brown in the same
manner as those of the previous year. This might be accounted
for by the greatly weakened condition of the tree, resulting
from the trouble of 1907, but more probably was partly due to
the repeated droughts of the past summer.
The "pine blight" is evidently not a contagious disease and
there seems to be no reason to expect marked development of
the trouble.
NOTES ON APPLE DISEASES.
Apple Scab, Yenturia Pomi (Fr.) Wint.
This disease was very serious in the summer of 1907 and did
marked damage the past season. The greater prevalence of
scab in the former season is probably due to the warm, dry
weather of the past summer; the spread and development of
the fungus being greatly favored by moisture.
Appearance. The disease produces serious results on both
foliage and fruit. It attacks the leaves soon after they have
unfolded in the spring and early in June it is quite evident oa
the foliage as circular, olive colored patches. See Fig. 3, Plate 9.
These colonies produce large number of spores and serve as
a source of infection for the fruit. The fungus greatly de-
creases the vitality of the leaf, usually causing it to fall pre-
maturely. As a result of the disease trees are often practically
defoliated long before the fruit is mature.
The most serious and most familiar results, however, are
produced on the fruit. The effects found here are known among
commercial apple men as "scab," "fungus" or "black spot.
Circular spots one-eight to one-half inch in diameter are pro-
duced. They are olive in color and in later stages are often
surrounded by a narrow border of light gray. The scab colo-
nies develop vigorously on the young fruit but later in the season
the growth becomes very slow. The majority of the infections
are made early in the season but a second spread of the disease
often occurs in August. Its results are indicated by the num-
erous apparently young colonies on the fruit at gathering time.
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Some of these are so small as to be readily overlooked, but
may later make marked development in cellar storage.
Development in Storage. During the winter of 1907-8 much
trouble was experienced with scab in the Boston cold storage
plants, and great losses were met by commission merchants
from this cause. Various specimens of the disease were sent to
this station for identification. At first sight one familiar with
the disease, as seen in the orchard, would be inclined to call
the storage trouble a separate and distinct disease. The fun-
gus made an unusual development beneath the cuticle before
breaking through and the mycelium was very dark in color.
As a result of this, sunken black spots developed on the apple
that might attain a diameter of one-fourth inch, before any
break was made in the skin. See Figs. 1 and 2, Plate 10. Later
the cuticle was ruptured and the usual forms of spore and sporo-
phore exposed. See Fig. 3, Plate 10. It does not seem probable
that the disease could have spread through the cold storage build-
ing. It is very much more plausible to assume that the scab de-
veloped from very small colonies that were overlooked at the time
of storage, or else from spores that were on the apples at that
time. In cases where the apples were barrelled several days
before reaching the storage plant it is very probable that the
disease made rapid development during that time. The fol-
lowing fact furnishes strong evidence in support of this state-
ment. In the fall of 1908 a barrel of perfect Mcintosh apples
was picked from unsprayed trees and a barrel from trees
sprayed late in the season and the two placed in cellar stor-
age. In two weeks the unsprayed apples were found to be
badly scabbed while those that had been sprayed were still
comparatively free from the disease. The spots must have
developed from colonies that were not noticeable at the time of
gathering, or else from spores lodged on the apples. There
is no doubt but what there is much greater benefit derived from
late sprayings for scab than is usually evident at the time of
gathering.
Treatment. The disease can be controlled by spraying. The
first application should be made as soon as the leaves unfold;
the second, just after the blossoms have fallen; the third, two
or three weeks later, and the fourth four or five weeks before
gathering time. The first and second sprayings are especially
important and should be very thorough. For further informa-
tion in regard to treatment, see discussion under fungicides,
pages 382-389.
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Sooty Blotch. Phyllachora pomigena. [(Schw.) Sacc]
This disease produces sooty blotches on the surface of the
apple that seriously mar the appearance of the fruit and may
later affect its keeping qualities. See Fig. 2, Plate 11. The varie-
ties having a light-colored skin are damaged most in appearance.
The fungous growth is on the surface of the fruit and hence its
development is greatly favored by moist weather.
Treatment. The disease is readily controlled by spraying as
for scab. Thorough pruning is very important and if light and
air have full access to the fruit the disease usually gives lit-
tle trouble.
Apple Rust. Gymnosporangiinn Spp.
Distribution. Apple rust is very widely distributed and in some
sections quite injurious. It occurs abundantly throughout New
Hampshire and while by no means one of the most serious apple
troubles, it doubtless causes considerable damage. This disease
occurs wherever apple trees and cedars are growing in close
proximity.
Appearance of the Disease. The rust affects the leaves of
the apple trees, causing yellov/ish spots, which often become
somewhat thickened and in which are located the spore-bearing
organs of the fungus. (Fig. 1. Plate 11). These spots appear on
the leaves in May and June. The spores, which are produced in
great numbers, are borne by the wind and attack the twigs
of cedar trees, causing morbid growths or swellings, the so-
called "cedar apples." (Fig 3, Plate 111. The fungus passes the
winter in the tissue of the "cedar apple" and in the spring pro-
duces an abundance of spores in the gelatinous outgrowths of
these galls. These spores, when borne back to the apple trees,
set up the infection again and thus the fungus passes from one
host back to the other.
Treatment. Spraying experiments have not proven satisfac-
tory in controlling this disease, and since the "cedar apple" har-
bors the disease through the winter the method of control is
obviously to destroy them, or, when practicable, the cedar
trees themselves. This is at present the only effective method
known.
European Apple Tree Canker. Xectria ditissima [Tul.]
Under ordinary conditions wounds on trees are healed over
in course of time as a result of the activity of the adjacent liv-
ing tissue. It is a common sight in the orchards of New Hamp-
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shire to find wounds which have not healed over, sometimes
even after the repeated attempts of several years. Such in-
jured places are usually prevented from healing, and in some
cases may be originally caused by the presence of a foreign
organism. These wounds are commonly known as "cankers."
In the twenty-eighth report, two cankers common on New
Hampshire apple trees were described, one the Illinois Apple-
tree Canker and the other the New York or Black Rot Canker.
Since that time a third "canker" has been identified. This
disease has long been known as a serious disease of the apple trees
in Europe and hence is called the "European Apple-tree Canker."
It is of widespread occurrence in the orchards of the state and
has the characteristic appearance shown in Fig. 4, Plate 10.
The series of ridges around the wound is due to repeated at-
tempts to heal. The canker is caused by the presence of the
fungus Nectria ditissima. Its mycelium spreads into the new
growth as it attempts to cover the wound, killing it and thus en-
larging the canker. In the fall of the year the mycelium of the
fungus produces minute conidia. The following spring red lemon-
shaped perithecia break through the bark in compact patches.
These may be seen with the naked eye. They contain numer-
ous two-celled spores borne in asci or sacs. These spores and
the conidia are the agencies for spreading the disease.
Treatvient. Cankered limbs should be cut out and hiirned.
All wounds should be thoroughly coated with paint or tar.
Winter Injury.
The vtinter of 1906-07 caused very serious injury in the or-
chards of New Hampshire. The damage was especially great
in young orchards and in those situated on low ground. Many
trees were found to be entirely dead the next spring and many
others had only sufficient vitality to put forth leaves on a few
isolated limbs. (See Fig. 4, Plate 10). Upon examination of the
inner bark of the injured trees and limbs, it was found to be
brown and apparently dead. As the summer advanced it was evi-
dent that many trees that had appeared fairly vigorous early in the
spring had sustained serious injury. The leaves on one large limb
after another would wither and turn brown. It v/as found in
such cases that the cambium had been dead over large areas
from the first of the season and that the limb was practically
girdled. Throughout the summer of 1907, and even in that of
1908, trees continued to succumb to the injuries received in the
above mentioned winter. On these trees and also on others that
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survived sunken, dead areas of bark were common. ( Plates 12 and
13.) These became quite noticeable by the middle of the summer
of 1907, and on the trees that lived, continued to become more
prominent. The living tissue at the margin of these dead
patches made more than normal growth, pushing out over the
injury and developing a marked ridge around it, thus leaving
it as a conspicuously depressed area. The line between the liv-
ing and dead bark was often marked by an open crack.
Various varieties of trees suiTered from winter injury but the
Baldwin seemed to have been far more susceptible than any
other variety of apple. The large number of cases of serious
injury to the Baldwins was probably due, in part, to the pre-
ponderance of Baldwin trees in the state, but this does not seem
to be the whole explanation.
Cause of the Winter Injury. The winter of 190G-7 was an un-
usually cold one and the low temperatures recorded might be
regarded as sufficient explanation, in themselves, for the serious
injury. Injury from cold in plants, however, is largely depen-
dent upon the condition of the cells exposed. The condition in
which the apple trees went into the winter is a very important
consideration. The fall of 190G was characterized by the fre-
quency of showers and unusually high temperatures. As a
result of this, growth continued late in the season and the
trees went into the winter without the usual reduction in amount
of water, and with the wood not completely matured. This
must have been especially true of vigorous growing varieties like
the Baldwin, and of trees situated on low ground and in poorly
drained soil. The growing tissue of these trees must have gone
into the winter in an immature and water-gorged condition that
was most unfavorable for withstanding the cold w'eather that
came on early in the winter. The apple crop in 1906 was large
and the vitality of the trees greatly reduced from this source. An
additional cause for the serious results of the following win-
ter are to be found in this overproduction of the previous sea-
son.
Spkay Ixjuky.
Spraying experiments conducted in New Hampshire orchards
for the past three years have shown conclusively that injury
from Bordeaux mixture is not of uncommon occurrence. It ap-
pears on the fruit first as small, round, black or brown specks
scattered thickly over the surface of the apple. As the fruit
matures the skin takes on a corky and russeted surface, that
greatly mars its appearance. In serious cases the fruit may be
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much roughened and deformed and sometimes large sunken scars
appear on its surface. Such fruit often drops from the tree early
in the season and in no case is it of any value for commercial
or storage purposes.
On the foliage, brown, circular spots two or three millimeters
in diameter are produced. These bear a very close resemblance
to the leaf spot previously described. Soon after the appearance
of the spots the leaves may begin to turn yellow and die. Leaves
so affected soon fall and in serious cases the trees may be
almost entirely defoliated. Such instances, however, are rare.
The most serious injuries have been obtained from sprayings
made a few weeks after the blossoms fall. Sprayings made in
August or late in July have done little or no damage. In all
cases of bordeaux injury the sprayings was followed within the
next few days by a rain storm. The experiments of the past
three years have shown that the Baldwin apple is more sus-
ceptible to injury from Bordeaux than the Mcintosh. For
further discussion, see Fungicides, pages 382-389.
NOTES ON PEACH DISEASES.
Peach Yellows.
jHistory and Distribution. The Yellows is an American dis-
ease of the peach and allied fruits. It has been known for over
one hundred j-ears, and is w'idely distributed throughout the
states east of the Mississippi and north of the northern boundary
of Tennessee and North Carolina. It is most abundant in Dela-
ware, Maryland, New .lersey. New York, Connecticut, Michigan,
Pennsylvania and is doubtless spreading slowly to other states.
Yellows had not been definitely reported from New Hampshire
until the summer of 1908.
The writer is not aware of how general its distribution through-
out the states will prove to be, but peach growers are warned to
keep a vigilant watch over their orchards as the disease is
known to occur within the boundaries of the state. Like tuber-
culosis in the human race, Yellows is the most dreaded disease to
which the peach is subject, for when a tree once becomes
affected with this disease certain death is the result.
Sympt07ns of Yellows. The term Yellows as applied to the
disease is in a measure unfortunate, since people are often
caused to regard yellowness of the tree as one of the first and
indisputable symptoms of the disease. This, however, is not
always true. Many peach orchards which the inexperienced
observer believes to be suffering from Yellows, are but in ad-
X. H. Agr. Exp. Sta. 20th Rkpt., Plate 10.
Fig. 1. Scab on apple from cold .storage.
Fig. 2. Early stage of scab on
cold storage apple.
Fig. 3. Later stages of scab ou
cold storage apple.
Vic 4. European apple-tree canker.

N. H. Agk. Exp. Sta. 20th Rept., Plate 11.
Fig. 1. Rust on apple leaf. Fig. 2. "Soot}- Blotch" of apple.
'"y7tM

N. II. Ar.n. Exp. Sia. 2(;iTH Rkpt., Pl.\tk 12
Winter Injury ou a young apple tree.

N. H. Agr. Exp. Sta. 20th Rept., Plate 13.
Fig. 1. Winter Injury on body of apple tree.
Fig. 2. Spray Injury.

X. H. Agi:. Exp. Sta. 2riTH Rkpt., Plate 14.
Peach Leaf Curl.

N. H. Ar.R. Exp. Sta. 20th Kept., Plate 15.
Bakhviii apples russettetl with Biirtleaux mixture in ] 9i.>G.
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vanced stages of other diseased conditions brought on by lack
of proper pruning, fertilizing and precaution against borers and
insect pests. The leaf curl has also been mistaken for yellows
although the symptoms are quite different.
Yellows is a definite disease fatal and communicable and in
many states amenable to the police powers of the commonwealth.
The symptoms of yellows when once learned are so characteristic
that there is little danger of confusing them with the symptoms
of borers, neglect or drought. In bearing trees the first indica-
tion of the presence of Yellows is the premature ripening of
the fruit. This may occur from one to six weeks earlier than
the normal time of ripening. These prematurely ripened fruits
are unmistakably characterized by the presence of bright red
(a)
Fig. 15. Peach yellows, («) .showing the spotted appearance of the
fruit, and (b) the streaks In the flesh. (After L. H. Bailey).
blotches and the flesh is often more or less marked with red
spots and streaks which extend from the surface to the pit.
(Fig. 15). The mere prematureness of ripening is not, however,
conclusive proof of the presence of Yellows. It is the presence
of the red blotches and streaks on such prematurely ripened
fruits. It often happens that during the first year of the dis-
ease this kind of fruit is restricted to particular limbs or even to
single twigs which, however, do not differ in appearance from
other limbs of the tree.
In the second year, the disease spreads to other parts of the
tree, even if the diseased branches have been removed. Addi-
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tional symptoms also begin to be manifest, chief among which
may be mentioned the development of winter buds out of their
normal season and the growth of feeble twiggy and much
branched shoots on the main branches and even on the trunk.
The premature expanding of buds may be seen most clearly in
the fall after the tree has lost its leaves. These shoots rarely
grow more than three or four inches long.
The leaves upon them are small and narrow, yellowish and
they stand out stiffly from the stem, contrasting strongly with
the drooping healthy leaves below them. (Fig. 16). It occa-
sionally happens that the blossoms
of the diseased shoots open in the
fall.
The third symptom is the growth
of shoots from adventitious or rest-
ing buds on the trunk and larger
branches. The leaves upon these
shoots are quite long and narrow,
yellow in color and some of the
larger "water sprouts" develop
broom-like clusters of branches
which have pale green, slender
leaves. Fig. 17.
In late stages of yellows the tree
has a general stunted appearance.
The leaves are all of a reddish or
yellowish color and are greatly re-
duced in size. Trees in this con-
dition might be confused with those
suffering from some lack of vigor
brought on by other causes. In
distinguishing Yellows the above
peculiarities of growth and develop-
ment must be used rather than the
notion of yellow color. Trees
v>hicli show these characters —
premature ripening of fruit; fruit spotted and blotched with red;
twiggy clustered shoots bearing small yellow foliage, may be
considered as certainly affected with Yellows.
Cause and Spread. Yellows is a contagious disease. It is
spread from tree to tree and sooner or later every tree in an
orchard or even the entire community in which the disease
appears may be expected to die unless precautions are taken
to keep it in check. It is not known how Yellows spreads.
Fig. 10. Yellows
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Fig. 17. Yellows tuft—1-2 nat. size. (After Bailey).
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There appears to be no specific germ associated with it. The
disease is not spread through the soil, for young trees set
where Yellows trees have been removed are no more liable to
contract the disease than are the trees which are some distance
away. This has been amply demonstrated in the peach growing
section of Michigan. It is not spread from flower to flower for
many trees contract the disease that have never blossomed. It
is not inherent in the roots, for trees grafted upon plum stocks
often contract the disease. Briefly it may be said that almost
every origin which has been ascribed for the disease has been
shown untenable.
Although the cause of Yellows is unknown, it has been clearly
shown in many districts that if affected trees are permitted to
live, the disease spreads to other trees. Cases are cited in which
affected trees which have been cut down and left in the orchard
have spread the disease. Dragging uprooted, diseased trees
through the orchard is known to spread the infection. The dis-
ease has doubtless gained entrance into many sections through
nursery stock.
Prevention and Control. With the present knowledge of the
disease its cure seems impossible. Thus far the only successful
measures employed in combating it have been of a preventive
nature. There being no germ or insect pest associated with the
disease, the attempts to control it by spraying have proven futile.
Experiments with different fertilizers have been of no avail.
Whenever a tree becomes affected with this most subtle of all
diseases its final death is inevitable. The contagion and spread
being as explained above, the remedy suggests itself—removal of
the source of contagion. Practice has shown this to be the only
effective method. Yellows is prevented by the removal of all
affected trees root and branch and their subsequent destruction
by fire as near the point of removal as practicable. In order
to keep the stand of the orchard, young trees may be planted
in the same place the following spring. Experience has shown
that there is a rather less tendency for these trees to contract
yellows than is the case with adjacent trees. This method
alone has proved sufficient to stem the tide of invasion which
at one time threatened to destroy the peach raising industry
in some of the best peach districts. Its success depfends in a
large measure on the co-operation of all the owners of peach
orchards for one or two affected orchards in a community if
not properly treated are sufficient to continually spread the
disease.
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Leaf Curl of Peach. (Exoascus deformans. Burk.^
The disease of the peach known as leaf curl, is very widely
distributed. It is found practically wherever the peach is culti-
vated and aside from yellows is one of the most serious dis-
eases to which it is subject. Pierce gives as an estimate of
the total losses in the United States in a single year from this
source alone, the sum of $3,000,000.
Appearance of the Disease. This disease affects only the
leaves and twigs of the peach, and the twigs are not usually
attacked in a manner serious enough to attract attention. The
effect on the leaves, is, however, very striking and is quite
easily recognized. The leaves often show the characteristic
appearance of the disease at the time they emerge from the
bud. A roughened surface and an excess of coloring are the
first symptoms manifest. As the young leaves quickly grow
to their normal size, the affected part is thrown into a series
of irregular folds which frequently run transversely to the long
axis of the leaf. It often happens that the distortions draw the
edges of the leaf together in such a way that it presents an ap-
pearance of being inflated. (Plate 14.) The entire leaf or
only a part of it may become affected. In mature leaves the color
may become somewhat reddish, but the green color is usually
lost and the leaf is characterized by a pale discoloration. Such
affected leaves soon fall off and in severe cases the tree may
be entirely defoliated and normal growth seriously checked.
Bearing trees lose their fruit for the season and it not infre-
quently happens that no fruit buds are formed for the next
year, thus resulting in a loss of two crops. After the affected
leaves have fallen, dormant buds often develop, and the tree
makes an attempt to supply itself with new and healthy foliage.
This second crop of leaves is rarely attacked by the curl.
Cause of the Disease. The curl of peach leaves is caused by
the fungus Exoascus deformans, which lives through the winter
in the buds and affected branches and continues its growth
aloutg with the young leaves in the spring. The spores of the
fungus are produced in short, erect growths of a sac-like nature
and each sac contains eight spores. It is these numerous sacs
or asci which give to the affected leaves the somewhat mealy
'appearance. These spores are very small and light and easily
borne about by the wind. WTienever they fall upon the sus-
ceptible parts of another tree, they grow into its tissue and so
cause the disease. Doubtless many of the spores live through
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the winter, either on the tree or on the ground, and help spread
the infection in the spring.
Treatment. Since the fungus passes through the winter in
the form of a mycelium in the twigs and buds it will be readily
seen that attempts to control the disease by spraying cannot
be entirely successful the first year. Leaf curl may, however,
be effectively controlled by:
1. Spraying with Bordeaux just previous to the opening ot
the buds in the spring. This spraying is very important.
2. Spraying again with weak Bordeaux as soon as the blos-
soms have fallen. This prevents infection from spores that
have wintered over on trees or on the ground.
3. Spraying again with weak Bordeaux when the affected
leaves begin to manifest the mealy appearance. This prevents
summer infection of leaves and of the buds for the succeeding
year.
Fungicides.
In view of the fact that it had been repeatedly demonstrated
in New Hampshire orchards that home made Bordeaux may
cause injury to the fruit and foliage, (page 375) it was import-
ant to determine, as far as possible, the cause of this and also
to find some means of obviating the trouble.
Cause of Bordeaux Injury. Extensive studies have been
made on the first point in the experiment stations of Illinois,
New York, and other states, without any satisfactory conclu-
sion being reached. The problem has been under observation
at the New Hampshire station for several years and efforts have
been made to determine the cause, but without any great suc-
cess. Attempts have been made to produce the trouble arti-
ficially, but have given only negative results. The chemists of
the stations have made studies of the chemical nature of bor-
deaux and of its probable reactions as exposed on the tree, but
the work has not yet been brought to a conclusion. It is not
possible with our present knowledge of the matter to give a
complete explanation of the cause, but our observations agree
with those from other stations, that the atmospheric conditions
may greatly modify the action of the bordeaux; injury to the
fruit and foliage usually resulting from the effects of a rain
storm soon after spraying. The washing out of the excess lime
by this means is a probable explanation for a large part of the
injury.
Experiments with Bordeaux Mixture. A constantly increasing
number of prepared bordeauxs are on the market and are being
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extensively bought by the public. Many of the agents for these
claim their product to contain great fungicidal value combined
with freedom from injury to the foliage and fruit. It was decided
to test the value of a number of these, as compared with various
home-made mixtures. If results were to be obtained in a fev/
years it was advisable to test these on plants which were practi-
cally certain to be diseased. The Mcintosh apple scarcely ever
escapes the work of the scab and was therefore a desirable tree to
work with. In the spring of 1907, arrangements were made with
Arthur Ladd and Jonathan Smith of Deerfield for carrying on
such experiments in their Mcintosh orchards.
The proprietary mixtures used w-ere Leggett's Dry Bordeaux
and Leggett's Oxidized Dry Bordeaux sold by Leggett & Brother
of New York; Target Quick Bordeaux and Target Standard
Bordeaux, sold by the American Horticultural Distributing Co.,
of Martinsburg, W. Va. ; Eagle Bordeaux sold by the Adler Col-
or & Chemical Works of New York; French Bordeaux, sold by
Hammond's Slug Shot Works, Fishkill-on-Hudson, New York;
Lenox Bordeaux, from Lenox Sprayer and Chemical Co., Pitts-
field, Mass.; Lion Bordeaux, from the James A. Blanchard Co.,
New York; Fairmount Bordeaux, from the Fairmount Chemical
Laboratories of Philadelphia, Pa.: and Pyrox from the Bowker
Insecticide Co., Boston. All of these except the first three, are
paste bordeauxs. The Target Quick Bordeaux consists of a bag
of fine pulverized copper sulfate and another of finely ground
lime which are to be hung in a barrel of water to dissolve, thus
producing a mixture very similar to home-made bordeaux. All
of the proprietary mixtures were made up as directed on the
package.
Along with these proprietary mixtures was used copper
phosphate, home-made bordeauxs and benzoate of soda bordeaux.
In describing a bordeaux the number of pounds of copper sul-
fate is given before that of lime, thus a 2-4-50 bordeaux con-
tained 2 pounds of copper sulfate and four of lime to fifty gal-
lons. The sodium benzoate of plots IS and 20 was prepared by
combining the copper sulfate and benzoate of soda before the
addition of the lime and that in plot 19 was made by adding
the benzoate of soda solution to already prepared bordeaux.
One-half pound of sodium benzoate was used to fifty gallons ot
the mixture.
Each plot consisted of five or more trees. The first spraying
was made May 17, the second June 7 as the blossoms were fall-
ing, the third June 21. The first spraying was omitted on plots
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19 and 20. Notes were taken on the drops August 1, August 27,
and October 1. The apples were gathered the first week in
October. Any apple having even a small scab spot was consid-
ered scabbed. The results given below are estimated on total
dropped and picked fruit:
riot. Fungicide. Percentage Scabbed
LADD ORCHARD.
1. Bordeaux, Lenox 79.9
2. Bordeaux, Target Quick 67.7
3. Bordeaux, Standard 63 .
9
4. Bordeaux, Leggett's 82.8
5. Bordeaux, Leggett's Oxidized ,. 83.4
6. Bordeaux, Eagle 68.8
7. Bordeaux, French 64 .
4
8. Bordeaux, Lion 90 .
9. Bordeaux, Fairmount 95 .
10. Copper phosphate 15 lbs. to 50 gal 82.2
11. Bordeaux, 3-4-50 57 .
1
12. Bordeaux, Pyrox 81.0
13. Bordeaux, 2-4-50 73 .
14. None 86.0
SMITH ORCHARD.
15. Bordeaux, 4-4-50 53 . S
16. Bordeaux, 3-4-50 52.1
17. Bordeaux, 2-4-50 66 .
IS. Bordeaux, Sod Benz. l-l-i/o-SO 70.4
19. Bordeaux, Sod Benz. l-l-i/z-SO 81.7
20. Bordeaux, Sod Benz. l-l-Va-SO 90.7
21. None 93.9
The greater percentage of scab on plot 20 than on 18 indi-
cates the value of the first spraying. The large percentage of
scab on the orchards, as a whole, is partly due to a late spread
of the disease from the unsprayed plots and from those spraye4
with inefficient mixture to other parts of the orchard. This
was shown by the large number of young scab spots on the
apples at the time of gathering and also by notes taken on de-
velopment of the disease at various times during the season.
The contrast in the results is therefore not so great as the proba-
ble contrast in fungicidal value of the mixtures.
Chemical Analyses. A chemical analysis was made by the
station chemists, of the various bordeauxs used in the experi-
ments. The first three columns below give the result of the
analysis of a sample of the prepared package as placed on the
market. In the third and fourth columns are given the number
of pounds of copper sulfate and of lime that a fifty gallon barrel
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of the mixture would contain, if made according to the directions
furnished by the company.
Fungicide. AVater. Copper Calcium Copper Sulfate Lime
Oxide. Oxide. per barrel, per bbl.
Pyrox 65.2 2.22 3.00 .35 .15
Lenox 67.87 1.54 17.76 .49 1.78
Lion 80.00 3.12 9.70 1.00 .97
French SI. 6 3.13 4.54 2.00 .91
Grassellis 50.19 7.32 22.99 2.34 2.30
Fairmount 50.0 7.65 12.35 2.45 1.24
Standard 63.0 4. SI 15.35 3.08 3.07
Target Quick 4.00 6.00
Eagle 54.1 6.7 11.56 4.29 2.31
Leggetfs blue 4.0 13.73 41.28 4.39 4.13
Leggett's oxidized... 7.3 17.8 27.6 5.70 2.76
Tests -were not made to determine what other ingredients
than copper and calcium compounds might be present. The
first three as given above do not have more copper than a 1-3-50
Bordeaux, and the results obtained show their effectiveness to
be in keeping with their strength. The next two do not vary
far from a 2-4-50 bordeaux, either in strength or in results. The
Fairmount paste was in bad mechanical condition and might
have given better results if the solution had been made in hot
water or had been allowed to stand over night before using.
No such directions were given on the package, however. As
used, many large crystals of copper sulfate were taken out in
passing the liquid through the sieve. It will be noticed that
several of the mixtures have three and four pounds of copper
as sulfate to the barrel. Of these, the paste bordeauxs were
quite effective but not so much so as the home-made bordeaux
of equal strength. The dry bordeaux and the so-called copper
phosphate were entirely unsatisfactory as fungicides in spite of
the large amount of copper present. In addition to this they
produced decided injury to the foliage. This was especially
true of the oxidized Leggett mixture. Slight injury of the
foliage was also found on the plot sprayed with Eagle bordeaux
and with the copper phosphate. No injury was found on the
trees treated with the home-made mixture, even when used in
the 4-4-50 strength. The results show that the home-made Bor-
deaux is a more satisfactory mixture than any of the propri-
etary preparations, and that the 3-3-50 formula is the weakest
solution that is likely to give satisfactory results.
Co-operative Work with the Bureau of. Plant Industry.
In 1908 arrangements were made with Prof. W. M. Scott of
the Bureau of Plant Industrj*, U. S. Department of Agriculture,
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for some co-operative work between the New Hampshire Experi-
ment Station and the Bureau of Plant Industry, one-half of the
expense of the experiments to be paid by each party.
In preceding years Professor Scott had secured very satisfac-
tory results in Arkansas and other sections of the south with
various lime-sulfur solutions used as fungicides. In view of the
possibility of injury from the various bordeauxs, it seemed
especially desirable to test the comparative value of these lime-
sulfur solutions and bordeaux under New England conditions.
Arrangements were made to carry out such tests in the same
orchards in which the experiments of 1907 were conducted. Six
varieties of lime-sulfur solution and six different Bordeauxs
were used.
Self-boiled Lime-Sulfur. In the preparation of the self-boiled
lime-sulfur solutions, 15 pounds of fresh stone lime were placed
in a 50-gallon barrel and 2 or 3 gallons of water poured over it.
Ten pounds of sulfur were immediately added and another
bucket of water. The heat from the slaking lime soon began
to boil the mixture violently. Burning was prevented by stir-
ring. If the mass became too thick to stir, more water was
added, but the amount of water was kept at a minimum in or-
der to secure the maximum of heat for cooking the mixture.
6 to 8 gallons of water were usually required. The barrel was
covered with a piece of gunny sack to check the escape of the
heat. The boiling continued from 20 to 30 minutes, according
to the quality of the lime. When the boiling ceased the solu-
tion was diluted to 50 gallons for use.
In the presence of the heat a part of the sulfur combined
with the lime, producing a dark brown liquid consisting largely
of calcium sulfide, but much of the sulfur remained unchanged.
The mixture was strained through a sieve of about 20 meshes
to the inch, care being taken to work the sulfur and the finer
lime particles through.
For the preparation of the 9-6-50 mixture given below, 6 2-3 gal-
lons of water were added to each 10 gallons of the 15-10-50 solu-
tion.
Boiled Lime-Sulfur Solution. In the preparation of this mix-
ture 2 pounds of lime and 1 pound of sulfur were boiled in a
small quantity of water for 45 minutes and then diluted to 50
gallons. By this method of preparation the conversion of the
sulfur was complete, producing a dark brown solution of cal-
cium sulfid. A part of the lime was left unchanged and was
worked through the sieve as in the above mixtures.
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Unboiled Lime-Sulfur Solution. In the preparation of this
mixture 9 pounds of lime were added to 25 gallons of water and
6 pounds of sulfur to another 25 gallons. Equal parts of these
two solutions were mixed with thorough stirring. No heat was
applied and the association of the lime and sulfur was merely
a mechanical one.
Proprietary Lime-Sulfur Solutions. Two of the commercial
lime-sulfur solutions were used, one prepared by the Thomsen
Chemical Co., of Baltimore, Md., and the other by the Niagara
Sprayer Co., of aflddleport, N. Y. The mixtures put upon the
market by these companies is such as would be obtained by
boiling a lime-sulfur solution and decanting off the brown cal-
cium sulfid solution for use. The Thomsen mixture was diluted
in the ratio of 1 to 24 and the Niagara in the ratio of 1 to 49
before using.
Bordeauxs. Two strengths of home-made bordeaux and four
proprietary mixtures were used. The latter were the Eagle,
French, Standard and Grassellis preparations. These prepared
paste Bordeauxs were diluted according to the directions on
the packages.
The first spraying was made May 15th, before the flower buds
had opened; the second May 27th, at the time the blossoms
were falling; the third June 10th; the fourth June 18th, and the
fifth July 30th. Paris Green was used at the rate of 6 oz. to 50
gal. in the 2nd and 4th sprayings. Notes were taken on the
drops on August 14th and again Sept. 11th. The apples were
gathered between Sept. 10th and Sept. 15th, and notes were
taken on the picked fruit at the time of gathering. The fol-
lowing tables are based upon the data obtained from the picked
fruit and the drops at the time of gathering. The. badly scabbed
apples were those so seriously damaged by scab as to be un-
marketable.
Plot: Fungifide. Spraving. Per cent. Per cent. Per cent
Badly Slightly Free
scabbed, scabb'd. from scab
In the orchard of Arthur Ladd.
1. L. & S. 15-10-50 self-boiled.. 1.2,3,4,5 2.9 45. 52.1
2. L. &S. 9-6-50 self-boiled... 1,2,3,4,5 10.2 57.8 32.
3. L. &S. 2-1-50 boiled 1,2,3,4,5 3.8 42.6 53.6
4. L. &S. Thomsen 1,2,3,4,5 .9 9.4 89.7
5. L. &S. Niagara 1,2,3,4,5 1.3 16.5 82.2
6. Bordeaux 3-3-50 1,2,3,4,5 1.2 18.2 80.6
7. Bordeaux Eagle 1,2,3,4,5 1.7 24.5 73.8
S. L. &S. 15-10-50 self-boiled. . 1,2, 4,5 9.5 55.8 34.7
9. L. &S. 9-6-50 self-boiled... 1,2, 4,5 T.l 46.4 46.5
10. Bordeaux 3-3-50 1,2, 4,5 1.2 9.4 89.4
11. Bordeaux 4-4-50 1,2, 4,5 2.7 5.6 91.7
12. None 21.9 45.2 32.9
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Plot: Fungicide. Spraving. Percent. Percent. Percent.
Badly Slightly Free
scabbed, scabb'd. from scab.
In the orchard of Jonathan Smith.
13. L. &S. 9-6-50 unboiled... 1, 2, 4 and 5 23.3 42.9 43.8
14. Bordeaux, Standard 1, 2, 4 and 5 5.4 39. 55.6
15. Bordeaux, Grasselli's
16. Bordeaux, 3-3-50 1, 2, 4 and 5 3.6 20.6 75.8
17. Bordeaux, French 1, 2, 4 and 5 1.6 21. 77.4
18. None 60.4 27.9 11.7
Plots 2, 8 and 14 were unfavorably situated and the large per
cent, of scab may be partly due to this fact. The weather fol-
lowing the third spraying was dry and it is not surprising that
the trees having this application gave but little better results
than those without it.
The bordeauxs seem to have been the most efficient fungi-
cides, with the proprietary lime-sulfur niixtures a close sec-
ond. The calcium sulfid being far more soluble than the cop-
per hydroxide, the lime sulfur solution washed off more readily
than the Bordeaux. If the season had been a rainy one it is
quite possible that there would have been a greater contrast
In the efficiency of the two classes of fungicides, the change
being in favor of the bordeauxs.
Judging from the prepared lime-sulfur solutions and from
the lime-sulfur formulas used in preparing fungicides in the
state of Oregon, it seems probable that the boiled lime-sulfur
solution might have been used several times as strong.
The results obtained with self-boiled and with the unboiled
lime-sulfur solutions do not indicate that either sulfur or lime
is very efficient in controlling the scab. When viewed in con-
nection with the results obtained with the proprietary and the
boiled mixtures they emphasize the importance of the calcium
sulfid and the necessity of heat in the preparation. The use of
hot water in the preparation of the self-boiled mixtures, as has
often been done by Professor Scott, would undoubtedly secure
better results. It seems to the writer, however, that where it
is possible to boil the mixture and make the chemical reaction
between the lime and sulfur complete, better results will be
obtained by doing this and using a smaller amount of sulfur
than by using a larger amount of lime and sulfur and trying to
regulate the extent of the chemical change by the amount of
heat applied.
Too much emphasis should not be placed upon the results of
one season but the lime-sulfur solutions are undoubtedly to be
classed as valuable fungicides. They held the scab in check
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almost as well as the bordeauxs, and produced no injury to fol-
iage or fruit. In fact while there was occasionally an apple ou
the bordeaux plots whose appearance had been damaged by spray
the apples on the lime-sulfur plots were smoother and apparently
more waxy and more highly colored than on the check plots. It
•would seem that a very satisfactory treatment for an orchard
would be found in making the first and possibly last sprayings
with bordeaux and the second two with a lime-sulfur solution.
The danger from bordeaux injury would thus be largely obviated.
The Mcintosh apple is less susceptible to bordeaux injury than
the Baldwin, and far more susceptible to scab. The above sug-
gestion is therefore, likely to be of more value in treating the
latter than the former variety. The value of bordeaux and lime-
sulfur mixtures in controlling fruit spot and leaf spot has al-
ready been discussed. (Pages 346, 369.)
Weed Destruction.
In the summer of 1907 wild mustard came up very thick in
an oats field on the college farm. This was thoroughly sprayed
with iron sulfate solution when the mustard plants were small.
Two pounds of iron sulfate were used to each gallon of water and
the solution applied at the rate of fifty gallons to the acre. The
wild mustard was practically all killed with one application. The
leaves of the oats were found to have a few black dead spots on
them, but the injury was not serious. A similar experiment was
made in 1908 with equally satisfactory results. The experiments
show that iron sulfate is a valuable agency in the destruction of
wild mustard if applied before it begins to make its stem growth.
The best results are secured by an early application.
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REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF ENTOMOLOGY.
E. DWIGHT SANDERSON.
The changes in the assistants in the department have been
noted in the Director's report. These frequent changes have
interfered with the work of the department, and the writer's
duties as director have prevented as much personal entomolog-
ical work as formerly.
During the past two years the oflBces and laboratories of the
department have been moved entirely to Thompson Hall.
Among the additions to equipment should be noted several
large field cages for the study of insect life out of doors, several
thermographs and thermometers, and a large constant temper-
ature oven, built according to our plans, to maintain temper-
atures between 50 and 70 F., for use in our investigations ot
the relation of temperature to insect life.
Investigations.
It has been the policy of the department to concentrate
effort upon but few investigations. The principal work has
been upon the codling moth, which is reported herewith.
Investigations of the Striped Cucumber Beetle, carried on in
1907, are also reported below. In July, 1908, a very un-
usual insect outbreak occurred throughout the hardwood forests
on the hills of the state, which proved to be the work of the
Antlered Maple Worm {Heterocampa guttivltta Walk) a native
insect not heretofore known as injurious. In the writer's ab-
sence, his assistant, Mr. C. F. Jackson, was at once directed
to fully investigate the outbreak and a week or two later the
"writer visited Ossipee and Tamworth and the White Mountain
Region, to determine the extent of the injury. While Mr. W.
M. Barrows visited towns lying between Laconia and Clare-
mont, Mr. C. F. Jackson visited towns southwest of Concord
and Mr. W. S. Abbott studied the conditions in Cheshire Coun-
ty. Mr. Jackson has prepared a report which summarizes our
knowledge of the pest, which appears on page 514.
Investigations concerning the relation of temperature to in-
sect life, as outlined in our last biennial report, have been car-
ried on constantly, numerous experiments have been made and
a large amount of data secured, but the work has not progressed
sufficiently to warrant publication. Two papers upon special
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phases of this work have, however, been published which are
noted under Publications.
CoKRESl'OXDE?sCE AND STATE WOEK.
The correspondence of the entomologist increases each year,
and with the advent of the brown-tail and gipsj- moths increased
interest is being taken in combating all insect pests.
The entomologist has continued to act as nursery inspector
for the State Board of Agriculture.
Besides publishing two bulletins and numerous newspapep
articles upon the brown-tail and gipsy moths, the entomologist
took an active part in calling the attention of the public to the
danger from these, pests and the need of state legislation tor
their control, through lectures and correspondence, and the law
enacted by the last session of the General Court, was doubtless
largely due to the public opinion thus aroused.
PUBLICATIONS.
The publications of the writer during the period of this report,
have been as follows:
Publications of the Xew Hampshire AgriciiUural Experiment
Statioti.
1907, January. Bulletin 128, The Brown-tail Moth and the Gypsy Moth in
1906. In colaboration with Dr. L. 0. Howard. Pgs. 22, figs. 8.
An account of the spread of these pests in 1906 and suggestions
for their treatment.
April. Bulletin 131. Spraying the Apple Orchard. In colaboration
with T. J. Headlee and Charles Brooks. Pgs. 48, figs. 37. The
results of investigations of the life history and experiments in
spraying for the codling moth in 1906, and the results of experi-
ments against the apple scab and fruit spot, with directions for
spraying.
1908, February. Bulletin 136. The Gypsy and Brown-tail Moths in New
Hampshire. Pgs. 64, figs. 34. (Printed by order of the Governor
and Council.) A revision of bulletins 121 and 122, brought up-
to-date, and Chapter 147, Laws of 1907, N. H., concerning these
pests.
July. Bulletin 139. Caterpillars Injuring Apple Foliage in Late
Summer. Pgs. 24, figs. 13. A popular account of the fall web-
worm, yellow-necked apple caterpillar, red-humped apple caterpil-
lar, tussock moth, and hickory tiger moth, with directions for
spraying for their control.
August. Circular 3. The Apple Leaf-aphis. Pgs. 6, figs. 4.
Circular 4. The Oyster-shell Scale, Scale. Pgs. 4, figs. 3.
Circular 5. The San Jose Scale. Pgs. 12, figs. 5. PI. 1.
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May. School Bulletin No. 1. Agricultural Education Through Rural
Schools. Pgs. 20, fig.s. 7.
August. Press Circular. 11. An Outbreak of Forest Caterpillar.s.
August. Scientific Contributions No. 1. The Influence of Minimum
Temperatures in Limiting the Northern Distribution of Insects.
Pgs. 18. Maps 7. Reprinted from the Journal of Economic Ento-
mology, Vol. 1, No. 4.
Other Publications.
1907, January. National Legislation to Control the Spread of Insect Pests.
National Nurserymao. Pgs. 15, 16.
March. The War with The Insects. Farming. Pgs. 5S, figs. 3.
April. A Spraying Calendar for the Home Garden. Garden Maga-
zine. Pgs. 142-146, figs. 17.
November. What Research in Economic Entomology is Legitimate
under the Adams Fund? Bulletin 67, Bureau of Entomologj',
U. S. Dept. Agr. Pgs. 77-84.
A Spray Nozzle for the Mechanical Mixture of Oil with Water or
Other Liquids. L. c. pgs. 112-116, figs. 6, 7.
1908, February. The Relation of Temperature to the Hibernation of In-
sects. Journal of Economic Entomology. Vol. 1. Pgs. 56-65,
figs. 1, 2.
April. Preliminary Report on the Life History of the Codling Moth
and Spraying Experiments Against It. L. c. Pgs 129-140.
INSECTS RECEIVED FOR IDENTIFICATION.




























Pittsfield. V. 5, 'OS.
Dover, IX, 16, '07.
Claremont, VII, 16, '07.
Tilton. V. 29, '08.
Pittsfield. VII, 19, '07.
New Ipswich. IX. 17. '07.
Wolfboro. VII. 24. 'OS.
Milford. VII. 2S. '08.
Hillsboro. VIII. 1. 'OS.
Dublin. VII. 11. 'OS.
Dover, VI, 11, '08.
Dover, VII, 30, '07.
Newton Jet., VI. 10, "08.
Chester. XI. 7, '07.











Concord. VII. 27, 'OS.
Bo'scawen, VI. 1, 'OS.
Laconia, VI, 22, '08 ; VI. 23, '08.
Farmiugton. VI, 22, 'OS.
West Canaan, VI, 1, 'uS.
































Manchester, I, 7, '07.
Chester, V, 1, '08.
Rochester, X, 1, 'OS.
Dover, V, 2, '07.
Manchester, IV, 17, '07.
No. Hampton, VII, 12, OS.
Pittsfield, VI, 13, '08.
Antrim, X, 14, '07.
West Concord, XII, 2, '07.
Hudson, IV, 20, '08.
West Claremont, IV. 2. '07 ; Center
Ossipee, IV, 8, '07 ; Hebron, IV,
11, '07; Bow, I, 23, '07; Wai-
pole, I, 9, '08 : Hampton, V, 13,
'07
; Concord, IV, 26, '08 ; Green-
land Village, III, 22, '08 ; Goss-
ville, XII, 26, '08 ; Portsmouth,
IV, 29, '08 ; Candia, I, 24, '08 ;
Laconia, VIII, 5, '08 ; Ports-
mouth, V, 19, '08.
Manchester, V, 28, 'OS.
Epping, VIII, 27, '06.
Manchester, X, 27, '07.
Grafton, VII, 27, '08.
Ashland, VI, 22, '08.
Manchester, VII, 12, '07.
New Ipswich, VII, S, '07.
West Claremont, XII, 5, '06.
Mt. Vernon, XII, 9, '07.
Berlin Mills, VIII. 27, '06.









Dublin, VII, 31, 'OS.
Weirs, IX, 6. '08.
Holderness. VII, 27. '07.
















Harrisville. VIII, 30, '07 ; Peter-
boro, VII. 27. '08 ; New Lon-
don, VII, 31, '08 ; Sullivan, VII,
31, '08 ; Laconia, VII, 28, '08 ;
Andover, VII, 8, '08 ; Sanborn-
ville. VII, 28, '08 ; Canaan, VIII,
19, '08 ; Ossipee, VII, 24, '08
;
Franklin, VIII, 24, '08 ; Laconia,
VII, 24, '08.
Centerville, VII. ?, '08 ; Conway
Centre, VIII, 24, '08.
Laconia, VII, 28, '08 ; Conway
Centre. VIII, 8. 'OS.
Center Harbor. VIII, ?, '08 ; Ber-
ry, VIII, 4. '08.
Sanbornton, VIII, 5, 'OS.
Sunappe. VII, '^.O. 'OS
East Hebron, V, 7, '06.
Conway, IX, 16, '07 : ricuth Lee,
VI, 26, "07.
Atkinson, VII, 19, '07.
Hampton Falls, VI, 28, '07.







Datana integerrlma G. & R.
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Jackson, VII, 7, '07.
Harrisville, VIII, 30, '07.
Canaan, IX, 19, 'OS.
Cauaam, 111, 15, '07.
East Hebron, VII, 22, '07.
Exeter, VIII, '07.
E. .Jaffrey, VII, 15, '07; North
Weare, IX, 10, '08.
New London, VIII, 22, '07.
New London, VIII, 22, '07.
Dover, VIII, 20, '08.
Canaan, IX, 8, '08 ; Antrim, VII,
18, '08.
Bath, VII, 28, '07 ; Freedom, VII,
22, '07 ; Conway Centre, VIII,
29. '07 ; Enfield, IX, 11, '07 ;
Sunapee. VII, 22, '07 ; Henniker,
VIII, 11, '08.
Dover. VIII, 29, OS; Hillsboro,
IX. 3, 'OS.
Salisbury, VIII, 19, '08.
Wilton, III, 25, '07.
Claremont, VII, 9, '08.
Harrisville, VIII, 30, '07 ; Dublin,
VIII, 19, '07 ; New London, Villi
9, '07 ; Holderness. X, 19, '07 ;
Hancock, VII, 30, '08.
Tilton, VIII. 25, 07.
Holderness, X, 19, '07.
Claremont, VIII, 2Z. '07 ; Wolf-
boro, IX. 17, '07.
Franklin, VIII, 10. '07.
Center Harbor, VII, ?, '08.
Holderness, VII, 27, '07 ; Exeter,
VII, 26, '07 ; Orford, IX, 16, '07.
East Andover, VIII, ?, '07 ; Lake-
view, IX, 13, '07 ; Boscawen,
VIII, 28, '07 ; Holderness, X,
19, 07 ; Pittsfield, VIII, 17, *07 i
Contoocook, VIII, 8, '07 ; Suna-
pee, VIII, 22, '07 ; Hanover Cen-
tre, IX, 10, '07.
Walpole, VIII, S, '07 ; No. Sutton,
VIII, 25, '07 ; Chesterfield, VIII,
19, '08 ; Suncook, IX, 16, 'OV ;
Franklin, VIII, 10, '07 ; Nashua,
VIII, 2, '07.
Bath, VIII, 27, '07.
New Durham, HI, IS, '07 ; Sut-
ton, V, 5, 'OS ; Rollinsford, VIII,
28, '07 ; Salmon Falls, II, 24,
'08
; Warner, VI. 24. '07.
Epping. Ill, ?, '07 ; West Ringe,
VI, 22, '07; Bath, VIII, 27, '07.
Mt. Sunapee, VIII, 12, '07 ; Ches-
terfield, VII, 7, '08.
Woodsville, VII. 31. '07 ; Snow-
ville. VIII. 19, 07 ; Winches-
ter, VIII, 13, '07.
Jackson, VII, ?, '08.
East Wakefield, IX. 24, '07.
Dover, II, 18. '07 ; Warner, VI,
21, '07 ; Hillsboro Bridge, V, 5,
'07.
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West Lebanon, IX, 17, '07 ; Strat-
ham, VIll, 23, 'U7 ; Canaan,
VIII, 19, '08 ; New London,
VII, 31, '08 ; Center Harbor,
VIII, 18, '08 ; E. Grattou, VIII,
'08 ; West Rye, VII, 14, '07 ;
East Andover, VIII, '07 ; No.
Sutton, VII, 23, '07 ; Freedom,
VII, 22, '07 ; Marlow, VIII, 26,
07 ; Contoocook, X, 1, '07 ;
Warner, VIII, 12, '07 ; Laconia,
X, 19, '07 ; Enfield, IX, 11, '07 ;
Boscawen, VIII, 28, '07 ; Hook-
sett, IX, 19, '07 ; Hennikei,
VIII, 20, '07 ; Peterboro, VIII,
'07 ; New London, IX, 11, '07 ;
Sunapee, VIII, 22, '07 ; Antrim,
X, 7, '07 ; Walpole, IX, 10, '07 :
Franklin, VII, 15, '07.
New London, IX, 11, '07.
WestviHe, IX, 'OS.
Nashua, IX, 10, '07 ; New Dur-
ham, IX, 1, 'OS.
Enfield, X, 10, '08 ; Chester, VIII,
27, '08 ; Sunapee, V, 8, 'OS ; No.
Haverhill, IX, 3, '07 ; Suncook,
XI, 11, '07 ; Highlands, XI, 29,
'07
; Mason, III, 17, 'OS ; Center
Sandwich, II, IS, '08 ; Hopkin-
ton, I, 22, '08 ; West Campton,
III, 3, '08.
Rollinsford, VII, 17, 'OS ; Dover,
IV, 28, '07 ; Salmon Falls, II,
24,' '08
; Greenville, II, '19, '07 ;
• Freemont, VIII, 15, '07 ; Antrim,
IX 3, '07 ; Ossipee Valley, XII,
4, '06; Hill, XI, 27, '06; New
Boston, III, 24, '07 ; Hinsdale,
III, 14, '07 ; Stratham, III, 25,
*07 ; Hampton, IV, 4, '07 ; Wil-
ton III, 20, '07 ; Kingston, III,
19, '07 ; Bedford. XII, 20, '06 ;
Enfield, • XII, 10, '06; Candia,
III, 16, '07 ; Alton Bay, III, 1.
07.
Newton, V, 20, '07.
New Durham, III, 27, '07 ; Ches-
ter, I, 27, '08 ; Highlands, XI,
29,' '07 ; Rollinsford, IV, 2, '08 ;
Enfield, XII, 5, '06.
No. Haverhill, VIII, 30, '07.
Hollis, VI, 22, '4)7.
Wolfeboro, VIII, 10, '07.
W. Henniker, VIII, 5, '07 ; Con-
; cord, VIII, 5, '07 ; Whitefleld.
VII, 29, 'OS.
Hillsboro Bridge, X, 4, '06.
Laconia, VIII, 9, '07.
Enfield, VI. 15, 'OS ; East Unity,
VII, 5, '07.
Contoocook, VII, 26, 'OS.
Weirs, VIII, 5, '07 ; Concord, VIII,
15, '07.
Bristol, VII. .", "07.
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CODLING MOTH INVESTIGATIONS.
A popular account of the work upon the codling moth of 1905
and 1906 was published in Bulletin 131. Since then more
elaborate experiments in control have been made and the stud-
ies of the life history have been repeated. In the present re-
port the data accumulated during the years 1905, 1906, 1907 and
1908 will be presented. Although there are still many phases
of the life history and habits of the codling moth not fully
known, and although further
studies of the effect of various
kinds of sprays would be of in-
terest, it is felt that the studies
of the past four years have
bilou,ght out the essential points
as regards habits and means of
control of this most important
FiQ. IS. The codling moth. I'^st of the apple, and this report
will probably conclude our work
upon it for the present. In carrying out the details of the
work the writer has been assisted by Dr. T. J. Headlee, C.
S. Spooner, and C. F. Jackson, who have been immediately
I'esponsible for the observations and records, and to whom
much credit is due for careful work.
Life History.
Hibernation. The larvae hibernate over winter in cocoons
which are located mostly in the bark of the trunk and limbs
of the trees. Usually the larva mines into the corky wood of
a crevice in the bark, and there spins its cocoon. Rarely are
cocoons found under loose flakes of bark, although larvae will
readily spin up in burlap bands, under an old bag. in the crotch,
etc. Occasionally cocoons may be formed under clods of earth,
and, probably often under boards, rubbish, fences, etc., but we
have observed few in such situations in the orchards under ob-
servation. In May, 1907, a careful study of seven trees in a
badly infested old orchard was made to determine the position
of the cocoons on the trees, as well as the condition of the
larvae. Out of 385 cocoons found on the seven trees, 70 per cent,
were on the trunk and the remainder on the main branches.
N. H. Age. Exp. Sta. 20th Rept.^ Plate 16.
THE CODLING MOTH AND ITS CONTROL.
Fig. 1.—Young apples, showing, on left, calyx lobes open, and in right
condition for first spraying ; on right, calyx lobes closed, and almost, if
not quite, too late for spraying. Fig. 2.—The codling moth larva, or apple
worm. Fig. 3.—Codling moth pupa, in its cocoon, under scale of bark from
trunk of apple tree. Fig. 4.—Codling moth or parent of apple worm.
Figures 2, 3, and 4 enlarged about three times. (After Quaintance, U. S.
Dept. Agr.)
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Of those on the trunk 97 were within one foot of the crotch, 112
were within one foot of the grouna, and 60 were between on the
middle portion of the trunk. In counts of larvae collected from
Fig. la. Remains of the white cocoons of the codling moth revealed by scraping off
the bark covering them.
bands on nine unsprayed trees the same season it was found
that out of 640 larvae 58 per cent, were from the lower bands,
where one band was placed just below the crotch and another
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just above the gi'ound. We have frequently observed more lar-
vae at the base than higher on the tree. On these seven trees
were 51 limbs, but on only 26, or one-half of the limbs, were any
larvae found. On each limb the distance of the larva farthest
from the base of the limb was noted, and this varied from one
to ten feet, with an average of 3 feet 8 inches. It is therefore
safe to assert that the larvae are usually found only on the
larger limbs within about three feet of the crotch.
At the same time a record was made of the condition of the
larva in each cocoon and the cause of mortality, as far as it
could be determined. The following table gives the record ot
the 7 trees:
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the above years, were collected from trees in the spring and
kept in an unheated room with windows open. In 1908 S3 larvae
were secured in the same way and kept under similar condi-
tions. The time of pupation and emergence is shown in Table
2. It will be noted that the first larva pupated May 20, the last
June 9, and the average about June 1. The average length of
the pupal stage was 19 days, the majority of the moths emerg-
ing about June 20.
Table 2. Pupation and emergence of the Codling Moth; larvae
collected 3Iay 13, 190S.
400
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Table 4. Duration of the Pupal Stage of the Codling Moth.
A. Kaised in inseetary room; average temperature 70- F.
Date
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B. Raised in Laboratory; average temperature 71° F.
Date
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studies of the relation of temperature to the transformations of
the codling moth will be made under natural conditions, but as
Simpson's cages were placed under exactly the same conditions
as prevailed in the orchard, there is reason to believe that the
transformations of this insect are quite variable, and that other
factors than temperature are of great importance. It will be
observed, however, that although there seems to be no definite
heat increment which will cause the emergence of the codling
Apr. i;ay. J
15 15
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ature of 470 to 4S0 degrees, which is practically a thermal con-
stant. The number of days required for the pupa from these
different dates corresponds fairly well with the average of all
those recorded in the above tables. It would seem then that
the emergence in an abnormally high and uniform temperature
requires about the same length of time as it would out of doors,
and that other factors than temperature must control the tima
of pupation and emergence. Other studies of the relation of the
codling moth to temperature conducted in greenhouses during
the winter, and not yet ready for publication, indicate the
same fact. The average length of the pupal stage of 249 indi-
viduals is found to be 16 days. Simpson gives 22 days for the
cocoon stage and states that the larva exists in the cocoon six
days before pupating. All of our observations were mad© on
individuals in glass vials, which enabled us to give the exact
date of pupation. Thus the average, time agrees exactly, as an
addition of six days to our average of 16 gives 22 as made by
Simpson. It should be noted that our records are of the hiber-
nating brood of larvae, whereas those of Simpson and others
seem all to be made on the summer brood pupating in early
August.
Table 5. Relation of time of emergence of Codling Moth to
dropping of apple blossoms.
Year. Petals First Majority Last Days flrst eggs Days majority
felL moth. motlis. moth. hatch after hatch after
petals fell. petals fell.
190G. Mav 20 Jiine June 14 Jvme 26 21 20 (*10)
1907. June 12 • 13 Julv 2 July 8 11 30 (*U»)
1908. May 2G •' (i June 19 June 25 21 .30 (* 7)
Time of Emergence of Motlis. The fact that the larvae which
mature and cocoon first transform and emerge first the next
spring, is of significance in connection with the amount of dam-
age done by the second brood, and its prevention. The moths
emerging first give rise to the few larvae which mature and
form the partial second brood, which does considerable damage.
If the drops were destroyed in August of the previous year,
there would be fewer early moths and less of the second brood
the next year.
Table 5 shows the relation of the time of appearance of the
moths to the time of the apple blossoms dropping. It is usual
to ''give the first spraying for the codling moth just after the
petals drop. Moths do not usually oviposit until four to six
days after emerging, and continue to oviposit for from ten to
*Days in egg stage.
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thirty days, but if we assume that all the eggs are laid as
soon as the moths emerge, and that they hatch in 10 days,
we find that the first eggs would not hatch until about three
weeks, and the majority of eggs not until about four weeks after
the blossoms fall. This is of importance as determining the
time of the second spraying to catch the newly hatched larvae
on the freshly-poisoned foliage, and shows that it may usually
be given about three to four weeks after the petals drop.
Length of Life of Moth. Simpson has given the average life
of 47 moths as 4 days, but as egg records were secured from
but two of these moths, and as they received no food or water,
it is evident that they were under extremely unnatural condi-
tions. Slingerland states that he has observed a moth for 17
days. In 1906 we erected three large cages covered with cheese
cloth (Fig. 21) covering trees 10 to 12 feet high. These were
placed over the trees before moths had commenced to emerge,
and the leaves were carefully examined to see that no eggs had
been laid before the moths were introduced. A pair of moths
was then introduced into each 'of the three cages. It was im-
FiG. 21.—One of the large cages used in tli
study of the apple worm.
possible to follow the individual moth in so large a cage, but
frequent examination of the foliage showed the number of eggs
laid and the approximate date at which they were laid, thus giv-
ing a very correct idea of the length of life of the moth. In one
case a moth was actually observed in the cage about three
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weeks after its introduction. Our records of moths which
failed to oviposit or deposited merely a few eggs would confirm
Simpson's records, but the six moths which have laid a consid-
erable number of eggs and lived under fairly normal conditions,
lived from 5 to 28 days, averaging 13 days.
Oviposition. If the evenings be warm when female moths
emerge, they will oviposit in three to five days after emergence.
But if the evenings be cool, egg laying will sometimes be deferred
for several days. From June 9 to 15, 1906, we were able to
secure eggs, but after that the evenings were cool until the latter
part of the month, and no eggs were secured until June 28. In
1907 no eggs were secured until June 22 or about the time of the
maximum emergence of moths, though moths had been emerg-
ing since June 10, and had been paired in cages as fast as
emerging. Owing to the extreme difficulty
with which oviposition is secured with
moths confined, it is difficult to determine
the probable average period of oviposition.
The period' of oviposition for four moths,
of which we have accurate records, not
counting a large number which laid less
than 10 eggs, varies from two to twelve
days, averaging about eight days, but as in-
Fkj. 22. coiihiig clicated above in discussing the length of
moth eag on aijide, ,.. , . .,, , , , ,
ubour nauimi size. ^^^^' ^'"^
^^'''^^^ depend very largely upon
the temperature. This is further shown by
field records. Each year records were made of eggs on young
bearing trees to determine their location, as described below,
and incidentally the condition of the eggs was noted, so that the
date of oviposition can be quite closely approximated. In 1906,
though the last moths emerged June 26, but few eggs could be
found until after July 5. In 1907, the majority of moths emerged
July 2, and the last July 8, in confinement. Most all eggs were
found hatched in the field on July 12, showing that they were
laid about July 1 to 5, but 32 out of 246 were unhatched on
July 14, and three were unhatched July 20. In 1908 eggs were
laid in confinement from June 22 to July 8, but on three trees
examined every two days, they were laid from June IS to July
14, the maximum being about July 1. From the three years'
observations it seems safe to assert that in this climate the eggs
are usually laid about July 1, though the exact time will depend
upon the fluctuations of the season. It is also evident from our
records that eggs are being laid by different individuals for about
one month.
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Out of. probably, over 100 female moths placed with males
during our three years" observations but 15 have oviposited at
all, and of these, but five have laid over 15 eggs. These five
laid 29, 52. 5S, 89. and 136 respectively, averaging 73. The
females placed in the large outdoor cages in 1906 gave 29, 58
and 89, averaging 59. The individual which laid 136 in 1908,
was fed on moistened sugar in a small cage in an open room,
as were all others that year. Eight other females laid forty eggs,
varying from one to thirteen, averaging 5, in 1908. In 1907 we
were wholly unable to secure any oviposition. Records by
previous observers range from 2 to 85 eggs, the general opinion
seeming to be that about 50 may be laid. It would seem sate
to assert from the above, that at least 60 to 75 eggs are usually
laid and probably often 100 or more. Many of the eggs seem
to be sterile or fail to hatch as in 176 observed in 1908, only
66 hatched.
Position of Eggs. Records have been kept of the position of
the eggs on three trees for three years. These records were
made bj^ examining every leaf, stem, and apple on each of the
trees every few days during the period of oviposition, and not-
ing the distance of the egg from the tip of the branch, and from
the nearest apple and whether it was on the upper or under
surface of the leaf, fruit, or bark. 796 eggs have been recorded
in the three years and their position is shown in Table 6. The
records of the three trees in 1906 are of particular interest, as
these trees were enclosed and the eggs on each were deposited
by one moth, while in 1907 and 1908 the records were taken from
trees in the open. All of the records, except as indicated, are
from summer or fall varieties of apples, from trees ten to twelve
feet high.
Table 6. Position of eggs of the Codling Moth.
\'eai\
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It is evident that the eggs are not usually laid on leaves im-
mediately next to the apples. Large numbers are laid on foliage
of non-bearing limbs. On the tree bearing 58 eggs in 1906, 22
were on branches having no apples, and in 1907 we found 31
eggs on a tree with no fruit whatever. It is, of course, perfectly
evident, as has been shown by Card, Ball, and others, that prac-
tically all the eggs of this first brood are laid on the foliage.
The eggs seem to be laid indifferently on the upper or under
surface of the leaves when the under surface is smooth, but
avoiding the under surface when fuzzy. The distance to the
nearest apple is a matter of practical importance in relation to
the habits of the young larva and spraying for its destruction,
and is shown to be about 9 inches. In 1907 and 1908 an effort
was made to determine whether the distance from an apple to
the nearest egg would influence the infestation of the apple. To
determine this the eggs on three trees, as recorded in Table 5,
were found and each one numbered with a string tag. The
apple nearest to each egg was then determined and numbered
and recorded. On the stem of the apple was placed a tag bear-
ing its number and the distance to the nearest egg, with the
egg number. As the apples dropped the tags went with them
and were collected every few days, and the record of the picked
fruit was also made. A careful study of the records for three
seasons fails to show that the distance of the nearest egg bears
any relation to the worminess of the apple. The average dis-
tance for the nearest egg from wormy and non-wormy apples
is practically the same. Wormy apples are found where the
nearest egg was a foot or more distant, and others were not
wormy where there were eggs within two or three inches.
These observations would indicate that there must be a very
large mortality of young larvae between the eggs and the ap-
ples.
Duration of Egg Stage. The rearing work was carried on in a
basement room with open windows in 190S, and a comparison
of thermograph records kept there, with the official records taken
by the station, shows the mean temperature to be practically the
same but with slightly less diurnal variations indoors.
N. H. AcR. Exp. Sta. 20th Rkpt., Plate 11
One of the large frames used to cover one side of a tree by opening one
side for the admission of a large limb.
Limb cage used in life history studies of the codling moth.

N. H. Age. Exp. Sta. 20th Rept.. Plate IS.
Fig. 1. Egg of codling moth on leaf—greatly enlarged
and natural size.
Fui. 2. Young codling moth larva
just hatched with egg shell
—
enlarged.
FIG. 3.—Empty pupa case of codling moth,
showing tube spun out from cocoon by
larva (cotton to which cocoon was at-
tached forming background.)
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Table 7. Duration of egg stage of the Codling 2Ioth.
Bate
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of the relation of temperature to species which breed more
readily in confinement, it seems hardly worth while to attempt
further study of this point. It is safe to assert that the eggs
usually hatch in from seven to ten days. The only other con-
clusion which seems fairly evident from Simpson's observations
and those above, is that the. eggs are deposited at different
stages of embryonic development.
Feeding Habits of the Young Larvae. Upon hatching from
the eggs the young larva first feeds upon the foliage, mining
Fig. 23. Waterspouts of apple tunelled by codling motli larvae.
into the leaf at the angles of the mid-rib and branch veins, and
gnawing the softer portions of the surface, more often on the
under surface. This has been repeatedly observed, both in the
laboratory and in the field. Whether larvae normally mature on
foliage alone has not been determined from field observations,
but we have shown that they will mature on foliage alone in the
laboratory or in outside breeding cages, and it seems highly prob-
able that when no fruit is available that larvae might mature on
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foliage alone. This view is supported by the fact that consider-
able numbers of eggs are found on limbs bearing no apples on
trees with no fruit. July 4, 1906. a larva just hatched was
placed on a water sprout by Dr. Headlee. It tunnelled the tip
of the sprout (see Fig. 23) and finally constructed a cocoon in
the cork of the rearing tube on July 21, and pupated July 26.
On June 19, 190S, Mr. Jackson isolated six male and six female
moths in a large limb cage, which were provided with sweetened
water and left undisturbed. On July 9 the first examination
was made and six half grown larvae were, found feeding in the
tips of water sprouts, on the leaves, and in the bark. On July
13 three practically full grown larvae were found, each buried
in the end of a twig which was fast dying. One larva was re-
moved to a fresh twig in a glass cylinder indoors. On July 16
these larvae had destroyed all the green foliage available and
had escaped, except one which was living in a tunnel 5 inches
long through the center of a twig. This larva was feeding in
the laboratory on the surface of leaves on July 29, but subse-
quently died on Aug. 8. Two larvae which hatched July 2 in
the laboratory, were fed entirely on foliage and spun up July
24 and 27. From the readiness with which the larvae under
observation have subsisted on tender foliage and sprouts vie
believe there is no question but that the larvae may sometimes
mature on them.
On July 1 and 2, 190S, Mr. Jackson placed freshly hatched
larvae upon apples and watched their first feeding habits inci-
dental to securing the length of time the larvae remained in
the apple. His observations show that most individuals entered
the calyx within a minute, but that occasionally one will wan-
der around for some time, even as much as an hour, before en-
tering the calyx. When a gash was cut in the side of an apple
the larva at once entered it. All the larvae crawled aimlessly
about until reaching some such protection as the overhanging
calyx lobes. The younger the larvae, the longer the.y wander
about before finding a place to enter the apple. The older lar-
vae would at once cut through the calyx lobes into the calyx
cavity, entering the upper or lower calyx cavity, or crawl up
over the lobes and down into the calyx cavity. The younger
larvae might come to the calyx a number of times and leave
again. All larvae fed in or around the calyx cavity for some time.
It was evident from the readiness with which the young larvae
fed on foliage, and the aimless manner in which they crawled
around on the smooth surface of the apple, that the foliage is
the normal food of the young larvae before they enter the ap-
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pies. These observations were first made personally by the
writer in 1906, and have been confirmed by his assistants in
1907 and 1908. Any disturbance of the newly hatched larvae
seems to be quite hazardous, as those disturbed usually die.
Fig. 24. -The young apple worm feeding in the calyx cavity
ot the apple.
Place of Entering ApiAe. Previous investigations have shown
that the great majority of the larvae enter the apples at the
calyx end. Tables 15, IG and 17 give the percentage of larvae
entering at the calyx and side (including stem) for both first
and second broods. The nine orchards in which records w^ere
kept show a variation of from 39 to 77 per cent, of the first
brood entering the calyx on unsprayed trees, with an average
of 65 per cent., while of the second brood from 22 to 79 per
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cent, enter the calyx, averaging 46 per cent. The cause of so
many more larvae of the second brood entering the side rather
than the calj'x is rather obscure, but seems to be related to the
size of the second brood there being less injury through the
calyx with a small second brood. Simpson gives an average of
81 per cent, of the first brood entering the calyx; Ball finds 66
per cent, of the first and 60 per cent, of the second broods enter-
ing the calyx in Utah; and Petit gives 70 per cent, of the first
and 65 per cent, of the second broods as entering the calyx.
These average 72 per cent, of the first brood, which is not far
from the average we secure here, with rather a larger amoimt
of data than any of the previous writers.
Length of Time in the Apple. In 1906 record of the time
seven larvae were in apples was secured by placing an egg
just readj" to hatch in the calyx of an apple and covering it
with a cheese-cloth bag, and then noting the time of emergence
of the larva. The time in the apple was thus determined quite
accurately, under normal conditions. The seven averaged 31.8
days. In 1907 the same method was employed, but not as success-
fully, the records of only four being secured, which averaged 34
days. In 1908 the larvae were placed on apples as soon as hatched
and the time of their entering the apple was noted, but the
apples were kept in the insectary room and were not under
normal conditions. Under these conditions ten larvae averaged
24 1-2 days in apples. The temperature conditions in the room
were practically the same as out of doors. These observations
would indicate that from 2.5 to 30 days are usually spent in the
apple in this region. Simpson records observations on four lar-
vae in Idaho and of four in Colorado by Gillette which average
19 days, and quotes LeBaron as giving the time as four weeks;
Riley, 25 to 30 days; Slingerland, 20 to 30 days; Card, 10 to 14
days; and Cordley, 16 to 24 days.
Time of Forming Cocoon. Some of those larvae which emerge
first pupate and emerge as a small partial second brood of
moths. Our breeding records are not as satisfactory on this
point as might be desired, for in 1906 and 1908 we were unable
to secure any pupae from bands placed on trees, while in 1907,
a season which was two weeks later, 20 pupae were secured.
It may be that the bands were applied too late in 1906 and 1908,
but this seems hardly probable, as the progeny of the first moths
to emerge could hardly mature much before Aug. 1. Each sea-
son several trees have been banded and the larvae collected at
frequent intervals. In 1906, 30 trees at Bayside, Greenland, N.
H. were examined and showed as follows:
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190G. Aug. 18, 25. Sept. 6. 14. Oct. 10.
ir> 21 8 28 Total, 72.
Sixty-six trees in the orchard of Albert DeMeritt at Durham,
were also examined and showed the following:
July 28.
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up to Sept. 3, after which no more emerged. Thus, only 3 per
cent, transformed, 7 per cent, pupated, 47 per cent, died and
the balance remained larvae. Similar results have been se-
cured in placing larvae in the greenhouse in winter, showing
that the codling moth is influenced more by heredity or other
unknown forces than by abnormal applications of temperature.
Attempts were made to secure eggs from the second brood of
moths, but without success, nor have we been able to secure
any data in regard to the place or number of eggs of the sec-
ond brood in the orchard, although considerable time has been
spent in search of them. That the larvae of the second brood
may become full grown and pupate was shown by Dr. Headlee in
1906. On Sept. 5, 1906, he placed three larvae in the first in-
star in the calyces of three apples and bagged them. On Oct.
10 these were found to have merged and spun up cocoons, being
apparently full grown. Five or six other apples upon whicn
larvae were similarly placed became wormy, but the larvae es-
caped. Late in the season there always appear under the bands
a number of half-grown ^arvae which form cocoons, but from
none of which have we ever secured moths the next spring.
Thinking that such partly grown larvae might feed in the
spring, tender foliage was offered them, but without success.
If it be true that the last larvae to hibernate are the last to
transform to moths the next spring, as indicated in Table 3, then
the individuals of the second brood of one year would give rise
to those individuals which would mature latest the next season,
and those larvae which mature too late to transform to a second
brood, but the earliest to hibernate one year, will be the first to
mature the next spring and will give rise >to a partial second
brood. It is evident from the band records cited above that
not over 3 per cent, of the larvae maturing in a season trans-
form to a second brood of moths, and probably not over 1 or 2
per cent.
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EXPERIMENTS IN SPRAYING FOR THE CODLING MOTH.
Experiments in spraying for the codling motli liave been con-
ducted to determine the following points:
1. The relative value of different insecticides.
2. The amount of insecticide most profitable.
3. The best time or times to spray.
4. The best method of spraying.
5. How the spray kills the larvae.
The method of treatment of each orchard is fully outlined be-
low, but the results are discussed from the standpoint of the
whole series of experiments, the detailed results of which may
be found in tables 8 to 18.
Important points brought out by these experiments are (1)
the absolute necessity of large plots similarly treated and the
record of all fruit from a considerable number of trees in the
centre of each plot, and (2) the separation of the sprayed from
the unsprayed plots by a barrier plot which is given the most
thorough spraying. A few years ago the writer gave a summary
of the previous spraying experiments* against the codling moth
and pointed out that experiments upon but one or two trees,
were of practically no value on account of the fact that the vari-
ation between two trees similarly treated will be greater than
between those given different treatments. Our experiments in
190G in the DeMeritt orchard showed that the average of five
trees, similarly treated, will not give a fair basis for the deter-
mination of the efficacy of the treatment given if they adjoin
untreated trees, or if in a certain portion of the orchard numer-
ous trees bore fruit the previous year while the others had no
crop, and thus gave rise to more moths in one part of the or-
chard than another. All of our experiments also show that to
secure results which are comi)arable, the amount of fruit per
tree must be fairly even for the whole orchard, it being impos-
sible to secure any accurate basis of comparison between nees
having large and small crops.
The experiments in the DeMeritt orchard in 1906 was a prac-
tical failure as regards giving comparable results tor most ot
the plots owing to the arrangement of the plots, which weie laid
out as shown in figure 24. On either end of the sprayed plots
Avere a few trees which had borne fruit the previous year but
*13th .A.mnial Report Del. Agr. Exp. Station, pg. 1S4, tables VII. YIII.
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had none in 1906. The Baldwin apple has a habit of bearing but
every other year, and practically all of our experiments have
been on this variety. As a result the trees near those which
had borne the previous year, showed much more injury by the
first brood than those at the centre of the sprayed plots more
distant from them. See table 15, plots 11-15, 16-20, and 51-55,
column 6, under First Brood, "Benefit as Total Per Cent Bene-
fit," which show only 20 per cent., 5 per cent., and 17 per cent.,
respectively, against an average of 50 per cent, benefit in the
other plots as regards the benefit to the first brood. Further-
more, as no barrier plot had been laid off between the unsprayed
check trees and the balance of the orchard, which was un-
sprayed, and the sprayed portion, the moths of the second brood
migrated to the sprayed trees and those plots nearest the un-
sprayed portion showed very little benefit to the second brood,
whereas the benefit increased with the distance from the un-
sprayed trees. See table 15, plots 51-55, and 46-50, in column 4
under second brood.
Remembering the suggestive paper of Dr. S. A. Forbes, in
which he showed the influence of the unsprayed plots upon the
sprayed plots by permitting the multiplication and migration of
the plum curculio, we determined that in making future experi-
ments we would leave one end of the orchard unsprayed for
checks, spray several rows across the orchard next to the checks
in the best possible manner, calling this portion of the orchard
the barrier plot, and would then lay off our plots at right angles
to this barrier plot so that the influence of its effect upon the
sprayed plots would be equal in all of them. Happily at this
time the writer met Prof. A. L. Quaintance of the Bureau ot
Entomology, to discuss methods of work upon this subject, and
it Is to him that I am indebted for the suggestion that we make
our plots three rows wide and count only the middle row, thus
having 15 trees in each plot, the outer rows of which tend to
reduce the influence of one plot on another. Our work in 1907
showed not only the absolute necessity for such an arrangement.
but that it would be wise to go even further and have the plots
contain 35 trees each, 5 rows wide and 7 rows long, and count
the central five trees, so as to better reduce the influence of the
neighboring plots. It is of the utmost importance in making an
experiment to give any exact results on the codling moth, that
the trees be of a uniform size, fruit evenly, and have borne ap-
proximately the same the previous year. A few trees scattered
thru an orchard which have borne the previous year when the
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balance of the orchard did not, will seriously affect the results
of the work the following season. From careful study of our
records it is evident that too much importance cannot be placed
upon the ground plan of such an experiment, and that experi-
ments based on individual trees scattered thru an orchard are
of little value in trying to determine the amount or nature of the
effect of spraying upon the different broods of the codling moth.
Furthermore, at least five trees must be counted in each plot
Isolated as already described by surrounding trees similarly
treated, and preferably 10 trees should be counted, for it will be
found that tho records of five individual trees will vary fully as
much as the average of one plot and another.
In 1908 the fruit crop was so light that we were compelled to
arrange our plots as best we could, and although it was entirely
impossible to follow the above plan, we followed the principles
as closely as possible.
The results of the three years' experiments are not as con-
clusive in answering the questions we had propounded for their
answer, as we might wish. It is evident, however, that with the
small orchards available for work, the uneven fruiting, and fruit-
ing mostly on alternate years, that it will be impossible for us to
secure any more accurate results unless the experiments were
carried on for a very much longer series of years than the im-
portance of the Questions still to be answered would warrant.
The main problems of practical importance and the life history
of the insect for this region have been worked out. Were it
not so evident that further field experiments would give equally
unsatisfactory results under the orchard conditions available
for such work, we should continue the experiments until some
of the questions of the effect of the spray on the larvae were
more definitely determined. That there is opportunity for some
excellent work along this line where large orchards, evenly
fruited, bearing annually, can be secured for work, is evident,
and it is hoped, that the work of the writer may be suggestive
of methods for the prosecution of such work.
I Experiments in 1906.
I
Orchard of H. H. Thompson, Walpole. N. H.
This orchard is located about three miles north of Walpole,
N. H., and consists of large bearing trees probably 30 years old,
along the roadside and in a scattering orchard. The trees treat-
ed similarly were adjacent to each other, but there were no
definite plots of trees as in 1907. A plan of the orchard would
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be of no particular value in interpreting the results. All trees
were sprayed twice. The first spraying was given June 2 when
the calyces had barely commenced to close and were still well
opened. The second spraying was given June S when the calyces
were pretty well closed, tho many were still fairly well open.
The spraying was done with an Eclipse barrel pump and Ver-
morel nozzels. Trees 1, 2, 3 were Baldwins sprayed with Paris
green 1-4 lb. to 50 gallons of 5-5 Bordeaux mixture. Trees
4, 5, 6 were Baldwins not sprayed, used as checks. Trees Gl,
G2, G3 were R. I. Greenings sprayed with arsenate of lead
(Eagle brand) 1 lb. per barrel of 5-5 Bordeaux mixture. Trees
G4, G5, G6 were Greenings, sprayed with Paris Green, 1-4 lb. to
50 gallons 5-5 Bordeaux mixture. Trees G7 and G8 wero Green-
ings not sprayed, used as a check.
It should be noted that the calyces were much more open
in this orchard than in Prof. Hooper's orchard, which is given
below. Severe russetting resulted from the spraying with the
Bordeaux mixture tliruout the orchard.
Orchard of Prof. F. W. Hoojjer, Walpole. N. H.
This orchard consists of about 100 trees of various varieties,
a number of Mcintosh Red and Baldwin trees, being about 20
years old, and with a decided southern exposure. The trees in
the various groups are adjacent to each other and arranged in
rows, but only the numbered trees were so treated, there being no
plots as in 1907. Eclipse pump and Vermorel nozzles were used.
The first spraying was given on June 2. The calyces on trees 1-8
Mcintosh and Winter Pearmain were pretty well closed at this
time tho tho Baldwins were fairly well open. The second
spraying was made June 8 when the calyces were practically
closed on all but the Baldwins.
Treatment: Trees 1-4, Mcintosh Red, Paris green, 1-4 lb. to
the barrel of 5-5 Bordeaux nwxture. Trees 5-8. Winter Pear-
main, 1-4 lb. green arsenoid to 1 barrel 5-5 Bordeaux mixture.
Trees 9, 11, 12, 13, Baldwin, 1-4 lb. Green Death to a barrel 5-5
Bordeaux mixture. Trees CI, 02, 03, Mcintosh Red, unsprayed.
Trees 04, 05, Winter Permain, unsprayed. C6, 07, 08, Baldwin,
unsprayed.
It should be noted that on many of the trees the calyces were
practically closed when the spraying was done owing to the
orchard having a southern exposure and being much earlier
than Mr. Thompson's. The decided difference in the results
mav be accounted for from this fact.
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Orchard of C. E. L. Hayward, Hancock, N. H.
This orchard consisted of about 200 Baldwin trees about 15
years old, almost all of them bearing and in a vigorous, thrifty
condition, located on a hilltop. The trees of the different
groups were adjacent to each other, but only the numbered
trees were sprayed as described. The sprayed trees were locat-
ed in four adjacent rows forming a solid block.
The first spraying was given May 31, when the petals had
just fallen, the apples being in exactly the right condition for
spraying. The second spraying was given June 8 when the cal-
yces were closing. The spraying was done with an Eclipse bar-
rel pump and Vermorel nozzles.
Treatment: Trees 1-5, first spraying, 1 lb. Eagle arsenate of
lead, and the second spraying 1 1-2 lbs. Target arsenate of lead
per bbl. Trees 6-10, first spraying, home-made arsenate of lead
made with 4 ounces arsenate of soda and 11 ounces acetate of
lead per barrel; second spraying, trees 6-8 sprayed in the same
manner, trees 9 and 10 unsprayed. Trees 12-16, first spraying
1 lb. Target arsenate of lead per barrel; second spraying, 1 1-2
lbs. Swift's arsenate of lead per barrel. Trees 11, 17-20, first
spraying, 1 lb. Swift's arsenate of lead per baiTel; second spray-
ing, 1 1-2 lbs. Eagle arsenate of lead per barrel. Tree 21, first
spraying. Swift's arsenate of lead 1 lb. to the barrel; trees 22-25,
first spraying, 1 1-2 lbs. Disparene per barrel; trees 21-25, second
spraying, 1 1-2 lbs. Disparene per barrel. The arsenate of lead
was added to 5-5 Bordeaux mixture in all cases.
The object of the experiment was to give a field comparison
of different brands of arsenate of lead, but owing to the con-
fusion in putting the brands on the same plots at the time of the
second spraying, this was prevented in all but trees 6-8 sprayed
with homermade arsenate of lead, as contrasted with trees 22-25,
sprayed with Disparene. About 3 gallons of mixture was used
per tree. Subsequent experiments show that it is decidedly
doubtful whether a field test of arsenates of lead of approxi-
mately uniform grade, will show any decided difference in the
result and no further experiments have been made along this
line as it has seemed to the writer impracticable to secure ac-
curate comparisons in the field which could be certainly at-
tributed to the difference in the various brands. Great benefit
would have been secured in this orchard if more mixture had
been used. Subsequent experience shows that 5 gallons should
probably have been used where but 3 were used.
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Orchard of William Weeks, Greenland, N. H.
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This orchard consisted of two or three hundred Baldwin
trees, 40 or 50 years old, near Bayside station. The trees bear-
ing fruit were scattered thru the orchard and were practically
all used in the experiments. Trees in the various groups were
adjacent to each other but no large plots were treated as in 1907.
Six groups of 4 trees each were sprayed as follows: Trees 1-4
1 lb. arsenate of lead per barrel 5-5 Bordeaux mixture. Trees
5-S, Bowker's Dust Bordeaux (copper phosphate), 15 lbs. per
barrel (1 1-2 lbs. lime added to counteract free copper by ferro-
cyanide test). Trees 9-12, Pyrox, 8 lbs, per barrel. Trees i:J-l().
Target Quick Bordeaux 10 lbs. per barrel and 1 lb. arsenate
of lead. Trees 17-20, 1 lb. arsenate of lead to 10 lbs. Leggett's
Dry Bordeaux. Trees 21-24, 1-4 lb. arsenate of lead to 1 gallon
Lrennox Concentrated Bordeaux mixture per barrel. The arse-
nate of lead was Swift's made by the Merrimac Chemical Co
The object of the spraying was to secure data as to the com-
parative effect of Pyrox with arsenate of lead, and various
prepared Bordeaux mixtures with the home-made Bordeaux,
upon apple scab, but so little scab developed that no results of
positive value were secured. Unfortunately, the records of the
picked fruit were lost in the case of all but 4 trees, which aiJ
given in Table 19, but inasmuch as all were treated with the
same amount and kind of arsenate of lead they form a fair basis
for comparison with the unsprayed trees.
The first spraying was given May 30 when almost all the pet-
als had dropped from the trees. The second spraying was given
June 11 when the calyces were partially open but were nearly
closed.
The results of this orchard are particularly interesting in
showing the benefit derived from spraying in a badly infested
orchard.
The record of the picked fruit from a commercial standpoint,
is of interest in this orchard, as care was taken to secure the
amount of fruit from sprayed and unsprayed trees when it was
graded and packed. The sprayed trees picked 3.2 barrels per
tree, of which .75 barrels was No. 1 fruit and 2.45 barrels No. 2
fruit. The unsprayed picked 1.8 barrels per tree, of which .4
barrel was No. 1 fruit and 1.4 barrel was No. 2 fruit, the grades
one and two being used in the exact sense as defined by the
National Apple Dealers Association. These figures would show
that the spraying gave a benefit of 1.4 barrel picked fruit per
tree, or 44 per cent., of which .35 barrels per tree was No. 1
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fruit, giving a benefit of 46 per cent, for No. I's; and 1.05 barrels
was No. 2 fruit, giving a benefit of 41 per cent, for No. 2 fruit.
The actual price paid for this fruit in the orchard was 51.00 per
barrel on the tree, so that the actual benefit from the spraying,
as shown by the difference in the amount of picked' fruit between
the sprayed and unsprayed trees, was worth $1.40 per tree.
Orchard of Albert DeMeritt, Durham, N. H.
This orchard consists of about 150 Baldwin trees about 35
years old, and located as shown in figure 25. The trees sprayed
were adjacent to each other as shown in figure 25, but no sur-
rounding trees were similarly treated so as to form plots, as
in 1907. The first spraying was given May 30 when the blos-
soms had just dropped, there being still about 25 per cent, of
the petals on the trees. The second spraying was given June
8 and 9, when the calyces had barely closed. A third spraying
was given June 21. The fifth spraying was given Aug. 30. The
trees were sprayed with an Eclipse pump and Mistry nozzles.
The first spraying was given during a strong breeze; the trees
are high and undoubtedly many parts were not thoroughly cov-
ered. About 2 1-2 gallons of mixture were used per tree, which is
entirely too small an amount, as subsequent experience has shown.
Eagle brand arsenate of lead was used in this experiment,
analysis of which shows, page 435, a very low content of arsenic.
Treatment. Trees 11-15, arsenate of lead 1 lb. to 50 gallons of
5-5 Bordeaux; first spraying only. Trees 16-20, 1 lb. arsenate
of lead per barrel 5-5 Bordeaux mixture first spraying and 1 lb.
arsenate of lead per barrel of water, 5th spraying. Trees 21-25
given first and third sprayings with K. L. B. P., made with Bor-
deaux and Paris Green. This was made to contain 15 per
cent, kerosene and 1-3 lb. Paris Green per barrel of 5.5 Bor-
deaux. Trees 26-30 given sprays 1 and 2 with K. L. B. P., made
the same as for trees 21-25. The actual ingredients used being
5 lbs. lime 1 1-4 gallons kerosene, 11 gallons 5-5 Bordeaux mix-
ture, 1 1-3 ounces Paris green. Trees 31-35 given first and sec-
ond sprayings with Paris green 1-3 lb. per barrel of 5-5 Bordeaux.
Trees 36-40 given first and second sprays with 2-5 lb. Paris
green per barrel of 5-5 Bordeaux mixture. Trees 41-45 given
first and second sprayings, 2 lbs. of arsenate of lead per barrel
of 5-5 Bordeaux mixture. Trees 46-50 given first and third spray-
ings with arsenate of lead 1 lb. per barrel of 5-5 Bordeaux mix-
ture. Trees 51-55 giveo first two sprajings, 1 lb. arsenate ol
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spraying only, ai'senate of lead 1 lb. to 50 galloas 5-5 Bordeaux
mixture. At the third spraying, trees 46, 47, 56 and 58 were
specially sprayed on the under surface of the foliage, but no
difference could be found between these trees and the othera
upon comparing the results for the season.
CJonsiderable russetting of the fruit resulted in this orchard.
Those given the first spraying only were russetted nearly as
badly as those sprayed twice. Those sprayed with the K. L<.
B. P. were not russetted as badly as those sprayed with plain
Bordeaux. Trees given the first and third sprayings were not
as badly injured as those given the first and second spraying.
Trees given the third spraying only, were but slightly russetted.
The results of the spraying in this orchard are discussed be-
low. It should be pointed out that the southern half of the
orchard was entii'ely unsprayed, and it is very evident that
the sprayed trees adjoining the unsprayed portion, were more
seriously injured by the second brood.
It should also be noted that in this orchard the trees bear-
ing in 1906 probably did not bear any considerable crop in 1905,
whereas the trees that bore in 1905 bore nothing in 1906. The
sprayed trees next to those trees which bore in 1905, as indicat-
ed in figure 25, seem to show less benefit from this spraying, and
probably were more infested.
The results in this orchard point very closely to the desir-
ability of arranging such experiments in plots as were used
in our experiments in 1907.
Experiments ix 1907.
Orchard of Gilman Woodynan, Durham. X. H.
This orchard consists of Baldwin trees about 30 years old,
located as shown in fig. 26. Some old scattering trees run
along the walls of the farm, but othenvise there are no or-
chards within a half mile. To obviate the influence of one plot
on another and of the check trees on the treated trees, the
orchard was laid out in plots as shown in fig. 26, with the idea
of counting only the five trees of the middle row of each plot.
In plots 1 and 2 the outer row was counted. Plot 4 was treat-
ed in different ways, all of the trees being counted. The rows
of barrier trees, thoroughly sprayed, prevent any influence from
the check plot upon the treated plot, as the results seem to
show. The dates of the spraying were as follows: First spray-
ing, June 13, 14, when the majority of the blossoms had
dropped; second spraying, June 25; third spraying, July 3 and
N. H. Agr. Exp. Sta. 20th Rkpt.. Plate 19.
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4 and July S. The spraying was done with an Eclipse barrel
pump and Mistry nozzles with a pressure of not less than 80 lbs.
as shown by pressure guage. Swift's arsenate of lead, 2 lbs.
per barrel, was used on all plots, the use of Bordeaux mixture
being discarded to obviate the danger of russetting the fruit.
The treatment of the various plots was as follows: Plot 1,
given first spraying with Mistry nozzles, third spraying in the
usual manner. Plot 2, given spray 1 applied with Bordeaux
nozzles giving a coarse spray at as high a pressure as could be
secured with the pump, and the spraying was kept up until the
mixture ran from the trees. Plot 3, given sprays 1 and 3, using
the Mistry nozzles. Plot 4A, trees 39, 40, 41 were given the third
spraying in the usual way. About 7 gallons of spray was applied
to each tree. Plot 4A, trees 37 and 38, were given the third
spraying with the addition of 3 lbs. of Good's resin flsh-oil soap
to the 2 lbs. of arsenate of lead, per barrel. Plot 4B, given the
first spraying applied to the calyces with a nasal atomizer so that
the foliage was not sprayed. Plot 4C, trees 46 and 47, given third
spraying, the foliage being sprayed from both above and from be-
low by men on the ground. Plot 4C, tree 48, was given a third
spraying from above and below, but before spraying all of the
apples were covered with small paper bags, which were removed
immediately after the spraying, so that the foliage was sprayed
but the apples were untouched. Plot 4C, trees 49 and 50, were
not bearing and were left untreated. Plot A, consisting of a
row of trees along a wall separate from the orchard, was given
sprays 1, 3 and 5, the latter being applied about the middle of
August, when it was thought the eggs of the second brood
would have been deposited. Plot B, was given the first, second
and third sprayings, the bearing trees being sprayed with Bor-
deaux nozzles until they dripped freely, the same as plot 2.
Plot 5 was given the second spraying only. Fine cap Vermorel
nozzles were used. Plot 6 was given spray 3 only with small
aperture triple Vermorel nozzles.
Orchard of W. A. Deering, Pittsfield, N. H.
This is a young orchard of about 275 trees about 17 or 18
years old. The four outside rows on each side were top worked
to Mcintosh Red. Plots 13, 14, 15 were mostly Ben Davis,
while plots 8 to 12 were trees which were partially Baldwin
and partly Mcintosh Red. The trees were small and
there were numerous trees missing. The orchard bordered a
Plot 1
©©
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road on the south, beyond which was an old orchard which
would form a natural source of infection.
The dates of spraying for the codling moth were as follows:
The first spraying June 17 and 18, when the blossoms had prac-
tically all fallen and on some of the Mcintosh trees the calyces
were about one-half closed. The second spraying was made
June 29. The third spraying was given July 11 and the 5th
spraying August 16. A spraying with fungicides was given on
May 20.
The plan of the plots is shown in Fig. 27, all trees in each
plot being treated in the same way, but only the central trees
being recorded. The spraying was done with an Eclipse pump,
and Mlstry or Spramotor nozzles, except where otherwise noted.
2 lbs. Swift's arsenate of lead per barrel was used on all plots
not otherwise specified.
Treatment. Plot 1 was given the first and second sprayings
with the arsenate of lead added to 3-4 Bordeaux mixture and ap-
plied with Mistry nozzles. Plot 2 was given the first and sec-
ond sprayings with arsenate of lead added to 3-4 Bordeaux mix-
ture, applied with Bordeaux nozzles, with 90 to 100 lbs. pres-
sure, until the trees dripped freely. Plot 3 was given the first,
second and third sprayings with the arsenate of lead added to
3-4 Bordeaux mixture, the first two sprayings applied with Mis-
try nozzles. Plot 4, given the first, second and third sprayings
with 1-3 lb. Paris green per barrel of 2-4 Bordeaux mixture.
Plot 5 was given the first, second and third spraying, the first
two being the same as plot 4, but the third spraying consisting
of kerosene-limoid mixture, containing 15 per cent, kerosene
and 1-3 pound Paris green per barrel. Plots 6 and 7 were given
the first and second sprayings with 1-3 lb. Paris green and 10
lbs. of copper phosphate per barrel, with enough fresh lime added
to neutralize the free copper as shown by ferro-cyanide test on
plot 7. Plots 8, 9, 10 and 11 were given the first and second
sprayings with arsenate of lead added to Bordeaux mixture,
made with sodium benzoate in various ways. Plot 12 was
given the first and second sprays with arsenate of lead added
to 3-4 Bordeaux mixture. Plot 13 and the north row of plots
14 and 15, were given the first, second and third sprays with
arsenate of lead without any Bordeaux. Plot 14, except the
north row, was given the fifth spray only, with 2 lbs. arsenate
of lead per barrel. Plot 15 except the north row, was given the
fifth spray only with 2 lbs. arsenate of lead per barrel to which
was added 3 lbs. of Good's resin fish oil soap.
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Plot B, barrier plot, was given the same treatment as plot 3,
namely, the first and second sprayings with arsenate of leed
added to 3-4 Bordeaux mixture. Plot A was given the first
and second sprayings w^ith Bordeaux mixture, only, without
arsenate of lead. Plot C was given no treatment and formed a
check plot. Considerable russetting of the fruit resulted from
the Bordeaux mixture throughout the orchard. Russetting re-
sulted, even from the 2-4 Bordeaux mixture, and both on plots
given only the first and only the third sprayings.
Orchard of Arthur Ladd, Deerfield, N. H.
The treated plots consisted of about 60 trees, forming the east
end of an orchard about three times this size, situated on the
crest of a high ridge. The balance of the orchard was mostly
Mann apples. The trees treated were Mcintosh Red, about 20
years old. The plan of the orchard treated is shown in Fig.
28. The trees were sprayed with a Myei-s pump and Mistry
nozzles. The dates of spraying were as follows:
First spraying June 7, second spraying June 21. A previous
spraying had been given with fungicides on May 17.
Plots A, B, C and D consisted of three rows of trees, all
trees in each plot being given the same insecticidal treatment,
but each of the three rows being sprayed with a different fungi-
cide. 2 lbs. of arsenate of lead per barrel were in all cases
added to the fungicide. All plots were given the first and sec-
ond sprayings.
Plot A, row 2, was given the first spraying with Target brand
arsenate of lead, and the second spraying with Swift's arsenate
of lead added to Target Quick Bordeaux mixture, 10 lbs. per
barrel. Plot B, row 5. was sprayed with Eagle arsenate of lead,
2 lbs. per barrel, added to Leggett's Dry Bordeaux mixture oxi-
dized, 10 lbs. per barrel. Plot C, row S, was sprayed with Tar-
get arsenate of lead, 2 lbs., added to Lion Bordeaux, 3 quarts
per barrel. Plot D, row 10 sprayed with Target arsenate of
lead, 2 lbs., added to copper phosphate, 15 lbs. per barrel. Plot
E was sprayed with Pyrox, 5 lbs. per barrel. Plot F was
sprayed witih arsenate of lead, 2 lbs. and 2-4 home-made Bor-
deaux mixture. Plot C was unsprayed and formed the check.
The work in this orchard and in that of J. T. Smith, was car-
ried on under the supervision of Dr. Charles Brooks, the Bota-
nist of the Station, throughout the season.
CWeck Plot
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Orchard of Jonathan T. Smith, Deerfield. X. H.
This orchard consisted of Mcintosh Red trees about 20 years
old, arranged as shown in Fig. 28, immediately next to the own-
er's house. A small scattering orchard stood back of the barn
across the road. The orchard sprayed was at the foot of a
slope. Trees were sprayed with the same apparatus as used
in Mr. Ladd's orchard and on the same dates.
Treatment. Plot 14 was given the first and second spray-
ings with 2 lbs. Disparene added to 4-4 Bordeaux mixture.
Plots 15, 16, 17 and 18 were given the first spraying with 2 lbs.
Disparene per barrel added to various strengths of Bordeaux
mixture aad the benzoate of soda Bordeaux, but the second
spraying was made with fungicide only. Plots 19 and 20 were
sprayed with fungicide only. The insecticide applications on
the plots in the orchards of Mr. Smith and Mr. Ladd, were
planned to show the relative value of different brands ol
arsenate of lead, but owing to misunderstanding they were not
all applied as originally intended, though they furnish a basis
for comparison of three brands and are of interest In showing
the value of the first and second spray, aa compared with the
same in other orchards.
EXPEBIMENTS IN 1908.
Orchard of Oilman Woodman, Durham, N. H.
The same orchard as used in the experiments in 1907 was ar-
ranged in plots as shown in Fig. 29, which were necessitated
by the very few trees bearing, practically all of the bearing trees
being utilized in the experiment. The spraying was done with
a Niagara gas sprayer and Vermorel nozzles, unless otherwise
specified, a pressure of 90 to 100 lbs. being usually maintained.
The dates of spraying were as follows: First spraying, May
27-28; third spraying, June 22. The first spraying was given
just after the blossoms had dropped.
Treatment. 2 lbs. Grasselli's arsenate of lead, per barrel, was
used in all cases, without the Bordeaux mixture. Plot 1 was
given the first spraying only, with 4 Vermorel nozzles, with fine
apertures, so as to make a mist at 100 lbs. pressure, the trees
being thoroughly sprayed. Plot 2 was sprayed with nasal atomiz-
ers from May 30 to June 6, the spray being directed into the caly-
ces without placing any on the foliage. Tree 8 was gone over
twice in this way. Plot 3 was given the first spraying only, but a
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double Bordeaux nozzle with coarse spray was used, directed
into the calyces and at a pressure of 110 to 120 lbs. The foliage
was thoroughly drenched with 7 to 10 gallons per tree. Plot 4
was given the third spraying only. Plot B, barrier plot, was
given the first and third sprayings. Plot C was unsprayed and
formed the check.
Orchard of Albert DeMeritt, Darliam, N. H.
The same orchard as used in the experiments of 190G was
arranged in plots, as shown in Fig. 30, the arrangement being
necessitated by the very few trees bearing fruit. The southern
part of the orchard remained unsprayed. Trees were sprayed
with a gas sprayer and Vermorel nozzels. the first spraying be-
ing given May 28 and 30; the second spraying June 11 and the
third spraying June 23.
Plot 1 was given the first and third sprayings, 2 lbs. Gras-
selli's arsenate of lead per barrel. Plot 2 was given the second
spraying only, 2 lbs. Grasselli's arsenate of lead per barrel. The
calyces were closed about June 6. Plot 3 was given the third
spraying only, with 2 lbs. Grasselli's arsenate of lead. Plot B,
barrier plot, was given the same treatment as plot 1. Plot C
was unsprayed and formed the check plot.
Packers Falls Orchard, Durham, X. H.
This orchard is one leased by the Station from Mrs. S. J.
Woodman for a term of years for experiments of the Horticul-
tural Department, and consists of about 300 trees arranged as
shown in Fig. 31. Another orchard lies to the west of this or-
chard at a distance of some 75 yards beyond Plot C. Trees were
sprayed with a Niagara gas sprayer and Vermorel nozzles, ex-
cept plot 1, where Bordeaux nozzles were used. Grasselli's arse-
nate of lead was used throughout.
The first spraying was given June 4 to 6; the third spraying
June 26; the fifth spraying August 11. At the time of the first
spraying the calyces were as nearly closed as would be possible
and still permit effective spraying. This may partially account
for the advantage shown by a drenching spray.
Plot 1 was given the first spraying only with 2 lbs. arsenate
of lead, using Bordeaux nozzles with a drenching spray directed
into the calyces with 110 to 120 lbs. pressure. Plot 2 was given
the first spraying only, but with 4 Vermorel nozzles at about
100 lbs. pressure. Plot 3 was given the first spraying with 2
lbs. arsenate of lead and the third spraying with 10 lbs. per bar-
o
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rel. Plot 4 was given the first, third, and fifth sprays with 2
lbs. arsenate of lead per barrel. It should be noted that the
bearing trees in this orchard are quite scattering and that there
were very few apples, which may account for the very peculiar
results secured.
Orchard of W. A. Deering, Pittsfield, N. H.
This is the same orchard used in the experiments in 1907, but
was arranged in plots as shown in Fig. 32. The first spraying
was given May 30 and the third spraying June 24. At the time
of the first spraying the blossoms had just fallen. An Eclipse
barrel pump and quadruple Spramotor nozzles were used. Swift's
arsenate of lead was used on all plots, 2 lbs. per barrel in every
case.
Plot 1 was given the first spraying only, with about 75 lbs.
pressure. Plot 1, row C, was sprayed with a nasal atomizer.
Plot 2 was given spraj' 1 only, but with double Bordeaux nozzles,
at 90 lbs. pressure, with the spraj^ directed into the calyces and
the trees thoroughly drenched. Plot 3 was given the third spray-
ing only. Plot 3, trees 1-5 had the apples covered with paper
bags before the spraying, which were removed immediately
afterward in order to show the value of the spray placed on the
surface of the apples. Plot 4 was given sprays 1 and 3. Plot
B, barrier plot, was treated like Plot 4. Plot C formed the check
plot and was unsprayed. The drops of about two weeks in
September were not secured owing to the inroads of cattle, but
the proportion of these to the total number of drops is so small
as not to materially invalidate the records.
Analyses of Insecticides Used.
Through the courtesy of the Chemical Department many of
the insecticides and fungicides used in the experiments were
analyzed, with the following results:
IXSEf'TICIDES.
Green Death. As.,0,-40.5 per cent. CaO-32.1 per oeut. Cr,0.,-1 per cent.
CaCO,-3,5."2 per cent. Trobably arsenite of lime. Very soluble.
Arsenates of Lead
oooooooooooo®oo
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FUNGICIDES.
1906 CuO. As„0„ CaO. P^Og Water
Percent. Percent. Percent. Percent. Percent.
Lenox Bordeaux Mixture (paste) 1.26 3.00 28.5 67
Bug and Blight Dust. No. 3 9.21 7.1 41.4
Leggett's Dry Bordeaux 16.6 34.
(as cupric oxid)
Copper Phosphate 20.3 2.5 17.5 16.2
METHODS OF BECORDING AND TABULATING RESULTS.
The windfalls were gathered frequently during the season as
often as necessary to secure them all, and commencing as soon as
the fruit was the size of a good-sized marble. All the windfalls
were carefully examined to determine whether the larva had en-
tered the calyx or side of the fruit, most of the smaller fruits
being sliced to make certain. In 1906 and 1907 all windfalls up to
the date of the appearance of the second brood were counted as
the work of the first brood, and the work of the second brood
was then recorded separately for the remaining windfalls and
picked fruit, the determination of the brood being based upon
the character of the work and the size of the larva. This per-
mitted some error, but it is believed that the possible per cent.
of error was very slight. However, to distinguish certainly be-
tween the work of the first and second broods, in 1908 at the
time when the second brood should be ovipositing and eggs
hatching the trees were gone over by hand and all of the
fruit injured by the first brood was picked off and recorded. This
prevented a complete record of the "dropped" fruit, as most of
these wormy fruits would have dropped later. After the rec-
ords for the season were secured, the dropped and picked fruit
for each tree was determined and the trees of each plot ar-
ranged in tables as given in Tables 8 to 14, which show the
variability of the various trees in each plot and the average for
the plot. At first the average of the percentages of the trees
in a plot was taken as the average per cent., but it was soon
found that this was inaccurate, as sufficient weight was not
given the variable number of apples on the different trees, which
cause widely fluctuating percentages, so the total number of
apples for the plot was divided into the total number of apples
under the various headings, and percentages thus secured which
truly represent the average of the whole plot. A brief study
of the variation of trees in any and all of these plots will show
the utter uselessness of basing conclusions regarding spraying
experiments against the codling moth upon one or two or even
three trees. Five trees is a minimum number for such work
and the average of tea would be much more satisfactory. In all
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of the records apples entered at the stem are counted as "side"
wormy.
In an endeavor to determine how the various sprayings affect
the larvae and where the larvae are killed by them, the data
from all the plots was assembled in Tables 15, 16, 17. These
tables separate the apples wormy by the first and second
broods, and analyze both the work of each of the broods and
the total for both broods, as regards the number injured by lar-
vae entering the calyx and entering the side. A brief explana-
tion of the various columns, their significaace and how obtained,
will be necessary. Column 1—"per cent, of total fruit," gives
the percentage of the total fruit borne by the tree, which was
injured by the first brood. Column 2 "per cent, of benefit," ex-
presses this in terms of "benefit." In all cases in these tables
the "benefit" is secured by subtracting the percentage in the
previous column from that of the "check" plot and dividing the
remainder by the percentage of the check, thus giving the
amount gained, or benefit, in the plot under consideration over
the untreated plot in terms of per cent., assuming that if the
plot under consideration had per cent, of the total fruit injured
by the first brood that there would have been 100 per cent,
benefit over the check. It is believed that such a method of ex-
pressing the "benefit," gives the most accurate measure of the
effectiveness of the various sprays as regards any given point.
Column 3 "per cent, of total wormy" gives the per cent, of the
total number of wormy apples for the season which were in-
jured by the first brood. In each case where the term "per cent,
of total wormy" appears, it refers in like manner to the per cent,
of the total wormy for the whole season which the apples
wormy through the calyx or side of the first or second broods
respectively form. Column 4. "benefit as 'total per cent, bene-
fit' " gives the benefit shown in column 2 in terms of the "per
cent, benefit" for the whole season. Thus, if the 'total per cent,
benefit, for the whole season of Plot B in G. Woodman's orchard
in 190S (table IT) was 85 per cent., 62 per cent, of this was due
to the spraying decreasing injury by the first brood and only 2o
per cent, bj" decreasing injury bj' the second brood. In each
column in which the term "benefit as 'total per cent, benefit' "
appears, it refers in like manner to that part of the total benefit
of the season secured in preventing injury by the First Brood,
Total Calyx, or Side, or Second Brood, Total Calyx, or Side.
Column 4 is secured by multiplying column 2 by column 3
of the check plot. Thus, column 4 gives the true index of
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the value of the spray used on a given plot in comparison
with the check and by dividing column 4 by the total bene-
fit for the whole season, as given in the last column of the
table, the part cf the benefit due to the effect on the first brood
can be secured in terms of percentage. Column 5 "per cent, of
first Brood," gives the percentage of the apples injured by the
first brood, which were entered at the calyx, and the next col-
umn the same in "per cent, benefit." The remaining columns
iinder "Calyx" and "Side" are similar to those already explained.
Under "Second Brood," the first four columns under "Total" are
similar to the first four columns in the table under "First
Brood." It is evident, however, that the apparent effect of
any given treatment on the second brood cannot be due to its
direct effect in killing the second brood of larvae, for in such
plots the first brood of larvae have been killed out and thei-e will
be but few moths of the second brood to mature, and if none
of the larvae of the second brood were killed we should find
them decidedly few^er in the treated than in the check plots,
owing to the effect of the spraying on the first brood. This will
be particularly true where the plots are large and uniform and
the second brood is small. If the "per cent, benefit" in "per cent,
of total fruit" injured by the second brood is greater than the
similar "per cent, benefit" in "per cent, of total fruit" injured
by the fii'st brood, then it is evident that the spray has given
more benefit to the second brood than to the first brood, and the
difference between them should give the direct effect on the
second brood. Thus, by subtracting column 2 under First Brood
from column 2 under Second Brood, we secure column 5 under
Second Brood or "per cent, benefit, direct effect," and in the
same manner are secured the direct effect upon the second brood
Calyx and Side in contrast to the first brood. This may be seen
in Table 15, line 2, where 16 per cent, is the direct effect on
trees 11-15 in terms of the "per cent, benefit of per cent, ot
total fruit." In this particular case the first brood showed a
benefit in column 2 of 20 per cent. If the second brood had
showed a benefit in column 2 of only 20 per cent., no direct
effect on the second brood could be attributed to the spray. Any
per cent, of benefit above 20 per cent., in this case 16 per cent.,
will therefore be due to the direct action of the treatment on the
second brood. It is evident that if the treatment were entirely
successful there would have been in this case 80 per cent, direct
effect benefit on the second brood. In fact, only 16 per cent,
was secured or 20 per cent, of the possible benefit due to direct
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effect, which explains column G under "second brood," named
under Direct Effect, "per cent, of possible benefit." Column 7
expresses the direct effect in terms of the "total benefit" for the
season, and is secured by multiplying column 6 by column 3 o£
the check plot. The same explanation applies to the similar
headings under "calyx" and "side," under Second Brood. In
many cases no direct effect, whatever, is shown under the second
brood, and it must be admitted that this method of ascertaining
the direct effect on the second brood is rather complicated and
not entirely satisfactory, but it seems to be mathematically cor-
rect, and the writer has been unable to devise any other means
for expressing the matter. The following formulae may there-
fore be given:
(1) Per cent. Kenetit, Direct Effect, Second Brood,=Per cent. Beneflt per cent,
of Total Fruit, 2d Brood, minus Per cent. Benefit, per cent, of Total Fruit,
1st Brood.
(•_') Per cent, of possible per cent, beneflt, direct effect, second brood,=(Per
cent, benefit, per cent, of total fruit 2d brood, minus Per cent, benefit, per cent, of
total fruit, flrst l>rood) divided by (100 nnnns per cent, beneflt, per cent, total fruit,
first brood.)
(3) Direct Effect Beneflt in Total per cent. = Per cent. Direct Benefit 2d
Brood X per cent, of total wormy check plot (2d brood.)
If we then wi.sh to secure the amount of benefit due to the
effect of the treatment througli the first brood, both in destroy-
ing the first brood and also in thus preventing the increase of
the second brood, exclusive of the direct effect of the treatment
on the second brood, we must substract the "Direct benefit as
p4r cent, of total benefit" (column 9, second brood) from the
"Total per cent, benefit" (last column), giving the "total per
cent, benefit" due to action of the treatment on and through the
first brood. If this be divided by the "total per cent, benefit"
we secure the percentage of the total benefit which may be at-
tributed to the effect of the treatment on and through the first
brood, as given in column 12, under first brood, Table 16, ex-
pressed by the following:
Per cent. Of Total benefit per cent., due to cojitrol of 1st ln-ood=
Total per cent, beneflt
Total per cent, benefit—Direct Benefit 2d brood in Total per cent.
Although these formulae and methods appear theoretically
correct, it seems hardly possible that there was no direct effect
upon the second brood by applying 10 lbs. of arsenate of lead at
the third spraying as indicated in Table 17, next to last line,
and that there w^as practically no direct effect on the second
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brood in aiiiy of the plots in 1908. The further the matter is
Studied the more evident it becomes that the codling moth does
not yield gracefully to being the subject of mathematical calcu-
lations,
COIIPARISON OF ImSECTICIDES.
In the orchard of H. H. Thompson at Walpole in 1906 the
Greenings sprayed with 1 lb. arsenate of lead showed 49 per cent,
benefit for the whole season, while those sprayed with 1-4 lb.
Paris green showed 53 per cent, and 45 per cent, benefit, the in-
secticide being used with Bordeaux mixture in both cases. In
DeMeritt's orchard in 1907 (see table 15), 1-3 lb. of Paris green
per barrel of Bordeaux on trees 21 to 35 gave a benefit for the
season of 44 per cent., while trees 41 to 45, sprayed with 2 lbs.
arsenate of lead showed a benefit of 43 per cent. In the or-
chard of W. A. Deering, in 1907 (see table 16), plots 4 and 5,
and 6 and 7, sprayed with 1-3 lb. Paris green per barrel of Bor-
deaux, showed a benefit for the season of 86 per cent, and 91
per cent, respectively, which benefit equals that of the plots
sprayed in like manner with 2 lbs. arsenate of lead per barrel.
These figures would tend to confirm the observations of other
workers, that arsenate of lead has no advantage over Paris
green for the codling moth when both are used with Bordeaux
mixture. Where used without the Bordeaux mixture, there can
be no doubt that the adhesive properties of the arsenate of lead
would make it much superior to Paris green, though we have
no experiments to demonstrate the fact. Trees 36 to 40 in the
DeMeritt orchard in 1907 were sprayed with 2-3 lb. Paris green
per barrel, against 1-3 lb. per barrel on trees 31 to 35, but showed
only 4 per cent, more benefit for the whole season, showing that
1-3 pound per barrel is, probablj% strong enough if properly ap-
plied.
As regards the amount of arsenate of lead to be used it is
quite evident that two pounds per barrel are much superior to
one pound. In the DeMeritt orchard in 1906 (see table 15) trees
51 to 55 received but one pound per barrel and showed but 11
per cent, benefit for the season, while trees 41 to 45 were given
2 lbs. per barrel and showed 43 per cent, benefit for the season.
In the other orchards sprayed in 1906 with one pound of arsenate
of lead per barrel, an average benefit of 66 per cent, was se-
cured with the first two sprayings, but in 1907 and 1908 by the
use of 2 pounds per barrel an average benefit of from 85 per
cent, to 90 per cent, was secured with the same sprayings under
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diverse conditions. Two pounds of arsenate of lead per barrel
are practically the equivalent of 1-3 pound of Paris green in ef-
fectiveness, although containing slightlj^ more arsenic.
The addition of soap has been frequently recommended as
securing greater adhesiveness for the spray, and in spreading it
more evenly on the foliage. In the Woodman orchard in 1907
(table 16) trees 437 and 438 had three pounds of Good's resin
fish-oil soap added to each barrel of mixture, while the adjacent
trees of plot 4 were sprayed the same way without the soap.
The trees sprayed with the soap gave a benefit of 87 per cent,
for the whole season, but very slightly more than those on which
no soap was used. Also, in the Deering orchard in 1907 (table
18) plot 15 was given the fifth spraying for the second brood
with the addition of three pounds of the resin soap, while plot
14 was sprayed in the same way without the soap, and the lat-
ter plot showed the greater benefit.
It has frequently been asserted that arsenate of lead is not
as effective when used with Bordeaux mixture. A comparison
of plots 3 and B in the Deering orchard in 1907 (table 16) with
plot 13, the former having Bordeaux added, shows practically no
difference in the benefit for the season. Nor do the benefits
secured in 1907 on the orchards in which Bordeaux was used
with the arsenate of lead differ materially from those secured
that year and in 1908 on trees where only arsenate of lead was
used.
The Time to Spray and How the Spbay Effects the Larva.
Terminology. In speaking of the various sprayings, the first
spraying, I, is that given just after the petals of the flowers
drop. The second spraying, II, is that applied a week or ten
days later. The third spraying. III, is applied when the eggs
of the first brood are deposited and is usually three or four
weeks after the petals drop. The fourth spraying was used
for fungicide applications only and is not referred to in this
discussion. The fifth spraying, V, is applied at the. time of
emergence of moths of the second brood or the first appear-
ance of second brood larvae, and will usually be about the first
week of August.
The First Spraying. I.
It has been generally conceded that the spraying just after
the blossoms fall is the most important in fighting the cod-
ling moth, from the fact that as shown above, page 412, 65
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per cent, of the first brood of larvae enter the apples through
the calyxes. The object of the first spraying has, therefore,
been to deposit the poison in the calyx cavity. Recently great
emphasis has been placed by western entomologists upon the
entire efficacy of one spraying if the lower calyx cavity be
filled with poison by means of a hard driving spray, which will
be further discussed below. It is a fact, however, that all in-
vestigators have shown that this first spray also materially re-
duces the number of larvae entering the sides of the apples,
which could not be due to the poison in the calyx. Evidently
those killed by the first spray which would otherwise have en-
tered the side, must have been destroyed on the foliage or by
eating into the surface of the sprayed apple. To determine the
influence of the spray on the foliage as compared with that
placed in the calyx by the first spraying several trees were
sprayed by hand with a nasal atomizer so that the spray was
deposited in the calyx of each apple, but practically none was
placed on the foliage. Four trees, 442 to 445, were thus treated
in the Woodman orchard in 1907; three trees in the same or-
chard, plot 2, in 1908; and four trees in the Deering orchard in
1908 (see tables 16, 17). The plots on which the atomizer was
used gave a benefit for the whole season of 62 per cent., 78 per
cent., and 84 per cent., respectively, averaging 75 per cent.
Eight plots given the first spraying in the ordinary way so that
the foliage was covered, averaged 82 per cent, benefit for the
whole season. Analyzing this benefit as the effect on the first
and second broods, and on those entering the calyx or side, we
find that the trees treated with atomizers gave 21 per cent, bene-
fit in "Total per cent, benefit" as regards the calyx, 25.8 per
cent, as regards the side wormy, and 27.9 per cent, as regards
the injury by the second brood. The eight plots given spray I
in the usual way, gave 23.4 per cent, for the first brood—calyx,
27.3 per cent, first brood side, and 31 per cent, for the second
brood, showing that the effect of both treatments must have
been much the same on the larvae. This would seem to indi-
cate that the spray on the foliage is of no value, but further
experiments will show the contrary to be true. The benefit
from this spraying is practically the same on those larvae enter-
ing the calyx or side of the apple, when applied either with the
atomizer or by the ordinary manner. How the. spray placed
in the calyxes with an atomizer can destroy larvae which nor-
mally enter the sides of the apples and which therefore do not
fe^d in the calyx, is a mystery which we have been unable to
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solve, but the facts are very clearly shown by the figures of
all three plots sprayed with the atomizer. The only possibility
is that the larvae entering the sides of the apples are killed by
eating the poisoned surface of the apple which would be pois-
oned even when the spraying was done with an atomizer, and
the effect of placing bags over the apples before giving the
third spraying, as described below, lends support to this explana-
tion.
The time of the first spraying is a matter of vital importance.
It has long been recommended that the spraying must be done
before the calyx lobes close. Observation shows that in New
Hampshire the calyces of the Baldwin apples (practically 90 per
cent, of the apples marketted are Baldwins, and all references
in this paper are to Baldwins unless, otherwise specified), close
about a week after the last petals have dropped. It is safe
to commeice spraying after two-thirds of the petals have
dropped, for the first flowers to drop are those which usually
set as fruit, and by the time two-thirds of the petals have
dropped, practically all flowers have been pollinated and there is
no danger of injury to the flowers or to bees. The lack of effect
of the spraying in the Hooper orchard at Walpole in 1906 (table
18), very clearly shows the necessity for spraying before the
calyces close. We had expected to spray this orchard at the
same time as that of Mr. Thompson, but the Hooper orchard
was on a south slope and fully a week ahead of the Thompson or-
chard in maturity of blossoms. Practically no benefit whatever
was shown by the spraying in the Hooper orchard, while an aver-
age of 50 per cent, benefit for the season was secured in the
Thompson orchard. Had the Hooper orchard be-en sprayed with
arsenate of lead a benefit would possibly have been secured
from the effect of killing larvae outside of the calyx, as heavy
rains occurred after the spraying and probably washed much
of the Paris green off.
DrencMng vs. Mist Sprays. As mentioned above it has been
recently recommended that the first spraying be given with a
high pressure and coarse, driving spray, so that it will be driven
between the pillars of the stamens down into the lower calyx
cavity, in which cavity it is claimed that the most of the eating
by the young larva is done before tunnelling into the core. Re-
markable results are claimed for such spraying, in contrast to
the old method, in which the finest mist was thought the most
desirable and economical. Assuming the correctness of the re-
sults secured in the West, though some of the records do not
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bear close analysis, and feeling that the same methods might be
equally efficient in New England, we arranged to contrast two
plots given only the first spray, one in the ordinary manner
with a fine mist, and the other with as high a pressure as pos-
sible, thoroughly drenching the tree with a coai'se spray from
Bordeaux nozzles. Such comparisons were made in two or-
chards in 1907 and in three orchards in 1908. In the. two in 1907
and one in 1908 the drenching spray was given with a barrel
pump which could not be kept at over 80 to 100 lbs. pressure.
But on two of the 1908 plots the drenching was done with a gas
sprayer giving 110 to 120 lbs. pressure, with no material differ-
ence in the results. If we compare the average Benefit in "Total
Fig. Niagara gas sprayer outfit used in experiments at Durham.
Per Cent. Benefit" for the first brood for the plots sprayed with
the mist or drenching spray, we find that both average 51 per
cent, benefit. In some plots a decided advantage seems to be
shown for the drenching spray, especially plot 1 of the Packers
Falls orchard in 1908 (table 17) where the drenching gave 78
per cent, benefit for the season, while the mist gave only 60 per
cent., and also in the other two orchards in 1908, in which the
drenching gave 96 per cent and SO per cent, in comparison with
92 per cent, and 73 per cent., respectively. But if the effect ot
this driving spray directed into the calyces, is to deposit the
poison in the lower calyx cavity, a marked benefit should be
I
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shown in the per cent, injured through the calyx. If we com-
pare the different plots as regards "per cent, heneflt, per cent,
of first brood, injury through the calyx," (column 6, table 17),
which should show the relative proportion entering the calyx or
side as influenced by the different treatment, we find the fig-
ures absolutely contradictory. If we compare those entering
the calyx in terms of "per cent, benefit, per cent, of total fruit,"
(column 8), we find a slight advantage for the drenched plots.
But if we compare the benefit to the calyx in terms of "Total
per cent, benefit," (column 10), there is practically no difference
in favor of one treatment over the other. On the other hand, if
we study this table further we find that in the case of plot I of the
Packers Falls orchard in 1908 that the advantage of the drench-
ing over the mist spray was clearly due to its effect on the second
brood (see column 4 under second brood, table 17). It is en-
tirely evident from the large amount of data from these five
plots that the drenching spray has no particular advantage over
the mist spray, except as it may deposit more material on the
foliage and apple. The reason for this is readily found by a
little study of the Baldwin apple. Dr. Ball* has given us a fig-
ure which shows an apple with the calyx lobes still open "two
weeks after blossoming," and with the stamen bars shrivelled
sufficiently to allow the passage of spray between them to the
lower calyx cavity. There can be no disputing the desirability
of spraying so as to deposit a spray in the lower calyx cavity,
where it is so possible, but a comparison of the structure of the
Baldwin apple as it grows in New Hampshire, shows it to De
entirely impossible, as the experiments cited corroborate. As
mentioned above, the sepals usually close about one week or at
most ten days after the blossoms drop. At this time the
stamens are still entirely turgid and no spray can be forced be-
tween them, no matter how high the power or coarse the spray.
If apples be examined a week or ten days after the sepals have
entirely closed, the stamens M'ill still be found turgid, as we
have found by the examination of numerous specimens the pres-
ent year. Unfortunately, we secured no photographs of this con-
dition, but Prof. M. V. Slingerland has made the same observa-
tions independentlyf and has kindly permitted the reproduction
of his photographs, Plate 20, which shows this structure very
clearly. Such being the case, the question of a drenching, driv-
ing spray as compared with a mist spray, becomes one of cli-
* Bulletin Bureau of Kutoinology. No. (iT, pg. 71, fig. 4.
t Journal of Economic Entomologj', No. (!, Dec, liH)S
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mate and varieties, and which method will be most efficacious
in any region cannot be dogmatically asserted until the method
of growth of the apples in that region has been studied. There
can be no question, however, that thorough spraying must be
insisted upon. The old rule, spray until the tree commences
to drip and then stop, still seems a safe one, and to spray until
there are puddles under the tree is merely a waste of labor and
material under New England conditions.
The Second Spraying. II.
Until the last year or two it has been customary to rec-
ommend that the second spraying for the codling moth be
made a v^eek or ten days, or even two weeks, after the first
spraying. Inasmuch as the calyces have closed at that time
it is evident that such spraying can only be effective in the
degree which it covers the foliage and apples. As the young
larvae do not hatch for nearly a month after the first spraying,
it is also evident that the second spraying, applied ten days
after the first, might be more or less washed off by heavy rains
before the young larvae had hatched and could be affected by it.
We were led to question, therefore, whether the second spray-
ing, so-called, was being applied at the right time. The results
upon this matter are fairly uniform and conclusive. In the De-
Meritt orchard in 1906 trees 11—16 received spray I, while trees
50—55 received I and II. As the latter plot was next to the
check plot, with no barrier plot, it is evident that the moths of
the second brood would have been more numerous upon it, and
that the total benefit for the season, or, for the second brood,
would not be reliable, as the figures show. But there should be
a fair comparison of the effect of the addition of spray II to
spray I as regards the effect on the first brood. Although sprays
I and II gave slightly more benefit as regards calyx wormy by
first brood, there was decidedly less benefit as regards those
side wormy, and the total effect on the first brood was less than
with spray I alone. Trees 46—50 were given the first and third
sprayings in the same manner. Comparing the effect on the
first brood we find that sprays I and III gave 15.9 per cent, bene-
fit as "total per cent, benefit per cent." while sprays I and II gave
only 5.5 per cent. Again comparing trees 26—30 with 21—25, the
first of which were given sprays I and II with KLBP, and the
second lot sprays I and III, it is found that the latter group had
49 per cent, benefit for the season against 41 per cent, for sprays I
N. H. Agr. Exp. Sta. 20th Rept., Plate 20.
THE CLOSING OF THE APPLE CALYX.
A, A, and B, sections of apples at different stages in the closing of the
calyx showing the stamens. C,—a later stage showing the closing of the
calyx, but the stamen pillars still turgid. D,—young codling moth larva
feeing in upper calyx cavity. (After Slingerland.)
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and II, due to the greater benefit of the third spray on the sec-
ond brood.
In Oilman Woodman's orchard in 1907 plot 5 was given spray
II only and plot 6 spray III only. The former gave 25 per cent,
benefit for the season and the latter 47 per cent., while other
plots given only spray III, averaged 83 per cent, benefit.
In DeMeritt's orchard in 1908 plot 2 was given spray II only
and plot 3 spray III only. The former gave 73 per cent, benefit
for the season and the latter only 66 per cent., showing an ad-
vantage for spray II. This may be explained by the fact that
there was practically no rain during the whole summer after
either of these sprays, and that the season was an early one, so
that the difference of ten days or two weeks in the time of appli-
cation would make no difference. In the Smith orchard at Deer-
field in 1907, plot 16 was given spray I and plot 14 sprays I and
II, but the latter showed only 61 per cent, benefit for the season
and the former 66 per cent. These figures do not prove that spray
II is of no value, but do show that it is of less value than spray
III, and in many cases of little, if any additional value when
sprays I and III are given. The latter may be seen by compar-
ing plot 3 of the Woodman orchard in 1907, which was given
sprays I and II, with plot B which was given sprays I, II, and III,
the latter showing 96 per cent, benefit for the season and the
former 93 per cent., the larger benefit amounting to but 3 per
cent., due to the second spraying being largely due to the in-
creased effect on the second brood, due to the gi-eater amount
of poison on the foliage.
The Third Spraying. III.
The reason for spray III, namely, that a spray should be
applied as the young larvae are hatching, has already been
intimated and its superiority to spray II has been shown.
From the studies of the feeding habits of the young larvae,
it must be evident that any poison deposited upon the foliage
must kill many of them when feeding upon it before they seek
the apples. Five plots have been sprayed with the third spray-
ing only and have shown an average benefit of 70 per cent,
for the whole season, against an average of 82 per cent, se-
cured with spray I alone. An analysis of the influence of
spray III shows that of the total benefit 33 per cent, is due
to the effect on the second brood, 18 per cent, on the calyx
wormy and 19 per cent, on the side wormy, first brood. It is in-
teresting to note that the average effect of spray I and spray III
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on the second brood is 31.3 per cent, and 32.6 per cent., respec-
tively, showing practically no difference.
If the effect of spray III be due to the poison on the foliage
only, then if the apples were covered and the foliage of the tree
then sprayed there should be as much benefit as if the apples
had been sprayed also. But if there is less benefit with the
apples covered it is evident that the difference in the benefit must
represent the value of the spray deposited on the apples. Such
an experiment was made twice. In 1907 one tree in the Wood-
man orchard, table 16, tree 448, was given spray III, after all of
Fig. 34. Tree 448 of the Woodman orchard, Durham, N. H., 1907, with
the apples bagged during spray III.
the apples had been covered with paper bags, which were re-
moved immediately after the spraying. Care was taken to cover
only the stems and not the nearby foliage. It was intended to
treat several trees thus but the vast amount of labor involved
in bagging all the apples (3924) on even one large tree prevented
a larger experiment. In 1908 four trees in the Deering orchard,
table 17, Plot 3A, were similarly bagged. These were smaller
trees with a light crop of fruit, totalling only 668 for the four
trees. It is evident, therefore, that the one large tree was fully
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as fair a test as the four small ones. The one tree gave a bene-
fit for the season of 52 per cent., while the four in 1908 showed
only 24 per cent, benefit, the two averaging 38 per cent., of
whic'd 9 per cent, is the effect on the first brood and 29 per cent,
on the second brood. In 1907 the effect was practically all on
the second brood, 46.8 out of 52 per cent., while in 1908 12 per
cent, of the effect was upon the first brood and 11.6 per cent, on
the second brood, or about the same proportion as occurs with
spray III when the apples are exposed. It seems more prob-
able the latter condition would be the normal effect of such
spraying the foliage only as regards influence on the proportion
of first brood and second brood larvae. Thus, about 50 per cent,
of the effect of spray III on the first brood larvae, and 58 per
cent, of the effect on the second brood, must be due to the spray
on the foliage, and the balance must be due to the spray depos-
ited on the apples. It should be pointed out that spray III may
effectually reduce the number of larvae entering the calyx though
no spray be deposited in the calyx for we, and others, have ob-
served that very often the larvae eat their way through one of
the sepals, rather than going to the apex and entering between
them.
From the above data we would naturally infer that the best
results would be secured by combining sprays I and III, and
such has been our advice and that of several other investiga-
tors for the past two years. Our evidence as to the value of
giving spray III in addition to spray I, is not entirely satisfac-
tory, but is as follows: In 1906 in the DeMeritt orchard, trees
11—15, given only spray I, showed but 14 per cent, benefit for
the season, while trees 46—50, given sprays I and III, showed
31 per cent, benefit, this being due to the superior effect of the
addition of spray III on the first brood. In the Woodman or-
chard in 1907, plots given spray I only gave 91 and 89 per cent,
benefit for the season, while one plot given sprays I and 111,
showed only 93 per cent, benefit for the season. In the Wood-
man orchard in 1908, plot B (barrier plot), sprayed with I and
III, showed no more benefit as regards the first brood than
plots 1 and 3 given only spray I, and showed less benefit for the
whole season, probably due to the inroads from the neighboring
check plot of the second brood of moths. In the Packer's Falls
orchard in 1908 the plot given I and III, though 10 lbs. arsenate
of lead per barrel were used at the third spraying, showed less
benefit than the plots given only spray I. This is doubtless due
to the small number of fruits and the scattered nature of the
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bearing trees, making fair comparison impossible. In tbe Deer-
ing orchard in 1908, two plots having only spray I, showed 73
per cent, and 80 per cent, benefit for the season, while two plots
which had spray I and III, showed 87 and 78 per cent., or afi
average of 82.5 per cent, against 76.5 per cent., or a gain of 6
per cent. Two plots in the DeMeritt orchard were given sprays
I and III in 1908, and showed 80 and 89 per cent, benefit for the
season or an average of 84.5 per cent. This orchard had about
the same amount of worminess on unsprayed trees as the Deer-
Ing orchard. It should be remembered that 1908 was a dry sea-
son and there was practically no rain to wash off the first
spraying, so that the third would not be of as much value as in
1906, when there were heavy rains. As regards the value of
spray III, the only conclusion possible is, that if no rains occur
after spray I, that the application of spray III will be of doubtful
value when unsprayed trees show not over 50 per cent, wormi-
ness for the season. If for any reason spray I cannot be given,
or if spray I is followed by rains, a spraying should be given
about three to four weeks after the blossoms fall (spray III) by
all means.
How the larvae are killed. If we attempt to determine just
how the larvae are killed by the first spraying we find that the
statistics in tables 16, 17 and 18 are full of inexplicable incon-
sistencies and contradictions. They represent, however, prob-
ably as careful and extensive attempts to determine these matters
as have ever been made. The benefit shown by spray III and the
fact that it is due both to the spray on the foliage and on the
apples, in almost equal proportion, would seem to indicate that
the effect of spray I, as far as it is deposited outside of the
calyx is much the same. But when we attempt to push the
analysis of the figures further by means of comparisons
which it would seem should throw light on the matter, we meet
with failure. The general facts seem quite evident, however,
that if the foliage as well as the calyces be thoroly sprayed, that
there is almost an equal chance that the larva may be killed by
eating the foliage or surface of the apple, or by feeding in the
calyx, and we would venture the opinion, which we would not
attempt to prove by the statistics, though It is based upon them,
that in New Hampshire on the Baldwin apple, about half of the
larvae are killed in the calyx and about half by feeding on the
foliage or surface of the apple.
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The Fifth Spraying, Y.
The fifth spraying is designed to cover the foliage and apples
with poison so as to destroy the young larvae of the second
brood, and is therefore applied when the moths of the second
brood commence to appear early in August.
Plot A of the Woodman orchard was given sprays I, III and V
in 1907, but showed no greater benefit than plot 3 with only
sprays I and III. Plots 14 and 15 of the Deering orchard were
given only spray V in 1907 and showed 52 per cent, benefit,
but of this 32 per cent, was due to benefit to the first brood
and 20 per cent, to the second brood. It is impossible to see
how the fifth spraying could benefit the first brood, yet there
seems to be no other explanation of the records, and it is evi-
dent that spray V alone gave considerable benefit. It should
be stated, however, that these two plots were mostly Ben Davis,
while the check plots were Mcintosh Red and Baldwin, which
may be a disturbing factor in the comparison. As a general rule,
however, Ben Davis is more affected by the Codling moth than
most varieties. Plot 4 of Packers Falls orchard (Table 17)
was given sprays I, III and V in 190S, and showed 72 per cent,
benefit. Plot 3, which was given spray I with the same amount
of arsenate of lead (2 lbs. per barrel), and spray III with 10 lbs.
per barrel, showed 75 per cent, benefit. The two plots gave
practically the same benefit from injury by the first brood, but
plot 3 gave slightly more benefit for second brood injury.
This would indicate that a larger amount of lead at the third
spraying would be as effective as adding the fifth spraying, but
as 1908 was a dry season, this might not always prove true.
Altho our experimental evidence as to the value of spraying
for the second brood is thus largely negative and rather unsat-
isfactory from many standpoints, 3^et further experiments were
not thought advisable in view of the excellent results secured
from sprays I and III, these proving so effective that with but
a small second brood another spraying could hardly prove profit-
able even if somewhat beneficial.
Effect of Spraying ox the Amouxt axd Wormixess of Dropped
AND Picked Fruit.
The effect of the different sprayings upon injury by the first
and second broods is a matter of interest to the entomologist
and of importance in forming a basis for -his recommendations,
but the orchard owner is chiefly interested in the effect of the
spraying on the amount of picked fruit free from worms.
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Table 18 brings out the effect of the spraying in 1906 and 1907
on the amount of fruit which dropped and the worminess of the
picked fruit.
In 1908 the apples injured by the first brood were picked off,
so that no correct figures of the relation of dropped to picked
fruit can be given. Experience has shown, however, that an
almost negligible per cent, of the picked fruit is injured by tbe
first brood of larvae, practically all being due to the secono
brood.
In 1908 all plots in the four orchards averaged 11 per cent,
wormy for the entire season. 33 per cent, of this worminess
was due to the second brood, so that not over 3 2-3 per cent, of
the total crop could have been wormy picked fruit and an aver-
age of not over 5 per cent., and, on some plots only 2 or 3 per
cent, of the picked fruit could be wormy.
A study of the figures shows that in most cases the value of
the most efficient sprays was due to their reducing the amount
of wormy windfalls, or, in other words, preventing worminess
so that the fruit remained on the tree. On the unsprayed trees
an average of 26 per cent, of the total fniit dropped as wormy,
and 15.7 per cent, was wormy when picked.
In the four orchards sprayed in 1908, considering only the
fruit which actually did drop and not including the wormy fruit
picked from the trees—which would not materially affect the
figures, 28 per cent, of the total fruit was wormy drops on the
unsprayed trees and 5 per cent, on the sprayed trees.
An average of all the sprayed plots in table 18, shows that
of the total crop of fruit on any tree, 4.7 per cent, drops as
wormy and 4.1 per cent, is wormy picked. Thus, the averages
for 1906 and 1907 compare ver>' closely with those for 1908 with
diverse conditions.
Subtracting the percentage which drops plus the percentage
which is wormy when picked, from 100. gives the percentage of
the total crop which is picked free from worms, which is the
essential matter for the fruit grower. On the unsprayed plots
the picked fruit free from worms is found to average only 43
per cent, of the total crop, while on all the sprayed plots it
averages 70 per cent., a difference of 27 per cent, of the total
crop. Thus a gain of about one-fourth of the crop seems to be
a fair average of the actual benefit to be derived from spraying,
if we base our estimates upon the total fruit borne by the tree.
This would mean that on a sprayed tree which picked three bar-
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rels of fruit, one barrel of perfect fruit worth $1 to 51.25 net,
had been gained by the spraying.
If the difference in amount of perfect picked fruit was based
on the picked fruit only, leaving the drops out of consideration,
the benefit would appear to be only about three-fourths of that
shown above, but only by taking the dropped fruit into account
can a correct estimate of the value of the spraying be made.
When there is an unusual amount of worminess and the best
spraying, the benefit due to spraying will often amount to half
of the total fruit borne by the tree, as is shown by some of the
plots in table 18, which in the case of a tree with the same
amount of fruit as cited above, would amount to 2 barrels in-
stead of one out of three picked being saved by spraying. But
under average New Hampshire conditions it seems a fair estimate
that about one-fourth of the total fruit, or one-third of the fruit
actually picked is saved as perfect fruit, by spraying. This is
shown graphically in Fig. 38. Such a statement of the benefit de-
rived from spraying is not as striking as to say that but one apple
in one hundred of those picked was wormy, but the former state-
ment more clearly states the facts, and only one in a hundred
of the picked apples may be wormy and yet the real benefit
from the spraying not be as great as on other trees where a
larger proportion of the picked fruit was wormy, but on which
the spraying had prevented a large drop and thus secured a
much larger crop to pick. The old saying that "nothing will lie
like statistics," is well exemplified in considering the benefits of
spraying as often recorded and compared.
The Caee of the Orchard in Relation to Codling Moth Control.
The injury by the codling moth in the neglected orchard is
always noticeably more severe than in one which has been given
reasonably good care as regards the destruction of windfalls,
pruning and scraping the trees. Although this is a matter ot
general observation, in 1906 we made definite records at Durham,
mine the difference in the injury in two orchards at Durham.
One of these had been given practically no care for several years,
and its condition is shown by the fallen limbs and the ground
covered with apples as shown in Figure 39, while in the other
the trees had been scraped every year, hogs had been pastured,
and the remaining drops had been picked up.
The record of the neglected orchard is shown in Table 19,
which does not, however, include all the drops, as the dropped
fruit was not picked up until September 15. If the entire drop
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had been secured it would, undoubtedly, have formed 50 per
cent, of the total crop. The orchard which was cared for as
described, is given in Tables 15 and 18 as the check plot of
DeMeritt's orchard.
Considering 50 per cent, of the crop as dropping in the un-
cared-for orchard instead of 43 per cent, as given in Table 19,
we find the following differences. In the neglected orchara
three-fourths of the windfalls were wormy, while in the other
only slightly over one-fourth (27 per cent.) dropped, and but
half of it was wormy. Of the picked fruit one-sixth was wormy
in the neglected orchard, while only one-ninth was wormy in
Fig. 39.—The ground covered with the droppings of the whole summer in
the neglected orchard.
the other, but the wormy picked fruit formed 8 per cent, of the
total crop of the tree in both cases. In the neglected orchard
42 per cent, of the total crop was picked free from worms, mak-
ing two barrels worth $2 net, while in the orchard cared for, 65
per cent, of the fruit was picked free from worms, making 3 1-i
barrels, worth $3.25 net, and showing a benefit of $1.25 per tree
at but slight cost for scraping the trees and picking up the
drops, which pay for themselves in cider. Altogether there
were but about one-half as many wormy apples during the whole
season in the orchard cared for (21 per cent), as in the neg-
lected orchard (40 per cent.). This is shown graphically in
Fig. 40.
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Table 16. Summary of Spraying Experiments Against the Codling Moth at Durham ai
Durham and Pittsfield in 1907.
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Table 1 8. Relative injury by the Codling Moth to dropped and picked apples.
In orchard ot Wm. Weeks, Greenland, N. H. 1906.

Table 18. Relative injury by the Codling Moth to dropped and picked apples.—Continued.
In orchard of F. W. Hooper, Walpole, N. H. 1906.

Table 18. Relative injury by the Codling Moth to dropped and picked apples.—Continued.
In the orchard ot W. A. Deering, Pittsfleld. N. H. 1907.
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It is evident that the difference in infestation may not have
been due to the difference in care, but considering all the con-
ditions in tlie two orcliards. sucli as location, size of crop, etc.,
the comparison seems a fair one and the difference may fairly
be attributed to the neglect of one and the little care given t&fe
other.
Table 19. Slioxoing injury 'by tlic Codling Moth in an orchard at
Durham, N. H. in 1906 ichich had had poor care.
Tree.
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According to Fitch^ this insect was named Cisfela vielanoceph-
ala by Fabricus in 1S71 After some renaming and shifting in
systematic position, it received the present name. Shimer^
published an account of its natural history in I860, and the same
year Fitch pubhshed another. Chittenden^ in 1898, and later,
Sirrine' in 1899, Garman'' in 1901, and others at various times,
have contributed to our knowledge of its habits and life history.
In his discussion in 1865, Fitch gave a clear account of the
measures of control he had found best, and other suggestions
have since come from many sources.
According to Chittenden' the striped cucumber beetle occurs
in practically all the states east of the Rocky Mountains and in
the state of Washington.
Life History axd Habits.
Hibernation. It was first thought, notably by Shinier, that
this insect passed the winter in the pupal stage, but since that
time opinion has changed until it has come to be generally
agreed that the beetle passed the winter as an adult. Riley'^
iTiferred the hibernation of adults from their presence in the
fiflds after heavy frosts, and many have confirmed his obser-
vations and noted that they appear to be driven into winter
quarters by the cold. Garman^ found a hibernating beetle
December 6th with a mass of rubbish and other insects under
boards, and he carried some adult beetles collected in the fall
through the winter in the soil of his vivarium. In New Hamp-
shire we found that all the pupae in our breeding cages trans-
formed to adults before cold weather.
1. 10th Rept. on the Noxious and Other Insects of the State of N. Y.,
1865, p. 438 of the Trans, of the N. Y. State Agric. Soc. for 1864.
2. Prairie Farmer, Aug. 12, 1865.
4. Bui. No. 10, D. s.. Bureau of Ent., U. S. Dept. Agric, 1899, pp. 26-30.
Bui. No. 19, n. s.. Bureau of Ent., U. S. Dept. Agric, 1899, pp. 48-51.
"Insects Injurious to Vegetables."
5. Bui. No. 158 of the N. Y. Agric Expt. Sta., Geneva, 1898.
6. Bui. No. 91 of the Kentucky Agric Expt. Sta., 1901, pp. 3-16.
7. Circ. No. 31, Revised edition, Bur. Ent., U. S. Dept. Agric, p. 1.
8. 2d Rept., Noxious, Beneficial and Other Insects of Mo. p. 66
9. I. c page 4.
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The date at which the beetles appear iu the spring seems to
vary with the season and latitude from some time in April to
early June. Many writers simply make the general statement
that they emerg^e in the early spring. Fitch^ speaks of their
appearance in New York in May. Chittenden- speaks of their
appearing about Washington, D. C, some time in April, Smith^
mentions them as appearing in New Jersey in May, Sirrine^
says that iu New York the date varies from April to the first
of June, Garman^ records their earliest appearance in Ken-
tucky as April 12th, and in 1907 in New Hampshire we found
them June 1st. They did not appear on cucurbits until June
24th.^-
It is generally agreed that the beetles frequently emerge be-
fore the cucurbitaceous plants are above the ground, and that
they feed on almost anything they can get. They have been
recorded as feeding at this time on the leaves of horse chest-
nut and such fruit blossoms as they can find. Fitch" spoke of
them as abundant on the leaves and blossoms of Crataegus and
thought that they probably fed on them. We found them feed-
1. 1. c, page 438.
2. Bui. No. 10, u. .s.. Bureau of Ent., Dept. Agric, p. 29.
3. Rept. of N. J. Agric. Expt. Sta., 1892, p. 43.
4. L c, p. 6.
5. 1. c, p. 4.
(5. 1. c, p. 439.
*An effort was made to secure some information concerning the hi-
bernating liabits experimentally in the fall of 1907. 200 beetles were
placed in each of four large cages in which young seedlings were avail-
able for food. These cages were placed in a squash patch and beneath
them wire screening was placed 3, 6, 12, and 18 inches beneath the surface,
so that beetles entering the .soil could not penetrate beneath these screens.
In this way it was thought that we might be able to determine how deep
the beetles hibernate by the number emerging in each cage the next spring.
The beetles were observed as numerous in the cages until the last week
of September. 25 were observed on plants in one cage on September 30.
The bottoms of the cages were covered with old vines. On Oct. 10 we
recorded that after several frosts practically all the beetles in the cages
had disappeared. The time of entering hibernation seems to be coincident
with the first frosts and does not seem to be determined by the mean
temperature of the day. Another cage with a similar number of beetles
was placed in a pine grove where the sodl was covered with pine needles
and potted plants for the beetles to feed on during the fall were introduced.
The winter passed with very little snow, but unusually deep and severe
freezing of the soil. Whether as a result of this or not we cannot at
present state positively, but not a single beetle appeared in any of these
cages in the spring of 190S. Furthermore there were very few beetles
to be found on young squash and melons until late in June and then so
few as to cause no appreciable damage. (E. D. Sanderson.)
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ing at such tim-^s on the leaves of elm, and more abundantly
on leaves and blossoms of syringa. Sirrine^ emphasizes the
fact that their appetite between the time of emergence and mat-
ing is so voracious that they will eat almost anything, but after
pairing begins they refuse to eat food covered with a foreign
substance. The adult insect has been recorded as feeding upon
beans, peas, wild balsam apple, young leaves of horse chestnut,
cotton pollen, the flowers of both cultivated and wild asters, on
the spotted crane's-bill, the silks, pollen and unripe kernels or
corn, the blossoms of apple, chokecherry, juneberry, cherry, and
related plants, sunflowers, goldenrod, and possibly leaves and
flowers of Crataegus.
In New Hampshire the insects were pairing when they at-
tacked the squash and cucumber plants, and, like those observed
by Sirrine^, they refused to eat any part of the plants covered
with a foreign substance, but would seek for spots that had been
left untouched. From the first appearance of these plants un-
til they began to blossom, the beetles deserted all other sorts
of food, feeding on their leaves and stems, always selecting the
tenderest parts within reach. At this time they tended to con-
centrate on the tender replants and quickly destroy them. When
the flowers appeared the beetles turned their attention to them,
seeming to feed mainly on the pollen. Sanderson- records their
feeding on, and seriously injuring, the pistils in Delaware. In
the fall we took them on the flowers of goldenrod and on the
plants in the patch until early October, when they were found en-
tering winter quarters. Sirrine^ states that pairing begins about
the middle of June and continues until the middle of August,
and that the males will sometimes attempt to pair with the
twelve-spotted species.
Oviposition. In New Hampshire the beetles were found pair-
ing freely on June 24th, and copulation continued until about
August 30th. We, also, found the males attempting to pair with
the twelve-spotted beetles. Garman'' records Jan. 18th and
July 26th as the limits of oviposition in Kentucky. Sirrne^
says that dissections show that egg-laying could begin June 20th,
but that in 1898 it did not begin until July 20th, and that the
1. 1. c, page 6.
2. Rept. of Agric. Expt. Sta. of Delaware, 1900, page 209.
3. 1. c, pages 6-7.
4. 1. c, page 6.
5. 1. c, pages 7 and 8.
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egg-laying period is about one month. Our observations showed
the period of oviposition to be of about the same length, the first
eggs in 1907, being obtained July 2nd and the last August 6th.
Fitch*' says that the beetles drop the eggs about the plants,
but does not signify whether above or below the surface of the
soil. Sirrine's" observations led him to conclude that the beetles
dropped their eggs wherever they happened to be feeding. Gar-
man* says that the beetles creep into crevices alongside or
near the plant to deposit their eggs, and that they are placed,
as a rule, near the surface. In New Hampshire, in both field and
cage, we found the eggs deposited in the surface of the soil,
singly or in groups, usually within a cracK or crevice, anywhere
within several inches of the plant. The female beetles appeared
to make a special effort to place the eggs on damp soil, but did
not especially favor the place between stalk and soil. On the
afternoon of July 10, 1907, it was our good fortune to observe a
female beetle ovipositing in one of the cages. As the pair had
been in the cage 16 days when the beetle deposited the eggs,
and as they seemed well satisfied, it is reasonable to regard the
following actions as very closely approaching the normal. The
female was walking about on the soil and poking her head into
eveiT crevice, moving her antennae with peculiar vigor when
examining such places. Apparently unable to find any place
more to her liking, she stopped over a tiny crevice, and, curving
the tip of her abdomen downward until it almost or quite touched
the soil, remained in that position for about ten seconds, giving
two downward pushes, apparently accompanied by a contrkction
of the abdominal v/alls. Later examination showed within this
crevice, just barely below the general level of the soil, an oval,
lemon-yellow egg. From this point she passed outward toward
the rim of the pot and soon came to a deep furrow in the soil
where the steel rim of the cage had formerly been inserted.
She at once crawled into it and deposited two more eggs, one
on the side of the furrow, near the bottom, and the other quite
on the bottom. These eggs, in due time, gave forth healthy lar-
vae. Very few facts appear to have been accumulated to show
the number of eggs that a single female may produce. Dissec-
tions of 18 gravid females showed an average of 33 eggs, with
6. 1. c, page 439.
7. 1. c, page 7.
8. 1. c, page 6.
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an upper limit of 59. Five pairs, confined in breeding cages,
produced an average of 88 eggs per pair.
Egg. The egg was first described by Cbittendeni and very
soon afterwards bj' Sirrine''. Few data are available on the
length of the egg stage. In 1906 we attempted to determine the
length of egg stage by placing freshly deposited eggs in glass
tubes, the open ends of which were covered with muslin. The
tubes were then sunk vertically into the moist soil so that the
upper ends were even with the surface. More than 100 eggs
were thus experimented with. We found this unsatisfactory be-
cause of the difficulty of making the examination and because
the larvae escaped through the cloth into the soil. Such of the
eggs as we were able to observe, required from eight to twelve
days to hatch. The same season's work also convinced us
that the eggs should have moist conditions for their develop-
ment. In 1907 the freshly laid eggs were placed in a moist
chamber made by sealing a glass ring, from 1-4 to 1-2 inch high,
to a glass slide with paraffine and sealing over the top a cover
glass carrying a hanging drop of water. The eggs were thus
subjected to a saturated atmosphere and the cells were kept in
almost complete darkness. Every day they were examined with
hand lens and microscope and unsealed as often as eggs hatched
or the drops needed replenishing. Hatched larvae were removed
as soon as they appeared. The cells were exposed to air at an
average mean temperature of 74 degrees F.,« and 32 eggs ob-
served required an average of 7.7 days for hatching.
When first laid the egg has a diffused lemon-yellow color, but
as development progresses, the color concentrates in the form-
ing embryo. When fully developed the embryo extends almost
completely around the egg in the long diameter. A larva which
we observed cut a tennis-racquet-shaped hole near one end and
crawled out.
Larva. The larval form was mentioned by both Shimer and
Fitch. According to Thomas''', Dr. Shimer gave the length of
1. 1. c, p. 48.
2. 1. c, p. 10.
3. Trans. 111. Hort. Soc, Vol. XI, p. 167.
The average mean temperature has been computed by (1) averaging
the mean temperature of the days through which each egg passed before
hatching, and then (2) averaging the average mean temperature of all
the eggs. The number of daily mean temperatures averaged for each egg
will be larger than the number of days in the stage by 1 because the
temperature of both the first and last day must be considered.
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the larval stage as about one month. J. B. Smith- says the
larva matures in three weeks; Sirrine' expresses the opinion
that it varies from one to two months according to the food sup-
ply. Garman'* records the average length of larval life in Ken-
tucky as 19 days. In New Hampshire, under an average mean
temperature of 73 degrees F., 24 individuals spent an average of
27.1 days in that stage.
When first hatched tlie larva is very active and crawls rap-
idly about, occasionally stopping to raise one-half or more of its
body from the ground and wave it back and forth. In a moist
chamber the just-hatched larva will crawl about as much as
two days without food, but if subjected to dry air it quickly per-
ishes. The ability of the larvae to move through damp soil was
demonstrated repeatedly in the course of this study, but whea
placed on it, they showed no more tendency to crawl toward the
food plant than away from it, though all showed the disposition
to go into the earth at the first opportunity.
According to Fitch, the larva lives in the succulent parts ot
the infested cucurbit, between the surface of the; soil and the
fibrous roots, boring out the stalk and killing it. Sometimes,
according to the same author, they will be found attacking the
sprouts of seeds that have been planted to take the place of the
plants destroyed. Lintner^ records an instance where seven
nearly full-grown larvae were taken from the stem within a
length of two inches. Most of the later investigators have con-
tented themselves with the statement that the larval stage is
passed in the soil about the roots. Sirrine^ points out the fact
that they also attack vines and fruit when these lie on damp
soil, and that he has rarely found them attacking the stems ot
muskmelon. Neither has he been able to find them feeding on
the roots. In New Hampshire we found the larvae feeding on
the roots, as Fitch describes, and in some cases boring up into
the stem. In our breeding cages the larvae very generally mined
the stem, sometimes as high as two inches above the ground. In
1906 and 1907 the number of larvae to be found on the plants
seemed very small in comparison to the number of eggs laid and
the number of beetles into which they must have developed.
Piipatiou. According to Fitch^, the larva when full grown,
crawls away from the roots and forms a cavity in the ground
Kept. Agric. Expt. Sta. of X. J., 1890, p. 4S1
L c, pages 6 and 7.
1. c, p. S.
1. c, p. 4.';6.
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by turning itself round and round until the wall is smooth, and
so hard that it will not break open from any disturbance of the
surrounding earth likely to be made by hoe or plow. Gai-mani
notes that the larva becomes greatly shortened before trans-
forming. Our observations verify both of these statements, ex-
cept in the particular of the resistant nature of the cells. Those
with which we worked seemed to have frail walls. The cell
may be broken open and, unless the larva has begun to shorten
and stiffen, it will form a new one. If, however, it has greatly
shortened and thickened it will make no attempt to construct
a new cell, but will transform to a pupa as best it may. There
is some indication that the depth at which the cell is construct-
ed depends upon the soil moisture. In cages where the soil was
moist all the way to the top, the cells were constructed within
one-half inch, or even less, of the surface, but in others where
the surface soil was dry, the cells were constructed in the moist
soil, even when that was two and one-half inches below the sur-
face.
Chittenden- determined that in August with temperature from
75 degrees to 85 degrees F. the pupal stage can be passed in
seven days. Garman^ determined the pupal stage as about 8
days. We found it necessary to bi'eak the larval cell to tell
when the pupal stage began and the results were, therefore,
hardly normal. Records from 10 pupae show that an average
of 13 days is required to complete this stage under an average
mean temperature of t)5.9 degrees F. Records of 14 individuals,
which were undisturbed from formation of larval cell to adult,
show that an average of 2o days was required for the insect to
pass this stage under an average mean temperature of G6 de-
grees F.
Seasonal history. Garman'^ found that the period from hatch-
ing to adult varied from 26 to oo days, and that the records ot
10 beetles gave an average of 08.0 days. It was to be expected
that the length of this part of the life cycle in -New Hampshire
would be greater because of the lower temperature, but the dif-
ference is so remarkably large that it will be well to submit
the records on which our conclusions are based. Fourteen in-
dividuals, which were undisturbed, required an average of 54.14
1. 1. c, p. 7.
2. Bui. No. 10, n. s., Bureau of Ent., U. S. Dept. of Agric, p. 29.
3. 1. c, p. 7.
4. 1. c, p. 9.
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days to pass from hatching of egg to adult, under an average
mean temperature of 69 degrees F.
Table I. Records of indivUluals that xcerc itndisturbed by break-
ing of larval cell from liatcliing of egg to emergence of adidts
Cage No.
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and it is safe to assume the existence of three generations an-
nually from the District of Columbia southward," but Sirrine\
basing his conclusion upon field observations and dissections,
says, "The dissections of the females of the new brood show,
also, that the reproductive organs are not developed and do not
develop even as late as the middle of October. Furthermore,
by the dissection it was shown that a large amount of fatty tis-
sue is formed preparatory to hibernation. In addition to the
above facts, observation in the fall showed that there was no
tendency to mate during the fall. Hence, it is evident that the
statement that there is more than one brood each year is
wrong."
Table II. Results from dissecting beetles gathered at different
periods tlirougliout the summer and early fall.
Date of No. of No. with Total Number Females
Collec- Females. well No. parasitized. parasitized,
tion. fleveloped
egg.s.
6-28-"07 8 r^ 28 2 1
".- l-'07 5 3 18 1 1
7-30-'07 7 3 20 2
8- 5-'07 8 .J "2 4 1
8- 8-'07 2 8 3 1











In 1902 Mr. A. F. Conradi, then connected with the New Hamp-
shire station, carried on some breeding work in which he found
that the adult beetles emerged in his cages from August 19th to
October 2d. We introduced a copulating pair of beetles into
each of twenty-two cages at dates ranging from June 26th to
July Sth, 1907, and two additional cages were stocked with males
and females taken from different plants. No. 23 on July Sth, and
No. 24 on July 16, 1907. Squash seeds were planted every few
days so that the beetles always had a supply of succulent food.
Just-hatched larvae from eggs laid by beetles in the cages that
have already been described, were introduced into twenty-four
other cages, also kept supplied with succulent squash in the
same way. Of the 48 cages, 24 gave forth beetles of the new
brood. A total of 71 beetles emerged. The first came out
1. 1. c, p. 9.
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August 26th, the last Oct. 1st, and the majority had emerged by
September 19th. The last eggs found were laid in a cage by
a beetle introduced July 16th. For some days before this date
we had been unable to find eggs in the field. The table shows
that we have been unable to find developed eggs in the female
beetles collected on and after August 8th. The average length
of life cycle, 61.7 days, or even the shortest in our record, 51.7
days, is so long that the maturing of the second brood after
the earliest emergence would seem impossible. Accordingly,
we are driven to the conclusion that the beetle is single-brooded
in that portion of its range which includes New Hampshire.
Natural E.nejiies.
In 1871 Shimer^ gave an account of a dipterous parasite that
he had bred from the adult beetle. It was described under the
name Tachina (Melanosphora) diabroticae. Chittenden- re-
cords finding the diptei'ous parasite, Celatoria diabroticae, which
he identifies with that found by Shimer. He also considers the
form, Celatoria craivii Coq., reared in California from Dkibrotica
soror, as the same form. Others record the finding of similar
dipterous parasites in the adult beetles. We found them thus
infested. The natural enemies of this insect are totally insuf-
ficient to keep it from being seriously injurious to crops.
Injury.
According to Fitch^, and others, the injury is largely due to
the overwintered beetles eating the seed, leaves and stems of
the emerging plants, sometimes nipping them off before they
reach, the surface of the ground, later to their consumption of
the tender parts of stem, foliage, and flowers, and to their hab-
its of attacking the fruit, and partly due to the destruction of
the roots, stems, fruit, and sometimes of the just-bursting seeds,
by the larvae. Sirrine* says that the larvae attack the stems and
fruit where these come in contact with the moist soil. In New
Hampshire all the types of injury described, except that by the
iarvae to the fruit and vines in contact with moist soil, were ob-
served. It has also been found by us that the feeding of the
beetles on squash stems frequently results in a form of injury
that makes its appearance only after the plant is well grown,
1. Amer. Xat., VoL V, pgs. 217-220.
2. Bui. -Xo. 10, Div. of Ent., U. S. Dept. of Agric, pgs. 29-30.
3. 1. c.
4. 1. c.
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If the beetle fails to gnaw entirely through the stem, the wound
will harden and heal, leaving a marked scar; the plant will
grow until it becomes bushy and begins to run, then in the first
hard wind will snap off at the point of injury. Galloway^ found
that the adult insect was capable of disseminating a bacterial
disease of melons and related plants.
Comparative few facts have been collected to show the ex-
tent of the injury, but Fitch- speaks of it as the "worst insect
in our gardens" and Riley'^ maintains it is "an insect which
annually destroys thousands of dollars' worth of vines in the
United States." Judging from the report of Sirrine's experi-
ments in Long Island, the insect, when abundant, is fully capa-
ble of destroying 100 per cent, of the unprotected crop, and at
least 10 per cent, of that part of the crop for the preservation
of which a struggle is made.
Measures fok Coxtrol.
The fact that the beetles could be driven awas'' temporarily
and the plants rendered distasteful by the careful application of
a dust or spray, and that in some seasons such treatment was
sufficient to protect the cucurbits from their ravages, led to
experimentation with a host of substances that acted purely as
repellants. Among those, with little or no practical value, may
be mentionea charcoal, soot, road dust, saltpetre, cow manure,
chicken manure, burdock infusion, "Slug Shot," hellebore, rags
and corn cobs soaked in kerosene, bi-sulphide of carbon, land
plaster, and X.O. dust. Among those that have proven more
useful are ashes, air-slaked lime alone or with arsenites, tobacco
dust, a.nd Bordeaux mixture alone or with Paris green. In the
course of our experimental work a number of these substances
were tried, and in order that the basis for our conclusions may
be plain, I will briefly describe the experiments. Half an acre
of cucumbers was divided into 10 plats, and two and one-half
acres of squash were divided into 8 plats. Each of the first
six treatments was applied to both cucumbers and squash.
These were: Bordeaux mixture (3 pounds copper sulphate, 4
pounds of lime and water to make fifty gallons) ; Bordeaux plus
Paris green; "Bug Death"; tobacco dust; road dust; arsenate
1. "Insect Life," Vol. VI, p. 122.
2. 1. c, p. 433.
3. Second Ann. Rept. on the Noxious, Beneficial and Other Insects of
the State of Mo., 1870, p. 64.
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of lead, Z pounds to 50 gallons of water. Hammond's "Slug
Shot," sulphur, air-slaked lime plus sulphur, were applied to
three other plats of cucumbers, and arsenate of lead, 6 pounds
to 50 gallons of water, was applied to another squash plat. The
treatments were applied as soon as the beetles appeared and
renewed as oiten as necessary to keep the plants well covered.
The beetles were only sufficiently abundant to destroy about
one-fourth of the plants in the check plats, but the effect of
their woi'k appeared in the setback the plants of these plats
experienced. In perfect agreement with the finding of others,
the road dust proved to be of little or no value. "Slug Shot"
and sulphur appeared to partially protect the plants from the
beetles, but seemed seriously to check their growth. "Bug
Death," on the other hand, appeared to be as useful as tobacco
dust and to afford pretty satisfactory protection without doing
noticeable injury. The air-slaked lime and sulphur combi-
nation proved quite as useful as the tobacco dust. Bordeaux
mixture so seriously checked the growth of the plants treated
that the plats on which it was used made decidedly less growth.
Arsenate of lead gave just as perfect protection as the Bor-
deaux or any of the dusts, and did not appear to injure the
plants in the least. The arsenate of lead plats made the best
growth of any, and the cucumber division produced the earliest
cucumbers in the patch. Three pounds of arsenate of lead to
50 gallons of water, seemed just as effective as six pounds.
Many efforts have been made to find some other way of kill-
ing the beetles than hand-picking. Gillette^ found that dry
pyrethrum dusted on the plants while the dew was on would
kill many of the insects. He records the finding of 280 dead
beetles about forty hills of squash that had been treated with
this substance. Smith- found that sludge-oil soap would also
destroy the beetles. Sirrine-' found that the insects could be
successfully poisoned only twice during the year, because at
other times they refused to eat plants covered with a foreign
substance. These favorable times were between the time of
emergence from winter quarters and the beginning of pairing,
and in the fall when food becomes scarce. In 1907 the beetles
were paring when they attacked the cucurbits and fed on blos-
soms of these plants until frost. A favorable time for killing
1. Bui. No. 5, Iowa Agric. Expt. Sta., 1889, p. 176.
2. Rept. of Agric. Expt. Sta. of N. J., 1890, p. 482
3. 1. c, pp. 6 and 12.
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the beetles did not arrive, but this is the record of only one
year. Although we kept young and tender squash plants dusted
with Paris green throughout the time the general experiment
was in progress, we were unable to poison the beetles with
either Paris green or arsenate of lead. They would not eat the
parts of the plant covei'ed with the poison. Sirrine' found
trap crops very useful on Long Island in saving regular crops,
and our experience in New Hampshire would indicate that they
might prove valuable there, for when plenty of clean, tender
squash plants were to be had, the beetles avoided the treated
cucumbers and squashes. Squash plants may be used as traps
Fig. 41. Wire covers for melons.
for both of these crops, provided the latter are covered with
some foreign substance to render them distasteful.
In cases of extreme infestation, covering the plants seems to
be the only means of saving them. Before 1852, more than 13
years before the natural history of the insect was understood,
covers were recommended as a means of preventing its dam-
age, and during the succeeding years many types have been de-
vised and described. Among these may be mentioned: the box
covered with cloth and later with wire; a piece of cloth sup-
1. 1. c, pgs. 14-16.
2. Insects Injurious to Vegetation.
125-126.
Harris, Third Edition, 1862, pp.
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ported by the half of a barrel hoop, set over the plant like a
croquet wicket, or by two of these set at right angles, or by
wires set like the barrel hoops; cloth nailed to the one side and
two ends of two rectangular boards each, Vz" x 6" to 8" x 16" and
furnished with a sharp stake projecting from the side opposite
to the one on which the cloth is nailed to be thrust into the
ground on each side of the hill in such a way that the cloth
will be stretched and the loose edges may be rendered beetle-
tight by putting soil on them; planting the seed in holes 5 or 6
inches deep and covering them with a sheet of glass; wire plate-
covers, etc. In our work we found that a useful type of cover
may be made as follows: Secure yard-wide screen wire of slightly
smaller mesh than the ordinary window screen and cut off one
yard; the piece will then be one yard each way. Describe a cir-
cle on this piece, having a diameter of 36 inches, and cut off fhe
corners. Then divide this circular piece of wire into two equal
parts, fold the straight cut equally upon itself, bend the two
edges over together twice and hammer them down firmly. Thus,
a cone-shaped wire cover, costing a few cents and capable of
withstanding several years' wear, is ready for use. Two covers
can be made of each square yard of wire. The greatest objec-
tion to the use of covers lies in their cost, although some in-
vestigators have suggested that they may weaken the plants,
especially if left on too long. For the kitchen garden or for
fancy vegetables, covers will prove useful a.nd practicable, when
the bugs are especially abundant or when time does not permit
the use of other measures. The time comes, however, when
the plant has reached such a size that the cover must be re-
moved. If the beetles begin to injure the plants seriously
at this time, they must be treated with tobacco dust or arsenate
of lead, or, should the plants be threatened with fungous dis-
eases, they should be treated with Bordeaux mixture instead ot
the tobacco or lead.
In New Hampshire the gi'ower who expects to raise large
acreage and to dispose of his crop at other than fancy prices,
will probably get the best results from a combination of meth-
ods such as the following: A week or ten days before the regu-
lar crop is set out, plant squash-seed around the prospective
field and through it at intervals, if it be large. Plant more trap-
squash seed when the regular crop is put into the ground. From
the first appearance keep the regular crop thoroughly covered
with arsenate of lead (applied with a sprayer at the rate of
three pounds to 50 gallons of water) or with tobacco dust, it
X. H. Agr. Exp Sta. 20th Rf^FT., Plate 21.
Fic. 1.—Egg. enlarged.
Fli:. 2. Larva, enlargeil
aiul natural size
Fl(i.3. Pupa in earthen cell,
enlarged.
Fig. 4. Pupa, enlarged and
natural size.
Flii. 5. Adult beetle, enlargei:
and natural size.
THE STRIPED^CUCUMBER BEETLE {Diabrotica vitlata.)
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preferred. Plant another set of trap squash seed a week or ten
days after the main crop has been started. As soon as the
plants of the main crop begin to run, if they are cucumbers, the
tobacco or lead treatment should be stopped and the plants
treated thoroughly with Bordeaux mixture to protect them from
fungous disease. It is possible that when cucumbers are to be
protected so many of the beetles will congregate on the trap-
squash that treatment of the cucumbers may be unnecessary.
The grower will find that the rapid growth induced by good
Fig. 42. Spray rod with nozzle attached at right angles to facilitate
spraying from above as shown at A, and from beneath as at B.
fertilizing will help the plants quickly to grow beyond the
power of the beetles to harm them. As Smith suggests, clean
farming, by depriving the adults of good wintering places close
at hand, may go far toward reducing the number to be contended
with the following spring.
The larva of the striped cucumber beetle does so compara-
tively little damage that small effort has been made to find a
way of combating it. Fitch's suggestion that covering the
plants will probably enable them to escape the work of the
larva, seems the best for which our present knowledge gives
basis.
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THE ANTLERED MAPLE CATERPILLAR.
Hetcrnvampa giittivitta Walker.
C. F. JACKSOX.
Of the mau.y insect enemies of oui- forest and sliade trees,
perhaps none has caused more general alarm during the past
year than the Antlered Maple Caterpillar. Being comparatively
unknown by people in the state, its sudden appearance and the
complete defoliation of large tracts of valuable woodland were
sufBcient to alarm not only the lumbermen but also the sum-
mer residents and farmers.
So far as known this insect has never before attracted atten-
tion or caused any appreciable damage, except in Maine in 1907.
In fact, on an extended trip through the infested region but one
or two persons could be found who remembered ever having
seen the caterpillar before.
To the entomologist, however, this sijecies is not new, the
adult having been described as early in 1855 by Walker in the
"Catalogue of the Lepidoptera of the British Museum," and
named, Cecrita guttivitta. Later (1880) the larva was first de-
scribed by French. In 1895 Packard gave an extended account
of the life history and distribution in his "Monograph of the
Bombycine Moths." He notes that the larvae feed on a variety
of trees, but up to that time had not been numerous enough to
attract any attention. The first serious outbreak seems to have
been in Maine within the last three years, when great areas of
valuable forest were defoliated, (1907. Patch, E. M., Me. Agr.
Exp. Sta., Bull. 148.), while in New York considerable damage
resulted from attacks of this insect during 1907. Judging
from these facts it seems plausible that this pest has been
gradually increasing within New Hampshire until the present
year, which has been unusually well adapted for its develop-
ment.
Genkeai, Desckiption and Life History.
The adult form of the Antlered Maple Caterpillar may be
described as a mottled-gray moth densely covered with scales,
and the wiags marked with scalloped cross bands. The moth
is of medium size, and when resting on dead leaves is scarcely
visible so perfect is its protective coloration. Like the remain-
der of this group it is nocturnal in its habits, flying only at
night, at which time the eggs are probably deposited. Con-
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cerning this habit but little or nothing is known. Eggs have
been found at Brunswick, Me., July 3 (Packard), hatching
about a week later.
It is from the first larval stage that this species takes its
name. The larva, as described by Packard, is about 5 mm. long,
of a uniform dark chestnut or reddish brown, the body taper-
ing from the head backward, and 'possessing at this stage an
extraordinary armature of nine pairs of enormous horns like
those on a deer. The prothoracic pair are nearly three times
as large as those on the first abdormiual segment." Following
this stage a radical change occurs before the larva reaches it?
full development, the horns or tubercles being lost, and the
color changing from brown to green.
The full-grown caterpillar varies greatly in its general appear-
ance. It is a green caterpillar, about 40 mm. (1 3-5 in.) loag,
with a purplish-brown, saddle-shaped marking near the middle
of the back. In the last stage before pupation all the purplish-
brown may be lost, the worm having a uniform green color.
Some, however, seem to retain the brown, while others are
green almost their entire life.
After feeding for about four weeks the larvae drop to the
ground and crawl under the leaves, where the change to the
pupal stage occurs. The pupa is about IS mm. in length, of a
dark reddish brown, and extremely difficult to distinguish from
the pupae of many other members of this group. It is in this
stage that the winter is passed, the adult moths issuing the next
June.
Technical Description of Adult. General color pale ash gray,
a silvery cast in certain lights, an olive green reflection in oth-
ers. Fore wings mottled with dark and light patches, the veins
being nearly black. Head and base of antennae yellowish, palpi
ash-colored. Eyes brownish black. Thorax ashen, much dark-
er along posterior edge, and near base of wings. Tips of fore-
wings lighter than base, of a greenish cast, and edged with a
fine fringe, at the base of which is a black line connecting the
veins. A double row of very faint scalloped markings cross the
wing about iwo-thirds the distance from the base. Midway be-
tween the base and tip of the wing is a crescent-shaped mark
of ash-bronze.
Hind wings ash gray, light at base, dark toward tip, and along
costal border. Base of wings covered w-ith long, fine hair. Dis-
tal margin fringed and marked with black as in fore win^.
Trace of a w-hitish line across wings, more distinct near costal
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border. Veins dark, as is the fringe at the terminus of each
vein.
Body ash, mottled with black and white. Under part of wings
and thorax ash white, thorax covered with long, silken hairs on
under side.
Length 16.5 mm.; wing expanse 38 mm.
The difference in appearance of the sexes is very slight, the
foregoing description being that of a female. According to
Packard considerable geographical variation seems to occur, but
in looking over a number of New Hampshire specimens very
little, if any, variation was evident.
Habits of the Adults. As already mentioned but little is known
of the habits of the adult moth. From observations in the
laboratory the moths are entirely nocturnal in their habits, re-
maining quiet in the daytime when they may be easily captured.
The eggs are probably deposited on the leaves, egg deposition
extending over a considerable length of time, for the species,
if not for the individual, as larvae of all sizes were found July
20, although on that date by far the larger number were ready
to pupate. There seems, also, to be a tendency to a second
brood, as one moth emerged the first of August and others ap-
peared later. From this it seems reasonable to expect the
adults any time during the spring and summer. Several moths,
which I think were of this species, were taken at Tamworth,
July 20-25, resting on the bark of beech and maple trees,
a number were also taken by means of a trap lantern at night.
However, they were in too battered a condition to make identi-
fication certain. The last moth to emerge in the laboratory
was October 15, but beyond a doubt this was unusual, although
the temperature conditions were about normal.
Description of Larval Stages. The exact period of incubation
for this species is not known. However, emerging from the
egg is one of our most peculiar larvae. According to Packard,
"The larva is the most remarkable of its family, in possessing
at this stage, an extraordinary armature of nine pairs of enorm-
ous horns like those of a deer. The prothoracic pair are nearly
three times as large as those on the first abdominal segment,
and arise from a dark piceous plate, each horn is stout, about
twice as long as the body is thick, with two stout acute tines
reaching forward and outward, and a third upward, with a fourth
small sharp one projecting in front near the base; each tine
bears a hair arising from near the end. The tines are, more
or less, rough and finely spinulose, especially on the opposing
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bases of those projecting upward and backward. The second
and third thoracic segments are smooth, and unarmed, and much
wrinkled transverselj'. On the first abdominal segment is a pair
of long, slender horns with the distal third, smaller and bent
forward and outward, with the end thickened and bearing two
or three minute spinules, and a single long hair; this pair arises
from a large, black, dorsal undivided plate, while those behind
(on second to seventh segments) arise from a more rounded
black plate, divided into two half-moon-shaped pieces by a dis-
tinct greenish yellow space. Those of the second abdomiaal
pair are much smaller than the pair in front and those behind.
Those of the third abdorminal segment are not so large as the
first, but much longer than those behind. The pair on the
eighth abdominal segment are of the same size and shape as
those on the first abdominal segment, but are slightly shorter.
The suranal plate is rounded, convex, shining black, giving rise
to a pair of black horns shorter than the shortest ones in front.
Thoracic legs blackish; the middle abdominal legs of a pitchy
color."
This stage lasted nine days, during which time it fed on the
under side of the leaf, eating out little irregular patches.
Following this stage a radical change occurs, the larvae as-
suming an entirely different aspect. The reddish-brown color
of the body is still retained but all of the tubercles are lost,
with the exception of those located on the pro-thorax. These
latter are much smaller than in the first stage, consisting of
but a pair of short, straight horns. Numbers of larvae in this
stage were found at Tamworth, July 20. However, most of
these were in badly-infested regions where the food supply was
limited, probably retarding their development. Great variation
was noted, both in the size and color, many individuals having
nearly the same markings as the mature larvae, but still retain-
ing the horns.
Following this stage it is almost impossible to separate the
larvae into definite groups, although Packard describes three
more distinct stages. In looking over an unlimited number of
specimens three general types may be found, although they
grade inseparably into each other. The following description
will apply to a large majority of healthy, full-grown larv« just
before the last stage is reached:
Head, lemon yellow, a blackish-brown streak extending from
vertex over either eye to bases of palpi, forking just before
reaching mouth parts. Another spot of the same color on the
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ventral margin of the genae. A crescent-shaped row of five
small tubercules just at the base of the palps. Length of head
from apex to edge of labium, 4 mm.; width, 3.5 mm.
Body, greenish straw yellow, marked with dark reddish-brown
and chrome yellow. Sides of entire body covered with fine
brown dots. First thoracic segment with a short transverse
ridge, yellow, marked with two lateral brown spots. Two faint
median dorsal brown lines on thorax II and III. Thoracic legs
a light brown, a shiny black spot on the outer aspect of the
second segment.
Dorsal portion of abdomen marked with one median light yel-
low line, with two parallel chrome-yellow lines on either side.
Abdomen III with two dorso-lateral spots of deep brown. Abdo-
men rv with a median spot of same color, and abdomen V with
a similar "V-shaped marking. Two smaller median spots on
abdomen VII and VIII. Lateral dark brown markings consist-
ing of three pairs of stripes extending from the lateral line to
the base of thoracic leg III, and pro-leg I and IV. The ends of
all the pro-legs marked with the same color. A ventro-lateral
spot on abdomen VII. With the glass may be seen a very
sparse covering of fine hair. Total length 40 mm. Greatest
width at segment IV, 5.5 mm.
A comparison of a second type shows a great reduction of the
brown color. The general tone is lighter, eyes marked with an
inner line of black and an outer of brown. No other brown on
head or body except a small V on abdomen IV, andi a sparse
sprinkle of brown dots on the sides. End of feet and pro-legs
black. The yellow markings similar to above, but lighter.
Mature Larva. Despite the fact that such a large amount of
variation occurs in the intermediate larval stages, we find that
the last stage before pupation is fairly constant as to the gen-
eral color pattern. The body assumes a dull, dirty green color,
and becomes short and thick. All of the brown, saddle-shaped
markings are lost, the only trace of brown being a number ot
fine dots along the sides of the body, and in many instances
even these are not present. As a rule, however, the brown Is
replaced by a dorsal band of white and two lateral bands of tlie
same color. But little, if any, food is taken during this stage,
the larva changing in a few days to the pupa.
Habits of Larvae. Our attention was first called to the depre-
dations of this larva by Mr. Eliot C. Clarke of Boston, whose
summer home is near Tamworth, New Hampshire. Mr. Clarke
informed us that a vast colony of green worms had suddenly
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appeared, stripping hundreds of acres of forest land in various
sections of the Sandwich Range of mountains. Following Mr.
Clarke's communication came numerous inquiries concerning the
"green caterpillar," which was said to be sweeping the forest
of all vegetation through the town of Tamworth. Within two
or three days the mail of the Station Entomologist was practi-
cally doubled. For this reason a personal investigation was at
once begun to try and determine the facts concerning the out-
break. In this work the greatest assistance was rendered the
writer by Dr. Wm. Rollins, whose summer home is also near
Tamworth.
In driving through the country one's attention was at once
attracted by the vast tracts of brown woodland, broken ouly
here and there by small clumps of pine trees. On the farm of
Mr. Eliot C. Clarke, eight miles west of Tamworth, was one
such-infested area which was carefully studied, and is quite
typical of the section. The tract of land under consideration
was located in the foothills of the Sandwich Range, at something
over one thousand feet elevation, and was probably a mile or
more in diameter. The timber consisted principally of maple,
birch and beech, with a small variety of shrubs and other trees.
This region was very distinctly divided into three zones. The
first, or central portion, comprised an area of several hundred
acres, which was entirely stripped of all foliage. However,
beside the conifers there was one peculiar exception, the
striped maple or moosewood (Acer pennsylvanicum) was appar-
ently unharmed, bushes in full leaf being in evidence in all parts
of the forest. In this central area few, if any, larvae were to
be found, although I was informed that about a week earlier the
rocks, trees and ground were literally covered with one great
crawling mass of green caterpillars, but by the time I arrived
nearly all of these had either starved or begun preparations to
pupate. Just beneath the leaves were countless numbers in all
stages of pupation. Probably a third of those attempting to
pupate were so weakened by starvation that a complete trans-
formation was impossible. Large numbers of partially formed
pupae were found dead, beside quantities of larvae which had only
reached the third stage, but were enclosed in their thin silken
cocoons ready to pupate. This was undoubtedly caused by the
entire lack of food, the partially grown larvae taking refuge un-
der the dead leaves.
The second zone varied in width from a few yards to several
rods, and entirely surrounded the first. This zone was charac-
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terized by countless myriads of larvae in all stages of growth,
as well as in all stages of starvation. The trees were not en-
tirely denuded of foliage, but covered with larvse which were
rapidly completing the work. Everywhere was to be seen one
vast crawling mass of green caterpillars, and the noise made
by the falling excrement and bits of leaves sounded like an April
shower. In the mountain streams bushels of caterpillars were col-
lected in the eddies, their decaying bodies causing a decided stench.
It was this crawling mass of caterpillars that gave foundation for
the general impression that the larvse migrated in mass from
a stripped section of the forest to one where food was plentiful,
something ^on the order of the army worm. A careful study was
made of the problem with the result that no migration whatever
could be detected, except what would accidentally occur from
the worms crawling about. All of the larvse observed were,
technically speaking, negatively geotactic, that is, they had a ten-
dency to crawl up any perpendicular object they came to
whether it were a tree, rock, stump or weed. The fact that the
larvae were on the ground at all is explained by the countless
numbers feeding on a tree at one time. In feeding, the larva
eats out crescent-shaped areas from the leaf, frequently cutting
off a considerable portion of it which falls to the ground, in
many cases carrying the larva with it. In other instances as
the foliage is stripped from the tree, the larvse crawl to the out-
most twigs in search of fresh leaves, and may be either blown
off, or drop to the ground. These, starting out in any direction,
are as likely to crawl up a pine tree as any other. Those lar-
va- not successful in finding food crawl about until, weakened
by starvation, they fall to the ground again, only to repeat the
search. In this way the infested region would be pushed far-
ther and farther away from the original colony, but during the
entire season could not be extended over much new territory.
Even after the larvse are ready to pupate it seems doubtful if
they crawl down the trunks of the trees, but more likely simply
drop to the ground. Beyond much question this second zone
was made up of larvae which had been fortunate enough to
migrate in the right direction from the original infested area.
On one side of this area was a pasture, which was searched for
several hours, but no caterpillar could be found any distance
from the trees. This fact, also, led me to further doubt there
being a migration.
Extending for a mile, or more, on all sides of this badly in-
fested zone was an area in which the larvae were quite nuraer-
X. H. Ac.R. Exp, Sta. 20th Rkpt.. Plate 22.
The antlered maple caterpillars assembled at the base of a tree. Tamworth,
N. H., July 17, 1908.

X. H. A<;r. Exp. Sta. 20th Rkft.. Platk 23
Antlered maple caterpillars among the leaves In a woodland. Tamworth,
N. H., July 16, ]90S.

X. n. AcR. Exp. Sta. 20th Rept., Plate 24.
Pupae of the antlered maple caterpillar-s among the leaves at the base of
a tree.

N. H. Agr. Exp. Sta. 20th Rept., Plate 25.
The iintlered maple faterpillar. about natural size, showing the variations
ill markings.

N. H. Agk. Exp. Sta. 20th Rept., Plate 26.
The antlered maple caterpillar ( Hetcrocamixt uultiritta Walk.)
Fig. 1.
Stage I ; la, side view. Fig. 2. Stage II ; 2a, side
view. Fig. 3.
End of stage II; Sa, side view. (After Packard.)





The antlered maple caterpillar {Hctcrocauvpa guttivitta Walk.) Fig. 4.
Stage III ; 4o^ side view. Fig. 5. Stage IV ; 5a, side view. Fig. 6.
End of stage IV ; 6a, side view. Fig. 7. Stage V ; 7a. side view.
(After Packard.)

N. H. Agk. Exp. Sta. 20th Rept.. Plate 28.
Woodland defoliated by the antlered maple caterpillar at Tamworth. X. H.
Aug. 4, 1908.

N. H. Agr. Exp. Sta. 20th Rept., Plate 29.
A little furtlier in tlie woodland sliowu in plale 28. .sliuvving tlit:- worl< of
the antlered maple caterpillar on maple, beech and birch.

N. H. Agr. Exp. Sta. 20th Rept., Plate 30.
Edge ui' woudlaud defoliated by the antlered maple caterpillar. Taimvoi'th,
N. H., .July 16, 1908.
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ous, but not at all consijicuous. In walking through the woods
but few, if any, larvae would be noticed. However, the ground
was covered several inches deep in places with partly eaten
leaves and excrement, which might be plainly heard constantly
falling to the ground.
There seems no adequate explanation for this mode of distri-
bution, although it was essentially the same in every locality
studied. Possibly the central area may have been more or less
seriously affected in past years, the outer area representing the
extent of migration of the adults for one season.
Concerning the food plant, with one or two exceptions, but
little preference is shown between various hardwood trees.
Practically everything is taken with the exception of the "moose-
wood." There is, however, a preference for maple and beech,
while the white oak and yellow birch are left until the last.
In feeding the larvae cling to the under side of the leaf, and,
beginning at the outer edge, eat out large crescent-shaped
areas. Frequently, two of these areas uniting will cause the
outer portion of the leaf to fall. Whether or not the younger
larvae feed in colonies is not known, but the more mature forms
do not appear to be gregarious in their habits.
When about ready to pupate the larvae drop to the ground or
let themselves down by silken threads, then work their way un-
der the leaves to a depth of from two to six inches. It seems
quite probable that the larvae molt after leaving the trees, the
form usuallv found beneath the leaves being quite different
from tUe ones on the trees.
Pupae and Pupation. After the larvae have worked their way
well beneath the leaves preparations are begun to enter the pupa
stage. This is a very simple process as compared with the elab-
orate cocoons made by some of our moths. In this instance the
larva works out a simple, small cell, but little if any silk enter-
ing into the composition. However, several larvae kept in the
laboratory worked their way beneath the dirt and spun quite
firm cocoons, which were covered with particles of dirt held firm-
ly together by silk threads, w-hile the interiors were lined with
silk and perfectly smooth. The length of time consumed in this
preparation is not known, but the transformation takes place
within a week or ten days after the larvae leave the trees.
The pupa may be described as follows: Body stout and thick,
head somewhat pointed, mesoscutum firmly corrugated, or nearly
smooth, abdomen covered with slight depressions. Beside the
mesoscutum are from six to ten quadrangular, flattened, unpol-
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ished tubercules. each with a slight median depression. The
two terminal spines of the abdomen have a very characteristic
shape. Each ends in an enlargement resembling a foot with
the heel pointing inward and the toe outward. Vestiges of the
anal legs and genital openings indistinct. General color dark
reddish-brown. The winter is passed in the pupa stage, but
some of the moths emerge during the late summer or early fall.
Whether a sufficient number come out to produce a second brood
or not remains to be determined. Large numbers of pupae were
found July 20, so it seems quite probable there may be a small
second brood.
Relation to Other Heterocampae. All the moths of this group
look very much alike, there being a close relationship between
not only the members of the genus Heterocampa. but also the
adults of the entire family Notodontidae. There is much simi-
larity in markings, as well as other details of structure. In a
synopsis of the genera of the sub-family Heterocampinae, Pack-
ard gives the following distinguishing characters: "Fore-wings
produced toward the apex, outer edge usually very oblique; a
long subcostal cell, hind wings short and rounded, male antennae
filamental at the end, larvae varying from being simply nocturi-
form to having long substenapodiform anal legs." Of the seven
genera which constitute this sub-family none are well marked,
grading off almost insensibly into one another. The usually short
hind wings with their well-rounded apexes, the broad stout palpi,
and the very hairy thorax, are apparently the chief characters.
Twelve species belong to the genus, all with very similar mark-
ings, but in H. guttivitta the markings are less distinct than
usual, the fore wings ash-gray, and, according to Packard, usually
a discal mark, enclosed in a large diffuse lunate pale ashen patch.
The latter mark, however is not always distinct.
The closest allied form of this particular species is H. hiundata.
On casual examination these two forms appear almost identical.
But all the specimens studied of H. biundata have two definite
brownish scallop-shaped bands crossing the base of the fore wing
which are either very faint or entirely lacking in H. guttivitta.
The general coloring of H. biundata is lighter, with a yellowish
tinge, while the markings are much more distinct, the wings and
the thorax are marked with a deeper brown than in H. guttivitta.
The larva of H. biundata has a more pointed head than H. gutti-
vatta, and lacks in the early stages the horns as well as the
brown saddle-shaped mark, although a brown spot is usually
present on the side of the body.
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ASSOCIATED CATERPILLAKS.
Two Other forest insects which have been closely associated with
H. guttivitta in the present outbreak, should be described here.
One of these is known as the Striped Maple Worm {Anisota rubi-
cunda Fab.). The adult worm is about two inches long, light
green in color, with white stripes down the side. It may be
easily distinguished from the preceding species by having at all
stages of its growth two large black spines just back of the
head, and a series of
shorter spines along
the sides of the body.
This is by no means
an uncommon maple
pest, but seems to have
been more abundant,
than usual, this year.
In the valleys and the
more level sections of





defoliation has in no
case been so complete.
Another serious pest
during the past sum-
mer was the Spiny
Oak caterpillar {Ani-
sota stigma Fab.) This
worm resembles the
preceding very much,
but is of a dark brown
color. This is a well
known pest of the oak,
this summer than usual.
Fig. 4.3. The Spiny Oak caterpillar
(Aiiisota stigma), natural size.
but has been somewhat more numerous
EXTENT AND CAUSE OF OUTBREAK.
The amount of damage caused by the attack of the Antlered
Maple Caterpillar has already been suggested. Thousands ot
acres of woodland in various parts of the state have been en-
tirely stripped of foliage, and other tracts more or less injured.
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Several trips have been made by the different members of the
entomological staff to the most seriously infested region. Mr. W.
M. Barrows on Aug. 14 visited the region lying between Lake
Winnipesaukee and Lake Sunapee. In his report Mr. Barrows
states that the maples in this section were badly stripped, but
the basswood, ash, oak, etc., were not badly eaten. All of the
larvae at this time were in the pupal stage, so it was not possible,
in all cases, to tell whether the work was that of Heterocampa
or Anisota, although numbers of Heterocamj)a pupse were found
particularly under maple. Numbers of mice were found working
at the same level as the pupae, many of which were destroyed.
Upon inquiry it seems that mice have been very scarce through-
,>£:^':
Fig. 44. The Striped Maple Caterpillar (Anisota ruhicunda) . (After Felt).
out this section within the past two years. It was also learned
that the last winter was severe for the mice in many respects.
There was very little snow but considerable ice, while the frost
was very deep, and it was thought that the mice were killed off
by the very severe winter or some other cause.
I5irds are also extremely scarce, as on driving from Grafton
to Bristol, a distance of fourteen miles, Mr. Barrows reports only
having seen "one robin, one song sparrow and two large hawks,
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there being no swallows, king birds or other insectivorous
birds."
On Aug. 18, Mr. W. S. Abbott investigated the region in the
towns of Sullivan, Keene, Hancock, Peterboro and the intervening
region. Through this section he found the maples, birch, beech
and ash badly stripped, the maple and beech being taken first.
No larvae or adults were found, but the pupae were abundant in
the leaves. In Sullivan was a wood lot of about a hundred
acres which was badly stripped. In this region many parasites
were found, about one-fifth of the pupae being broken open. In
one case specimens of Calathus gregarius were found feeding
on freshly broken pupae. Carabidae and carabid larvae were rather
plentiful among the dead leaves. At this place predaceous
enemies were more numerous than in any other locality. Many
of the maples which had not been entirely stripped by Hetero-
campa were being attacked by Anisota ricbicunda. At Peter-
boro on the farm of W. C. Abbott was a row of maples which
had been badly infested, but an early spraying with arsenate of
lead had killed the worms, and the trees appeared uninjured.
Earlier in August Prof. E. Dwight Sanderson visited Tarn-
worth, extending his trip up to Intervale and through the White
Mountain region. From his observations the larv^ were not
destructive in the White Mountain region proper, the last serious
infestation being at Intervale.
On July 20 the writer visited Tamworth and vicinity, the re-
sults of which form the basis of this paper. Later in the season,
Aug. 11, a trip was made through the towns of Sutton and Suna-
pee, southward through the intervening towns to Bradford and
Henniker. In Sutton the work of Heterocampa was not so much
in evidence except in two or three places. At South Sutton, in
particular, were several hundred acres which were entirely
stripped. However, there were but few hard-wood trees which
had escaped the attack of this insect, the pupae of which could
be found in small numbers buried beneath the leaves. In the
town of Sunapee in the region lying nearer the lake the larvae
of Anisota rubicunda were quite numerous, while but few Het-
erocampa pupae could be found. Through the towns of Goshen,
Newbury and Bradford were many large tracts of hard wood
completely stripped, though there is no doubt but that Hetero-
campa was greatly assisted in this by Anisota rubicunda and
Anisota stigma, as these larvae were quite numerous everywhere.
Through the towns of Warner and Henniker the work was still
less evident, there being but few patches entirely defoliated.
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It is hardly probable that the attack this year will prove fatal
to many of the trees, but if renewed another season many of
the trees will, beyond a doubt, be seriously injured or killed.
Numbers of the maple groves that were defoliated early in the
season sent out a second growth of leaves, but these would assist
very little in the nutrition of the trees.
New Hampshire is by no means the only state that has suf-
fered from the attacks of H. guttivitta this year, Maine, Ver-
mont and New York having all had serious outbreaks.
So far we can only conjecture as to the cause of the appar-
ently sudden outbreak. It seems probable that these worms
have been multiplying for some time, but have been so well pro-
tected in the dense forests that their presence has not been
detected. On the other hand, there seems little doubt that the
species has been held in check by parasites, or other natural
enemies, which for some reason were unusually scarce this sea-
son, allowing the caterpillars to multiply abnormally. During
the entire summer, in which large numbers of larvae were reared
in the laboratorj'', but one species of parasite was found (an
Ichneumon) and that occurred in only two larvae. Usually half
the larvae of our moths and butterflies which reach any size in
the open, will be found to contain parasites. According to Miss
Edith Patch of the Maine Agricultural Experiment Station,
Ichneumon sublatus was quite numerous this season in Maine.
This is probably a natural parasite of Heterocampa, which for
some unknown reason became very scarce, allowing the host to
multiply to such an appalling extent. Of the predaceous insects
but two were at all numerous. The Fiery Ground Beetle,
{Calasoma calidum), was quite plentiful in different parts of
the state. This large bright-colored beetle doubtless destroyed
great numbers of the caterpillars, but in the worst infested
regions the beneficial results were not very apparent. The other
predaceous insect, one of the soldier bugs, Podissus placidus, far
outnumbered the ground beetles, and might be seen busily suck-
ing the juices from the larvae in almost any infested area.
Another factor in the outbreak was the noticeable scarcity
of birds of all kinds. Not that this was the prime cause for
such large numbers of caterpillars, but their numbers would evi-
dently have been greatly reduced had there been more birds in
the woodland. In many sections of the infested region one would
travel all day, and not find half a dozen birds of any descrip-
tion. As before stated, Mr. W. M. Barrows in driving from
Grafton to Bristol, a distance of fourteen miles, reports having
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seen but one robin, one song sparrow and two large hawks,
and the writer in traveling from Bradford to Henniker, a dis-
tance of ten miles, saw only four sparrows and one black-bird.
But few or no birds were present in the badly infested region
of the Sandwich Range.
Again, the ground mice and shrews do much toward holding
these insects in check. Judging from the habits of these little
animals they destroy many of the pupae during the winter
months. Mr. Barrows reports having found large numbers of
empty pupae cases in their burrows. The general opinion seems
to be that the mice have been unusually scarce during the past
few years. Still, we have no absolute data on the subject.
Weather conditions, in a general way, may nave had con-
siderable influence on the outbreak. If a combination of weath-
er conditions existed which was detrimental to the parasitic or
predaceous enemies of Heterocampa, but on the other hand was
not beneficial to the species itself, a noted increase would nat-
urally result. That climatic conditions were more or less respon-
sible seems to be indicated by the peculiar local distribution. In
all cases personally observed, the most serious outbreaks have
been at elevations of from eight hundred to a thousand feet.
Frequently a very definite line could be drawn on the mountain-
side, above which the trees were completely defoliated, and be-
low which there was no perceptible injury. However, we can
only guess as to what extent this was dependent upon climatic
conditions.
Many of the larvae were found diseased, but no large propor-
tion were thus destroyed. It is quite possible that diseases may
be an important factor in the natural control of the pest. If
so, the very unusually dry summer of 19CS would have effectually
checked the development of such diseases and thus permitted
the abnormal increase of the caterpillars. But little can be
predicted for the future until more is known of the habits, life
history, and natural enemies. The probability is that the ene-
mies will multiply sufficiently within a short time, to keep the
larvae in check, but if this does not occur the results are liable
to be very serious.
Geogkaphical Distribution.
The range of the Antlered Maple Caterpillar is in no way re-
stricted to New England, it having been reported from Maine,
New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, New York, Wash-
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ington, D. C, Georgia, Iowa, Wisconsin, Florida, Maryland and
Colorado.
Within the state of New Hampshire letters have been received
from widely separated points, indicating a general distribution.
The worst infested region seems to commence on the eastern
slope of the White Mountains in the town of Bartlett, and ex-
tends southward, including Conway, Albany, Tamworth, Sand-
wich, the towns bordering Lake Winnipesaukee to Plymouth, and
lying between that lake and Lake Sunapee, extending on south
to Sullivan, Keene, Hancock and Peterboro. The three princi-
pal centers of infestation seemed to be Tamworth, Sutton, and
Hancock or Peterboro. Between these centers the towns were
more or less seriously infested, especially in the more rugged coun-
try, where, in fact, the greatest amount of damage has occurred.
In but few instances was the damage very extensive below one
thousand feet elevation. It must not be inferred from the above
that the larvae are only found in the localities mentioned; they
have been found at Durham, and possibly occur in limited num-
bers throughout the entire state.
Some idea of the distribution and food plants may be had from
the following partial list of correspondents:
July 11-20, '08. Tamworth, (numerous letters). Reported on:
Maple, birch, beech, apple; less numerous on
oak, wild cherry, poplar, butternut, gray birch.
July 15, '08. Snowville.—Apple.
July 15, '08. Chocorua.—Maple, birch, apple.
July 15, '08. Plainfield.—Beech, maple; less numerous on birch,
oak, basswood.
July 17, '08. New London.—Apple.
July 18, '08. East Conway.—Birch, beech, maple, oak, apple.
July 20, '08. Greenhill.—Apple, maple, beech.
July 20, '08. Pequaket.—Beech, white oak, birch, rock maple,
white maple; less numerous on ash, poplar.
July 21, '08. North Weare.—Hard wood.
July 21, '08. Madison.—Poplar, beech, apple, maple.
July 22, '08. Bristol.—Maple, oak.
July 22, '08. New Durham.—Beech, yellow birch, white birch,
rock maple.
July 23, '08. Intervale.—Beech.
July 24, '08. Whiteface.—Hard wood.
July 24, '08. Ossipee.—Hard wood.
Aug. 3, '08. Plymouth.—Hard wood.
Aug. 3, '08. Sullivan.—Maple.
Aug. 4, '08. South Sutton.—Maple.
Aug. 7, '08. Middleton.—Maple, oak, beech, elm.
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Aug. 10, 'OS. Elkin.—Hard wood.
Aug. 23, '08. New Hampton.—Maple, birch.
It is interesting to note that the outbreak in New Hampshire
seems to be simply an extension of ihe infested region in i\Iaine.
According to the Circular of Information issued by E. F. Hitch-
ings, State Entomologist of Maine, the attack has extended to
the north and east from the Ossipee valley, including the towns
of Bethel, BroM'nfield, Bridgton, Auburn and Fairfield, as well as
numerous other localities in this region.
IMethods of Coxtkol.
At present it seems almost useless to try to suggest any
means of eliminating this pest from the vast forest areas which
have become infested. The problem, however, is much more
simple with shade and orchard trees where proper means of
control are adopted.
The simplest and surest method is spraying, using an ordinary
barrel spray pump and plenty of hose, so the operator may
climb up in the tree, and be able to spray the outer and topmost
branches.
The best arsenical spray for this purpose is the arsenate ot
lead, from three to five pounds per barrel of water. This will
probably prove most effective if applied as a mist spray, the
spray being thrown from the body of the tree outwards against
the under side of the leaves. There are two reason for this:
First, a rain is less liable to wash off the poison from the under
side of the leaves; and, secondly, the larvae feed fi'om the under
side. In spraying for Heterocampa care must be taken to thor-
oughly drench the topmost branches, as the larvse will be found,
there. Fi'om what is known of the life history, the spraying
had best be done between the first and middle of July. The
worms at this time may not be very much in evidence, but still
may be easily detected.
As a further preventative the trees may be banded with
sticky fly paper or tanglefoot, or building paper smeared with
a thick layer of printer's ink, to prevent any larvae that may
fall to the ground from crawling up the trunks. This is par-
ticularly advisable if the sprayed trees are near a woods or
other infected trees, which may not be sprayed.
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Fig. 45. Map showing distribution of the Antlered Maple Worm ia
New Hampshire in 190S.
The species was injurious at the black dots.
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REPORT OF THE DAIRY DEPARTMENT.
Fred Rasmussex.
The following is a brief report of the work of the Dairy De-
partment from September 1, 1907, to November 1, 1908:
The dairy herd, not being under the supervision of the Dairy
Department, the work of this department is confined principally
to the manufacture and marketing of dairy products. As the de-
partment at present is practically without facilities for doing ex-
perimental work, its work during the last year has been of an
educational, rather than experimental nature.
DAIRY SURVEY.
The principal object of the dairy survey is to make a study
of the conditions of the dairy industry in the state in order to
ascertain the difficulties and problems the farmer meets in the
production, manufacture and marketing of milk, cream and but-
ter. The information gathered is to be used as a guide in plan-
ning and carrying out experimental work, the result of which
would be applicable to New Hampshire conditions.
Furthermore, a study of the existing conditions in the state
will be a great help in answering adeciuately the many letters of
inquiry received in regard to dairy matters, as well as to furnish
much timely material for lectures on dairy topics for which fre-
quent calls are received.
In order to get a general idea of the conditions in different
sections of the state, the co-operation of the Granges was asked
for to the extent of giving names of farmers making butter and
selling cream and milk. A circular letter enclosing return pos-
tal w-as sent to 286 Granges. On May 30, 1908, 83 letters had
been received. June 1st a follow-up letter was sent to the 203
Granges from which no replies had been received, resulting in
GO answers. In all, 142 Granges, or, 50 per cent., answered the
correspondence.
The cards received from the Granges contained 551 names
of farmers making butter, 196 names of farmers selling cream
and 74 names of farmers keeping records of their dairy cows.
The cards also contained information in regard to the demand
for dairy butter, prices paid for same and whether there was an
increase or decrease in the production of dairy products in the
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community. Reports from 140 towns were received. Forty-
four sliowed an increase, 27 reported conditions normal, while
37 reported a decrease in tlie production of dairy products. The
price of butter varied from 20 to 35 cents with an average price
of 28 cents per pound. One hundred and twenty-five towns re-
ported a pfood demand for farm butter, while 15 reported de-
mand as limited.
A circular letter, explaining the object of the proposed dairy
sux'vey, was sent each of the 921 farmers whose addresses had
been retained. The letter contained a return postal with
questions in regard to the extent of their business, method of
handling and disposing of the product, and the desirability of
the farmer having a representative of the station visit his farm.
Nineteen per cent, answered the questions on the enclosed
postal.
After having obtained, through correspondence, a general idea
of the dairy conditions in different sections of the state and also
having had from several farmers in each section an expression
of willingness to co-operate with the station, work in the field
was begun.*
To assist in this work the services of Mr. John Daniel, a
graduate of Massachusetts Agricultural College, were secured.
Over 100 farms have been visited. Information has been gath-
ered on methods of dairy farming and farm butter-making, and
other dairy problems. In order to make a through study of
the farm butter-making problem, the representative of the sta-
tion carried with him a small Babcock test so as to get complete
records on the yield and losses in butter-making under farm con-
ditions.
Numerous demonstrations have been given in testing milk
and cream with the Babcock test. As far as possible the sam-
ples tested were chosen, so as to show the practical bearing of
the test on the daily operations.
To find a loss of 1.5 per cent, fat in a sample of buttermilk,
or to find a cow that supposedly tested very low, test 6 per
cent., or to find a man selling cream guaranteed to contain only
40 per cent., which tested 47 per cent., making a difference in
his daily net income of $2.53, are results which can not help
impressing upon the farmer the value of and economy of the
Babcock test as a part of his dairy equipment.
Demonstrations have also been given in the scoring of dairy
barns and dairy methods, using the score card recommended by
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the Dairy Division, Bureau of Animal Industry, U. S. Dept. of
Agriculture.
The work of the dairy survey has been encouraging, as much
valuable information has been gained, as well as ideas for future
work. Although a few men have been visited who did not
appreciate the work of the Experiment Station, the great major-
ity have shown a great appreciation of the work and have been
very eager to gain new ideas and to accept such suggestions for
improvement, as it seemed advisable to offer.
There is a desire on the part of most of the people to be in
close contact with the work of the Experiment Station, a desire
for more personal contact, as indicated by frequent inquiries as
to the possibility of the station, also, giving demonstrations with
spraying, or conducting fertilizer tests.
LECTURE WORK AND CORRESPONDENCE.
Since Jan. 1, 1908, fourteen lectures on dairy subjects have
been given at Granges or other meetings. The total number
of people addressed being 776. This does not include the lec-
tures given in connection with the demonstration at the Concord
and Rochester fairs, nor the small gatherings which have been
addressed in connection with the work of the dairy survey.
Besides the routine correspondence of answering inquiries,
much additional correspondence has been carried on this year
in connection with the dairy survey. Approximately 1800 let-
ters have been sent from this department during the year.
NEW HAMPSHIRE EDUCATIONAL BUTTER SCORING
CONTEST.
In order that the Experiment Station might become familiar
with the quality of the butter made in New Hampshire cream-
eries and the method employed in its manufacture, efforts were
made to start an educational butter scoring contest. Such con-
tests have been carried on successfully in other states, and have
proven a great benefit to the participants.
A personal letter explaining the benefits of an educational
scoring contest, with a plan for carrying out the work, and
twenty questions to be answered, were sent to the buttermakers
and managers of the 48 creameries which were supposed to be in
operation in the state. Seventeen creameries replied, five of
which had stopped operations. Three were shipping cream to
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Boston, three answered the questions but did not signify their
intention of taking part in the contest, and six were in favor of
the contest.
The answers to inquiries sent the buttermalters revealed that
few records are kept of the dairy work in the creamery, that in
several creameries cream for testing was measured I'nstead of
weighed, that in one instance milk and cream was still bought
for a certain price per pound without regard to the quality.
None of the creameries made water determinations of their but-
ter, and the over-run was too low. All of these factors are of
great importance in good creamery management and consequent-
ly to the success of the creamery.
From the difference in method employed in the manufacture,
it would be expected that the percentage composition of New
Hampshire butter would vary considerable. To obtain accurate
information on this point, ten samples of butter were collected
at the exhibit at the Dairymen's meeting at Whitefield, N. H.,
representing ten creameries in different parts of the state. The
samples, upon chemical analysis, showed the following composi-
tion:
No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Water
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In further looking up the creamery industry it was found that
several of the creameries from which no reply had been re-
ceived, had either failed or changed from a buttermaking plant
into a skimming station, shipping cream to Boston. Several
creameries in the state have been bought by the milk contractors
in Boston, and are operated as skimming stations.
As the success of a scoring contest is dependent upon the in-
terest shown by the creameries, it can readily be seen that after
finding so many of the creameries had either failed or changed
into skimming stations, that it would be impossible to get entries
enough to carry on a successful contest, and the project was
therefore given up.
The many failures and changes in the creamery industry in
New Hampshire are primarily due to the increasing demand
from the cities for milk for direct consumption. It is very
difficult for a creamery to pay the prices for milk offered
by the contractors unless a special price is obtained for the but-
ter and the creamery has the best management. Some of the
creameries failed because they were too small, making the cost
of manufacturing a pound of butter too high. A report from
one creamery showed the cost of manufacturing to be 7 cents
per pound of butter made. A lack of co-operation on the part of
the farmers, as well as poor management, are also factors which
have had much influence m the changes in the creamery in-
dustry.
HERD TESTING.
In order to stimulate the increasing interest in the improve-
ment of dairy herds, and to obtain information in regard to
methods of feeding and cost of production, the Experiment
Station offered to test, free of charge to the New Hampshire
dairymen, a limited number of dairy herds. Twelve herd^,
numbering 193 cows, are now being regularly tested by the
Experiment Station, recoi'ds being kept, not only of the amount
of milk and butter fat produced, but also of the amount and
cost of food consumed.
The following comparison will show the great variation in
the cost of producing milk between two herds in February,
having a proportionate number of fresh cows:
Herd No. 1. Herd No. 2.
Average cost of keeping a cow per day 20. .'So 20c
Cost of producing milk per can 32.5 21
Selling price per can ;54 31.5
Profit per can 1.5 10.5
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The loss sustained by Herd No. 1 is attributed to the fol-
lowing causes: (1) The breed of cows was better adapted for
making butter or selling cream than for selling milk. (2) No
study was made of individual cows in the herd. Some cows
were fed too much grain, others not enough for a profitable pro-
duction.
As soon as a year's work is completed the results will be
published in bulletin form, giving practical suggestions on the
improvement of the dairy herd.
TESTING PURE BRED COWS.
Requests have been made from several breeders of Guernsey,
Jersey, Holstein and Ayrshire cattle, for the supervision of the
Station in conducting weekly or yearly tests of their animals
under the rules of their respective associations. During the
last year there has been completed 15 Guernsey and 5 Holstein
tests. Seven Ayrshires and two Guernsejs are under test at
the present time.
BULLETINS.
As soon as the work carried on at the present time is com-
pleted, the following bulletins will be published:
1. Report on the Dairy Survey.
2. Farm Buttermaking in New Hampshire.
3. Herd Testing.
EXECUTION OF DAIRY LAWS (ACT OF 1901).
The act demands that any person who operates the Babcock
test, or, any other test, for determining the butter tat or solids
in milk and cream, as a basis for apportioning the value of
same, must hold a certificate from the proper station official
showing the holder competent and well qualified to perform
such work. The law, further, provides that all glassware used
in connection with the testing must be tested for accuracy of
graduations.
During the last year 33 candidates have been examined for a
milk testing certificate. Two failed, while it was necessary for
several to take a second examination.
Sixteen hundred and thirty-six pieces of glassware were ex-
amined for accuracy of graduation, of which 41 pieces, or, 2.5
per cent., were inaccurate or defective.
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NEEDS OF THE DEPARTMENT.
The old college creamery has for several years been entirely
inadequate, both for the needs of the college a.nd station work.
The department is very much in need of a Dairy Bactrlologist
and a laboratory for research work. At the present time the
department is unable to get bacteriological work done, which
greatly handicaps the work, as in a state like New Hamp.shire,
where the production of milk for direct consumption is the
main branch of the dairy industry, bacteriology, necessarily,
plays the greatest importance in solving timely problems.
In all expermental work with dairy products, as well as in
the study of dairy bacteriology, one of the most importa,nt fac-
tors is to be able to control and regulate temperatures. It
would, therefore, be of the utmost importance to the experi-
mental and research work of the department, to have suitable
cold storage facilities.
The importance of the dairy industry in the state warrants
that a proportional part of the funds appropriated for this sta-
tion be used for work along dairy lines. In order, however, to
make use of the money, the department must be provided with
suitable quarters and facilities, and it is hoped that the appro-
priation for the proposed new dairy building may provide for a
dairy research laboratory and a system of artificial refriger-
ation.
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REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF
HORTICULTURE.
i;. S. PICKETT.
I have the honor to submit, herewith, my first annual report
as Horticulturist in the New Hampshire Experiment Station.
Since appointment to this position dates only from July 1st of
the present year, my report is necessarily brief. The work in
progress on my arrival has been continued throughout the
season. The only new experiment inaugurated s-ince July 1st,
and completed, is one which I have reported briefly under the
heading, "Experiment In Packing Apples."
It is proposed to reduce considerably the number of experi-
ments conducted by the department and to concentrate atten-
tion and money on the solution of a few problems at a time.
VEGETABLE GARDENING.
The greater part of the horticultural grounds, that could be
reasonably tilled at all, was devoted to the growing of vege-
tables. Extensive tests were made of varieties of lettuce, beans,
and peas. A valuable piece of work, looking to the publication
of a monograph and classification of varieties of lettuce, resulted
from the first of these tests.
PLANT BREEDING WORK.
Many crosses between varieties of squashes, tomatoes and
cucumbers, and some between varieties of corn, were tested.
From these one valuable cucumber for greenhouse forcing has
been obtained. This variety, which we call Granite State, is
well established and will be offered to the public as soon as a
sufficient quantity of seed has been obtained. Some excel-
lent squash and tomato crosses also appeared, but these are
not sufficiently fixed in type to be recommended as yet.
It is proposed to reduce the number of kinds of vegetables
to be used in the breeding work, to concentrate time and money,
on squashes and tomatoes, and to emphasize the scientific value
of the records rather than the securing of new varieties of
commercial importance. It is also desirable that the data al-
ready accumulated be put into shape for reference or publica-
tion; and to preserve this valuable material and carry forward
the breeding projects proposed, it is necessary that a specialist
be obtained who can devote his entire time to this work.
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VEGETABLES UNDER GLASS.
Several vegetable crops have been grown under glass. These
were, however, planted to Increase the quantity of seed from
certain crosses and selections of cucumbers and tomatoes, and
to test some new varieties of muskmelons. Incidentally, from
these tests, we found that muskmelons did not yield a profit
under glass, but that cucumbers, grown at the right season,
were very profitable. Two bushel boxes containing 40 and 42
cucumbers, respectively, brought $3.50 and $4.50 on the Boston
market the last week in September. All other cucumbers were
kept for seed but the quantity was sufficiently large to have
yielded a handsome return, had they been sold in a commercial
way.
FRUIT GROWING.
I found the condition of the fruit grounds generally deplor-
able on my arrival here in July. In the young college orchard,
(Thompson orchard, as it was designated), planted 8 years
ago, very few of the original trees remained, and the replants
varied in age from one year to five or six years, showing that
replanting had probably been necessary every year. In this
orobardi we have undertaken to inaugurate a system of culti-
vation. With considerable difficulty the ground was plowed,
some of Che rocks removed, and a cover crop sown. It is in-
tended that a first-class orchard be grown where the trees now
stand, with the object of demonstrating the commercial feasi-
bility of modern methods of orchard management applied to
comparatively rough New Hampshire farm lands.
Woodman Orchard. This orchard, rented for experimental
purposes, under the Adams Act, having in view studies of the
causes and control of the alternate bearing of Baldwin apples,
has been cleaned, pruned and cultivated and given every chance
to recover from the damage done by the freeze of 1906-7. The
crop was very light this year, the returns being about 30 bar-
rels. I have pleasure in reporting, however, that it is now in
first-class condition and will, with a reasonably favorable sea-
son, give us good experimental material another year.
Experimeait in Packing Apples. The Mcintosh apples in two
orchards in the town of Deerfield, were purchased with a view,
to obtaining fruit to be packed in different ways. It was hoped
to obtain a considerable quantity of box fruits, but an attack of
late apple scab left the apples very slightly specked and not
quite satisfactory for boxing. It was decided, therefore, to
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pack them in barrels according to well defined grades and hon-
est packs throughout. The No. 1 apples were shipped to three
commission men in Boston. From two of these returns of $3.00
per barrel were obtained and from the third $4.00 per barrel.
No. 2 apples, shipped to a fourtn party, brought $1.75 and $2.00
per barrel. Two bushel boxes of perfect fruits that were ob-
tained, were sold at $2.00 per box, or, at a rate equivalent to
$6.00 per barrel. One careful spraying, late in the season,
would have doubled the value of the apples in these orchards
—
$450 instead of ^225 on the market.
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Press Circular No. 1.
ALFALFA FOR NEW HAMPSHIRE."
The New Hampshire Experiment Station has had many inqui-
ries during the past three or four years about the growing of
alfalfa in the state. Up until the present time we have advised
against the expenditure of very much time, labor or money by
the farmers in trying to grow the plant, because in our experi-
ments we could not secure what would be called a reasonably
good stand. After repeated trials, however, in which various
methods have been used, we have met with a degree of success
which seems to warrant a recommendation for alfalfa to the
farmers of the state. It is for the purpose of stating. In brief,
our experience with the plant and giving some timely sugges-
tions regarding it, that this is written.
Causes of Failure: The most common causes of failure
are, seeding the wrcwng time of year; choking out by weeds or
by nurse crop; poor drainage; poor seed bed; inferior seed; un-
fertile soil and a lack of lime.
Time of Seedixg: In our earlier attempts we plowed the
ground as early as possible in the spring, and after thorough
harrowing sowed the seed with oats or barley and covered it
with a weeder. Failing to secure a stand, we began a series of
later seedings, and found them much better. Seed sown from
the 20th of July to the 10th of August gave a good stand in
every case, other things being equal. This da.te is early enough
for the plants to get a good start and become well rooted be-
fore winter sets in.
Choking Out by Weeds or Nurse Crop: Our greatest
difficulty with all the early seedings and to a slight extent,
with the later, was the choking out of the tender plants by the
more rapidly growing nurse crop, or, when no nurse crop was
used, by the weeds. By seeding about August first, just after
a rain, if possible, the weeds are not likely to give much
trouble, and the alfalfa will make a quick growth. It is best
to sow the seed on ground which is practically free from weeds,
preferably on that which has been cultivated for several sea-
sons previously. As i-egards the nurse crop, it may be said
that we have found it of no advantage for the early seeding,
and for the late it is not necessary.
Drainage: Alfalfa is naturally a deep-rooted crop and for
that reason requires a deep, well-drained soil. If the natural
drainage is not good the land should be tiled. It is a waste of
time and money to try to grow alfalfa on wet land or on that
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where ledges come within two or three feet of the surface.
Winter killing is very apt to result if the land is not well
drained.
Pkepakatiox of Seed Bed: Red clover may be sown on
most any kind of a seed bed, but alfalfa must have one care-
fully prepared. There are many ways to do this, but the method
we are now using, and would recommend, is as follows: If a
stubble field, manure and plow about June first. Harrow every
week or ten days until the date of seeding. The harrowing will
keep all weeds in check and will give a well-firmed seed bed
with a loose, finely pulverized mulch. By keeping the land
clean and stirred, the nitrates will develop rapidly and will be
ready for use by the plant when it begins its growth. If a
pasture or hay field is to be seeded, apply a liberal coating of
manure and plow just as soon as the hay can be cut. Then
disk harrow, roll and harrow again until the ground is thor-
oughly pulverized. Some chemical fertilizer, especially nitro-
gen, may be used in this case to supplement that removed by
the hay or grass.
Kind of Soil: Our experience indicates that the kind of
soil is Immaterial, provided it is well drained, fertile and free
from weeds. The ends of our alfalfa strip are heavy clay, the
middle is sandy loam and between the two loam. The alfalfa
this year has been equally good on all three types of soil.
Kind of Seed: Too much emphasis cannot be placed upon
securing good seed. It is always best to buy by samples and
then make a germination test and an inspection for weed
seeds, before purchasing in bulk. If you can not make the tests
yourself, send them to the Experiment Station and we will make
them for you. Good seed should be plump, free from weeds,
brown or shrunken seed, and of a greenish-yellow color. North-
ern or northwestern grown seed is best for this latitude because
it will' withstand the climate better.
Liming: Alfalfa will not grow in a sour soil, and if there
is any doubt about the soil being sour, it is best to use lime.
This may be applied at the rate of 1000 to 2000 lbs. per acre,
•preferably a month, or more, before the seed is sown. It is
immaterial in what form the lime is applied, although the ready
prepared agricultural lime is the easiest of applicaton.
Innoculatiox of Sou.: It is a generally accepted principle
that alfalfa will not grow where the proper organisms are
lacking in the soil. The presence of these germs is shown
by the little nodules on the roots. In manv cases enough ot
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the germs are sown with the seed to make the inoculation, but
the most certain method is to inoculate with soil from an old
alfalfa field or from a patch of sweet clover. The soil may be
purchased from various alfalfa growers and scattered at the
rate of 100 to 200 lbs, per acre.
Sowing the Seed: The seed maj' be sown broadcast, either
by hand or with a seeder, at the rate of 15 to 25 lbs. per
acre. It should be covered lightly with a weeder or spike-tooth
harrow. Roll the ground just before seeding rather than after.
Cutting and Making: If the seed is sown about August
first the plants will attain a height of 12 to 15 inches and the
roots about the same length, before freezing down. The plants
should not be cut off in the fall unless the weeds threaten, and
then all trash should be raked off as the young plants are very
easily smothered. Cut the alfalfa the next season as soon as
one-fourth of the plants have blossomed. When the hay has
wilted, cock and allow to cure. Handle carefully to preserve
the leaves, since they are as valuable for feed as wheat bnan.
In about six weeks after the first cutting^ a second may be made,
and if the season is favorable a third cutting may be obtained.
On July 4 we cut our patch the first time and secured 1.87 tons
of hay per acre. With two more cuttings we expect to secure
a total of at least 3.5 tons.
F. W. TAYLOR,
July, 1907. Agriculturalist.
Pkess Circular No. 2.
SPRAYING FOR THE BROWN TAIL MOTH AND ORCHARD
CATERPILLARS.
Inquiries frequently come to this office as to whether the
young caterpillars of the brown-tail moth after they hatch from
the eggs early in August may not be killed by spraying the
foliage of the affected trees and thus prevent the formation of
the winter webs. As the eggs are now on the trees and are
just hatching, it seems opportune to call attention to the fact
that the brown-tail moth may be very satisfactorily controlled
in orchards by spraying at this time. Not only the brown-tail
moth, but numerous other caterpillars commence to attack the
foliage of the apple orchard early in August.
Among these may be mentioned the fall web-worm, a hairy
caterpillar which spins its web over the foliage eaten; the yel-
low-necked apple caterpillar, a black larva with yellowish
stripes and yellow collar or neck; and the red-humped apple
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caterpillar, which is known by the prominent red hump beariag
black spines, just back of the head. The yellow-necked and
red-humped apple caterpillars are readily recognized by the fact
that the eggs are laid on the tip of the twigs or limbs, and the
caterpillars defoliate the twigs from the tip inward and usually
feed in colonies. All of these caterpillars may be largely con-
trolled by spraying during the first week of August with the
arsenical poisons. Of these the arsenate of lead is the best in-
secticide, for the reason that it adheres best to the foliage and
is not easily washed off by rain. It should be used at the rate
of 5 lbs. to the barrel, and can be secured of any large seeds-
man or agricultural warehouse. It should be kept in stock by
a local merchant in every town, as it is now coming into very
general use for foliage insects. Paris green at the rate of 1-3
lb. to the barrel of water, to which should be added a pound or
two of freshly-slaked stone lime, will also be effective, but It is
more readily washed off by rain. Paris green should never be
sprayed without adding the fresh-slaked stone lime to take up
the free arsenic, as, otherwise, a burning of the foliage may
occur from the soluble arsenic.
The spray should be applied very thoroughly to all parts ot
the trees, spraying from below and above, so as to reach both
surfaces of the foliage. To reach most of the large orchard
trees it is desirable to build a tower on the wagon, so tliat with
an extension rod all parts of the tree can be sprayed, for it is
well known that the brown-tail moth lays its eggs at the tips
of the twigs, and the topmost branches must, therefore, be thor-
oughly drenched. Such a tower, and other spraying apparatus,,
is described in bulletin 131 of this Station, which may be had
upon application.
Even with thorough spraying some of the caterpillars will
escape, and there will be a few brown-tail nests, but with thor-
ough work the number of caterpillars can be so reduced that
there will be but few of the winter nests to prune. Spraying
will be of little value after the latter part of August, as the
young brown-tail caterpillars commence to spin up their win-
ter webs by the latter part of the month or the first of Sep-
tember.
E. DwiGHT Sanderson.
Aug. 2, 1907. Entomologist.
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Press Circular No. 3.
EARLY LAMB PRODUCTION.
The conditions afforded by New HampsMre offer an excellent
opportunity for the production of early lambs for the Boston
market. The demand for early, or, "hot-house" lambs, is In-
creasing every year, and the prices paid for them should en-
courage our sheep raisers in this phase of the industry. The
advantages of early lamb production are, first, that the lambs
are prepared for market at the season when farm work is slack;
second, that being necessarily housed during the period, there
is no danger of their being liilled by dogs, or affected by para-
sites; and third, that the maximum return is secured from the
minimum of feed consumed. The price will depend upon the
weight and quality of the lambs and the season at which they
are marketted. Small lambs of a blocky shape, in extra good
condition, bring more than large Iambs only moderately fat.
The best prices are usually obtained during the months of Feb-
ruary and Mar'cb, lambs dressing from 25 to 30 lbs., bringing
from $8 to $12 per head. Through the months of April, May
and June from $4 to $8 per head is obtained. Lambs are sold
by the carcass until about July 1st, after which they are weighed
and sold by the pound.
We have found that the early lambs shrink a little over 50
per cent, in dressing, so that they should weigh from 50 to 60
lbs. at the time of slaughter. The age required to attain this
weight will depend upon the care and feeding and upon the
breeding. Our best lambs have weighed 50 lbs. at the age of
10 weeks, while others have required 14 or 15 weeks.
For early lambs the breeding season should begin in August,
at which time the ewes should be in good condition,—not fat
but in medium flesh. The number of ewes allotted to a mature
ram should not be over 50, and to a lamb ram not over 25. It is
always well to give the ram a little grain such as oats and
bran just before and during the breeding season. If the pas-
ture is poor the ewes, also, should have a small allowance of
grain. The proper food for pregnant ewes during the winter
is clover hay and 2 or 3 lbs. of roots or a good quality of corn
silage. About a month before lambing time, begin feeding
grain at the rate of a handful per day, gradually increasing the
amount to a pound or more per day. Weak lambs and ewes
without milk at the time of parturition are frequently the result
of not having the ewes prepared for the lambing season, and
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the lack of succulent food and grain in their ration. The ewes
should also have plentj- of exercise during pregnancy.
It is also important that a ram of good breeding be used,
preferably a pure-bred. The lambs are half the blood of their
sire, and he should be a good one. Although grade ewes may
be used successfully for early spring lambs, money put in a pure-
bred ram will be well invested. After the breeding season the
ram should not be allowed to run with the ewes.
Tlie leading factors for a strong and vigorous crop of lambs
are good care, proper food and plenty of exercise for the ewes,
and a strong, thrifty, pure-bred animal used as a sire. If you
are interested in the matter of early lambs, now is the time to
think and act about it.
F, W. Tatlob,
Aug. 14, 1907. Agriculturist.
Pkess Cibculab No. 4.
LOW GRADE COTTON SEED MEAL.
Among the samples of cotton seed meal collected during the
past season by the New Hampshire State Board of Agriculture
and sent to the Agricultural Experiment Station for analysis,
there were two that need especial mention because they repre-
sent a class of goods which has not been observed before in this
state.
The goods were properly tagged and bore plainly printed
guarantees of protein and fat as the law requires. The samples
were marked, respectively, Glenwood Brand Cotton Seed F'eed;
Protein 22 per cent., Fat 5 per cent.; and Sea Island Cotton
Seed Meal, Protein 25 per cent.. Fat 6 per cent. The chemical
analysis showed them to be pi'actically equal to their claims in
each constituent. Therefore, no fault could be found with them
on that score.
The price of these goods, was, however, of decided interest,
when compared with that of standard cotton seed meal. Eight
samples of standard meal contained from 38 per cent, to 42 per
cent, protein and from 8.7 per cent, to 10.5 per cent, of fat. The
retail prices were $1.60 and $1.65 per 100 pounds. The Glenwood
and Sea Island brands retailed for $1.50 per 100 pounds.
Crude fiber was determined in the Glenwood sample, and was
found to be 21 per cent. Standard cotton seed meal varies
between 5 and 7 per cent, for fibre. It is plain that the two
brands in question, besides possessing but three-fifths as much
protein and fat, contain about three times as much indigestible
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matter as standard meal, while they are retailed at nine-tenths
the price of the best. Or, to put it in another way, when
standard meal containing 39 per cent, protein and 9 per cent,
fat sold for $1.60 per 100 pounds, one pound of those nutrients
cost three and one-third cents, while in the Glenwood brand,
containing 22 per cent, protein and 5 per cent, fat, at $1.50 per
100 pounds, a pound of those nutrients cost five and one half
cents. These low grade materials cost too much to be eco
nomical.
Another sample of cotton seed meal among those collected
in the inspection, requires notice because it was a positive
fraud. It bore the tag and guarantee of a standard article and
was retailed at the usual price of $1.60 per 100 pounds. The
meal was even poorer than the Glenwood and Sea Island. The
analysis revealed 19 per cent, protein, 5.5 per cent, fat and 22
per cent, fibre. Since cotton seed hulls contain over 40 per
cent, fiber, this meal must have had about two-fifths of its
weight made up of hulls, instead of being a pure meal. They
were finely ground and not very noticeable, but imparted a
brown color to the meal, and when a portion of it was placed
on the surface of a glass of water, there was an immediate
separation of the heavier hulls by settling. The name of the
brand is withheld, since the tag may have been changed from
a standard article to the inferior goods, without the manu-
facturer's or jobber's knowledge.
These goods are the first instances for several years of such
marked departures from the old standards of cotton seed meal.
Since standard meal will probably be even higher this fall and
coming winter than last year, there will be an effort to push
the lower grades because of the lower price. Buyers of grain
should scrutinize both tags and quality keenly before completing
a purchase, as it is natural to charge all that the market will
bear for an inferior article even if there is no fraudulent substi-
tution of tags or dishonest claims.
Fked W. Mobse,
Sept. 13, 1907. Chemist.
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Press Cieculab No. 5.
TO NEW HAMPSHIRE DAIRYMEN.
HERD TESTING ADVOCATED BY STATE EXPERIMENT
STATION.
Average production of a dairy herd for a period of eleven years.
Tear
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for the sake of making monej'. If that is true why not weigh
and test the milk of the individual cows in the herd, which is
the only sure way to determine their value.
At present there is an increased interest in the keeping ot
recoTds and testing of cows, both in New Hampshire and other
states. In order to help in the advancement of this work the
'New Hampshire Experiment Station offers to test, free of
charge, a limited number of dairy herds. This is an oppor-
tunity which ought to be welcomed by every farmer who keeps
cows. Full particulars regarding this work can be had by mail-
ing a card to the New Hampshire Experiment Station, Dairy




Press Circular No. 6.
POULTRY MANURE.
Prom time to time questions regarding poultry manure are
received, and they include such topics as its preservation, value,
use and so forth. Just now, at the beginning of the winter sea-
son, the preservation is of first importance.
As is well known, when the poultry droppings accumulate un-
der the roosts and when they are left in barrels, there is a
strong odor of ammonia noticeable. The development of such
an odor is a sure sign that gaseous ammonia is escaping into
the air to be lost for the present. How to prevent such a loss
is to prevent the development of the odor. Several chemicals
of more or less fertilizing value in themselves, may be added
to the droppings from time to time with good effect, both in
stopping waste and in making the atmosphere of the hen-house
more wholesome.
The best materials for this__ purpose are gypsum or land plas-
ter, acid phosphate, and kainit, a cheap potash salt. Each of
these chemicals has the power of forming new compounds with.
the ammonia as fast as it is set free from the original combi-
nation. Wood ashes and slaked lime should never be used be-
cause they cannot combine with ammonia while they do force
it out of its compounds aad take its place. Plaster is apt to pro-
duce a dry, lumpy mixture when used in large enough quanti-
ties to arrest the ammonia, while kainit and acid phosphate
produce the opposite effect of a moist, sticky mass.
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In Bulletin 98 of the Maine Experiment Station, is described
an experiment in which sawdust was used in addition to the
chemicals. By this addition of an absorbent, the kainit and acid
phosphate could then be used with excellent results.
Using their results as a basis for calculation, the weekly-
droppings of a flock of twentj--five hens, when scraped from the
roosting platforms, should be mixed with about eight pounds
of kainit or acid phosphate and a half peck of sawdust. If one
desires a balanced fertilizer for com and other hoed crops, a
mixture of equal parts of kainit and acid phosphate could be
used instead of either alone.
Good dry meadow muck, or peat, would be equally as good as
sawdnst, if not better, to use as an absorbent.
In the experiment mentioned, more than half of the ammonia
was lost in hen manure without chemicals, when compared with
that which had been mixed with them.
Fresh poultry manure at the present values of fertilizers
would be worth sixty cents per hundred pounds. Figures from
different experiment stations would give the product of twenty-
five hens for the winter season of six months, as three hunr
dred and seventy-five pounds from the roost droppings only.
Poultry manure is especially adapted as a top dressing for
grass because of its high content of nitrogen in the foi-m ot
ammonia- compounds, which are nearly as quick in their effect
as nitrate of soda. A ton of the manure preserved with sawdust
and chemicals, would be sufficient for an acre, when compared
with a chemical formula for top dressing.
On the same basis of comparison, one liundred fowls running
at large on an acre, should in a summer season of six \nonths
have added to its fertility the equivalent of at least two hundred
poundis of sulphate ammonia, one hundred pounds of high
grade acid phosphate and sixty pounds of kainit.
Fred W. Morse,
Dec. 6, 1907. Chemist.
Peess Circular No. 7.
GOOD GRASS SEED.
All farmers are troubled more or less with weeds, and much
extra labor is required every year on the farm on account of
them. When a meadow or pasture becomes too weedy it is
plowed up and planted for several seasons with some cultivated
crop in order to get the weeds killed out before again seeding
down. In many cases, contrary to expectations, the newly
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seeded field is as weedy, or, weedier, than it was before, and
we wonder how it all happened. The fact of the matter is that
we have sown the weeds with our grass seed and did not know
it. Again, we often get a poor standi of grass and for want
of a better reason ascribe it to dry weather or bad luck, while
the real trouble has been that the seeds have had little or no
vitality. It frequently happens that dealers will have a sup-
ply of old seed left over from the previous year, and in order
to dispose of it will mix it with the new seed. Since the vital-
ity of seeds rapidly decreases with their age, the result is a
mixture with a low germination test, and when the process is
repeated for several years an exceedingly bad lot of seed is ob-
tained.
It is a notorious fact that much of the grass seed offered for
sale is of poor quality, both as regards its purity and' germina-
tion. Some preliminary tests made here at the college last
spring showed certain commercial samples of seed corn to have
a vitality of less than 75 per cent.; vetch, 34 per cent.; rape,
54 per cent.; timothy, 20 per cent.; and red top, 6 per cent. In
the various samples of grass seed inspected were found all sorts
of impurities, including dirt, sand, hulls, chaff, weed seeds and
other grass seeds some of which were not harmless but yet con-
stituting an impurity. Among the most noxious and injurious
weed seeds found were the following: Bitter dock, Canada
tliistle, crab grass, goosefoot, green foxtail, lady's thumb, rib
grass, plantain, sheep sori-el, yellow daisy and yellow foxtail.
While the purity test is not so easy for the average farmer
to make, a sufficiently accurate germination test can be made
by most anyone. The simplest way of doing this is to count
nut 200 seeds and place them between sheets of blotting paper.
which are kept moist and in a warm room for five or six diays.
To detirmine whether the seed contains any considerable
amount of impurities it may be spread on a sheet of paper or
a white plate, and with a little practice one will soon be able
to detect the more common kinds of weed seeds and to esti-
mate the amount of them in a given sample under test.
Some states have laws regulating the inspection and sale of
seeds so that the farmer is protected from fraud, either inten-
tionally or otherwise perpetrated. In the absence of such a law
in this state the Experiment Station is planning to make a lim-
ited number of purity and germination tests of grass and forage
crop seeds for farmers and dealers desiring them, free of charge.
Farmers buying seeds should either insist on a guarantee of
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purity and vitality or else buy only on the basis of a sample
submitted and tested by a competent person.
All farmers and seed dealers, who wish to take advantage of
this opportunity to have seeds tested, will make request to the
Experiment Station for printed directions in regard to taking
the samples and the amounts of seed necessary for a test.
F. W. Taylor.
Jan. 3, 190S. Agriculturist.
Press Circular No. 8.
SOME POINTS ABOUT FERTILIZERS.
This article aims to answer in a brief way the question com-
monly asked about fertilizers:
The most economical goods are the high grade chemicals and
mixed fertilizers. It costs no more to handle a hundred pounds
of a high grade material than the same weight of low grade,
and the freight is no more on it. Ten dollars will go further
in the purchase of the high grade goods because the nitrogen,
phosphoric acid and potash cost less per pound. For example,
a high grade potato fertilizer containing 3.3 per cent, nitrogen
8 per cent available phosphoric acid and 7 per cent potash,
sells this year for $39 per ton. and another potato fertilizer
containing 2.1 per cent nitrogen, 8 per cent phosphoric acid
and 4 per cent potash sells for $32 per ton. The higher-priced
one contains $5.00 more value in nitrogen and $4.00 more value
in potash or a total of $9.00 greater value.
The most common method aomng farmers in the use of fer-
tilizers is to apply a few hundred pounds of the commercial
stuff in the drill and to spread the manure broadcast, the ob-
ject being to give the plants a quick start. With this in view,
nitrogen is especially important, and 200 lbs. of the high grade
fertilizer is more effective than 300 lbs. of the lower grade,
both in amount of nitrogen and in availability.
Sometimes one asks about the relative merits of animal fer-
tilizers compared with mineral fertilizers. A few words may
make their differences plain. All potash comes from minerals
unless some vegetable matter like cotton seed is used. Phos-
phoric acid soluble in water or, in the reverted form, is the
same, whether obtained by treating bones, bone-black or rock
phosphate with sulfuric acid. It was phosphate of lime in
each original substance and becomes superphosate of lime in
each case, after acid treatment. Nitrogen in nitrate of soda
and sulfate of ammonia is in mineral form, and will act on
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crops more quickly than nitrogen in animal matter, because the
animal matter must first be destroyed and its nitrogen changed
to nitrate. A good mixed fertilizer should contain both kinds
of nitrogen; mineral nitrogen for the quick start in ttie spring,
and the animal nitrogen for later effect and for keeping the
different minerals from caking together after mixing is done.
There is no loss worth noting during the growing season from
leaching or mineral nitrogen, since there is seldom enough rain-
fail to make up for the drying out of the soil at the surface.
Besides the one form of nitrogen is no more likely to evap-
orate than the other.
It is not advisable to put on large quantities of soluble fer-
tilizers from the standpoint of economy because the surplus
phosphoric acid and potash must become slowly less soluble
while the excess of nitrogen will leach away.
Chemicals or home-mixed fertilizers are to be preferred to
ready-mixed fertilizers, since money goes farther in buying the
former, when the amounts of actual plant food are compared.
The cash saving is not large on small quantities, but it is worth
while, even then to mix one's goods, beca.use the quality of the
materials is more certain to be of the best, especially in com-
parison with low grade mixed fertilizers.
Space does not permit several formulas, but the Agricultural
Experiment Station will always respond to requests for such
information, and directions for home mixing will be given in
the next press bulletin.
Fred W. Morse,
Feb. 6, 190S. Chemist.
• Press Circular No. 9.
TO NEW HAMPSHIRE DAIRYMEN.
BUYING AND SELLING A COW ON ONE TEST.
One test of a cow only shows what she did at one milking,
which is no indication of the ability or value of a cow.
Different conditions will cause a variation in per cent, of fat
in cow's milk. In the early part of the lactation period when
the cow is giving a large quantity of milk, the test is lower than
in the latter part of the lactation period, when the milk flow is
decreasing. The variation may range from a half up to three
per cent depending upon the breed and individualitj^ of the
cow.
The per cent, of fat may also be influenced by the time be-
tween milking. In an experiment where cows were milked at
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six o'clock in the morniug and three in the afiernoon, the aver-
age test in the afternoon was 4.6 per cent while in the morning
it was 2.8 per cent. When the same cows w^ere milked' at 5.30
A. M. and 5 P. M., the fat content of the evening milk was 3.8
per cent and of the morning milk 3. IS per cent. The first milk
drawn from the cow is much thinner than the last. Investiga-
tions by de ^Vriezes show the following results: in the first
streams 1.2 per cent fat; after drawing about one-fourth the
quantity of milk, 2.1 per cent fat; after drawing about three-
fourths of the milk 5.2 per cent fat; in the last milk 7.1 per
cent and in the very last drop of milk drawn, 10 per cent fat.
The relation between the nervous system of the cow and her
powers of milk secretion is so intimate that any changes and
abnormal conditions the cow experiences will have a direct in-
fluence upon the quantity and quality of the milk. Changes of
food, of the time of feeding and drinking, restlessness in stable,
changes in weather, etc., will tend to vary the quality and
quantity of milk secreted. A cow tested by the writer under
normal conditions gave milk testing about 4 per cent. Once
while in heat she tested 12 per cent.
Furthermore, the value and reliability of a single test is also
dependent upon the honesty and skill of the man who samples
the milk. It is very essential to have the milk thoroughly
mixed before the sample is taken. More conditions for, and
examples of variation in cow's milk can be given, but this will
illustrate the uncertainty of using the test of a single milking
as a guide in the buying or in the selling of cows. To find the
value of a cow it is necessary to weigh and test her milk at
regular intervals during the lactation period.
A local test association will solve this problem. The Dairy
Department, New Hampshire Experiment Station, will assist in
organizing. Blanks for keeping daily records, and directions
for weighing and sampling can be had upon application.
Feed Rasmussen,
Mar. 27, 1908. Dairyman.
Pbess Circular No. 10.
COTTON SEED MEAL AXD MIXED FEED.
The Chemical Department of the New Hampshire Agricultural
Experiment Station has recently completed the analyses of all
brands of cotton seed meal and mixed feed licensed and sold in
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the state. There were in all eight samples of cotton seed meal
and eighteen of mixed feed.
Both classes of material were equal to or better than their
guaranties in both protein and rat. There were no low grade
mixtures of cotton seed meal and hulls found, and only one
sample that was off color; but all samples were of high grade
meal, and with a single exception, they were bright yellow in
color and with a fresh, sweet odor.
The mixed feeds were all pure wheat products and included
none of the mixtures of corn-cob meal obtained in previous
years.
This absence of low grade goods in both classes is gratifying
evidence of the effects of inspection and publicity, and of the
desire of dealers to handle only the best materials.
The cotton seed meals bore guaranties of protein ranging
from 38 to 41 per cent and they were found to contain from
40.06 per cent to 44.93 per cent. The mixed feeds were not
guaranteed in a majority of cases, since there is confusion over
the law, as some states exempt them when prepared from pure
wheat products.
They should bear guaranties in this state, and on eight brands
the claims for protein ranged from 14 to 17 per cent. The
analyses of all gave a range from 15.09 per cent to 17.72 per
cent.
The fat in cottonseed meals varied from 8.38 per cent to 10.77
per cent while in the mixed feeds the range was from 4.06 to
5.39.
The samples were collected early in March and prices at the
time varied from $1.60 to $1.70 per 100 pounds for cottonseed
meal and from $1.45 to $1.70 for mixed feed. The prevailing
prices were $1.60 and $1.65 for either of the materials.
This equality in prices is of great interest in connection with
economical feeding of live stock. It should be well known that
the reason for exacting a printed statement of the percentages
of protein and fat in commercial feeding stuffs, is that these
ingredients are the most valuable portions of the grain. Yet
in the face of the wide difference in printed guarantees pur-
chasers are regularly paying as much for one as for the other.
The milch cow needs protein in her food to meet the daily drain
in the milk. In cottonseed meal one buys 31 pounds of digesti-
ble protein in every hundred poAind sack, while one gets but
121/^ pounds in a sack of mixed feed. Furthermore, a sack of
cottonseed meal is worth $1.17 for the fertilizing elements in it;
and the sack of mixed feed contains but 58 cents worth of such
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elements. Therefore the farmer who feeds mixed feed is paying
more than twice as much for his protein and fertility as the one
who uses cottonseed meal.
Fred W. Moese,
May 29, 1908. Chemist.
Pkess Cikculae No. 11.
AN OUTBREAK OF FOREST CATERPILLARS.
For the past month serious injury to hardwood trees by cater-
pillars has been reported throughout the hill towns of the state
south of the White Mountains. In Ossipee, Tamworth, and
Sandwich several thousand acres have been denuded so the for-
ests composed largely of maple and beech are as bare as in
winter. Serious injury also occurs in Plymouth, Sanbornville,
Laconia, Weare, Hancock, Sullivan, Newport and elsewhere. No
injury has been observed or reported north of Intervale, nor
does any injury occur in the valleys or on isolated shade trees.
This unprecedented injury is due to a green caterpillar, about
one and one-half inches long when full grown, of a bright green
color and marked on the back with purplish-red of variable pat-
tern but usually consisting of an arrow-head mark about the
middle of the back and minor markings toward the head and
tail. The caterpillar is the larva of a native moth, Heterocampa
guttivitta Walk. As it has never attracted attention before it
has received no common name, but may well be termed the
Purple-marked Forest Caterpillar. The insect has always
occurred here and throughout the eastern United States, but
has never done any injury. The present outbreak is, there-
fore, most unprecedented.
Almost all insects are prevented from increasing in abnormal
numbers by their natural enemies, either parasitic insects,
predaceous insects, or diseases. In the present case some of
these natural enemies have been destroyed, probably by weather
conditions, and the insect has, therefore, increased in abnormal
numbers. Just what the most important of its natural enemies
are, remains to be determined and they are being studied. It
is evident that it is entirely impossble to cope with the pest
upon hundreds of acres of forest land in an artificial manner.
Shade trees near infected forests may be protected by spraying
with arsenate of lead, three to five pounds per barrel of water,
or by tying strips of sticky fly-paper or tanglefoot around the
trunks and thus preventing the ascent of the caterpillars. The
injury by the pest seems to be about over for this year. When
full grown the caterpillar descends to the base of the tree and
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there changes into a chrysalis or pupa about two inches under
the surface of the leaf mold. Whether another brood of moths
will emerge or not is not known, but it seems most probable
that there is but one brood and that the moths will emerge next
May and June. The moth is of an olive color with a wing ex-
panse of about one and one-half inches.
The writer will be indebted to any who send him considerable
numbers of the caterpillars and also for information concerning
the extent and seriousness of the damage in their vicinity.
It seems doubtful whether so serious damage will occur an-
other year, but only a better knowledge of the pest's enemies
will enable to make intelligent predictions.
E. D\yiGHT Sanderson,
August, 1908. Entomologist.
Press Cikcclah No. 12.
KEEP THE APPLES IN A COOL PLACE.
Apple picking time will soon be here and both growers and
buyers who are planning to store their fruit for advanced prices
in the spring, should bear in mind the information given in Bul-
letin 135 of the New Hampshire Agricultural Experiment Sta-
tion.
It has long been known that fruit ripens faster in a warm
place than in a cool one, and this knowledge is applied in^
handling pears, bananas and other fruits that are picked green
for long shipments.
Winter apples also undergo this ripening process, commonly
called "after-ripening." The process has been shown to be ac-
complished by chemical changes in the constituents of the fruit-
cells.
In addition to preventing decay, an important effect of cold-
storage is retarding the chemical changes of after-ripening.
In the bulletin attention is called to the fact that during all
this period of after-ripening, the apple is carrying on a breathing
process, which is shown by the exhalation of carbonic acid gas,
and which marks the progress of chemical action. The respira-
tion must result in the destruction of the apple's own cell-con-
tents, since there is no outside food-supply to provide material
for the formation of carbonic acid in animals.
Experiments show that there is a definite rate of variation of
the chemical activity as the temperature of the fruit changes.
If the temperature of the fruit is raised eighteen degrees, the
amount of carbonic acid given out is more than double what it is
at the lower temperature.
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In October, the average maximum temperature in this locality
is 60 degrees, and the average minimum temperature is a little
under 40 degrees. Apples in a cool cellar which can be kept at
the lower temperature will then change only half as fast as
those exposed to the higher one. The average daily temperature
in October and early November is about 4S degrees, hence it
can be seen that one month out of storage in the fall will carry
the ripening process along to a stage which it would barely
reach in two months of coldhstorage.
It is doubtful economy to hold fine apples outside of cold
storage warehouse to save a month's charges, since it should
be clearly seen that these experiments show that the earlier
they are put in a cool place the firmer their flesh and the better
their flavor in the spring months to come.
The process of after-ripening is a complex chemical prob-
lem, but like most chemical reactions, it follows changes in tem-
perature in accordance with well-known laws and can be retard-
ed to the minimum at 32 degrees and quadrupled by raising the
temperature to 70 degrees.
Fred W. Morse,
Sept. 25, 190S. Chemist.

METEOROLOGICAL RECORD
July 1. 190C. to June 30, 1908.
Durham, N. H., Latitude 43' 8', N , Longitude 70^ 56 , W.
Elevation above the sea 88 feet.
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Meteorological Record: Month of Augusr, 190G
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Meteorological Recoi'd: Month of September, 1906.
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Meteorological Record: Month of October, 1906.
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Meteorological Record: Month of January, 1907.
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Meteorological Record: Month of February, 1907.
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Meteorological Record: Month of March, 1907.
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Meteorological Record: Month of June, 1907.
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Meteorological Record; Month of July, 1907.
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Meteorologit'al Record: Month of August, 1907.
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Meteorological Record: Month of September, 1907.
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Meterological Record: Month of November, IdO'i
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Meteorological Record: Month of December, 1907.
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Meteorological Record: Month of January, 1908.
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Meteorological Record: Month of February, 1908.
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:\Ieteorological Record: Month of March, 1908.
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Meteorological Record: Mouth of April, 190S.
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Meteorological Record: IMouth of June, 190S.
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lOp.
No. 121. Gypsy moth. Sanderson, E. D. Dec, 1905. 22p.
No. *122. Brown-tail moth in New Hampshire. Sanderson, E. D. Feb.,
1906. 28p.
No. *123. Inspection of fertilizers in 1905. Morse, F. W. Feb., 1906.
Sp.
No. *124. Inspection of feeding stuffs in 1905. Morse, F. W. Mar.,
190C. 8p.
No. 125. Vegetable novelties. Rane, F. W. and Hall, H. F. Mar.
1906. 28p.
No. 126. The care of composite milk samples. Weld, I. C. Apr., 1905.
4p.
No. 127. The feeding of farm stock. Taylor, F. W. Sept., 1906. 24p.
No. *128. Brown-tail and gypsy moth. Sanderson, E. D. and Howard,
L. O. Jan., 1907. 22p,
*Out of print.
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Bulletin.
No. 129. The Seventeenth and Eighteenth Annual Reports. .Jan., 1907.
44p.
No. 130. Inspection of fertilizers. Morse, F. W. Feb., 1907. 8p.
No. 131. Spraying the apple orchard. Sanderson, E. D., and others.
April, 1907. 48p.
No. 132. A plan for improving the quality of milk and cream furnished
to New Hampshire creameries. Weld, I. C. May, 1907.
lip.
No. 133. Inspection of feeding stuffs in 1907. Morse, F. W. Nov., 1907.
Sp.
No. 134. Fertilizer analyses, 1907. Morse, F. W. and Curry, Bert E.
Dec, 1907. 8p.
No. 135. The respiration of apples and its relation to their keeping.
Morse, F. W. Feb., 1908. 8p.
No. 136. Gypsy and Brown-tail moths. Sanderson, E. D. Feb., 1908.
63p.
No. 137. Strawberries for New Hampshire. Hall, H. F. May, 1908.
36p.
No. 138. Humus in New Hampshire Soils. Morse, F. W. June, 1903.
13p.
No. 139. Caterpillars injuring apple foliage in late summer. Sanderson,
E. D. July, 1908. 22p.
No. 140. Analyses of feeding stuffs and fertilizers. Morse. F. W., and
Curry, B. E. Dec. 1908. 16p.
Annual Reports.
tFirst Annual Report 1889. In the Eighteenth Report of the Board of
Trustees of the New Hampshire College of Agriculture and Me-
chanic Arts. 1889. 99p.
tSecond Annual Report 1890. In the Nineteenth Report of the Board of
Trustees of the New Hampshire College of Agriculture and Me-
chanic Arts. 1890. p. 77-172.
Third and Fourth Annual Reports 1891-1892. In the Twentieth Report
of Board of Trustees of the New Hampshire College of Agriculture
and Mechanic Arts. 1893. p. 137-287.
Fifth Annual Report 1893. In the Twenty-first Report of the Board of
Trustees of New Hampshire College of Agriculture and Mechanic
Arts. 1893. p. 85-241.
Sixth Annual Report 1894. In the Twenty-second Report of the Board
of Trustees of New Hampshire College of Agriculture and Mechanic
Arts. 1894. p. 118-173.
All subsequent reports of the Station appear as Bulletins. See Bulletin
list.
Technical Bulletins.
No. 1. An annotated catalogue of the butterflies of New Hampshire.
Fiske, W. F. 1901. 80p.
No. *2. Classification of American muskmelons. Rane, F. W. Mar..
1901. 32p.
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Technical Bulletins.
No. *4. Effect of acetylene gas-light on plant growth. Rane, F. W. Oct.,
1902.
No. 5. A partial bibliography of the economic relations of the North
American birds. Weed, C. M. 41p.
No. 6. A study of the parasites of the American tent caterpillar. Fiske,
W. F. 1903. 5Sp.
Nature Study Leaflets.
No. 1. Pollination of flowers. Weed, C. M. 1902. 12p.
No. 2. Mission of the birds. Weed, C. M. 1902. 8p.
No. 3. Plant travellers. Weed, C. M. 1902. 8p.
No. *4. New Hampshire wild flowers. Weed, C. M. 1903. 16p.
School Bulletins.
No. 1. Agricultural education through rural schools. Sanderson, E. D.
1908. 20p.
No. 2. Soil studies. Taylor, F. W. 1908. 22p.
No. 3. Seeds and seedlings. Brooks, C. 1908. 14p.
Circulars.
No. 1. Mixing chemical fertilizers on the farm. Morse, F. W. 1908.
4p.
No. 2. Testing soils for fertilizer needs. Taylor, F. W. 1908.
No. 3. The apple leaf-aphis. Sanderson, E. D. 1908. 6p,
No. 4. Oyster-shell scale. 1908. 4p.
No. 5. San Jose Scale. Sanderson, E. D. 1908. 12p.
No. 6. A circular of information concerning the New Hampshire Agri-
cultural Experiment Station. 1908. 16p.
No. 7. Some essentials in farm butter-making. Rasmussen, F. 1908. 2p.
*Out of print.
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Bulletins 1 to 140.
Reports 1 to 20.
All black face type numbers refer to Bulletins; C—Circulars;
T—Technical Bulletins; NS—Nature Study Leaflets; S—School
Bulletins. Roman numerals refer to Biennial Reports of the
New Hampshire College of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts.
Acadian butterfly, description and history. T1, 41.
Acetylene gas light, effect on the growth of plants. T4. 4-8.
Acme osage type, muskmelons, general characteristics of. T2,
105-110.
Actias luna, see Luna Moth.
Aegeria acerni. 31, 17.
Agaricus muscarius, description. 59. 197.
Aglais milherti Godart, in N. H. T1. 26.
Agricultural education, in the country school. S1. 8.
through rural schools. S1.
Agricultural engineering. Report for 1895. 31, 10-11. 1896. 40,
88-89. 1897. 48. 149. 1898. 59. 218. 1899. 63, 165-166.
Agriculture, elementary, helps for teaching. SI, 18-20.
in N. H. future of. SI, 13-14.
report of department of 1896. 40, 83-87. 1897. 48,
123-138. 1898. 59. 192-193. 1899. 68, 154-
156. 1900. 79. 22-24. 1901. 87, 121-124. 1902.
96, 122. 1903. 104, 92. 1904. 115, 168-170.
1905-6. 129, 24.5-258. 1907-8, XXIX, 310-327.
Agronomy department of. N. H. Experiment Station. C6. 6.
Albuminoids, definition of 4. 8.
Alder pollination of. NS1. 3-4.
Alfalfa. 129. 254; XXIX. 317.
for New Hampshire, Press Circ. 1. XXIX. 542.
seed tested. XXIX. 319.
Alope butterfly, description and history. T1. 36-37.
Alternaria brassicae. var. nlgrescens Pegl. 129. 274.
Amanita muscarius, see Agaricus muscarius.
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Amblyscirtcs samoset Scudder, description and history. T1. 72.
vialis Edwards, description and history. T1. 72.
Amelocionus cUsiocampae, as a primary parasite. T6, 206-20S.
host to secondary parasites. T6. 203.
new species, description. T6. 230.
American copper butterfly, description and history. T1. 50-51.
American tortoise butterfly, description and history. T1. 26-27.
Ammonia, absorption by clay. XXIX, 285.
definition of. 5, 17.
in ground waters. 53, 76.
AmpelopJiaga myron. 129, 260. XXIX. 393.
Anasa tristis, see Squash Bug.
Anax Junius, 129, 261.
Ancyloxypha niimitor Fabricius, description and history. T1.
63-64.
Animal husbandi'y, N. H. Experiment Station. C6. S-9.
Report of dept. of. 1907-S. XXIX. 327-30.
Anisota ruMcunda. XXIX, 393, 523.
Anisota stigvia. XXIX, 393, 523.
Anisopteryx pometaria. see Canker worm. 129. 260.
Anomalon exile Provancher', description. T1. 7-S.
Anosia plexippus Linn. T1, 7-8; XXIX, 394.
.AiitJiomaster leonardns Harris, in N. H. T1. 67.
Antliomyia hrassicae, see Cabbage root-maggot.
Anthracnose of bean. 129, 274.
Antiopa butterfly, see Spiny elm-caterpillar.
description and history. T1, 25-26.
Antlered maple caterpillar. XXIX, 514-31, 557.
bibliography. XXIX, 530.
= extent and cause of outbreak. XXIX, .J22.
geographical distribution. XXIX, 577.
history. XXIX. 514.
injury from. XXIX. 520.
larva, habits. XXIX. 518.
stages. XXIX. 516.
life history. XXIX, 514.
methods of control. XXIX. 530.
moths, description. XXIX, 513.
pupa and pupation. XXIX, 521.
spraying to control. XXIX, 52S.
Apavicles clisiocampa Ashmead, as host to secondary parasite.
T6. 216.
as primary parasite. T6. 214-
216.
. ; new species. T6. 229.
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A 1)071 tea is virgo. XXIX, o9o.
Aphides, record for 1899. 72, 73.
Aphrodite butterfly, description and history. T1, 11-12.
ApMs gossypii. 129. 259. XXIX. 392.
Aphis pomi, see Apple leaf-aphis.
Aphis viburni. 129, 260.
Aphoclius inquinatiis, as food of Myrtle Warbler. . .T3. 123, 126.
Aphrophora paralella. XXIX, 392.
Apple, black rot, 129, 269.
caterpillars, spraying for. 139, 225-228. XXVIII, 332-5.
chemical composition. XXIX, 338.
diseases. 65. 106-108; 129. 267-270.
canker. 87, 130.
European canker. XXIX, 373.
rust. XXIX. 373.
scab, description. XXIX. 371.
in storage. XXIX, 372.
treatment. XXIX, 372.
sooty blotch. XXIX, 373.
fiie blight. 129. 270.
fruit pit of. XXIX. 339.
fruit spot. XXIX. 140, 332-365. See Baldwin fruit spot,
bibliography. XXIX, 363.
characteristics of fungus. XXIX, 351.
fungicides for. XXIX, 346.
fungus, identity of. XXIX. 360.
relation to host. XXIX, 358.
to nutrient media. XXIX. 353.
inoculation of. XXIX, 349.
sources where obtained. XXIX. 343.
spraying for. XXIX. 347.
growing in N. H., adaptability. 131. 11.
leaf-aphis. C3. XXIX. 392.
description. C3, 3-5, XXVIII. 337.
injury. C3, 1, 2. XXVIII, 336.
life history. C3. 2, XXVIII, 335.
remedies. C3, .5-6, XXVIII, 338.
leaf hopper. 102, 73.
record for 1901. 90. 35.
leaf spot. 129, 270, XXIX, 365.
cause of. XXIX. 366.
description of. 101, 61-62.
treatment. XXIX. 369.
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maggot. 35. 31-35; 59. 215; 90; 129. 264.
description and life history. 35. 32-33.
habits. 35. 34.
remedies. 35. 35.
physiology of Baldwin tree. XXIX, 330.
rust. XXIX, 373.
scab. 65, 107; 129. 267-269.
spray injury to. XXIX, 375.
structure and development. XXIX. 336.
twig blight. 129. 270.
winter injury. XXIX, 374.
Apples, cold storage. XXIX, 559.
bitter rot of in. 93. 76.
black rot. 93, 75.
chemistry of. 93. 82, 83.
composition of handpicked and windfall
apples. 93. 87.
cooling after picking. Press Circ. 12. XXIX,
558.
decay in barrel. 93, 71-72.
in city. 93. 67-68.
keeping qualities. 93, 72-74.
methods of refrigeration. 93, 70-71.
prices 1899-1900. 93. 69-70.
results of carefully picked. 93. 68-69.
soft rot. 93. 76.
wrapped and unwrapped. 93. 77-81.
crop in N. H. 1899. 131, 12-13.
fertilizers for. 110, 93.
in N. H. 1897. 48. 130.
respiration of. 135, 87.
shrinkage of weight of in cold storage. 135. 88.
spraying results. 27. 5-8.
storage. 79. 25.
sugar in. 93. 84.
value of as pig feed. 66. 119.
varieties for general uses. 105. 12-14.
Argynnis apTtrodite Fabricius, description and history. T1. 11-12.
atlantis Edwards, description and history. T1. 12.
bellona Fahricius=Brenthis
.
cyhele Fabricius, description and history. T1, 10-11.
montinus ScudAer^Brenthis.
myrina Cramer^Brenthis.
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Army worm. 39.
burning grass lands to prevent. 39. 7".
ditches and trenches to prevent. 39. 72.
food. 39. 67.
habits. 39. 65-67.
historical sketch of. 39. 62.
life history. 39. 64.
natural enemies. 39, 70-71.
outbreak in 1896. 39. 6:^.
poisoning to prevent. 39. 73-74.
preventative. 39. 71-7.*).
remedies. 39. 71-7.J.
Aresenate of lead, analysis. XXIX. 435.
spray apples. 131, 51; XXIX, 333, 545.
uses. 90. 101-102.
Arthemis butterfly, description and history. T1. 31-32.
Af>eco(les albitarsis Ashmead. description. T6. 229.
Ash, definition of. 4. 8.
Ashes, see Fertilizers, Ashes.
AspicUotus perniciosiis, see San Jose Scale.
Astyanax butterfly, description and history. T1. 30-31.
Atalanta butterfly, description and history. T1. 27.
Atlantis butterfly, description and history. T1. 12.
locust, record for 1900. 81. 16.
Atrytone Jiobomok Harris, in N. H. T1. 64-65.
Auditor's statement, 1907-8. XXIX. 262.
Augustus butterfly, description and history. T1. 46.
Autovieris io. 129. 260; XXIX. 393.
B
Babcock test for N. H. farmers. 114..
Bachelder. N. J., Address at dedicatory services. V. 206-207.
Bacillus amylovorus. 129. 270.
Bacteria, general description of. 68- 158-164.
Bacteriology, Report of the Department, 1892. III. 216-220. 1893.
V, 160-168. 1894. VI. 127-131. 1895. 31. 18. 1896. 40,
89. 1897. 48. 146-147. 1898. 59. 193-199. 1899. 68.
158-164. 1900. 79. 25-33. 1901. 87. 127-130. 1902. 96.
135-136.
Baldwin fruit spot. 45. 46; 129. 270. See Apple Fruit Spot.
Bordeaux mixture for. 65. 108.
spraying experiments for in 1902. 101. 61.
Baltimore butterfly, description and history. T1. 15.
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Banded elfin, butterfly, description and liistory. T1. 44-45.
Banded liairstrealv butterfly, description and history. T1, 42-43.
Banding to prevent, canl<:er worm. 44. 37-H9.
forest tent caterpillar. 64, 95, 97; 75, 127.
gipsy moth. 136, 126.
Bark beetles winter food for Chickadee. 54, SS.
Barley meal, nutritive content. 17, 6.
Barnyard manure, as potato fertilizer, plowing vs. harrov.ing.
Ill, 117-8.
Basilarchia arcliippus Cramer, in N. H. T1. 32.
arthemis Drury, in N. H. T1. 31.
astyanax Fabricius, in N. H. T1. 30.
Basilona iniperialis. XXIX, 393.
Bates butterfly, description and history. T1. 19.
Bay view type of muskmelon, general characteristics. T2. 114.
Bean weevil. 59, 214.
record for 1901. 90, 36.
Beans, anthracnose. 129, 274.
diseases of. 129, 274.
effect of acetylene gas light on. T4.
fertilizers other than barn yard manure per 1000 lbs. of.
6, 7.
green-pod bush varieties for general use. 99, 26-27.
lima, varieties for general use. 99, 28-29.
novelties, notes on. 125, 158-159.
varieties. 99. 26.
wax, bush, varieties for general use. 99. 27-2S.
Beede, George F., Report on strawberries 1893-1897. 47, 104-106.
Beets, novelties, notes on. 125, 159-162.
varieties for general use. 99, 29.
Beggar weed, giant. 57, 148.
Bellona butterfly, description and history. T1, 14-15.
Blbio albipeiuiis Say, see White winged Bibio.
Bibliography, antlered maple caterpillar. XXIX, 530.
apple fruit spot. XXIX, 363.
elementary agriculture. SI, 18-20.
of North American birds. T5.
on seeds and seedings. S3, 59.
on soil studies. S2. 44.
on wild flowers. N4, 47.
Birch leaf-bucculatrix, record for 1901. 81. 18.
Birch leaf-skeletonizer, record for 1901. 90, 38.
Birches, pollination of. N1, 7.
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Birds and insects. N2. 16-20.
Bird's eye lot, grape. 129. 272.
Birds, form adapted to function. N2. 22-23.
helps to study of. N2. 23.
scarcity of in summer, 1908. XXIX. 526.
Bitter rot in cold storage apples. 93, 76.
Black-capped titmouse, see Chickadee.
Blackbeiry rust, description and treatment. 101. 62.
Blackberries, varieties for .general uses. 105. 21.
Black-flies, life history. 112. 133-134. :•!
location. 112. 133.
remedies. 112. 134-136.
Black knot, cherries. 129. 271.
plum. 129, 271.
description and treatment. 101, 65.
spraying to prevent. 45, 48, 49.
spi'aying to prevent. 29. 9.
Black rot, apples. 129. 269.
in cold storage. 93. 75.
grape, description and treatment. 101. 63-64.
Black swallow-tail butterfly, description and history. T1, 61.
Blight, early potato. 129. 272.
late potato. 129, 273.
pear, spraying to prevent. 29. 0.
Blue flag, pollination of. N1. 10.
Blue swallow-tail butterfly, description and history. T1, 62.
Blue vitrol, formula for. 19. 0.
Bodlime for canker worm. 85. 73.
Bone, as fertilizer. 5. 13.
chemical analysis. 5. 14.
in fertilizers history of. 4. 13-14.
Bone black, dissolved. 12. 8; 21. 10. 15.
Bordeaux mixture, analysis. XXIX. 384, 437.
constitutents and orginal formula. 27. 13.
dry form. 45. 55.
effect on potato fleabeetle. 65. 105.
experiments with for apple spot. 65. 107-108.
XXIX. 346.
for apple leaf spot. XXIX. 369.
for apple scab. XXIX, 387.
formula. 19. 5: 22. 7; 27. 15; 45. 52; 65, 108;
101. 56; 110. lOO.
injury by. cause of. XXIX, 382.
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Bordeaux mixture, manufactured, experiments with. XXIX. 383.
preparation. 27, 14, 15; 45, 52-.5.5.
remedy of potato fleabeetle. 29, 6.
spraying apples. 131. 47-51.
spray for apple spot. 45. 46.
spray for potato early blight. 45, 50.
Botany, report of department. 1905-6. 129, 267-275; 1907-8. XXIX.
330.




dis-infectiou for. 78. 170.
guinea piigB innoculation of with milk of
tuberculosis effected cows. 78, 177.
in college herd. 78. 171.
infection. 78. 165.
lesions of tlie disease. 78. 164.
transmission. 78. 166-168.
tuberculin test. 78. 168-169.
Bracon gelechias Ashmead, as host to secondary parasite. T6, 217.
as primary parasite. T6. 216.
Bran, value of as pig feed. 66. 119.
Brazilian flour corn. 57. 133.
Breeding, corn. XXIX, 312.
sheep. XXIX, 320, 327.
plant. XXIX, 539.
B7-enthis cellona Fab., in N. H. T1. 14.
montinus Scudder, in N. H. T1. 13.
myrina Cramer, in N. H. T1. 12.
Brewers' grain analysis. 140. 234.
Brewers' grains (wet) nutritive content. 17. 6.
Brizo skipper butterfly, description and history. T1. 73.
Bronze copper butterfly, description and history. T1. 49.
Brooks, Charles. 129, 267, 275; S3; XXIX, 330.
Brown elfin butterfly, description and history. T1. 46.
Brown rot, grape, description and treatment. 101, 63.
plum. 129, 271.
description and treatment. 101, 65-66.
spot of Baldwin, apples, description and treatment. 101. 61.
on apple foliage. 65. 107.
"Brown-tail moth and gipsy moth," Sanderson, E. D. and Howard,
L. O. 128, 1907. 27p. il.
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"Brown-tail moth in New Hampshire." Weed, C. M. 107. 1 1904,
15p. il.
Brown-tail moth. 90. 42; 102, 71, 78; 129. 263.
bibliography. 137. 1'>Z.
danger to health. 107. :):J-.^7; 122, 124-126; 135,
141-144.
dermatitis, nature of. 136, 143.
distribution, methods of. 107. 59; 122. 123; 136,
140.
first colony in N. H. 107, 47.
food plants and injuries. 122, 123-124; 136. 141.
habits. 107, 47-49.
history of. 136. 12S.
in America. 122, 107.
in N. H. 122.
legislation in 1907. 136. 154-156; XXIX. 391.
life history. 122, 109-123; 136, 130-140.
natural enemies. 122. 127-128; 136. 144.
remedies. 107, 60; 122, 131; 128, 217; 136, 145-
153.
spread and distribution. 122. 107; 128. 211; 136.
128-130.
stages and life of compared with gipsy moth.
121, 92-93; 128. 222; 136, 116.
spray, time to, for. XXIX, 544. Press Circ. 2.
towns infested with. (1904). 107, 57, 59.
winter nests of. 107, 49-51.
work done in towns in 1905-6. 128, 213-216.
BrucJms ohtectus. see Bean weevil.
59. 214; 90, 36. XXIX, 392.
Bryohia pratensis. 129, 261.
Bucculatrix canadensiella. see Birch leaf skeletonizer.
Buckeye butterfly, description and history. T1, 29-30.
Buckwheat, ground nutritive content. 17. 6.
Bud worm. VI, 160-163.
description. 23, 11-14.
remedies. VI. 163; 23, 14.
Burkett. C. M. 59, 192-193; 68, 154-156; 79, 22-24.
Bureau of Plant Industry, U. S. Dept. Agr.
cooperative spraying experiments. XXIX. 385.
Butter, analysis of. I. 63, VII, 15. XXIX, 535.
chemical analysis for individual cows on tested food. 17. 4.
effect of oils fed, on. 20. 7.
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Butter, fatty acids determination of. 13. 7.
fertilizers used in production of 1000 lbs. of. 6. S.
hardness of, effect of food on. III. 19:;: 13. 3, 4; 18. 13, 14.
iodine number. 16, 14.
melting point. 13, 5.
milk for. 9. 16.
scoring contest. XXIX. 534.
volatile acids in. 13, 5; 16. 14.
produced by feeding stuffs. 16, 5, 6, 10..
water in. 13. 5.
yield on alternate rations. 13, 5.
Butterflies, an annotated catalogue of in N. H. T1.
in N. H., catalogue, source of. T1. 3-7.
Butter products effect of feeding on. 18. 13, 14.
making, churning. C7. 1-2.
cream ripening. C7. 1.
packing and marketing. C7. 2.
salting and working. C7, 2.
Cabbage butterfly, description and history. T1. .54.
Cabbage, diseases of. 129, 274.
novelties, notes on varieties. 125. 162-164.
root-maggot, on mustard. 115. 174.
report for 1S96. 40, 93-94.
varieties for general uses. 99. 30-32.
worm, remedies for. 59, 211.
Cacaecia cerasivorana, see Cherry tent-maker.
Caesonia butterfly, description and history. T1. 54.
Calanus butterfly, description and history. T1. 42-4^
Calcothion, wash for San Jose Scale. 109. 81.
Calf feeding, cost of at different ages. 58. l.")9-161.
cost of estimated. 58. 165.
per year. 58. 158.
rations, comparison of. 58. 163.
Calligraplia scalaris. 129. 259.
Callipterus uhnifoUi. 129. 260, see elm leaf aphis.
CaUosamia promethea. 129, 260.
Calocalpe undulata. XXIX. 394.
Calosoma calidum. XXIX. 526.
Calosoma scmtator. 67. 140.
Canada peas. 57, 141-14 2.
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Canker, Euiopean apple tree. XXIX. 373.
Illinoi.s apple tree. 129. 269.
Canker worm. Weed, C. M. 44. 1S97. lOp. il.
Canker worm. 90, 35.
banding to prevent. 54. 37.
description of. 46, 33.
eggs. 54, 87. .
,
enemies. 54, 35, 37.
enemies of. 44, 35, 37.
fall. 48. 143.
life history. 44. 34, 35; 85. 71-72.
prevention. 31, 12; 44, 37-41; 85, 73.
report on for 1896. 40. 92.
1902. 102. 72.
1903. 115, 173.
spraying to prevent. 44, 39-40.
spring. 48. 143.
Cantaloupes, varieties table of characteristics of 72. 52, 60-61.
definition of the term. 52. 59, 62.
varieties, notes on. 52, 62-68.
Canthus butterfly, description and history. T1, 35.
Carbonates, potassium, reactions between soils and. XXIX, 278.
Carbonic acid gas. collecting apparatus description of and results.
135. 90-92.
Cardui butterfly, description and history. T1. 29.
'•Care of composite milk samples." AVeld. I. C. 126. ]905. 4p. il.
Carolina locust record for 1900. 81. 16.
Carpocapsa pomoneUa. see Codling moth.
Carrots. 57. 151.
Carrots novelties, notes on varieties. 125. 164.
varieties for general uses. 99. 32.
CarterocepUalus palaemon PaUa.s=Pamphila.
Casine vs. fat in milk by nutritive ratios. 9. 15.
"Caterpillars injuring apple foliage in late summer." Sanderson,
E. D. 139. 1908. 27p. il.
Cattle, table of weights. 4, 18.
to estimate live weight. 137. 201.
foods. Climax food, cost and chemical analysis. 15. 5. 6.
composition average, 1908. 140. 230.
Pratt's, cost and chemical analysis. 15. 4.
Westen's, cost and analysis. 15. 5.
Catullus butterfly, description and history. T1. 70.
Cauliflower, varieties for general use. 99. 12.
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Caustic potash, method of prevention of growth of horns. 50, 28.
Cecrita guttivitta. XXIX. 514.
Cecropia moth. 59, 209. 72. 108; XXIX, 395.
Celatoria craicii. XXIX, 508.
diabroticae. XXIX, 508.
Celery, diseases of. 129, 274.
for siimnier greenhouse. 76. 138-139.
sub-irrigated. 34, 23.
varieties, for general use. 99, 32.
Cercospora apH. 129. 274.
Ceresa bubaliis. XXIX, 393.
Cernes skipper butterfly, description and history. T1. 68.
Ceranica picta, see Zebra caterpillar.
Cercyonis alope nephele Kby., in N. H. T1. 36.
Charidryas nycteis Doubleday & Hewitson, in N. H. T1. 17.
Checkered skipper butterfly, description and history. T1. 63.
Cheese, milk for. 9. 16.
Chemistry, Department of, N. 11. Experiment Station. C6. 10-11.
report for 1893. V. 132-139. 1894. VI.
117-126. 1895. 31, 8. 1896. 40. 81-
82. 1899. 68. 149-151. 1900. 79, 7-
10. 1901. 87, 114-117. 1903. 104,
89-91. 1904. 115. 164-165. 1905-6.
129, 239-242: 1907-8. XXIX. 262.
Chermes pinicorticis. 129. 260.
Cherries, black knot of. 129. 271.
diseases of. 129, 271.
in N. H. 1897. 48, 136.
varieties foi- general uses. 105, 18-19.
Cherry tent-maker, record for 1899. 72. 65, 1900. 81. 17. XXIX. 394.
Cherry twig-tyer, see Cherry tent-maker.
Chickadee, abundance and feeding habits. 54. 95.
food of, in table. 54, 94.
stomach contents, analysis of. 54. 85.
Chionaspis furfura, see Scurfy scale.
CMonobas semidea Say=Oe?iets noma semidea Say.
Chipping sparrow record of feeding of young. 55. 102. 103-100.
Chlorine in ground waters. 53, 75.
Chrysophanus epixanthe Boisduval and Leconte=fJ/>if7ew/o.
Chrysophanus hypoplilaens Boisduvalr=i/eorfes.
Chrysophanus thoe Boisduval, description and history. T1. 49.
Churn test. 7, 9-10.
Churning. C7. 2.
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Cider, chemical analysis. VI. 126.
Cimbex americana. XXIX. 393.
Cincliclia han-isii Scudder. in N. H. T1. 16.
Cingilia catenaria. 129. 260; XXVI II. 3.')2. See sweet fern inch
worm.
Cissia eurytris Fab., in N. H. T1. 35.
Cistela melanocephala. XXIX. 499.
Claudia or Variegated fritillary, description and life history.
T1. 8-9.
Clay, absorption by of I and NH.,. XXIX. 28.5.
lime solubility, action on. XXIX. 2S4.
manurial salts, reaction between. XXIX. 274.
Clay soils, improvement of. S2. 40-42.
potash requirements of. XXIX. 263.
Clisiocampa americana. see Tent caterpillar.
Clisiocampa disstria. see Forest tent-caterpillar.
Clouded wood nymph butterfly, description and history. T1, 36-37.
Clostoptera pini. XXIX. 393.
Clover, alsike, seed tested. XXIX. 319. ,
chemical analysis. 129. 242.
crimson, see Crimson clover,
effect on milk. 18. 9.
experiments with. 48. 123.
hay, effect on composition of butter. 16, 10.
nutritive content. 17. 6.
seed tested. XXIX. 318.
Club root of cabbage. 129. 274.
Coclopisthus suborbiciilaris Provancher. description. T6. 228.
Cocoa-nut oil, as a cattle ration. 16. 17.
Codling moth and apple maggot. Weed, C. M. 35. 1896. 6p. il.
Codling moth. 48. 144; 59. 215; 90. 35.
care of orchard in control of. XXIX. 496.
description and life history. 131, 16-26.
egg stage. XXIX. 408.
emergence, time of. XXIX, 404.
experiments in spraying for in 1906. 131. 27.
hibernation. XXIX. 396.
injury by in orchards; records. XXIX. 454.
investigations. 129. 263.
larvae eaten by Chickadee. 84. 91.
feeding habits. XXIX. 410.
how killed by spraying. XXIX. 452.
place of entering apple. XXIX. 412.
time in apple. XXIX. 413.
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Codling moth, life history. 35, 29, 30.
meaus of combatting. 131. :Jo-3S.
moth, length of life. XXIX. 405.
oviposition of. XXIX, 406.
Paris green vs. arsenate of lead for. XXiX, 442.
pupal stage, relation of temperature to. XXIX. 402.
pupation. XXiX, 398.
record for 1902. 102. 72.
remedies. 35, 30-31.
second brood. XXIX, 414.
spraying experiments.
Deerfield, N. H.
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Comyntas butterfly, description and history. T1, 52-53.
ConotracTielHS iienuphar, see Plum curculio.
Conradi, Albert F. Remedies for fleas. 94. 1902. 4p.
Squash bug. 89. 1902. 15p. il.
White fly of greenhouse. 100. Sp. il. 1903.
Coniothyrium pirina. XXIX, 367.
Copper carbonate in ammonia. 19. 5.
solution formula. 101. 57.
phosphate, analysis. XXIX. 437.
experiments with. XXIX. 384, 428.
sulphate, see Blue vitrol.
Coral hairstreak butterfly, description and history. T1. 46-47.
Corbett, B. A. Potatoes in Coos County. 63. 40.
Corn, amount of seed per acre for silo. 13, 7.
and cob meal, nutritive content. 17. G.
breeding. XXIX, 312.
chemical analysis. 5, 3.
by varieties. 1, S; 3, 4.
cultivation. 1, 14; 71. 47.
deep vs. shallow. 71, 52.
culture. 71.
effect of witch grass on production. 71, 53.
ensilage. 57. 128.
fall vs. spring fertilization. 6. 5.
feeding value. 1, 5.
fertilization for. 6. 30; 101. 3.
fertilizer for ensilage. 1. 13.
home mixed, formula for. 21. 14.
manure vs. chemicals. 21, 11.
other than barnyard manure per 1000 lbs. of. 6. 7.
table of mixture of chemicals for. 10. 13.
harvesting. 1, 15.
maturing. 1, 3, 8.
maturity, for ensilage. 3. 3.
meal, as pig feed. 11, 6.
ration for cow. 17. 7.
chemical analysis of. 8. 10, 11; 16. 4, 13.
compared with gluten meal. 13, 10.
effect on composition of butter. 16, 7.
hardness of butter. 13, 4.
Middlings and separated skim-milk for fattening
pigs. Shaw, Edward L. 113, 1904. 7p. il.
nutritive content. 17. 6.
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Corn, meal, value as a pig feed. 66, 119.
vs. shorts, milk yield from. 8. I'l.
-oil, as cattle feed. 16. 17.
on cob, and ground in pig feeding. 66. 121.
plowing, effect of depth on. 71, 56-58.
preparation of land for ensilage. 1. 13.
seed, effect of different quantities of. 92, 57.
quantity per acre. I. 14.
soil preparation of. 71, 48.
smut, description and treatment. 101. 63.
stover, nutritive content. 17. 6.
vs. hay for dairy cows. XXIX. 325.
varieties. 1. 2, 3.
for silo. 13, 6.
selection of. 1, 14.
tests. XXIX. 313.
weight. 1. 2.
per stalk, four varieties. 1, 7.
yield per acre on tested fertilizers. 10. 7.
Corrosive sublimate tor potato scab. 41. 13: 65, 101.
use in preserving milk samples. 126, 184.
Coryclalus cornuta. XXIX, 395.
Coryneum foliicolum. XXIX. 367.
Cost of raising calves. Morse, F. W. 58. 1898, 8p.
Cotton seed meal and mixed feeds. Press Circ. 10. XXIX, 555.
chemical analysis of. 8. 10, 11; 14, 4, 13;
133, 71-72; 140, 232.
effect on the composition of butter. 16, 7.
inferior brands. XXIX. 547. 133, 71.
nutritive content. 17, 6.
oil, as cattle ration. 16. 17.
for dairy cow. 20, 5.
Cow, buying and selling on one test. Press. Circ. 9. XXIX. 554.
Cows, food required daily per 1000 lbs. live wt. 17, 4.
in New Hampshire. XXIX. 549.
milk in state. 1905. 120. 74.
whole, nutritive content. 17, 6.
Cream, chemical analysis. VI, 121.
plan for grading or scoring. 132. 60, 67.
quality for creameries. 132, 59.
ripening. 7, 9; C7, 1.
testing. 114. 154.
Creameries, analysis of l)utter from. 7, 15.
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Creameries, in N. H. 190.5. 120. 78-79.
score card for patrons. 132. 64.
Creolin. remedy for fleas. 94. 90.
Crepidodera cucumeris, See Flea beetle.
Crimson clover. Rane, F. W. 37. 1896. 4p.; 57, 143.
amount of seed per acre. 37, 42.
as green manure. 37. 43.
cost of. 37. 43.
culture. 37. 43.
nature. 37. 41.
results of experiments on in Western N. Y.
37, 43-44.
time to sow. 37. 42; 59. 188.
Cucumbers diseases of. 129. 273-274; XXIX, 331.
downy mildew. 129, 273.
description and treatment. 101, 63.
in summer greenhouse. 76. 142.
leaf mould. 129. 274.
novelties, notes on varieties. 125, 167-169.
varieties for general use. 99, 33.
Currant borer imported, record for 1900. 81. 15.
Currants, varieties for general use. 105. 23.
Curry, B. E. & Morse, F. W. 134: 140: XXIX, 262-310.
Cyarniris ladon Cramer, in N. H. T1. 52.
Cybele fritlllary, description and history. T1, 10-11.
Cylindrosporium pomi Brooks, sp. nov. XXIX, 316. See Apple
Fruit Spot.
D
Dairy apparatus, rules for test of. 7. 3.
cows, corn stover vs. hay, for. XXIX, 325.
department, report of 1893. V. 154-159; 1907-S, XXIX, 532.
herd, average production for 11 years. XXIX. 549.
industry in N. H. Weld, I. C. 120. 1905. lOp.
in 1908. XXIX. 532.
survey of N. H. XXIX. 532.
Dairying, history of in N. H. 120. 71, 72.
at N. H. Experiment Station. C6, 11. 12.
Damon butterfly, description and history. T1. 43-44.
Danais arcliippus Yab.^zAnosia plexippus.
Danais plexippus Dinn.=:AHos/a, see Monarch butterfly.
Datana augusii. XXVIII. 346.
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Datana iutegenima. 129, 260; XXIX, 394. See walnut caterpillar.
Datana major. XXIX, 394.
Datana ministra, see Yellow-neck apple caterpillar.
Dearborn, Ned & Weed, C. M. Food of the Myrtle Warbler. T3.
1901. 12p. il.
Debis portlandia Fa,lo.=Eudoia.
Dedicatory address. Smith, J. B. V, 203-205.
Deering, W. A. Orchard, injured by codling moth, 1907. XXIX, 462.
Dehorning cattle, caustic potash to prevent growth of horns.
50, 28.
growth of customs. 50, 21.
method of operation. 50, 22.
prevention of growth. 50, 27.
testimonials concerning. 50, 22.
Delaware skipper butterfly, description and history. T1, Go.
Dendroica coronata. T3, 119.
Dendrophagus globosii.s. 129. 272.
DermanyssHS galUnae. XXIX. 39G.
Dhoura. 57, 13n.
Diabrotica vittata. see Striped cucumber beetle.
Diapheroynerae femorata, see Walking stick.
Diabrachys boucJieanus Rabs., historical notes. T6, 224-225.
original observations. T6. 225-227.
Digestibility of rations, determination of. Morse, F. W. 11.
(pt. 2). 1890.
Z)iglochia omnivorus, Walker. 75. 124. Description. T6. 217.
Dvplosis pyrivora, see Pear midge.
Dissosteira Carolina, see Carolina locust.
Director, report of 1889. 1, 7-53. 1890. II, 107-162. 1891-2. ill,
137-155. 1893. V. 85-86. 1904. 115. 163-164. 1905-6.
129. 238-239. 1907-8. XXIX. 248-58.








Dog's head butterfly, description and history. T1, 54.
Dog tooth violet, pollination of. NS1, 11.
Downy mildew, cucumber and muskmelon. 87, 129; 129, 27.'5.
description and treatment. 101, 63.
grape. 87. 12S-129; 129. 272.
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Downy mildew grape, description and treatment. 101. 63.
musltmelons. 129, 21'^.
D raster la ereclito. 129, 261.
Dynamometer test of farm implements. 87. 122-124.
Eacles imperialis. XXIX. 394.
Early blight, potatoes, description and treatment. 101. 66-67.
when to spray. 65, 10.5.
Early lamb production. Press Circ. 3. XXIX, 546.
Eau celeste, formulae. 19, 5.
Edema albifrons. see Red-humped oak caterpillar.
Education, agricultural. S1, 1-20.
elementary. SI. 9-10.
high school. SI. .3-6.
in ungraded schools. SI. 8.
democratic, tendency to make. SI. 3-4.
"Educational methods and ideals."" (Inaugural address.) Murk-
land. C. S. V. 224-241.
Edwards" hairstreak butterfly, description and history. T1, 43.
Egereraeut skipper, butterfly, description and history. T1. 68.
Egg plant for summer greenhouse. 76, 137.
varieties, for general use. 99. 33.
Eight annual report. Murkland, C. S. 40. 1S96. 16p. il.
Elasmus varius Howard, description. T6, 228.
Eleventh annual report. Murkland, C. S. 68. 1899, 49p. il.
Ellychnia con-usca Linn. 129, 259.
Elm aphis, record for 1901. 90, 37; 1906. XXVIII, 349.
leaf-aphis, description. XXVIII, 349.
history in N. H. XXVIII. 347.
beetle. 90, 40; XXiX, 392.
record for 1902. 102, 72.
Enchenopa hinotata. 129, 260.
Ensilage. Whitcher, G. H. 1. ISSS. 16p.
acidity of corn for. 96. 115-117.
advantage in dairy farming. 14. 3-6.
analysis. 2, 3.
as feeding stuff. 8. 6.
as ration for cow. 17, 7.
change in composition in the silo. 92. 59-60.
chemical composition of. 129, 242.
at different stages of growth,
92. 49-55.
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Ensilage, corn. 57. 128.
cost per acre. 1, 3. Per ton. 14. 5.
effect on the hardness of butter. 13, 4.
feeding value of. 2, 3.
fertilizers for. 6. 30.
home mixed formula. 21. 14.
increase on milk yield. 9. 11.
in dairy farming. Whitcher. A. H. 14, 1891, 8p.
III. 203-211.
milk production on. 2. 3.
nutritive content. 17, 6.
percentage of sugar in dry matter. 92, 60-61.
pound per animal per day. 1, 12.
thick or thin planting. 1. 11.
shrinkage in silo. 1, 10; 2. 4.
varieties, chemical composition of. 92, 57.
comparison. 92, 51.
effect on milk yield. 92. 54.
whole. 1, 1, 15.
Entomologist, publications of 1905-6. 129. 262; 1907-8. XXIX. 391.
Entomology, Report of Depar>tment, 1892. Ill, 242-262. 1893. V,
169-178. 1896. 40, 89-94. 1897. 48, 138-145. 1898. 59,
199-215. 1899. 68. 157. 1900. 79. 24. 1901. 87, 124-
126. 1902. 96. 134. 1903. 104. 93. 1904. 115, 171.
1905-6. 129. 258-266; 1906-S, XXIX. 390.
Entomology, work in N. H. Experiment Station. C6. 12-14.
Epargyreus tityrus Fab. T 1. 77.
Epidemia epixanthe Boisd. & Lee, in N. H. T1. 50.
Epixanthe butterfly, description and history. T1. 50.
Eriocampoides limacina, see Pear slug.
Eriocampes cerasi. 129. 260.
Eriophyes crumena. 129. 261.
Eriophyes qiiadripes. 129. 261.
Erynnis metea Scudder, in N. H. T1. 66-67.
Erynnis sassacus Edw., in N. H. T1. 65-66.
Eudamus pylades Scudder^Thorybes pylades.
Eudamus tityrus Fab., in N. H. T1. 77.
Eufjonia j-album Boisd. & Lee, in N. H. T1. 23; XXIX. 394.
Eudoia portlandia Fab. T1. 33.
Euphoria inda. 129. 259; XXIX, 392.
Euphydryas phaeton Dru., in N. H. T1. 15.
Euphyes verua Edw.. in N. H. T1. 71.
Euptoieta Claudia Cramer., in N. H. T1. 8-9.
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Eurymus interior Scudder, in N. H. T1. 56.
Eurymus philodice Godart., in N. H. T1, 3").
Eurj'tris butterfly, description and liistory. T1, 35-36.
EiLvanessa antiopa Linn. 129, 261; XXIX. 394.
description and liistory. T1. 25-2G.
see Spiny Elm caterpillar.
Evening primrose, pollination of. NS1, 11.
Everes comyntas Godart., in N. H. T1. 52.
Experiments, in destroying black flies. Weed, C. M. 112, 1904.
8p. il.
pig feeding. Burkett, C. W. 66. 1899. 15p. il.
orchard management in N. E. 110. 1904. 21p. il.
road making. Pettee, C. H. 30. 1895. 19p. il.
road surfacing. Pettee, C. H. 77. 190U. 15p. il.
with fertilizers. Whitcher, G. H. 6. 1889. 32p.
muskmelons. Rane, F. W. 70. 1900. 27p. il.
roots and forage crops. Rane, F. W. 57.
1S98. 28p. il.
steam drill. Pettee, Charles H. 46. 1897.
29p. il.
tomatoes and potatoes. Rane, F. W. 73.
lip. il.
ExoascHS deformans. XXIX, 381.
Exorista futilis. 75, 122.
Eyed brown butterfly, description and liistory. T1, 35.
Fall web-worm. 59. 205; XXIX. 394.
burning to control. XXVIII, 323.
cocoon and pupa. XXVIII. 322.
eggs. XXVIII, 319.
larvae. XXVIII, 319.
life history and description. 139. 209-211; XXVI II.
319.
pupae destroying. XXVIII, 323.
record for 1899. 72, 69-71.
1901. 90, 38.
1902. 102, 75.
remedies. 139. 211-212; XXVIII, 323.
Fannus butterfly, description and history. T1. 21-22.
Farrington, E. H. I. 6.5-68.
Farm water supply. Morse. F. W. 53. 1898. lip.
1
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Farmyard manures and artificial fertilizers. Whitcher G. H. 21.
1894. 16p. il.
Fat, definition of. 4, 8.
oxen, fertilizers other than barnyard manures per 1000 lbs.
6. 8.
Faunal survey. 129, 266.
Feeding, balanced and maintenance i-ation. 127, 192.
cost of ration per head. 2. 7-11.
experiments. Whitcher, G. H. 22. 1888. 14p. il.
Whitcher, G. H. 8. 1889. 17p.
horse, rations and cost. 82, 29.
Avith pigs. Ill, 168-176.
Feeding habits of the chipping sparrow. Weed, C. M. 55. 1S9S.
lOp. il.
Feeding, horse, corn, oats vs. corn and hay. 82, 44.
cost of. 82, 50.
effect of ration on weight. 82. 30. 41.
nutritive ratio. 127, 190-191.
of farm stock. Taylor, F. W. 127. 196. 24p. il.
pigs. XXIX. 330.
protena I'ation test. 129, 255.
ration palatability of. 127, 193.
to make. 127, 200-203.
sheep. XXIX, 322, 330.
Feeding standard. 4, 15; 127, 191-192.
desirability, of maintaining. 17, 3.
Feeding stuffs abstract of statute. 133, 70.
amount of nutriment $1.00 will buy. 124, 151.
analysis. 8, 7-8.
cattle, analysis of in 1907. 133. 74.
chemical analysis. 4. 8, 19; 8. 10-17; 11, 11.
for 1902. ,98, 14-18.
1903. 104, 90.
:; i . 1905. 124, 147; 1908. 140.
composition of. 8. 4; 16. 4.
common cattle foods. 98,
14; 116. 2; 124, 146; 128, 194.
compound, analyses. 140, 235.
digestibility. 127, 189-190; 4. 9.
nutrients in common cattle-food.
116. 8.
flaxseed, analysis. 140. 235.
mixed feeds. 133, 73.
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Feeding stuffs, mixtures of feeds. 127. 204-6.
molasses, analysis. 140. 2o.j.
N. H. Act of 1901. 98, 21, 23.
production. 1S79. 4. 4.
nutrients in 100 lbs. of. 127, 196.
nutritive ratio. 17, G.
poultry foods chemical analysis of 1903. 104, 90;
124, 152.
substance of. 127, 188-189.
table of digestible substances in. 4, 16.
rations. 4. 26-31.
tables use of. 4. 17.
use. 4, 12.
vs. milk yield. 4. 22.
weights and measures. 127, 205.
"weight per day. 4. 3. '
tables, German "Feeding Tables." 8. 4.
use of. 4, 13.
value of varieties of corn. 1, 5.
Feldspars, effect on solubility of potassium. XXIX, 297.
Feniseca targuinius Fab., description and history. T1, 48-49.
Ferro cyanide test. 110. 101.
Fertilizers, amount that $15 will buy. 140. 237.
analysis of. Morse. F. W. 26. 1895. lOp. tab,
commercial brands. I. 92-93.
in 1894. 26. 4, 5.
1897. 49, 6-12.
regulations concerning. 26, 7.
and fertilizing materials. Whitcher, G. H. 5. 1889.
18p. il. tab.
ashes. 5. 13.
and fertilizers compared with chemicals. 21. 12.
relative merits of. 43. 27.
value per acre to corn, oats and hay. 6. 19.
wood, analysis. 68. 1.10.
chemical analysis for 1901. 88. 10.
1903. 108. 68.
of commercial and do-
mestic. 97, 10.
composition. 26. 6.
table of. 43, 28-29.
bone as. 5. 13-1.".
fermented with ashes, lime, etc. I, 65-68.
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Fertilizers, chemical, analysis of. VI, 118-119; 10, 9.
effect on solubility of potassium. XXIX, 297.
how to mix. 21, 14-1.3; 12, 13.
combinations to produce given crops. 6, 15.
commercial 6, 7-9.
chemical analysis 1898. 61, 22-28. 1899.
69. 3-10. 1900. 80. 4. 1901.
88. 5-9. 1902. 97, 6-9. 1903.
108, 64-67. 1904. 117, 12-16. 1905.
123. 137-151. 1906. 130, 5-8. 1907.
134. 80-83. 1908. 140, 238-241.
complete. 5, 11.
corn, potato and ensilage yield. 10, 10.
conclusions drawn from analysis. 132, 79.
constituents. 5, 11-18.
corn, cost of. 101, 3.
cost in comparison to product. 10, 11.
cost of. 10, 3.
definition of. 5, 11.
elements in. 6, 7-8.
experimental tests. 6, 13.
' ' experiments. Ill, 156-168.
cooperative. Whitcher, G. H. 10. 1890.
13p.
to determine fertilizer needs. C2, 2.




in 1893. V. 179.
for apples. 110. 94-95.
• for corn, wheat, ensilage, hay, oats and potatoes. 6. 30.
j
grass, cost of. CI. 4.
formula. C1. 4.
formulae. C1, 3-4.
for potatoes. 12, 7-12.
barnyard manure for. 11^, 116.
;
commercial fertilizers vs. "potato manure" 111,
115.
strawberries. 47, 107-108; 74, 90.
' German potash salts. 5, 15.
grassland. XXIX, 269, 314.
home mixed, N. Y., N. J., and N. H. formula. Ill,
111-113.
home mixing feasibility of. CI, 1; 6. 3, 29.
' superior to commercial. 10, 11.
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Fertilizers, ingredients. C1, 2.
influence on proportion, clover, herdsgrass and red
top. 6, 27.
scab, potatoes. 65. 103.
inspection in 1898. 61, 19.
law of 1901. 108, 70-71.
manure vs. chemicals. 6, 23-32; 10, 8.
materials, chem. analysis of. 97. 10-11.
murate vs. sulphate of potash for potatoes. 41. 12".
N. H. Law of 1901 regulating the sale of. 97, 4 5.
nitrogenous, effect on grass. XXIX, 269.
no nitrogen. 6. 23.
notes for 1897. 49. 14-16.
plots, grass, 1907-12. XXIX. 314.
prepared, compared with chemicals and ashes. 21. 12.
points about. Press Circ. 8. XXIX. .'5.53.
potash, as. 5, 15.
public statutes concerning in N. H. 26. 9; 49, 17-18.
sodland. XXIX. 316.
special. 5. 11.
table of constituents, and cost. 5. IS.






Thomas Slag vs. redondite as. 59, 189.
trade value of raw materials for. 1897. 49, 13. 1898.
51, 18. 1899. 59. 3. 1900. 80. 2. 1901. 88.
3. 1902. 97, 2. 1903. 108, 69. 1904. 117,
10. 1905. 123. 134. 1906. 130, 2. 1907. 134,
78. 1908. 140, 242.
use of commercial. 123. 142-144.
uses of. 6. 3.
vs. manure, value per acre. 1. 4.
water analysis. VI, 123.
Fiber, definition of. 4, 8.
Fifteenth annual report. 104. 1903. 15p.
Financial statement, June 30, 1888. I, 98-99. 1889. II, 172. 1890.
III. 282-283. 1891. Ill, 284-5. 1892. III. 286-7. 1893. V, 193-
4. 1894. VI, 172. 1895. 31. 3-7. 1896. 40, 79. 1897. 48. 117-
118. 1898. 59. 169-171. 1899. 68. 145-147. 1900. 79. 3-5.
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1901. 87, ni-113. 1902. 96. 111-112. 1903. 104, S5-S6.
1904. 115. 161-162. 1905. 129, 233-4. 1906. 129. 23.5-7; 1907,
XXIX, 258; 1908. XXIX. 260.
Fire blight of apple. 129, 270.
pear. 129. 270.
Fiske, W. F. Annotated catalog of the butteiflies in N. H. T1„
1901. 80.
Study of the parasites of the American tent cater-
pillar. T6. 1903.' oSp. il.
Flower season of. NS4. 39-45.
study helps to. NS1., 12.
Flowers pageant of. NS4. 39-45.
Flea beetle, potato, life history, and description. 29, 3.
remedies for. 29. 4. 6.
methods of application. 29, 6, 7.
Fleas, description and habits. 94. 89-90.
remedies. 94. 90-92.
Fodder crops, chemical analysis of. 129. 242.
Food, definition of. 4. 6.
effect of on butter. Wood. A. H. & Parsons. C. L. 13. 1831.
lip.
milk. Whitcher. 9. 1890. 16p.
Wood. 18. 1892. 16p.
Foods, chemical analysis. 4, 6, 19.
for dairy cow, per 1000 lbs. live wt. for butter. 26, 5, 9.
Forage crops. 57, 127; XXIX. 317.
Forest caterpillars, outbreak of. Press Circ. 11. XXIX, 557.
Forest culture, to reclaim run-out lands. 106. 32-35.
w-aste lands adapted for. 106. 32-43.
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Forest tent caterpillar, injuries done by. 64, 88
life history. 64. 78-81; 75. 110-116.
life stages, description of. 64, 89.
list of leaves for cocoon material. 64, 85.
moth, habits of. 64. 87.
natural enemies. 64. 90-92; 75, 120.
record for 1899. 72, 61.
remedies. 64. 92-98; 75, 12.5-132
Formalin, for potato scab. 65, 102.
use in preserving milk samples. 126, 183.
Fourteenth annual report. Murkland, C. S. 96. 1902. 31p.
Fringed polygala, pollination of. NS1, 10.
Frontina frenchii. 75, 122.
Fruit calendar 1898. 59, 190; 1899. 68. 1.51. 1890. 79, 20.
Fruit and potato diseases, Lamson, H. H. 45. 1897. lip. 11.
growing with a selected list of varieties. Rane, F. W.
105. 1904. 24p. il.
growing, report, 1908. XXIX. 540.
pit of apples. XXIX, 339.
spot of apples. XXIX, 332-65.
small in X. H. 1897. 48, 136.
spot. 45. 46.
spraying to prevent. 131. 41.
effect of in 1906. 131. 42.
trees, pollination of. NS1, 19.
Fumigation, greenhouse, cyanide for white fly. 100, 51.
for San Jose Scale. 109. 79.
Fungi, nature of. 19. 3.
Fungicides, analysis of. XXIX. 385, 437.
application of. 101. 57-58.
experiments with. XXIX. 382.
for apple leaf spot. XXIX. 369.
formula. 101. 56-59.
Fungous diseases, and spriaying. Lamson. H. H. 101. 1903. 12p. il.
45. 45-56.
of plants. III. 221-241.
nature of. 101, 55.
report on 1900. 88. 127-130.
Fusiclaclium dendriticum. XXIX, 332.
G
GaleruceUa luteola. see Elm leaf beetle.
German potash salts as fertilizers. V. 15.
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Gibbs, W. D. 129. 238-239.
Gipsy moth, VI. 169-171; 90, 43: 121, 129, 2G3.
and l)ro\vn-tail moth. 121, 92-93, 136.
stages of life compared. 122,
120-121; 128. 222-223; 136,
116-117.
cost of work against. 128. 129-130.
description. 23. 20-22.
distribution in N. E. 19U.',. 121. 9-5-97; 136, 102.
1908. 136, 108-112.
means of. 121. 94-93;
136. 118-121.
food plants and injuries from. 136. 121.
history. 121. 83-84; 136, 97-101.
legislation 1907. 136, 154-1.56.
life history. 121. 85-91; 136. 112-113.
natural enemies. 121, 99-101; 136, 121-123.
remedies. 121. 101; 136, 123-126.
spread in N. H. 136. 101, 108.
stages of life compared with Brown-tail moth. 121,
92-93; 128. 222-223; 136. 116.
survey of the state for. 128, 224-227.
work against in 1907. 136. 105.
Gleosporiitm venetam. 129. 272.
Gluten as ration for cow. 17. 7.
feeds, analysis. 140, 234.
conclusions drawn from inspection. 140. 234.
meal, chemical analysis. 8. 10, 11; 14. 4. 13.
compared with corn meal, chemical analysis. 13, 10.
effect on composition of butter. 16. 7.
hardness of butter. 13. 4.
nutritive content. 17. 6.
Glycobius S'peciosus. see Maple borer.
Gold thread, pollination of. NS1. 10-11.
Gooseberries, varieties for general use. 105. 23-24.
Gossyparia ulmi. XXIX. 393.
Gracilis butterfly, description and history. T1. 22-23.
Grain mixtures. 17, 9.
Grains and grasses, experiments in 1904. 129, 246-248.
1905. 129. 254.
crops. XXIX. 313.
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Grape, bird's eye rot. 129. 272.
diseases, description and treatment. 101. 63-64.
downy mildew. 129. 272.
varieties for general uses. 105. 20.
Grapta comma Harris=Polygonia.
faunus E(\vt.=Polygonia.
gracilis Grote & Rohinson^Polygonia.
interrogationis Fa'b.=Polygonia.
j-album Boisd. & 'Le(:=Eugonia.
progne Cramer=Polygonia.
Grass fertilizers for. 101. 4; XXIX. 014.
effect of potash salts on. XXIX. 268.
plots. XXIX. 314.
green, compared to hay as food for butter cows. 16, 8 9.
growth of Timothy. II. 163-169.
land top dressing. 59. 187-189.
pasture nutritive content. 17. 6.
seed. Press Circ. 7. XXIX. TjTA.
seeding with and without nurse crop. 59. 183-187.
Grasshopper. 72. 74.
Great spangled fritillai*y description and history. T1, 10-11.
Green arsenoid. XXVIII. 333; XXIX. 419.
Green comma, butterfly, description and history. T1, 21-22.
corn under glass. Rane, F. W. 60. 1899. 16p. il.
Green death. XXIX. 419. 435.
Green fruit worms, record for 1901. 90. 3G.
Green-houses, college, construction and plan. 104. 94.
crops for summer forcing. 76. 135.
cubic space, how to estimate. 100, .51.
Grey comma butterfly, description and history. T1. 22-23.
Grey hairstreak butterfly, description and history. T1. 40-41.
Growth of Timothy grass. II. 163-169.
Gymnosporangium spp. XXIX, 373.
H
Haemetohia senata see Horn fly.
Halesidota caryae. 129, 261. XX1X. 394. see Hickory tiger moth.
Halesidota maculata. 129. 261.
Halesidota tesselata. XXIX. 394.
Hall, H. F. 125; 137.
Harris's butterfly, description and history. T1. 16.
checker-spot, butterfly, description and history T1, 16.
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Harpiplioriis macitlatus. see Strawberry slug.
Hawks and owls, habits. NS2, 20-22.
Hay, analysis. 4, 19; 5, 7.
as a ration for cow. 17, 7.
early cut, chemical analysis of. 8, 10-11.
effect on the hardness of butter. 13, 4.
feeding tables. 4. 19; 20, 21.
fertilizers home mixed formula. 21. 14.
fertilizers for. 6, 30.
manures vs. chemicals. 21, 11.
other than barnyard manure per 1000 lbs. 6. 7.
table of mixture of chemicals. 10. 13.
late cut chemical analysis of. 8. 10, 11.
mixed effect on milk. 8, 10.
vs. corn stover for dairy cows. XXIX, 325.
Hazel-nut, pollination of. NS1, 8.
Headlee, T. J. XXIX, 390, 499-514.
Heifers, yearlings, cost of wintering. 129. 24S.
Hellebore, white, composition of. 36, 39.
Hemerocampa definita. see Willow tussock moth.
Heynerocampa leucostigma. see White marked Tussock-moth.
129, 261; XXIX. 394.
Heodes hypophleas Boisd., in N. H. T1, 50.
Herd, college, report on 1897. 48, 120-1. 1898. 59. 192. 1899. 68.
156. 1900. 79. 23-24.
Herdsgrass nutritive content. 17, 6.
Herd test. Ayrshire. 96, 117-118.
testing. XXIX. 536. Press Circ. 5. XXIX, 549.
Hetcrocampa hiundata. XXIX, 522.
guttivitta, see Antlered maple caterpillar.
Hianna skipper butterfly, description and history. T1. 71.
Hibernation of insects. 129. 265.
Hickory tiger moth, larva. XXVIII, 327.
life history. 139, 218-220.
moth. XXVIII, 328.
remedies. 139, 220; XXVIII. 328.
Highway laws. 46. 82-87.
Hoary comma, buttei-fly, description and history. T1. 22-23.
elfin, butterfly, description and history. T1. 45-46.
Hobomok skipper butterfly, description and history. T1. 64-65.
Hog, see pig.
Horn fly. 59, 215.
description of. 28. 1.
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Horn fly. habits. 28. 1, 2.
life history- 28, 2.
remedies. 28, 3.
Horse breeding, lack of in N. H. 72, 27-2S.
feed, light vs. heavy oats. 129, 248.
Horse feeding, see Feeding horse.
Horses, food required daily per 1000 lbs. live wt. 17, 4.
water and work done by in table of comparisons. 82. 48.
consumed by in two years. 82, 45.
Horticulture, Department of N. H. Experiment Station. C6. 14-1.5.
Report of 1896. 40, 83-87. 1897. 48. 123-
138. 1898. 59. 176-192. 1899. 88,
151-154. 1900. 79. 10-22. 1901. 87,
118-121. 1902. 96. 122-124. 1903.
104. 94-96. 1904. 115, 165-168.
1905-6. 129, 243-245; 1908, XXIX,
539.
Howard, L. O. & Sanderson. Brown-tail and gipsy moth. 128.
1907. 22p. il.
Howard C. D. & Morse. F. W. Poisonous properties of wild
cherry leaves. 56. 1898. lOp. 11.
How to grow a forest from seed. Rane, F. W. 95. 1902. 14p. il.
Humus in N. H. soils. Morse, F. W. 138. 1908. 13p. 11.
amounts in soil. 138. 193.
conservation of. 138, 201.
definition of. 138. 192.
destruction of. 138. 198-201.
in wet clay. 138, 202.
value of. 138, 195-19S.
Hunter's butterfly, description and history. T1. 27-28.
record for 1900. 81, IS.
Hunt, Leigh & Rane, F. W. Potato varieties, fertilizers, and scab.
41. 1897. 14p. il.
Tomato growing in N. H. 42. 1897.
lOp. il.
Hydrocyanic acid gas, remedy for fleas. 94. 92.
white fly. 100, 50.
EyloUus pales. 129. 259.
Hypatus bachmani Kirtland., in N. H. T1, 39.
Hyphantria cunea, see Fall web-worm.
Hyphantria textor. 129. 261.
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Icelus skipper, butterfly, description and history. T1, 73.
Ichneumon suMatus. XXIX, 526.
Icthyiira inclusa. XXIX. 394.
Idaho field or Coffee pea. 57. 147.
Idalia fritillary, description and history. T1. 9-10.
Illinois apple tree canker. 129, 267.
Implements farm, dynamometer test. 87. 122-124.
Inaugural addr'ess. Murkland, C. S. V. 224-241.
Incisalia augitstus Kby. in N. H. T1, 46.
henricii G. & R. in N. H. T1, 45.
iriis Godart. in N. H. T1, 45.
nipJion Hiiber. in N. H. T1, 44.
Index to Bulletins 80-87. 79. I-IV.
Insecticides, Analysis of. 36. XXIX. 435.
for apple caterpillars. 139, 225; XXVI II. 333.
Insect, pollenized blossoms. NS1, 8-12.
record for 1895. 31. 12, 18. 1896. 40. 90. 1897. 48, 139.
1898. 59, 199. 1899. 72. 1900. 81. 1901. 90. 1902.
102. 1903. 115, 172-176.
Insects and birds which destr'oy. NS2. 16-20.
noxious, causes of increase. 23, 4.
received for identification, Oct. 1904-1906. 129, 259-262.
Oct. 1906-08. XXIX. 392.
Inspection and fumigation, preventative for San Jose Scale. C5,
11-12.
Inspection of feeding stuffs for 1902. Morse, F. W. 98. 1903. 23p.
1904. Morse, F.W. 116. 1905.
1905. Morse, F.W. 124. 1906.
1906. Morse, F.W. 133. 1907.
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Interior butterfly, description and history. T1, 56.
Iodine, absorption by clay. XXIX. 285.
Ips fasciatus. 129, 259.
Irrigation economy of water. 34. 10.
expense of. 34, 22-24.
in greenbouse. 34, 11.
literature on. 34. 26.
points in favor of. 34. 17.
reasons for. 34, G.
source of water. 34. 7-10.
sub. 34, 16-17; 1-3, 14.
surface. 34, 14-15. .'
titles for sub. 34. 17-19.
water storage. 34. 11.
wind mills. 34, 9.
Jackson, C. F. XXIX, 390, 514.
Japanese, millets. 57, 130.
Jenny Lind muskmelon type, general characteristics of. T2, 88.
Jerusalem artichokes. 57, 152.
corn. 57, 135.
Johnston, F. S. 87, 121-124.
Jibkonia coenia Huber, description and history. T1, 29-30.
Juvenalis skipper butterfly, description and history. T1, 75.
K
Kaifir corn. 57, 134.
Kale. 57. 145.
KaliosyspMnga ulmi. 129. 2G0.
Kerosene emulsion, formula. 110. 102.
for apple leaf aphis. XXVIII, 338. C3, 5.
elm aphis. XXVIII, 351.
oyster shell bark louse. C4. 4.
Killing woodchucks with carbon-bisulphide. Weed, C. M. 91.
1902. 4p.
L
Lachnostei na fusca, see AVhite grub.
tristis. 129. 259.
Lachnus stroM. XXIX. 393.
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Ladd, A. Orchard, injury by codling moth in 1907. XXIX. 4.J4.
Laertiaa pMlenor Lin. in N. H. T1. 62.
Lambs, early, 1908. XXIX. 320, .546.
Lamson. H. H. I, 84-88; III. 216-241: V. 160-168; VI. 127-131; 31,
19-23; 40.89; 48,146-7; 59, 193-199; 68.1-58-164;
79, 25-33; 87. 127-30; 96, 135-6.
Late blight and rot of potatoes, description and treatment. 101. 66.
Law, feeding stuff. 1901. 98, 21-23.
curl of peach. XXIX. 381.
fertilizer act N. H. 1901. 97, 4-5.
highway. 46, 82-87.
milk statutes of Mass. 1901. 103. 80.
N. H. 1901. 103, 80.
testing of 1901. 114. 157.
nursery inspection of 1903. 109. 81.
see also. Statutes.
Leaf blight, celery. 129, 274.
curl of peach. XXIX, 381.
mould, cucumbers. 129, 274.
muskmelons. 129. 274.
spot of apples. 129. 270; XXIX, 365.
description and treatment. 101, 61-62.
spraying expei'lments for in 1902. 101, 61.
Least copper butterfly description and history. T1. 50.
skipper butterfly, description and history. T1. 63-64.
Lecanium. 129. 260.
Legislation needed for San Jose Scale. C5, 12.
Leonard's skipper butterfly, description and history. T1, 67.
Lepidosaphes ulmi. 129, 260; XXIX, 393. See oyster shell scale.
X(ettuce, effect of acetylene gas light on. T4.
novelties, notes on varieties. 125. 169-170.
varieties for general use. 99, 34
Leucania unipuncta. see Army woi'm.
Leptinotarsa lO-Uneata. see Colorado potato beetle.
Lewis, L M. XXIX. 365.
Lihythea hachmani Kirtland=Hypatus.
Lime as applied to N. H. soils. 59. 178-182.
and its compounds, on grass. XXIX. 270.
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Limestone soils, reactions of. XXIX. 288.
Lime sulphur and salt wash formula. 110. 102.
for San Jose Scale. C5, ;t. 109. 79.
boiled, for apple scab. XXIX. 3S6.
for apple fruit spot. XXIX. 348.
for apple leaf spot. XXIX. .069.
manufactured, for apple scabs. XXIX. 387.
self-boiled, for apple scab. XXIX. 386.
unboiled, for apple scabs. XXIX. 387.
Liinneria fugitiva Say, as host to secondary parasites. T6, 205-6.
destroyer of American tent catei''pillar. T6, 185.
historical note. T6. 202-203.
primary paiasite. T6, 202-203.
Limocltroe.s Mmacula G. & R. in N. H. T1. 69-70.
manataaqua Scudder in N. H. T1, 69.
Linseed meal, analy.sis. 140. 233.
new process, nutritive content. 17. 6.
oil meal foi' horses. 82, 3.").
old process nutritive content. 17. G.
Liparops butterfly description and history. T1, 41-12.
Lisa butterfly, description and history. T1, 57-.5S.
Little wood satyr, butterfly, description and history. T1. 35-36.
Live hogs, fertilizers other than barnyard manures per 1000 lbs.
of. 6, 8.
sheep, fertilizers other than barnyard manures per 1000 lbs.
of. 6. 8.
stock, to determine weight. 4, 7.
London purple, chemical analysis. 36, 38.
Long yellow type of muskmelon, general characteristics of. T2,
112.
Lopliyrus lecontei. XXIX, 393.
Lucilius skipper butterfly, description and history. T1, 74
Luna moth. 59, 210; XXIX, 395.
Lupine. 57, 143.
Lycaena comyntas Godart^Everes.
psendargiolits Boisd & L,ec=Cyainris ladon Cramer.
scudder li Edw.=R ust icu s
.
Lycomorpha pholus. 129, 261.
Lygus pratensis. see Tarnished plant bug.
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MacDaniel, Charles. Report of the building committee. V, 199-
202.
Macroclactylus subsinnosus, see Rose beetle. 129, 259.
Macrosporium solmu, see Potato Blight, early.
Manurial salts, mechanical effect of. XXIX, 287.
reactions between clay, mucks, and soils. XXIX, 271.
Malt sprouts, nutritive content. 17, 6.
Manataaqua skipper butterfly, description and history. T1, 69,
Mangel-wurzel, mammoth long red. 57, 149.
Manures, amount necessary for certain crops. 6, 5.
bartiyard, application of. 6, 4, 5.
relative efficiency of chemicals and. 21, 10, 12.
use of as fertilizers. 6, 4.
city stable analysis. 68, 149.
compared with chemicals for potatoes. 12, 11, 12.
from cattle, sheep, hoises and hogs, chemical analysis.
5. 112-113.
monetary value of. 5, 13.
hogs, chemical analysis of. 5, 12.
deficient plant food. 5, 13.
horses, chemical analysis of. 5. 12.
deficient plant food. 5. 12.
neat cattle, deficient plant food in. 5. 12.
oxen, cows, etc., chemical analysis of. 5, 12.
pigs, analysis of. 11, 12.
with known ration. 11. 12. 13.
sheep, chemical analysis of. 5. 12.
deficient plant food in. 5. 13.
natural. 21. 3, 4.
quantity to use. 21, 7, 8.
substitutes for barnyar'd. 21, 8-10.
time of application. 21. 4.
value of per acre. 1. 4.
vs. artificial fertilizers. 21. 12, 13.
chemical fertilizers. 21. 16.
commercial fertilizers and chemicals. 10. S.
Maple borer, description and life history. 33. 7
remedies. 33 9.
Sixteen-legged, description and life history. 31. 17.
preventatives and I'emedies. 31. IS.
Sugar maple borer. 59, 21.5.
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Maple sap, chemical variation from different trees. 25. 6.
composition of. Morse, F. W. & Wood, A. H. 25. 1S93.
13p.
sap from different sides of a tree.
25. 7.
flow of. Wood, A. H. 24. 1S9.5. 9p.
and composition of, from different depths in tree.
32. 14.
individual tree. 32. .5. G.
inner and outer parts.
32. 10, 11.
frequency of tapping. 24. 4, 8,
investigation of. V!, 1:]2, l.'l.
tapping once and twice. 24. S.
north and south side of tree. 24, 7.
relation of, to depth of tap, table. 24, 3, 4, 6.
table of variation of saccharose. 25. 4, 5.
tapping trees, method of. 32, 8.
variation in sap from outer and inner wood. 25. 8, 9.
Maple sugar, composition of. 25, 12, 13.
investigations. VI, 132-151.
syrup, composition of. 25, 11, 13.
from defoliated trees, analysis. 79, 10.
investigations. VI, 132-151.
Martial skipper, butterfly, desci^iption and history. T1. 75.
Massasoit skipper, butterflj% description and history. T1, 64.
May beetle, see White grub.
May flower, pollination of. NS1. 8. 9.
Meadow fritillary, description and history. T1, 14, 15.
muck chemical analysis. 97. 12.
Meganostoma caesonia Stoll=Zere7ze.
MelanopJus atlanis, see Atlanis locust.
femur-mbrum. 72. 74.
Melanoxanthus salicis. XXIX, 393.
IVIelinus butterfly, description and history. T1, 40-41.
Melitaea harrisii Scudder=Cincli(lia.
phaeton T>vury^=Euphydrya>i.
Melittia ceto, see Squash vine-borer.
Meloe angusticoUis. XXIX, 392.
Metacomet skipper, butterfly, description and history. T1, 70.
Metea skipper, butterfly, description and history. T1. 66-G7.
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Meteorological summary, 1896-1 897. 59, 219. 1903-1904. 115. 177.
1904-6. XXVIII. 364. 1906-8. XXIX. 561.
tables. III. 264-279; 68. 167-192; 79. 38; 87. 133.
115. 177.
Meteorologj-, report of department. III. 264-279. lS9r,. 31. 8-10.
1896. 40. 88-89. 1897. 48, 148-149. 1898. 59, 216-18. 1899.
68. 164-165. 1900. 79. 33-34. 1901. 87. 130-133. 1902. 96.
137.
Mice, scarcity in summer 1908. XXIX. 527.
Microscopist, report. 1887. I. 84-88; 1S92. III. 216-220.
Middlings analysis of. 115, 164.
as ration of cow. 17. 7.
pig. 11. 6.
effect on the hardness of butter. 13. 4.
nutritive content. 17, 6.
Milberts' butterfly, description and history. T1. 26-27.
Milk adulterations. 103, 81.
analysis of ash of. I. 89-90.
individual cow on oil ration. 22. 5.
average milk production per cow. 120. 74.
Ayrshire test. 96, 119-120.
chemical analysis of. 103, 81.
chemical analysis. VI. 120.
composition for butter and cheese. 9. 16.
of. 9, 3-5
effect of frequency of milking on. 9, 6.
night and morning milk. 9. 5.
period of lactation effect on. 9, 5.
ratio of nutriment. 9. 13.
composition of. 114, 148.
by breeds. 9. 13.
regulation of. 9, 9, 10.
cost of producing by varieties of ensilage fed. 2, 13.
per' quart from ensilage fed. 2. 6.
disposition of milk yield, of state. 120. 75.
effect of food on quantity. 13 (pt. 2. i
oil ration on. 20. 6, 7.
fertilizers other than barnyard manures per 1000 lbs. of.
6, 8.
formation. 9, 7.
Guernsey, chemical analysis. 103, 82.
Holstein, chemical analysis. 103. 81.
Jersey, chemical analysis. 103. 82; 9. 4.
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Milk. list of stations forwarding milk G days per week to Boston.
120. 76.
plan for scoring or grading milk. 132. 60-67.
quantity of. III. 201-203.
samples, composite, definition of. 126. 181.
Shorthorn, chemical analysis. 9. 4; 103. 82.
standai'd chemical formula of. 103, 79.
Mass. statute on 1901. 103. 80.
X. H. statute on 1901. 103. 80.
test comparative tables of percentage of fat in. the first and
second months of lactation. 96. 121.
testing, legislation, regarding the use of milk tests. 1901.
114. 1.57-158. See also herd testing,
outfit. 114. 14S.
sampling. 114. 149-I.jI.
tests for fats. 7. 8.
by breeds. 9. 4.
variations in quality of milk on varied rations. 18, 11-13.
yield as affected by food. 8. 12. 13.
increase on ensilage. 9. 10, 11.
green forage. 9. 10. 11.
Milking and separating. C7. 1.
machine, 1905. 129. 257.
Millet hay, nutritive content. 17. 6.
Japanese. 57. 130.
varieties yield and measure. 57. 130.
Milo maise or Dhoura. 57. 135.
Miscible oils, for San .Jose Scale. C5. 10-11.
Mission of the bii<ds. Weed. C. M. NS2. 1902. 12p. il.
Mixed feeds, conclusions drawn from analysis. 133, 73; 140, 231.
wheat, analysis. 140, 232.
hay effect on composition of butter. 16. 10.
nutritive content. 17. 6.
Mixing chemical fertilizers on the fai-m. Morse, F. W. C1.
1908. 4p.
Molasses as a feeding stuff. 133. 73.
Monarch butterfly, description and history. T1. 78.
record for 1900. 81. 20.
Monochoetia mali. XXIX. 367.
Monostegia rosae. 129. 2C0.
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Morse, F. W. il, 163-139; li!, 117-181; 212-215; V, 87-106. 140-142,
143-149, 151-153; VI, 132-15; 11; 15; 16; 25; 26; 31; 32;
36; 43; 49; 53; 56; 58; 61; 69; 80; 83; 88; 92; 93; 97;
98; 103; 108; 116; 117; 123; 130; 133; 134; 135; 138;
140; CI; XXIX, 262, 547, 550, 553, 558.
Mountain silver spot, description and history. T1. 12
Mountainus butterfly, description and history. T1, 13-14.
Mourning cloak butterfly, description and history. T1. 25-26.
Mowing-machine, draught of. I. 94-95.
Muck, chemical composition of meadow. 87, 117.
experiments with. XXIX, 290.
extracts. XXIX, 290.
and manurial salts, reactions. XXIX, 271.
meadow, chemical analysis. 83, 53-54; 97, 12.
Mulberry wing butterfly, description and history. T1. 64.
Mulching, Hitchinjgs method. 110, 91-93.
strawberries. 57, 111.
Muriate of potash. 12, 8; 21, 10, 15.
for potatoes. 41. 12.
Murkland, Charles Sumner. Inaugural address. V. 224-241.
40. 79-80; 48, 117-118; 68. 145-147.
Musca domestica, as a food of myrtle warbler. T3, 123-124.
Mushrooms, edible and otherwise. 59, 193-199.
Muskmelons, Acme-osage type. T2. 105-110.
Bay view type. T2, 113-115.
Classiflcation of American. Rane, F. W. T2. 1901.
32p. il.
theory of. T2. 84-86.
Cosmopolitan type. T2. 102,104.
cultivation. 52, 52-53.
diseases of. 129, 273-274.
downy mildew of. 129, 273.
fertilizing for. 52, 51. 52.
of the flower. 52, 57.
for work in summer greenhouse. 76. 140.
fungous diseases of. 52. 57.
growing in the north. Rane, F. W. 52. 1S9S. 24p. il.
Hackensack type of. T2, 94-98.
insects injurious to. 52. 56.
Jenny Lind type. T2. 86-89.
leaf mould. 129. 274.
long yellow type. T2. 110-112.
monoecious vs. imperfect flowers. 70, 18-20.
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MuskrnoioDS, Montreal type. T2, 99-101.
planting. 52. 5.3.
picking time. 70, 20-22.
pinched and unpinched vines. 70. 24-25.
pruning. 52, 53.
removing male blossoms. 70, 25.
Rocky ford type. T2, 90-93.
soil. 52, 51.
transplanting vs. sowing seed. 70, 22-24.
types of. T2, 88-114.
varieties adapted to the north, list of. 70. 43-44.
for general use. 99, 34-35.
notes on. 70, 38-41.
origins of American muskmelons. 96. 133.
rejected. 70, 41-43.
table of comparison. 52, 54-55; 70. 31-33.
Myrina butterfly, description and history. T1, 12.
Myrtle warbler, Food of. Weed, C. M. & Dearborn, Ned. T3.
1901. 12p.
habits. T3, 119-121.
table of food autumn. T3. 118.
Mystic skipper butterfly, description and history. T1, 67-68.
Mytilaspis pomoruvi. see LepidosapJies uhni. Oyster shell scale.
Myzus cerasi. 129. 260.
N
Native cabbage butterfly, description and history. T1. 53-54.
Nature study. NS1, 2, 3, 4.
agricultural education. S1, 8, 9.
Nectarophoro destructor. 72, 74.
liisi. 129, 260; XXIX, 393.
Nectria ditissima. XXIX, 373.
Neonympha cantJias Boisd. & Lecon=/Safj/rodes.
enrytris Fah.=iCissia.
Nephele butterfly, description and history. T1. 36-37.
New Hampshire Agricultural experiment station, circular of in-
formation concerning. C6.
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New Hampshire College building committee, report of. V, 199-
202.
historical sketch. V, 208-220.
Avild flowers. Weed, C. M. NS4. 1903. 16p. il.
Ninth annual report. Murkland, C. S.. 48. 1897. aOp. il.
Niphon butterfl.y, description and history. T1, 44-45.
Nitoura damon Cramer, in N. H. T1. 43.
Nitragin. 45, 147.
Nitrate of ammonium, reaction between clay and. XXIX. 281.
Nitrate of potash as fertilizer. V. 16.
Nitre-culture on peas and -beans. 125. 180.
Nitrogen, definition of. V. 17.
free extract, definition. 4, 8.
in fertilizers. 5, 16.
source of. 5. 8.
value of from different sources. 6. 20-22.
Notolophus antiqua. 129, 261. See Rusty tussock moth.
Nozzles for spraying orchards. 131. 44; XXVIII, 334.
Numitor butterfly, description and history. T1. 63-64.
Nuvimularia discreta Tul. 129. 269.
Nursery inspection, N. H. legislation on 1903. 109. 81-83.
Nutritive ratio. 127. 190.
to milk yield. 9. 12, 13, 14.
Nycteis buttei-fly, description in N. H. T1. 17.
o
Oats and peas, chemical composition. 129. 242.
chemical composition of. 129. 240.
fertilizers for. 6, 30.
fertilizers for, home mixed formula. 21. 14.
manures vs. chemicals. 21. 11.
per 1000 lbs. of grain. 6. 7.
table of mixture of chemicals. 10, 13.
ground, nutritive content. 17, 6.
hay effect on the composition of butter. 16. 10.
milk. 18. 11.
nutritive content. 17. 6.
light vs. heavy for horses. 129. 248.
smut, description and treatment. 101, 64.
straw, fertilizers other than bai-nyard manure per 1000 lbs.
6, 7.
nutritive content. 17. 6.
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Oberea bimaciilata. XXIX. 392.
Oecanthus niveus. 90. 39.
Oedemasia concinna=Schizura concinna.
Oedionychis limbalis. T3. 118.
Oeneis norua semidea, Say, in N. H. T1. 37.
Oil as feeding stuff for butter cows. 20. 4; 16. 19.
emulsions for San Jose Scale. C5. 9-10.
Olein as cattle ration. 16. 17.
Olive hairstreak, description and history. T1. 43-44.
Onion, varieties for general use. 99, 36.
Oespora scabies. 129. 273.
Orchard fertilizers. 110. 93-94.
picking the fruit. 110, 103-104.
pruning. 110, 96.
spraying. 110, 97.
thinning the fruit. 110. 97.
tillage. 110, 89.
training the trees. 110, 95.
Orgyia leucostigma. see White-marked tussock moth.
Otiorhynchus ovatus. 129, 259.
Oxen at rest, working and fattening, food required daily per 1000
lbs. live wt. 18, 4.
Oxeye daisy. 59. 176.
Oyster shell bark louse, see Oyster shell scale.
Oyster shell scale. C4. 1908. 4p. il.
48. 144; 90, 42.
description. C4. 12; XXVIII. 339.
and life history. 31. 15.
food. C4. 3; XXVill. 341.
life history. C4. 2: XXVIII. 339.
record for 1899. 72. 71.
1902. 102. 74.
remedy. 31. 16: C4. 3-4: XXVIII. 341.
Packers' Falls orchard, injury by codling moth in 1908. XXIX,
4SS.
Painted beauty butterfly, description and history. T1. 27-28.
lady butterfly, description and history. T1, 29.
Paleacrita vernata. see Canker worm, spring.
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Palm oil, as cattle i-ation. 16. IT.
food for butter cows. 26. IS.
dairy cows. 20, .".
Pampliila himacula Grote & Roberts^L/'»ioc7u"oe.s.
cernes Boisd. & 'Lee.=Thymel'ic us.
(lelaicare E(l\x.=zPhycanassa vitelUus Fab.







otho var. egeremet Scudder,^^Thymelic us.




vestris metacomet Harris, butterfly, description and
history. T1. 70.
Papaipemci iiitela. 129. 261.
Papilio glaucics turnus Linn, description and history. T1, -58-59.
Papilio asterias Fa.h.=Papilio polyxenes.
pMlenor Liinn.^Laertias.
polyxenes Fab., description and history. T1. CI.
troilus Linn. 129. 261, description and history. T1. 59-60.
turnus. XXIX. 395.
Parasites, of Clisiocampa aviericana. T6, 1S2.
method of destroying the caterpillar. T6. 1S6-1S7.
Paris green adulterations. 48, 29-30.
chemical analysis. 36, 38.
spray for apple caterpillars. XXVHl, 333; 139.
use. 110, 101.
Parsley, effect of acetylene gas upon. T4.
Parsnips, varieties for genei'al use. 99, 36.
Parsons, Charles L. I. 69-83; 111. 19-3-200.
Paras atricapillus. see Chickadee.
Pasture, increase of milk yield on. 9, 10, 11.
Patented foods chemical analysis for 1902. 98. 20.
Peach diseases, description and treatment. 101. 64; XXIX. 376.
in N. H. 1897. 48. 132-134.
leaf curl. XXIX, 381.
yellows. XXIX. 378.
varieties to plant for general use. 105. 19-20.
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Pear blight. 129. 270.
spraying to prevent. 19. 9.
diseases, description and treatment. 101, 65; 129, 270.
in X. H. 1S97. 48, 132.
leaf curl, description and treatment. 101. 64.
fungus disease. 87, 127.
midge. VI, 156-158.




record for. 1902. 102. 75.
remedies. 23, 11.
scab. 129. 270.
slug. 59, 215; XXIX, 393.
spraying results. 27. 3. 4. 5.
varieties for general uses. 105. 15, 16.
Pearl crescent butterfly, description and history. T1, 18.
Pearly eyed butterfly, description and history. T1, 33-34.
Peas, varieties for general use. 99, 36-38.
Peckins skipper, butterfly, description and history. T1, 67.
PemicilUum glaucum. see Soft rot.
Pemphigius acerifolii. 129, 260.
Peppers, varieties for general use. 99. 38-40.
Perillus clmidus. XXIX, 393.
Persian insect powder remedy for fleas. 94. 90.
Persius skipper butterfly, description and history. T1, 74.
Pestalozzio, brevisita. XXIX. 367.
Pettee, C. H. 30; 31. 8-11; 40. 88-89; 46; 48. 148-149; 59, 216-218;
68. 164-166; 77; 79. 33-34; 87, 130-133; 96, 137;
XXIX. 262.
Pew, W. H. XXIX, 248, 327.
Phaeton butterfly, description and history. T1, 15.
Philenor butterfly, description and history. T1. 62.
Philodice. butterfly, description and history. T1, 55.
Phinotas oil, as a remedy for black flies. 112, 134-136.
PMegethontius celeus. see Tomato worm.
Phohetron pithecium. XXIX. 395.
Pholisora catullus Fab., description and history. T1, 76.
Plioma mail. XXIX. 367.
Phosphoric acid, definition of. 5, 17.
potash and nitrogen, value per acre to corn,
oats and hay. 6, 19.
reaction between clay and. XXIX, 282.
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Phosphoric acid, source of. 5. IS.
value per acre to corn, oats and hay. 6. 19.
vs. potash in fertilizers. 6. 10-17.
Phycanassa vitellius Fab. in N. H. T1. 6-3.
Phyciodes hatesii Reakirt, description and history. T1, 19.
nycteis Doubleday & 'H.ewitson,=Charidryas.
tJiai-os Drury, description and history. T1, 8.
Phyllachora pomigena. XXIX. 336, 373.
PhyUosticta Umitata. XXIX. 367.
2}irini. 48, 146; 65, 106; 129. 270; XXIX. 367.
Phyllotreta vittata, see Striped flea beetle.
Physiology of Baldwin apple tree. XXIX, 330.
Phytophthora infestans. 129, 273. See also Potato blight.
Phytoptus pyri. 129, 261; XXIX, 395.
Pickett, B. S. XXIX. 248, 539.
Pieris protodice Boisd. & L,ec.^Pontia.
napi vai*. olercea Harris.=:Pon^ia.
rapae Liinn.^=Pontia, see Cabbage worm.
Pig feeding. XXIX, 323, 330.
bran fermented value as. 76, 118.
value of as. 76, 116-117.
corn meal, value of as. 76. 119,
cost of. 76, 114.
ear corn vs. ground corn. 76. 120-121.
record of in tables. 113. 141.
experiments. Whitcher. G. H. 11. 1890. 14p.
fattening food required daily per 1000 lbs. live wt.
17. 4.
gain in weight on skim milk vs. corn meal. 11, 9.
pumpkins value of as feeding stuff. 66. 111.
table for feeding. 11. 5, 6, 7. 8. 9, 10.
Pimpla conquisitor. 48. 142; 75. 123.
as host of secondary parasite. T6. 197.
secondary parasite. T6, 197-198.
habits. T6. 193-194.
historical -notes. T6, 189-190.
parasite on Clisiocampa disstria. T6. 194.
primary parasite of tent caterpillar. T6, 190-
197.
inquisitor. 38, 54.
destroyer of American tent caterpillar. T6. 186.
historical notes. T6, 198-200.
secondary parasite. T6. 200.
primary parasite. T6. 200.
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Pitnpla peclalis Cresson. 75, 17:^..
historical note. T6. 201,
secondary parasite. T6, 201, 202.
Pine blight. XXIX. :J70.
seedlings care of the plantation. 95. 106.
collecting native. 119, 53.
cost of digging. 119. 57-59.
transplanting. 119, 60.
wild and nursery grown. 119. 63-64.
harvesting the crop. 95, 106-107.
natural production. 119, 61-62.
planting. 95. 101-103.
soil and location. 95, 100.
whei*e and how to obtain them. 95. 95.
Pinlv-edged sulphur, description and history. T1, 56.
lady's slipper; pollination of. NS1 11.
Pissodes stroM. XXIX. 392.
Pityogenes sparsiis. 54, SS.
Plant breeding. 1908. XXIX. 539.
Plant diseases, report for 1905-6. 129. 267-275.
treatment. 101. 59.
Plant food, available, in fertilizers. 5. 8, 9.








various crops. 6. 3.
wheat. 6. 4.
definition of. 5. 6. 10.
sources of. 5, 11.
deficient. 5. IS.
taken from soil. 6. 3.
unavailable in fertilizer's. 5. 8, 9.
Plant growth. 4, 5.
effect of acetylene light upon. T4.
Plant lice eggs winter food of chickadee. 54, 86.
Plant travellers, Weed C. M. NS3. 1902. 8p. il.
table of. NS3. 26.
Plants shooting seed. NS3, 29.
stem travellers. NS3. 28.
wind travellers. NS3, 29.
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Plasviodioplwra hrassicae. 129, 274.
PJasmopora ciibensis. 129, 273.
viticola. 129, 272.
Plowing, effect of depth of on yield of corn. 71. 56-58.
PJowrightia morhosa. 129, 271.
Plum diseases. 129, 271.
black knot. 129, 271.
brown rot. 129, 271.
description and ti'eatment. 101. 65-66.
curculio. 90, 35; 102, 77.
record for 1899. 72, 67-69.
rot. 87, 127-128.
spraying to prevent. 19, 9.
Plums in N. H., 1897. 48. 134.
varieties for general use. 105. 17.
Poanes massasoit Scudder in N. H. T1, 64.
Podissus placidus. XXIX, 526.
Poisoning cattle from wild cherry symptoms. 56. 122.
Pole beans, for summer greenhouse. 76, 13S.
greenhouse culture. 62, 31.
under' glass. 62.
varieties tested for greenhouse crops. 72, 32.
Pontes peckius Kby. in N. H. T1, 67.
Pollination of flowers. Weed, C. M. NS1. 19t:i2. 12p. il.
Polygonia comma Harris, in N. H. T1. 21.
Polygonia fauniis Edw. in N. H. T1, 21.
gracilis G. & R. in N. H. T1, 22.
interragationis Fab. in N. H. T1, 19.
progne Cramer in N. H. T1. 22.
Polyxenes butterfly, description and history. T1. 61.
Pontia napii aleracea Harris, in N. H. T1. 53.
protodice Boisd. & Lee. in N. H. T1, 53.
rapae Linn, in N. H. T1, 54.
Poplar pollination of. NS1, 6-7.
Porthetria dispar, see Gipsy moth.
Portlandia butterfly, description and history. T1. 33-34.
Potash and nitrogen, value per' acre to corn, oats and hay. 6. 19.
as fertilizers. 5, 15.
for potato crop. 111. 114.
clay soil, requirements of. XXIX, 263.
comparison of in soils and crops. XXIX. 267.
definition of. 5. 17.
in fertilizers. 5. 15.
effect on crops. 6. 11.
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Potash and nitrogen, naturally given off in soils. 6. 11.
sources. 5, 15-18.
value per acre to corn, oats and hay. 6. 19.
vs. phosphoric acid in fertilizers. 6. 7-10, 17, 20.
Potassium bichromate, use in preserving milk samples. 126, 183.
carbonates, reaction on soils. XXIX, 278.
of soils, solubility of. XXIX, 297.
solubility of, affected by soils. XXIX, 293, 297.
sulphid solution. 110. 102.
Potato, blight description of. 22. 3.
culture. 63, 70-73.
general directions for. 11, 126-130.
diseases of. 45. 50-52; 111. 129, 272-273; XXIX, 331.
description and treatment. 101. 66-67.
early blight of. 129. 272.
description of. 28, 8.
and remedy. 22, 6, 8.
effected by weather conditions. 22, 4.
spraying experiments to prevent. 45, 50;
27. 8-10.
grown on barnyard manures. 111. 116.
fertilizers applying above and below the seed. Ill, 119.
experiments. 12. 7-12.
for. 6. 31.
home mixed formula for. 21, 14.
vs. standard commercial. 111. 109.
muriate vs. sulphate of potash. 41, 12.
other than barnyard manure per 1000 lbs. of
6, 7.
table of mixture of chemicals. 10, 13. . .
in Coos County experiments with. 63, 40-42.
late blight. 27, 10; 129, 273.
novelties notes on varieties. 125. 171-174. '
nutritive content. 17. 6.
potash for. Ill, 114.
report for 1899. 73, 84-85.
reports of correspondents by counties. 63. 53-63.
rust or blight. 65. 104-106.
scab. VI. 129-131; 65, 101.
corrosive sublimate treatment for. 41. 13.
description of. 27, 10-11.
influence of fertilizers on. 65. 103.
remedies for. 65, 101-104. :
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Potato, spjtaying to prevent. 27, 10-11.
varieties, average comparative yield of. 1896, 189S. 63. 47.
comparison of. 41, 3, 12.
table of. 48, 128; 63, 44-45.
for general use. 99, 40.
giving largest yield. 63, 48.
grown in 1899. 72. 86.
notes on 63. 49-55; 79, 13-15; 111, 120.
test, table of results. 111. 125.
yield per acre on tested fertilizers. 12, 5.
Poultry foods analysis. 79, 8; 98. 20.
in 1906. 133. 76. 1908. 140, 236.
conclusions drawn from analysis. 133, 75.
vegetable, chemical analysis of. 124. 152.
manure. Press Circ. 6. XXIX, 550.
Prasocitri's varipes. 54. 90.
Prepared fertilizers, value per acre to corn, oats and hay. 6. 19.
Prescott, B. F. Introductory address at dedication of buildings.
V, 197-198.
Pressing hay, cost of in 1905. 129. 252.
Pride of the north. 1. 3; 2. 3, 4; 3. 7.
Priomcs laticoUis. XXIX, 392.
Progne butterfly description and history. T1, 22-23.
Protena ration, test. 129, 255.
Protodice, butterfly, description and history. T1. 53.
Primus amej-icana. see Wild cheri-y.
penneplvanica. see Wild Cherry.
"
pumila, see Wild cherry.
t
\
seroUna, see Wild cherry.
virginiana, see Wild CheriT-
Prusic acid in leaves and seeds of fruit. 56, 123.
in wild cherry leaves. Howard, C. D. 56 (ptl.)
Psocidae. 129. 261.
Psylla pyri. 129, 260.
pyricola, see Pear psylla.
Pteromalus pupariuvi Linn., description. T6, 223.
Pterostichus stigicas. 129, 259.
Pulex ser7-aticeps, see Fleas.
Pump for spraying. 19, 6-7.
Pumpkin, varieties for general use. 99. 41.
novelties, notes on. 125. 170-171.
Pylades skipper. T1, 76.
Publications, list of available 190S. 140. 243.
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Pyravieis atalanta Liinn.=zYav essa.
cardui Liinn.^zVanessa.
liuntera Ysib.-=Yanessa, see Hunter's butterfly.
Q
Quinces, varieties for general use. 105, 20-21.
R
Radishes, effect of acetylene light on. T4.
varieties for g'eneral use. 99. 41.
Railroad worm, see Apple maggot.
Rane, F. W. 34; 37; 40, 83-7; 41; 42; 47; 48. 123-138; 50; 51;
52; 57; 59. 176-192; 60; 62; 63; 68, 1.51-154; 7o'; 73; 74;
76; 79, 10-22; 84; 86; 87; 118-121; 95; 96, 122-24; 99; 104.
94-96; 105; 106; 110; 111; 115, 165-168; 119; 125; 129,
243-245. T2; T4.
Rape. 57. 145; XXIX, 317.
Rasmussen, F. C7; XXIX, 248, 537, 549, 554.
Raspberry diseases. 129, 272.
A^arieties for general use. 105, 22.
Rations cost of. 127, 203-204.
digestibility of. Ill, 177-181.
feeding, balanced and maintenance. 127, 192.
for cow weighing 900 lbs. tab. 27, 7.
1000 lbs. for butter. 16. 5, 9.
standard for 1000 lb. cow. 17, 10.
table for fattening cattle. 4, 29.
horses. 4, 30.
milk cows. 4, 26-28.
working oxen. 4, 30.
Reaction, rate of, between clay and salts. XXIX. 275.
Red-humped apple caterpillar. XXVIII. 326; XXIX, 395, 545.
life history. 139, 216-218.
remedies. 139, 218; XXVIII. 327.
Red-humped oak caterpillar. 59, 206-209; 115, 173.
Red admiral butterfly, description and history. T1, 27.
Redondite as fertilizer. 59, 189.
Red-spotted purple, butterfly, description and histor^•. T1, 30-31.
Redtop hay, nutritive content. 17. 6.
seed tested. XX iX. 318.
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Regal fritillary, butterfly, description and history. T1, 9-10.
Rhogas intermedias as a host to secondary parasite. T6, 212-214.
primary parasite. T1, 210-212.
Road-making, ditching cost of. 30, 11.
diainage. 30, 8.
first cost. 30, 12.
foundation. 30. 7.
grading, cost of. 30, 11; 46. 62.
grade level. 30, 15.
standard. 46. 72-74.
table of. 46. 62.
location and description. 30. 3.
materials, cost of moving. 46, 70-72.
methods of construction. 30, 17.
necessary apparatus. 30, 15.
permanent work necessary. 30. 12.
reconstruction, rock excavation. 46. 67.
record. 30. 19.
repairs. 30. 18.
surfacing. 30, 11; 46, 76.
results after two years. 77. 152-154.
sui-vey. 30. 4.
machines. 46, 81-82.
maintenance, criticisms and discussion. 46, 78-80.
surfacing. 46, 80.
macadam, gravel and earth roads, relative merits.
77, 157-160.
material used, table of. 77, 148-151.
Roads, highway laws. 46, 82-87.
Root crops. 57, 149-153.
hairs and root nodules. S2. 35-37.
systems. S2, 33-35.
Rose beetle. 59. 211; XXIX, 392.
life history. 31, 14.
remedies. 59, 212; 31, 15.
Riisticiis scudderii Edw. in N. H. T1, 51.
Rust potato diseases of. 65. 104.
Rusty tussock moth. 121, 87; XXIX, 394.
life history. 139. 220-222; XXVIII, 328.
Rutabaga Skirving's purple top. 57, 151. ^
white French. 57, 151.
varieties for general use. £9. 43.
Rye, green, nutritive content. 17. 6.
winter hay, nutritive. 17. 6.
T1. 7
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Scales, hay, construction. 4, 24, 25.
diagram of. 4, 23.
tichizoneura americana, see Elm leaf aphis. 129, 260; XXIX, 393.
lanigera. 129, 260; XXIX, 393.
ScMzura concinna. 129, 261. See Red-humped apple caterpillar.
ipomaea. 129, 261.
Sclerotinia fructigena. 129, 271.
Scoliopteryx libatrix. 129, 261.
Scolytus riigulosus. XXIX, 392.
Scudder's blue butterfly, description and history. T1, 51-.")2.
Scurfy bark-louse, record for 1899. 72, 73; XXV 111, 342; XXIX,
393.
Sea weed, analysis for fertilizers. 79. 9.
Seedsmen, list of recommended with address. 125. 179.
"Seeds and seedlings." Brooks, Charles. S3. 1908. 14p. il.
bibliography of. S3, .59.
air and germination. S3. 54.
and seed type. S3, 48-49.
depth of planting. S3, 52-53.
direction of gr'owth. S3, 53-56.
dispersion. NS3.
germination. S3, 50-52, 55.
how water is obtained. S3, 57-58.
light and germination. S3, 55.
region of growth. S3, 57.
temperature and germination. S3, 54.
testing. XXIX, 317.
water as a factor in germination. S3. 53-54.
Semi-color butterfly, description and history. T1, 19-20.
Semidea butterfly, description and history. T1. 37-38.
Sensory training in connection with nature study work. NS 4,
38-39.
Separators, efficiency. 7, 6.
Septoria piricola. XXIX. 367.
Sheep breeding, objects of. 129. 256; XXIX. 320, 327.
Seradella. 57, 144.
Sesia tipuliformis, see Currant borer.
Seventh annual report. Murkland, C. S. 31. 1895. 24p. il.
Seventeenth and eighteenth annual report. Gibbs, AV. D. 129.
42p. 1907. il.
Sewage, danger of. 53. 80-81.
Shaw, Edward L. 113. 1904.
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Sheep breeding, objects of. 129. 256; XXIX. 320, 327.
for wool, and fattening, food required daily per 1000 lbs.
feeding. XXIX, 322, 330.
live wt. 17, 4.
Shorts, chemical analjsis of. 8, 10, 11.
nutritive content. 17. 0.
Silage, see Ensilage.
Silos comparative capacity. 1. 12.
construction of, cost. 1. 13; 13. 7.
filling. 1, 2.
cost of. 1, 10.
opening. 1, 16.
size of, in relation to land tilled. 1. 14.
temperature of. 1. 1.5.
taken by electricity. 79. 29-33.
weighting. 1, 16.
Silver crescent, butterfl}-, description and history. T1, 17.
Silver-spotted butterfly, description. T1. 11-12.
Simulium venustuin, see Black fly.
Sixteenth annual report. Gibbs. W. D. 115. 1904. 19p.
Skim-milk as a pig ration. 11. 6.
effect on butter. 13. 9.
nutritive content. 17. 6.
pig feeding experiment with. 113.
Small sulphur, butterfly, description and history. T1, 57-58.
Smith, .1. B. Dedicatory address. V. 203-205.
Smith, J. T. Orchard, injury by codling moth in 1907. XXIX, 457.
Snout butterfly, description and history. T1. 39-40.
Soap wash for San Jose scale. 109, 81.
Sodium chloride in cattle food. 15. 6.
nitrate in cattle food. 15. 6.
sulphate in cattle food. 15. 6.
Sodland, fertilizers for. XXIX. 316.
Soft rot, cold-storage, apples. 93. 76.
Soil analysis for available plant food. 5. 9.
chemical composition, lowland and upland. XXIX. 265.
experiments to determine fertilizer needs. C2. 2.
effect of manure on water-holding capacity of soil. S2. 38-39.
on solubility of potassium. XXIX. 293.
extracts. XXIX, 291.
improvement of clay soils. S2. 40-42.
manurial salts, reactions between. XXIX. 271.
moisture determinations. S2. 37-38.
origins of. S2. 25-27.
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Soil potash normally given off by. 6. 11.
requirements of clay. XXIX. 263.
salts, effect on. XXIX, 268.
separation and size of soil particles. S2, 42-43.
studies, bibliography. S2. 44.
list of apparatus required and cost. S2. 43-44.
suggestions to teachers. S2, 23-25.
sub soils. S2, 31.
temperature. S2, 39-40.
testing, meaning of term. C2. 1; XXIX, 311.
types of. S2, 27-30.
Sooty spot of apples, description and treatment. 101, 60-61; XXIX,
373.
Bordeaux mixture for. 65, 106.
fungous disease of apples. 45, 4S.
spraying experiments for in 1902. 101, 50.
pears, description and treatment. 101, 65.
Southern (Corn). 1, 3; 2, 3.
white butterfly, description and history. T1. 53.
Spy bean. 57, 135.
Speyeria idalia Dru. T1, 9-10.
Sphaceloma ampelinum. 129, 272.
Sphaeropsis malorum. 129, 269; XXIX. 343, 367.
SpMnx gordiiis. 129, 261.
drupifcrarum-. XXIX. 39-3.
Spilocaea Povii. XXIX. 332.
Spilocryptus extrematus Cresson, treatment. T6, 209-210.
Spiny elm caterpillar, abundance and injuries. 67, 137.




feeding habits. 67, 135.
food plants. 67. 131-132.
life history. 67. 126-130.
natural enemies. 67, 139.
record for 1899. 72. 61; 1906. XXVIII,
351.
remedies. 67. 140.
Spis:ella socialis. see Chipping sparrow.
Spot, Baldwin apple. 45. 46.
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Spraying apparatus. 131, 42-47.
apple caterpillars. 139, 276; XXIX. 544.
apples and pears against fungi. Lamsoii, H. H. 19.
1894. 13p.
cost of. 131, 55.
directions for. 131. 42-47.
effect of upon disease. 131. 38.
experiments for fruit spot. 45. 47.
insects and disease. 131. 14-16.
results. 27. 5-8.
when to spray. 131, 52-54.
brown-tail moth. 128. 217-220; XXIX, 544.
caterpillars. 136. 149-152.
calendar. 110, 99.
canker worm. 44, 39-41.
to prevent canker worm. 85, 75.
codling moth, experiments in 1906. 131, 26-34; XXIX.
491-3.
results 1906-08. XXIX. 495.
directions for. 29. 6.
drenching vs. mist for codling moth. XXIX. 445.
experiments in 1894. Lamson, H. H. 27. 1895. 16p.
forest tent caterpillar. 64. 93-95.
to prevent. 75. 126-127.
gipsy moth. 136. 124.
how to apply. 131, 54.
materials. 131, 47-52.
injury by. XXIX, 375.
methods of. 45, 55-56.
pears, results. 27. 3, 4. 5.
potatoes, results. 27, 8-12.
scab and crackling results. 19, 10-13.
scab on apples and pears. 45, 46-48.
tent caterpillars, prevention of. 38, 58.
Spray pumps, description of. 19, 6-7; XXVIII, 333; 131, 42.
Spurry. 57. 146.
Squash, early in summer green-house. 76, 139.
novelties, notes on varieties. 125, 171.
varieties for general use. 99, 41.
Squash bug. Weed, C. M. & Conradi, A. F. 89. 1902. 15p. il.
48. 145.
hibernation. 89. 18.
life history. 89, 15-18.
natural enemies. 89. 20-23.
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Squash bug. Record for 1901. 90, 33-4.
1902. 102, 73.
remedial and preventative measures. 89, 23-25.
scarcity in 1903. 115, 176.
vine borer record for 1901. 90, 34.
Statutes concerning fertilizers in N. H. 1897. 49, 17-lS.
Statute to provide for the suppression of the Brown-tail moth.
1907. 136, 154-156.
Steam drill for roadmaking. 46, 63-64.
Stearine, as cattle ration. 16, 17.
for dairy cows. 20, 5.
Stevens, L. D. Address at dedicatory exercises. V, 221-223.
Stock feeders' guide. Whitcher, G. H. 17. 1892. 13p. il.
science and practice of stock feeding. Whitcher,
G. H. 4. 1888. 31p.
Strawberries, bearing period. 47. 110-111.
Beede's report on growing 1893-1897. 47. 104-106.
cost of production and profit per acre. 137, 172.
culture. 47, 102-103.
cultivation. 137, 165-166.
distance of plants. 47, 109-110; 74, 91.
flowers. 47, 111.
perfect and imperfect. 74, 93.
fertilizers for. 47, 107-108.
fertilizing. 137, 160-162.
for N. H. Hall, H. F. 137. 1908. 30p. il.
growing in N. H. Rane, F. \V. 74. 1900. 20p. il.
harvesting and selling. 137, 169-170.
irrigating. 37, 167-168.
matted rows. 46. 110.
mulching. 47, 111; 74. 93; 137. 168-169.
setting plants. 47, 108-109; 137. 162.
sex in strawberry flowers. 137. 164.
soil for. 47.*107.
and fertilizers for. 74, 99-100.
varieties, comparison of. 47, 96-97.
description of. 137, 173-187.
for general use. 1904. 105. 34.
1908. 137, 163-164.
notes on. 47, 96-101; 74. 96-105.
variety test, 1899. 74, 94-95.
Strawberry leaf blight. 47, 93.
slug. 90. 39.
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X
Streaked hairstreak butterfly, description and history. T1, 41-42.
Striped cucumber beetle. 52. 62; 59, 215; 86, 83; 89. 19; XXIX,
499-514.
record for 1901. 90, 34-35.
1903. 115, 176.
1905-6. 129, 264.
remedies. 70, 29, 31, 17; XXIX, 509.
Btrymon titus Fab. in N. H. T1, 46.
Sugar beet, nutritive content. 17, 6.
varieties, notes on. 57, 149.
maple borer, see Maple borer.
Sulphate of ammonia. 12, 8; 21, 10, 15.
for corn. 6, 22.
potash for potato. 41, 12.
Sunflower. 57, 146.
seed chemical analysis. 79. 7.
Sweet corn, canning purposes. 51, 39.
greenhouse culture. 60. 8.
forcing. 59. 5.
summer work in. 76. 138.
in N. H. Rane, F. W. 51. 1S9S. lop. il.
novelties, notes on varieties. 125. 165-167.
varieties for forcing. 60, 13-16.
general use. 99. 33.
notes on. 51, 41-46.
test of. 51, 36-37.
Sweet fern inch worm. XXVIII, 352.^
potatoes, for summer work in greenhouse. 76, 138.
Tachina diabroticae. XXIX. 508.
mella. 75, 122.
Tailed blue butterfly, description and history. T1. 52-53.
Tarnished plant bug, record for 1900. 81. 14; XXIX, 393.
Tarqulnius butterfly, description and history. T1, 48-49.
Tawny crescent, description and history. T1. 19.
Taylor, F. W. 115. 168-170: 118: 127; C2; S2; 129, 24.5-58; XXIX,
310, 542, 546, 551.
Telenomus graptae. 67, 138; 80. 13.
Tenebroides mauritanicus. XXIX. 392.
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Tent caterpillar. 31. 12; 38. 48. 139; 59. 200-201: 72. 62; 129. 260;
XXIX. 394.
burning with torches. 38, 57.
cuckoo as a remedy. 38. 55.
destroying eggs. 38. 5*5.
young. 38. 56-57.
diseases and natural enemies, 38. 54.
eggs. 54, 87.
food range. 38, 51-53.
history. 38, 47-48.
in N. H. T6. 1S5.
life history. 38, 49-51.
natural enemies. 38. 54.
food. 38. 51.
parasites, experiments with. T6. 194.
list of. T6. 182.
table showing comparative abundance.
T6, 188.




report on. 40. 91.
spraying to prevent. 38. 58.
Tenth annual report. Murkland, C. S. 59. 1898. 53p. il.
Teosnite. 57, 134.
Terras Visa Boisd. & Lee, description and history. T1, 57-58.
Thalessa lunata. 129. 260; XXIX. 393.
Thanaos brizo Boisd. & Lee, description and history. T1. 73.
icelus Lintner, description and history. T1, 63.
juvenalis Fab., description and history. T1. 75.
lucilUiis Lintner, description and history. T1, 74.
martialis Scudder, description and history. T1. 75.
persius Scudder, description and history. T1. 74.
Tharos butterfly, description and history. T1. 17.
Thecla acadica Edw,. description and history. T1. 41.
auffustus Khy.^=IncisaUa.
calanus Hiibner, description and history. T1. 42-43.
clavion Craraer=J[Iitoura.
edwardsii Saunders, description and history. T1. 43.
Jienrici Grote & Robinson^Z?)C("sfl7ia.
irus Goc\aYt=Incis(ilia
.
liparops Boisd. & Lee, description and history. T1. 41-42.




Theronia fulvescens as a host to secondary parasite. T6, 220-221.
secondary parasite. T6. 217-220.
tertiai-y parasite. T6. 222.
melanocephala Brulle, description. T6, 222.
Thirteenth annual report. Murkland. C. S. 87. 1901. 25p.
Thistle butterfly, description and history. T1, 29.
Thoe butterfly, description and history. T1, 49.
Thomas slag as fertilizer. 59. 189.
Thoryhes pylades Scudder. T1, 76.
Thyrnelicus cernes Boisd. & Lee. in X. H. T1. 68.
mystic Edwards, in N. H. T1. 67-68.
otho egerement Scudder in N. H. T1. 68.
Thyreus ahhottii. XXIX. 395.
Thyridopteryx epliemeraeformis. XXIX. 395.
Tiger swallowtail butterfly, description and history. T1, 58-59.
Tile drainage. Taylor. F. W. 118. 1905. 32p. il.
cost of itemized account. 118. 44.
depth. 118. 24-26.
distance, apart. 118. 24-26.
effect of. 118. 21-22.
history. 118. 20-21.
land beneflted by drainage. 118. 38-42.
laying out. 118, 26-28.
size of tile and fall of drains. 118. 23-24.
in relation to areas. 34, 18.
sub irrigation. 34. 18.
Timothy hay for horses. 82. 39.
seed tested. XXIX. 318.
Tingis juglandis. XXIX. 393.
Titus butterfly, description and history. T1. 46-47.
Tityrus skipper, description and history. T1. 77.
Tmetocera ocellana, see Bud worm.
Toad enemy of squash bug. 89. 21-23.
Tomatoes, breeding. 42. 24.
cultivation. 42, 17.
dwarf, culture under glass. 84, 60.
varieties and yields in greenhouse. 84, 65.
for crops in ^eenhouse. 85, 59.
for greenhouse forcing. 76, 135.
history of growth. 42, 26.
novelties, notes on varieties. 125. 174, 178.
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Tomatoes, origin of. 42, 25.
soil preparation. 42, 17.
worm. 31, 16.
varieties, comparison. 42, IS, 19.
for general use. 99, 42-43.
notes on. 42, 18-23; 72, 81-83; 79, 18-21.
table of, 1899. 73, 79.
Top dressing grass lands. 59, 187-189.
Tortrix fumiferana. XXIX, 395.
Tremex columha. 129, 260.
Trichopoda pennipes. 89, 20.
Troilus butterfly, description and history. T1. 59-60.
Trypeta pomonella, see Apple maggot.
Tuberculosis, report on. 31, 19.
tuberculin test. 31, 19-23.
temperature of cattle tested. 31.20-24.
Turnip, purple top white globe. 57, 151.
Turnus butterfly, description and history. T1, 58-59.
Tussock moth, remedies. 139, 225; XXVIII, 332.
white-marked. 59. 215; 102, 77.
life history. 33. 3, 4: 139. 222-225;
XXVIII, 330.
natural enemies. 33. 6.
number of broods. 33, 5.
record for 1901. 90. 38-39.
remedies. 33, 7.
Twelfth annual report. Murkland, C. S. 79. 1900. 38p. il.
Twig blight, apple. 129, 270.
Two-spotted skipper, butterfly, description and history. T1. 69-70.
Typhoid germ in polluted water. 53, SO.
u
Uranotes melliniis Hiibner, in N. H. T1, 40.
Utilizing the greenhouse in summer. Rane, F. W. 76. 1900. lOp. il.
Vanessa atalanta Linn, in N. H. T1, 21
cardui Linn, in N. H. T1, 29.
huntera Fab. in N. H. T1. 27.
milberti GodRYt.^=Aglais.
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V^egetable garden list recommended. 99. 25.
novelties. 125. LIS, 178.
under glass. XXIX, 339.
Veined white butterfly, description and history. T1, 53-4.
renttiria pomi. 129, 267-269; XXIX, 371.
Verna skipper, butterfly, description and history. T1, 71.
Vetch, effect on milk. 18, 10.
^ hay, effect on composition of butter. 16, 10.
nutritive content. 17. 6.
Russian. 57, 141.
Vialis skipper, butterfly, description and history. T1. 72.







Viceroy butterfly, description and history. T1, 32-33.
Violet-tip butterfly, description and history. T1, 19-20.
Volatile acids, see Butter, volatile acids.
Volumetric method for estimation of fat in skim-milk, butter-milk
and cream. I, 69-83.
w
Walker, .J. B. historical address. V, 208-220,
Walking stick, record for. 81, 21.
Walnut caterpillar. XXVIII, 343-5.
Wanderer butterfly, description and history. T1, 48-49.
Waste lands for forests. 106, 31.
Water analysis from spring. 68, 150.
of samples. I, 92.
typical of drinking. 87, 117.
as fertilizer. VI, 123.
chemical analysis of. VI, 123.
farm wells in N. H. 53. 79.
normal in N. H. 53, 77.
chlorine in. 53, 75.
definition of. 4, 8.
hard and soft, source in N. H. 53, 73-74.
nitiogenous matter in. 53, 76.
residue from tested. 53, 74.
supply on farms. 53.
typhoid germs in. 53, 80.
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Watermelons, classification, analytical key to. 86, 9"/.
of. 86, 95-106, 107.
culture. 86. 80.
growing watermelons in the north. Rane, F. W.
86. 1901. 30p. il.
history. 86, 79.
in the north. 86. 79-80.
novelties, notes on varieties. 125. 170.
types of. 86, 98-106.
varieties for general use. 99, 35.
test of. 86, 85-95.
Wavy-striped flea beetle. 29, 4.
Weed destruction. XXIX, 389.
Weed, C. M. Ill, 242-262; V, 169-178; VI, 152-171; 23; 28; 29; 31,
12-18; 33; 35; 38; 39; 40. 89-94; 44; 48, 138-145; 54; 55;
59, 199-215; 64; 67; 68. 157; 72; 75; 79. 24: 81; 85; 87,
124-26; 89; 90; 91; 100; 102; 104. 93; 107; 109; 112; 126;
NS1; NS2; NS3: NS4; T1 ; T5.
Whale oil soap, for San Jose scale. C5, 11.
apple leaf aphis. XXVIII, 338.
Wheat gluten meal, chemical analysis. 16, 4, 13.
winter. XXIX, 313.
Whitcher, G. H. I, 7-53, 94-95; II, 107-162; III. 137-155, 156-168,
168-76. 181-193, 201-203, 20.3-11; V, 106-114. 1; 2; 3; 4;
5; 6; 7; 8; 9; 10; 11; 12; 14; 17; 21.
White-banded purple butterfly, description and history. T1. 31-32.
White fly, hibernation and broods. 100, 48.
life history. 100, 47-48.
on tomatoes, remedies. 84, 67.
remedial measures. 100, 49.
White grub. 40, 92.
record for 1899. 72. 71-72.
White-J butterfly, description and history. T1, 23-24.
White-marked Tussock moth, see Tussock moth.
White mountain butterfly, description and history. T1, 37-38.
fritillary, butterfly, description and history. T1,
13-14.
White southern (Corn). 1, 3.
White-winged bibio record of 1901. 90, 31-33.
Wild cherry leaves chemical analysis of. 56. 118.
poisonous to cattle when green. 56, 117.
varieties of family in N. H. 56. 113-117.
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Wild flowers, helpful, books on. NS4. 47.
list of by seasoiLS. NS4. 4.5-47.
methods of study. NS4. o7-38.
Willow, pollination of. NS4. .5, 6.
tussock moth. XXVI 1 1, 331.
"Winter birds, see Chickadee.
injury to apples. XXIX. 374.
"Witch grass effect on corn production. 71, 53.
Wood, A. H. I, 54-64; III, 193-200; V, 118-130, 154-159; VI, 132-
157.
Wood ashes. 5. 15.
"Woodchucks, killing with carbon bisulphide. 91, 46-48.
Woodman. G. Orchard, injury by codling moth in 1907. XXIX,
472. 1908. XXIX. 483.
Wool fertilizers other than barnyard manures per 1000 lbs. of
6. 8.
Woolly elm aphis. XXVI II. 350.
Xylina, see Green fruit worms.
prexato. 129, 261.
unimoda. 129, 261.
Yellow-necked caterpillar. 129, 260; XXVIIl 324-5; XXIX, 394,
545.
life history. 139, 213-215.
remedies. 139, 215.
Yellows, peach disease, description and treatment. 101, 64; XXIX,
376.
Zebra caterpillar, in 1903. 115, 175.
life history. 31, 13.
remedy for. 31, 14.
Zerene caesonia Stoll in N. H. T1 54.
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Acetylene gas, effect on vegetable growing. T4. 2.
Actias luna. 59, 210.
Agaricus muscariiis. 59, 194, 196. 199.
Alder, staminate and pistillate catkins of. NS1. 4.
unopened staminate catkins of. NS1 4.
Alfalfa roots. S2. 34.
Alsike, field of, and red clover in bloom. 48, 122: 133. 200.
Ameloctonus, cocoon of. T6. 207.
American tent caterpillar. 38. 50; 59. 201; 64. 84; 72. 61; 101, 74.
Ill, 2.56.
apple leaves eaten by. 38. 4S.
^ barberry branch defoliated by. 40, 91.
cherry tree in June. 38, 46.
cocoon of. 38. .50.
diseased of. 38. 53.
f
egg-mass of. 38. 49; 54. 88: 59. 204.
killed by disease. 59. 202; 72. 6:;.
;'
; moth. 111. 257; female. 38. 51.
r nest of. 38. Cover; 72. Cover.
attacked by birds. 72, 65; T6, 134.
over egg-mass. 72. 62.
riddled by hail. 76. 15.
oak leaf eaten by. 48. 14.
oak tree injured by. 38. 52.
*
• old tent of. 136. 132.
T" I ; parasitized caterpillar. 38. 54. T6, 211.
'! • poplar leaf eaten by. 48, 150.
:
; rose leaf eaten by. 48. 139.
tent on oak branch. 38, 59.
transformation of the. V, 171.
web of. disused. 122, 111.
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Anasa tristis, see Squash bug.
Anisopteryx pometaria, see Canker worm.
Anisota riibicunda, see Striped Maple caterpillar.
Anisota stigma, see Spiny oak caterpillar.
Ant hill. S2, 27.
Anthomyia brassicac. see Cabbage root-maggot.
Antiopa butterfly. T1. 2.5; 67, 125, 126. See Spiny elm caterpillar,
after being caught by Maryland yellow throat.
81, 14.
eggs of, on willow twig. 81, 13.
elm twig showing the work of. 59, 205.
Antlered maple caterpillar, larva, caterpillars among leaves. XXIX.
PL 23.
at base of tree. XXIX
PI. 22.
variations in markings. XXIX.
PI. 25.
stages I to VI. XXIX. PI. 26.
pupae, at base of tree. XXIX. PI. 24.
woodland defoliated by. XXIX. Pis. 28,
29, 30.
Aphis pomi, see Apple leaf-aphis.
Apparatus, for taking silo temperature. 79, 31.
to collect exhaled carbonic acid of apple. 135, 39.
to show osmosis thru egg membrane. S3, 57.
Apple, affected with, scab fungus. 129, 268; 131, 39.
sooty disease. 45, 48.
bud. 85, 75.
calyx, closing of. XXIX. PI. 20.
canker, European. XXIX. PI. 10. 4.
from the Inter-State Fair. 48. 133.
from Meredith. 48, 131.
in glass bell to illustrate i-espiration of. 135, Cover,
leaf denuded by web worm. 72, 69; XXVIII, 320.
Apple, leaf-aphis, e,ggs of. 54, 8-3, 86, 87. C3. 4; XXVIII. PI. 10.
pupae on under side of leaf. C3, 3.
various stages. C3. 3, 4; XXVIII. PI. 9.
leaf hopper, on leaf. 90, 35.
leaf spot. 65, Cover,
maggot, fly and larva. 35, 32.
section of apple injured by. 35, 33. V, 175.
typical work of the. 131, 17, 18.
Apple rust, leaf. XXIX. PL 11.
scab, detached spores, magnified scab spot. 19, 8; 27, Cover.
V, 161.
early stage in cold storage. XXIX. PI. 10.
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Apple Scab, on foliage. XXIX. PI. 9.
soft rot of in storage. 93, 74.
sooty spot of. 65, 107; XXIX. PI. 11.
tree with apples bagged. XXIX, 450.
tree, winter injury to. XXIX. Pis. 12. 13.
trees, pastures are clotted with old. 131, 11.
showing errors in pruning. 136. 126.
vascular system. XXIX. PL 7.
worm, see Codling moth.
Apples russetted with Bordeaux. XXIX. Pis. 13, 15.
Argynnis atlantis. T1, 12.
Argyrinis idalia. T1, 10.
Argynnis cybele. T1, 11.
Argynnis montinus. T1, 13, 14.
Army worm, egg mass, full grown, larva, pupae, moth. 39, 69.
head of Timothy grass gnawed by. 39, 67.
moth of. 39, 66.
in spider web. 39, 71.
moths mass of. 39. Cover,
on corn leaf. 39, Cover,
two specimens. 39, 64.
Arsenate of lead adhering to foliage. 131. 51.
Artichoke Jerusalem. 57, 152.
Asbestos torch. 38. 57.
Aspidiotus perniciosus, see San Jose scale.
Automatic acid measure. 114, 151
B
Babcock tester. 114. Cover, 149, 153.
cream bottle. 114. 155.
outfit. 114. 148. 151, 154, 155.
scales. 114. 158.
special test tube. 114. 156.
type 2 tester. 114, 149.
using Babcock tester. C6, 11.
using dividers for reading butter fats. 114, 154.
Bacteria, forms of. 68, 159.
Baltimore Oriole, attacking nest of tent caterpillar. 74. 122.
Banding tree, showing methods. 85. 74.
trunk of tree, showing paper band. 44. 37.
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Beans, bush. 99, 29.
early six weeks. 99, 27.
Giant stringless green-pod Valentine. 99. 26.
seed. S3, 48.
sprouted. S3. Cover,
seedling. S3, 51. v,
Stringless green-pod. 99, 26.
wax, Wardwell's kidney. 99, 27.
weevil. 59, 214; 90, 37.
Beets, varieties of. 99, 30; 125, 1.56.
"Best products of New Hampshire's Rocks." S1. Cover.
Birch leaves, injured by slveletonizer. 90. 38.
Birds, relation of birds and insects on a New Hampshire farm.
NS2. 14.
Blackburnian warbler. NS2, 24.
Black cherries. NS3, Cover.
Black ground beetle. 39, 70.
Black fly, breeding ground for. 112, 132.
larva of. 112, 134.
magnified. 112, Cover,
pupa. 112, 135.
Black knot, cherry limb in early stages. 129, 277; XXVIII. PI. 16.
Black rot, of cold storage apples. 93, 74.
fungus of apples. 129, 276; XXVIII. PI. 15.
Bluets. NS4, 48.
Bordeaux mixture injury, apples russetted by. XXIX. PI. 15.
young apples. XXIX. PI. 13.
making. 45, 54; 131, 49.
nozzle. XXVIII, 331.
testing. 45, 55.
Boy, work to interest the. SI, 9.
Breaking branches responsible for hollow trees. 136, 125.
Bixjok making and moving soil. S2, 28.
Brown spot of Baldwin. 55, 106.
Brown-tail moth. C6, 13.
apple trees injured by. 128, 216, 218; 136, 148.
areas infested in iMassachusetts. 107, 56.
caterpillar. 121, 93; 122, 121; 128, 223; 136. 117.
full grown. 122, 115; 136, 135.
newly hatched. 128, 219; 136. 150.
small emerging from web. 122, 113;
136, 134.
second stage. 122, 114.
young. 122, 114; 136, 151.
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Brown-tail moth cocoon in pear leaves. 107. 55.
cocoons in leaves. 122, 116; 136, 136.
eg-gs. 121, 93; 122, 121; 128. 223; 136. 117.
hair covered. 107, 50.
on leaf. 122. 118: 131, 138.
female. 121, 93; 122, 121; 128. Cover; 128, 223;
136. 117.
hair, various forms of from. 122, 115; 136, 135.
leaves eaten by young. 122. 122; 136, 139.
male and female. 122, 117; 136, 137.
map of N. H. showing spread of. 122, 106: 128.
210; 136, 127.
most effective method of control. 121, 93; 122.
121; 128. 223; 136, 117.
nest, first in N. H. 190, Cover; 107. 48.
orchard sprayed for, compared to neglected
i
orchard. 136, 146.
pear tree defoliated by the caterpillar. 122. 129;
136. 147.
pupae. 122, 117; 136. 137.
removing from a Massachusetts orchard. 107, 48.
skeletonized apple leaf. 128, 220; 136, 151.
winter nest of. 107, Cover, 46; 121. 93; 122,
Cover; 122, 110; 122. 121; 136. 117, 131.
on cherry twig. 107, 52, 53.
on young plum tree. 107, 54.
opened to show the dift'ei-ent cells.
122, 110; 136, 131.
Bucket pump. 29. C.
Bud worm. 23, 14; VI. 163.
apple leaf showing work of. 23. 12: VI. 161.
moth. 23. 14; VI. 163.
twig showing winter home of. 23. 14; VI, 163.
work of. among opening leaves. 23. 13; Vi, 162.
Butterfly hanging from a branch, 67, 48.
Cabbage, varieties. 99. 31.
Cabbage butterfly. 59. 113.
Cabbage, club root. XXV I II. PI. 16.
Cabbage root-maggot. 40. 94.
plants injured by. 40, 94.
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Cacoecia cerasii-orajw. see Cherry tent maker.
Cages used in codling moth study. XXIX. 405. PI. 17.
Canker, apple tree, see European apple tree canker and Black rot.
Canker worm, moth, eggs, etc. 31. 12; 44. Cover; V, 170.
apple leaves eaten by. 85. Cover; 90, SG.
egg mass on elm twig. 85. 70.
see Fall Canker worm.
see Spring Canker worm.
Carbonic acid exhaled from apples, apparatus to collect. 135, 39.
Carolina locust, killed by disease. 81. 16.
Carpocapsa povionella. see Codling moth.
Castings of earth worms. S1. 12.
Cattle judging. SI, 12.
Cedar apple, on red cedar. XXIX. PL 11.
Cedar bird at nest. NS2. IS.
Celery, grown under glass. 76. 139.
Cecropia moth, cocoon of. 59, 209; 102, 78.
Chemical apparatus. C6. 10.
Cherry limb affected with Black Knot. XXVIII. PI. IG.
Cherry tent maker, moths of. 72. 67.
tent in process of formation. 72. 66.
tent of early. 81, 17.
Chestnut and red oak seedlings. 95. 96.
Chickadee. 54. Cover; 64. 91.
Chipping sparrow. 64. 92 ; 55. Cover.
Chionaspis furfura. 72, 73.
Vhionohas semidea. T1, 38.
Choke cherry, fruit of. 56, 112.
leaves of. 56. 11.5.
Chrysophanus thoe. T1. 49.
Cingilia catenaria, see Sweet fern inch worm.
Clay soil cracking. S2, 29.
Clislocampa americana, see American tent caterpillar.
Clisiocampa disstria, see Forest tent caterpillar.
Clover, red and alsike, in bloom. 42. 122; 138. 200.
crimson, sown at different times.' 59. 188.
harvesting. 48, 124.
with barlej', spring seeding. 48. 126.
with nodules on roots. S2. 36.
Club root of cabbage. XXVIII. PI. 16.
Codling moth. 35. 30; 54. 90; 131. 20; C6, 12; XXIX. PI. 16, 396.
apple injured by. III. 53; V. 173.
cage used in study of the. 131,21; XXIX. 405. PI. 17.
limb cage. XXIX. PI. 17.
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Codling moth, calyx of apples, closing of. XXIX. PI. 20.
cocoons, under tlie bark. 131, 20; XXIX, .397.
eggs on a leaf. 131, 22; XXIX. PI. 18.
on fruit. 131, 21; XXIX, 406.
hole drilled thru bark into cocoon. 131, 18.
injuries in orchard by. 131, 36, 37.
larva, young. 131, 22; XXIX. PI. 18.
feeding in the calyx cavity of apple. 131,23;
XXiX, 412.
mature. XXIX. PI. 16.
neglected apple orchard. 131, 35; XXIX, 497.
ground covered with dropped apples ia.
131, 36; XXIX, 496.
; pupa. 131, 19.
case, empty. XXIX. PL 18.
in cocoon. XXIX. PI. 16.
on bark. 131, 20.
.
1 spraying, time for. 54. 139; 131, Cover.
apples ready for. XXIX. PI. 16.
results of. 131, 29, 31, 33, 40.
' tree with apples bagged. XXIX, 4.50.
winter home of. 131. 19.
work in an apple. 131, 17, 24.
in water sprouts. XXIX, 410.
worminess of apple shown at the calyx. 131, 24.
Colias interior. T1, 56.
Colias philodice. T1, 55, 56.
Coleus plant. T4, 6.
Columbine, flowers of. NS1, 9.
Conant Hall, Durham, N. H. V, 21 ij.
Conotrachelus nenupliar, see Plum Curculio.
Corn, and soy beans for silage. C6. 7.
average stalk arranged according to height. 51, 36.
average size and appearance of tested varieties. 60, 9.
grain of. S3, 51.
green, cultivation of. 71, Cover,
under glass. 60, Cover,
varieties. 60, 7.
grown on Bowker's H. & D. 21. 10; V, 192.
chemicals. 21, 8, 9; V. 192.
fall manured soil. 21, S; V, 190.
plowed in. 21, S; V, 190.
soil surface. 21, 8; V, 190.
leached ashes. 21, 9; V, 190.
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Corn grown on no manure or chemicals. 21, 9; V. 190.
spring manured soil. 21. S; V, 189.
soil manured on snow. 21, 8; V, 189.
spring surface manured. 21, S; V,
191.
whole ashes. 21, 9: V, 191.
foi'ced in lettuce house. 60, 3.
plot plowed 5 in. deep. 71, 55.
7 in. deep. 71, 57.
uncultivated. 71, 50.
sweet and cross sections of varieties. 51, 40.
early varieties. 51, Cover, 38.
in greenhouse. 60, 4.
varieties. 57, 129; 92, 52, 53; 60, 19.
Cow, Sue, high grade Shorthorn. 127, Cover.
skull of. 50 28.
Cows, feeding. 120, 80.
uiap of N. H. showing number in each county. 120. Cover.
Crane fly. 55, 105.
Cream, scale. 114, 155.
scoring, frame for holding funnel for. 132, 62.
Crop of sweet corn with ears formed. 64, 4.
Cucumber beetle, larva of striped. 90. 34.
vines protected against. 31. 16.
Cucumber leaf infested with white-fly. 100, Cover.
varieties. 125, 158, 160.
Currants, three valuable varieties of. 105, 22.
Currie's rust proof beans. 99. 28.
Curve showing absorption of NH3 and I by clay. XXIX. 2S().
average mean temperature at Durhanj. XXIX, 203.
effect of lime in solution with clay. XXIX, 283.
reaction between clay and NaCl. XXIX, 277.
K2C03. and clay. XXIX. 282.
C'ybele butterfly, female. T1, 11.
Cylinclrosporium pomi cultures, stab. XXIX, 355. See fruit spot.
D
Daisies in newly seeded grass land. 59, 179.
Danais plexippus. T1. 7; 81, 20.
Datana angusii. larva. XXVIII, 346.
Datana integerrima. See Walnut caterpillar.
Datana viinistra. see Yellow-necked apple caterpillar.
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"Day of the sky-scraper tree is past." 131. 54.
Delis portlandia, male undersiirface. T1, 33.
Deering, W. A. Orchard of, diagram, 1907. XXIX, 427. 1908.
XXIX, 438.
DeMeritt, A. Orchard of, diagram, 1906. XXIX. 432; 1908,
XXIX, 434.
view in, 1906. XXIX. PI. 19.
Dehorned cattle. 50, Cover.
stanchion used in dehorning cattle. 50, 23.
Diahrotica vittata. 90. 34.
Diaplieromera femorata. see Walking stick.
Diplosis pyrivora, see Pear midge.
Dividers for I'eading hutter fats. 114. 154.
Dog's tooth violet. NS1. Cover.
Downy mildew. Ill, 235.
sports of. Ill, 236.
Drainage tools of different kinds. 188, 32.
Drying oven. V, 150.
Edema albifrons, see Red-humped oak caterpillar.
Egg plant varieties. 76, 137.
Elm leaf beetle. 90, 40.
eggs, larva, beetle, etc. ill. 258.
Elm leaf curled by aphis. 122, 112; 136. 133; XXVIII. 350.
injured by aphides. 90, 37.
Elm trees. 33, Cover.
Ensilage corn. 57, Cover.
Euclamiis pylades. T1, 76.
Euproctis chrysorrhoea, see 3rown-tail moth.
Euptoieta Claudia, male. T1, 9.
European apple tree canker. XXIX. PI. 10.
Euvanessa antiopa. T1. 25; 67, 125.
Evening primrose. NS1, 11.
Exhibit at Rochester Fair, 1908. XXIX. Frontispiece.
Fall canker worm. 44. 36.
eggs of. 54. 89.
web on tree covering foliage. 122. Ill; 136,132.
Fall web-worm, see web-worm.
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Farms, worn out. SI. 16.
Farrington's outfit for acidity tests. 132. 63.
Feniseca tarquinius. T1. 48.
Flea-beetle. 56. 91.
egg-plant leaf injured by. 29. 5.
larva of. 29. 4.
tomato leaf injured by. 29. Cover.
Floricultural grounds at College. 34. 9.
Forest, after crop has been harvested. 106, 36.
growth about a mill pond. 106. 42.
growth, valuable. 106, 46.
nature's slow method of reclaiming forest lands. 95, 105.
New England in transportation. 119. Cover.
two years after the, was cut. 119. 52.
Forest tent caterpillar. 59. 200.
apple leaves partially eaten by. 64, 83; 75,
121.
black cherry leaves eaten by. 59. 20."!
cast skins of the. 75. 110.
cocoon of. 48. 143; 64. 86; 75, 109; 112, li3.
egg-mass. 63. 77; 75. 118.
elm leaves partially eaten by. 75. S2.
feeding on elm leaves. 75, 117.
fragment of leaves eaten by. 64. Cover,
mass of caterpillars. 64, 80; 75. 111.
map of N. H. showing spread and distri-
bution of. 75. 108.
Fruit Spot of Apples.
Baldwin showing stages. XXIX. PL 1.
Chlamydospores from old culture. XXIX. PI. 7.
Conidia. XXIX. PI. 7.
Cross section of a stroma. XXIX. PI. 5.
of a 34 days' inoculation. XXiX. PI. 2.
to show connecting tissue. XXIX. PI. 3.
through early stage. XXIX. PI. 6.
vascular system browned. XXIX. PI. 3.
Hyphae from culture. XXIX. PI. 7.
Inoculations and punctures. XXIX. PL 3.
Late stage. XXIX. PL 4.
Lenticel, normal tissue. XXIX. PI. 4.
Section of typical colony. XX iX. PL 3.
thru a green spot. XXIX. PL 2.
Spore production in solution. XXIX. PL 7.
Spores from culture. XXIX. PL 6.
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Fruit Spot of Apples.
Stroma, cross section. XXIX. PI. .5.
developing. XXIX. PI. 4.
elevations from. XXIX. PI.
vascular system of apple. XXIX. PI.
Q
Gallerucella xantJiomelaena, see Elm leaf beetle.
Garden irrigated. 34, Cover.
Gas flame. T4, Cover.
Gas sprayer at work. XXIX, 446.
Germinating box. S3, 52; 53.
Germinating device. S3, 53.
Germinating spores of early blight. 55, 104.
Gipsy moth, caterpillar. 23. 21; 121, 92; 122, 120; 128, 222; 136,
chrysalis. 23, 21; VI, 170.
closing holes in trees to prevent laying in. .136, 126.
egg mass of, on bark. 121, Cover, 85.
egg cluster. 121. 92; 122, 130; 128, 222; 136, 116.
egg masses on neglected apple tree, Arlington, iNIass.
121, 86; 136, 107.
female. 23, 20; 121, 92; 122, 120; 128, Cover, 222;
136, 116; VI, 169.
killing eggs of in woodland. 121, 101; 128, 230; 136,
123.
life cycle. 120, 94.
map to show spread and location of in N. H. 128, 225.
most effective means of control. 121, 92; 122, 120;
128, 222; 136, 116.
moth male. 23, 20; VI, 169.
and female. 121,90; 122,120; 128,222; 136,120.
neglected apple orchard compared with same sprayed
later. 136, 146.
trees cemented for. 136, 125.
various stages. 121, 89; 136, 99, 104.
woodland injured by. 121, 98; 128, 228; 136. 120?^
Glass jar. 128, 183.
and glass stopple. 126, 183.
Glycobius speciosus, see Maple Iwrer.
(Gooseberries, varieties of American. 105, 24.
varieties, English. 105. 23.
Grade level. 29. 16.
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Grain of corn. S3, 51.
Grape, thrifty growth of. 105. 4.
varieties of. 19, 20; 105. 5, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20.
Grapta comma, male undersurface. T1, 21.
Grapia j-album. T1, 23.
Grapta g)-acilis, male undersurface. T1. 22.
Grapta interrogationis. T1. 20.
Grasshopper killed by fungus disease. 81. Cover.
Grass lands, seeding with and without nurse crops. 59. 184.
Greenhouse, bed when acetylene gas was turned on. T4. 2.
gardening, concentrating space. 60. 12.
plan of the college.' 104. 96.
of the college. C6, 14.
Grav birch, flowers of. NS1. 7.
H
Haematohia serrata. see Horn fly.
Halcsidota caryae. see Hickory Tiger moth.
Harvesting clover on college farm. 48. 124.
Hawk, head of. NS2. 21.
Hazel-nut, flowers of. NS1. 8.
Hemerocami)a definita. larva. XXVIII. PI. 6. 139. 223.
Hemerocampa leucostigma. see White-marked tussock moth.
Hickory tiger moth, various stages. 139. 219; XXVIII. PI. 5.
Hickory tree defoliated by walnut caterpillar. XXVIII. PI. 11.
Hog, illustrating feeding experiments. 113, Cover.
Home gardening. SI. 10.
Horn fly and horn. 28. Cover; III. 259.
egg, larva, puparium. 28. 2.
Horses, from N. H. C. farm. 82. Cover.
Hunter's butterfly, caterpillar. 81. 18.
empty chrysalis. 81. 19.
male. T1. 28.
wings, closed showing under side. T1, 28.
Hypliantria textor, see web-worm.
1
Ichneumon fly. 64. 91.
depositing an egg. 75, 124.
Insertion of tubes in maple tree. 32. 21.
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Irrigation, celery at the beginning of experiment. 34, 21.
celery two-thirds grown. 34. 23.
laying tile for. 34, 16.
onions, with and without. 34. 19.
on large scale in the west. 34. 13.
showing both high and low methods of piping for
over-head irrigating. 137. 168.
Jack-in-the-Pulpit. NS4, Cover.
Judging cattle. S1, 12.
K
King bird. NS2, 17.
Ladd, A. Orchard, diagram of, 1907. XXIX, 430.
Lambs, Station block. C6, 8.
Dorset-Ramboulllet. XXIX. 323, 328.
Hampshire-native ram. XXIX, 324.
Lincoln-native ram. XXIX, 325.
Lincoln-Rambouillet ewe. XXIX. 326.
Shropshire-native ram. XXIX, 322; ewe, 321
Leaf curl of peach. XXIX. PL 14.
Leaf spot of apple, stages. XXIX. PI. 9.
tree defoliated by. XXIX. PI. 8.
tree sprayed. XXIX. PI. 8.
Leggett's insect powder gun. 39, 74.
Lepidosaplies ulmi, see Oyster shell bark-louse.
Lettuce, varieties of. 99, 33, 34; T4, 4.
Leucania unipuncta, see Army worm.
Limenitis archippus. T1, 33.
Limenitis arthemis. T1, 31.
Limenitis astyanax. T1, 30.
Liming grass lands. S2, 41.
Limneria fugitiva. T6, 204.
Lycaena pseudargeolus. T1, 52.
Lycaena scudderii. T1, 51.
Luna moth. 59, 210; 102, 76.
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Machine for hoisting and screening gravel. 77, Cover.
Machine for whirling milk samples. 104, 1.52.
Macrodactylus aubspinosu^, see Rose beetle.
Madonna lily, blossoms of. NS1, 5.
Maple borer, beetle of. 33. 7.
mines of young. 33, S
Mason jar. 126, 182.
Meganostoma caesoniu. T1, 55.
Melanoplus sjjretits. see Rocky Mountain locust.
Melitaea phaeton. T1, 15.
Melitaea harrisii. T1, 16.
Melons, three varieties. 70. 19.
vdre cover for. XXIX. 511.
Method of collecting sap. 32, 12.
Milk composite samples, apparatus for care of. 126. 181, 182, 183.
Milk, Jersey whole (microscopic enlargement). 116, 150.
map of N. H. to show milk markets. 120, 77.
to show milk produced in each county. 120, 70.
Milk testing, apparatus. T71.
Milk testing, contents of cloth thru which, was poured. 132, tjtf.
filling pipette. 114. 151.
frame for holding funnel. 132. 62.
funnel for strainer cloth. 132. 62.
outfit. 114. 148.
strainers which had strained milk. 132, 65, 66.
weigh can with strainer in position for scoring. 132,
62.
Millets. 57, 131.
Morning glory seed. S3. 49.
Morrill Hall. C6, 1.
Muskmelons. basket of. 52, Cover.
early summer house of. 76, 140, 141.
pistitillate or female blossoms of. 52. 58.
staminate or male blossoms of. 52, 57.
transplants ready to set. 52, 59.
types of. T2, 89, 9:j, 95, 96, 97, 101, 103. 107.
108, 109, 111, 115, supp.
varieties of. 52, 63, 65, 67; 70, Cover, 19, 26, 27, 37,
40, 42.
Myrtle warbler. T3, Cover.
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N
Xeo7iy7nplia canthus, iindersurface. T1. 35.
yeonymplia eurytris. T1. 35.
Nephele butterfly, male. T1. 37.
Nesmith Hall. 25, Cover; 26, Cover; 58, Cover; 62, Cover; 78,
Cover; C6, 6.
New Hampshire, a natural sheep country. S1. 15.
Map of, to show Antlered maple caterpillar distribution.
XXIX, 529.
Brown-tail moth, spread and distribu-
tion of. 122, 106; 128, 210; 136, 127.
cows in each county. 120, Cover,
forest tent caterpillar distribution. 75.
108.
gipsy moth spread and distribution. 121,
82; 127, 275; 136. 96.
potato experiments in state. 48, 129;
62. 38.
milk markets. 120, 77.
milk produced in each county. 120. 70.
Niagara gas sprayer. XXIX, 446.
Nodules on clover roots. S2, 36.
Xotolophus antiqua, see Rusty tussock moth.
Nozzle for spraying. 131. 44; 139. 227.
o
Oats and peas. 47, 142.
Onions with and without irrigation. 34. 19.
Orchard management, bush beans in a young orchard. 99, 29;
110, 90.
clean culture in a plum orchard. 110. 92.
neglected, codling moth injury in. 131, 35.
neglected compared with cared for. 131, 37.
renovating old. 110. 88.
Osmosis, apparatus to show process thru egg membrane. S3, 57.
Oyster river flowing thru college woods. 95, Cover.
Oyster shell bark-louse. 31, 15, 90, 42; C4, 1; XXVIII, 339.
scales on poplar. C4. 2: XXVI 11, 340.
various stages. 72, 72: C4. 3; XXVI 1 1, 341.
Owl. NS? Cover.
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Packers' Falls orchard, diagram, 1908. XXIX, 436.
Paleacrita vernata. see Cankei- worm, spring.
Pamphila biviavidd. T1. 70.
Pamphila manataaqna. T1. 09.
Panicum crus-galli. plot of. 57. i:^:!.
Panicum Italicum. plot of. 57. '[:]?,.
Panicum viiliaciiw. plot of. 57, 1.''2.
Papilio pMlenoi: T1, 62.
Papilio polyxcnes. T1. 61.
Papilio troilufi. T1. 60.
Papilio turnus. T1, r)S.
Paris green duster. 39. T-!.
Parsley. T4. 6.
Peaches, branch of Mountain Rose Peach tree. 105, 14.
varieties of. 105. I".
Peach leaf curl. XXIX. PI. 14.
yellows, fruit. XXIX. :J77.
•'ti])- in August. XXIX. 378.
tuft. XXIX. 379.
Pea seed. S3. 50.
Peas, varieties of. 99. 36, 37.
Pear midge, injuries. 23. 7: VI, l-ifi.
larva. ])U])a and parent fly. 23; 8; VI. 157.
psyjla. 23. 10; VI, 159.
egg of. 23. 10: VI. 159.
Pears, from the central part of the state. 48, 135.
Sheldon, healthy. V. 163.
Sheldon, unhealthy. V. 162.
varieties of. 99. 39: 105. ', i).
Pemphigus tessellata. see Wooly Alder Aphis.
Peppers, in peach orchard. 110. Cover,
summer house of. 76. Cover,
varieties. 99. 38, 39,
Peronospora irticola. see Downy mildew.
Phycioclcs tharos. TI. 18.
Phyciocles nycteis. TI. 17.
Phyllotreta vittata. see Flea beetle.
Pieris napi. TI, 53.
Pieris rapae. 59. 213: TI. 54.
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Pimpla (onqHisiior. T6. 191.
on cocoon of Euproctis chrysorrhoea. 122, 127; 136. 144.
on cocoon of CUsiovnmpa. T6. 193.
parasite, life stages of. T6. 195; 48, 142.
various stages. T6. 195.
Pine flowers, staniinate and pistillate, of the white pine. 119, 64.
seedlings. 95. 98; 119. .56.
packed for shipment. 119. 58.
samples of. 95. 99.
scrub, for seed purposes. 95, 103; 106. 34.
students digging. 119, 54.
students planting. 119. 62.
this and next years' crop of cones. 119, 66.
two years after the forest was cut. 119, 52.
tree, at the beginning. 95, 94.
view of mature growth of, and hemlock. 95, 107.
Pink lady's slipper. NS1. 10; NS4, 42.
Plum curculio. apple injured by. V. 175.
Plum tree. 105. 9.
Plums, from central part of the state. 48. 137.
varieties. 105. 7. 8. 10. 11. 12. 13.
variety orchard. 105. Cover,
variety oi-chard on clay loam. 138. 199.
Pole beans, on string trellis. 62. 33.
mmning on ordinary bean poles in greenhouse. 62, 30.
Pond filling up. S2, 24.
Poplar, staminate catkins of. NS1. 6.
Porthetria dispar, see Gipsy moth.
Potato blight, leaf affected with. 22, 5; III. 232.
spores of. early. 65. 104.
late. 65, 100.
Potato field of Experiment Station. 62. Cover.
Potatoes, on clay loam. 138. Cover.
map showing experiments in state. 48. 129; 62. 38.
showing results of srpaying. 111. 112.
sprayed and unsprayed. 22. 3; V. 164.
trial grounds of N. H. C. 111. 108.
varieties. 41, Cover, 5, 11; 63. 41. 42, 43, 46, 49.
51, 54, 59; 73, Cover; 111. Cover. 117, 118, 122, 126.
128; 125. 161. 162. 163. 164. 165. 166, 167. 168, 169,
170.
Predaceous bug. 122, 127; 136, 144.
Psylla pyricola. see Pear tree psylla.
Pyrameis huntera, male. T1. 28.
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Radishes. T4. 3.
ready to pull, between corn, 60, 14.
Red cherry, leaf of. 55, 114.
Red clover a soil improver. S2, 33.
Red-humped apple caterpillar. 139, 217: XXVIII. PI. 4.
Red-humped oak caterpillar. 59, 207.
Red-winged blackbird, female. NS2, 16.
Refuge for birds. 54, 97.
Renovating an old orchard. 110, 88.
Reservoir, view of college. 34, 8.
River grinding away rocks into soils. S2, Cover.
Road building, design for grade level. 30, 16.
different kinds of levels for determining grades. 118, 29.
elevation of road experimented on. 46, 161; 127, 149.
experimental road. 46, Cover.
foundation of road. 30, 5.
machines. 77, Cover.
road after blasting. 46, 65.
road after reconstruction. 46, 73.
road before reconstruction. 46, 65.
road cross section of. 30, 4.
road, macadamized completed. 30, 13.
road, in process of making. 30, 9.
road partially filled. 46, 71.
view from top of hill after construction. 46, 75.
Rock split by a tree. S2, 23.
Rocky mountain locust. Ill, 249.
Root crops. 57, 150.
Rose beetle, larva, pupa, beetle. 31, 14.
Russetted apples, by Bordeaux. XXIX. PI. 15.
Rust on apple leaf. XXIX. PI. 11.
Rusty tussock moth.
eggs of. 121. 87; 122, 112; 136, 112; 136,
133; 139. 221; XXVIII, 329.
caterpillar. 139, 223; XXVIII. PI. 6.
Sacaline. 47, 147.
Sanford corn and soy beans. 138, 194.
San Jose scale. 23, 18; 109, Cover, 76.
affected pear. 109, 76.
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San Jose scale, apple branch. 23. IG; VI, 165.
apples showing discoloration. C5, tj.
female adult. C5. 6; VI, 167.
male adult. 23, 19; VI, 167.
peach leaves showing scales of. C5. 3.
peach tree infected with. C5, 2.
peach twig infected with. C5, 6.
pear infected with. 23, 15; 109. 78; VI, 164.
stages of young. C5, 5.
plum infested with. C5, 3.
young larva. 23, 17; VI. 166.
Satyrus alope. male. T1, 36.
Scab, apple, see apple scab.
Scales for weighing milk. 114, 158.
School house, old New England. SI, 8.
Scliizara concinna, see Red-humped apple caterpillar.
Hcopclosoma. 54, 92.
Scurfy scale. 90, 41; XXVIII, 342.
various stages. 72. 73.
Sheep. N. H. a natural sheep rountry. SI, 15.
Shrike, head of. NS2, 22.
Silo temperature, apparatus for taking. 79. 31.
Shnuliam voiustmn, see Black fly.
Skinner irrigating system for strawberries. 137, 158.
Smith, .]. T. Orchard, diagram, 1907. XXIX, 430.
Soft rot of cold storage apples. 93. 74.
Soil hard and cloddy. S2, 30.
Soil testing, simple '-ack and apparatus. S2, 39.
Soil, well pulverized. S2, 32.
Sooty spot of apple. 65. 107: XXIX. PI. 11.
Sorghums, non-saccharine. 57. 134.
Sow and eight pigs. 66, Cover.
Soy beans. 57, 138.
field of late soy beans. 57. 136.
Spider-egg sacs of, on loose bark. 54, 90.
Spiny elm catei-pillar. 67, 126. See Antiopa butterfly.
butterfly hanging from branch. 67, 134.
chrysalis. 67, 131.
playing 'possum.' 67, 133.
chrysalis four views of. 67. 130.
denuded elm twig. 67, 129.
denuded poplar, carpet web on. 67, 137.
denuded twig showing cast skins of. 67, 127.
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Spiny elm caterpillar, feeding on willow. 67, 128.
larva, chryaalis, and butterfly. 67, Cover,
on twig. 67. 141.
working. 67. 124.
Spiny oak taterpillai'. XXIX. &2o.
Spray Injury to young apple. XXIX. PI. i:L
rod, for garden use. XXiX, 513.
Spraying apparatus. 44, 40; 64. 94: XXVIII. PL S.
Bordeaux nozzle. 131. 44: 139, 227.
difficult to spray beside a wall. 131, 56.
New York spraying outfit. 44. 38.
pump. 29. 6. 7: 38. 58: 44. 40. 101, Cover. 110,- 101,
III, 226, 227.
truck and tower, for spraying. 131. 47.
Vermorel nozzle. 131, 44; 139, 227.
wagon and towei- for small orchard. 131. 46; 139. 226.
Spraying, apples, calyxes closed too late for spraying. 131. 53.
open. 102. Cover,
grape disease. C6, 9.
orchard, apple. 110, 98.
potatoes. 65. 100; 101. 54; IH. 112.
results of apple spraying, at Greenland, N. H., 131, 33;
XXIX, 493.
at Hancock. N. H. 131, 31;
XXIX, 492.
at Walpole. N. H. 131, 29, 40;
XXIX, 491.
time to spray foi- codling moth. 54. 39; 131. Covei-.
Spring beauty. NS4, 40.
Spring canker worm. 40, 92; 44, 35.
various stages. 85. 72.
Spruce seedling. 95, 103.
Squash bug, adult. 48, 145.
male and female. 89. Cover; 90, 33.
stage before adult. 48, 145; 89. 16.
Squashes under glass. 76, 142.
varieties. 76. 134; 99. 42.
Strawberries. 74, Cover.
blossoms. 137. 164.
desirable stand for. 137. 166.
harvesting the crop. 47, 112.
harvest time on a strawberry farm. 137. 170.
newly set plants. 47, 109.
sorting berries. 47. 92.
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Strawberries, twenty-one basket tray. 137, 171.
two-year old strawberry field. 137, 162.
varieties. 47, Cover; 94, 95, 98, 99; 74, 92, 96, 97,
98, 101, 103; 137, 173, 174, 175, 176, 177, 178. 179,
180, 181, 182, 183, 184, 185, 186, 187.
Strawberry day at the Agricultural Experiment Station. 68, 155.
Strawberry field operated ou the Skinner system. 137, 158.
Strawberry plant in bloom. 138, Cover.
rows too thick for best results. 137, 165.
Striped cucumber beetle, all stages. XXIX. PI. 21.
Striped maple caterpillar. XXIX, 524.
Sweet fern inch worm, various stages. XXVIII. PI. 13.
diseased caterpillars. XXVIII. PI. 14.
T
Tachinid fly. 67, 139.
Tachinid parasite of the Forest tent caterpillar. 75, 123.
Terias lisa. T1, 57.
Thecla acadia, female undersurface. T1, 41.
Thecla irus. T1, 45.
Thecla niphon. T1, 44.
Tile drainage, see also Drainage.
Tile drainage, determining the depth of ditch. 118, 41.
effect of soil and drains on distance apart of
drains. 118. 25.
filling ditch by hand. 118, 41.
filling ditch with a plow. 118, 39.
grade levels. 118. 29.
laying tile. 118, 33.
method of finding depth of ditch. 118. 30, 33.
showing line pebbles and effect of frost on tile.
118, 35.
showing a system of underdrains of 4 acres of
land. 118, 43.
some good and bad shapes of tile. 118. Cover.
tools, different kinds of. 118, 32.
two arrangements of drains. 118, 27.
walled outlet for. 118. 37.
Tropoea lima, see Luna moth.
Trypeta pomonella. see Apple maggot.
Tuberculosis, bovine, portion of chest wall of infected cow. 78, 162.
Tussock moth caterpillars. 139, 223; XXVIII. PI. 6.
white-marked Tussock moth. 33, 5.
eggs of. 121. 88. 136, 113.
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TuFSock moth caterpillars, larva. 33. 4. 136, 113.
various stages. 33. :->: 139, 224; XXVIII.
PI. 7.
Two spotted skipper, male. T1. 70.
V
^'a)^essa milberti. male. T1, 26.
Vegetable growing, effect of acetylene gas upon. T4, 2.
taking notes in the field. 125. Cover.
Vermorel nozzle. 131. 44; 139. 227; XXVIII. ;^34.
w
Walking stick, resting on birch twig the leaves of which were
attacked by birch leaf skeletonizer. 81, 21.
Walnut caterpillars. XXVIII, 344.
cast skins and eggs. XXVIII. PI. 12.
hickory trees defoliated by. XXVIII. PI. 11.
Walnut, seedlings of. 95. 97.
Waste land abandoned. 106. 28, 30.
Waters, comparison of natural and polluted waters. 53. Cover.
Watermelons, color and size of varieties of. 86, 78.
cross section of. 86, Cover.
varieties of. 86. 81. 83, 8-5, 87, 89. 91, 93, 95, 99,
101, 103, 105.
Web-worm, apple leaf denuded by young. 72, 69; 139, 208.
apple leaf denuded by fall web-worm. 90, 39.
apple leaves eaten by older web-worm. 72, 70.
larva, pupa, moth. V, 172.
moth and cocoon of. 139, 21; XXVIII. 322.
various stages of. 72. 60; 139. 210; XXVIII. 321.
web covering foliage. 122, 111; 136. 132.
web on apple tree. 139. 209: XXVIII. PI. 1.
White birch injured by tent caterpillar. 38. Cover.
Wild cherry injured by tent caterpillars. 38. 46.
flowers of wild. 56. Cover,
fruit of. 56, 120.
leaves of wild. 56. 116
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Willow stamen covered floret. NS1. 'k
Winter injury to apple trees. XXIX. Pis. 12. 13.
Wire covers for cucurbs. XXIX. .511.
Woolly Alder Aphis. Ill, 26:;.
Woodman. G. Orchard, diagram, 1907. XXIX, 12o; 1908. XXIX,
432.
Yellow adder's tongue. NS4, 41.
Yellow-billed cuckoo. 38, 55.
Yellow-necked apple caterpillar. 139. Cover, 213.
on apple twig and foliage. XXVIII, PI. 2.
various stages. 139. 214; XXVIII. Pl. 3.
Yellow warbler. NS2, 19.
z
Zebra caterpillar, and moth. 31. 13.
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THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Office of the Registrar of Vital Statistics.
Concord, September 1, 1908.
To His Excellency the Governor and the Honorable Coimcil
:
I have the honor to submit herewith, in accordance with the
laws of the State of New Hampshire, the twenty-first report
relating to the registration of births, marriages, divorces and
deaths, in this state for the years ending December 31, 1906,
and December 31, 1907.
Respectfully submitted.
PyirynQ.^MTs
Registrar of Vital Statistics
REGISTRATION REPORT.
Returns for 1906 axd 1907.
Herewith is rendered a statistical return of births, mar-
riages, divorces and deaths, as made to the dejjartraent of
vital statistics for the calendar years 1906 and 1907.
In addition thereto there is a summary, commencing with
Table Xo. 19, showing certain features of similar returns for
the past twenty-four years : since such statistics have been of
sufficient completeness to be of value. Most of the computa-
tions are based upon an estimated population, except for the
census years. Upon this basis, the population of the State of
Xew Hampshire for the year 1906 was 333,488, and for the
year 1907, 437,138.
The number of births, marriages, divorces and deaths




In 1907, 9,083 births were returned, a decrease of 151 over
the returns of tlie previous year, but a larger number than
ever before returned to the state with the single exception of
1906. Table No. 21, on page 305, shows the number of births
returned to the department of vital statistics each year since
1880. The proportion of births to the population in the ear-
lier years of the registration is doubtless due to defective
returns. For recent years the figures may be considered
approximately correct, although under all systems of registra-
tion, so far as we know, some births are never reported.
Reference to various other tables relating to births will be
found in the index.
During the year 1907 there were reported 4,546 marriages,
the largest number ever returned to the state, being 168 more
than in 1906.
Table No. 22 shows the number of marriages returned in
each year from 1880 to 1907, inclusive. Some of the subse-
quent tables give the percentage of marriages to population,
by state, counties, nativity, etc.
The number of divorces decreed in New Hampshire for
thirty-seven yeai's is given in Table No. 32, page 314.
Table No. 33, on page 316, gives the caiises for which
divorces were granted in New Hampshhe from 1882 to 1907,
inclusive, by counties, and Table No. 34 shows the ratio of
divorces to marriages for the same period.
Tables Nos. 35 and 36 show the ratio of divorces to mar-
riages, by counties, for the years 1906 and 1907.
Deaths.
The general basic tables of this report show births, mar-
riages, and deaths, by towns, and with more details than can
be enumerated here. Every fact is recorded by towns, so
that it is possible to locate, by the smallest geographical unit,
every cause of death. This, from the standpoint of the stu-
dent of the prevalence of certain diseases, is exceedingly
important.
In other tables deaths are also enumerated b}' ages, sex,
REGISTRATION REPORT. VH
months, counties and towns. A general summary of deaths
in general and of certain specific causes, is given in Tables
Nos. 37 to 63, inclusive.
Table No. 48, on page 331, shows various causes of death
for the past twenty-four years, and is worthy of careful study,
as are also some of the subsequent tables relating to special
diseases.
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Births, Marriages and Deaths for
Strafford
TOWNS.


























































































































* Born at county farm, 1.






















































































































































































































J Died at public in.stitution.s, 190.
t Died at public institutions, 35.
* Died at county farm, 53.
14 REGLSTRATION REPORT.
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BIRTHS, MARRIAGES, AND DEATHS.
No. l.-—Continued.










































































































































* Born at the county farm, 2.
t Including unincorporated townships and grants.



































































* Died at county farm, 2.
t Died at public Institutions, 15.
22 REGISTRATION REPORT.
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Month, by Counties, 1906.
26 REGISTRATION REPORT.
Table
Births sho"wing age of mother,
Number
OF Child.
Under 15. 20 to 25. 25 to 30.
BIRTHS. 27
No. 3.
Number of Child, by Nationality, 1906.
45 to 50. Not stated. Total.
a
28 REGISTRATION REPORT.
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In the following tables the causes of death are arranged
according to the Bertillon classification, or what is otherwise
knoAvn as the International Classification of the Causes of
Death.
The old system, heretofore in use in this state in all the
Registration reports, and which was known as Dr. Farr's
Classification, has been abandoned for one more in accordance
with scientific nomenclature.
The International Classification has been adopted by all the
Americas and a greater part of Europe. The United States
Bureau of the Census used it in its last statistical compilation
of the causes of death, and it has been accepted by practically
all of the registration states of the country.
32 REGISTRATION REPORT.
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Causes of Death arranged by To"wns and
CAUSES OF DEATH. 35
No. 1.— Coittiliiit'd.
Counties, 1906.—International Classification.
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Causes of Death arranged by Tovms and.
I. General Diseases.
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Causes of Death arranged by To-wns and
II. Diseases of the Nervous System and of the
Organs of Special Sense.
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Causes of Death arranged by To-wns and
II. Diseases of the Nervous System and of the
Organs of Special Sense.
CAUSES OF DEATH. 91
No. 7.—Continued.
Counties, 1006.—International Classification.
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II. Diseases of the Nervous System and of the
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CAUSES OF DEATH, ii:
No. 7.—1906.—Continued.
by Counties.
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* Born at county farm, 10.
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Births, Marriages, and Deaths for
Recapitulation
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Births showing- age of mother,






























Number of Child, by Nationality, 1907.
1
35 to 40. 40 to 45. 45 to 50. ! Not stated. Total.
180 REGISTRATION REPORT.
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No. IQ.—Cord ill xcd.
Counties, 190Y.—International Classification.
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II. Dlseasks ok the Nervous System and of the
Organs of Special Sense.
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II. Diseases of the Nervous System and of the
Organs of Special Sense.
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Diseases op the Circulatory
System.
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by Counties.
III. Diseases of the Circulatory
System. s
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SUMMARY OF VITAL STATISTICS.
Table No. 19.
Population of Counties in 1880, 1890, and 1900.
Counties. 1880.
SUMMARY OF VITAL STATISTICS. 305
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SUMMARY OF VITAL STATISTICS. 307
308 REGISTRATION REPORT.
Table No. 24.
Births, Marriages and Deaths, "with








SUMMARY OF VITAL STATISTICS. 309
Table No. 25.
Population of 1900; Births, Marriages and Deaths, ^vith
rates of each to 1,000 of the population, for the year
























































Percentag-e of American and. Foreign Births, by Counties,
1907.
SUMMARY OF VITAL STATISTICS. Ill
MARRIAGES.
Table No. 29.
































































































































SUMMARY OF VITAL STATISTICS. 313
Table No. 31.




















































































































































































































































































































































SUMMARY OF VITAL STATISTICS. 317
Table No. 34.

















































































































































Population estimated for all but census years.
Table No. 34 gives the ratio of marriages to divorces for the years
meutioued. Tables showing the alleged causes of divorce may be
found elsewhere in this report.
318 REGISTRATION REPORT.
Table No. 35.




















































4,378 475 1 to 9.21
Table No. 36.
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DEATHS.
Table No. 37.
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Table No. 39.
































































































































































* One, sex not stated, classed with males.
t Three, sex not stated, classed with males.
X Two, sex not stated, classed with males.
§ One, sex not stated, classed with males.
Six, sex not stated, classed with males.
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Table No. 40.






















































































































































































































































Not including those with age not stated, premature and still births.
324 REGISTRATION REPORT.
Table No. 41.
Deaths at Different Periods, Compared -with the Number





























Deaths at Different Periods, Compared -with the Number

























* Excluding still births and premature births.
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Table No. 43.







SUMMARY OF VITAL STATISTICS. 327
Table No. 44.
Pefcentage of Deaths, by Ages and Sex, to Total Mor-
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Table No. 45.



















* Not including deaths with month not stated, and still births.
Table No. 46.
Total Deaths by Seasons, 1907.*
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No. 47.
Nativity of Persons Deceased from 1884 to 1907, inclu-
sive.
Years.
















































































































































* Including those whose nativity was not recorded. In the calculations of
percentages the rates are not given to the total reported deaths, but only to
the total of those cases where the nativity was stated.



















Deaths from Consumption (Pulmonary Tuberculosis) in
New Hampshire for Twenty-four Years, by
Age Periods.
Years.
SUMMARY OF ^^TAL STATISTICS. 333
Table No. 50.












































































































Deaths from Consumption by Nativity, Civil Condition
and Sex, by Counties, for 1906.
Counties. Sex.
SUMMARY OF VITAL STATISTICS. 335
Table No. 52.
Deaths from Consumption by Nativity, Civil Condition



















































































SUMMARY OP VITAL STATISTICS. 339
PNEUMONIA.
Table No. 55.
Mortality from Pneumonia in Ne-w Hampshire from 1883




Mortality from Pneumonia by Months from 1884 to 1907,
inclusive.








DIPHTHERIA AND MEMBRANOUS CROUP.
Table No. 58.
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TYPHOID FEVER.
Table No. 59.





Typhoid Fever—Mortality from to Each 10,000 of
Population of Same Age Period for Twenty-four
Years, from 1884 to 1907, inclusive.
the
SUMMARY OF VITAL STATISTICS. 845
SCARLET FEVER
Table No. 61.
Mortality from Scarlatina, from 1884 to 1907, inclusive.
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Table 62.



















































Rate per 10,000 to estimated population.
14.121
13.51 I





























Table Showing' Deaths in New Hampshire from Cancer
for Twenty-four Years.
Year.
SUMMARY OF VITAL STATISTICS. 347
APOPLEXY.
Table No. 64.





Deaths from Bright's Disease by Age Periods, 1884 to
1907, inclusive.
FINANCIAL STATEMENT.
Expenses of the Department of Vital Statistics,













Expenses of the Department of Vital Statistics,
September 1, 1907, to August 31, 1908.
Clerical services .
Postage and express













Apoplexy, deaths from, by age periods, 1884-1907 346
Births, 1880-1907 305
American and foreign parentage, by counties, 1906 310
1907 310
by age of mother, number of child, and nationality, 1906 26
1907 178
by sex and months, by counties, 1906 24
1907 176
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1907 154-175
with population and rates, 1884-1907 308
with rate to each 1,000 of population, 1906 309
1907 309
still, by sex, parentage, and month, by counties, 1906 29
1907 181
Bright's disease, deaths from, by age periods, 1884-1907 347
Cancer, deaths from, 1S84-1907 345
Consumption, deaths from, 1884-1907 333
by age periods 332
by counties, with percentage to
total mortality 336
by cities, with percentage to total
mortality 338




Croup, deaths from, 1884-1906 342
Deaths and death rates, 1884-1907 319
by counties 320
at age periods, with percentage to total mortality, 1883-1907.. .'?23
at different periods, compared with number living at same
period, 1906 324
1907 324
by ages and sex, 1884-1907 325
months, towns and counties, 1906 120-143
1907 272-295
by nativity, 1884-1907 330
by seasons, 1906 329
1907 329
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1907 154-175
causes of, by ages, sex, month, 1906 144-151
1907 296-303
by towns and counties, 1906 32-119
1907 184-271
from various causes, 1884-1907.- 331
male and female compared, 1884-1907 322
352 INDEX.
PAGE
Deaths, percentage of, by ages and sex, to total mortality, 1884-1907 . • 327
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1907 309
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Lancaster ::: N. H.
FISli AND GAME COMMISSIONERS' REPORT.
To His Excellency, the Governor, and the Honorable
Council:
The Commissioners of Fish and Game herewith sub-
mit their report.
The Commissioners are pleased to report that, al-
though in the last two or three years we have had some
very hard droughts and at the present time, June and
July, are experiencing one of the most severe ever known
in New Hampshire.
But for all this we are able to report the best brook
trout fishing, especially in Southern New Hampshire,
that we have known for twenty-five years. We account
for this in this way: The United States Commission, lo-
cated at Nashua, have been putting out large numbers
of brook trout fry and fingerlings in about every section
of the State where proper applications have been made
for them. This with the large number, from a million
and a half to two million brook trout fry and finger-
lings put out by your Commission is the reason for the
good fishing we have had.
We are firm believers in planting brook trout in the
fry stage, if reliable men can be had to do the planting,
in the spring feeders, to the brooks and shallow rapids.
A severe drought is not always as injurious as it would
at first seem, as where it kills trout it also kills many
enemies to the trout, especially in the brooks of South-
ern New Hampshire.
The aureolus, or golden trout that are found in
3
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Sunapee Lake and Dan Hole pond we are pleased to
say, if not gaining in numbers are holding their own.
The salmon fishing in New Hampshire has not been
as good for the last few years as we would like to report,
although we are expecting good results in the near
future.
The United States Commission planted this spring
in Sunapee Lake, and other lakes suitable for salmon, a
large number of the fry of the Pacific salmon. Your
Commission have also been for the last four years plant-
ing in our lakes, fingerlings and yearlings of the Pacific
salmon.
AVe have great hopes of these fish as they grow very
rapidly, much more so than land-locked or Atlantic sal-
mon. Growing in their native waters to fifty or sixty
pounds. A number of these have been taken the last
year from the several waters where they have been
planted weighing from two to five pounds each. It is
hard for the average fisherman to tell the difference be-
tween this salmon and the land-locked salmon.
Mr. Ralph Davis, whose summer home is at George's
Mills, Sunapee Lake, caught one from the waters of Sun-
apee Lake weighing two and one-half pounds. This was
sent to the United States Commission and pronounced
by them to be a chinook or Pacific salmon.
The black bass are here, and to stay. It is impos-
sible after these fish have been once established to ever
get rid of them. It is true we think that there are more
fishermen come to New Hampshire (and we may include
the natives) to fish for black bass than any other one
variety of fresh water fish. But for all that we wish
that lakes that are adap.ted to salmon and trout could
have been reserved for them and the black bass confined
to selected waters by themselves.
The lake trout fishing in Lake Winnipesaukee, As-
quam and Winnesquam bay has been as good as any
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one could ask for. We are .of the opinion that a law
should be passed confining each angler to so many fish
each day. This should also apply to brook trout. For
instance, if twenty-five or thirty brook trout were al.
lowed to each person a da}^, it would have a tendency
to stop man}'- parties fishing for numbers. This should
apply to brook trout especially.
We also advise that the close season in Merrimack,
Cheshire, Hillsboro and Rockingham counties commence
JuW 1st, instead of August 1st, as at the present time,
making the open season in these counties from April 1st
to July 1st.
There are always more or less remarks made about
tinkering or changing the fish and game laws. But
right here we want to make the remark, that if there are
any laws upon our statute books that require changing
frequently-, it is the fish and game laws, for as fish or
game increase or decrease, it is policy to extend or
shorten the open season when fish orgame can be taken.
Our non-resident license law secured for the state
quite a revenue, but nothing to what she would have re-
ceived had we passed a resident license law.
At the last session of the Legislature a bill was in-
troduced and passed the Senate unanimously, that re-
quired a resident to take out a license, costing the per-
son one dollar. This bill failed to pass the House. The
principal objection being made by parties that never
hunt or fish, that it would be a burden and tax upon
the poor farmer's boy. We have failed to find in our
talk with different sportsmen or farmers' boys, one that
objected to this tax of one dollar. This resident license
law would be in many ways a benefit to your Commis-
sion, for if we had this in connection with the non-resi-
dent law, any party found hunting must have either a
resident or non-resident license.
These resident licenses could be issued by the town
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clerk of each town, whose duty it should be, when called
upon by the Commission to give the number and name
of those in their respective towns that have taken out a
license. For this a clerk should receive twentj^-five cents
for each license issued. The remaining seventy-five cents
should go to the Commission for detective and other
work of the Commission.
At the present time there is no way of telling how
many deer are killed in New Hampshire each season. We
advise a law that would require each hunter as he kills
his deer to report the fact to the town clerk who issued
the license. And if he fails to do so he should be fined.
Since the last session of our Legislature many states
have adopted a resident hunting license law, New York
and Massachusetts being among the number. Regard-
ing the alien license law, very few have been issued dur-
ing the last two years. The clause that allows an alien
to hunt without a license after taking out his first pa-
pers is all wi'ong. These first papers cost but a trifle
and many that have taken them out since the passage
of this law will never go beyond these first papers.
The deer question in Southern New Hampshire is a
hard one to solve. At the last session of the Legisla-
ture the lower counties were open to deer hunting from
the first to the fifteenth day of December. It was not
the intention of the law that either the first or the fif-
teenth should be included as some claim.
Many deer were killed during the open season, but
in our opinion not two-thirds as many as was claimed.
There was much printed in our papers regarding the
cruelty of shooting deer with buck-shot. But deer will
occasionally be found wounded whether buck-shot or
rifle is used.
In fact one of the worst cases that came to our no-
tice last fall, was, where a deer had been shot with a
round ball. We should judge coming from a ten gauge
G
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gun, the ball entering the fleshy part of one ham and
lodging against the skin on the opposite ham. This
deer when found had evidently been wounded for several
days, as the pus was running from each of the wounds.
There are many theories as to the better and more
humane way of killing deer. If the men could be selected
and the right calibre rifle put in their hands, no doubt,
this would be the better way.
But take Hillsboro county for instance, where we
have a network of steam roads, trolley roads and high-
ways, we question if it would ever be safe to the public
to allow the shooting of deer with a round ball from a
smooth bore gun.
We would not advocate shortening the open season
in these lower counties. For if this should be done it
would cause too many hunters to be in the woods at the
same time, thus creating more of a chance for accidents.
We are more than pleased to report that not one
accident from hunting, where a person was killed, oc-
curred last fall.
In our opinion but one deer should be allowed to a
person. It was reported to us that a father and four
sons had eight deer at one time, hanging up, that they
had killed and all been legally killed.
A number of deer have been killed this summer while
doing damage to crops. These cases were promptly re-
ported to your Commission. We investigated all cases
when possible. It is impossible to do much with deer
killed inthis way, as they are rarely bled and opened and
dressed as they should be after they are killed.
In 1903 the Austin Corbin heirs presented the State
eight cow and four bull elk. These were liberated in the
town of Andover, on the foot hills of Bagged mountain.
During the last season forty-six have been seen, show,
ing a wonderful increase. Of this number four have been
killed that we know of. Three were shot wantonly and
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let lay where they fell, doing- no one any g-ood. One was
killed by Mr. Carr of Andover, where they had done con-
siderable damag-e to fruit trees. It is only a question of
time when the elk will become extinct.
An extract from Forest and Stream says :
"There are elk still on Vancouver Island and on the
British Columbia mainland, in Washington, Oregon and
a few in California. In all these localities they are few
and fast diminishing, exo.ept perhaps in Washington
and California, where special efforts have been made for
their protection." (Editor.)
At Corbin Park they are not considered desirable,
we understand, as they are gross feeders, and no where
near as gamey an animal as the wild boar or deer.
The open season for game birds in New Hampshire
of 1907 so far as ruffed grouse (commonly called part-
ridge) is concerned, was very unsatisfactory.
Many theories are advanced as to the cause. Dur-
ing the last fifty years we have known of many seasons
when grouse were very scarce, but* nothing compared
with last fall. The snaring of grouse in New Hampshire
is a thing of the past, we are pleased to say. In our
opinion there was a combination of causes, first, a cold
wet time about their hatching time. Then there was
more goshawks with us the winter of 1906 and 1907
than we have ever known before. One taxidermist of
our acquaintance had fifty to mount, where it is uncom-
mon for him to receive more than four or five during the
same time.
This hawk is a winter hawk and very destructive to
game. As a rule we do not believe in a bounty, but if a
bounty of one dollar each could be paid by the state for
killing this bird it would be money well invested. Then
we have the house cat that in many cases has become
virtually wild, living in the woods most of the time and
8
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killing the old and young of all kinds of game it can
master.
The red squirrel is one of the worst nuisances we
have. It not only eats the eggs of birds and their
young, but is a nuisance in many ways. You have only
to go into a pine forest, the most valuable growth in
New Hampshire, (both for lumber and as a protection
for game during our severe winters) to find piles of pine
cones of a bushel or more in a heap that they take the
seed from, thus depriving the surrounding section of
this valuable seed to replant our lands.
But after the open season on game birds had closed
the deer hunters who tracked the deer through sprout
lands, (where the bird hunter rarely goes) report start-
ing quite a number of partridge, so that we are in hopes
this beautiful bird may recover and be with us again in
goodly numbers.
The wood cock seems to be on the gain if anything.
The last three seasons were the best we have had in
years. We account for this in a measure by the good
work the Audubon Society is doing in the South as well
as better laws for their protection North.
Frank P. Brown of Whitefield was appointed June
30th, 1908, to succeed Merrill Shurtleff of Lancaster.
N. WENTWORTH, 1 Commissioners
CHAS. B. CLARKE, \ of
FRANK P. BROWN,] Fish and Game.
PROSECUTIONS.
Eighteen convictions for illegal killing of deer.
Seven convictions for illegal killing game birds and
animals.
Four convictions for illegal killing song birds and
taking their eggs.
Fourteen convictions for dumping sawdust into
streams and lakes.
Fifteen convictions for non-residents hunting with-
out a license.
Two convictions for illegal trapping and hunting
with a feri'et.
10
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Streams in town of Andover -
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Munsonville Lake in town of Nelson - - 10,000
Winnipesaukee Lake 100,000





Pleasant Pond ...... 500










Streams in town of Nashua - - - - 40,000
Merrimack - - - 20,000
Manchester - - - 60,000
Northfield - - - 10,000
Tilton - . - - 10,000
Hancock - - - - 10,000
Marlboro - - - 10,000
Franklin - - - 10,000
Sanbornton - - - 20,000
Hill ... - 20,000
Bristol ... - 20,000
Epsom ... - 10,000
Northwood - - - 20,000
Pittsfield - - - 10,000
Newport - - - 20,000
Mill Village - - - 10,000
'' " Claremont - - - 20,000
Somersworth - - - 20,000
" " Atkinson - - - 10,000
Warren ... - 10,000
Haverhill - - - 10,000
Sandwich - - - 20,000
" " Belmont - - - 10,000
" Laconia - - - 10,000
Grafton - - - 20,000
Canaan - - - 10,000
Lebanon - - - 10,000
Henniker - - - 10,000
" Bennington - - - 10,000
" " Fitzwilliam - - - 10,000
Wolfeboro - - - 10,000
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Big Diamond Pond 75,000
Little Diamond Pond 40,000
Greenough Pond 25,000
Streams in town of Berlin .... 25,000
•/ " Gorham . - . . 10,000
Shelburne - - - 20,000
Bethlehem - - - 10,000
*•' Franconia - - - 10,000
Littleton - - - 10,000
Whitefield - - - 10,000
Lisbon . . . . 10,000





Mohawk River, Brown Trout Fry - - - 40,000
" " Adult Fish - 75
LAKE TROUT FRY




Expense for quarter ending P^eb. 28, 1907.
Paid D. H. McLinn, Supt^, salary |150 00
Express and trucking 77 00
Coal 7 50
Fish meat 29 97
Hardware 3 82
Kepairs on pipe 1 09
W. R. Eaton, labor 15 50
Rope 50
$284 88
Expense for quarter ending May 31, 1907.
Paid D. H. McLinn, Supt., salary |150 00
Labor and board 22 70
Hardware 1 40
Fish meat 46 55
Labor 8 23
Express and trucking 138 00
Labor 69 15
Fish eggs 187 50
Telephone and telegraph 11 40
1634 93
Expense for quarter ending August 31, 1907.
Paid D. G. Wentworth, Supt., salary |150 00
" cash paid out 12 50
Telephone 3 15
Fish meat 149 85
Hardware 3 55
16
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Paid Lumber |24 75
Express and trucking 19 75
D. H. McLinn 150 00
Rubber boots 10 00
1523 55
Expense for quarter ending Nov. 30, 1907.
Paid D. G. Wentworth |174 95
D. H. McLinn 118 00
Telephone 6 28
Fish nets 4 25
Fish meat 147 84
Lumber 95 30
Express and trucking 84 00
Coal and wood 38 31
Labor 45 56
Groceries taking fish 3 72
Hardware 8 38
Rent of boat house 12 00
$738 59
Expense for quarter ending Feb. 28, 1908.
Paid D. G. Wentworth, Supt., salary |150 00
Express and trucking 100 12
Telephone 6 15
Lumber 48 80
Fish meat - 40 79
Labor and hardware .-. 51 02
1396 88
Expense for quarter ending May 31, 1908.
Paid D. G. Wentworth, Supt., salary |150 00
" " cash paid out 1 07
Express and trucking 34 50
Labor and board 83 96
Hardware 1 25
Fish meat 101 04
17
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Paid Telephone | 3 65
1375 47
Expense for quarter ending A.ugust 31, 1908.
Paid D. G. Wentworth, Supt., salary |150 00
CoLEBROOK Hatchery.
Expense for quarter ending Feb. 28, 1907.
Paid A. C. Wallace, Supt., salary |150 00
Telephone 9 75
Stevens and Tewksbury 2 25
Fish meat 11 60
Express 40




Expense for quarter ending May 31, 1907.
Paid A. C. Wallace, Supt., salary |150 00
" " cash paid out 65
Telephone 4 50
Stevens and Tewksbury 70
H. W. Sawyer '. 4 10
Fish meat 41 44
Labor 6 40
1207 79
Expense for quarter ending August 31, 1907.
Paid A. C. Wallace, Supt., salary |150 00
Wood 8 00
Stevens and Tewksbury 14 73
Coal 19 68
Fish meat 82 40
1274 81
18
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Expense for quarter ending Nov. 30, 1907.
Paid A. C. Wallace, Siipt., salary and cash
paid out 1119 29
Fish meat 60 04
Telephone 10 60
Labor 30 40
D. H. McLinn, Supt., salary 50 00
cash paid out 8135
Lumber 1 75
Teams 5 50
Fish meat 13 52
1372 45
Expense for quarter ending Feb. 28, 1908.
Paid I). H. McLinn, Supt., salary $150 00
Express 43 71
Fish meat 18 24
Lumber 48 64
Stevens and Tewksbury...... 7 93
Teams '. 1 00
Labor 8 00
1277 52
Expense for quarter ending May 31, 1908.
Paid B. H. McLinn, Supt., salary fl50 00
'• '• cash paid out 8 65
Labor 66 62






Expense for quarter ending August 31, 1908.
Paid D. H. McLinn, Supt., salary |150 00
Total expense for two years |4977 38
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Care of screen Newfound Lake f 6 25
East Tilton 4 50
G. A. R. Hall, Concord hearing 3 00
Carting fish 5 00
Care of screen Newfound Lake 13 75
Post Pond 4 35
East Tilton 11 50
Compiling game laws 25 00
C. E. Shepard ; 5 25
L. Jenks & Co 18 41
Hilton Cross 15 25
Care of screen Newfound Lake 14 00
County Pond 5 00
" " Newfound Lake 20 25
East Tilton 10 75
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Salaries of the Board of Commissioners for
two years ending August 31, 1908 |5200 00
Personal expenses 1403 00
16603 00
Received from non-resident hunting licenses
and fines from Dec. 1, 1906, to Sept. 1,
1908 112036 00
Paid for detective service from Dec. 1, 1906,
to Sept. 1, 1908 1 1571 20
Balance detective fund in state treasury Sept.
1, 1908 117983 51
Fish Screens.
Spofford Lake screen authorized by Governor
and Council.
Paid Kidder Machine Co. for screens |40 00
Freight 5 60




LIST OF LAKES AND PONDS.
LIST OF LAKES AND PONDS.
LIST OF LAKES AND PONDS IN NEW HAMPSHIRE, EXCLUSIVE
OF THE GREAT LAKES, WINNIPESAUKEE, SUNAPEE, OSSIPEE,
CONNECTICUT, ETC., WITH THE SIZE, CHARACTER OF THE
BOTTOM, AND SPECIES OF FISH FOUND IN THEM.
Towns
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LIST OF LAKES AND FO^DS.-Continued.
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Towns
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LIST OF LAKES AND FOtiDS -Continued.
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Hot Hole ...
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As public servants we have assembled to provide for the
continuance of good government for our state, and to ini-
tiate measures of progress which are promised and de-
manded, both by the advance which has already been made
along many lines, and by our determination to keep abreast
of our fellows in the brotherhood of states in all things
which make for general prosperity.
As public servants we have given our oath to this end,
—
you as representing the legislative, and I the executive
branch of the government. Upon each of us, therefore,
rests an unavoidable share of the responsibility of what-
ever is done or omitted to be done in the weeks that are
before us. In addition to our oath most of us have given
pledges, which are equally binding, and have made dec-
larations which are covenants with the people. I assume,
therefore, that it remains chiefly for us to adjust only the
natural and inevitable differences of opinion due to our
numbers, in order to arrive at conclusions satisfactory
alike to us and to our constituents. I therefore indulge
the hope that mutual confidence and cooperation will pre-
vail. Let us divest our minds of prejudice, and take up
all questions for examination in the light of our duty,
and of the best interests of the state. To such a course
I pledge myself without reserve, and I feel sure that none
of you will be lacking in reciprocal spirit. In this man-
ner we shall render this session of the General Court nota-
ble in the legislative annals of our state, and through its
results mark an epoch of progress for New Hampshire.
FINANCIAL.
The financial condition of the state, considered in its
relation to resources and liabilities, is fairly satisfactory.
As regards the relation of current receipts and current
expenditures, however, a different situation exists; for in
recent years we have to record a material increase in the
net indebtedness of the state.
For the fiscal year ending August 1, 1908, the treasurer
reports actual receipts, exclusive of cash on hand Septem-
ber 1, 1907, of $1,868,516.39; yet less than half of this
sum, or only $905,823.01 could be considered as revenue.
The total disbursements of the year were $1,839,824.10;
of which amount more than half, or $968,589.69 was
chargeable to expense. It will be seen, therefore, that the
deficit for the past year amounts to $62,766.68,—and this
in a year when there was no session of the Legislature with
its attendant cost for pay roll, mileage and incidental ex-
penses.
It is apparent, then, that if the credit of the state is to
be maintained, there must be an immediate and consider-
able increase in the revenue, unless we are prepared to
abandon the existing enlightened policy in regard to our
charitable, remedial, educational, and reformatory insti-
tutions, or to check the progressive and liberal spirit with
which the state has of late entered upon an extended pro-
gram of public improvements.
Neither of these alternatives will, I am confident, meet
with general approval. No considerable number of our
people begrudge the money now expended for schools,
hospitals, libraries, reformatories, the National Guard, the
public health, good roads, the promotion of agriculture,
the extension of our summer business, the propagation of
fish and game, or, indeed, any of the manifold functions
which the modern state has taken to itself. On the con-
trary, most people would be glad to see each of these
agencies for the betterment of the state's condition
strengthened, extended and improved. It is in response
' 5
to this spirit, so well understood, that the people's repre-
sentatives in the Legislature have appropriated the state's
money to these causes, and no one of us wishes to take a
backward step.
TAXATION.
But inasmuch as every dollar which is here appropriated
from the treasury must be put there in the form of taxa-
tion, it behooves us to see to it that the fiscal reservoir be
kept at least at the level of the demands made upon it, and
that, too, in the manner least burdensome upon all classes
of the people. This involves the consideration of problems
which are somewhat complex. In the report of the Special
Tax Commission, which was appointed a year ago, and
whose conclusions have been in your hands for study for
several weeks, you will find an illuminating discussion of
the entire problem of taxation in New Hampshire, and I
commend the Commission's recommendations to your
thoughtful consideration.
I especially commend to you that portion of their con-
clusions which suggests the IcA^ing of taxation upon pub-
lic service corporations at the average rate of taxation ex-
isting throughout the state, computed exclusive of the taxes
upon the capital of insurance companies and the deposits
in savings banks; and I trust that a law embodying this
principle will soon be presented to me.
Direct taxation is an abhorrent method of securing pub-
lic revenue, yet in New Hampshire, the state, the county,
and the local community, be it city, town, or precinct, thus
levies upon every citizen. To be sure, there are peculiar-
ities of our laws which lighten or entirely remove the bur-
den in some instances so far as the state is concerned ; but
this is an incongruity as it stands. The entire trend of
modern taxation systems in all commonwealths is in the
direction of the absolute elimination of the direct state
tax; and in the Tax Commission's report you will find a
recommendation to that end, and I would be glad to see
the result attained as the Commission suggests it. I have
6
long entertained the belief that two most equitable and effi-
cient means of increasing the public revenue lie in retain-
ing in the state treasury all of the railroad taxes except
that returnable to the cities and towns on account of rail-
road locations, and in retaining the entire savings bank
tax for the benefit of the state, leaving the literary fund
to be cared for by direct appropriations.
But whatever may be the form of legislation which you
will employ, I urge upon you, gentlemen, as speedily as
may be to send to me for signature legislation which will
remedy the defects in our present system of taxation, which
will distribute the public burdens equitably among all
classes of corporations and citizens, and which will furnish
to the state treasury the funds so sorely needed to carry
forward the beneficent enterprises upon which the state
is already embarked, to improve and construct enduring
and attractive highways, to foster education, and, in gen-
eral, to supply all legitimate demands for the state's co-
operation and support.
THE RAILROAD FREE PASS.
The railroad free pass has been fiercely attacked as be-
ing an improper agency in political affairs. Toward the
elimination of the free pass as a factor in politics, your
predecessors in the Legislature of 1907 took a long step
by prohibiting the acceptance and use of such favors by
members of the Legislature, and by most of our public offi-
cers. Whatever remains to be done to complete the abol-
ishment of the political free pass, I look to you, gentlemen
of the Legislature, speedily to accomplish. Many forms of
enactment will doubtless be suggested to you for this pur-
pose, but there is one general guide in this matter which
you will not lose sight of, I am sure. I refer to the plat-
form declarations upon that subject. Anti-free pass leg-
islation in line with those declarations will have my heart-
iest approval, and I trust that you will promptly lay it be-
fore me for signature.
RESTRICTIOX OF THE LOBBY.
The lobby, so called, has found itself seriously curtailed
in scope and power by changing conditions of the public
mind, and it is for us to take action still further to restrict
its operations. The only available means for this purpose
is by enactment requiring attorneys and all other persons
appearing before committees of the Legislature in a repre-
sentative capacity to register their appearance in the pub-
lic records of the secretary of state 's office with a statement
declaring in whose interest such appearance is made, to-
gether with a return of their fees and expenses. Such a
law I recommend, with the further suggestion that its pas-
sage be expedited so as to render it serviceable during the
session of the Legislature upon which we are now entering.
TflE DIRECT PRIMARY.
The desire for public office rarely fails to engender a
contest, no matter what method is in use in securing nom-
inations. Seldom, however, within my knowledge, has a
preliminary canvass or a nominating convention been con-
ducted in a manner so free from reasonable basis for crit-
icism as in our state during the past summer. Neverthe-
less if improvements can be obtained in methods which
will operate to secure greater purity and honesty and
equity in the formation of party tickets, we should most
assuredly avail ourselves of them. To this end the direct
primary is advocated. It promises much, and hence jus-
tifies the experiment. I therefore recommend that you
enact a law the effect of which will be to confine party
nominations to party adherents, and to place the nomina-
tion of all elective state officers in the hands of the people.
LIQUOR LEGISLATION.
By common consent and by unbroken practice the judg-
ment of the Legislature has been taken as final in all mat-
ters pertaining to legislation which governs the liquor
traffic ; and if it is your opinion that the law of 1903 shall
be stricken from the statute books, I will complete your
action with executive approval. If, however, you find no
reason for making a change in the existing fundamental
policy of the state in dealing with this matter, I earnestly
recommend that in considering changes in the law such
changes shall constantly be directed toward restricting to
its minimum the use of intoxicants, and that you will not
fail to provide every possible legal safeguard for the pro-
tection of those communities which vote no-license. As
a means for the better enforcement of the liquor law a
deputy attorney-general should be provided to carry on
such work, under the direction of the attorney-general;
or this duty should be imposed upon the attorney-general,
as the chief of the state 's solicitors, under a law prohibiting
him from private practice and paying him a salary equal
at least to that of members of the courts. The attorney-
general acting in cooperation with the county prosecuting
officers, at hand for frequent consultation by state officials,
available for the guidance of committees of the General
Court, etc., would be an invaluable officer, and would be
able many times over to save his salary each year.
EDUCATION.
Under the wise and helpful leadership of the present
superintendent of public instruction New Hampshire has
made no inconsiderable advance in the efficiency of the
public schools. Commensurate with the public means the
state treasury has been opened for the advantage of the
rural sehopl and still wider cooperation of this sort is hoped
for and advocated by educational leaders, as well as by
those who are qualified to voice the sentiments of the rural
communities. This, however, like all other plans for pro-
gressive legislation which demand money for their success,
must be made to conform to the conditions of the treasury,
though I have no hesitation in saying- that if indebtedness
is ever justifiable for a communitj' or an individual, it is
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when caused by expenditures incident to the raising of the
intellectual capacity. I recommend that among the uses
to which you will devote the increased revenue which it
is imperative that you provide, you include an enlarged
measure of assistance to the public schools in the rural dis-
tricts, an increase of the facilities for furnishing trained
teachers, and the extension of skilled supervision for the
graded schools.
THE STATE COLLEGE.
This institution will soon come into full enjoyment of
the Thompson fund, when the income thus assured will
suffice to place it in the class of the best endowed of New
England educational institutions. It has been well pro-
vided for by both state and national appropriations and I
can see no pressing necessity for extraordinary expend-
itures by you in its behalf at the present time.
NORMAL SCHOOL.
The State Normal School, a pioneer in the work of train-
ing teachers, has commanded favorable attention through
the excellence of its accomplishments. It should be main-
tained at the utmost of its efficiency and as I have inti-
mated elsewhere, its efforts should be supplemented by
those of new facilities for the training of teachers.
THE STATE LIBRARY.
The general interest in library development is by no
means as active among our people now as it was ten or fif-
teen years ago, and it seems to me that the state library
might be usefully employed in stimulating the public at-
tention to this subject. The library is enriching its col-
lections along certain lines which are desirable, and as an
instrument for the advancement of genealogical and his-
torical research is most valuable. I would suggest that
some portion of the funds now provided for accessions be
made available for field work by the librarian with a view
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to bringing about close relations between all the libraries
of the state and the state library, and for arousing a more
general public interest in library work.
BUREAU OF LABOR.
The scope of the Bureau of Labor has been much nar-
rowed by the limitations of the law under which it was
established, and which has received no amendments since
its enactment sixteen years ago. I suggest that the de-
partment, if it is to be continued as an independent bureau,
be broadened in scope to meet the expectations of those
who were chiefly interested in having it created.
LABOR.
The progress of New Hampshire from the settlement of
the colony has been made by the industry of her people
and the welfare of those who toil should be an object of
solicitude on the part of lawmakers. After a lifetime of
close experience with a manufacturing industry, I am
convinced that most of the difficulties for which legislative
remedy is sought may be obviated by forbearance on the
part of the employer and employees, and by a general and
genuine recognition on both sides of the rights of one's
fellowmen. I am not, therefore, prepared to recommend
specific legislation looking toward public interference in
the relation between employer and employee. But, as a
result of my observations, I have come to regard the
trustee process as applied to laborers' wages as tending
to impose suffering and unwarranted hardship upon those
who are blameless, and I ask you to abolish the practice
by amendment of the statute.
CHILD LABOR.
The laws upon our statute books relative to child labor
were designed effectively to protect the children. Let us
ever bear in mind that upon the children of the present
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are to be laid the burdens of the future, and that their
rights and privileges should be fully safeguarded, so that
they shall not be robbed by violation of law, of their health
and educational opportunities which are so essential a
foundation for useful lives; failure to enforce the laws in
regard to child labor will deprive the children of those
who labor of their birthright—intelligent citizenship. I
therefore strongly recommend that you not only add to
the existing law anything lacking to make it thoroughly
cover the subject, but that you provide that it be rigidly
enforced.
THE EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENTS.
The executive departments of the state government are
all deserving of commendation. Though paying small
salaries as compared with other states, or as compared
with the returns secured by the same degree of capacity
in private occupation, New Hampshire has been able to
command a high order of service in the various commis-
sions and boards of trust. Their reports will soon be laid
before you for information concerning the transactions
of the past two years, and I commend them to your study.
I suggest further that you consider whether the economical
and efficient conduct of the state's affairs may not be ad-
vanced by the consolidation of some of the various boards
and bureaus now pursuing independent ways. I sin-
cerely hope that you may be able to accomplish something
along this line, for it cannot be regarded other than ex-
travagant and inefficient that we should continue to main-
tain and multiply individual executive agencies for the
pursuit of work which may well be taken over by some of
the existing departments and boards.
BOARD OF CHARITIES AND CORRECTIONS.
The public interest, greatly increased during the last
decade, in social problems, in the prevention and correc-
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tion of crime and pauperism, in wise aid to the afflicted
and true kindness to the unfortunate, is represented in the
machinery of the state government by the Board of Char-
ities and Corrections. The different state institutions
(except the State Hospital and State Prison), the county
institutions, and the orphanages in which public charges
are cared for, are visited regularly by members of the
board and, as a result, many changes for the better have
been made.
STATE HOSPITAL.
This institution easily and justly holds a place among
the foremost of its kind in the country, and I invite your
special attention to the report of its officers. Notwith-
standing the generous appropriations which have enabled
large additions to its equipment, the hospital admissions
so far exceed the discharge of patients, that more room is
required. I do not, however, recommend that action to
this end be taken now, but I do recommend that the time
for receiving patients at the hospital from the county
almshouses be extended to January 1, 1913, by which time
provision can be made to fulfill the purposes of the Law
of 1903. From an experience of twelve years upon the
Hospital Board of Trustees, I feel that I have a special
knowledge of the institution's needs, and I ask you to
make provision at this session for a new set of boilers to
replace those which have served so well, for a new boiler
house with the proper coal pockets, which will protect the
inmates from the dangerous rigors of a possible break-
down in the heating system at the time of its utmost need,
and also eliminate the dangers incident to the present
arrangement whereby the hospital carpenter shop is lo-
cated over the boiler room. There should also be a proper




The Home for Feeble-Minded is entitled to rank among
the necessary institutions of our state, and should receive
its generous aid. I have recently visited this school and
examined it thoroughly and I recommend that appropria-
tions be made for a laundry, kitchen, dining-room, and an
additional boiler. Under capable superintendence the
School for Feeble-]\linded Children has made splendid
progress, commensurate with the money afforded for its
work.
soldiers' home.
The Soldiers' Home represents in part the measure of
New Hampshire's appreciation for the men who did battle
for the preservation of the Union. Since opening its
doors it has sheltered nearly seven hundred veterans.
After some twenty years of use its buildings naturally
are in need of extended repairs, and because of the in-
creasing age of the inmates, with attendant feebleness and
illness, an increase in the staff of nurses will soon be
necessary. The generosity of the state has never failed
to respond to the needs of this institution, and I commend
it to your continued good favor.
consumptives' sanatorium.
The State Sanatorium for Consumptives, for which pro-
vision was made by the Legislature of 1905, is now under
construction, and it will be your duty to provide for its
maintenance. In this, as in the consideration of all other
demands upon the public purse, due regard must be paid
to the condition of the treasury, as well as to the urgency
of the work in hand. And in this connection I cannot
refrain from once more directing your attention to the
fact that upon the measures which you will adopt for the
supply of the treasury will depend the degree with which
you will be able to enter upon the extension of desirable




The problem of the state's relation to its common car-
riers as then existing was met by the passage, in 1883, of
the statute creating the present Board of Railroad Commis-
sioners. Though but slightly amended in the meantime,
this law proves upon examination to contain the essence,
at least, of the necessary provisions of the widely-heralded
legislation of recent years elsewhere. The spirit of the
times, however, calls for the state's supervision over other
public service agencies than the common carriers ; and if
such course is to be followed here I suggest that it be
through a board created for that purpose or through ad-
ding to the present duties of the Railroad Commission the
further function of exercising the power of regulation
which the state possesses over all forms of public utilities.
This will entail additional labors for the Board of Railroad
Commissioners, and possibly should carry with it a larger
salary. This, however, should not serve to prevent the
suggested action, if in your opinion the general welfare is
to be subserved thereby; and in any event I earnestly
recommend that the existing anomalous method of com-
pensating the Railroad Commission be done away with, and
that they be paid, as are other state officers, directly from
the treasury upon executive warrant.
SAVINGS BANKS.
The savings banks of the state, as reported by the Bank
Commissioners, show slight, but healthy, increase from year
to year in their aggregate resources, which were on June
30, 1908, $92,068,019.11, in their deposits and in their
guaranty fund and in the number of their depositors, which
was on the date named 186,610.
The detailed reports of these different institutions indi-
cate that they are conducted with economy of expense and
with wisdom of investment and management. The splendid
shape in which all of the New Hampshire banks weathered
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what has become known as the panic of 1907 is a matter
of congratulation.
STATE BOARD OF AGRICULTURE.
The State Board of Agriculture is among the oldest and
most useful of the departments of our state government.
In addition to the usual duties devolving upon such an of-
fice, the secretary of the board has carried on a remarkably
successful enterprise in the development of our summer in-
dustries.
Considering the smallness of the appropriations with
which the work is carried on, the attractions and advantages
of New Hampshire as a place of country residence have
been wonderfully well advertised throughout the continent
and even in foreign countries. From the first this work has
been in charge of the secretary of the State Board of Agri-
culture, and has been carried on principally by correspond-
ence and by a handsome annual publication, "New Hamp-
shire Farms for Summer Homes." Exact figures cannot
be given, but there is no doubt but that millions of dol-
lars have been added to the wealth of New Hampshire be-
cause of its development as a state of summer homes.
FORESTRY.
To no state is the cause of forest conservation more im-
portant than to ours; and it so happens that forest pre-
servation in New Hampshire is fraught with immeasurable
benefit to most of our neighboring states in New England.
At the recent meeting of the governors of New England
states, held at Boston under the initiative of Governor
Guild of IMassachusetts, who is entitled to much praise for
the success of the project and for the generous assistance he
has given to the cause of the White Mountain Forest Re-
serve, an agreement was reached for a concert of action
in the seeking of forestry legislation in all the New Eng-
land states. The measures suggested are all reasonable in
tenor and promise to increase the safety of the forest from
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the most dangerous of its enemies,—fire. I commend these
measures to your consideration, which I hope will be favor-
able.
The oft-repeated suggestion for the replacing of the
present salaried member of the Forestry Commission with
a State Forester will again come before you, and I recom-
mend its adoption, and that the number of the Forestry
Commission be reduced to three members.
INSECT PESTS.
The work of exterminating the gypsy and brown-tail
moth is one upon which both the federal and state govern-
ments are engaged. New Hampshire appropriations for
this purpose have been generously supplemented from the
national treasury and practically all the work done in the
past two years has been cooperative between the state and
federal authorities. In exactly the measure with which we
show a disposition to help ourselves we can expect a contin-
uance of assistance from Washington, and prudence as w§ll
as necessity accordingly urges us to maintain the appropri-,
ation which has been made for fighting these pests. From
the report of the agent to expend the appropriation you
will learn of the extent and character of the work and needs
of the situation. I recommend that you make provisions
for continued defence against these agencies which are so
destructive of the attractiveness and resources of our state.
FISH AND GAME.
The fish and game laws now in force in the northern New
England states are strongly at variance in some instances
which affect the transportation of game and food fish from
one state to another for purpose of sale, and one of the
subjects under consideration at the recent conference of
New England governors and state officials had to do with
this question. I recommend that our statutes be made
uniform with those of our neighbors in this regard.
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HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENTS.
Under the legislation of the past two sessions we have
been enabled to make a good beginning toward a com-
prehensive system of improved highways, which are largely
under state control. The ocean boulevard and the princi-
pal links in what will be a central trunk line of highway
from our southern border to the White Mountains consti-
tute the chief elements in the work already done, and I am
of the opinion that these projects should be brought to
completion before any other ambitious plans are attempted.
By means of the state aid, which is granted to the towns
generally, a large measure of improvement has been ac-
complished in many localities, and this feature of the work
should be continued. In the foregoing I have referred
only to those expenditures for highway improvement which
must be met from the current treasury receipts. If it is
your opinion that we should use the proceeds of a bond is-
sue for the purpose of hastening the extension of modem
highways, including all of the proposed trunk systems of
roads, I will supplement your action with executive ap-
proval.
STATE BOARD OF HEALTH.
The State Board of Health through the Laboratory of
Hygiene and the Bureau of Vital Statistics has largely in-
creased its activity and usefulness in recent years. In the
enforcement of the pure food law enacted two years ago,
it is performing an especially helpful and valuable work.
I believe this department to be conducted in a most progres-
sive and efficient manner and I commend it to your contin-
ued favor.
INSURANCE DEPARTMENT.
From the report of the Insurance Commissioner you will
learn of the transactions of the department. Our body of
laws concerning insurance is well administered and under
the efficient direction of the present commissioner New
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Hampshire finds itself upon a level with the foremost of
other states in the matter of insurance regulations and re-
quirements.
THE NATIONAL GUARD.
The recent reorganization of the New Hampshire Na-
tional Guard in accordance with the requirements of the
national legislation known as the Dick Bill seems to have
had favorable effect in an increased efficiency of the whole
brigade and a higher standard for the individual soldier.
New Hampshire has fully complied with the provisions of
this law. At the present time the New Hampshire National
Guard is composed of twenty-three infantry companies, one
battery of field artillery, one company of cavalry, a signal
corps and a general staff corps, which includes the adjutant-
general's department, the inspector-general's department,
the medical department and hospital corps, the judge-advo-
cate-general 's department, the quartermaster's department,
the commissary department, a pay department, and an ord-
nance department, and the strength of the Guard is
as follows: 134 commissioned officers and 1,583 enlisted
men, being five officers and 111 men less than the maximum
allowed by the state law.
CODIFICATION OF THE LAWS.
It has been twenty years since the last codification of the
statutes was authorized by the legislature, and in the mean-
time the additions to our body of law have been numerous
and bulky. It is true that private enterprise has in a meas-
ure supplied the lack, but it seems to me that the time has
come to provide for the codification and revision of the
Public Statutes, and I recommend that you make provision
for that purpose.
STATE PRISON.
The changes in garb, dietary, and discipline at the State
Prison which went into effect a few years since have been
I
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in the line of progress, and the prison under its present
management has maintained its reputation as a model in-
stitution of its kind.
INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL.
The Industrial School serves its purpose as well as can
be expected under the circumstances attending its work.
Its results may be judged by the standard of citizenship
which it maintains as an ideal for its inmates. If our
means were sufficient, the school, in order to attain its best
results, should be reconstructed upon the cottage system,
and I suggest that whatever you may provide for the school
in the way of additional accommodations be planned with
this idea in view.
INSURANCE OF STATE BUILDINGS.
The State Hospital trustees have paid the premiums for
insurance from the proceeds of funds bequeathed for the
benefit of the unfortunates who are under treatment. This
is an injustice to the intended beneficiaries of these gifts
and bequests. I recommend that you empower the Gov-
ernor and Council to arrange for the proper insurance of all
state property which they think requires it, or consider the
advisability of the state carrying all its insurance and cre-
ating a sinking fund with which to erect structures in case
of loss by fire, and also to empower the Governor and Coun-
cil to authorize the construction of such buildings in case of
destruction out of any money in the treasury not otherwise
appropriated, until such sinking fund is adequate to replace
them.
IN CONCLUSION.
I have not attempted to speak in detail of many of the
state boards, institutions or departments. Their annual re-
ports will be seasonably in your hands and from those pages
you may learn of the things accomplished and hoped for.
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In general it may be said that the state 's affairs have been
well managed, with little waste and with no dishonesty.
Indeed, Gentlemen of the Legislature, ours is a state with a
goodly heritage of renown, which it is our duty to hand over
to our successors unimpaired. For myself I have sought
to promise no more than I can perform ; but I shall shirk no
responsibility and evade no issues. To you I impute a like
good purpose. Let us, therefore, cooperate with each other
freely for the fulfillment in letter and in spirit of all the
pledges which we have made, and thus meet the just expec-
tations of our constituents. Fortunately none of the
mooted questions before us are of a partisan nature. It is
with confidence, therefore, that I bespeak your united and
early attention to the problems of the session, and I trust
that you may so speedily and in such wise measure accom-
plish the results aimed at that the period of your labors will
be brief, and that the outcome will reflect credit upon all
who have had to do with shaping it, while satisfying to the
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At the September, 1907. term of the Superior Court
for Strafford County, Elmer E. Hyan of Lowell. Mass.,
was indicted and tried as an accessory before the fact to
the alleged killing of Katherine Ryan at Dover b^^ one
Harry H. Stackpole. on the 21-th day of August. 1907.
The trial resulted in the acquittal of the respondent.
At the September, 1907, term of the Superior Court
for Coos County, an Italian was indicted for the murder
of a fellow countryman. The respondent was represent-
ed by T. F. Johnson and J. H. Dudley of Colebrook. He
offered a plea of guilty of murder in the second degree,
which plea was accepted by the State, and the respond-
ent was sentenced accordingly.
Lewis Gad wall of Colebrook was tried at the December
1907 term of the Superior Court for Coos County for the
alleged murder of David Lochran at Colebrook. The
respondent was represented by T. F. Johnson and Drew,
Jordan. Shurtleff & Morris. He was acquitted. J. How-
ard Wight, Solicitor, assisted on the part of the State.
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Paul Emile Roy was indicted in Rockingham County
for the murder of one Carkin, at Newington, N. H., in
January, 1908. Roy, at the time of the alleged offense
was, and is, a citizen of France. Shortly after the com-
mission of the alleged crime and before the evidence re-
lating to the same had been discovered, Roy went to
France. After the finding of the indictment, an applica-
tion for the extradition of Roy was made by the State
Department at Washington. But extradition was re-
fused upon the ground that under the laws of France, a
French citizen, charged with a criminal offense, could
not be surrendered to a foreign countr}^ for trial, but he
must be tried, if at all, in France in accordance with the
laws of that countr3^
There is a treaty between the United States and France
with reference to extradition, but inasmuch as France
denied that it was broad enough to include this case,
and the evidence as to the commission of the offense was
not wholly free from doubt, it has so far not been
deemed best to press the extradition proceedings with
France, although facts may be discovered which will in
the future lead to such a result.
There are, now, four homicide cases in which indict-
ments have been found, that are to be disposed of by
trial or otherwise at the coming trial terms in Rocking-
ingham, Strafford, Coos and Cheshire Counties.
Arson.
John Patten of Wilmont was indicted at the Novem-
ber, 1908, term of the Superior Court for Sullivan
County and tried for an attempt to set fire to the build-
ings of Berton E. Sanborn in Springfield, N. H., in the
night time of the 2nd day of July, 1908. Respondent
was convicted and duly sentenced to the State Prison.
He was defended by J. M. Barton. The Solicitor for Sul-
livan County, Frank O. Chellis, assisted on the part of
the State.
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Prosecutions for Illegal Sales of Liquor.
This office since Dec. 1, 1906, has received one hundred
and live complaints for the alleged illegal sale of spiritu-
ous and intoxicating liquor. These complaints have all
been investigated, and in communities where there has
been an honest purpose to stop the illegal traffic, the re-
sults have been good. In my former report, attention
was called to the mischief done in no license territory by
the delivery therein of intoxicating liquors purchased in
licensed towns and cities. There is also good reason to
believe that large quantities of liquor are brought into
this state by the express companies and delivered di-
rectly to the consumer. This last condition appears to
be difficult to meet, but every legitimate effort to pre-
vent the distribution of liquor in this way should be
made. Existing laws have, so far, been found to be in-
adequate for this purpose, hence the need of further leg-
islation upon this subject.
Civil Suits.
State v. Cote & als.
At the time of my last report this case was pending in
the Supreme Court. It involved certain questions of law
respecting the validity, as a defense, of certain matters
set forth in the affidavit, for a continuance of the case.
The court held the affidavit to be insufficient and order-
ed judgment for the State.
Berry & als. f. Little & als.
Bill in equity in which plaintiffs asked to have the
judgment of the License Commissioners, declaring cer-
tain bonds forfeited, set aside. The State demurred to
the bill and the Supreme Court ordered judgment for
the State.
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United States Fidelity & Guaranty Co.
V.
State Board of License Com. & Attorney General.
This case is still in the hands of the court.
State v. John G. Mulligan & als.
In this case defendants raised the question of the con-
stitutionality of the license law. The Supreme Court
held the law to be constitutional. See case in N. H. Re-
ports, Vol. 74.
Thompson v. Kidder.
Pending at the time of my last report, has been de-
cided by the Supreme Court, g-iving important interpre-
tations to the law taxing collateral legacies and suc-
cessions.
State v. Certain National Banks.
Informations filed by the Atterney General against the
defendants to recover forfeitures for alleged violations
of Ch. 112 of the Laws of 1907 entitled "An Act relative
to Unauthorized Banking." Under the above named
act the State claimed that defendants were prohibited
from doing "a Savings Bank business." The methods
adopted by the defendants fully appear in the case pre-
sented to the Supreme Court, and the substance of the
opinion is, that under the law above named. National
Banks can do the business described in the informa-
tions, which includes the business ordinarily done by a
savings bank.
BusHROD W. Mann, Exr. v. State Treasurer.
This was an appeal by the State Treasurer from a de-
cree of the Judge of Probate for Hillsborough Coimty,
holding that deposits in a Massachusetts Savings Bank
belonging to the estate of a deceased resident of New
Hampshire were not subject to the laws of New Hamp-
shire relating to the tax upon legacies and successions
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(Ch. 40 Laws of 1905). The decree of the Probate Court
was sustained.
Wyatt v. The State Board of Equalization.
4
Petition for certiorari to correct an alleged error on
the part of defendants in assessing the tax on railroads.
The Supreme Court sustained the action of the defend-
ants, two Justices dissenting. See New Hampshire re-
ports for full details.
Chandler & als. v. Eastman & als.
Petition for a mandamus by the plaintiffs who consti-
tute the Board of Trustees of the New Hampshire State
Library, against the defendants, who are the New
Hampshire Printing Commission, to compel defendants
in their capacity to print a certain "reference index," so
called. The claim of defendants was that they were not
authorized under the laws of the state to print the doc-
ument referred to, and the Supreme Court so held.
The North Pond Case.
At the time of my last report this case (Percy Summer
Club V. Joseph C. Astle & als. ) was pending in the U. S.
Circuit Court of Appeals. The case has since been con-
sidered by the above named court, consisting of Colt,
Lowell and Brown, JJ., and has been decided in favor of
the defendants. The case is one of great importance to
the state, which has assumed the burden of defending it
(Ch. 121 Laws 1901), and as the decision of the court
will not appear elsewhere in New Hampshire reports, the
opinion of the court as announced by Mr. Justice Low-
ell follows
:
Opinion of the United States Circuit Court of
Appeals, May 20, 1908.
Lowell J. The complainant, a New Jersey corpora-
tion, brought in 1900 a bill in equity in the Circuit Court
for the District of New Hampshire against defendant cit-
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izens of New Hampshire, named and unnamed, to enjoin
them from fishing in Christine Lake and from trespass-
ing upon its shores. The complainant claims an exclu-
sive right of fishery in the lake and an exclusive right of
access to its shores. The defendants assert a right to
fish existing by the common law of New Hampshire in
favor of the public. The Circuit Court dismissed the bill
and the complainant has appealed to this court. 145
Fed. 53. In their answer, the defendants set up that
this court was without jurisdiction, because the com-
plainant's citizenship in New Jersey was collusively ac-
quired for the purpose of giving jurisdiction to the Fed-
eral courts; that the complainant was really a New
Hampshire corporation, and so the diversity of citizen-
ship alleged in the bill was based upon fraud. This
question was little argued before us or before the Circuit
Court. Considerable evidence was taken thereupon. In
their supplementary brief, the defendants seem disposed
to waive their objection ; nevertheless we are bound to
dispose of the jurisdictional question before we consider
the merits of the case. If this objection of the defend-
ants be well founded, the Circuit Court was altogether
without jurisdiction of the cause, although both parties
had agreed to submit thereto.
In 1883, certain persons organized a corporation un-
der the laws of New Hampshire, styled the Percy Sum-
mer Club, to which corporation most of the land in
question was duly conveyed. In 1890, the members of
the New Hampshire corporation, or some of them, or-
ganized the present complainant under the laws of New
Jersey, and in the same year caused to be made to the
complainant a conveyance of all the real estate belong-
ing to the original New Hampshire corporation. Other
land was subsequently acquired by the complainant
from other persons. In 1895, when a compromise was
proposed concerning the fishery in Christine Lake, some
members of the New Jersey corporation, and other per-
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sons acting with them, organized a second New Hamp-
shire corporation under the same name. This second
New Hampshire corporation took by lease from the
complainant the latter' s real estate, but that lease was
terminated in 1899. The corporate purposes of the
three several corporations above mentioned were the
same. The defendants contend that the court will look
beneath the citizenship of the complainant in New Jersey,
as established by the legal fiction which follows incor-
poration, and will treat the complainant, not as the
vei'itable owner of the property here in question, but as
a person who has been given a legal title thereto with
the sole puipose that the real party in interest, a citizen
of New Hampshire, may obtain a trial of its contro-
versy with the defendants, also citizens of New Hamp-
shire, in the Federal courts.
The defendants rest their contention upon Lehigh
Mining & Mfg. Co. v. Kelley, IGO U. S. 327, which un-
doubtedlj' resembles the case at bar in some important
respects. The differences between the two cases are con-
siderable, however, and, in our judgment, they are ma-
terial. The Lehigh Company was incorporated immedi-
ately before the commencement of the suit. The com-
plainant before us was incorporated ten years before
this bill was brought. In the Lehigh case, as stated by
Mr. Justice Harlan, no purpose but that of gaining Fed-
eral jurisdiction was suggested b3^ the plaintiff's incor-
poration. In the case at bar, most of the complainant's
members were residents of New York or of places further
south. Some of these men testified that the New Jersey
incorporation was resorted to for thegreater convenience
of corporate meetings. In the Lehigh case, the Virginia
corporation was held ready to accept a reconveyance
from the plaintiff after the close of the litigation. In
the case at bar, the New Hampshire corporation of 1883
has been neglected for many years, and the rights under
its charter ma^^ well have lapsed. Except as evidence of
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the intention of the members, the New Hampshire incor-
poration of 1895 does not concern us, being subsequent
to that in New Jersey. In the Lehigh case, the plaintiff
held no property except that conveyed to it by the Vir-
ginia corporation. In the case at bar, the complainant
has acquired land from parties other than the New
Hampshire corporation. The complainant has spent
considerable sums of money upon the property. On the
whole, while we ma^^ suspect that a desire to enter the
Federal courts was the chief cause of the New Jersey in-
corporation, yet the defendants have not shown that
this was the sole cause of that incorporation so clearly
as to justify us in treating it as a mere subterfuge. The
Circuit Court, therefore, had jurisdiction of the case.
At the argument, the defendants contended that the
bill should be dismissed because the complainant had an
adequate remedy at law. We do not find this objection
anywhere stated in the pleadings, and we agree with the
learned judge of the court below that the case was not
without the jurisdiction of the Circuit Court b}^ reason
of a want of equity. We also agree with him that the
controversy before us was not res judicata between the
parties.
We come next to the merits of the case. Christine
Lake is a natural lake said to contain about 140 acres,
situated in the town of Stark, county of Coos and state
of New Hampshire. There are several tiny streams
flowing into it, and it delivers its waters through an un-
navigable outlet into the Ammonoosuc River. The
complainant claims title to the whole border of the lake
b}^ mesne conveyances, under grants from the English
Crown made in 1773 and 1774. The complainant's pa-
per title does not go back be^^ond 1834 ; but the earlier
land records of Coos County were destroyed by fire in
1886, and we may fairly infer the loss of a deed or of a
series of deeds which granted to the complainant the
title and rights conveyed by the crown to the grantees
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of Stratford and Percy.
The Stratford grant made by the crown to the ''gran-
tees of Stratford'' m 1773 was expressed to include "all
that tract or Parcell of Land situate l^ing and being
within our said Province of New Hampshire containing
by admeasurement 48603 Acres, and is to contain
something more than Miles square out of which an
Allowance is to be made for high Ways and unimprova-
ble Lands by Rocks Mountains and Rivers 2(300 Acres
free according to a Plan and Survey . . . butted &
bounded as follows, viz.'' (Then followed the boundar-
ies expressed as in an ordinary deed.) "To Have and
to Hold the said Tract of Land as above expressed to-
gether with all Privileges and Appurtenances to them
and to their Respective Heirs and Assigns forever by the
name of Stratford, upon the following Conditions."
(The conditions are immaterial.) The Percy grant of
177-4: used similar language. Construed according to
the common law of England, these grants passed to the
grantees the fishery in Christine Lake. Bristow v. Cor-
mican, 3 App. Cas. 641.
The first constitution of New Hampshire, adopted in
1784. provides that "all the laws which have heretofore
been adopted, used and approved, in the province, col-
on}', or state of New Hampshire, and usuall^^ practiced
on in the courts of law, shall remain and be in full force
until altered and appealed b}^ the Legislature; such
parts thereof only excepted as are repugnant to the
rights and liberties contained in this constitution." In
State V. Rollins, 8 N. H. 550, 561 (1837), the Supreme
Court said : "There seems to be no reason to doubt,
therefore, that the bod}' of the English common law,
and the statutes in amendment of it, so far as they are
applicable to the government instituted here, and to the
condition of the people. Avere in force here, as a part of
the law of the province, except where other provision
was made by express statute, or by local usage." The
11
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defendants assert a local usage of free fishery in the
ponds of New Hampshire, contrary to the common law
of England. The latest decisions of the highest court of
New Hampshire undoubtedly declare that this usage ex-
ists. If it does not exist, the common law is operative,
and the complainant prevails. The existence or non-
existence of this local usage is the principal question in
the case.
The complainant's argument is this : The grants
made by the crown to the ''grantees of Stratford" in
1773, and to the "grantees of Percy" in 1774, though
these grants made no express reference to fishery, yet
passed to the grantees the title both to the waters of
Christine Lake and to the fishery therein. This was
the construction put upon like grants by the common
law which, in 1773 and 1774, was in force in England
;
which was then in force in the Province of New Hamp-
shire, and has since been established as the common law
of the State by virtue of its Constitution adopted in
1784. This was the construction put by the courts of
New Hampshire upon like grants until 1889, when the
Supreme Court of the State overruled its former decis-
ions and thus changed a well-established rule of prop-
erty. Under these conditions the Federal courts are not
bound by the latest decisions of the State courts in the
construction of the grants under consideration, but, on
the contrary, are bound to secure to the complainant
grantee the rights conveyed by the grants as they were
first construed. To establish its position, the complain-
ant refers to Gelpcke v. Dubuque, 1 Wall. 175, and
Muhlker v. N. Y. & Harlem R. R., 197 U. S. 544. If this
court does not deem the decisions rendered in New
Hampshire before the grant to the complainant conclu-
ive here in its favor, then the complainant makes the al-
ternative contention that the Federal courts should
construe the language of the grants as to them seems
right, uncontrolled by the decisions of the New Hamp-
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shire courts which have been rendered since the grants
to the complainant were made, For this alternative
contention the complainant refers to Burgess v, Selig-
man, 107 U. S. 20, and to Roberts v. Lewis, 153 U. S.
367. The defendants, on the other hand, rely upon the
latest decisions of the New Hampshire courts.
As our decision of this case must depend largely (1)
upon the course of decision in the Supreme Court of New
Hampshire, and (2) upon the relation of the Federal
courts to this course of decision, we must examine care-
fully and at some length (1) the decisions of the Su-
preme Court of New Hampshire concerning lakes and
the fishery therein, and (2) the decisions of the Supreme
Court of the United States concerning the authority
which should be attributed by the Federal courts to the
decisions of local courts upon the law of real estate, and
upon the construction of deeds. Before dealing with the
cases decided by the Supreme Court of New Hampshire,
however, mention must be made of the Massachusetts
ordinances of 1641 and 1647, which have affected con-
siderably the fishery law of eastern New England, and
have often been referred to by the New Hampshire court.
Without some account of these ordinances, the opinions
of that court could not be made intelligible.
In 1641, the Colony of Massachusetts Bay, which ad-
joined New Hampshire on the south, made the following
provision in its Body of Liberties: "Every Inhabitant
that is an howse holder shall have free fishing and fowl-
ing in an^^ great ponds and Bayes, Coves and Rivers, so
farre as the sea ebbes and flowes within the presincts of
the towne where they dwell, unlesse the free men of the
same Towne or the General Court have otherwise appro-
priated them, provided that this shall not be extended
to give leave to any man to come upon others propri-
etic without there leave." Colonial Laws of Mass,,Whit-
more's ed. of 1899, p. 37, No. 16. The Massachusetts
Body of Liberties is reprinted in the Laws of New
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Hampshire, Vol. I, page 748, as, in the opinion of the
learned editor, "made operative by colonial legislation
in New Hampshire as well as 'in Massachusetts Ba3^"
In 1647 the provision above quoted was amplified and
amended by the General Court of Massachusetts Bay as
follows : "Every Inhabitant who is an housholder shall
have free fishing and fowling in any great ponds, bayes,
Coves and Kivers, so farr as the Sea ebbs and flowes,
within the preciects of the towne where they dwell, un-
less the freemen of the same Towne or the General Court
have otherwise appropriated them. Provided that no
Town shall appropriate to any particular person or
persons, any great Pond containing more than ten
acres of land, and that no man shall come upon an-
others propriety without their leave otherwise then as
hereafter expressed. The which clearly to determine, It
is Declared, That in all Creeks, Coves and other places,
about and upon Salt-water, where the Sea ebbs and
flowes, the proprietor of the land adjoyning, shall have
propriety to the low-water-mark, where the Sea doth
not ebb above a hundred Rods, and not more whereso-
ever it ebbs further. Provided that such proprietor
shall not by this liberty, have power to stop or hinder
the passage of boates or other vessels, in or through
any Sea, Creeks or Coves, to other mens houses or lands.
And for great Ponds lying in common, though within
the bounds of some Town, it shall be free for an}'' man
to fish and fowle there, and may pass and repass on
foot through any mans propriety for that end, so they
trespass not upon any mans Corn or Meddow." lb.
170. This ordinance has been construed to leave fresh
ponds of less than ten acres in the ownership of the ri-
parian owners. By Stat. 1869, Chap. 384, Sects. 7, 8,
the limit of private ownership in Massachusetts has
been raised to twenty acres.
In Storer v. Freeman, 6 Mass. 435, 437, the Supreme
Court of Massachusetts held that the ordinance of 1647
14
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was "annulled with the charter by the authority of
which it was made." The reference is to the forfeiture
of the charter of the Colony of Massachusetts Bay in
1()S5. This supposed annulment of the ordinance has
since been doubted by the same court. Commonwealth
V. Alger, 7 Cush. 53; Commonwealth v. Roxbury, 9
Gray 451 (and the note thereon of the learned reporter,
afterwards Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of Massa-
chusetts and Associate Justice of the Supreme Court of
the United States); Litchfield v. Scituate, 136 Mass. 39,
46; Attorney General v. Revere Copper Co., 152 Mass.
444 ; Watuppa Co. v. Fall River, 154 Mass. 305; Attor-
ney General v. Herrick, 190 Mass. 307 ; Boston v. Le-
craw, 17 How. 426 ; Shively v. Bowlby, 152 U. S. 1, 19,
20. In Butler v. Attorney General, 195 Mass. 79, 82,
83, the court observed : "The ordinance is treated as
settling the common law of Massachusetts, and as em-
bodying the local law §ls to the jus privatum, which in
England is represented by the Crown, and the jus publi-
cum, which is there represented by the Parliament, both
of which in this country are subject to the exercise of
legislative power." Whatever be the precise force of the
ordinance as an existing statute, several matters are
well settled in connection with it : First, it expresses the
law of the land then contained in the Colony of Massa-
chusetts Bay; second, it likewise expresses the law of
the land then contained within the Colonies of Plymouth
and of Maine, and in the islands of Martha's Vineyard
and Nantucket which then belonged to New York, In
no place outside the Bay Colony did it have the force of
statute law. Barker v. Bates, 13 Pick. 255 ; Emerson
V. Taylor, 9 Greanleaf 42 ; Barrows v. McDermott, 73
Me. 441. The fishery of great ponds was thus free in
Massachusetts to the south of New Hampshire, and in
Maine to the north and east. From 1640 to 1679 the
whole or part of the territory contained in the present
state of New Hampshire was subject to the jurisdiction
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of theColony of Massachusetts Bay under circumstances
and with limitations which we need not here discuss.
During this period the ordinances above referred to were
adopted. In several cases the Supreme Court of New
Hampshire has treated the Massachusetts ordinances
as having a material, though somewhat anomalous ef-
fect upon the law of New Hampshire. These cases and
others relating to the right of fisherj'^ in ponds we next
consider.
In State v. Gilmanton, 9 N. H. 461 (1838), 14 N. H.
467 (1843), the boundaries of a town were in question,
described in the grant as "running * * * to Winnipis-
siogee pond, or river that runs out of said pond * * *
then north to Winnipissiogee pond ; then on the pond
and river to meet the first line." 9 N. H. 462. As there
was controversy whether the water in question was a
river or something else, the court observed : "The ques-
tion whether the water be a river or not, is important
only upon the ground that if it be a river, the town, as
it extends to the river, is bounded by the center of the
stream, whereas if it strikes any large body of standing
water, by whatever name it is called, it is bounded by
the water's edge." 14 N. H. 478. See also 9 N. H. 463.
The jury found the water in question to be a river, and
the decision of the case, which deals with a political
rather than a private boundary, is not in point.
In Nudd V. Hobbs, 17 N. H. 524 (1845), the court
said that "By the union of the settlements in New
Hampshire with the colony of Massachusetts, the laws
of the Massachusetts colony were extended over those
settlements, and justice was administered here accord-
ing to the rules there prescribed. This union continued
until 1679, and during that time the ordinances relat-
ing to lands bounding on the seashore would seem to
have been in force here, as a part of the laws regulating
the title to real property. If this be so, it ma^^ perhaps
be held that the first enactment of the general assembly
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of the province of New Hampshire, under the commis-
sion constituting a president and council for its govern-
ment, which provided that the laws they had formerly
been governed by should be a rule in judicial proceed-
ings, so far as they would suit our constitution, and
not be repugnant to the laws of England, until others
were legally published, included the ordinance of 1641,
so that it has been transmitted as the rule in relation
to this species of property to the present day." Pages
526, 527.
In Nudd V. Lamprey, an unreported case, decided in
1847, referred to in Concord Mfg. Co. v. Robinson, 66
N. H. 1 (1889), the court held that the owner of the up-
land had not the exclusive right to take sea-weed from
the adjoining flats. In his opinion, Chief Justice Parker
said- "The court instructed the jury that the seashore
belonged to the owner of the adjoining land to low
water mark. If this ruling be correct, it must be be-
cause the English common law has been abrogated by
the Massachusetts ordinance of 1641 ; but we cannot
hold that that ordinance was adopted here either in
practice or as law. The temporary union of this state
with Massachusetts did not make that ordinance the
abiding law of this state. There was no possession
upon which plaintiff can maintain his action. We know
of no legislation by which the ordinance of 1641 is in
force here, and the counsel for plaintiff seem to admit
that they do not understand how it is in force in Mass-
achusetts and Maine." Notwithstanding this language,
the ordinances continued to be noticed by the Supreme
Court of New Hampshire as having some effect upon the
interpretation of New Hampshire law.
Bell V. Offutt (1860) was a writ of entry to recover so
much of the bed of MassabesicPond as was situated ad-
joinuig and over against the plaintiff's land. After ar-
gument before the full court, and after the preparation
of an opinion by Mr. Justice Fowler, which was con-
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curred in by the rest of the judges, the case was settled
by an entry of "neither party." It follows that Mr. .Jus-
tice Fowler's opinion has not the authority attaching
to an opinion of the full bench rendered in a case which
has been litigated to final judgment, and so it has not
been reported. Nevertheless we feel justified in referring
to it as an exposition of local law made by persons
chosen to interpret the laws of New Hampshire, whose
pronouncement was deprived of full authority only by
an act of the parties, unconnected with the opinion
formed by the judges. For this history of this case we
refer to the original draft of Chief Justice Doe's opinion
in the Concord Mfg. Co. case, printed as an appendix to
the complainant's brief in the case at bar.
Massabesic Pond is situated in Auburn, and contains
about 1200 acres. The precise form of the deed in con-
troversy in Bell v. Offutt was discussed in the introduc-
tion to the opinion above referred to. The judges, how-
ever, expressly rested their conclusion upon a rule of
law that conveyances of the land about a navigable
pond in New Hampshire do not pass title to the bed of
the pond. For example, Mr. Justice Fowler said : "The
lakes and large ponds of fresh water in this country are
clearly navigable waters, and the dominion and proper-
ty in them and the lands under them are of public right
and inseparable from the power of government unless
by express or explicit grant for the purpose, if at all."
"Thereupon the title to the land under the navigable
waters of New Hampshire, whether tide waters, lakes or
ponds, revested in the crown to be holden in trust for
the public as a prerogative of the government unless
specially dissevered therefrom by apt words clearly ex-
pressing an intention to separate the same from the
government." "Inland waters, where the public have
been used to exercise a free right of passage and of fish-
ery from the^time whereof the memory of man runneth
not to the contrary, are public navigable waters. Pub-
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lie user is the most convincing evidence of the naviga-
biHt\^ of water—the most unfailing test to apply. * * *
Tried by this test, there can be no doubt, we think, that
Massabesic Pond and all the large bodies of fresh water
in New Hampshire are navigable. By the Colony Ordi-
nance of 1(3-1-1 in Massachusetts Ancient Charters, 148,
149, all great ponds, defined to be ponds of over ten
acres in extent, were expressly declared to be public, and
though lying within any town, not liable to be appro-
priated to any particular person or persons. It is be-
lieved that this ordinance, if not formally, was practic-
ally at least adopted as of binding force in New Hamp-
shire by the extension of the jurisdiction of Massachu-
setts over our territory ; at all events, the history of
legislation here from the earliest organization of the
government shows that the fisheries in such ponds and
the streams flowing from them were regarded as of pub-
lic right. There is scarcel}' a lake or pond of any con-
siderable magnitude within the limits of the state which
has not at one time or other been the subject of special
legislative control by the prohibition of the right there-
in at particular seasons, and the regulation of the mode
of taking fish therefrom at other times. So, too, sev-
eral acts have been passed annexing islands in our lakes
and ponds to the neighboring towns. Now, upon the
doctrine upon which plaintiff in the present case con-
tends, all these legislative acts were clearly usurpations
—unauthorized and unjustifiable attempts by the Leg-
islature to interfere with and control the private and
exclusive rights of the owners of these lakes and ponds
to the fish and islands within their waters. But in our
view of the matter, these acts furnish the most conclus-
ive evidence that these lakes and ponds were regarded,
used and treated by the Legislature, both Provincial
and State, as of public right—as possessing all the dis-
tinguishing characteristics of public navigable waters."
The reference to the Massachusetts Ordinances of 1641-
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1647 is to be noted as indicating that the decision in
Nudd V. Lamprey was not intended to exclude that or-
dinance from all effect upon New Hampshire titles.
While the conclusion in Bell v. Offutt was rested upon
the navigability of Massabesic Lake, and that lake is
several times as large as Christine Lake, yet no test of
navigability in Bell v. Offutt was suggested which does
not apply to the latter. Massabesic Lake is not com-
parable in size to Winnipisiogee. The opinion recog-
nizes also the difference between a boundary upon a
non-navigable fresh water stream and that upon a lake.
In Clement v. Burns, 43 N. H. 609, 621 (1862) a case
concerned with the right of the owner of the upland to
the adjoining flats, the court said : "As a rule of posi-
tive law, the ordinance of 1641 was not binding upon
New Hampshire; but when we consider that a union was
effected in that same year between New Hampshire, or
so much of it as was then settled, and Massachusetts,
which was continued for about forty years, making
them practically one government, we should naturally
expect that the same usages would spring up hereunder
that ordinance." In this remark the court accepted the
statement of the Supreme Court of Massachusetts in
Storer v. Freeman that, by reason of the forfeiture of
the Massachusetts charter, the ordinances of 1641 and
1647 had ceased to have any legislative force. In that
respect the New Hampshire court did not distinguish
between Massachusetts and New Hampshire.
In State v. Franklin Co., 49 N. H. 240 (1870), the
court had to consider the right of fishery in Lake Win-
nipisiogee now admitted to be public. The decision of
the case does not concern us, but, in order to establish
the freedom of the fishery, Mr. Justice Smith referred to
West Roxbury v. Stoddard, 7 Allen 158, a case which is
wholly concerned with the rule of law embodied in the
Massachusetts ordinances. Considered together, these
New Hampshire cases which we have already referred to
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indicate, at the least, that in New Hampshire, as well as
in Plymouth and in Maine, the Massachusetts ordi-
nances concerning fresh water ponds express the present
law of the land, though the basis of this law in all these
places may be doubtful.
In State V. Roberts, 59 N. H. 256 (1879) the owner of
the land surrounding Christine Lake was indicted for a
violation of Chapter 55 of the Laws of 1872, which
reads as follows : "No person shall catch, kill or destroy
any trout" (in certain months). "This act shall not be
construed to apply to any waters in which any person
or persons have now by law the exclusive right to take
* * * trout." The court held that if there was free
communication through which trout passed from the
lake to the Ammonoosuc River, the State might limit
the time in which trout should be caught within the lake
itself ; and so the case was left open for further proof.
Manifestly, the decision did not cover the case at bar,
but the complainant relies upon the language of the
court. As this language constitutes a chief support of
the complainant's case, we quote it at some length. "At
common law the right of fishery in navigable waters
was public and common to all, and in waters not navi-
gable it was limited to the riparian owner of the soil,
and belonged exclusively to him. * * * Hence, while
the riparian owner has the exclusive right of fishery up-
on his own land, he must so exercise that right as not
to injure others in the emplojnnent of a similar right
upon their lands upon the stream above and below.***
But while the legislature has power to regulate and limit
the time and manner of taking fish in waters which are
public breeding-places or passageways for fish, it has
not assumed to interfere with the privileges of the owners
of private ponds having no communication through
which fish are accustomed to pass to other waters. Such
ponds, whether natural or artificial, are regarded as
private property, and the owners may take fish there-
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from whenever thej choose, without restraint from any
legislative enactment, since the exercise of this right in
no way inteferes with the rights of others. The legisla-
ture protects the owners of such ponds in the enjoyment
of their privileges, and they are expressly excepted from
the statutory restrictions by the third section of the act
upon which the indictment in this case is founded. The
defendent is in possession, claiming the ownership of
North pond. There is no suggestion that the public
have any rights in its waters other than as a breeding-
place for the supply of fish to other streams, or a chan-
nel for their passage. If, as the defendent claims, the
trout are within his control, and there is no communica-
tion through which they can pass from the pond to other
waters, the indidtment cannot be maintained. If, as
claimed in behalf of the State, there is free communica-
tion through which trout pass from the pond to the
streams leading into it and to the Ammonoosuc River,
the indictment can be maintained upon proof of those
facts."
In Chase v Baker, 59 N. H. 347 (1879), the defendant
was sued for a violation of General Laws^ Chap. 179,
Sect. 1, since repealed, which provided that any person
taking fish in any pond wholly in the control of a ripa-
rian owner and used for breeding, should be liable to a
fine, to be recovered, as it seems, at the suit of the ripa-
rian owner. Thecourtgave judgment for thedefendant,
observing that: "The plaintiff was not owner or lessee
of all the land under or around and adjoining the pond,
and cannot maintain this action." We are unable to
find either in the decision or in the opinion in Chase v.
Baker anything to support the complainant's conten-
tion. The statute gave to the owner of all the land
about a breeding-pond the exclusive right of fishery
therein. This is not to deny the general right of the
public to fish in great ponds. In those States wherein
the Massachusetts ordinances are admitted to express
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the law, the right of the Legislature to grant exclusive
fishery in a great pond has been recognized; Common-
wealth V. Vincent, 108 Mass. 441.
In State v. Roberts, 59 N. H. 484 (1879), the defen-
dant had been convicted of the offence charged in the
case above referred to. The evidence was before the
court concerning the passage of trout from Christine
Lake to the Ammonoosuc River. The defendant's ex-
ceptions were overruled, and his conviction upheld.
The court said in its opinion : "Subject to the right of
the State to regulate the destruction or preservation of
fish, their free passage, and the use of the water as a
highway, the owner of the land upon unnavigable
streams and inland bodies of water has therein the ex-
clusive right of fishery. 3 Kent Com. 510,*418; Vinton
V. Welsh, 9 Pick. 87. The right of the legislature to
enact penal laws to prevent the uudue destruction of
fish does not depend upon the fact that any particular
body of water does not furnish a supplj^ of fish, but up-
on the fact that like other wild animals the}' are free,
and the owner of the soil under the water containing
them has not on that account any property in them.
The fact that the defendant owned the land around
North pond gave him no exclusive propert}- in the
four trout before they were caught, unless their natural
freedom had been destroyed by falling under the abso-
lute control of the riparian owner. If the trout were
not the prolific source of other trout for connecting
streams, their freedom of passage to and from and
through the pond prevented the defendant, a riparian
owner, from acquiring property in them against the
right of the State to preserve them for the enjoyment
of future anglers. The fact that the fish were in water
surrounded by the defendant's land, unless the water
was so enclosed as to be absolutely within his control,
and the free passage of the fish to and from it was en-
tirely and rightfully obstructed, gave him no more pro-
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perty in them than he would have obtained in a wild
deer that came upon his land, or a wild- bird that
might have alighted upon it." Page 486. It will be
noticed that the decision in this case did not involve
the exclusive right of the riparian owner to fish in a
great pond. The defendant was indicted for a violation
of the game law, and his conviction was upheld. The
complainant in this case does not rely upon the decis-
ion in State v. Roberts, but upon the language used ar-
guendo by the Supreme Court. We may doubt if the
court, in speaking of the exclusive rights of riparian
owners, did not have in mind the exclusive rights which
were so frequently given by the legislature of New
Hampshire, rather than those which are based upon
common law.
In Concord Mfg. Co. v. Robertson, 66 N. H. 1 (1889)
a riparian owner upon the outlet of a great pond brought
suit against another riparian owner for an unreason-
able diminution of the water of the pond by the defend-
ant's cutting ice thereon. The Supreme Court held that
the agreed facts did not show "that the defendant's re-
moval of ice was an unreasonable use of the pond, or
that the plaintiffs suffered damage." The case was or-
dered to stand for trial. In the long opinion of the
court, Chief Justice Doe discussed the title to the water
of great ponds, and declared that it was in the public.
Most of the cases above cited and many others there
came under his careful consideration. The decision in
Concord Mfg. Co. v. Robertson has no bearing upon the
case at bar, but the language used indicates beyond a
doubt an opinion favorable to the defendant before us.
In State v. Welch, 66 N. H. 178 (1889), the defendant
was indicted for fishing in Christine Lake in 1884, con-
trary to General Laws, Chap. 179, Sect. 1, which read
as follows: "If any person shall, at any time, catch,
kill or destroy in any manner any fish in any pond, res-




breeding, growing, or preserving the same, or from any
brook or stream running through or supplying such
pond or reservoir on land owned or leased for the pur-
pose aforesaid, or shall break down any dam or em-
bankment of the same, or shall in any way poison or
pollute such water, or shall place therein any tlsh, or
the roe, spawn, or fry of the same without permission
of the owner or lessee of the land upon or through which
such waters stand or flow, he shall for every such offense
be fined not exceeding fifty dollars, or be imprisoned not
exceeding six months, or both; provided, that said
owners or lessees shall post in at least two conspicuous
places on said land a notice with the words 'reserved for
fish culture or preservation, trespass forbidden,' plainly
painted, printed, or written thereon, and keep the same
thus posted. This section shall be interpreted to apply
only to such ponds, streams or springs as are wholly
within the control of some person owning the land
around the same, who has made some improvement or
expended money or labor in stocking the same with fish
for his own use." This statute had been amended by
Stat. 1885, Chap. 61, which added the words "and in no
case shall it apply to natural ponds." The indictment
therefore charged an act which would not have been
criminal if committed within four years of the time of
the court's opinion. The prosecution did not rely upon
the statute as giving to the riparian owners the fisher^'-
in the pond, but claimed private ownership of the pond
and its fishery at common law. The court cited the
Concord Mfg. Co. case and set aside the conviction,
whether on the ground that the indictment was defect-
ive, that the statute was unconstitutional, that it had
been amended, or that it did not apply to the case, can-
not be gathered from the opinion of the court. The de-
cision, therefore, is not clearly in point, but the court
said : '"One of the reserved questions was raised by the
objection (presented by the defendant at the trial) that
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the club had no such private right as was necessary to
bring the case within the statute. Whatever view is
taken of the evidence tending to show, as the State
claimed, that the club owned the surrounding land, it
had no tendency to show that they owned the pond.
The bed of the pond was reserved, set apart, and held
in trust for the public use." Page 179.
In Percy Summer Club v. Welch, 66 N. H. 180 (1889),
the New Hampshire corporation of 1883, the complain-
ant's grantor, brought a bill in equity to restrain the
defendant from fishing in Christine Lake. Upon the
authority of the two cases last cited the court held that
the bill could not be maintained. In Dolbeer v. Sun-
cook Water Works Co., 72 N. H. 562 (1901), the ripar-
ian owners about a pond of fifteen acres sought dam-
ages for the appropriation of the pond. The court de-
nied the petition on the ground that the pond was pub-
lic property. These two opinions support directly the
defendant's contention in the case at bar.
We have thus completed our review of the New Hamp-
shire decisions. Read together, they show that, from
the beginning, the New Hampshire court has tended to
hold free the fishery in all considerable lakes and ponds,
basing its action partly upon the analogy of the Mass-
achusetts ordinances, and partly upon an appreciation
of local usage. This is not the less indisputable, be-
cause the reasoning of the New Hampshire court, with
all respect be it said, has not always been consistent,
nor has its language been clear. Moreover, a confusion
between an exclusive fishery secured to the riparian
owner by the game laws and an exclusive fishery at
common law has led to some overstatement about the
latter, until the controversy respecting Christine Lake
brought a definite statement of the law in accordance
with the tendency of the earlier decisions and in favor
of these defendants. It may seem strange that the own-
ership of the water and fishery of the numerous ponds
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of New Hampshire remained so long without unequivo-
cal and authoritative de(;ision. But in completing our
search among the neighboring States, we have found
that in Vermont the ownership of the fishery in a pond
appears to depend on the language of the State Consti-
rution; N. E. Trout Club v. Mather, 68 Vt. 338 (1895).
No decision of the Supreme Court of Rhode Island on
the subject has been called t(^ our attention. In the one
case found in Connecticut there had been an express
conveyance of the pond by the proprietors of the col-
ony. Turner V. Hebron, 61 Conn. 175(1891). From
time to time, by special acts, the Legislature of New
Hampshire has made the act of fishing in sundry ponds
criminal on the part of all but riparian owners. Both
complainant and defendants have based arguments up-
on these statutes ; the former has contended that the
Legislature thus recognized the private right of the ri-
parian owner to the fishery, making the infringement of
this right a crime where it had before been only a tres-
pass ; the defendants, on the other hand, have contend-
ed that these statutes manifest the authority of the
Legislature to deal with the fishery in ponds. Not
much weight can be attached to either argument.
Where the fishery in great ponds is undoubtedly public,
as in Massachusetts, the Legislature has in some cases
granted an exclusive fishery to private individuals. We
mention the matter here in order to show that the ar-
guments referred to have not been overlooked.
Having followed the course of decision in the Supreme
Coui't of New Hampshire, from its earliest reference to
the Massachusetts ordinances down to its final decision
of the question here involved in favor of the defendants,
we have next to consider the degree to which Federal
courts, having the same question before them, will fol-
low the decisions of a State court. The matter has been
considered by the Supreme (^ourt so often that we need
refer to little which is outside its reports.
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The decisions of the Supreme Court which review upon
writ of error the decision of a State Court upholding a
statute which is alleged to impair a contract are not
here in point. There the Supreme Court exercises no
right of general review, but must affirm the judgment
of the State court unless it contravenes the Constitu-
tion of the United States. Hence the Supreme Court
in those cases neither follows nor refuses to follow the
course of decisions of the State court, but, having a
particular judgment of that court before it, reverses
the judgment or leaves it undisturbed according as it
does or does not contravene the Federal constitution.
Other decisions made by the State court upon the same
subject have ordinarily nothing to do with the case. N.
O. Water Works v. Sugar Co., 125 U. S. 18, 30; Mobile
Transportation Co. v. Mobile, 187 U. S. 4-79, 491.
Where the litigation originates in a Federal court, as
in the case at bar, or has been removed to it from a,
State court, the Federal court itself must render judg-
ment. In so doing, it searches for precedents, and gives
proper weight to those precedents which are found in
the courts of that State wherein the Federal court exer-
cises its functions. The interpretation of State statutes
and of State constitutions is generally for the State
courts, and the Federal courts, in their construction of
these writings, ordinarily follow the construction which
has been adopted by the State courts before the contro-
versy arose. M'Cutchen v. Marshall, 8 Pet. 220 ; Great
Southern Hotel Co. v. Jones, 193 U. S. 532. This has
sometimes been done, even if an overruling of earlier de-
cisions in the State court calls for an overruling by the
Federal court of decisions which it has formerly made.
Green v. Neal's Lessee, 6 Pet. 291 ; Fairfield v. County
of Gallatin, 100 U. S. 47. But the Federal court does
not yield invariably. Rowan v. Runnels, 5 How. 134;
Burgess v. Seligman, 107 U. S. 20.
Where the change of opinion in the State court con-
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cerns the interpretation of a State statute and results
in an avoidance of contracts already entered into on
the faith of the earlier decisions of the same court, the
Federal court, in construing the State statute, deems it-
self bound to follow the earlier State decisions, so far as
those contracts are concerned, but, as to contracts
made since the change of decision in the State court, the
Federal court follows the later decision. Gelpcke v. Du-
buque, 1 Wall. 175. We mention the rule of Gelpcke v.
Dubuque only because it is relied on by the complain-
ant. We have before us no statute of New Hampshire
to construe, and the case is therefore inapplicable. It is
true that N. H. Stat. 1887, Chap. 86, declared the waters
of all ponds over twenty acres to be public. But the de-
cisions of the New Hampshire courts rendered since the
passage of that statute have been rested expressly and
altogether upon the common law.
Where the controversy before the Federal court is con-
cerned, as here, not with the construction of State stat-
utes, but with the construction put by the State court
upon the common law, the rule is different. Certain
matters have been held by the Supreme Court to apper-
tain to general law apart from local conditions, and as
to these the decisions of the courts of the State where
the Federal court sits are deemed to have no peculiar
authority. Swift v. Tyson, 16 Pet. 1. Where, however,
the decision of the State court, though based upon the
common law, is deemed of an application especially lo-
cal, this decision is given an authorit}^ almost as great
as would be assigned to it if it construed a State stat-
ute. As was said by Mr. Justice Bradley in Burgess v.
Seligman, 107 U. S. 20, 38, 34 : ''Since the ordinary ad-
ministration of the law is carried on by the State courts,
it necessarily happens that by the course of their decis-
ions certain rules are established which become rules of
property and action in the State, and have all the effect
of law, and which it would be wrong to disturb. This
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is especially true with re^'arcl to the law of real estate
and the construction of the State constitutions and
statutes. Such established rules are always regarded
by the Federal courts, no less than by the State courts
themselves, as authoritative declarations of what the
law is. But where the law has not been thus settled, it
is the right and duty of the Federal courts to exercise
their own judgment ; as they also always do in reference
to the doctrines of commercial law and general juris-
prudence. So when contracts and transactions have
been entered into, and rights have accrued thereon un-
der a particular state of the decisions, or when there has
been no decision, of the State tribunals, the Federal
courts properly claim the right to adopt their own in-
terpretation of the law applicable to the case, although
a different interpretation may be adopted by the State
courts after such rights have accrued. But even in such
cases, for the sake of harmony and to avoid confusion,
the Federal courts will lean towards an agreement of
views with the State courts if the question seems to
them balanced with doubt."
The case before us concerns the construction to be put
upon the language of a deed. The language is of com-
mon use. The ccjnstruction put upon this language, as
is admitted, has varied in the States of the Union. In
interpreting the language of a deed of land lying in a
particular State, the interpretation put upon that lan-
guage by the State court necessarily^ carries peculiar
weight. "The question of the title of a riparian owner
is one of local law." Whitaker v. McBride, 197 U. S.
510, 512. To decide the case before us, we need not de-
cide if, in construing the deeds upon which the com.
plainant relies, we are bound to follow Concord Mfg. Co.
V. Robertson and Dolbeer v. Water Works Co,, or if we
should merely "lean towards an agreement of views
with the State courts if the question seems to them (the
Federal courts) ^balanced with doubt." We need not
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aftTeewith all the reasoning of the learned chief justice in
the Concord Mfg. Co. case in order to recognize that the
considered decisions of the Supreme Court of New Hamp-
shire concerning the interpretation of New Hampshire
deeds are entitled to peculiar weight. As was said by
that court in Dolbeer v. Suncook Water Works Co., 72
'N. H. 562, 563, 564: *'At the December Term, 1889,
three cases were decided in which the character of nat-
ural, fresh-water ponds, as to being public or private
waters, was considered: Concord Mfg. Co. v. Robertson,
66 N. H. 1, State v. Welch, 66 N.H. 178, and Percy
Summer Club v. Welch, 66 X. H. 180. In the last two
cases the question was definitely raised, whether a pond
containing 300 to 500 acres, situated in the midst of a
tract of land belonging to a single owner, was the pri-
vate property of the landowner or was public property;
and it was decided that it was public property. The
question was not fully discussed in these cases, but the
first case was cited as authority for the decisions with-
out additional comment, thus adopting the conclusion
therein reached and the reasoning by which it was sup-
ported. If, as the plaintiff's counsel suggest' the ques-
tion was not before the court in the first case, and so
what was said upon it should be regarded as dictum if
the attention is fixed upon that case alone, yet when the
three cases are considered together in connection with
the fact that they were decided at the same term, by the
same court speaking through the same judge ((Jhief Jus-
tice Doe), and with the further fact that the first case
is cited as the authority for the decisions in the other
two, it becomes apparent that the first case must be
treated as authoritative on the question." Even if the
cases decided before State v. Roberts are not in point,
yet they contain many dict^a which indicate that in the
absence of an express grant from the State the fishery
of a great pond is not of private ownership, and the
facts in Bell v. Offutt are hardly distinguishable from
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those in the case before us. Had it been reported, it
must have affected considerably the arguments upon
both sides. Therefore we find nothing which requires
us to differ from the considered opinion of the Supreme
Court of New Hampshire.
We agree with the Circuit Court in holding that,
apart from the fishery, the inteference with the complain"
ant's rights in the borders of the pond does not war-
rant the interposition of a court of equity.
The decree of the Circuit Court is afiirmed, and the
appellees recover their costs of appeal.
We have been notified that plaintiff will not further
contest the case.
Suits to Recover Forfeitures in License Bond Cases.
Since Dec. 1, 1906, this office has collected by 29 suits
and turned over to the treasurer of the Board of Li-
cense Comissioners $23,865,00.
The state now holds unsatisfied judgments in four
additional suits amounting to $4,500.00, and suits
are now pending and claims outstanding in twelve add-
itional cases, some of which will go to the Supreme
Court upon questions of law.
Opinions.
This office has furnished sixty-eight opinions since my
last report. The space given to such opinions in form-
er reports is at this time used for the opinion in the
North Pond case.
Expenses of the Attorney General's Department.
Expenses from Dec. 1, 1906, to Aug. 31, 1907:
Salary, $1875.00
Rentand incidentals 235.28
Paid for printing blanks, 21.15




Expenses from Aug. 31, 1907, to Aug. 31, 1908:
Salary, 12500.00
Rent and incidental expenses, 273.94
Enforcement of Liquor Law, 182.00
Total 12955.94
1 have no funds in my hands belonging to the State.
Recommendations.
In order to secure a better enforcement of the laws
of this state, it is my opinion that a District Police
should be provided for, with powers and duties similar
to those prescribed by the laws of Massachusetts for
like officers. A bill authorizing the Governor and Coun-
cil to appoint such officers was introduced at the 1905
session of the legislature, but failed to pass. I hope
the legislature of 1909 will take a more favorable view
of the subject.
The details respecting crimes, and other matters con-
cerning which the Attorney General has to do, are
found in the reports of County Solicitors and other


















To the Honorahle Senate and House of Representatives
:
Gentlemen,—As required by law, the trustees of the
State Normal submit herewith their biennial report.
Extension op Course.
The most important change which the board of trustees
has to report is the extension of the school year so as to
include a summer session of eight weeks. Teachers who
are in regular service and who have not had the advantages
of normal training are thus enabled to secure during
vacation time its advantages. No additional appropriation
for this purpose has been asked. The cost of maintenance
has been met primarily by economies effected at various
points in the management of the institution. With a plant
in operation the greater part of the year reaching the
largest possible number of students with no increase of
cost to the state, the trustees vsubmit that the institution is
approaching its maximum efficiency.
Repairs.
Pfew repairs have been made within the two years cov-
ered by this report and such as have been made have been
of minor consequence. The heating and lighting plant
installed during the summer of 1906 has given good ser-
vice and has verj- materially reduced the monthly cost of
coal. Of course, the plant is operated eight weeks longer
than in previous years, or an increase of nearly one quarter.
The trustees have under consideration plans for minor
changes, which will still furth;'r improve the efficiency of
the heating plant.
A suitable coal pocket ought to l^e constructed. At pres-
ent the coal is exposed to the weather, being thus not only
subject to deterioration and waste but also an unsightly
adjunct to the principal building.
An ice-house has been constructed on the dormitory lot
and the ice used in the boarding department is now har-
vested and stored by the management, thus effecting a
considerable saving.
A further economy would be a well on the veins flowing
through the dormitory lot. Such a well would furnish all
the water needed by the institution except for drinking
purposes. At present all water is taken from the town
mains at meter rates. A private supply would save ah-
nually a large percentage of the cost of installation.
The Faculty.
We have suffered some serious losses during the past two
years, but in spite of that the faculty is still kept at a
high point of efficiency. The principal. Doctor Klock, was
called to the principalship of the Lowell Normal School
during the past spring teriu, by the Massachusetts State
Board of Education ; but the trustees were alile to retain
his services at an increase of salary.
Need of More Room for ]\Iodel School.
The most serious present need of the school is more room
for the model school, which, it will be understood, is' the
common schools of the villagt^ of Plymouth. In common
with most other village schools, the attendance in Plymouth
schools has largely increased within the past few years, so
that we have threer rooms crowded to twice their rated
capacity, and one other filled to about its normal capacity.
For several years past, the management has been obliged
to improvise recitation rooms and to utilize corridors.
Obviously, this is bad both for the children themselves
and for the normal students who are presumed to learn
here what good schools are.
Believing that conditions had become such that the board
could no longer properly be responsible for the endurance
of such untoward conditions, the following resolutions were
presented to the school board of Plymouth in October.
Resolved, That the secretary be instructed to notify the
school board of Plymouth, that on and after October 13,
the trustees will be compelled by crowded conditions to
conduct but one session per day for the four lower grades
of the training school.
Accordingly, but one session per day has been main-
tained for the four lower grades, a part of the children
attending in the forenoon and the remainder in the after-
noon.
For five years past the town of Plymouth has been ob-
taining schooling for its children below high school grade
at the cost of $1,000 annually plus a per capita charge of
$1.35, the state owning the schoolhouse. If the normal
school were elsewhere, the cost to the town for such schools
as towns of the type of Plymouth usually maintain would
fall between five and six thousand dollars beside the cost
of school buildings. The contract between the town and
the trustees is a lineal descendant of that entered into at
the time the normal school was established.
During the past sghool year, the trustees proposed to the
school district of Plymouth that it erect a school building
sufficient in size for the common schools of the village of
Plj'mouth, agreeing to remit the existing charge of $1,000
for tuition in case the district should provide a satisfactory
building to cost not less than $25,000. The proposal was
axjcepted by the district, a building committee appointed,
and even plans obtained for the building, when a special
meeting, called for the purpose, rescinded all previous
action.
The trustees are thus left under obligation to school the
common school children of Plymouth for at least another
year, without a building adequate for their housing. Mean-
time the regular work of the normal school is, of course,
greatly hampered.
Need of ]More Normal Schools.
The applications for admission to the school are largely
in excess of the accommodations. The accommodations at
the dormitory are entirely insufficient, and the extent of
the model and training schools is entirely inadequate for
the training of more normal students than those now
registered. In a word, the more students we enroll in
addition to what we now have, the poorer must the train-
ing given be.
The trustees, therefore, voted at their October meeting,
that the number of girls to be enrolled be limited to one
hundred and fifty; that no furtlier attempt be made to
train students by practice-teaching, but rather that the
training school be converted into a model school only, until
such time as room sufficient for training shall be provided
;
that, upon provision of such room, the training school
feature be resumed.
It was also voted at the same meeting, that it is the
sense of this board that facilities for training teachers
are urgently needed which will provide for the annual
graduation of at least five times as many students as can
be graduated at the present institution.
Your honorable body is also respectfully referred to the
report of the Superinten^dent of Public Instruction upon
the condition of the school, and to the reports of the treas-
urer and the principal, made a part of this report.








Trustees New Hampshire State Normal School.
REPORTS OF THE TREASURER
To the Trustees of the New Hampshire State Normal School:
Gentlemen,—I herewith submit my report as treasurer
for the year ending August 31, 1907.
RECEIPTS.
Cash in treasurer's hands, September 1, 1906, $2,912.31
" of state treasurer, 31,250.00
" " J. E. Klock ('Normal Hall account), 1.000.00
" " J. E. Klock, proceeds of boiler sale, 200.00
" " J. E. Klock, tuitions, 213.00
" " town of Holderness, tuitions, 34.00
" " U. S. Rapid Fire Gun Company, for en-
gine returned, 400.00
" " Plymouth School District, on contract, 1,000.00
8
I have this day examined the foregoing account and
find the same correctly cast and properly vouched.
HENRY H. CLARK,
Auditor.
To the Trustees of the New Hampshire State Normal School:
GrENTLEMEN,—I herewith submit my report as treasurer
for the year ending August 31, 1908.
RECEIPTS.
Cash in my hands September 1, 1907, $5,427.26
'' of state treasurer, 25,000.00
" " Plymouth School District for text-
books and supplies for school year
1906-1907, 302.40
J. E. Klock, for coal at Normal Hall, 1,000.00
Plymouth School District, on contract, 500.00
a i (
I have this day examined the foregoing account and
find the same correctly cast and properly vouched.
HENRY H. CLARK,
Auditor.
REPORT OF THE PRINCIPAL.
To the Trustees of the New Hampshire State Normal School:
G-ENTLEMEN,—I respectfully submit my third biennial
report as principal of the New Hampshire State Normal
School.
Since my last report was made, a summer session has
been instituted in the Normal School, thereby adding eight
weeks more to the regular year's work. The necessity for
this addition, which has been felt for several years, was
recommended in my first report as one of the principal
needs of the institution. Our financial condition, how-
ever, made it impossible to accomplish this result at an
earlier date. Under the new plan, it was decided that a
credit of one-half of a regular term be given for the work
of the summer session. 'Hence it became necessary to
organize a class for each half-term's work, as outlined in
the catalogue. The studies of the first year, or the two
regular terms only, will be offered during summer ses-
sions. By thus doubling classes for each term's require-
ment, the same number of classes now necessary for the
two years' course will ultimately be required for present-
ing one year's work during summer terms, thus maiking
the expense per we^k for maintaining a summer session
equal to the expense per week of any regular term. Though
we have found it possible from our present appropriation
to make a small annual saving, as shown by the report of
the treasurer, a continuance of this state of affairs will be
impossible if the summer work is maintained. In fact, it
will require the strictest economy along all lines to con-
tinue the summer school out of our present appropriation.
Owing to the fact that at the beginning session in 1907,
only one class was organized, the extra cost up to the
A
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present time has been very slight. However, an addi-
tional class will be organized each year until 1910, when
the plan will be matured, and the maximum number of
recitations will be provided.
Advantage of Summer Sessions.
Through this plan, the Normal School plant will be used
to the educational' advantage of the state for twelve months
of the year, instead of ten, as heretofore; thus affording
to untrained teachers employed in the state during the
school year, an opportunity for professional training,
offered by the Normal School, during their usual summer
vacation. With this object in view, a special course pro-
vided for experienced teachers may be completed during
four summer terms, or even in less time, should the ap-
plicant choose to enroll in one or more of the regular
terms. Students entering the general course, also, may
reduce the time one year, by enrolling during summer
terms. The summer session offering work which ultimately
leads to graduation is now provided by many of the best
professional schools in the country.
During the first summer, forty-two, and the following
year, sixty-five, students were enrolled. This increase
offers sufficient encouragement to warrant the continuance
of the summer session as a permanent arrangement. It
also gives promise that at the present rate, the summer
work will become the most popular feature of the school.
The division of time for the respective terms now offered
by the Normal School is as follows
:
Fall Term—Septeniiber to January.
Spring Term—January to June.
Summer Term—July and August.
The school offers five courses of study—a General Course
and a Kindergarten Course, each requiring two years ; a
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Graduate Course, a Special Course for experienced
teachers, and a College Course for college graduates, each
requiring one year for completion.
General Course and Kindergarten Course.
The General Course, which is designed primarily for
those Avho wish to teach in the" public schools below the high
school grade, is open to graduates onl,\ of accredited high
schools and academies, or applicants with equivalent edu-
cation. Students, upon successfully completing this course,
receive a diploma accompanied by a state certificate.
Special Course for Experienced Teachers.
A course of one year, comprising practice teaching, and
studies chosen from the General Course, is offered to
teachers of several years' successful experience. For ad-
mission to this course, high school graduation is not a
requirement. At the completion of the course, a diploma
is granted ; this diploma, however, is not accompanied by a
teacher's certificate.
Graduate Course.
The trustees, acting with the principal, may arrange,
whenever it may seem desirable, a one-year graduate course
of advanced professional study and practice-teaching, in-
tended for graduates of this school, or of other normal
schools of equal standing.
College Course.
For admission, an A. B. degree, or its equivalent, is
required, and for graduation from the course, one year's
work in practice teaching and professional study must be
completed. Students upon finishing this course are granted
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a diploma accompauied by a high school teacher's certifi-
cate, issued by the state department of public instruction.
With the required amount of successful experience, these
certificates are accepted by the state superintendent for
superintendencies in the supervisory districts of the state.
Departments.
In the Normal School proi)er, the work has been organ-
ized into departments, each under th^ supervision of a
specialist. The policy of the school is not to duplicate
work done by colleges or accredited high schools and
academies of the state. Such work is duly credited students
at the time of enrollment.
Thus far, the following departments have been organ-
ized :
(A) Professional Worl.- This department includes the
work of psychology, pedagogy, school organization, and
practice-teaching under supervision.
(B) English Literature and History: This department,
which includes the history of education, aims to be profes-
sional, rather than academic.
(C) English Composition : Facilit.y of expi-ession. both
oral and written, is the object of this work. The depart-
ment is represented by the "Prospect," a self-supporting
school paper, organized three years ago, edited and man-
aged by the students, and composed of voluntary contribu-
tions from members of the classes in composition. The
cover design and departmental cuts are the work of the
art department. The steady improvement of this paper is
typical of the development of the department of English
composition.
(D) Art: Drawing, modeling and painting are included
in this department, and correlated with the work of the
entire school.
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(E) Music: Special attention is given to work adapted
to grades below the high school, including methods of
teaching the subject, and choral practice.
(F) Science: In this department, classes are still or-
ganized in physics, chemistry, and biology for students
who have failed to make preparation in these studies before
entering the Normal School, although credits are accepted
in these subjects from accredited high schools and
academies. It is to be hoped that in the very near future
all applicants for admission to the General Course will
procure proper ^credentials in this woriv before entering the
Normal School, so that all academic work may be discon-
tinued and the attention of the department may be directed
to professional study—the legitimate aim of the Normal
School. When this is accomplished, the work of the depart-
ment will be devoted to elementary science suited for
grades below the high school, together with such profes-
sional training in high school subjects as occasion may
demand. Gardening or elementary agriculture, also,
should be considered the legitimate work of the department.
(G) Manual Training: A fully-equipped department
of sloyd was added in 1904. Two years later, handwork
was extended to include basketry and raffia. Owing to the
overcrowded conditions in the building, the manual train-
ing has been continued in the basement where the rooms are
poorly lighted, unsanitary, and in no way adapted to the
needs of the department. This work of manual training
should include household economics, and such handwork
as may be introduced to the educational advantage of the
lower grades ; but this extension is impossible in our present
quarters, and without incurring additional expense to main-
tain the department.
(H) Physical Culture and Elocutioit: This department
which has been added recently has met with exceedingly
satisfactory results. The aim of the work is not elocution-
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ary effect, but rather a natural development of the speak-
ing voice, secured by proper breathing and a correct use of
the organs of speech. Indeed, too much emphasis cannot
be placed upon the desirability of a pleasing, well-modu-
lated voice for the teacher. Dramatic work, also, as a part
of the regular program affords the student an opportunity
of cultivating the poise and confidence necessary in
teaching.
CORREL.\TION.
The work of the entire school is unified by correlating
each department with all the others. By thus binding to-
gether different branches of knowledge in close inter-
relation, the essential purpose of education is emphasized.
The Library.
]\fore commodious accommodations are the most urgent
need of the library. The dimensions of the present room
are only twenty-five feet by thirty-five feet, a space too
small to accommodate a hundred fifty students during
the time when the library is being used for reference and
study jDurposes. The shelf-room also has been outgrown.
In addition to the four thousand volumes now in the
library proper, about a thousand have to be stored outside.
This surplus added to the yearly increase makes it desirable
that the accommodations should be doubled. To facilitate
the efficiency and convenience of this department of the
school, a card catalogue should be installed, and some device
planned for properly handling the periodicals. In order
that valuable books and magazines may be preserved in
a state of repair, there is urgent necessitj^ for a considera-
ble amount of careful rebinding. Regarding the depart-
mental reference books, an annual increase is being made
in every direction. If this percentage of accumulation con-
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tinues, the Normal iSchool will possess a library collection
worthy of the institution.
Graduates.
Since 1900, three hundred eighty-five students have been
graduated from this institution. Of this number, two hun-
dred fifty are now teaching in New Hamj^shire and fifty-
nine in other states. Prior to this time, six hundred fifty
had been graduated, sixty-nine of whom are now teaching
in the state, and eighty-four in other states. The present
graduating class in all courses numbers eighty-seven. Al-
though recent requirements make graduation from accred-
ited high schools, or academies, a requisite for enrollment
into the General Course, the rapid increase of students has
made it necessary for the board to limit the number of
students enrolled to one hundred fifty. Even with this re-
striction, the number graduating each year make it possible
to ofit'er in the future no more than observational work in
the training department.
Government.
The discipline of the school is maintained by a system of
self-government modeled after that of the state with its
various departments. A governor and the other state offi-
cers are regularly nominated and elected. From time to
time, with the approval of the faculty, bills are passed by
the legislature and the senate regulating the affairs of the
student body ; and offenders against the estal)lished laws
are arrested, tried by a student court, and duly punished.
This system of government has developed into a dignified,
self-reliant organization, far superior in its ethical effect
to any form of faculty control. Since it is true that no one
can govern others who cannot first govern himself, such
discipline for the young teacher is invaluable.
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[Model School.
Up to 1903, the Normal School worked under a contract
with the town of Plymouth, by whic^h all the children of
the village, including those in both high school and grades,
were placed under the supervision of the Normal School,
the state receiving from the town of Plymouth $3,200 for
this instruction. However, it soon became apparent that
the facilities of the Normal School were inadequate to its
needs. The town of Plymouth, realizing that the accom-
modations were not sufficient to house all the pupils, erected
a high school building at a cost of $40,000, thus relieving
the Normal School of the burden of maintaining a high
school; and at the same time making it possible to offer to
the model school better equipment and service. Hence, in
1903, a new contract was made and ratified. By this agree-
ment, the exceedingly low tuition required of the town of
Plymouth was understood between the trustees and the
committee to be a minimum charge, so determined to en-
able the town to afford a suitable structure to house its
high school pupils. The principal terms of this contract
are as follows:
In consideration of i$l,000 to be paid annually to the
trustees of the New Hampshire State Normal School, they
will support and maintain a model school of eight grades
in Plymouth, and for $1.35 paid for each resident pupil,
all books and supplies also will be furnished free. The
permanent joint school board shall consist of the trustees
of the New Hampshire iState Normal School, and the mem-
bers of the school board of the school district of Plymouth.
It is further agreed that this contract, which shall go into
effect and become operative August 11, 1903, may be modi-
fied by either party after five years from date upon giving
the other party one year's notice. This is the plan under
which we are now working. The five-year agreement hav-
ing expired this year, notice was duly given by the trustees
that a change in the present contract must be made.
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As a matter of fact, all the room of the normal building
is required for the use of the Normal School, in order that
the much-needed extension of libran^, manual training de-
partment, etc., may be possible. Therefore, steps should be
taken at once to secure a building for the model school.
The present expense to the state for maintaining this train-
ing department is practically one third of the entire ap-
propriation. Although a model school is as necessary to a
successfully conducted normal school as a laboratory is
essential to a department of science, the present arrange-
ment is fraught with greater expense than seems necessary.
Owing to the overcrowded condition of the model schools,
<the board of trustees of the State Normal School submitted
to the town of Plymouth a proposition by which free tuition
was to be furnished for children of the model school, pro-
vided the town would construct a suitable building for the
training department. In June of the present year, the
proposition was accepted by the town of Plymouth; and
$30,000 appropriated for a building for the model school;
but owing to a difficulty regarding the securing of a site,
at a special meeting called for the purpose, the former
action of the town was reconsidered, leaving no provision
for a building. At the beginning of the fall term of the
present year, the first four grades were put upon half-day
sessions. In spite of this necessary change, the large num-
ber of normal students who are obliged to observe in this
department crowd the rooms to overflowing. If, however,
the state laws could be so amended as to enable us to make
contracts with systems in other cities, to Avhich Normal
students might be sent for training purposes, the expense
of such work might be greatly reduced. Inasmuch as the
number of children in Plymouth is insufficient to furnish
practice-tea;ching to seventy-five or eighty students at the
same time, a larger training school is a necessity. There-
fore, the ideal plan is to separate the training department
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from the model school, and retain for observational work
the eight grades of Plymouth, housed in proper buildings
constructed for the purpose. By means of such an arrange-
ment, the town furnishing pupils for the observational
department should be able to afford to defray a larger
proportion of the expense than that required of the towns
furnishing the training departments.
According to the present method, practice work is con-
ducted during the last eighteen weeks of the course; but
with the change suggested, it would be possible for stu-
dents to complete all the professional training and observa-
tional work during the first three terms ; spending the last
term in practice-teaching in some system of schools where
proper supervision could be exercised over this branch of
the work.
Normal Hall.
This structure is so much too small, that over fifty
students were refused admission last fall and as many as
seventy-five will be turned away this spring. Although the
entering class will be limited to one hundred fifty, from
fifty to seventy will lack proper accommodations. From
this state of affairs, it is evident that some provision for
relieving this overcrowded condition mast be made either
here or elsewhere.
Although the price of living has advanced considerably
during the past two years, the fee of $75 per term, or $150
per year, has been continued. By practicing the strictest
economy, the dormitory has given satisfactory accommoda-
tions, and has made a profit of about $1 per month for
each student enrolled. At this rate, the Hall will, in the
future, become self-supporting, and, beginning with the
coming year, no appropriation will be required for fur-
nishings.
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Buildings, Additions and Repairs.
In 1905 the legislature made a special appropriation of
$12,000 for an addition to the old dormitory. The building
as constructed is 84 x 38 feet, and three stories high above
the basement. This new structure contains a basement-
kitchen, 27 X 36 feet ; a pastry-room, 13 x 21 feet ; a serv-
ing-room, 21 x 23 feet ; dining-room, 36 x 62 feet ; four bath
rooms, each 7x7 feet ; two lavatories, 7x15 feet ; twenty
single rooms, 9 x 15 feet; and two double rooms, 11 x 15
feet.
By the provisions of the bill, which made the appropria-
tion for this addition, both the adoption of the plans and
the construction of the building were left to the discretion
of the governor and council. True to the prediction of the
friends of the bill, the amount of the appropriation proved
inadequate to erect a substantial structure of the required
dimensions.
Since the erection of the new building, the general repairs






Furniture, original fittings, 1.4:12.98
Floors and partitions, 579.95
Wiring, . 150.00
Total, $2,475.95
The general repairs and additions to the dormitory (old
part included) have been as follows:
Piano, $500.00
Steel beds and mattresses, 1,304.50
Painting old building and cottage, 1,229.34
Reshingling old building. 260.00
Incidental repairs, 148.90
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Heating: plant for cottage, $245.36
Ice-house, 320.00
Laud (betweeu street and buildiug), 200.00
Total. $4,208.10
The additions to the Normal School building have been as
follows
:
^Manual training, installing. $580.57
Manual training, ceiling and repairs on room. 66.01





In order to meet the expense of the necessary improve-
ments, it became necessary to practice the closest economy
in administering the finances of the school and the dormi-
tory. As heretofore stated, a small annual saving was made
for several years. At the time of installing the tiew plant,
the balance in the general fund was $9,162.31. The saving
from the dormitory during the same time was $3,460.65.
From these two sources alone, the expense for these im-
provements was fully met. Through thus modernizing and
enlarging our heating-plant, with the addition of the light-
ing plant, the service has been improved and a substantial
saving has been made in the annual cost of heating and
lighting the buildings.
During the fall of 1907 a central heating and lighting
plant, together with a steam laundry, for the dormitory,
were installed at a total expense of $11,417.85; $7,957.20
was paid from the general fund, and $3,460.65 from the








Steam-fitting and wiring, 5,143.73
Radiators, 68.83
Lights, 40.92















The principal items of expense for the heating and light-
ing plant are as follows
:
Engine: Shepherd High Speed engine, running at 350
revolutions per minute, furnishing 25 horse-power at 100
pounds of steam, equipped with automatic governor.
Boilers: Two Harrison iSafety boilers, capacity 80 horse-
power each, regulated at a working pressure of 110 pounds.
Pump: One Warren Steam pump, No. 5232, having a
51/4-inch steam cylinder, and 5-incli water cylinder, capable
of delivering 72 gallons per minute.
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Generators : Two Crocker-Wheeler generators, size 7.51,
type 000, each furnishing 125 volts at 66 amperes, normal
output of 9.25 kilowatts at 1425 revolutions per minute.
Su'itcJihoard: Slate switchboard, equipped with two
Weston ampere meters and one Weston volt meter, two
rheostats and four switches.
Distribution (3f Fuxds for 1908 and 1909.
During the present year the board made the following
distribution of the annual appropriation for maintenance:
Text-books and supplies, $750.00
Incidentals, 600.00
Buildings and repairs, 700.00
Furnishings in Normal Hall. 300.00
Library and lecture fund. 500.00
Water, 200.00
Heating and lighting. 1,700.00







After defraying the necessary expense of repairs which
are now being made, $4,000 will be left in the hands of the
treasurer. This amount, however, will be needed for the
construction of boiler rooms and a coal pocket.
Present Needs.
The greatest present need of the Normal School is more
room. The model school should be removed at once, leav-
ing the entire building free for the proper expansion of
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the Normal School, including library, manual training,
kindergarten training, and other necessary departments.
Another pressing need is additional room at the dormitt)ry.
For reducing the present excessive cost of the water sup-
ply, a well and a pump should be installed for all but
drinking purposes.
To protect the coal supply from the waste incident upon
its exposure to the elements, a coal pocket sufficiently large
to house the boilers and engines, also, is desirable and
necessary.
The most vitally important recommendation suggested in
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Commission of Pharmacy
Presidnit, EDWARD II. CURRIER, Manchester.
Srcretarv, ERANK II. \\IX( iATi:, Nashua.
Auditor, BEN U. ALDRICH, Keene.
December 1, 19<>S.
'Jo His E.xccUcncy, CluirlesM. Ulovd (lovcrnor ofXciv Hanp-
shirt\ (iiid Honorable L oiincil.
GEN'i'LKMi-:N: In compliance with Chapter 13S, Gen-
eral Statutes, relating to Pharmacy and the sales of drugs
and medicines, 1 ha\e the honor to transmit herewith the
report of the lioard of Pharmacy for the year 190S.
i^Inlank h. win gate,
Secretary.
Report of Commission of Pharmacy
To file Go-T'crnof' and Jlonorahle Council:
We herewith submit to you the thirty-third annual re-
port of the Commission of Pharmacy and Practical Chem-
istry for the State of New Mampshirc, for the year end-
ing October the first. A. T). I'i'iS.
Quarterly meetings of the Jioard have been held as
heretofon* in the State House at Concord, on the fourth
W'l'dnesday of October, January. April and July.
The first quarterly meeting of the Board for the ensu-
ing year was held in Ci)ncord, Wednesday. October the
twenty-third. l'K)7.
^Messrs. Currier. Aldrich and Wingate present. The
Board organized as follows:
President, l^^lward J I. Cui-rier, Manchester.
Secretary, 1^'rank H. Wingate. Nashua.
Auditor, Ik-n O. Aldrich. Keene.
The meeting opened at nine o'clock. The whole num-
ber of candidates for the senior class was ten: Of this
number, the f(dl(nvinj.i[ wi're successful and received cer-
tificates as registered Pharmacists:
\\. L. Simpson. Colebrook, N. PL
Leon H. Wheeler, Warner, N. H.
R. J. Putnam, Hanover. N. H.
Llarry M. Porter, Ashland, N. H.
PTank C. Hopkins. Keene. N. H.
Charles H. .Sniilh, 1 HMininiLiioii, \'t.
I'Or the junior class only two i:,indidales ajjpeared,
neither ot whom was successful.
6 KF.PoKT or n l^r^r^sst(")X of I'li armacv
CoxcoKi), N. II., jaiui.iiy I'iOS.
The secdiul (iiiarlorly nicct in.L,^ of the Hoai'cl ot I'h ;n--
mac'\' was h.cUl I'lus (la\' in Kcprrscntalix r llall. Mrssrs.
Cun'icr, AUh'ich and Win.i^-atr i)i\-srnt. The number ol
candid. itcs present Im- ihe senior examination was six-
let'n. ()f this number the follow inL;; wei"e sujcc-ssin! and
recei\-ed eeitiiicates a.s re^dstei'ed IMiaimacists:
llu^h \\ McDonoUi^h, Manchester. X. H.
WesK'vO. Knierson. (rroxeton, X. 1[.
Charles 1^^. Abbott. Ilanox'er, X. II.
I'^or the juiiior class, jour camlidales appefirc'tb none of
w horn was successful.
It was x'ott^d l)y the lioard of Pharmacy, that afU'r this
date the joercent.t^e re(iuired of candidates in' tin- Xew
nami)shire l)oaril of ['h.umacy sh.all bt^ se\'enty-ti^'e (7.S)
percent toconfoini to the reciuiiements pi the Hoards
oi rh,uniacy of olluM' st.ites.
X.ASiUA. X. II.. February, 2.^. I'»()S.
A s|)ecial meetini,'' ol the Xew IIamush;re I'x .n<l ot
j'harm.icy was held in this city, (.)n abo\-e date, for a
six'cial examination. ()nly one candidate prestmtcd him-.
self and he was unsuccessful.
C:()Nr<)Kn, X. II., .\pril 22, 19()S.
The third quarterly meetinjj of the Xew Hampshire
P)oard of Pharinacy was held in this citv on the al)ove
daCe. Messrs. Currier, Aldrich and Wiii^ate present.
Se\'entecn candidates presented lhemsel\-es for the ex-
amination. I'hv followinj^- were successful and received
certificates of ret^'istrat ion;
Joseph 1 I. Low, Derrv, X. II.
William ( . Labombarde, Xashua, X. II.
Frederick .\. l-)ra.n(les, Webster. Mass.
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l'^)!' ihe junior class, six candidates appeared. The
followinjj^ three wrw successful and receix'cd junior cer-
tificates:
pd.u'ar Colby Knowlton, INlanchester, X.ll.
Lyle'N. Newton, Manchester, N, li.
J. G. Emanuel Gregoiri', Manchester, X.II.
At his re(|uest, and by cote of the commissioners, a
dui:)licate certificate was sent to Mr. K. I.-. 'Putnam of
North Woodstock, whose certificate was destroyed by
fire, February 22.
CoNcoKi), N il.. July 22. 1<>(».S.
The fourth (luarterly meeting of the Board of Pharmacy
was held in this city on the al.ox-e date. Messrs, Currier,
/Mdrich and W'ingate prest-nt. Niiu* senior candidates
presented themseKes for the examination. The follow-
ing were successful:
J. .Stanley (ialligher, Lynn. Mass.
Pay ton T. \'oung, Manchester. N. II.
'ihe junior class consisted of three' candidates, two of
\\hom were succcssIliI:
Marry G. Webb, lapping. N. II.
Lucien j. Martin, Manchester, N. H.
EXAMINATIONS.
Examinations of applicants for registration in Pharmacy
are held quarterly in the months of January, April. July
and October and are held in the State IIousi' at Concoid.
The suhijects included in the examinaticMi are Chemis-
tiy, theoretical and
i
rai tital, Phaimacy. Potany, Materia
Medica and 'I heraprutics, loxicol(!gy and PIxamination
and Identification of I )rugs and Medicines.
Whole number of I'hai maidsts registeietl in New
II;impshire is Sl'T whole number registered during tiie
year, !.">: a\erage percentage of succrs^lul e.indid.ite^.
2S; whole number of applicants. 5.-).
S KF.PORT OF C().M>nS.SIOX OF PHARMACY
CONDI riOX nv I'ilARAIACV
'S'our commissioners represent that lej^itimatc.' pharmacy
within our Ixirch-rs is in a healthy condition.
It is tba' practice of your commissioners, in cases wht-re
\-iolations of the statutes rt'hatin^^ to Pharmacy arc sus-
|)ecte(l, to in\esliifate and e.\[)Iain the proxisions of the
hiw; if advict' is heeded-well antl j^ood; persistent wroni;
cloin^ is corrected by leu'al measures. Drug stores in thj-










It was found necessary to institute procei'dings against
two clerks employed in the stcjre of the Pike Manufacturr
ingCo., at Pike Station, in the town of Haverhill; also
against the jjroprietor of the drug store at Warren, all iq
Grafton county.
John I'dall, manager, and .S\-en(l Lange, clei'k for the
Pike Station Store Co., and Dr. iM-ancis L. derald of
Warren, were each arraigned before the Superior C'oiirt
for Grafton county at W'oods\ille. All pleaded "Nolo"
and a fine of one hundrt-d and hfty dollars and costs was
imposed upon each.
W"e desire to (mII attention of meml)ers of our profes-
sion to the change in the percentage required ol candi-
dates for registration. The reciuisite iH-rcentage prior to
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1908 was 67 per CLMit. The commissioners xoted in Jan-
uary to raise the ri'ciuirtd percentage to 75 per cent.
This is right in line with the recjuirements of other
B(.ar(ls of Pharmacy, and in harmony with the recom-
meiuhitions passed by associations all o\-er the country.
We take this stand on the (juestion: If e\"er our State
Pharmacy Laws are so ameiuK-d as to gi\e its commis-
sioners the power to reciprocate with other states in the
e.xchange of certificates, the percentage now retjuired by
the New Hampshire lioard will be rt-(]uire(! by other
State Boanls with which the exchange is made.
We again recommend that limitations of certificates and
rene^-al, annually or biannually, without examination, for
a nominal fee, be embodied in our Pharmacy Law. That
power be gi\en the commissioners to revoke certificates
of registration for just and proper cause, all subject to
the law of api^eaj, and re.-registration granted whenever
right and proper conditions pre\ail.
ihis will be a necessary and preparatory step toward
placing New PLampshire in <i position to consider inter-
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The total a\craj^c pcrccnta.L^c to obtain rcij^islration is
sc\cnty-ti\(' per cent.
Graduates of Schools of I'harniacy will not be rcj^is-
tcrcd without cxaininatioii.
(iracluatc's ol Schools of Medicine will not be registered
without examination.
The CoiTimissioners ha\'e officially sanctioned the sale
qf the foll()win.t( articles by luire^istered persons, believ-
ing they are not included in the terms "druj^'s and rnedi*
cines;" Alum, amonia, bakini^- powder. I)enzine. borax,
brimstone, blue s'itrol, camphor, copperas, cream tartar,
chloride of lime, flavorinj^: extracts, glycerine, hellebore,
inscict powder, Iceland moss. Irish moss, indigo; oils-
sweet, olix'e, machine, sperm, lineseed petroleum; potash,
resin, saleratus, sal soda; seeds-fiax, canary. anisc\ hemp,
millet, corianck-r; spirits of turpentine, washing com-
pounds.
Rr.poKT or (.o^[^rlssT()x oi' imiarmacn'
RULlX(iS OK c:()M MISSION.
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Apothcr.iiies, tlni<^^i;-!sts and all i^iM'sons cMigat^ol in llu-
manufacture, compounding; or selling'' <>' dru.t^s, poisons
or mcdicin'-s, arc rc(]M'i-i' 1 to hr cxt r lordin irily skilllul,
and to use the liit^lv.Mt d.^j^rvv- of care knoAMi to jiractical
men, tr) pre\-ent injury from t!ie use of such articles and
eomi)ounds.
The Pharmacv law recjuires that e\'ery dru.tj stort- in
New Hampshire must he rmder the direct chai-i^e of a
icf^istered pharmacist of this state, and also reciuires that
every person who sells dru<;s and medicines, or com-
pounds or disjienses medicim-s shall be registered.
A rr-eistered a'^sistant may s(dl druses and medicines at
any time under the direct super\-ision of a registered
pharmacist, and he is the only T:)erson so privileged. A
registered assistant has so right or authoiaty to manage
or conduct a i)harmacy, eithcM' on his own account or for
another. He may, howexcr, act as clerk <m" salesman in a
drug stori" or pharmacx', during the tempoiary absence ol
the owner or manager.
ddic- Commission of Pharmacy construes the words
"temporary absence" [o mean while the registered phar-
macist is gone to his meals or any like necessary duty, re-
(luiring no more time than is generally so consumed.
Prolonged or vmnecs^ary al)sc-nce is m-t to be considered.
The registered assistant cannot take charge of a store
for weeks at a time. It is the evident intention of the
Pharmiicy law to ki'cp e-\ery drug store or pjiarmacy
under the immediate charge or super\ision of a registered
pharmacist during all times the dreg store or pharmacy is
open for businc^ss.
Any place where drugs and medicines are sold is a
drug store witliin the law.
A practicing ])hysieian unregistered can not ki-ep a
drug sicM'e or sell mc dicines which he has not prescribed.
PHARMACY LAW
of the
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
CHAPTER 135
SALES OF DRI'CS AND MHDICINK
Section 1 \o person shall conduct or l<ccp a shop of
any kind in this state for the purpose of retailing drug^s,
medicines, or such chemicals as are used in compnundins
medicines, or ens^acje . in the husine-^s of compound intj;'
and puttins: up iirescrii^ticms of jjjiysicia.ns and sellin.ij^
medicines, either as nronrietor, as^-ent, or a'^'^istant, with-
out ha\in.<j;' first ohtained a certificate from the commis-
sioners appr>inted under the pro\-isions of this chapter;
but it shall l)e lawtul for an\' person tc) sell ])roprietary
medicines or to be an oH-ner in the stock in trade in any
cirujjgjists or apothecary's shop, if he takes no part in
conductin.c^ or keepins^ the shop.
Sect. 2. There shall Ije a commission styled the
commission of pharmacy and practical chemistry, which
shall be composed of three commissioners, appointed by
the g^o\-ernor with theadxdce of the council, each of whom
shall h(dd his office for thi-ee \'ears, and untill his succes-
sor is a])poin ted and (lualilled. In case a \-acancy shall
occur at any time from any cause, the g-overnor, with
arh'ice of the council, shall fll (he \-ancancy for the
unexpired part of of the teim. 'I'he commission as novr
co'nstituted is continued, subject to the provisions of this
chapter.
Sect. 3. The commission shall hold meetings for the
examination (ii ajiplicants for r'-£,'-istration, i:::rantins.; of
certificates, and the ti"an sac (ion of other necessary business,
at least (juarterly and al such time and place as the\- see
fit.
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Sect. 4. They shall examine any person desiring to
ens^aj^je in the business of apothecary and druj^jj^^ists. and.
it found skilled and learned in pharmacy, shall ,L,M\e to him
a certiticate. statint^ that he is a skilled pharmacist and
authorized to ens^aj^je in the Inisiness of apothecary and
druggist.
Sect. 5. They shall examine all applicants o\-er
eighteen years ot age who have served two years under a
registered pharmacist, and grant to such as pass satisfact-
ory minor examinations, a certificate as "registered
assistant." Such certificate shall not entitle the holder
to act as manager of a drug store' or pharmacy.
Sect. (>. Yhc commissions shall procure and keep a
suitable l)ook at the office of the secretary of state, wherein
they shall registei' Ihic names and places of residence of
all persons to wh«)m tliey shrill issui- certificates, and the
dates thereof, which shall be open to the examination of
all persons at reasonable times.
Sect. 7. The commission shall file with the secrt^tary
of state on or belorc- the first day of Deceml.n-r in each
year, a repoit to the gi>\'ernor and council upon the con-
dition of i)harmacy in the state, and containing a record
of their acts and proceedings.
Sect. S. Each applicant for a pharmacist's certificate
shall pay to the commission a tee of t\\c dollars, and each
applicant for a rc^gistered assistant' s certificate a fee of
twc) dollars, for the use of the board. P^ach commissioner
shall also recei\e iiw dollars per day for actual ser\"ice
for not exceeding (t\venty-five>t days annually, and all
necessary expenses incurred in the discharge of his duty,
to be paid from the state trc'asury.
Se:ct. 9. All phaimacists lawfully registered are au-
thorized to keep spirituous licjuors for compounding
their medicines.
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SiiC'i". 10. If any person shall ens^ayc in the business of
rctailin.iC '"'(l xcndiniL;, directly or indirectly, dnij^^s, nied-
icim^s and chemicals, and in disin-nsinii" meilicine and
compounding^ physician's prescrii)tions, without heinj^j
registered as pro\'idcd l)y this chapter or the law hei-eto-
fore in force, he shall 1)C punished by a hue not exceed-
fifty dollars for each week he shall continue the business
without bein<^ so registt-red.
Sp:ct. 1 1. The proyisions of this chapter shall not be so
construed as to apply to [)hysicians compounding and
putting up their own prescriptions.
Sect. 12. It shall lie the duty of the commissioners to
enforce the proxisions of this (diapter. h^)r actual ser-
X'ices and necc^ssary expenses in the jjerformance of this
duty, thev shall be paid from the state treasury such
sums as the goxernor and council may determine and
approN'e.
(Approved March 7, V){)\.)
tSubstituted for "fifteen" IS'/i. 68: 1.


Report of State Agent
FOR
Suppressing the Gypsy and
Brown-Tail Moths.

REPORT OF STATE AGENT
FOR
Suppressing the Gypsy and
Brown-Tail Moths.
To His Excelloicy the Governor and the Honorable Conncil
:
Agreeably to an act to provide for the suppression of
the gypsy and brown-tail moths enacted at the last session
of the legislature, I was on the 4th of December, 1907,
appointed agent to carry on the work. Previous to my
appointment the governor and council had assumed direct
charge and had done the summer's burlapping by contract
with Massachusetts parties. Trees were burlapped for
the destruction of the gypsy moth caterpillar principally in
the coast towns and along the Massachusetts state line in
Rockingham and Hillsborough counties. The cost of this
contract work amounted to about $7,500.
THE GYPSV MOTH.
Upon assuming charge I found that the state was in-
fested with the gypsy moth to a much larger e.xtent than
had been heretofore realized. The fall scouting had dem-
onstrated that fact, and while Rockingham county showed
a most serious condition of affairs, Hillsborough county
south of Manchester was also badly infested ; they had
also been found as far north as Concord and as far west as
Brookline.
Confronted by this serious condition of affairs and with
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an appropriation wholly inadequate to combat the same, I
deemed it most important that we make our condition
known to the national government asking from them addi-
tional financial aid.
At that time a bill was pending before congress carry-
ing an appropriation of $150,000 for the New England
states for the suppression of the gypsy and brown-tail
moths. Whereupon I appeared before the house Commit-
tee on Agriculture at Washington and set forth the seri-
ous condition of affairs in our state asking that the appro-
priation be increased to $250,000. As the department
had only asked for $150,000 it was an unusual procedure ;
however, our delegation interceded and the increase was
granted and the bill carrying an appropriation of $250,000
passed the house and senate.
The work has since been carried on by co-operation with
Mr. Dexter M. Rogers, special field agent for the national
government, the government carrying the major part of
the pay-roll, while the state has bought the material for,
and paid the expenses incidental to the execution of the
work.
During the winter of 1907- 1908, crews of men were
kept at work scouting and throughout the worst infested
districts in cutting, pruning, tin-patching and improving
the general conditions. Upon the arrival of the caterpillar
season in the summer of 1908, burlap was placed upon
one hundred and twenty-five thousand trees ; this burlap
was tended throughout the season and the caterpillars de
stroyed, which work gave daily employment to over one
hundred men. At the earliest possible moment in the fall
trained men were set to work scouting for and destroying
nests, which work is being carried on at the present time,
giving daily employment to one hundred and fifty men.
THE BROWN-TAIL MOTH.
The policy of the work pursued against the brown-tail
moth has been of an entirely different nature. Actual
antispreading work can be done to advantage against the
gypsy moth, since the female of this insect does not fly,
and the species is spread only in the larval or caterpillar
stage, when it spins down from roadside trees and alight-
ing upon some vehicle or person is thus carried for long
distances. With the brown-tail moth, however, the case is
entirely different. The female flies readily and is carried
during its period of flight by the prevalent winds for very
long distances. It is therefore much more difficult to pre-
vent the spread of this insect than of the other. To
attempt such work as a government or state measure and
with the funds appropriated would be futile. It is safe to
say that to effectively check the brown-tail moth would
require its complete extermination ; and to bring this about
millions of dollars would have to be spent. Plainly the
thing to do, therefore, with regard to the brown-tail moth,
is to secure the active and intelligent co-operation of all
property-holders throughout the infested district. I am
glad to note that in the worst infested districts a fungous
disease broke out last summer destroying thousands of
caterpillars. The best authorities say that undoubtedly
this disease will spread among them and will ultimately
result in their destruction. While they have increased in
numbers the infested district of our state has not materi-
ally increased in area in the last two years.
Upon assuming charge of the office I at once opened
correspondence with the mayors of cities and .selectmen of
towns throughout the infested districts calling their atten-
tion to the law and its requirements, asking for the
enforcement of the same so far as the clearing of the
brown-tail moth nests on orchards, trees on cultivated land
and shade trees.
These demands were generally respected and the work
during the winter months was carried out along these
lines. I am pursuing the same policy at the present time.
THE SPECIES CONTRASTED.
The gypsy moth and brown-tail moth are constantly
confused in the minds of people. While the caterpillar of
the brown-tail moth is destructive, injury to woodlands and
forests is not as severe as that accomplished by the gypsy
moth, as coniferous trees are not attacked by them and
the most that can be done is to compel land owners to
clear their orchards and trees on cultivated land for their
own protection, and to compel cities and towns to clear
the trees along the highway.
The caterpillar of the gypsy moth feeds upon the foliage
of practically all orchard trees, all shade and ornamental
trees, all out-of-door shrubs, and all forest trees. Not
only are the deciduous forest trees stripped, but the conif-
erous trees as well. In June and July patches of forests
in the infested territory are stripped of every green leaf
and the trees appear as bare as in winter. After several
such consecutive strippings, deciduous forest and shade
trees are killed,' but with a coniferous tree, such as a pine,
hemlock or spruce, one complete stripping will cause
death. It is this fact which makes the gypsy moth so
much more serious a pest than the brown-tail moth, and
the loss which will result from its spread will be \ery
great, owing to the coniferous forest interests.
In cities and towns the insect does damage not only b)'
destroying all vegetation, but by swarming in numbers
upon and about houses, frequently entering them. It has
been the experience in eastern Massachusetts that where
a locality becomes thoroughly infested the \'alue of real
estate rapidly depreciates, and it becomes a matter of diffi-
culty to rent or sell property.
THE UISTORV OF THE SPREAD OF THIS PEST IN MASSA-
CHUSETTS.
This shows conclusively the necessity of vigilance on
the part of New Hampshire in carrying on this work. In
1890 the gypsy moth became so serious a pest that the
commonwealth began exterminative work against it. This
was continued for ten years. By 1900 the state work had
so reduced the moth that it was doing little or no serious
damage, and had, indeed, ceased to be generally noticed,
having been exterminated in many places. The common-
wealth then abandoned its operations against the insect
;
whereupon it rapidly gained headway, and soon became
again a formidable menace. Had a small annual appropri-
ation been made and continued at that time, the future
spread would undoubtedly have been prevented and the
control of the insect become more effectual. In 1904 the
moth had increased so enormously that it became evident
that state aid was again necessary for its control, and the
Massachusetts legislature of 1905 made an appropriation
of $150,000 per annum to carry on the vvork.
Since then the appropriation has been increased yearly
and last year there was expended in Massachusetts,
directly and indirectly over $1,000,000 for the suppression
of the gypsy moth.
It is apparent that our state is called upon to make a
most vigorous fight against this common enemy. We can-
not expect to receive financial aid from the national gov-
ernment unless the state makes liberal appropriation to
assist in the work.
This winter's scouting has demonstrated that we have
8
the gypsy moth in sixty-three towns, the farthest point
north being Ossipee.
In conducting this department thus far I have pursued
those lines and adopted certain policies found to be most
desirable and effective in other states where the work has
been in progress for a longer period. With the develop-
ments of the last year and the experience which I have
gained I trust that I shall be able to cope with the exist-
ing conditions.
I wish to acknowledge my appreciation for the sound
advice and many favors received from Dr. L. O. Howard,
chief of the Bureau of Entomology at Washington, Mr.
Dexter M. Rogers, special field agent of the national gov-
ernment, Prof. A. F. Kirkland of Boston, and other gen-
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